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FOREWORj) 

The VIenna Programme of AcTion. a4opttd by the United 
Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development "In 
August 1979. defined three broad obJectives: namely. strengthen• 
lng scientific and technologlcol capabilities of developing 
countrlesJ restructuring the existing patterft of International 
scientific and technological relations~ and strengthening the 
role of the United Nations In the f.leiCI of science and technology 
and provision of Increased financial assistance. For the ful• 
fllment of these objectives, a number of speclflc recommendations 
were Incorporated In the Programme of Action. These were further 
elaborated by the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and 
Technology for Development, established after the Yfenna Confe
rence. through the framework of an Operational Plan ln terms of 
eight major programme areas. These programme areas covered 
various lntersectoral policy and programming aspects which were 
critical for the development of endogenous technological capabl• 
llty and for developing the necessary environment for rapid 
scientific and technological progress. The programme areas ex
tended from science and techno~ogy policies and plans to the 
strengthening of technological Infrastructure, the selection and 
acquisition of technology; the development of human resources; 
the financing of science and technology; the provision of sclen• 
tlflc and technological Information; the strengthening of re• 
search and development and Its linkages to the production system 
In developing countries and the strengthening of scientific and 
technological coopratlon between developing countries and between 
developing and Industrial I zed nations. 

The VIenna Programme of Action and the Operational Plan 
represent a broad-based blueprint of pol lcles and Institutional 
objectives and programmes which prescribe the parameters for 
planning and management of science and technology. While secto
ral priorities are different from country to country because of 
varying factor endowments and levels of development, the broad 
Inter-sectoral spectrum of activities Incorporated In the VIenna 
Programme and Its Operational Plan provide the overal I framework 
for technology planning and management. 

The VIenna Programme of Action recognizes •a clear need to 
adopt measures to create. stimulate and promote the demand for 
endogenous scientific and technological activities• and sets 
forth a number of requirements as well as proposals for spe~lflc 
action on the national, regional and International levels. The 
Operation Plan for the Implementation of the VIenna Programme 
recommends that the United Nations system support activities 
designed to assist developing countries In Improving their policY 
making and planning through International cooperation. support In 
methods and analytical techniques. diffusion of appropriate 
Information on methodologies and techniques for planning and 
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programming thro'ugh different channels, Including seminars and 
training courses. 

In the process of Identifying specific ways and means of 
Implementing the Vienna Programme of Action and Its Operational 
Plan, the United Nations Advisory Committee on Science and 
Technology for Development <ACSTD> Jn accordance with the 
decision of the Intergovernmental Committee tor Science and 
Technology for Development (IGCSTD> has Identified a number of 
key topics for In-depth examination through Its~ panels of 
special lsts. One of the A~ panels was organized In Kuwait In 
1983 which dealt with the topic on "Human resources development 
for the planning, management and Implementation of science and 
technology programmes In developing countries". As a follow-up 
to the suggestions and recommendations, an Interregional Seminar 
was organized In Moscow, whose proceed1ngs constitute this 
volume. 

The objectives of this seminar were: 

1. To assess, through the meeting and Its background 
material (reports, national papers and case studies. 
etc.) the needs of Interested countries regarding the 
whole range of organizations and functions associated 
with policy-making, planning and Implementation of 
Science and Technology programmes! 

2. To evaluate with the assltance of participants and 
experts concrete situations In selected countries with a 
view to arrive at definite recommendations tor 
strengthening endogenous capacities; 

3. To prepare coherent set of training material and 
documents on the subject of science and technology 
policy and planning for further dissemination In 
developing coutnrles. 

The purpose of this Seminar was also to assess the overal I 
planning and management functions and Institutional arrangements 
with regard to policy-making, planning and Implementation of 
programmes related to science and technology. In this regard, a 
discussion of concrete situations and experiences In different 
countries. was of special Importance and relevance. There Is 
stll I relatively limited knowledge and experience ~f 
comprehensive science and technology planning and management In 
developing country conditions. Various aprpoaches have been 
Initiated with respect to policies towards development of 
endogenous capability In different developing countries. 

The effective management of science and technology 
constitutes one of the critical pre- requisites tor rapid growth of 
endogenous capability. While national priorities and pol lcles 
may differ, all developing countries have the same baste goals of 
rapid scientific and technological growth and self-rei lance. 
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These goals can best be achieved through careful policy choices 
and appropriate planning and mahagement of science and technology 
and to their Integration with the process of overal 1 soclo• 
economic development objectives. This Js undoubtedly a very 
difficult and chal lenglng task but one which necessarily has ·to 
be tackled. 

Often. sectoral economic development alone may not meet the 
goals of rapid. socio-economic and technological progress In 1110st 
developing coutnrles. Similarly, the·development Of science and 
technology, by Itself, may not necessarily result In adequate or 
desired patterns of economic growth. The need for effective 
Integration of the two processes Is the Important message of.the 
Vienna Programme of Action. 

The objective of technology planning and management In this 
context Is to develop the necessary Institutional and human 
Infrastructure for appropriate technological choice, acquisition 
and application and for adaptation and development of Improved 
techniques and processes. This necessl.tates the rapid growth of 
national capability In various aspects of technology planning and 
management. It Is Initially necessary to Identify technological 
needs and priorities In each economy. These would obviously 
differ from country to country and over periods of time. It Is 
also necessary to develop the technological Infrastructure In 
terms of human ski I Is and resources and Institutional capability 
for specialized education. training and research. The selection 
of technology must be appropriate and closely related to local 
resources. Comprehensive research programmes need to be under
taken at Institutional and enterprise level and related to tech
nological changes In each sector. 

The development of such capability Is a formidable and 
challenging responsibility. It requires new directions In per
spective planning with respect to scientific and technological 
developments and their potential for application In national 
economies. It necessitates adequate resource allocations and 
planning of technical manpower resources and Institutional capabi
lity In various specialized fie-lds. It lmpr'les Increased use of 
Indigenous technologies which must be suitably upgraded through 
applied research. It requires careful evaluation of technologi
cal alternatives and the selection and acquisition of technology 
and services on suitable terms and conditions. Such technologies 
must also be rapidly absorbed and adapted to local conditions so 
that they serve as foundations for technological Innovations In 
future. Endogenous research capability must be not only expanded 
but linked directly to the production system as far as possible. 
Such capability has to be developed at the level of technological 
use and application In different production and service sectors. 
The development of such capability must be viewed as a basic and 
Integral feature of socio-economic policy. It Is only then that 
the application of science and technology would effectively 
reduce or ell.lnate various obstacles to developMent. 
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Planning and management of science and technology must, In 
fact, constitute the core of pol lcles and programmes. Whl lethe 1 

extent and coverage of socio-economic and sectoral planning 
differs considerably from country to country, It Is fullY 
recognized that developing countries must undertake steps towards 
fostering and accelerating socio-economic and technological 
progress In accordance with desired goals and priorities. This 
Is particularly necessary with regard to planning for science and 
technology, which should be designed to strengthen the basic 
foundations for economic and technological growth In each 
economy. 

The papers presented at the Seminar reflect the range of 
situations and directions In planning and management of science 
and technology In a rather representative group of developing 
countries from different regions. Some are In Initial stages of 
examining their options while some others are In a comprehensive 
process of Implementing their pol lcles and plans. The papers by 
the Soviet participants provide a detailed description of the 
experiences of USSR In this area. 

The collection of the experiences represent~ In these 
papers would be of valuable assistance to those Interested In the 
approaches to managing science and technology for development 
wi~~ut necessarily preJudging the merits of the various opinions 
and direction. It Is for this purpose that this volume was 
brought out for wider dissemination. 

I wish to thank the Government of USSR for their support In 
organizing the seminar and for the various Soviet Institutions 
who contributed to Its preparation and management. I am grateful 
to the participants for the presentation of the papers contained 
In this volume. I wish to acknowledge the assistance of the 
Department of Technical Cooperation for Development of the United 
Nations Secretariat for assistance In all phases of the Seminar. 
1 deeply appreciate the Interest and enthusiasm of the staff of 
our Centre In the successful organlzatlo~ of the Seminar and In 
the preparation of this volume. 

sincerely hope that this volume would help to stimulate 
further Interest In other parts of the world In articulating the 
effective •anagement of science and technology for development. 

Amllcar F. Ferrari 
Executive Director 

Centre for Science and Technology 
for Development, United Nations Secretariat 
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INTRODUCTION 
* 

The VIenna Programme of Action. adopted by the United 
Nations Conference on Science and Technology tor Development ·In 
August 1979, constitutes a principal basis for national. regional 
and International action In strengthening the endogenous scienti
fic and technological capacities of developing countries. 

The Intergovernmental Commlt~ee on Science and Technology 
for Development (IGCSTD> of the United Nations General Assembly 
provides the guidance end the directions for the Implementation 
of the VIenna Programme of Action. 

The Advisory Committee on Science and Technology for Develo
pment <ACSTD> assists the IGCSTD through Identification and 
analysis of critical Issues governing the effective use of 
science and technology for development. 

Under the guidance of the Director-General for Development 
and International Economic Co-operation, the Centre for Science 
and Technology for Development of.the United Nations secretariat. 
In co-operation with concerned organisations In developing and 
developed countries, as well as In the United Nations system. Is 
engaged In promoting worldwide efforts relating to the objectives 
of the VIenna Programme of Action and Its Implementation. In• 
depth discussion of the salient features of the VIenna Program•e 
Is facilitated through panels. seminars and other smal I 
gatherings of knowledgeable and experienced persons to focus 
attention on specific steps which can be accomplished with 
reasonable efforts. This publication Is the outcome of an Inter• 
regional seminar In this process. 

t 



PART ONE 

TRENDS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 



SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN ANGOLA 

I NTRODUCTJON 

Angola was a Portuguese colony up to 1975. Usually the main 
goal of the Investment during the colonial period was to exploit 
the natural resources, resulting In the establ lshment of a few 
Research Institutes, In such fields as fisheries, construction. 
geology and agriculture. Most of the researchers and technicians 
of those Institutes left the country and even the Agriculture 
Institute was partially destroyed during the Invasion of Angola 
In 1975. 

CURRENT STATUS OF S & T 

lnsplte of continuous stresses and strains In the post
Independence period Angola has managed to launch major efforts 
In such areas as education, health, agriculture, energy and 
Industry. Emphasis has been laid on creation of educational 
facilities and estab llshment of med tum level Institutes and 
science facilities. 

There has been a steady growth In the number of students In 
the University. For example, In the Faculty of Engineering there 
are now around five hundred students, and most of them are In the 
first three years of the undergraduate programme. 

Most of research and development In 
centered around the programmes of the 
constralnst facing the growth of science 
are lack of adequate human and financial 

the near future wll I be 
University. The major 
and technology In Angola 
resources. 

Development of special research programme and tacllltfes 
within or outside the University will be based on the social and 
economic objectives determined at the national level. Some of 
the current research efforts, for Instance, are directed towards 
lndentlflcatlon of sources of new construction materials for 
housing programmes, development of health programmes. provision 
of safe drinking water and development of fuel resources for 
rural population. There has been a significant Increase In the 

Presented by Carlos A. A. Sereno 



production capacity In the textlle)ndustry. Special attention 
will be directed towards strengthening national capecJtles fn 
development of areas such as agriculture. fisheries and mineral 
resources. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS 

The growth of S & T activities In Angola would be based on 
specific projects conceived In the conte~t of national perception 
of priorities to be Implemented bY. th~ concerned ministries with 
the approval of the planning ministry • In addition to the 
resources provided by the government. t1lese efforts would, In 
many Instances require the support of other countries or Interna
tional organizations. As an active member of the Southern African 
Development Coordination Council CSADCC), Angola would also bene
fit from cooperation with other member countries of fhe Council 
'In the promotion of the development programmes. 

Thus, while there are no explicit policies and plans for 
science and technology In Angola. future projects would Implicit
ly Incorporate the development objectives besides aspects of 
coordination and cooperation at the national, regional and Inter
national levels. 

s 



IMPORTED TECHNOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL SKILLS: 
A CASE STUDY FROM ARGENTINA 

TWO ARGUMENTS 

Much of the economic literature which started In Latin 
America In the 1960s has developed the theme of technical change, 
emphasizing one of Its phases: the commerce of technology. Most 
of the attention has been focussed on the choice and acquisition 
of technological assets. By using a profusion of empirical data 
It has been possible to assess the cost of transfer by looking at 
both Its explicit and Implicit costs (I.e. royalty payments on 
the one hand and restrictive clauses attached to the transaction 
on the other)(1). For the most part; this approach departs 
radically from the neoclassical assumptions which considered 
technical change as manna arriving In the firm at no cost(2). 

This argument has also conceptualised the type of technical 
development experienced In economies similar to those of Latin 
America, lnsplte of the fact that technical transfer Is a pheno
menon Intrinsic to alI econo~les. Of course, Its Importance has 
varied according to the level and type of development. For the 
Latin American case, this has led to the assertion that the 
assimilation of technical knowledge Is above all Imitative and 
does not tend to Instigate new systems and products(3). 

Presented by Gull lermo Vltel II. The author Is grateful to A. 
Canltrot, J. Fidel. K. Hoffman, J. Katz and J. Lucangell for 
comments and discussions 

1. For an exhaustive study of this theme, reference may be made 
for example to the works of UNCTAD (1970), Dlaz (1971), 
Valtsos (1973), INTI (1974), Sercovlch (1975) and Teece 
(1977). 

2. The neo-classical framework Implies essentially zero cost for 
any movement along an lsoquant. There are no expenses In 
creating new technology, nor In research or adaptation, since 
technological change Is exogenous to the firm and apparently 
appears like manna from heaven. 
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These assertions only conslde~ major advances In scientific 
knowledge as generators of technical change. New directions In 
economic theory. however, are currently rejecting or broadening 
this focus by Incorporating a new type of .Innovation, :t.1a ~ 
~~· which Is seen to play an active part In modifying the 
long-term technical proflle(4) •. Some authors betleve that the 
accumulation of minor Innovations over time can lead to 
relatively Important technological modlflcatlons(5). Any 
engineering modification, however slight, can be considered as a 
minor change and therefore an e"lement allowing domestic 
capability to be Identified. 

This wider theoretical approach leads naturally 
consluslon that the actual process of production can In 
be used acquire capabilities. 

to· the 
practice 

Without going Into each concept In depth, It Is eesy to show 
that there are two arguments, both presenting analytical 
positions on the existence of domestic capability (and whether It 
leads to major or minor advances). They differ on the role of 
technology assimilated from abroad, and the entry of 
transnational corporations as to whether they are a substitute 
for local effort and exclude It (the first argument) or whether 
they act In a complementary way and give rise to local Innovation 
later (the second). 

3. Herrera (1973) says that "for countries underdeveloped today 
- I.e. those which did not take part In the phases of 
creation and expansion of the Industrial revolution 
technology has become an exogenous factor In whose creation 
they have not part•. Merhav (1972, -. .pg.62) states that 
"advanced technology Is transplanted Into a backward econany 
(because> It Is Incapable of producing It endogenously•, and 
he ads, In his turn that "the underdeveloped countries depend 
for their growth on techniques from the advanced countries•. 
Monza (1972 pg. 265), says that "the economy does not create 
technology but uses methods of production designed In the 
central economies, that Is In those who$e pattern of conswa• 
ptlon It Imitates". O. Arango (1972 pg. 36), states that 
"scientific-technological dependence Is a consequence of the 
poor countries" Inability to develop their own technology, so 
they have to resort to foreign technology to promote their 
development•. On the same I lnes, we can also Include the 
works of 0 Donne! I and Link (1973), Herrera (1971), Hatty C. 
(1970), Teitel (1973), Patel <1972), and Jaguarlbe (1971). 

4. The most representative works are, among others, those of: 
Arrow (1962), Nelson and Winter (1977), Rosenburg (1965), 
Hollan_der {1965). Although they ere subjects wh lch we wl I I 
not examine here, as wei I accepting minor Innovations. the 
actual concept of technical change was modified so that Its 

0 roots ar.e considered to be endogenous rather than exogenous. 
~ The works above also demonstrate this concept. 
C'll 

5. Rosenburg (1965 pg. 37 and chapter 3). 
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In both arguments, because of the nature of local economies, 
the level of foreign Investment Is considered as a factor 
Influencing technical change(6}, since subsidiary companies 
clearly dominating a particular sector of the economy may define 
the type of technology used In the different productive processes 
and the way In which they are assimilated. However, the role and 
lfluence assigned to foreign Investment-may vary significantly In 
each approach. 

The first argument has tried to show that foreign 
subsidiaries tend to be a substitute for local capability and to 
exclude It, becuase of the way In which they are assimilated Into 
the local market. Technology Is Included as part of an Initial 
package and reproduces - often Identically - processes either 
currently being used by the parent company or rejected by lt. 
The process of Import substitution based largely on the entry of 
transnational corporations, Is said to have conditioned local 
research and development, since absorbed technology does not 
employ special Rand 0 expenditure, nor major adaptation to local 
condltlons(7). That fs, It Is an argument, which tends to 
emphasise the minimization and exclusion of local development. 
What Is more, various authors have shown that because of the 
Integration of transnational firms, bringing their own 
technological assets, national firms have had to obtain foreign 
I lcences as the only viable way of competing In markets where 
codes of conduct are f !xed by the behav lour of foreign 
subsidiaries. The clearest demonstration of this would be the 
high percentage of sales under licence, and It would also explain 
the reduced level of local research and the Imitative conduct of 
national firms. 

On the other hand, the opposite point of view has gone beyond 
merely questioning the lack of domestic capability. It has not 
only drawn attention to It (almost always Including minor 
Innovations), but has also tried to demonstrate a reversal of the 
process. assuring that In some Latin American countries a phase 
has begun which Is characterised by a) export of manufactured 
goodsJ b) sale of technology through lrcenslng and "turnkey• 
plants; c) direct Investment and d) assistance In the development 
of baste lnfrastructure(8,9}. 

6. Fajnzylber (1972 pg. 146-7}, Monza (1972 p.277), 0 Donnell 
and Link (1973, caps. 3 and 4}, Hymer {1972 pages 22-24) •. 

7. Garcia (1974 pg. 295}. 
8. Katz and Ablln (1976}, Katz (1978} and Lall (1979). A 

statement by Jaguarlbe (1971 p. 16), from what we might call 
the substitutive stand point. guesses that the opposite may 
be true: •there Is still Insufficient motivation, and 
scarcely any Institutional facl lltles, for the new demand for 
technology In Latin America to lead to an effective and 
sustained effort In the application and local production of 
science". That Is, the argument takes a quite different 
view: It not only maintains that expanding abroad Is 
Impossible. but sees fewer possl~l I ltles of developing local 
technological capacity capability. 



This approach accepts Implicitly the existence of a 
technological gap between countries allowing expansion abroad. 
even though the expansion may be due to technology previously 
licensed or due to policies of the transnational companies to 
establish themselves In wider regional markets. This Is why 
foreign llcensln~ has been seen differently, complementing and 
also developing local learning. 

This description Is probably an extremely simple version of 
both arguments. although Its basic· conclusions Include two 
opposite views on the viability· of non-dependent capital 1st 
development. In other words, Its results go beyond the mere 
conceptual Jzatlon of technical change, and It Is relevant. to 
Investigate the partial or total val ldlty of both approaches. 

It for Instance, the exclusive argument were confirmed, and 
It was establ !shed that the entry of foreign technology, 
particularly that developed by transnational corporations, 
conditions the behavlous of local firms, the statistical results 
would show that the propensity for local firms to buy foreign 
technology Is similar to that of the subsidiaries operating In 
the same market (at product .level). That Is, Imported 
technological assets would prevail over the creation of local 
technical knowledge when a foreign firm Is acting under licence 
In that particular market. Confirmation of this relationship has 
been mainly based on the sectors recentJ.y ·Integrated Into the 
market, or those which are often called «dynamic« (10). 

But the exclusive effects of Imported technology should be 
verified not only by looking at dynamic branches of Industry, but 
a I so at sectors wh lch were part of the stage .. ca lied easy Import 
substitution and saw a substantial change In the type of product 
they manufacture. More specifically, at the level of toe firm It 
Is necessary to examine old-established branches of Industry with 
a degree of technical dynamism. and where local firms coexist 
with foreign subsidiaries; and analyse whether Imported 
techniques have given rise to as much substitution of local 
capabll lty by foreign Imitation, also In Industrial branches not 
recently established. · 

These points lead to two questions, wh lch .are def lned by the 
capabl 1 lty or lack of It to break a dichotomy which sets Imported 
technology against the development 'of local skills. 

These questions allow us to Investigate the validity of the 
two opposing approaches defined in the first paragraphs. 

9. As we understand It, the STPI programme can be 
from a stand point somewhere between the two 
See Sagastl {1978> 

considered 
arguments. 

10. Analysis about the development of major Innovations can be 
found In Cooper and Chasnals (1970) and Freeman (1974) 
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In this paper, some of the assertions made by both sides, are 
analysed. In many cases. this will only be partial, and for this 
purpose, a sector of the manufacturing Industry In Argentina. 
namely, construction materials, has been chosen. It Is difficult 
to give reasons, a priori, to justify this choice. However, they 
are branches of Industry which make comparison easier since 
dynamic and trad ltlonal Industries are .both Included and allow us 
to Incorporate time variables. 

The points which we will analyse (without giving a very 
precise description) can be divided Into four areas: 

I. The propensity of the firms to take out licences: whether 
the size of the firm's capital Is one factor or whether the 
existence of foreign technology produces a chain reaction of 
other firms In the sector; 

II. Whether the age of the Industry and of the firm explains 
differences In the degree to which I lcenslng Is prevalent; 

Ill. Some features of technological behaviour In local firms; 

IV. Description of the restrictive clauses In licensing agree
JOents, which will glveanoutllneofthe possibility of 
Improvements developed at the local level being used locally 
when the original stock of technology was Imported. 

I. THE TENDENCY TO TAKE OUT liCENCES 

It Is extremely difficult to use a single Indicator to show 
the existence of domestic capability, although a splIt of markets 
as regards the origin of both .the firm's capital and technology 
can allow a first evaluation of the complementary and 
substitutive approaches. 

Analysing 
possible to 
particular 
techno I ogy: 

a group of building materials <Table 1) It Is 
unravel three different facts which define In this 

universe the level of utilization of foreign 

(I) only one product Is manufactured completely under 
licensing agreements (e.g. product number 1). The studies which 
have anlaysed transfer at a global level reflect a slmll.ar 
situation, for there are few branches of Industry which are 
totally dominated by foreign technology {11). Ignoring for the 
moment the licensed sales and also the characteristics of the 
recipient firm (12), It Is possible a priori to assume that these 

11. For the Argentine case, see: INTI (1974, pp.49-51>; also a 
study by F. Almeida Trlto, E.A. Gulmares and M.H. Poppe 
(1977) where similar situations are seen. 

t2. Among these the different levels on the scale of Industrial 
plant may be mentioned. 
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goods can be produced without Incurring payment of royalties. It 
Is also possible, perhaps, to talk of domestic capability, of the 
existence of technologies which are freely disclosed, of 
agreements made simply to differentiate between products, or of 
the posslbll tty of direct Imitations. Although a second questron 
remains, namely,· whether the drawing up of a licensing contract 
brings a real transfer of technoldglcal assets. 

(II) If we now separate the market structure of each product 
Identifying the degree of lnvolveme.nt of foreign subsidiaries. we 
can state that the level of sales under licence Is directly 
linked to the share of foreign firms (13)·. In fact, this feature 
has been observed In all market structure (and spec Iaiiy. In 
products numbers 2 to 6 and 8 to 13) regardless of the supply 
concentration and foreign capital involved. 

· (Ill) Linked with the former point but now Identifying producer 
firms It Is possible to establIsh at production level, a very 
significant point: that Is, foreign subsidiaries which are most 
likely to take out technological licences, preferably obtaining 
them from their parent company. This behaviour can be detected 
not only In markets dominated by foreign subsidiaries (as the 
products 2 to 8), but also where local firms (not acquiring 
practice), have an Important share of sales <numbers g and 13 In 
practice, In a sector where foreign and national firms coexist, 
It Is the foreign ones that are most llke{y to take out licences, 
while the national ones tend not to do so (or to do It to a 
lesser extent). This happens with products like paint, surface 
coverings• water-proofing, galvanized material, polyester and 
glass fibre sheeting where local firms have most of the market. 
The subsidiaries. In spite of only accountlng_for 20-301 of total 
production, obtain I lcences tor all their sales# nearly always 
from their parent company. Here, It Is only foreign f!rms which 
buy technology from abroad. In other words, a close correlation 
exists between licensing and foreign capital Involvement. 

The former three points permit the development of a first 
group of preliminary conclusions explaining ~he segments of the 
~arkets where the substitutive effect have a great validity: 

(a) Whatever the level of local participation fn the market, 
almost In every sector, firms acting with or without licences 
coexist, whilst the cases of total exclusion are rare. The 
presence of I lcence argrements. do not necessarily substitute the 
use (or development) of local capabilities. 

t3. For simplicity's sake, we have decided not to distinguish 
between firms according to the level of Involvement of 
foreign capital. It Is true that firms whose sphere of 
operations Is completely controlled by a foreign firm cannot 
be considered alongside firms with a smal I degree of foreign 
Involvement. But from our point of view, the way In which 
we have worked does not Invalidate the partial conclusions 
we have reached. 
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(b) the origin of the firm more than the presence of licences 
tend to define the substitutive effect. In the cases analysed, It 
Is possible to observe that the greater the transnational 
corporation presence In the market. the greater the substantive 
effect over local capabilities. 

These two conclusions pose a second question: If the 
foreign subsidiaries' greater tendency to buy foreign 
technological assets (whether formally or not) varies according 
to the age of the firm or the Industrial branch. That Is, 
whether techniques are bought as often In old-established firms 
(or whether the foreign subsidiaries work In new branches), a 
point which could explain Its greater propensity to contract 
technology abroad. The question ls a valid one also because If 
there Is no relationship between age of firm and licencing, we 
can Infer that with the passage of time firms have freed 
themselves of contractual ties. This would to same extent 
confirm the complementary nature of technical Import. 

II. AGE OF THE BRANCH OF INDUSTRY AND LICENSING. 

A simple observation of table 1 (column (a)) shows that there 
Is no correlation between the age of the branch Cor the firm) and 
the propensity to purchase foreign technology. Very old 
Industries show a significant degree of Its sales made under 
foreign licences. In some cases higher than In the new branches, 
as can be clearly seen In several products of table 1. In fact. 
well established firms In their particular Industry still Involve 
foreign technology contracts In all or part of their sales. 
For Instance. two firms founded more than 60 years ago and 
without having changed their product I lnes significantly act 
under licences, as well as 18 others aged 30 and 50 years old. 
In fact the Information shows that lt Is not necessarily the new 
firm, manufacturing new products, which tends to take out 
licences abroad. Also firms which have been In the branch of 
Industry for a long time and had a long period In which to adapt 
and assimilate the processes In use In their own sector do lt. 

This lack of correlation between age of the Industry and 
licensing cast doubts about one of the main points of the 
complementary approach: the Internalization of learning and the 
subsequent elimination of licences ties. The fact that they keep 
up a licensing contract probably tel Is us nothing about the lev~l 
or type of local capability because we may be faced with a 
contract made to open a channel for liquid assets abroad. 

111. TECHNOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR OF LOCAL FIRMS 

The two former sections show that the different propensity of 
the firms to take up licences expressed, In terms of Its capital 
origin, Is associated with long term contractual relationship. 

Table 2 shows the reasons used by national firms to justify 
Importing technological assets. It shows that the substitutive 
cnaracter of technical Imports Is more prevalent In cases where a 
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local entrepreneur may be faced with technical risks (associated 
with his research costs), If he aevelops a process In order to 
undertake local production. It also exists In a situation of 
constant technological changes which are difficult to generate 
I nterna II y at the same rhythm. In other words. the! r deve I opment 
would place the firm at a competitive disadvantage and the need 
for a permanent and stable posltlan In the market could encourage 
the local firm to take out foreign I lcences. Certainly It Is 
possible to ~tate that In these cases It Is not technology 
transfer p_~ which limits or dlsco~ra·ges local creativity but 
the actual outlook of the entrepreneur. In tact. the 
substitutive effects over local developments Is Implicit more In 
the structure of the market than In the transfer of technology 
per se. The substitutive nature Is a factor related to the 
source of capital of the firm. 

A firm's capability of generating Its own technological 
developments over time Is Inversely proportionate to the market 
share of transnational companies, who, In their particular area 
exclude the possibility of producing or asslml latlng Innovations 
which come from a store of Imported technical knowledge. This 
exclusion Is seen In branches of Industry where subsidiaries 
control marginal sections of the market. In these cases, It does 
not have a direct effect on local firms, but on the use of 
technologies developed Internally. That Is, It has an effect not 
only on sectors where there Is no local t~chnlcal capabl I tty. but 
also where firms are working with their own techniques, as we can 
see In branches dominated or directed by local firms. 

What is more, the exclusive effect of transnational firms 
tends to be accentuated over time, since their licensing 
contracts are maintained for long periods without a logical 
assimilation process of Imported techniques. This _exclusion 
occurs more frequently In branches where local production Is 
Instigated by a transnational company, since the structure of a 
sector tends to develop on the lines of Its origins. That Is, It 
Is In the early development of a particular Industry that the 
potential to develop technological capacity J~es. 

IV. THE CREATION OF LOCAL TECHNOLOGY AND LICENSING. AGREEMENTS. 

Up to this point. much of the attention has been devoted to a 
retrospective analysis of the Interaction between technological 
licensing and local creation. There stll I remains a question as 
to whether It Is possible to achieve a break from the dependency 
model starting out with foreign technological assets, or whether 
the actual formation of the model derives from the terms under 
whiCh the technology was bought. 

This ~uestlon Is analysed on the basis of the clauses 
Incorporated Into the licensing agreements.(14) 

14. In this section, technology contracts drawn up by local 
firms and also by foreign subsidiaries have been considered· 
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By analysing the clauses defined In technology contracts. It 
Is easy to establIsh that transnational corporations or the 
licence-purchaser have foreseen that a licence-holder may launch 
Innovations based on the technology he receives. There Is 
Implicit agreement that while the techniques are being used the 
licensee has an underlying potential for Innovation and after a 
certaIn per I od may operate I ndependent.J y of the II censor. The 
restrictive clauses themselves Incorporate this possibility. 
since we find examples where the ownership of knowledge generated 
Is made explicit. 

The restrictions are very significant and can be arranged In 
four groups: 

t. Restrictions on the firm's continuing In the market; 

2. Restrictions on the posslbl I tty of carrying out improvements; 
(or restrictions on the rate of local Innovations) 

3. Restrictions 
techniques. 

on the local appropriation of the new 

4. Restrictions on· staff divulging the technology to other staff 
within the recipient firm <or to third parties). 

The first type of restriction shows what Is probably the 
essential characteristic of licensing agreements: technological 
assets are almost always transferred In a temporary way and under 
hiring contracts. That Is, the I lcensee does not acquire 
ownership of the technology -this continues to belong to the 
tlra granting the licence. The actual texts of the contracts are 
very explicit and specify that: 

• (the licensee) (15) Is granted no property rights. as the 
rights are only licensed and cease when the agreement 
ends"(16) 

and for this reason the Information obtained must be returned at 
the end of the contract. and In some cases •as soon as It Is 
reclalmed"(17). 

There Is no doubt that these restrictions on the ownership of 
knowledge can handicap a firm's position In the local market. 
especially when the contractual relationship Is not parent 
company/subsidiary. 

15 The brackets In the original text contain the name of the 
firm or product 

16. This Is a clause found In contracts for manufacturing re 
fractorles. piles, parts for concrete mixers. wires and 
cables for concrete, glass, electrical goods for construc
tion and chemicals for construction, among others. 

17. Text from a contract for the manufacture of refractories. 



This Is all the more true since generally firms are not 
allowed to refer to alternative so~rces. 

At the end of the contract. there Is a stated embargo on al 1 
activities with alternative technologles(18). 

"The national party to the ·agreement wll I not be able to 
devote himself to the same activity nor one competing with 
(the ll.censor) for 10 years after the contract has 
termlnated"(19). Or In other cases: 
CThe licensee) Is committed ·to refrain from manufactur lng 
or selling (the product) after the contract Is rescinded. 
If he breaks this agreement, tor each (product) sold he must 
pay US$20.000 (to the licensor)• (20). 

There Is no doubt that in some cases. preventing The company 
from continuing in the market can lead to the sector being 
denatlonal !zed. This Is not only because he can buy back the 
equipment he sol4 at a neg! lglble price: 

" (the local firm) wll I not be able to use the machinery when the 
patent expires. <The licensor) wtll be able to buy It at the end 
of the agreement. under the following conditions: 

If the patent 
was bought; 
If the patent 

expires 

expIres 

within a 

- In the 

- In the 

- 1 n the 

- after 

year: at the price at which It 

2nd year: at 2ss less than the 
price at which It was bought; 

3rd year: at 40S less than the 
price at which It was bought; 

4th year: at 70S less than the 
price at which It was bought; 

the 4th year 
at no cost at at 1(23.24). 

18. This Is true of contracts referring to the manufacture of: 
wood for construction. parts for concrete mixers, premoulded 
Items, electrical materials for construction, refractarles 
and plastics for building. 

19. Contract referring to wood for construction. 
20. Contract for manufacture of premoulded Items, drawn up In 

1970. 
21. Contract for the manufacture of elements for perforated 

pipes. 
22. As an example another text states for the same clause that: 

once the contract Is sold{the licensor) can buy the 
machinery from (the local firm) at the Invoice price less 
depreciation. at a reduction of 15S of the value In the 
first year and lOS In successive years, or at the 
depreciated value of the machines. plant and equipment which 
figures In the manufacturer's accounting. whichever Is the 
lower". <Contract for manufacturing metal floors). In a 
contract relating to plastics. It Is stated that aachlnery 
must be bought back or destroyed. 
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This .Is clearly very restrictive since the local firm, 
whether or not It has Increased Its Innovative capabilities. Is 
confronted with a dilemma, which leaves It exactly where It 
started: either It loses Its position In the tnarket• or it 
continues paying royalties to maintain a contractual rel~tlonshlp 
which under these circumstances becomes a necessary condition to 
assure Its permanence and stab II I ty. "that Is • It be 1 ong s to the 
first category of restrictions and has a eleerly exclusive 
effect. 

The second type of restriction does not prevent the future 
action of the firm but limits Its capacity for modifying the 
techniques during the period when the licence Is being used. The 
restriction Is cal led a restriction on possible movements: 

"During manufacture, (the licensee) agrees to follow the 
drawings submitted by tht ll~•n,cr, aiHI will not be allowed to 
deviate from them without fils consent"<2~)J also: 

"The concesslonalr• It eo~mltted not to modify or Improve the 
. said (product) nor the ~achlnes using It, without a written 
authorisation for thlt procedure from (the llcensor)(24). 

It could be ••14 that this type of restriction Is laid down 
by some firMs t~ stop their national counterparts moving away 
from the original designs as they use the technology and start a 
process by whiCh they wll I eliminate the contractual relationshiP 
(25). But such restrictions are not generally used. since most 
~ontracts contain clauses which have a specific, distinct aim: to 
appropriate possible Innovations which may develop during the use 
6f the I lcence (not to restrict them). So we come to the third 
type of restriction: that wh.lch applies to new techniques 
developed locally. 

23. Contract for the manufacture of paints and plastic coverings 

24. Text from a contract referring to· the manufacture of 
equipment 

25. Another way of limiting local creative effort Is by 
restricting Information e.g. "the firm granting the license 
Is not obi lged to divulge to the licensee plans· of the parts 
or sub assemblies that he (the licensor) wIll hI mse(f 
assemble or buy within his own country". (Agreement for the 
manufacture of parts for concrete mixers). Another 
restriction limits actual manufacture:" the (licensee) Is 
committed to using the I !censor's drawings or other documents 
once only I.e. he can only make one piece or the 
corresponding part Indicated or the drawing for each design 
and will not be able to manufacture or re-use other equipment 
or machinery which derives wholly or partly from the 
(licensor's) designs. Should extra Items be needed, a new 
special agreement will be drawn up•. (Contract for expanding 
a cement plant). 
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In al 1 cases, the clauses accept that Innovations may come 
from a 1 lcence and be developed by the recipient. They do not 
try to prevent this, since they consider It a logical step. Thus 
Interest Is concentrated on'posslble ownership: on the one hand 
control of the activities of the firm which wll I exploit fhe 
Improvements In 1he future and on the other hand the new rate of 
r9yaltles (or In other words the·tuture rent that the licensor 
wl I I obtain) • 

. 
In the first case~ the clauses ~re·e~pllclt: 

"in the case of a patent registered by 
licensor) will have the advantage of 
exploitation, exclusively, and wll I be able 
freely to Its subsldlarles{26). 

(the licensee), <the 
a free licence. of 
to grant sub-licences 

There Is no possible doubt (for the clauses are quite 
explicit) that any product of the Innovative capability of e firm 
acting under licence ceases to belong to It at the moment when 
the Innovation appears. What Is more. given that technology 
bought from abroad Is always a risk and faces restrtctlons on Its 
later use, It Is logical to think that when the contract Is 
renewed. the licensee will begin to pay royalties not only for 
technology already asslmllated but In addition will be paying for 
processes which the llcencee Initiated. There are clauses which 
consider this possibility: 

" If the national firm modifies (the product) Increasing 
Its value, the I !censor will be able to demand a reasonable 
Increase In royalties for {the product) where this modi
fication occurs"<27). 

This situation also occurs when Improvements ar~ brought 
from third firms: 

"the I !censor has the right to receive the usual engineering 
fees that apply to plant or machinery acquired from or Improved 
by third partles"C28>. 

26. Contract for the manufacture of articles of flbrocement 

21. We also found these clauses In agreements for the 
manufacture of chemical products, electrical materials for 
construction, parts for concrete mixers, building wood and 
construction equipment. Anot~er excerpt w~ can quote Is the 
followlng:"The granter of the licence will hold an 
excluslve,dlvlslble and continual licence covering all 
Improvements patented by the licensee and not communicated 
by him to the licensor. This licence may be used for the 
licensor's profit, both In his territory and In the rest of 
the world". (Agreement for the manufacture of construction 
glass>. 

28. Contract for the Provision of a patent to Instal I an 
expanded clay plant. 
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These. are clear methods of appropriation, and are found In 
most of the contracts, which lead to the following reflections: 

If It Is a local firm which has such a cla_use Incorporated In 
one of Its contracts. It Is logical that during the period when 
It Is In force It will not Invest In research and development, or 
will minimise Investment In the area of the licence, since the 
results can be appropriated by the licensor and/or the original 
royalties will be Increased especially when the total sates are 
subject to the contract, and the overal I operation of the firm Is 
Included. The consequences of this sort of situation are quite 
obvious: Internal Innovative activity Is discouraged and the 
licensing agreements begin to have a markedly exclusive effect on 
lt. The same thing happens when the restrictions on branches of 
Industry or old firms which have longstanding contracts are 
analysed. 

There are of course. hypotheses about behaviour which need 
more exhaustive analysis. However, the exclusive characteristics 
of technology agreements can hardly be desired. The Important 
conclusion Is that the three types of restrictions above Interact 
and lead to the same results. 

Finally. there Is a fourth limitation also stipulated In 
licensing contracts, which tends to prevent members of staff 
disclosing technology to one another and restricts their joining 
competing firms. This limitation which Is perhaps difficult to 
Implement In practice but Is found In many countries similar to 
the following: 

• (the local firm) must use alI the means at Its disposal to 
prevent Its staff from entering the service of another company 
making the products licensed, for five years after termination of 
the contract•(29). 

• confidential Information wit I only be accessible to those 
employees whose work requires their knowing It, and (the 
I lcensee) must be sure that they do not reveal It to unauthorized 
third partles•(30). 

These clauses are undoubtedly difficult to Implement since 
they usually contradict legal measures In force In the recipient 
countries. At all events, when the contract Is dra~n up the fl~m 
granting the license creates some mechanism whereby It can 
restrict the possible development of future competitive firms, 
thus achieving a market structure wlhln which It can enjoy 
monopolistic revenue. 

It may be thought, a priori, that not only clauses referring 
to a firm's staff are difficult to Implement. The clauses 

29. Contract for manufacture of flbrocement articles. 

30. Text from contracts for production of paint and parts of 
stairs. 
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described under the four types of restrictions may be equally 
difficult. Thus technology contracts may lead to legal conflict• 
and firms granting licenses have tried to protect themselves 
against this. The way they have approached this has been by 
defining In the actual agreement the arbitrator to whtch 
violations of & eontractual agreement must be referred. Many 
authors have analysed this type of clause(3tl which naturally 
tends to protect the Interest of the firm granting the license. 
In the 86 agr.eements ana I ysed. near I y 90 percent of contracts 
state that arbitration wll I be carr4ed out In the I !censor's 
country. while In only 2 agreements <2.31 of the whole) 
arbitration will be carried out by a tribunal Independent of the 
recipient. 

Certainly alI our earlier analyses were based on legal 
clauses which may, In practice. be superceded and be no more than 
fntentlons to restrict firms taking out licenses. with a much 
less rigid effect than would appear. In any case, returning to 
the two opposing points of view described In the Introduction. 
there can be little doubt that the types of restrictive clause 
Incorporated In licensing agreements lead to question the 
possible appropriation of Improvements achieved locally. 
Imported technIques and the entry of transnational f lrms may 
complement and provide an Incentive to local creative effort. 
The crux of the matter Is not only whether or not It Is possible 
to generate lnnovat Ions at the local level - the agreements 
themselves anticipate this - but whether the recipient Is able to 
appropriate and commercialize the Improvements he mayh achieve 
while he Is assimilating and using Imported techniques. 

If we restrict ourselves to clauses In t.be contract, It Is 
difficult to be optimistic about the future of the recipient 
firm. and even more so about the appropriation .of local 
capabilities. But the technology Is only part of the picture. 

31. e.g., among others C. Valtsos, Commerclallzaclon de 
Tecnologla en el Pacto Andino, op.cit., p.76; UNCTAO Control of 
Restrictive Business Practices In latin America. ST/MD/4,1975 
p.96 and the legislation In force around l976 In Argentina. 
Mexico and the Andean Pact. where the licensor was forbidden to 
choose foreign courts. 
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TABLB 1 

MARKB'l' SHARB FOR BUILQING HA'l'BRIALS IN ARGBN'l'INA 

(A a Purchaser of foreign licence. 

. rrCM~uctJ 
year of first 
production, 
fj;cst producer 

1. Prestressed wires 
and cables 
(1960s) 

Foreign 

2. Additives foe 
concrete 
(1945) 

local 

3. Bxpanded Clay 
(1966) 

Foreign 

4. Fibrocement 
(1937) 

Foreign 

s. Floors and plastic 
coverings 
(1960s) 
Foreign 

A 

B 

A 

B 

A 

A 

B 

A 

B 

Source of 
capital (and 
number of 
firms) 

fouign (1) 
local (l) 

foreign. (1) 

local (l) 

foreign (1) 

B 

foreign (2) 

local, (1) 

foreign (~) 

local (1) 

Ba Not purchasers of foreign liceOG8) 

Contcct bet
Market ween parent 
share company and 

subsidiary 

35-45\ yes 
65-55\ no 

85\ 

15\ 

95\ 

local 

52\ 
39\ 

9\ 

30\ 

1\ 

yes . 

yea 

(1) 

yea 
yea 

yes 

Object of 
contrct 

technical assistance 
patents 
assistance 

Technical assistance 

'l'~chnical assistance 

5\ 

technical assistance 
accounting advice and 
expansion of brands 

patents,tcademarks and 
tech.ass istance 



'· Glasa (for construe- A foreign (1) 82\ yea/no (a) 
tion except teapeced) 
(1938) 

Foreign 8 local (1) 18\ 

l •. Refractary A foreign (3) 74\ yes(bO~b) tech. infocaation, ind. 
uteriala deaigna,trade-ma eke, 
(1924) patents and equipment 

designs 
.Local 8 foreign (l) 17 

local (1) .,, 
a. Tiles A· foreign (1) 95\ yes technical assistance 

(1924) 

Local 8 local (2) S\ 

9. Polyester ·and glass A 
fibre sheets 

foreign CU 46\ yes technical consultancy 

...;, 
U.960s) 

- Local 8 local 54' 
(aeverale) 

' 
., 

lO.Surface coverings A foreign (l) • 35\ rto/yee ptents, technical 
(plastic·coatlnge) assistance 
(?) 

( ?) B local GS\ 

ll.Sucface water A foreign (3) 35-U\ yea tcade-marks,patents ' 
tcoofing .technical assistance 

1930s) · 

Local B local 65-55\ 

!~.Tempered glass A foceign (1) 6S\ yea. patents,designs an~ 
·. ( ?) dcawinga 



u.iuc tubes A for:ei~n (1) 15-20\ ,yes technical assistance 

(l960s) tr:ade-•ar:ks 

Local B local(•any) 85-80\ 

u~,.apes for: con- A foreign. (l) 45\ yea patents and technical 
·cr:eU joints. assistance 

roa:eign B foreign (1) 
local (1) 

50\ 
5\ 

l5.Galvanised aater:- A foreign (U 27\ yes technical advice 
ials (1918) local (1) 18\ no patents and tech. 

assistance 
s::l ror:eign B local (laany• 55\ 

16.Paint,lacquer:a A for:eign (l) 27\ yea tr:ade-.ar:k,patents and 
· and var:nisher:a stocking equipment 
. (1880&) 

Local B local (U 69\ 
fo.:eign (l) 4\ 

17.Lime A local (1) 16\ no patents ' . (1880&). 

Local B for:eign (1) 1\ 
local ( .. ny) 11\ 

18.Aluminiu• bats A t'or:eign (1) 45\ yea technical assistance 
and sections ' 

( ?) 

(?) B fote·ign (2) 55\ 



2650 

19.CeJDent A 
(1880s) 

Local B foreign (1) 14\ 
:(,) local (uny) 86\ 
,I .... 20.Round reinforcing A 

a>.re (1943) 

Local B foreign (1) 8\ 
local (uny) 92\ 



,TABU 2 

REASONS USED BY NATIONAL FIRMS TO JUSTifY IMPORTING TECHNOI..OGI CAL: ASSETS 

Nature of 
contract 

Setting up 
new Industr
Ial plant 
or extension 
of existing 
plant 

Integration 
of new pro
ducts Into 
the firm 

2650 

--~-----

Reasons given for contract 

Technical assistance derives from a 
tie with the supplier of the equJp
•ent who was approached, 
a) because of lack of sources 
b) because It owns patented processes 

which had been used earlier In the 
recipient fir• (J.e.tor technical 
continuity) and 

c) due to tbe·hfgh coats and risks 
l11plled by local dev~lop•ent (ass
essed In terms of a very ll•lted 
market)slnce new Innovations or 
extensions In plant Jn the sector 
are sporadic 

1) To deal with obstructive patents 
2) Acquisition of brands and patents 

In a system with high R&D costs In 
a market supplied by a foreign 
su~sldlary 

l) Acquisition of brand names to cap
ture a greater share of the •arket 

4) Rapid launching on to the •arket of 
a product which was beginning to be 
be 11anufactured by two foreign sub• 
stdlarles 

5) To lessen costs and time needed for 
l"ocal develop11ent 

\ 

Prod•ct for which 
agre ... •t drawn 

CeMnt aad fired 
cera11tcs 

Suspended glass 
Glass fJbre 

Plastic products 
used In doors and 
windows 
Wires and cables for. 
reinforced qoncre~e 

'Mechanical stairs 

Nu11ber of 
agreeunts 

9 

' ' 
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...... 
\1\ 
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A!fslstance 
for products 
hveloped 
tiefore the 
agree•ent 

1) Acquisition of patents (not ob•tru
ctfve) (no concrete reasons given) 

'2) Acquisition of brand no••• and 
patents 

3) Purchase of o patented process to 
reduce manufacturing costs 

ll•e 

Electrical switches · 

Galvanized materials 

Sources Sworn declarations studied at the National Register of 
Licence and Technology Transfer Contracts, and own research 

2 
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PROGRESS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN CHINA 

INTRODUCTION 

Half a decade has passed since the United Nations Conference 
on Science and Technology for Development was held In Vienna In 
1979. The VIenna Programme of Action adopted then stands as an 
Important historical document and has created a positive climate 
for the development of endogeno~s scientific and technological 
capabilities In most developing countries. For China, 1979 also 
marked a beginning that led to a period of prosperous development 
of science and technology. late In 1978, a National Conference 
on Science and Technology had been convened. at which science and 
technology was once again conceptually established as a positive. 
productive and social force. Efforts were made to create a 
favourable environment for scientific research and to Improve the 
social status of scientists and technologists. On the other 
hand, the VIenna Conference also generated much International 
Inputs to our national efforts •. Many new concepts were Introduc
ed and new cooperative contacts have been made since then. 

NATIONAL GUIDELINES 

However, 1981 was the time of a great historical turning 
point In the orientation of science and technology development In 
China. During October of that year, Chinese Premtor Zhao Zhlyang 
put forward and elaboratd a new guide I lne that science and tech
nology must serve economic development while economic development 
must rely on the advances In science and technology and the two 
~hould develop In a coordinated manner. This new guideline 
Incorporates five major aspects: 1. science and technology must 
develop In harmony with social and economic development and 
regard the latter as the key objective; 2. priority should be 
given to the research relating to production technology; to the 
correct selection of technology, and to create a rational techno
logy mix; 3. efforts must be made to strengthen the development 
end extension of technologies that have a direct bearing on 
Industrial end agricultural development; 4. steady and gradual 
development of fundamental research must be ensured; 5. the study. 
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digestion and assimilation of foreign technologies 
taken as an Important means for aeveloplng China's 
science and technology. 

should be 
endogenous 

In the light of this new guideline and drawing on the lmporu 
tant concepts of the VIenna Programme of Action, a better linkage 
has been fostered between soclat.· economic and political sectors 
and the scientific circle. Science and technology Is now regard~ 
ed as of strategic priority in the national economic development. 

PROGRESS ACHIEVED 

The People's Republic of China was founded In ~949. At ~hat 
time, China only had 30 to 40 research Institutes and some 50,000 
scientific and technologlcai research personnel, of whom only a 
few hundred were actually engaged In scientific research. There 
was a serious shortage of research facilities, and research 
funds. 

As soon as new China was established, the Government of China 
devoted much efforts to the development of science and technology. 
First. many scientific and technological research Institutes were 
set up, such as the Academy of Sciences and many of Its affl llated 
research Institutes. By 1950, there were 840 research organizations 
and over 400,000 persons engaged In research. At the same time. 
the first five-year plan put much empha~ls on the Importance of 
science and technology. In 1956, over 600 scientists. economists 
and planners were organized In a Joint effort to draw up China's 
first plan for the development of science and technology. namely• 
the National Plan for Long-term Development of Science and Techno
logy from 1956 to 1967, According to the. requirements of the 
country's economic construction and national defense, the long-term 
plan ocvered 57 projects. Including basic. and applle~ research. 
Among them were research proJects In semi-conductor and ·computer. 
electronics, automation technology, atomic energy and Jet propul
sion, However, overreaching attempts towards rash progress which 
came about In 1958 and 1959, disrupted the normal order of research. 
By 1961. the State Science and Technology Commission formulated a 
new ten year plan covering 374 priority research Items, of ~hlch 
333 were urgently needed In economic development and 41 In basic 
sciences. By 1964. more than 3,000 research achievements were 
registered with the Commission. 

The ten years of the "Cultural Revolution" brought a temporary 
stop to al 1 research undertakings, with facilities destroyed and 
research personnel driven to the rural areas Into forced labour. 
The disaster came to an end In 1978 with the downfall of the 
leftist political line and then came the spring for sciences and 
technology. 

Since then. much progress has been made In the development 
and application of science and technology, particularly In the 
policy and management field. 



After the National Science and Technology Conference In 
the S & T Infrastructure was vigorously restored and new 
established. By 1979, the number of research Institutes 
support organizations In natural sciences across the country 
reached more than 6,000. 

1978 
ones 

and 
had 

Since 1979, China 
research Institutes and 
the field of emerging 
tlons such as computing 

has readJusted.the composition of the 
gradually created a number of new ones In 
technologies and their support organize
centers and testing centers. 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAl MANPOWER 

By 1979 the total number of natural scientists and technicians 
In state owned lnst l tut Ions amounted to 4. 705 mIll Ions, of wh lch 
there were 1,667,000 engineers and technical personnel, 324,000 
agricultural technicians, 1,396,000 medical personnel, 317,000 
scientific research personnel, and 1.001,000 teaching staff. 

For every 10,000 persons, there were 48.5 scientists or techni
cians I.e. 17.2 engineers and technical personnel, 3.3 agricultural 
technicians, 14.4 medical personnel, 3.3 scientific researchers and 
10.3 teaching staff. 

FINANCIAl RESOURCES FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

China's total expenditure for science and technology In 1978 
was 5,333 million yuan, 1.8 percent of Its national Income. It 
Increased to 7.4 bll lion yuan In 1983. Yet this only accounts 
for the government's budget allocation and does not cover 
research expenditures spent from education budget In Institutes 
of higher learning or raised ln. production enterprises, which did 
not enter national economic statistics. 

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL COOPERATION 

China's International scientific and technological coopera
tion had developed markedly by the end of·the seventies. Inter
governmental scientific and technological cooperation agreements, 
or Industrial, economic and science-technology cooperation agree
ments were signed between China and many other countries. These 
Include the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Argentina, 
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Thailand, the Phil fpplnes, the Libyan Arab 
Jamahrlya, Mexico, Zambia. Chile, Romania, Yugoslavia, Hungary. 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, the German Democratic Republic 
etc. Since 1978, similar agreements have been signed with France. 
the UnIted KIngdom, the Feder a I Repub I I c of Germany, Italy, 
Sweden, the United States, Greece, Denmark, Finland, Belgium. 
Luxembourg, Australia and Japan. 

Under these agreements, over 200 Joint projects have been 
executed either In basic research, Industrial-agricultural 
production technologies, or emerging technologies. According to 
IncoMplete statistics, some 4200 International experts came to 
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China In 1979 for scientific or technological exchange and 
cooperation while over 7300 Chlnese~experts went abroad. 

DEFICIENCIES 

Before presenting the achievements. It would be useful to 
dlscuss some of the problems we had In the Institutional 
arrangement and management system of science and technology. 

(1) A serious deficiency In the research management system was 
the absence of research capabl lltles and technological development 
In the enterprises. Among the existing 380.000 enterprises In 
China, with the exception of a few. designated as key enterprises. 
most did not have their own research and development capabilities; 
lacked expert personnel; were short of funds; and most Important of 
all, lacked Incentives to use new technologies and develop new 
products. 

(2) Enterprises had little autonomous decision-making power and 
their responsbl llty, power and Interests were not combined In a 
rational manner. Workers got the same pay no matter how wei I they 
performed. Eenterprlses consumed the same share from the "Government 
Big Pot" regardless of the amount they contributed. Alt profits 
were passed on to the government while all deficits were absorbed 
by the government. As a consequence, product quality remained low 
and their variety was small. There was no Initiative to develop 
new products. 

(3) Many of our economic policies did not respond to the requi
rement of technical progress. These Include( pol lcles relating to 
taxation, credits. Incentives. etc. Some even posed obstacles to 
the adoption of new technologies. Since many new prod~cts required 
high cost and produced little profits In the Initial stages, such 
endeavours could lead to troubles and losses rather than gains and 
Interests for the enterprises. 

(4) Research Institutes received their operational and research 
expenditure from the government budget but were not accountable to 
the government. In other words, their research achievements were 
not· evaluated In economic terms and they had no vested Interest In 
the application of their research results to production. Essentla• 
1 ly. this means that problems In production technology would not be 
reflected In the research institutes while what was accomplished In 
research Institutes would not be transferred to production systems. 

(5) Little technology transfer was going on among the various 
organizations Involved In the same field. This was due largely to 
the fact that transfer of technology was basically free and there 
was no technology trade or market or competition. Technology owners 
had no enthusiasm or reason to transfer their technologies. 

(6) In terms of the composition of research areas. too •uch 
emphasis was given to basic research, laboratory research vhlle 
applied research, pilot experiment and Industrial demonstration had 
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been greatly neglected. As a result, research was not translated 
Into production and commercially applied. We could develop high 
technology proJects In certain areas, such as satellites and atomic 
bombs ~h!le simple things as razor blades would have quality problems. 

(7) ihe ful I potentials of science and technology personnel was 
far from being tapped. Once a sclentlst.or expert was assigned to 
uork In an organization, he or she became the "real estate" of that 
organization. He or she could not go elsewhere even If his or her 
expertise Is not useful In that particular place. There was little 
mobility of personnel and hence knowledge and experiences were 
mostly confined to a restricted area. 

(8) Our national economic and S & T plans were hot connected 
closely. Economic plans were drafted without taking advantage of 
science and technology and the development of science and technology 
were not fully Incorporated In the national economic plan, thus 
creating a gap between planned activities and their execution. 

These represented some of the typical problems we had In the 
past and may exist In other developing countries as wei 1¥ even 
'though th&y may not originate from the same causes, 

MElt CHANGES 

Despite 
about over 
aspec:ts. 

these serious problems. encouraging changes have come 
the last few years, These can be summarized In ten 

(1) Ge>vernment officials and enterprise management personnel at 
different levels. from the Premier of the State Council to the 
ministers, from provincial governors to mayors of various cities. 
enterprise managers to factory directors, are alf taking direct 
responslbll lty for science and technology for development. Some 
provinces have designated certain years as the year of science and 
technology for development. On the basts of comprehensive surveys 
of Its respective resources. and taking Into account Its economic 
development potentlalse each province has·proposed Its plans and 
programs for the overal I exploration and economic development 
through the advances of science and technology. Within each province 
different sectors have also formulated detailed plans for the coor
dinated developoment· of science, technology and economy. 

{2) C-hinese scientists and technolog leal personnel now have· a 
clearer orienta-tion In what they do. and a higher sense of responsi
bility towards society. to the well being of their people and are 
happier more than ever to contribute their knowledge and experience 
io economic benefits. In 'the light of the new guide! lne for science 
and technology, me>re efforts are now being devoted to the applied 
and development research. Over 90 percent of reseaTch funds are 
speni In this regard. w-hile fundamental research is being developed 
on a steady and selective nasls. A lot of research Institutes have 
readjusted their research projects, to gear to the needs of the 
specific requirements of the production sectors, or more directly. 
io sign ~ontracts with or receive orders from production sectors. 
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By opening their doors to the soclety,these Institutes not only 
discovered their own social pofentlal,but also receive. more 
research expenditure for their programmes. 

{3) The position of Intellectuals In China now Is much 
Improved, both In terms of working and living conditions. Their 
role In developing national economy Is being recognized to a high 
degree. This Is In sharp contrast with the old concept that 
the lntellect.uals do not constitute part of the working force. 
Scientists, technical experts and engineers are now Invited to 
participate In the policy and programming process and their views 
are highly regarded and reflected In various national and 
regional plans. For example, Chinese energy experts, on. the 
basts of studying the existing energy resources and consumption 
patterns, proposed 13 suggestions regarding energy development. 
These suggestions were studied seriously and Incorporated Into 
the overal I national energy plans. Another example Is the propo
sal by Shanghai scientists to harness and develop the Yangzhe 
River Delta, to solve resource and pol lutlon problems In a com
prehensive way. This suggestion has now been adopted by the 
authority after careful consideration and Is now one of the 
biggest construction proJects. 

(4) We have adopted a policy of four shifts, I.e. shift 
laboratory research to production, shift technology from advanced 
areas to backward areas, shift defence technologies to civil lan 
application and shift foreign technologies to domestic utiliza
tion. Among the 2600 Items obtained In 1980, 50 percent were 
appl led In production In 1981, and have already been turned Into 
concrete products. Many production enterprises have begun to 
fee I the power of techno log lea I lnnovat I on .. and Its econom lc 
benefits and leading to close connection with research Institutes 
through contracts, exchange of experts and providing e~pendlture 
for product related research. For example, China was famous for 
Its textile products. Yet, because of low quality and backward 
processing techniques, they were not competitive In the Interna
tional markets. Through the application of organic slllcon,whlch 
makes textile products extremely ripple-free and easy to wash, 
these products have opened a new door for export. We have also 
started technology trade fairs, consulting agencies, trafn.lng 
centers, etc. 

(5) With the expansion of autonomou~ decision power of the 
enterprises and the establishment of a sound and Independent 
cost-benefit accounting system. enterprises are forced Into re
search and development of new products. to Improve producT quali
ty and Increase variety so as to find necessary markets and 
customers. Old enterprises, or those with deficits and still 
using backward technologies, would run Into troubles without 
making their own research and development. lndlvlduels In the 
enterprises would also feel the pressure to Initiate new Idees, 
new proposals and work with greater efforts. since e system of 
floating wages have been adopted In many enterprises. 
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{6) .The most encouraging phenomenon has emerged In the vast 
rural areas. where a large number of farmers, having tasted the 
fruits of applying agricultural technologies, launched a movement 
of scientific farming. Many small research or experimental sta
tions, both at country and cooperative levels,· have been establi
shed. And a large number of agricultural technology extension 
centers are In operation to offer services and consultancles. In 
some places. farmers started their own demonstration centers. 
seedling corporations, terti llzer departments, etc. AI I of this 
resulted In the ever expanding production capacity despite severe 
natural disasters. 

(7) The sources of Investment In science and technology have 
Increased. In the past. It Is only the Government that allocates 
budget for research. But. now the production sectors are encou
raged to make separate Investments In research which may substan
tially Improve the competitiveness of their products. They can 
also sel I their rsearch results In the form of I lcence, consulta
ncy services, etc. This has become an Important part of the 
overall Investment for science and technology. According to 
statistics from Sichuan, some 20 to 30 percent of the province's 
research expenditure comes from this source. In t98t, the State 
Science and Technology Commission and the Ministry of Finance 
Jointly Issued a regulation for the use of sales and turnovers 
for research and technical Innovations, whereby the enterprises 
would gain economically through such ventures. 

(8) The problems of personnel mobil lty have been Improved 
to a great extent. Scientists. technological and engineering 
experts today have much greater freedom than In the past to move 
or transfer from one Institute to antoher In order to find the 
kind of work more suited to their specialization. In certain 
areas, they are permlttted to resign from their job and start 
their own research contracts with farming communities. factories 
or other business undertakings. There are also agencies which 
specialize In the transfer of technical personnel, Identification 
of employment for col lege gradijates. etc. Higher pays are 
offered to scientists who are willing to go to remote or Isolated 
areas by the local govenments and better living conditions are 
provided to these people. 

(9) A large number of medium and smal I cities have 
developed rapidly through concentrated efforts on the development 
and application of science and technology. These cities a~e 
characterized by their deep understanding of the economic and 
productive aspects of R and 0 and Innovations. Some of them, 
such as Wuxl, Xlangfan, etc. have Increased their Industrial 
production by a large margin, of which 60 to 40 percent Is due to 
technical advances and development efforts. Xlangfan used to be 
a city without any Industry before 1949. Its Industrial 
development was very low during the sixties. mainly small scale 
manufacturing of low level products. Over the last few years, 
however, with top priority given to science and technology and 
development research, It has emerged as one of the more 
Industrialized city In China, producing many high technology 



Items, over a hundred of which are •xported to more than 20 
countries In the world. The Industrial output In 1981 reached 
beyond one bll lion yuan, ten times over 1970. with per capita 
Income around 1,000 yuan, twice as much as the national average. 

(10) Resea~ch on "Soft Sciences•, such as science policy, 
development forecast, and management, has been strengthened. At 
the same time, many research Institutes, both at the national and 
local levels, have been established In the field of policy and 
management of sc fence and technolo9Y• ·Fo'r example, ChIna National 
Research Center for Science and Technology for O$velopmentwas set 
up two years ago under the State Science and Technology Commis
sion undertakes research In pol Icy and operations and formuJates 
policies In general as well as for specific technical areas. Over 
the last few years, thousands of experts were mobilized by the 
center to propose technical policies for priority economic deve
lopment areas, such as energy, agriculture, transportation and 
communication. China has also sponsored a number of International 
conferences and symposiums such as the BeiJing International 
Conference on Science Polley and Research Management held In 1982 
and International Roundtable on Science and Technology Pol Icy 
held this year. These gatherings have not only provided excel lent 
opportunities for people from various countries to exchange expe
riences, but also fostered closer co-operation among various 
Institutions In this field. 

PLANS 

Since 1983, according to plans of the State Council. the 
State Science and Technology Commission (SSTC), In conjunction 
wtth "the Sta-te Planning Commission (SPC) and. the S-tate Economic 
Commission <SEC), has been engaged In the del lberatlon and 
formula-tion of specific technical policies for ~he major 
Industrial and economic sectors. Participating In this effort 
are some 2.000 experts. By now, pol lcles have been formulated 
for agriculture, energy, material~ building construction and 
material, consumer goods, computer and Integrated circuit- urban 
and rural development, telecommunication, en~lronment, etc. 

With regard to science and technology planning, the Chinese 
government formual"ted In 1980 a science and technology priority 
project plan for the 6th five year plan (1980-1985). This plan 
Is characterized by Its close link with economic development with 
emphasis on the role of science and technology In socio-economic 
development, and on the key technological Issues In agriculture• 
energy, transporta-tion and comprehensive uti I lzatlon of natur~l 
resources. 38 priority projec-ts were lndentlfled at the national 
I eve I. 

Since·. 1983, SSTC, SPC and SEC have been engaged jointly In 
the formulation of a longer term science and technology develop
ment plan to the year 2000. The part that deals with priority 
science and· technology programmes In the major sectors has now 
been comple-ted. 19 priority areas have been chosen1 agricul
ture, energy, transportation and communication, Iron and steel• 
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non-ferrous metal, petro-chemical Industry, wood Industry, health 
and medical care, environmental protection, electronics, machine 
building, textile Industry, biotechnology, computers, computer 
software, optical fibre communication, new· material, nuclear 
technology, basic research, etc. The general obJective os the 
plan Is to apply extensively In China-before 2000 those technolo
gies that are widely used In developed ~ountrles In the seventies 
and early eighties, which also comply to China's specific condi
tions. Meanwhile. R and Don emerging technologies will be 
developed to create new Industries. 

INSTITUTIONS INVOLVED IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY-MAKING 

At the national level, the State Science end Technology 
Commission Is the agency responsible for the overall science and 
technology policy formulation. It Is a coordinating department 
of the State Council In charge of science and technology 
development In China. A maJor mandate of the Commission Is the 
formulation of SandT policies. It has a department of SandT 
policy, a National Research Center for Science and Technology 
for Development that conducts extensive research and studies In S 
and T policy. In case of Important S and T policies proposed by 
the Commission, approval from the State Council or the National 
People's Congress will be needed before they are Implemented. 
Involved In the SandT policy making process are also the State 
Economic Commission and the State Planning Commission. The three 
commissions cooperate with each other and elaborate Jointly on 
Polley measures that are of concern to alI before submitting to 
the State Council for approval. 

In addition. the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the various 
ministries of the state council_ also participate actively In the 
formulation of policies specific to their own areas. 

Within their terms of reference, the provincial and 
municipal governments are responsible for the formulation of 
regional science and technology policies. 

FRAMEWORK FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

Once approved by the State Council or the National People's 
Congress, science and technology policies and plans must be 
Implemented by the various ministries and local go~ernment. The 
science and technology departments under the ministries and fhe 
commissions of the local ogvernments have direct responsibility 
to organize and monitor the Implementation of such pol lcles and 
Plans. 

PROBLEMS AND SHORTCOMINGS IN THE IMPLEMENTATION 

From these deve I opments, It Is c I ear that ChIna 
accomplished a great deal of work In the formulation 
Implementation of science and technology policies and plans, 
achieved remarkable progress. 

has 
and 
and 



Yet, from a nation-wide vleweornt, our newS and T policies 
are still In the Initial fmplemenfatlon stage, and exper-Iences 
are yet to be accumulated. There are depar-tments or
organIzatIons wh lch I ack an adequate .understandIng of the 
Importance of science and technology policies, leading 'to 
Ineffective Implementation. Furthermore, our policies as such 
~hould also undergo the test of practice. so as to be assessed, 
Improved and to be more comprehensive. 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL INFRA~TRUCTURE 

Science and technology research lnstltuttons : 

According to 1983 statistics. China has over 4400 Independent 
research Institutes In the field of natural sciences at or above 
municipal or prefecture level. About 10- 15 percent of these are 
·rn basic research, the rest In R and D. Most of these Institutes 
were established before 1979. 

Since 1979, China has strengthened Its S and T Infrastructure 
In five aspects: (1) establishing a number of •soft sciences• 
research Institutes. specialized InS and Tor techno-economic 
pol lcles, such as the National Research Centre for Science and 
Technology for Development; (2) establishing technology develop
ment consulting and service corporations to undertake technology 
develop.ment and transfer; (3) establlsh.lng supporting organlza
tlons such as national or provincial computing centers, testing 
centers or pilot plant.beses, etc; (4) establishing a number of 
Institutes In emerging technologies: BeiJing Institute of Infor
matics. Biotechnology Development Center, Software Development 
Center, etc; (5) strengthening of SandT tnformatlon, publica
tion, management training Institutes. 

There is no admlnlsltratlve relation between policy making 
bodies and research Institutes In Industrial end agricultural 
sectors, the latter being responsible mainly for research as 
such. However, experts and scholars are sometimes Invited to 
participate In policy assessment end formulation, end planning. 
Their views and opinions often receive full attention and consi
deration by the authorities and are often lncorp.orated In the 
policy making, either partially or wholely. 

Professional organizations, associations aAd societies : 

In· China, there are trade unions at various levels, from 
central to local; and professional or research societies In the 
major ministries and Industries. These are non-governmental 
organizations establ !shed by scientific and technological person
net with common professional Interests. For example, there are 
Chinese Ag~lcultural Society, Chinese Forestry Society, Chinese 
Hydraulic Society, Chinese Metal lurglcal Society, Chinese Chemis
try Industry _Society, etc. The biggest organization of this kind 
Is the Chinese Association of Science and Technology, with over 
100 professional or research societies under It, covering large 
number of Industries and specialized disciplines. These societies 



frequently organize professional meetings. which give ful I expre
ssion to academic research and are creating a strong Impact on 
the development of science and technology In China. They also 
offer to conduct research. consulting and technical assessment 
services, and make recommendations to the government, alI of 
which contribute greatly to economic benefits of the country. In 
1982, the Chinese Association of Science and Technology organized 
more than 2000 symposia with the participation of over 300,000 
Chinese and foreign experts, and 938 science and technology 
training courses with 50,000 trainees. 

Standardization, metrology and quality control : 

The State Bureau of Standarlzatlon Is the agency responsible 
for standardization across the country. In 1982, the Chinese 
Institute of Standardization and other Institutes special lzed In 
the field were established In 15 Industrial sectors lnctudlng 
mach I n e b u I I d I n g , c hem I c a I I n d u s try , post and t e I ec om mu n I cat I on, 
transportation and communication, etc. There Is also a China 
National Association on Standardization, with 26 provincial affi
liates, responsible for research on and popularization of standa
rdization. By the end of 1982, China had Introduced 4462 standa
rdizations, among which 390 are In Industry and agriculture and 
554 In engineering. To promote the development of science and 
technology, China also adopted In 198Z the "Regulations on the 
adoption of International standarlzatlons", and Is now planning 
to gradually matching a standardization with International ones. 

In metrology, China has a State Bureau of Metrology as a 
national specialized agency, and corresponding metrology Insti
tutes In the various Industrial sectors. The 20,000 large or 
~edlum enterprises also have their own metrology units with over 
200,000 special I zed personnel working on enterprise metrological 
management, methodologies, energy metrology and so on. In terms 
of metrological research. there Is a Chinese Institute of Metro
logical Sciences. with a number of counterparts in the provinces. 

In the field of quality control, the ~esponslble government 
department has set up quality control agencies In over 100 cities 
wtth over 100 specialized Institutes and more than 1260 quality 
control stations Involving products from some 26,000 enterprises. 
In addition, the ministries of I lght Industry, chemical Industry, 
electronics, construction material, post and telecommunication. 
public security, etc., have also established over 60 quality 
control centers with the participation of large numbers of moni
toring and control groups consisting of scientific and technolo
gical personnel forming a national network. 

Science and technology periodicals and publications: 

In 1982, the number of scientific and technological journals, 
not Including social sciences. reached 1745, wlth 277.89 mil I Jon 
copies printed, which amounts to an Increase of 10 percent over 
1981. During the same year. over 7500 scientific and technologl-



cal books, again excluding social sciences, were published, with 
more than 186 mil I ion copies printed, a 28 percent Increase over 
1981, and 116 percent over 1978. · 

Programmes for popularization of science and technology 

Popularization of science and technology has received greet 
Importance end attention In China. Many departments end organi
zations concerned with science and technology are engaged In 
varying degrees In such activities. It Is also one of the major 
mandates for the Chinese Association of Science and Technology 
and their provincial affl llates. It focuses mainly on children, 
young people, enterprise employees and farmers. At present, 
priority Is given to the rural areas where such activities have 
developed rapidly. By 1982, the number of commune-run science 
end technology popularization associations In the rural areas had 
Increased from 3,820 In 1981 to 15,598, with a total of 1.5 
mil lion members. These associations consist of rural science and 
technological personnel, skilled craftsmen, local experts, etc., 
and have undertaken the following activities during the past 
year: 

(1) large scale rural technology training, for example, the 
Shanxi Provincial Science and Technology Association organized In 
1982 some 1200 rural technology training courses with the parti
cipation of 130,000 farmers. The National Agricultural Broadcast
Ing School sponsored by the·Chlnese Association or Sc1ence and 
Technology, the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, the 
National Agricultural Society and the Central Bradc&stlng Station 
has turned out over 400,000 students and Is now training another 
400,000: <2> science and technology popularization markets In 
which popularization lectures, technical consulting services• 
science films, slides, publications etc., are offered. Very 
often such a market would be frequented by over 5,000 people In 
one day; (4} distribution of science and technology·journals and 
newspapers In the rural areas. By 1982, there were 54 agricultu
ral science and technology newspapers. The number·of distribu
tion rose from 3.5 mill Ions In 1981 to 5.55 mill Ions In 1982, a 
63% Increase. <5> compiling and printing urgently needed popular 
science books and materials, such as picture books, slides• 
films, video-tapes, hanging picture presentations, etc. These are 
much welcomed In the rural areas. For Instance, once,· a •Ftsh 
Breeding" calendar was announced and· t~ere were 350,000 lmmed1ete 
subscrlp~lons. (6) popular science exhibitions are·dtrected to 
children and young people; some competitions were organized over 
the recent years, such as National Youth competitions. etc. 
Science camps were also organized by scores of scientific socie
ties, which drew thousands of young people. In addition, young 
people participated In large scientific study tours like tropical 
biology study tour, ShennongJia biological ,studies, etc. 

Popularization aimed at the general public Is done through 
books, newspapers and periodicals, films, television broadcasts• 
museums, lecture tours and street presentations. The government 
has set up a popular science pub I lshlng house for the purpose. 



Weaknesses In scientific and technological Infrastructure : 

In Infrastructure, the following organizations are to be 
strengthened In Chine: (1) •software" research Institutions 
specialized InS and T policy management, legislation and techno
economic policies!; (2) comprehensive statistical agencies 
specialized InS and T Indicators and statistics; (3) computing 
and testing centers; (4) pilot plant and Industrial systems; (6) 
supporting Institutions providing research facilities and 
chemical reagents; (7) agencies specialized In pro.motlng 
technology transfer; (8) S and T education end training 
Institutions, particularly for periodical continuing education 
and professional training; (9) research Institutes In emerging 
technologies, such as microelectronics, biotechnology, optical 
fibre technology, new materials, etc. 

To Improve China's SandT Infrastructure, the following 
Inputs must be Increased: (1) financial expenditures, Including 
necessary foreign currency; (2} Improved management capab IItty; 
(3) S and T personnel training; (4) necessary physical and 
advanced research facilities. 

CHOICE, ACQUISITION AND TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY 

Policies and guidelines on technology choice : 

Technology grows out of certain soc lo-econom lc condItIons and 
produces benefits only under a favourable environment. In other 
words, not ell advanced technologies, regardless of the environ
ment, can create positive results. In choosing technologies In 
China, the following factors must be taken Into overal I conside
ration: (1) the needs of China's socio-economic developments; 
(2) natural resource condItIons; (3) techn leal capab lilt les and 
employment opportunity; (4) economic competitiveness; (5) effect 
on the environment; (6) compatibility with cultural tradition and 
value concepts. In short, what we need Is technologies that make 
ful I use of our natural resources, save energy and raw materials, 
provide job opportunities, reduce environmental pol Iutton• 
Improve labour productivity, and are conducive to entering Inter
national markets. These we call as appropriate technologies. 

China's science and technology Information system 
such Information, whether Chinese or otherwise, to the 
sectors and enterprises through professional Journals, 
cats and other publications. 

Regulations with regard to choice of foreign technology 

supplies 
various 

period!-

In addition to the criteria Indicated above, the following 
points must be observed: (1) technology Importation must be 
closely Integrated with domestic enterprise technical 
trans format I on; (2) techno logy ImportatIon must be conducIve to 
the Improvement of Indigenous SandT capabilities, rather than 
Initiating dependence on foreign technologies; (3) priority must 
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be given to the Importation of •software•, I.e. patent, 
technologies, blueprints, etc. The Importation of equipMent 
pertlcularly turn-key plants must be reduced;· (() adopting 
flexible forms such as joint venture, purchasing of· production 
licence. etc.; (5) under normal circumstances, Importation should 
be limited to purchasing samples, single units, which are to be 
digested and esslmllated. The same Item should not be Imported 
repeatedly. · 

Organizations responsible for technology Imports In China 
are located at different levels. In general, such Importation Is 
organized and coordinated by the State Economic Commission, wblle 
Important Items at the natlonal·leveJ,. suches nuclear power 
technologies, are under the joint responslbJJity of the State 
Science and Technology Commission, the State Planning Commission, 
and ministries concernd. Tbe ministries, provincial and munlcl• 
pal governments, Including the special economic zones, are autho
rized to Import technologies needed for tbelr own use within 
their terms of reference. A small number of large, key enter
prises can also Import techn~logJes needed for themselves. 

lnstltutlons lnvoJved In transfer of tecbnology , 

Chine has established a State Patent Office to register 
patents from domestic and foreign sources. Yet, It Is not an 
agency concernd with domestic technology transfer or technology 
trade In a normal sense. So fer, no center or organization at the 
national level responsbfle for technology transfer have been 
created. Such activities are carried out by the ministries• 
local governments. and so on. Many S and T exchange, consulting, 
service or development centers have·emerged across the country, 
whiCh are ectlvely promotl'lg technology trensfer. At the national 
level. technology transfer Is administered mainly by the State 
Science and Technology Commission and their provincial affllfates. 

Characteristics of foreign tecbnology Inflows s 

Since 1979, our policy towards technology Importation has 
undergone a significant change, emphasis shifting from turnekey 
Plants to specific technologies, key components, licence trede, 
Joint production, technical consultation and service. From 1979 
fo 1982, over 440 technology Importation projects were signed 
under the go~ernment's plan, amounting to A.5 billion US dol Iars. 
Among these, some 50 percent are licence trade, technical consul• 
tancy, service, co-production etc, In which licence trade makes 
up 75 percent. 

Training of personnel handling tecbnoJogy c~oJce a 

Technology transfer was not given adequate Importance In the 
past. and there was a serious shortage of trained personnel to 
deal with Internal and International technology transfer. At 
present, more attention has been given to the training of econo
mic. trade, Including foreign technical trade, and llanatement 
personnel In the verlous Institutes of higher learning. By 1982• 
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over 3.000 students In foreign trade were registered In relevant 
Institutions. The State Economic Commission and the Ministry of 
Foreign Economic Relations and Trade have organized a large 
number of training courses In economics. trade and management. 
Including some Intended for those responsible for foreign techno
logy Importation and domestic transfer. Some of these training 
course are eo-sponsored with other countries. Such tral~l~g 
courses are also offered by the ministries and local governments 
according to their needs and requirements. 

l•pact of foreign technology Inflows on endogenous science and 
technology development : 

In general, foreign technology Inflow has created a positive 
Impact on the development of science and technology In China. 
Chinese scientific and technological personnel are usually 
mobilized to digest, assimilate and master Important foreign 
technologies and to Improve such technologies. This approach not 
only accelerates technology transformation In the enterprises and 
Improve productivity, but also enhance the endogenous science and 
technology development, and has been quite successful. 

Imported technologies. however, do sometimes Impede endoge
nous Rand 0. The obvious advantage of some Imported technolo
gies such as favourable price and better technical performance, 
could present an obstacle to domestic Rand 0 and discourage the 
Initiatives of the domestic Rand D personneli To counterbalance 
such effects, the Chinese government has adopted a pol ley that 
the Importation of advanced foreign technologies and their assi
milation must be expanded and be regarded as an Important means 
to develop China's own science and technology; meanwhile, limited 
but necessary protection should be given to domestic R and o. 
The letter, however, must not lead to the •protection of backward 
technologies•, which are against the national Interests and 
endogenous technological progress. 

Constraints related to choice, acquisition and transfer of 
technology : 

Constraints relating to domestic and International 
technology transfer In China are summarized In the following 
points: (1) lack of rich exprlences In International technology 
transfer (2) Jack of flexible Information systems; (3) 
discriminative constraints from outside. 

DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

Current potent I at of se fence and technol.ogy personnel : 

In 1982, there were some 6.26 mil lion science and technology 
personnel In public research Institutes. Among these, about 
50.000 are senior scientists at or above the level of associate 
professors, associate research fellows. senior engineers; about 1 
m11 lion are lecturers, engineers, assistance research fellows; 
about 5 million are technicians. assistant •~tlneers, assistant 



lecturers, etc.; 45.1 percent of them racelved higher education 
end 31.7 percent are women. In terms of professions, about 2.4 
million ere engineers end technicians; 361,800 ar-e agricu-ltural-
technicians; ·1.8 million are medical personnel# 371,800 are scie
ntific researchers; 1.9 million ere teaching staff.·By 1983. the 
total number bad risen to 6.85 mill lon, an Increase of 590,000 
over 1982. 

Polley for human resources development: 

China regards education and human resources development as a 
strategic priority. The number of university and college grad
uates Increased from 85,000 In 1979 to 335,000 In 1983; and that 
of students registered fn universities and ·colleges· from 1.02 
mtl lion In 1979 to 1.207 mil lion In 1983. Meanwhile the number 
of graduates majoring ·Jn natural science ·theories, engineering• 
agriculture. medicine and other natural sciences rose from 51.000 
In 1979 to 270,000 In '1982; the number of reg lstered vocational 
school students from 800,000 In 1979 to 1.143,000 In 1983. 

In 1982. the Ministry of Education sent 3,410 students abroad 
while 2,567 returned after studying overseas. 

Women In China are entitled to the same educational opportu
nity as men. Among some 6 million science and technology person
nel, 31.1 percent are women. 

In some cases, science and technology personnel leave China 
because of job dislocation or working conditions. However, most 
of them are overseas Chinese who still have family members In 
other countries. Such phenomenonshould be regarded normal. On 
the other hand, many overseas Chinese science and technology 
personnel return to motherland to work. Basically, b·ralndraln 
has not been a problem. 

Adult Education 

In 1982, 640.000 people received adult education In China, 
among which 258,000·through television, 208,000 through either 
correspondence· or·evenlng schools, 144,000 through workers or 
farmers col leges. and 34,000 through schools or colleges of 
continuing education for·secondary school teachers. By 1983, 
students registered for adult education rose to 926,000. 

ln eddltton, there ere 3,264,000 students In adult vocational 
schools and 6,350,000 adults at secondary schools. 

The figures Indicated above show significant Increase over 
1979. 

Jo~t-Graduate education aAd training system 'z 

There existed no post-graduate education system In China. 
Since 1981, China adopted academic degree system, whereby univer
sity or col lege graduates become M.A. candidates through examine• 



tlons plus a period of studies varying from one to three years. 
Once they passed their thesis, they are awarded M.A. degree. 
Students with M.A. become doctoral candidates also through exami
nations. If they pass their doctoral thesis and oral defence 
within a defined time period, they are granted Ph.D. degrees. 
From 1981 to 1983, more than 18,000 people were accorded M.A. 
degrees and 29 Ph.D degrees In China. In 1983, over 37,000 
people were under either M.A. or Ph.D programmes In research 
Institutes and Institutes or higher learning. 

Bottlenecks In development of S and T human resources : 

MaJor problems at present are (1) the development of educa
tion, Including expenditures and fc.cllltles, Is lmcompatlble with 
modernization programmes. The total number of Science and tech
nology personnel In all fields Is small and the percentage In the 
total population Is very low - one out of every 62 In 1982; (2) 
Irrational composition of special lzatlons - there Is a big demand 
tor personnel In egrlculture, light Industry, textile Industry. 
etc.; (3) over-specefllzed disciplines and curriculum, resulting 
In students• narrow scope of knowledge a~d lack of basic theore
tical and comprehensive analytic~! abilities as well as flexlbl
lltles; (4) absence of a system tor continuing education, thus 
providing no for~al learning opportunities or updating knowledge 
In science and technology after university education. 

To overcome these difficulties and to 
of education, It Is l1:1portant to open up 
necessary expenditures and facilities. 
teaching and teachers In institutes of 
expand adult education. 

promote the development 
new avenues, Increase 
Improve the quality of 
higher learning. and 

FINANCING SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT 

Expenditures on science and technology 

Expenditures on 5clence and technology In China come mainly 
from government's budget allocation in two categories, I.e. re
search expenditure and capital construction expenditure. which 
are al loted to the various ministries or provincial governments 
through the Ministry of Finance. Within the research part of the 
budget there Is a special fund under the control of the State 
Science and Technology Commission for developing new products, 
pilot plant experiments and/or as subsidy to priority research 
proJects. In addition, the ministries and provincial governments 
can also allocate a certain amount from their operating expenses 
for SandT activities according to the needs end possibilities. 
Our Institutes of higher learning and production enterprises too 
raise funds for the purpose, but not reflected In national stati
stics. China's national expenditure on science and technology• 
excluding those In institutes of higher learning and enterprises, 
was 6,167 million yuan In 1982, and 7,400 ml J I len yuan In 1983• 
ebout 1.6 percent of the national Industrial and agricultural 
output. 
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Internal sources for financing research end development 1 

Expenditures on scientific research In Chine come ·mainly 
from the financial sources Inside the country. These sources are 
already cited above. 

External sources for financing researcb aad developmeAt : 

Basically there are no external Rand D financial sources. 
Although some R and D project assistance has been received from 
the United Nations system, the amount has been very limited. In 
order to accelerate technical transformation process, China Is 
actively using foreign Investments and loans to purchase research 
and experimental facilities, yet these do not fall Into the 
category of Rand D expenditure. 

Incentives for Send T development according to policy goals: 

China has a number of policies and regulations for encourag
Ing Initiatives In and promoting the development of science end 
technology. These Include •Regulations on Natural Science Award• 
for .scientists with major scientific discoveries or outstanding 
achievements, "Regulations on Inventions Award" for those with 
Important Inventions, and •Regulations on Award-for Rationaliza
tion Proposals end Technical Innovation• for those who have made 
significant contributions to enterprise technical progress. 

In addition, the Chinese government has adopted a series of 
economic policies In terms of taxation, pricing. loan provision 
and so on. to encourage Increased enterprise expenditure for 
developing new technologies and products. Income taxes on royal
ties received by foreign firms In China for their technologies 
are reduced or In some cases exempted. 

Risk and venture capital/credit for SandT activities : 

While China's SandT expenditures are allocated from the 
national budget according to plan, banks do provide low-Interest 
loans for developing certain new technologies and new products on 
a case-by-case basis. Yet, there are no Institutions which 
Provide risk or venture capital/credit as In other countries. 

Problems In financing science and technology 

For most developing countries, China Included. lack of finan
cial resources for Rand D Is a common problems. The Chinese 
government has decided to gradually Increase Its Rand 0 expendl
t~res. Incomplete statistics shows that national Rand 0 expen
ditures In 1963 has Increased as much as 19 percent, amounting to 
7.400 mill Jon yuan. What Is crucial, howe~~r, Is not just magni
tude of the amount, but more Importantly. how efficiently It Is 
used. This Involves reforms In lnstltulonal arrangements for S 
and T and Improvement of S and T cost-benefit performance, which 
are currently being undertaken In China. 
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SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL INFORMATION 

National seJentJflc and technological. lnforatatlon syst• : 

At the national level. the Institute of Scientific and Tech• 
nlcal Information of China functions as an Information col lec
tlon, retrlval and research center. It accumulates Information 
from both within and outside China, processes and publhih.es It as 
well as provides other Information services. It also organizes, 
coordinates and gives guidance to Information related act~vltles 
on a nation-wide basis. 

SandT Information In China takes the following formats: 
(1) research reports; (2) conference proceedings; <3> 
publications and periodicals; ·(4} samples or sample books; (.5} 
standardization documents; (6) patent literature; , (7-) 
registration pf research results; (8) audio-visual literature.·· 

The source of Information Includes extensive subscription to 
S and T journals ·and publications, exchange or Information with 
various organizations, both at home and abroad. The Institute of 
Scientific and Technical Information of China has wide Interna
tional contacts and has established regularS and T Information 
exchange with 63 countries or regions and 53 International -or·ga
nlzatlons, Including over 2,000 counterparts. It has joined 
UNESCO, PGJ, FlO, ISO and other such International organizations 
and has developed cooperation arrangements with Information cen
ters In Thailand, the Philippines, France, the United Kingdom• 
the United States, Japan, Canada, Sweden, Federal Republic of 
Germany, etc. It also keeps computer on-1·1ne contacts with 
fnformatlon centers In Europe end the United States. In 1983, It 
had over 150.000 customers end edited, translated and published 
376 journals·or·books. 

Sectoral Information systems : 

China has at present over 30 S and T Information Institutes 
at the sectoral level. The major ones·are In the Ministries of 
Agr leu lture, Transportation, Coal Industry, Petroleum Industry, 
Post and Telecommunications. Machine Industry, Metal lurglcal 
Industry, Chemical Industry and Electronics Industry. 

Such Institutes also exist In the areas of health, ·textile 
Industry, urban construction, building materials, geology, ocean• 
etc.. Administratively, these Institutes are under the jurisdic
tion of the respective ministries, while professionally, they oct 
under the guidance of the Institute of Scientific and Technical 
Information In China. 

(.;I 

Statistics on science and technology activities : 

Apart from the State Bureau of Statistics which complies 
statistics on a limited number of SandT Indicators, there exist 
no other specialized organizations In China for such activities. 



Lack of coordination and unified plan has resulted In scattered_ 
statistical work constituting,a major defect InS .and T ma~ageaent. 

Weaknesses related to scientific and technological inforaatfon : 

Major weaknesses In thJ_s regard are (1) the means of Informa
tion collection, storage, retrlevaJ,etc. are backward; (2) as no 
•tandardlzed Chinese character processing system has been ·estab
lished, language barrier poses 8 great constraint on the use of 
eomputers and has deterred the creation of 8 national computer 
retrieval network; (3) for research personnel, aging knowledge 
has beomce a problem;· Information updating and training are 
required. 

In order to Improve and expand the role of scientific and 
technological Information. It Is highly necessary to train Infor
mation management and processing personnel on the one hand. and 
Information users on the other. Increased expenditures and up
graded facilities are also necessary. 

STRENGTHENING OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN AND FOR DEYELOPING 
COUNTRIES AND THEJR·lJNKAGE TO THE-PRODUCTION SYSTEM 

( 
Link~ge between research and development projects/unviersities 
and the production system l 

Over the recent years, great efforts have been made In Cblna 
to foster close 1 lnkage between research Institutes and the 
production systems. Apart from encouraging technology transfer 
from laboratores to production sectors and the adoption of new 

.technologies In enterprises. the following measures have been 
taken to effectively Integrate S and T end production. 

Ct) The establishment of research and production alliance: 
Through economic contracts. al lienee Is forged among research 
Institutes, universities and production enterprises under differ
ent jurisdictions to form a system of research. design, demons
tration, pilot plant experiment and Industrial production. The 
benefits will be shared by the participating organizations. 

C2) The establishment of technology development centers: 
Research Institutes, !~eluding those within universities, under 
different jurisdictions join together. through economic contracts. 
to develop certain production technologies and then provide 
Integrated technologies to the production sectors. 

(3) The establishment of regional science and technology 
exchange, consultancy and service centers: These centers organize 
end provide links among research Institutes, universities and 
~nterprlses to facilitate fnter-organfzatlo~el technology tran
Sfer, joint research, sharing equipment, technical Consultancy, 
personnel training, etc. Most cities In China have now establish• 
•d centers of this kind• 
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(4) Long term cooperatlofl between research Institutes and 
production sectors: Research Institutes, universities end produc
tion sectors can establish long term stable cooperative relations 
through provision of consultancy and res~arch results on the one 
hand, end making available pilot plants and production facilities 
on the other. Economic benefits could be shared by both sides. 

(5) Promotion of production oriented research Institutes 
within enterprises. 

Potential of local consulting engineering and design services: 

During the past few years, extensive consulting engineering 
activities and design services have been carried out, and a large 
number of engineering consulting agencies set up. For Instance, 
China Metallurgical Engineering Consulting Corporation, Chemical 
Engineering Consulting Corporation, Coal Engineering Consulting 
Corporation, Machine Engineering Consulting Corporation~ E/ectrl
cal Engineering Consulting Corporation, etc.. In 1982, 17 such 
corporations specialized In building construction, light Industry, 
elvll aviation. highway constructlon,forest product processing 
and so on merged Into Chine International Engineering Consulting 
Corporation. It has over 12.000 employees Including engineers, 
architect designers, economists and so on. It receives orders 
from organizations or Individuals In and outside China to supply 
either comprehensive or partial engineering consulting service to 
projects of-various forms. types and scales. Such service Includ
es planning. exploration, design. feasibility study etc. 

Facilities for assisting traditional technologies : 

China has over 380.000 enterprises with most of them stll I 
using traditional technologies. Technical transformation In 
these enterprises therefore poses a chat lenge. From 1979 to 1982. 
the government spent 16.8 bill ton yuan, or an annual·averege·of 
4.2 billion yuan, on technical upgrading and renovation of equip• 
ment, Improvement of existing Instal latlon, engineering and de• 
signs, quality control and expansion of enterpriseR and 0 cape• 
bllltles. Many organizations have been established to provide 
enterprises with technical transformation services. 

Use of local R and D Institutions : 

The application of Important scientific and technical results 
ere usually Incorporated In the national plan. 

Incentives are given to production sectors by the government 
to use local Rand 0 results. Products based on local Rand D 
results can enjoy tax reduction or e~en exemption for a period 
varying from one to three years. The government has also adopted 
the •Regulations on Award for Rationalization Proposal and Tech
nical-Innovation" for the purpose. 



Problems In strengthening Rand D and linking It to production 
systems : 

Major problems are (1) lack of Rand 0 capabilities In a 
large number of enterprises; (2) weak pilot plant and Industrial 
experiment facilities, resulting In slow process of research 
attainments being engineered and commercialized; (3) lack of 
sound legislation, management systems and avenues for·technology 
transfer; (4) Inadequate Information service to the production 
sectors. 

STRENGTHENING OF COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND BETWEEN DEVELOPING AND 
DEVELOPED COUNTRtES 

Volume and forms of cooperation with developing countries : 

From 1979 to 1983, China established cooperative relations In 
the field of science and technology with 59 developing countries 
In Asia, Africa, latin America, and slgned·cooperatlon agreements 
with 25 of them: Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, Thailand, the Phil lpplnes, Algeria, the Sudan, Egypt, 
Morocco, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Zambia, Turkey,. Iran 
Islamic Republic of, Democratic Kampuchea, VIet Ham, Nigeria, 
Argentina, Chile, Venezuela, Columbia, Brazil, ·Mexico, Cuba~ 
Mongolia and Indonesia. 714 exchange and ·Cooperation projects 
were carried out, out of which 408 are financed by the Chinese 
government. They Include (1) dispatch of Chinese experts· abroad 
to transfer technologies; (2) arrange study tours In China for 
foreign experts; (3} organize field studies and practices In 
China for foreign students; (4) providing Information, seeds• 
plant specimen to foreign countries. In 306 projects, other 
countries have sent experts to China for technology transfer• 
arrange study tours for Chinese experts, accepted Chinese for 
field studies and practices In their countries, and provided 
Information as wei I as seeds. etc •• 

Volume and forms of cooperation with developed countries 

China has established cooperative relations with 24 developed 
market economy countries, and signed science and technology co
operation agreements. They are the United States, Japan, the 
United Kingdom, France• Federal Republic of Germany, tt~IY• 
Sweden, Greece, Flnland,·Denmark, Norway, Belgium, luxembourg, 
Australia, Canada, etc. 1200 cooperative projects were carried 
out, covering visits by 24,000·Chlnese experts to other countries 
for either exchange, coopratlon or International conferences. 

China also has cooperative relations with central Jy planned 
economy countries such as the Soviet Union ~nd other East European 
countries. and signed agreements with nine of them. Since 1979, 
cooperation In this regard has resulted In 797 projects, out-of 
which 366 were undertaken by Chinese, 382 by·lts counterparts, 36 
Joint research projects. and t3 training courses or International 
symposia. The cooperation Includes exchange of experts, flel4 
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study tours. joint research. exchange of Information. seeds and 
samples. etc. 

In addition. China has sent over 8~200 experts to 3,362 
International science and technology meetlng·slnce 1979. 

Problems In International science end technology cooperation ~-

China endeavours to strengthen Its cooperation withal !.coun
tries In the field of science and technology on the bests of 
self•rellence. Independence and keeping the Initiative In our own 
hands. It is ready to carry out such cooperation In the normal 
fo~ms of lnternatloal practice- exchange of experts and Informa
tion. study tours• joint research, training. technical assistance, 
technology transfer. etc •• The emphasis of all these activities, 
however, should be laid on the actual results and mutual benefits. 
Due to limited economic and scientific-technological capacities. 
China's International cooperation In this regard Is still of a 
modest and unsatisfactory scale. With the development of Its 
modernization, however, such cooperation shall be expanded to 
cover a wider scope and richer contents. ~ 

ISSUES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR DEVElOPMENT IN THE FUTORE t 

Concerns during the next 5 years z 

Heed for realignment of policies and Implementation structures: 

China's basic policy guidelines for science and technology 
development will not change and will be Implemented consistently. 
This, however, does not Imply any rigidity In specific policies 
and measures. To carry out our general guideline J Inking economic 
development with scientific and technical progress, real lgnment 
of policies In certain specific areas wtll be necessary. The 
same holds true for sectoral technical policies, which may ·oe 
readjusted as the general environment develops. 

China Is presently undertaking reforms In economic system and 
science-technology management systems. The existing unsatisfac
tory Implementation structure will also undergo necessary reforms 
at appropriate time. 

lectors requiring special attention : 

Agriculture, energy, transportation and communication, 
science-technology. education are the five strategic development 
areas In our national economic development, and wll I receive 
special attention. 

With regard to science and technology priorities, In the 
future. the following areas have been Identified by the Chinese 
government: agriculture. energy, transporatlon and communica
tion. Iron end steel. non-ferrous metals, petrochemical Industry• 
food lndustry,health and medical care, environmental protection, 
biotechnology, computers. computer software, optical fibre commu-



nl•atlon, new material, nuclear technology, basic research, etc. 
In addition, space technology and ocean engineering will etso be 
accorded priority. Based on these priorities, we ere now forau
latlng the seventh five year plan from 1986 to ·1990, end the long 
term development plan from 1986 to 2000. 

Eaerglng tecbaologles : 

Priorities In emerging technologies are listed above. Among 
these. however. the development of microelectronics, tncludlng 
computer, and software, will rcelve top priority •. Efforts are 
being made to establish a sound IC Industry as early as possible. 
with the Immediate goal of producing and extensively applying 
micro-computers and developing mechatronlc products. Meanwhile, 
China will speed up Its modernized communication systems In areas 
with fast economic development and high communication flows• such 
as BeiJing. Tlenjln, Tangshan, the Yangzhl River Delta, etc. In 
addition, space technologists will be explored actively, ·with 
emphasis on communication, broadcasting satellite. while land end 
meterorologlcal setel lites will be developed according to our 
resource potential. 

Social Implications of scientific end technological develo,-e•t ~ 

The development of science end technology In China has strong 
socio-economic Implications. It Increases labour productivity 
and economic benefIts, provJ·des more education opportunities. 
Improves the I I vI ng envIronment, advances mater lei and cuI tura·l 
Prosperity and betters the quality of life. It also expands Iff• 
expectancy. 

In the process of Industrialization, certain social diseases 
have occurred and would occur. such as environmental pollution 
and so on. Yet, It Is not science end technology which Is respo
nsible; rather, the cause lies In policy and management. 

Under certain circumstances. mechanization and automation can 
also lead to labour surplus. This Issue holds special lmpllca
flons for China. a country with a billion people. which has to 
cope with the problems of employment at alI times. Fortunately• 
the application of new technologies has so far not caused serious 
unemployment, but only created more job opportunities on the 
contrary. At least. new technologies have not posed any threat 
In this regard~ 

Sctence and techaology In a longer term perspective r 

As Indicated earlier. the Chinese government Is presently 
formulating e long term science and technology development plan 
from 1986 to 2000, and has Identified a number of priority areas. 

-The major objective of this plan Is: C1f apply extensivelY 
before 2000 the advanced technologies whlch·are widely used In 
the developed countries In the seventies and early eighties. 
which also comply to China's specific conditions; (2) develop • 
nv~er of emerging technologies and Industries, such as mlcroele-



ctronlc Industry, biotechnology Industry, new material, space, 
ocean Industries, etc.; (3) organize scientific and technologi
cal pre-Investment preparation for the se~eral hundreds of key 
projects end solve their key technical problems; (4) organize 
certain baste research projects, so as to accumulate adequate 
scientific reserve tor long term development; (5) organize a 
large number of technical Importation Items, their dlgestlon .. and 
assl•llatlon. 

Ways of Increasing S&T eo-operation In the ESCAP region 

China su,pports the Tokyo Programme of Action on Technology 
for Development adopted at the 40th ESCAP Session, and will 
participate In a selected number ot ·tot low-up projects. 

Regarding technology atlas, some Chinese departments believe 
tbat a feasibility study In a few technological areas may prove 
useful, as It will provide an assessment of the value of such an 
atlas. China will join this project on the condition that It 
alms at the actual usefulness to the developing countries In 
Improving their science and technology cpabllltfes. We have no 
experience In this field, and could not offer any specific recom
•endetlons at present. But we will participate In the dlsucsslon 
on the Issue and the State Science and Technolooogy Commission 
will act as the focal po~nt. 

Deaoastretlon proJects : 

Concerning demonstration projcts, China Is ready to partlcl• 
pate In the proposed solar cell pr~ject and would like to send 
people to joJnt training activities. With financial support from 
the United Nations or other donor countries. China can undertake 
demonstration projects In areas such as commercial blogas diges
ter technology. rural mini-hydro power. solar heat utilization, 
fresh water breeding. etc •• We will also take part In demonstre• 
tlon activities In other countries, particularly on the Improve• 
•ent of labour productivity through micro-computers, biotechnology, 
waste treatment. environmental Improvement, etc •• 

Training programmes a 

The following areas are of s~clal Interest to us: micro
computer application, computer software, Industrial micro
organism and fermentation engineering, genetic engineering and 
biotechnology, new and renewable energies, energy .conservation 
technology. remote sensing application, Isotope application, and 
•soft sciences• like science-technology pol Icy. planning. 
forecasting, management, etc •• 

China has done much work In certain areas and would offer to 
organize training courses with financial support from the United 
Nations or other donor coutnrles. These Include blogas technology, 
remote sensing application In agriculture and land planning, acu
puncture, mini-hydro power, silkworm, grassroots health care, 
Integrated rural development, fre~h-weter breeding, etc •• 
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Advisory services : 

China needs a variety of advisory services.· I.e. e~vlsory 
services In specific technical projects Including· technology tran
sfer, and more urgently advlces on development strategies. Since 
China Is developing new technologies and transforming traditional 
technologies thereby, It Is Inevitable that problems of one kind 
or another would occur. Therefore, the departments concerned In 
China would appreciate advisory services In these areas. such as 
on the appl lcatlon and development of microelectronics technolo
gies, th~ establishment of software Industry, etc. 

With regard to advisory services on development strategy, the 
relevant Chinese departments are most Interested at present In 
assessing the challenges and threats posed by the new Industrial 
revolution to the developing countries. and the counter-•oasures 
and policies required. 

Meanwhile, China could also offer other countries advisory 
services on specific technologies. such as laser treatment of eye 
diseases. tea planting and\processlng, as wei I as on strategic 
pol Icy making. 

In International cooperations. we have adopted a policy of 
opening to the outside world. We have agreeDents with around a 
hundred countries In the world In science and technology or tech
nical economic cooperations. We believe that through Internation
al cooperations and exchange,· we can share our experiences and 
avoid unnecessary dupl lcatlon of efforts. thus mutually benefitt
Ing all countries. 
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PROMOTION AND PLANNING: SOME PECULIARITIES OF THE SCIENTIFIC 
AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT IN CUBA 
-------------~---

INTRODUCTION 

Cuba Is a relatively small Island of about 111,000 sq. km. 
(42 860 sq. ml les> and 10 mil I Ions Inhabitants, with a population 
density of approximately 90 inhablta.nts/sq.km. (233/sq.mlle) 
Child mortality was 15.2 per 1000 live births In 1983, which Is 
the lowest In latin America, and comparable to the rate In the 
developed countries In this respect. Life expectancy reached 
73.5 years In the same year. The annual growth rate of the 
economy for 1982-83 was +5.0~. 

In 1958, the year proceeding the Cuban Revolution, Cuba a 
very limited number of scientists; and research units were 
virtually non-existent, hindering the elaboration of a complete 
scientific foundation for many of the first proJects launched by 
the Revolutionary Government In several areas of social and 
economic development. 

Thirty percent of the total population was II literate. The 
yearly output of medium and high-level special lsts was at a low 
level. The Agriculture was backward and the Industrial sector 
largely depended for Its funtlonlng on Imported Inputs and with a 
mix of old Instal lations, as those prevail lng In the cane sugar 
Industry--our main Industry--, with a few modern units. The 
technological development of the whole Cuban economy depended 
upon foreign source. 

Research being scarce, the country experienced a great lack 
of Information about the characteristics of Its agricultural 
potential and of Its natural resources and environment. Techno
logical research was practically non-existent and could not res
pond, In any case, to real plans for economic development because 
the old society was not In the least concerned with the planned 
approach to developtnent. If, In 1959 Cuba happened to count upon 
some eminent personalities In several scientific disciplines, It 
was mainly due to their own Individual efforts. 

Presented by Emilio Garcia Capote 
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fHE "ORIENTED PROMOTION• STAGE 

Since the very beginning after the Cuban Revolution trlu•ph 
In 1959, the leadership of the Revolution was fully aware of the 
role of science and technology In national development. In 1960, 
In a speech delivered at the Speleological Society of Cuba, 
Comrade Fidel Castro stated that •the future of Cuba •ust necess
arily bee future of scientists•. and In 1963, addressing a large 
group of medium-level students. he pointed out that "the social 
revolution was carried out In order to und•rtake the-technologi
cal revolution•, thus affirming the linking of scientific and 
technological progress with social progress as the fundamental 
principle fore true national science policy. 

By virtue of this understanding of the need of scientific 
and technological development, human and material resources for 
the creation of research centres were al loted to meet the coun
try's future development needs. lnsplte of the shortage of unive
rsity grad~ates In the country and the necessity for th .. to 
fulfill the urgent production tasks, and lnsplte of several 
difficulties Imposed on the country as also other limitations 
Inherent In an underdeveloped country. 

The research centres created at this stage were mainly 
characterized by a series of steps for the establishment of 
scientific research Institutions, equipping them. wlthln the 
available means, with the essential material resources, training 
the future scientifiC cadres, establishing the necessary Interna
tional cooperative r•ietlons; end formulating and carrying out 
the Incipient resea~~h proJects to solve crucial socioeconomic 
development programmes. These tasks •ere undertaken through the 
guidelines of the Revolutionary Government, In the absence of a 
central structure for the management of scientific end technolo
gical activities. 

It Js Interesting to note that e National Council of Science 
and Technology vas not created In Ciibe untll 1974. ThIs· Is due 
to assumption tn.n that the existence of a central structural 
body requires a minimum level of research base, and e "critical 
mass" of Send T activities sufficient number of scientists and 
engineers. It •as believed necessary, therefore, to walt for 
those conditions to come about. at least partially. ihese deve• 
lopments chronologically coincided with the growing Institution
at lzetlon process of 'the nation with Its membership In the Coun
cil for Mutual Economic Assistance. 

The most Important aspect of this stage was that decisions 
concerning the development of science end research were made at 
nearly the same time as the decisions on socioeconomic develop
ment aimed at satisfying the needs of the masses were taken, thus 

0 guaranteeing the greatest posslbl~ coherence between them. Hence, 
m It was possible to carry on a national science policy without 
~ the existence of an explicitly designated structural body. The 

scientific research Institutions establ lshed during that period 



have since undergone several structural changes, but have accomp
lished their Initial overal I obJectives and have demonstrated the 
social need for their existence. 

By the end of 1983, the national R and D system was composed 
of about 150 research units, to which more than 230 experimental 
stations and other types of branch units were attached. About 
5000 full•tlme researchers were employed that year In this net
work and 6000 professors taught at the 45 higher education cen
ters, devoting 20-25% of thler working time to research .tasks. 
These were 65 Rand D scientists and engineers (ful 1-tlme equlva• 
lent) per 100,000 Inhabitants. The Rand 0 expenses total led 163 
mil lions of Cuban pesos In 1983 (*), amounting to 1.6J of the 
total annual state budget or to 1.0% of the GNP. 

Although modest and stll I In a developing stage, the national 
R and 0 system has already generated some Important results such 
as the sugar cane harvester KTP-1, now being produced at a rate of 
more than 600 machines per year; the building of cane sugar facto
ries with 60% of Indigenously-generated technology; and the con
struction of 64K minicomputers. The contribution of the national 
R and 0 system to the process of technology transfer has greatly 
Increased In the last few years. The successful fulfillment of 
the complex Cuban-Soviet cosmic flight In 1980 must be taken as a 
sign of maturity of the national R and 0 system. 

THE SHORT AND LONG-RANGE PLANNING OF SANDT SINCE 1976 

At the First Congress of the Communist Party of Cuba, held In 
1975, the thesis and resolutions on national science policy and on 
the Economy Management and Planning System were approved. A 
higher degree of formalization of science and technology planning 
was established as part of the National Plan.The first experience 
of a National Plan of Science and Technology was the elaboration 
of the Five-Year Plan 1976-80. This plan consisted of 77 State 
Main Problems which were linked to the main direction of the 
socioeconomic development of the country, and also by other re
search problems of branch character and the scientific and techno
logical services. 

During this first Five-Year Plan a great effort was made In 
planning and organization of the scientific a~d techn~logrcal 
activities and to Increase the effectiveness of the research 
centres. lnsplte of the structural limitations of the 1976-80 
Five-Year Plan of State Main Problems, a review of ~he achieve~ 
ments of that period shows an Important set of scientific and 
technological results. The elaboration of the Scientific Projec
tion 1974-80 of the Academy of Sclences.of Cuba, was an essential 
antecedent to the national structuring of research and development 
In terms of problems and themes. 

<•> 1 Cuban peso= 1,17 US$ at the offlcal rate of exchange of the 
Banco Naclonal de Cuba during the first half of 1963 



The Five-Year Plan 1981-85 was elaborated starting from the~ 
experience obtained In planning, management and control 9f the 
scientific and technological activities of the previous quinquen
nium. For this period, the scientific and technological research 
problems were classified according to Its level of approval In two 
categories: Main Problems and Branch Problems. 

Main Problems must be related to the objectives of the stra
tegy of scientific and technological development of the country; 
they tackle Integral solutions which generally require the parti
cipation of more than one organization In Its fulfillment and as 
such they demand a differentiated attention by the Academy of 
Sciences of Cuba In their fulfillment and control. according to 
effective regulations. 

Branch Problems Integrate the research approved by the orga
nizations corresponding to their branch development and the needs 
of production or services In each branch. They emphasize those 

. research areas which would contribute to exports development and 
Imports substitution; to quality Improvement; to the Increase of 
productivity; and to cost reductions. 

According to their characteristics and objectives, Main 
Problems are classified Into four groups: 

State Main Problems 
Medicine Main Problems 
Social Sciences Main Problems 
Beste Research Main Problems 

In order to guarantee the eppropriate Interrelations among 
different factors which participate In the planning and control of 
these Main Problems. a Problem Commission Is created for eoch of 
them. It Is formed as a consultative scientific and technological 
collective body charged with the Integral assessment of the deve
lopment of the activities of the agencies and units which partici
Pate Jn the given research; and the Introduction of the results 
generated by the Main Problems Into social practice. Its members 
•re Institutionally subordinated to the corresponding agencies. 

For each Main Problem, a Coordination Plan has been elaborat
ed which constitutes the guiding document of the. Problem for the 
1981-85 period~ and serves as a basis for the preparation of the 
annual plans. In this document, the compromises of the various 
agencies In the fulfillment of the PrOblems are established. 

The control of the state of fulfillment of Main Problems Is 
carried out twice a year by means of established methodological 
procedures. Problem assessment Is accomplished starting from 
Informations elaborated by themes heads. which are analysed by the 
scientific councils of scientific_ Institutions and approved by the 
executing agency. The process ends with meetings among the Academy 
of Sciences of Cuba and the executing agencies, where the research 



progress and the measures to apply the results, in order to secure 
the fulfillment of foreseeable objectives, are determined. 

Selection of the State Main Problems for the 1981-85 period 
was carried out by groups of experts chosen among the most 
talented high-level researchers, specialists and officials In the 
different branches of economy. The first-level objectives have 
now been defined for the scientific and technological progress in 
the strategy for the economic and social development up to the 
year 2000. These objectives correspond to the aspirations to 
develop or solve a set of matters of present and future 
Importance to the Cuban economy and society. 

Starting from this principle, 53 State Main Problems were 
approved in the National Economy Plan: 

20 Problems in the aglcultural, cattle and fishing sphere 
25 Problems in the industrial sphere 

4 Problems in the aspects of environmental protection 
and natural resources conservation 

3 Problems Is transportation, building and geology. 

In the methodological Instructions for the Elaboration of the 
National Economy Annual Plan, Section 1 on Planning of Scientific 
and Technological Progress, deals with tasks ranging from basic 
research to the necessary development works for the Introduction 
Of new technologies. This Section outlines. the resources neces
sary for the fulfillment of the priority tasks regarding the 
solution of the Main Problems of science and technology explicitly 
Identified for the five-year period. Also • within the framework 
of this section, aspects of coordination and execution in the 
integral planning of scientific and technological development are 
specified; thus ensuring the increase of the efficiency in the 
national economy. This Section Is related to other sections of 
the Methodological Instructions. 

This Section of the annual plan contains tasks relating to 
the fulfillment of the science pol icy approved for the correspon
ding five-years period; to the coordination plans for the solution 
of the science and technology ~a1n Problems; and to the plans for 
technical Improvement of production and the assimilation of new 
technologies. It also Includes the material and financial resour
ces for the planned works, Including basic tasks for the prepara
tion of scientific cadres. 

In Its elaboration, the planning of the scientific and tech
nological progress Includes three levels: 

Plan 

Global level: 
Branch level: 
Base level : 

for the whole economy 
ministries and other branch agencies 
research and development units, 
enterprises, engineering offices 

The main parts of the Scientific and Technological Progress 
are: 
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Task on scientific end technological research 
Assimilation of new types of products 
Acquisition and sale of licenses and patents 
.Introduction of Computerized Management Systems and 
Computer techniques 
Scientific organization of labor 
Standardization. metrology and quality control 
Preparation of scientific cadres 

In recent years, the new Economy Management end Planning 
System was applied In our country. It was Introduced In the 
Methodological Instructions for the National Economy 
Planlflcatlon. The Section corresponding to scientific end 
technological progress has enabled a qualitative Improvement In 
the organization of these activities. The cycle science
technology-production. however. Is still relatively weak as a 
consequence of the very process of development and strengthening 
of the Economy Management System and of the application of 
autoflnanclng In the enterprises. 

At present, taking Into account the experiences 
social 1st countries In this sphere and our present 
development, the measures for the Improvement of the 
and technological progress planning are being studied, 
guarantee Its role In the solution of socioeconomic 

·Among the measures that can be pointed out are: 

of other 
level of 

scientific 
aiming to 
prob I ems. 

The precision In the forecasting of the development 
scientific and technological progress up to the year 
Which constitutes a previous regulrement for 
Improvement of science and _technology planning at 
present stage; 

of 
2000, 
the· 
the 

the analysis of financial variants for the scientific 
and technological activities and for the Introduction of 
new technology; 

the Improvement of planning of the scientific and 
technological activities, thus guaranteeing the 
Integrality of works end tasks from their Initial 
conception to the application of assimilation of the 
results; 

the stimulation measures which would guarantee the 
Interests of the productive enterprises and of the 
research collective bodies regarding the assimilation of 
scientific results; 

The application of these and other measurs under study, will 
guarantee In the coming years the accelerated creation end eppll
catlon, In a more efficient manner, of new technologies, techni
cal means and materials and also of the Introduction of other 
elements of the scientific and technological progress as basic 
premises for the Increase of work productivity and products 
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quality; for the Improvement of working conditions and the level 
of life of the population. 

FORECASTING AND CONCEPTION OF S AND T IN CUBA UPTO 1990 

Taking Into account the necessity for a tong-range perspec
tive of the development of Cuba In the successive five-years 
plans~ the Pol !tical Bureau of the Communist Party of Cuba and the 
Executive Committee of the Council of Ministers promulgated on 20 
July 1978 a Joint Resolution launching the elaboration of th$ 
Economic and Social Development Strategy up to the year 2000. In 
the Joint Resolution the Programme of Studies for such elaboration 
was approved. This programme was proposed by the Central Planning 
Board and It established the necessary I lnkage of the strategic 
obJectives of this development ttl I the end of the century with 
Specific Programs of Long-Range Cooperation In the framework of 
the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance. 

The Resolution also defined the responsablllty of the Central 
Planning Board~ which was charged with managing~ organizing and 
controlling the elaboration process of the ProJect Strategy and of 
orienting~ coordinating~ control ling and synthesizing the corres
ponding partial studies. 

The 44 problems with which the Strategy was originally orga
nized~ defined the analytical tasks relating to the characteris
tics and trends of our economy, and the foreseeable objectives of 
the medium- and long-range development of the country taking Into 
consideration the experiences of the socialist countries In the 
field of perspective planning. In order to achieve a uniform 
treatment of many different problems, methodological regulations 
of several main links were elaborated. 

The first materials were elaborated at the beginning of · 1979 
with the participation of global and branch agencies of the natio
nal economy. Among the main elements which were characterized at 
that moment~ It Is worthwhile to mention: 

The selection of more than 60 Indicators referred to 
activities pertaining to scientific and technological 
progress; to cadres. specialists and technlclansp; to the 
scientific and technological Infrastructure; and to 
material and financial allocations; 

The diagnosis of the starting point analyzed the dynamics, 
level and structure of the labor force engaged In science 
and technology activities; the proportions In R and 0 
works; the situation concernl~g the Introduction of re
search results Into social practice; the National System 
for Scientific and Technological Information; the purchase 
and sale of patents and licenses; standardization, metro
logy and quality control; automation, and the scientifiC 
organization of labor; 
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Concerning the future development of scientific end tee~·· 
nologlcal progress.· en analysis was made of those s~lence 
end technology matters to be taken Into consideration In 
selected branches of the economy, en examination was made 
of the possibilities of Cube as a subtropical end underde
veloped country In the medium- and long- range scientific 
end technological specialization end In those activities 
related to the Latin American, Caribbean· and African co
operation; an outline was prepared of the primary elements 
for the proje~tlon of the total number of workers concern
e4 with scientific end technological research, with spe
cial reference to the qualified labor force, some eleMents 
to project the preparation of sclentlfc and scientific
pedagogical cadres were also sketched. 

The analysis of the first materiels generated by this prob
lem, carried through eleM8nts contributed by the other 43 prob
lems, allowed to make the necessary adjustments and to project, In 
June t980, a second variant, more objective, containing fndfcatlve 
figures about the human and material resources necessary to under
take the 15 general objectives of first level for the year 2000, 
which were the following: 

t. In agrlculturea attainment of high agricultural yields at 
the lowest possible production cost. 

2. In cattlea cattle production by means of modern genetic 
breeding, of feed systems based on national resources. and 
of animal health conservation and Improvement. 

3. In flshlnga national sources of sea and river fishing end 
their Industrial processing. 

4. In the Industrialization of sugar-cane and Its by-products: 
Integral use of sugar-cane as basic renewable raw •aterfal 
for economic devefopaent. 

5. In sugar•eane lndustrya equlpaent and technology necessary 
to reduce fuel consumption. liberating bagasse for Its 
technological or energy use. 

6. In mlnlng~aetaJJurglcal development: Integral utilization 
of use~ul ores, specially laterites. 

7. tn mechanical developaent: scientific end technological 
bases of the mechanical production of the country. 

8. In chemical Industry: potentialities for low-energy consu
mption productions and others which take Into account the 
national base of raw materials. 

9. In energy: potentialities of conventional and non-conven
tional energy sourees. 



10. In food Industry: elaboration and preservation of animal 
end vegetable origin products, achieving their maximum 
utilization. 

11. In electronics: scientific and technological bas-es of 
electronic equipment production. 

12. In natural resources and environment: rational utiliza-
tion and preservation of natural resources and environmen
tal protection. 

13. In transportation: Integral development of the transporta
tion system for passengers and goods traffic. 

14. In communications: enlargement and modernization of the 
communications network, based on scientific and technolo
gical results, particularly of electronics. 

15. In building: Improvement and development of building pro
duction technologies. 

This set of 15 most general first-level obJectives was segre
gated Into 100 second-level obJDctlves of more concrete terms, 
and, In turn,·tbese were specified Into more than 300 third-level 
obJectives. which Identify themselves with specific products and 
technological processes and researchs. 

For each member of the set of second-level obJectives a 
further precision of the results expected In each one of them for 
the 1981-85 and 1986-90 periods and for the 1991-2000 decade was 
carried outJ a search was made of the existing Interrelations 
until 1990 with the Accelerated Program for the Development of 
Science and Technology In Cuba, which Is executed In the framework 
of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, and with the State 
Main Problems Plan for 1981-85; a first out! lne was produced by 
the agencies participating In Its elaboration and of the socia
list countries from which the arrangement of cooperation plan were 
required. 

The basic quality of this second variant lies In Its dovetai
ling with the objectives of long-range economic development of the 
country. It can be asserted that practically all the obJectives 
contained In the strategy of scientific and technological progress 
respond to tasks or 6evelopment works establ lshed by the different 
branchs and sectors of the economy, even though there may be some 
aspects Insufficiently discussed In this chapter. 

It does not mean, however, that all the tasks of the scienti
fic and technological development have been directly deduced from 
the productive develop~ent conceptions. since there Is a set of 
science and technology problems of great Importance and social 
value which are not established In this manner, such as the deve
lopment of basic sciences, social sciences and medicine. 
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The second variant of the scientific and technological prGf• 
ress chapter was conceived within the managing-by-obJective• 
approach# which begun with goats definition and argumentations of 
the scientific and technological development to be reached In 
order to solve certain long-range economy problems. 

Once having made this analysts, during 1981 and 1982, Ia 
coordination with the USSR and other socialist countries, the 44 
problems were restructured Into 13 problems. Among these, the one 
corresponding to scientific and technological progress end the one 
corresponding to the territorial distribution of productive forces 
remained as the only global problems, and the other 11 were refer
red to the development of the main branches of the economy. 

In this context# a third variant was elaborated In which the 
15 first-level obJectives were Incorporated Into four big complex
es, representing the top priorities tor R and o, which should be 
carried out through the provision of the necessary scientific •nd 
technological Infrastructure and resources. These complexes are: 

Mineral end non-mineral natural resources, their derived 
economic activities and the natural environment. 

Chemical and energy related resources whl~h Include the 
sugar Industry and Its by-products. 

Mining-metallurgical-mechanical, which Includes electronics. 

Support sectors :.bu I I dIn-g •. transportatl on and com11u n I c:atlons~
4 

As the fourth stage In what concerns the scientific and 
technological progress. with the participation of the Academy of 
Sciences and more then three global and 10 branch agencies of the 
national economy and with the central management of the Academy of 
Sciences of Cuba and the Central Planning Board, all the available 
Information Is' revised, the obJectives and the scientific poten
tial counted upon are precisely defined. and a new projection of 
human and material resources Is made by ftve-years periods up to 
he year 200(). 

In this stage a final definition of objectives and the resou• 
rces necessary for the elaboration of the General Scheme of Deve
lopment of our count~y Is made. with emphasis ln'the process of 
Integration# cooperation and specialization of Its economy with 
the whole of socialist countries, CMEA members and specially the 
USSR. 

The General Scheme of Development, as e logical prolongation 
and materlal concretion of the Development Strategy, turns Itself 
to be the base of future five-years plans ~nd, particularly, of 
the one corresponding to next 1986-90 period. and at the same time 
establishes the outline of whet would be the first long-range 
perspective plan of our economy. Thls.conceptlons conveys a new 
quality In all the planning work In Cuba, with scientific aad 
technological progress playing a main role In lt. 
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NATIONAL EXPERIENCE IN PLANNING OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOlOGY 
IN CUBAa INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

INTRODUCTION. 

One cannot speak of coherent and effective foreign pol Icy 
towards the stimulation and progress of science and technology 
for development, without a well-defined and structured national 
policy for such a purpose. 

Thts Idea was clearly stated In the Vienna Prqgremme of 
Action and It has been defended by Cuba since the· preparatory 
process for the United Nations Conference on Science end Techno
logy for Development. 

The primary re$ponsfbl11ty for directing the scientific and 
technological frogrammes with steps towards advanced stages of 
development, be ongs to each country, whose governments must play 
the main role. Undoubtedty, the elm of the scientific and techno• 
loQical development should be the constant Improvement In the 
quality of life for oil people through their full participation 
In the development process. 

For thl$ purpose* It Is necessary to create the structure 
capable of guaranteeing the conditions for a stronger te~hnologt• 
cal· capacity. The Cvban experience has shown that even through 
the external factors, such as f lnanclng and technology transfer• 
are needed for advancing scientific and technological capa~lty In 
the developing countries. the fundamental step has to be tnttlat• 
ed through profound social and economic: transformations. The 
existing social and economic structures In many developing coun~ 
tries are the main obstacles for achieving such objectives. 

·In the case of Cuba, science, as a factor of national prlo• 
rlty, came to be recognised from 1959 with a revolutionary pro• 
cess of radically changing the social and economic structure 
which was formerly characterized by a dependent backwardness and 
under-development. With In the last Z5 years Cuba has taken a 
great leap forward with respect to Its science and technologY 
programmes. 

--------------------------
Presented by Carlos Fernandez de Cosslo Dominguez 



To start this process, It was necessary, first of all, to. 
change and create to a great extent the concepts of what wou·l d be 
the science and technology policy. 

The starting point was the development and Implementation of 
the Idea that science could not be created without a massive 
educational preparation that would Incorporate the few professio
nals dedicated to science In the prerevolutionary years. A 
radical campaign was launched that erradlcated Illiteracy within 
only two years from the revolutionary triumph. 

The second step was the massive training of professionals 
at a time when lack of professors and teachers was a serious 
problem. The solution had to be found utilizing the students 
themselves. A group of them were trained during extra hours so 
that they would be able In their third year to teach second year 
students. 

As a result , In 1980 Cuba had more that 2 million univer
sity students with a staff of more than 10 000 teachers and 
professors at 40 universities. Before the Revolution there were 
just three universities In the country. 

The VIenna Programme of Action establ !shes the principle 
that the ultimate goal of Science and Technology Is to serve 
national development and to Increase the wei 1-belng of humanity 
as a whole. Thus, as the Programme also recognizes, the compo
nents of science and technology should be Included In the plans 
and strategies of national development as basic Instruments for 
achieving the different alms of those plans and strateg les. 

The Cuban programmes have been devoted from the beginning to 
the socio-economic perspectives, to respond to existing needs and 
to establish conditions for development of Industry, agriculture 
and society as a whole. Hence only II limited resources could be 
devoted to scientific programmes. Major portions of our foreign 
currency resources were used for creating and modernizing. acqui
ring and adapting new technologies obtained from lntematlonal 
sources. 

The three fields that have mainly received scientific atten
tion and dedication are health, cattle breeding and the sugar 
cane Industry. Cuba stands among the leaders of world research 
on sugar cane by-products. The purpose has been to apply these 
programmes to the solution of concrete problems. Cuba's scienti
fic pol Icy Is not Intended mainly to cope with world class re
search but rather to focus on the country's Immediate needs. 

we are at present penetrating new and Important fields such 
as computers. production of Interferon, tlssMe culture and biote
chnology. Of Important significance has been the creation of an 
Institutional apparatus that would respond to these r~qulrements 
and facti !tate In a coherent and planned manner the formulation 
of the county's national scientific policy. 
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tACKGROUND OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN CUBA 

Organization of scient! f lc research at national level 

Prior to 1959, there was hardly any significant scientific 
research In Cuba: The research centres were then concentrated 
In Havana City. Isolated efforts were made by the few high-level 
educational Institutions existing. The National Commission of 
the Academy of Sciences of Cuba was established In 1962, thus 
Initiating the promotion and fostering of scientific activities. 

During the early years, Research and Development (Rand D) 
centres were set up and the human and material resources al locat
ed for scelntlf lc programmes were Increased. The Council for 
Agricultural Research (Consejo de Investigaciones Agrlcolas) and 
the Council for Sugar Cane Research CConseJo de Investigaciones 
Azucareras were set up. In the same decade the Calculation Plan 
(Plan Calculo), for computing development, was also estab llshed 
aimed at co-ordinating and monitoring the main sectors of the 
economy and constituted the f~undatlon for the achievement of the 
current organization pattern. 

This System was characterized by the decisions related to 
the national Science Pol Icy which were closely related to those 
for social and economic development, thus ensuring proper corres• 
pondance between both pol lcles. 

The National Council for Science and Technology CConseJO 
Naclonal de Clencla y Tecnlca) was set up pursuant to Law 1271 of 
6 June 1974, for Imp lementlng the scient If lc policy at national 
level. working out scientific and technical research proJects 
armed at practical obJectives. following the guldel lnes of the 
Revolutionary Government. 

The most Important act lv It les of this National Councl I were: 

To get acquainted with the projects being developed rn 
Rand 0 Institutions and their scientific and techntcal 
potentialities; 

To establIsh a standard terminology for scientific and 
technical research at national level; 

To carry out a preliminary survey of the sclntlfic and 
technological activities In the country; 

To set priorities and work out the 1976-1980 five-year 
plan for science and technology; 

To work out primary m~thodological papers and standards 
for science and technology In the country; 

To co-ordinate scientific and technical activities so as 
to elm at common goals; 
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To establish Scientific Counci Is and other col lectivev 
organizations; 

To create the National Commission for the Peaceful Use of 
Atomic Energy. 

A number of relevant measures were 
resolutions and Instructions on scientific 
es of h lgher-level teach lng and research; 
the Ministry of Higher-Level Education. 

Implemented. Including: 
poI lc·y; the categor l

and the setting up of 

During this period Law 1323 of 30 November 1976, relating to 
the Organization of the Central Administration of the State was 
passed. This Law stipulated: 

The emergence of three different organizations In the 
Central Administration of the State: State Committees 
(global control), Ministries and Institutes; 

The hierarchical organization of the scientific-technical 
activities by establ lshlng the State Committee for 
Science and Technology (CECT), the State Committee for 
Standardization, the National Institute for Automatic 
Systems and Computerlng TechnIques and to attach the 
National Bureau of Inventions, Technical Information and 
Trademarks to the above CECT: 

Compulsory setting up of Advisory Technical Councils In 
all organizations to render advise In the relevant 
fields of scientific and technical development; and 

Establishment of Divisions of Science and Technology In 
the various organizations. 

The major tasks undertaken by the State Committee for 
Science and Technology were: 

To organize 
Technology; 

the National System of 

To monitor the Main Research Tasks; 

ScIence and 

To assess the local potentialities and the budget 
allocated to science and technology; 

To work out a plan for the accelerated development of 
science and technology in Cuba; 

To Introduce a unique system of scientific and technical 
Information; 

To follow up the development of scientific and technical 
research; 

To grant scientific positions to researchers; 
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To establish and monitor the activities of the National 
Commission for Environmental Protection end Preservation 
ot Natural Resources. 

The National Pol Icy for Science determines that the 
Integration to the economic development Is basically achieved by 
means of the Plan for National Econany. The fundamen-tals. of 
short- and medium-term plans for scientific research and 
technological development are based on the gutdel lnes worked out 
by the Academy of Sciences of Cuba In close co-ordlnatto~ with 
R and 0 organizations and Institutions. These guldel lnes. once 
approved by the Council of Ministers, are mandatory to the 
Institutions responsible for R and o; 

They are closely related to th.e sttategy for the social and 
economic development of the country and are deemed as goats to be 
achieved by means of Rand D subjects to be dealt wfth In order 
to give solution to the problems; thus. each social-economic 
guldel lne can originate one or several problems grouping a nUMber. 
of subJects. 

At ·present, thete are four categor les of R & D Proble11s: 

Major Problems of the State; 

Major Problems· In the f leI d of MedtclneJ 

Major Problems In the f leI d of Social Sciences; 

~.: .... Major Problems In the f leI d of Baste Research. 

The four Major Problems listed above have been Identified by 
the Academy of Sciences, which Is responsible for co-ordinating 
and monitoring their Implementation. The·Major Problems of the 
State are approved by the Executive Committee of the Council of 
Ministers. Fifty three (53) of the said problems have been 
selected for the present five-year term. The Major Problems In 
the field of Basic Research are grouped under activities related 
to long-term strategic plans for the economy. 

There are also the so-cal led Branch Problems which lnc~ude 
those generally grouping subjects corresponding to an Institution 
or organization. Thus. the level of co-ordination remains at a 
branch or Institutional level. Likewise, there are research 
Subjects which are not categorized as problems but which should 
be Implemented In order to give an answer to the requirements of 
a given Institution. 

Budget allocation z 

Expenditure on research and development Increased over 95 
mfl lion Cuban pesos In 1980, which represented an Increase of 
some 30 per cent compared to the one achieved In 1977. 
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The national budget Is the financing source for the R end UJ 
for Introducing their results In the economy and society, t~chnt
cal standardization; for formation of scientific cadres; for the 
formation of national network of reseach centres; and others. 

At present. the financing of the Rand D activity. for both 
current expenditure and Investment. Is prlmarfly reflected In the 
Indexes approved as directives within the flve-y~ar plan; which 
are aftewards specified In detail In the annual plan. as one of 
the sections of the National Economy Annual Plan. 

Interrelation among the research a~d development organizations : 

In January 1980. by Decree law number 31, the duties of the 
State Committee for Science and Technology were assigned to tbe 
Academy of Sciences of Cube for Improving the organization of the 
Central Administration of the State end making easier Its co
ordination end control mechanisms. Since then, It Is directing 
the scientific and research activity at national level end Is 
responsible for the activities carried out In 22 research Instit
utions. The duties of the Academy of Sciences ere the following: 

<a> Working out the plan of the scientific-technical prog
ress and monitoring Its Implementation; as wei I as, 
recommending the approval of budget proposals for scie
ntific research works and the scientific-technical 
services proposed by the members of the relevant State 
administration system. 

(b) Approving the main problem plans for scientific end 
technical research and the scientific-technical 
services In the country; monitoring and Implementing 
them and proposing to the government the setting up• 
the changing end abol lshment of the Institutions 
devoted to the scientific-technical research and 
services. 

<c> Proposing end monitoring the plans for the Introduction 
of the achievements of the scientific-technical 
activity In the social practice. 

(d) 

<e > 

Establishing the standards and procedures related 
planning, organization and control of the science 
technical activity In co-ordination with the members 
the relevant State administration system. 

Co-ordinating end control ling the national system 
Environment Protection end that of the rational use 
natural resources. 

M• 

to 
and 

of 

of 
of 

(f) Establ lshlng, directing and control ling the development 
end Improvement of the National System of Scientific
Technical Information. 



(g)_ Establishing. directing and controlling the record of 
patents requests resulting from Innovations, lndustrlel 
models, other trademarks and forms of Industrial 
property of national and foreign applicants, approving 
the documentation of the technological proJects of Its 
competence an4 directing and organizing the experts 
committees for their assessment. 

(h) Directing, supervising and controlling the application 
of the scientific category system. 

(f) Promoting, guiding and control ling the development of 
scientific and technical organizations and societies. 

To perform the above-mentioned duties the Academy of Scien-
ces of Cuba has the following structure: 

Five divisions and two Independent departments which are 
In charge of different activities related to the manage• 
aaent of science and technology at national level • 

• ·Tb~ee divisions and six Independent departments to handle 
Internal aff.alrs and to execute sc:lentlflc and develop
••nt activities. 

Commissions for the preservation of the envIronment and 
th·e ~aflonal use of the natural resources, commissions 
for the co-ordination of cosmic research, for the grant
Ing of categories to research workers and for the co
ordination of the national system of scientific and tech• 
nlcal Information. 

Twenty-two scientific: research Institutes, a National 
Network of Historical Records, a network of Scfentlflc:
Tec:h-nfcal Information Centres, eight museums of natural 
sciences, archeology and history, three zoological gar• 
dens, an aquarium and several scientific fac:lflties all 
over the country. 

The Institutes are grouped by fields of science according to 
the work to which they are devoted. These fields are the follow
Ing: agricultural science, biological and chemical sciences, 
physical-technical and mathematical sciences, soli sciences and 
social sciences. The Academy of Sciences also has an Institute 
of Documentation and Technical-Scientific Information and Trade
•arks. 

The lnstltut.es and the rest of the scientific research units 
direct and contro.l, at the national l6v.el, the following research 
and development &ctfvltles In their respective areas of sciences: 

The study ·of Cuba's natural resources that Is soli as 
well as sea resources, their characterization and natio
nal use, Including the detection of new resources and 
the development of new methods for their use. 
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The preservation of envIronment and the prote:tlon of 
the human activity, which Include the study of environ
mental poll utlon as we II as the means to 'forecast · cer
tain natural phenomena and struggle against them. 

The laying out of the scientific foundation for agricul
ture, comprising the study of the soils In Cuba, ecolo
gical research, the procurement of new varieties of 
plants, the protection of these plants against plagues 

,and diseases, the development of modern agrotechnlques 
and other fields, making special emphasis In studying 
the sugar cane and other Important crops for our country. 

The development of the scientific foundations for Indus
try and communications, which Include, among other 
things the Introduction and assimilation of modern know
ledge and technology, the studies on the propagation of 
electromagnetic waves at great distances through the 
Ionosphere; the assessment of the technical and econo
mic posslbll !ties of using the solar energy In CubaJ 
the principles and applications of the quantum electro
nics and the studies and research leading to the pacific 
use of nuclear energy. 

The Improvement of the National System of Scientific and 
Technical Information and the development of the scient
Ific foundation for the application of electro·nlc cOIIpu
tlng at directing the economic and technological process 
and the scientific and research activity. 

The study and research of the social, historical and 
other processes taking place In Cuba, as well as In the 
rest of Latin America and North America. 

The functional divisions have close and systematic working 
relations with the directing organizations and Institutions tn 
the field of activities related to science and technology su~ 
as: the Ministry ~f Higher Education CMinlsterlo de Educaclon 
Superior, MES), The. Central Planning Board (Junta Central de 
Planiflcaclon, JUCEPLAN), the State Committee of Finances CComtte 
Estatal de Flnanzas. CEF), ·the State Committee of Statistics 
<Comite Estatal de Estadlstlcas. CEE>, the State Committee of 
Economic Co-operation (Comlte Estate! de Colaboraclon Econaalce. 
CECE> and others; they are also related to the branch organiza
tions through the different branch divisions of the Academy of 
Sciences. 

Besides the organizations and Institutions mentioned above. 
the Academy of Sciences assembles the out~taQding scientists and 

·tchnlclans of the country In their relevant col lectlve bodies 
such as the following: 

The Higher Scientific Counci (, organized In scientific sec
tions; which are composed of experts and researchers of the 
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Institutions of the Academy of Sciences and other organizations 
Is the governing scientific body. which has been established to 
give advise to the Executive Councl I of the organization In the 
formulation and assessment of prospects and trends In the Imple
mentation of scientific problems and subjects dealth with by the 
Academy. 

The members of the Higher Scientific Councl I hold plennary 
meetings to discuss the general problems. They also meet, by 
field of special lzatlon, to advise the five sections of scienti
fic activity of the Academy. 

Branch Scientific Councils: Each branch of the Academy of 
Sciences has Its own Scientific Council, composed of senior 
scientists and technicians of their respective branches. They 
support the various branches In the direction and lmplemen~atlon 
of their respective activities. Some functional divisions also 
have their own Scientific Councl Is. 

Commissions for Problems: A Commission, whose Chairman Is 
responsible fbr the solution of problems- before the Academy of 
Sciences. Is establ !shed for the control and analysis of each 
Major Problem of Research. 

lntercosmos Commission: This Commission Is to foster the 
development of research In outer space and Its use for peaceful 
purposes. the coordination of work carried out In this field, the 
promotion of the country's Involvement In organizations and prog
rams dealing with International cooperation and the follow up of 
the Implementation of the corresponding International commit
ments. 

Council for the Coordination of the National System of 
Scientific and Technical Information 

Composed of representatives of concerned organizations It 
supports the coordination of activities carried out for the 
organization and Implementation of the system. A bureau. under 
this Council, Is constituted by 10 organizations and 5 working 
groups. 

Procedures for the allocation of resources for the varl~us 
areas of research : 

In order to finance the current expenses and the ann~l 
budget, the necessary funds are allocated to each organization 
for the corresponding year upon the basis of the average number 
of workers, salaries and wages and other expenses broken down In 
Items. 

The proJects are worked out by R and D Institutions. Upon 
the review of these projects by the corresponding organizations. 
they are submitted for approval to the governing bodies of the 
National Economy. 
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In approving the funds for the Implementation of the Rand D 
plans the following objectives are kept In view} 

To lay emphasis upon appl led research and development 
activities without prejudice to the development of neces
sary basic research nor to those necessary for the pros
pective economic and social development of the country. 

To upgrade the organizational structure of research 
activities and to analyse the feasibility of attaching 
Rand 0 centres to enterprises with high technical and 
production levels. 

To pay special atten~lon to research activities aiming at 
the procurement of new sources of local raw materials and 
at a better use of the existing raw materials. 

To follow up geological prospecting~ exploration and 
development so as to maximize the exploitation of mineral 
resources. 

For research and development relating to new energy re
sources and tor more efficient use of traditional ones. 

To estimate the Increase In the effectiveness and 
of agricultural crops Intended for Industrial use, 
cane In particular. 

yields 
sugar 

To Improve the efficiency In the better use of natural 
resources, In particular soils and water resources. 

To asssess the use of Industrial by-products and wastes. 

To accelerate the design and to build a Centre for 
Nuclear Research, with necessary equipment and personnel 
to undertake relevant studies and research. 

To comp I ete the stages of study of the Integral 
transportation plan aiming at achieving the maximum use 
of every transportation means available. 

To concentrate efforts In the fulfillment of the plans of 
major problems of the country and In the development of 
subprograms for Science and Technology, agreed upon 
within the CMEA context. 

To ensure that International cooperation rei atlonsh Ips 
are In ful I agreement with the scientific and technical 
guldel lnes directed to the solution of national econany's 
maJor problems. 

To start Implementing and developing the National System 
for Scientific and Technical Information and to ensure 
Its efficiency. 
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To make a perlodtcal evaluation of the results of 
research and Its lmplementatlon at social level, by 
monitoring the plan of national econ~y. 

To work out a ftnanctng Instrument for scientific and 
technological acttvltles within the framework of the 
System of Management and Planning of the Econcmy (SDPEl. 
Enterprtses and mtntstrles are to contribute to the above 
ftnanclng. 

To pay special attention to the Intensive Introduction of 
computer techniques and R and D activities armed at the 
production of the necessary equipment, In particular, to 
support the SDPE and In the thrust towards automatic 
production processes. -

To foster the organization of amateur scientists, tak'ing 
care of the field of activity and contents. To continue 
supporting the National Association for lnnavatlon and 
Rationalization as wei I as the Youth Technical Brigades • 

• T~ Intensify the scientific and technical upgrading of 
personnel Involved In Rand D; training of new cadres. In 
particular, In those branches on which the sclentl11c and 
technical progress exerts more Influence. 

Prlnctpal Scientific Institutions : 

Central Planning Board 
State Committee for Economic Cooperation 
Academy of Sciences of Cuba 
State Committee for Standardization 

• State Committee of F1nances 
Mlntstry of Educatton 
Mlntstry of Higher Education 
National Institute for Automated Systems and Computation 
Techniques 

Third Implementation Level of S and T activities 

There Is· a total of 100 centers which carry out- the 
scientific and technical activities of the country; 

No. Organization and Institutions 

Central f!ann!n~ Bo~~ 121 

1. Institute of Economic Research 
2. Department of Integral TransportatJon Development 

.s.±Ai.§ .C.Omm It te,e feu:.. .Si.a.n.d.a.L:J:Ilz.ai.J.j)Jl .ill 

3. I nstltute of Research and Metro logy 
~. Institute of Research and Standardization 
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~Committee LQL Labour An4 Social Security lZ1 

5. National Institute for Scientific labour Researctl 
6. -' nst I tute of labour Protect Jon 

Academy Qi Sciences Qi ~ 1Z2l 

7. Institute for Sugar Cane Research 
8. "Alejandro Humboldt" Institute for Fundamental Rese~rch 

In Tropical Agriculture 
9. "Jorge Dimltrov" Agricultural Research Institute 

10. Institute of Solis 
11. Institute of Meteorology 
12. Institute of Fundamental Technical Research 
13. Institute of Geography 
14. Institute of Geophysics and Astronomy 
15. Institute of Geofogy and Paleontology 
16. Institute of Scientific-Technical Documentation and 

and Information 
17. Institute of Experimental Chemistry and Biology 
18. tnstltute of Oceanology 
19. Institute of Zoology 
20. Institute of Botanies 
21. Institute of Fundamental Research of the Brain 
22. Institute of Mathematics, Cibernetics and Computation 
23. Institute of Nuclear Research 
24. Institute of Social Sciences 
25. Institute of Literature and linguistics 
26~ Centre of Studies of History and Science Organization 
27. Centre of Philosophical Studies 
28. National Archive 

MJnlstry gf Agriculture 11!1 

29. Centre of Genetical Research and Improvement 
30. Experimental Centre for Root-crops and Vegetables 
31. Centre of Poultry Research 
32~ Central Institution of the Research of Coffee Crops 

In the "I II Frente" 
33. Centre of Porcine Research 
34. Experimental Centre of Tobacco Crops 
35. Institute of Plan Protection 
36~ Institute of Soils and Fertil lzers 
37. Institute of Agriculture Mechanization 
38. Research Centre of Pasture and Fodder "Nina Bonita• 
39. Institute of Irrigation and Drainage 
40. Rice Experimental Centre 
41. Centre of Forestry Research 
42. Fruit Crop National Centre 

Qommynication Ministry~ 

43. Telecommunication Central Laboratory 



Ministry g£ Construction 121 

44. Experimental and Research Centre of Construction 
45• laboratory of Hydrau lie Patterns_· 

Ministry g£ Eduqat!on lZ1 

46. Central Institute of Pedagogical Sciences 
47. Science and Infancy 

Mfnlstr¥ g£ Higher Education 1Zll 

48. National Centre of Scientific Research 
49. Centre of Energy Researc~ 
50. Research Centre of Microelectronics 
51. Centre of Research of Building Materials and Techniques 
52. Centre of Hydrau lie Research ' 
53. Centre of System-Engineering Studies 
54. National Centre of Animal Heatth 
55. Institute of Animal- Science 
56. Institute of Agricultural Science 
57• •Jesus Menedez" Sugar Cane Experimental Station 
58. Centre of Agrlcuitural Mechanization 
59. Centre of Demogr~phlc Studies 
60• Centre of Research of International Economy 
61. Centre of Informatics Applied to Management 
62. National Botanical Garden 
63. laboratory of Marine Research 
64. laboratory of Sol ld-State Electronics 
65. Institute of Informatics 
66. 8 Aivaro Barba" Experimental Sta~•on 
67. Experimental Statton of Zootechnics 
68. "Pedro Lantlgua" Experimental Station of Sugar Cane 
69. 8 lndlo Hatuey~ Experimental Station of Pastures and 

Fodder 
70. •Tomas Rotg• Agricultural Experimental Station 

Ministry 2£ ~ Industry 111 

71. Research Institute of the Food Industry 

Ministry .of.~ Jodustry 1ll 

72. Cuban Institute of Sugar Research 
13i Cuban Institute of Research of Sugar Cane by-products 

Ministry .oi. ~ RasLc Industry l!l 

74. Research Centre of the Metal (urglcal and Mining Industry 
15. Centre of Geological Research 
76. Centre of Chemical Research 
77. Centre of Electromagnetic Research 
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Ministry Qf 1Aa liGht Industry l1l 

78. Laboratory of Quality Research and Inspection 

Ministry Qf iha fishing Industry l2l 

79. Centre of Fishing Research 
80. Fishing Products Development Centre 

Ministry gL iha S!dero-Hachon!c Industry Lll 

81. Centre of Metal lurglcal Research 
82. Research Centre of Machine Construction 
83. Institute of Refrigeration and Cl!matlzat!on 

84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 

90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 

99. 
100. 

101. 
102. 

Ministry Qf pubiJc Heolth .ll.ll 

Institute of Health Development 
Institute of Angiology 
Institute of Neurology and Neurosurgery 
Institute of Occupational Medicine 
Institute of Nephrology 
National Institute of Cardiology and Cardio-vascular 
Surgery 
·institute of Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases 
Institute of Gastroenterology 
Institute of Hematology and Immunology 
Institute of Oncology and Radiobiology 
Institute of Hygiene, Epidemiology and Micro-biology 
Institute of Tropical Diseases I 
Centre of Exner I mental ·Surgery 
Centre of Clbernetlcs Applied to Med cine 
Research Centre for the Production of Drugs 

tlatlonal Institute gL Physical Edu4otlon. 
Sports Aa4 Recreation Lll 

Centre of Technical Development of th~ Production 
Research laboratory of the Higher lns~ltute of Physical 
Culture "Comandante Manuel FaJardo• 
Institute of Sport Medicine 
Institute of Sport Research and lnfor~atics 

Nat! 0 npl Institute gL Automatized Sysltws ..DJU1 
Computat ton Tecbn lgues ..ill 1 

103. Central Institute of Digital Research 

.LmaJ.. Pop u I or f..auL l1l 

104. "Martinez V!llena" laboratory of llve~~ock Research 

o Ministry g£ Qultura 1ll 
II) 

co 
~ 105. Centre of Music Research and Deve!opme~t 
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106. Centre of Polgraphlc Development. Experimentation and 
Control 

107. Centre of Studies of Marti •s works 

SiAia Committee g£ Statistics 111 

1081 Institute of Statistical Research 

Ministry g£ IransportatJon(l) 

109. Institute of Transport Research 

SiAia Committee g£ Iecbnlcal ~Material Supply 111 

110. Centre of Research and Development of Technical 
and Material Supply 

0 
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FIVE-YEAR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH PLAN OF EGYPT 

HISTORY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN EGYPT 

Until 
search and 
2405, the 
through the 

the establishment of the Academy of Scientific 
Tecnology (.ASRT> In 1-971 by Presidential Decree 
General Organization ·of Scientific Research 
following basic historical stages: 

Re
No. 

went 

1948-1956: Developed the first government-sponsored Insti
tution of scientific research In Egypt. I.e. the National Re
search Council (NRC>. Its main thrust was ·the completion -of 
necessary Infrastructure such as the establishment of the NRC's 
laboratories. 

1956-1961: The Supreme Science Council whose main task was 
the organization of sc1ence In Egypt. The Council's members were 
a number of ministers and competent scientists. They were requir
ed by the Council to develop the first •Scientific Research Plan• 
which was made up of a number of ambitious national research 
projects distributed over different scientific institutions such 
as universities, specialized Institutes, etc. 

1961-1965: A new national ministry: The •Ministry of Scie
ntific Research• developed In 1961 to supersede the previous 

· Counc II. 

1965-1968: The Supreme Council of Scientific Research came 
Into existence In 1965. However, the re-establishment of the 
Ministry of Scientific-Research In 1968 resulted In the abolition 
of the Supreme Council of Scientific Research. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE 

The first attempt at drawing a framework for national scien
tific research began about 25 years ago when the •Supreme Science 
Council" prepared through Its 8 commissions In 1960. a plan which 
included a number of research projects In dlfferent ·fields. 

This paper was written by Aboui-Fotouh A. Latif, Vice President, 
and Ahmed 1. Naguib, Director,· Specialized Councils'- Affairs-. 
ASRT, Egypt and presented by A.I.Nagufb. 



lill: In 1971, by Presidential Decree No. 2405, the ASRT was 
established as Egypt's main and official body tor Science and 
Technology. 

The second attempt took place In 1966, when the Supreme 
Counc II for Sc lent! f lc Research prepared a I 1st of research 
priorities. Technical Committees were established to study and 
formulate each project. 

Previous attempts In R and 0 planning failed to attal~ their 
goals, although they focused on what seemed to be national needs 
or problems, mainly because: 

they failed to Integrate themselves with the users (Ini
tial, Intermediate and/or final); 

they were geared to support self-Interest objectives of a 
select few (mainly University Staff) at the expense of the 
rest of the Society; 

they were rather ambitious as regards the budget requests, 
the problems I lsted and the national potential and capabl-
1 It les then ava II able as regards research personnel, In
stitutions and equipment; 

the suggested problems did not directly serve national 
goals, pressing needs or Immediate priorities and were of 
no utility to the community of users. 

Therefore, the net result of those previous attempts was that 
the available resources were mostly dlrPcted to meet Incoherent 
problems. 

Generally, the milestones of SandT at present In Egypt are 
the following: 

Research Facilities: 

Egypt with Its 47 million population has established 12 
Universities with research departments In several disciplines In 
addition to the research facilities and Institutions attached to 
the various ministries and the Academy of Scientific Research and 
Technology. There are 265 such facll ltles. 

SandT Personnel: 

The total number of students In the University Is 530 000 
with an annual enrollment of 90 000 students of which about·BO 000 
graduate each year. Of the yearly output of University graduates, 
the Scientific and Technical personnel In Egypt with post-graduate 
qualifications such as diploma, master's or doctoral degrees, 
consists of about 44 500 persons. Egypt also avails Itself of the 
services of Its graduate nationals residing abroad through the 
project entitled Transfer of Knowledge Through Ex-patriate Natio
nals (TOKTEN) In col laboratlon with UNDP. 

so 



Non-Governmental Orgaalzatloas (NGOs): 

The Scientific Community In Egypt enjoys th~ membersh~p of 90 
scientific societies In various fields and dlsclpl lnes. In addf~ 
tlon. Egypt Is a member of 30 International (non-governmental) 
Scientific Unions. Associations and/or Committees. 

Foreign Links: 

Egypt· Is also currently party to several treaties of S&T co
operatfon with UNOP, OAU, EEC, Austria, Brazil, ·ChJaa. 
Czechoslovakia, the Democratic People•s-Republic of Korea, France~ 
German Democrat lc Repub I lc, Germany, Federal Repub I·Jc ot. Po laad, 
the Republic of Korea, Romanta, the Sudan, Turkey, the -United 
Kingdom, the United States and Yugoslavia. 

AUXIliARY S and T SERliCES 

lnforaatloa: 

Four such facilities belong to ASRT, namely: Na'ttonal infor
mation and Socumentatfon .Center <NlDOC).; Patent Office. Statistical 
lnformatlon·DJvfsl.on of the Otflce·for·lnnovatlon and Discovery. A 
National Information Network <ESTINET) Is being established· at 
present In-collaboration with the· United States Agency for Interna
tional Development (USAIO), housed at the Academy and wltb flye 
separate·natlon-wlde nodes ·covering the areas~of agriculture. Indu
stry, health and medicine. S and T, energy. 

Another data bank concerning the Information on ASRT and Its 
Institutions, various activities and personnel, In eollaboratlon 
with International Business Machines (IBM> Is also housed at ASRT. 

Jnstrueentatlon. Repair and Maintenance: 

Nine such facilities exist at present: 

The Scientific Instrumentation Center CASRT). 
Center for Biomedical Equlp,ment. Mln!stry ·of Healtb, 
Abbassla. 
Workshops at National Research Center and six Universities. 

Standards and Neasureqents: 

Two facilities exist at the National level: 

The National Institute of Standards (ASRT). 
The ·Egyptian-Organization for Standardization (Ministry 
of Industry). · 



Extension and Innovation Services: 

Several such fac llltles exist on the national level: 

agricultural experiment stations. pilot plants at the National 
Research Centre. universities and Industry; 

Engineering and Industrial Design Development Centre. Ministry 
of Industry; 

university polycl lnlcs; 

CENTRAL S and T PLANNINGg FUNDING AND MONITORING 

The ASRT Is the existing body at the highest level of Egyptian 
Government which has the understanding and competence to shoulder 
the responslbll lty of Integrating Rand D planning at the national 
level. The Structure, instlt1,1tlons and services of ASRT are shown 
In figs. 1 to 3. 

Its main functions are as follows: 

to enhance the contribution of Egyptian scientific capabi
lities to development; 

to bridge the existing gap between scientists on the one 
hand and lndustryi agriculture and other sectors on the 
other; 

For fulfil ling the stipulated nation-wide role of ASRT. confo
rming to Its previously mentioned multi-organizational I Inks. an 
Academy Council - Its supreme legislative organ- Is formulated as 
shown In Table 1. 

The ASRT•s major terms of reference are as follows: 

To support research directed towards solving problems of 
national inter.est. 

To encourage appl lcatlon of modern technology. 

To formulate pol lcles that strengthen linkages between 
science and technology organizations. 

To co-ordinate the major research projects of various 
research Institutions or departments. 

To define priorities for research In scientific and 
technological aspects of major de~elopment areas. 

To encourage basic research and support research schools. 

To participate with universities In manpower development 
for training of researchers In specific areas. 



To organize State Awards In branches of science. 

To disseminate Information concerning the pdtentlallfles 
of International modern technology. 

To support scientific soeletl••· 

To develop International relations In sclen~e and techaology. 

Chairman: 
Members : 

Table~ 

THE ACADEMY CODMCJL OF ASRT 

President of ASRT 
12 University-Rectors 
15 Mlnlstry Representatives: 

~ Planning 
-Finance 
- Economic Co-operation 
-Agriculture 
- Irrigation 
- Land Reform 
- Electricity and Energy 
- Petroleum and Mineral Resources 
- Education 
- Higher Education 
- Health -
- Transport and Communication 
- Construction and Housing 
- Insurance and Social Affairs 

3 Directors of the largest research Institutes:&/ 
- National Research Center 
-National Institute-of Sociological and 

Criminological Research 
- Atomic Energy Authority 

Representative of Union of Scientific Societies 
-~1 

10 Members appointed by President of ASRT 

2 VIce-Presidents of ASRT. 

l/. Representatives of national and multidisciplinary areas and 
and Interests. 

tl. Representative of non-governmental ·organizations. 
~/.Appointment only of persons of high calibre on personal merits. 

'cademy Counctlt 

The policy-making body of the Academy Is Its Council. Its 
·esolutlons are generally based on recommendations-submitted ·-by 
the Specialized Research Councils and Principal Committees on 
Betters concerning scientific research and technology. 



The Academy Counc I I Is headed by the Pres I dent of the 
Academy. The membership reflects the national responsibility and 
relations with other Egyptian agencies. 

Principal Commlttes: 

Three committees are functioning at the present time, 
namely, Scientific Relations, Technology Polley and Scientific 
Publications. 

Specialized Research Councils: 

These councils carry out the Academy functions In planning and 
co-ordinating scientific research at the national level. They are 
concerned with alI the scientific, technological, economic and 
social activities which are related to the Council's field of 
Interest. For this reason, each Council constitutes an Integrated 
team of members selected from scientists and technologists In the 
various disciplines from various ministries, research Institutions, 
universities and ·users. At present, about 1000 members, belonging 
to the Specialized Councils and their affiliated 50 divisions and 
24 committees are Involved. 

The Councils are: 

1. Food and Agriculture 

2. Industry 

3. Petroleum, Energy and Mineral Resources 

Serv lc.u 

4. Health and Medicine 

5. Environment 

6. Transport and Communications 

7. Construction and Housing 

8. New Settlements 

9. Management and Economics 

10. Social Sciences and Demography 
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~Sciences 

11. Basic Sciences 

To have access to the concerned governmental bodies and Insti
tutions, whereby the problems could be brought to the attention of 
the scientific community and the results of research projects could 
be directed to the users, the Academy's hierarchy Included tbe 
following four Interrelated structures (supervised by the YJce
Presldent of ASRT for Specialized Councils): 

Sector of Specialized Councils' Affairs. 

Sector of Technical and Financial Monitoring and Follow
up. 

Sector of Rand D links (12 Universities. Regional Research 
Centres for Integrated Development). 

Marketing Directorate. 

The Academy Conferences and Meetings: 

In order to mobilize the scientific efforts of the members of 
the scientific community In the country and to obtain general 
consensus on Academy plans and procedures, two types of general 
conferences are-held every year: 

(a) Each Specialized Research Council convenes a conference 
to which It submits Its progress report and future plans. 
The President of the Academy nominates the members (200-
250) of each conference. 

<b> The Academy convenes Its annual conference to which ft 
submits a progress report and the out! lne of the future 
Plans In the different fields. This conference Is attend
ed by all members of the Specialized Research Councils 
and other scientists and technologists Invited ·by the 
Academy Council, the total number being about 1500-2000. 

(c) Symposia held by ASRT to discuss special Issues related 
to national development or research trends and Impact 
Of their results on development (Attendance: SO-tOO>. 

ASRT Research Grants and Need for Planning: 

Since 1974, the ASRT has Introduced the contracting syst• _ 
with national research bodies, In universities. research 
Institutions and ministries. More than 200 grants were provided 
In the different fields Including basic sciences, agriculture• 
Industry. energy, transport, construct Jon, soc Ia! sciences. etc.
The evaluation of ASRT experience In contracted research could be 
summarized In the following: 
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leek of organized focus of S and T capacity on econanlt 
services with limited access to SandT Information; 
projects were general lzed and Incomplete, several without 
a time schedule for Implementation anij priorities. 

the plans were not Integrated by the Specialized Councils; 

leek of multidisciplinary, multi-sectoral projects; and 
there was also a shortage In management, control, reporting 
end monitoring; 

Therefore, to overcome these difficulties or bottlenecks and 
rationalize the available human and financial resources. a planned 
research programme appeared necessary, especially after the estab
lishment of the ASRT. When the national Institutions became fami
liar with the role of ASRT, the relations become Increasingly 
stronger. The Idea of the 5-Year S&T plans has thus evolved. 

The Academy Council In January 1982 resolved that the Specia
l lzed Councils formulate the necessary scientific research plan to 
meet the requirement of having scientists and technologists parti
cipate I~ solving the problems of the society and In Implementing 
the plans for social and economic development. The plan should be 
based on the present situation with projectlons·for the future. 
taking Into consideration world conditions and challenges facl~g 
Egypt both nationally and Internationally. . . 

The 5-Y~ar Plan by ASRT Council Resolution Is adopted as the 
basis for foreign co-operation. 

THE FIVE-YEARS and T PLAN 

Specialized Councils Division: 

The actions of the Specialized Research Councl f"s comprise the 
arena within which Rand D planning takes place. Councils with 
membership from research and users sectors serve research and 
development.·· science and technology planning. The five-year plan 
focuses on Identifying the role of SandT, on setting priorities 
and organizing International Inputs to serve national goals. 

The research councils strengthen and support~ and T services 
through: 

Information 
extension 
Instrumentation. and 
standards. 

R AND D Ll NKS 

linkage with the Universities: 

A Linkage Committee has been developed by ASRT with alI 
universities In Egypt and Its structure Is shown In table 2. 
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Table 2. 

Chalrmao: President of ASRT 

~LS: 12 University Deputy Rectors for Research 
and Post-Graduate Studies. 

VIce-President of AUC tor Research and 
Post-Graduate Studies. 

I Secretary-General, Supreme Council of 
Universities. 

1 VIce-President 
Councl Is 

ASRT tor Special lzed 

3 Representatives of Military Academy and 
Central Organ for Mobilization and Stati
stics. 

1 Under-Secretary of State for Specializ
ed Councils' Affairs. 

3 Directors of Scientific Statistics 
Department, NIDOC . and Nat lonat I ntorma
tlon Network Project, ASRT. 

Links with local Government Units: 

Egypt Is divided Into eight Integrated economic regions, shown 
In the accompanying map (fig. 4). It was decided to establish eight 
R and D Centres directed to achieve Integrated regional development 
through: 

Identification of problems hindering development; 

maximizing the utilization of regional resources; 

adaptation of available S and T know-how; 

effective application of SandT to serve regional 
development plan; 

legislative. organizational and managerial measures. 

The Perspectives of the present 5-Year R and D Plana 

The following aspects are reflected In the present five year 
plan: 

the national responsibility of ASRT; 

the Involvement of over 1000 top-level special lsts and 
expertise In the activities ·of the Councils; 
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the obligation of the Scientific Community to contribute to 
the National Development Plan; 
gearing research work to national problems and needs; 

research results should have a user; 

technical ministries should be closely linked with or 
approve the proposed Plan; 

Rand D work to coincide with the national socio-economic 
development; 

The plan In this manner places emphasis on the role of the 
research worker and best possible Investment of the available 
resources. The Special !zed Councl Is, while presenting this document 
consider It as a means towards their active participation and 
effective performance In solving the problems of socio-economic 
development In Egypt. 

Initial~ (1981): 

Careful review of past 
conferences from 1974-1981 
pages). 

activities, meetings and 
a total of 17 volumes, 2258 

An overview of the needed research projects to bridge 
existing gaps. 

Careful study of the respective strategy In 12 volumes of 
National 5-Year Plan for Socio-economic Development. 

Coordination between the Special !zed Councl Is In topics 
of common lnferest. 

Preparatory~ <1982): 

The Special !zed Councl Is, their offices, divisions and 
committees held 403 meetings during the period January/September 
1982. The time spent In the preparation of the 5-Year research plan 
amounted to 9090 man-hours In addition to approximately 30000 man~ 
hours spent In the preparation of the working papers by experts 
and minutes of meetings, documents and conferences of the councl Is. 

Each Minister, In his respective capacity, then reviewed the 
plan which was later presented to the Implementing agencies and to 
all Interested parties at the conferences (general assemblies) of 
the respective Councils. The necessary amendments were made and the 
5-Year research plan was passed by the Academy Councl I on October 
14, 1982 (39th session), Resolution No.505. 

Approval 4 Higher Authorities: 

By December 1982, the final 5-Year Plan of Special !zed Coun
cils (1983-1987) was published In a 414 pages volume which was sent 
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to the concerned mlnlstrfes for approval and to the Ministry of 
Planning for allocation of requested funds. The Council of Minis
ters allocated LE. 112 million for the 5-Year Plan of the ASRT 
Including lE. 30 Million specified for the 5-Year Plan of the 
Specialized Councils. 

SandT Is thus no longer a marginal activity but an Insepara
ble compnenet of the National Development for which 1.31 of the GNP 
on the national level ·ts allocated. 

December 19, 1982, marked a crucial event In the history of R 
and D Planning In Egypt when the 5-Year Send T Research Plan of 
the Specialized Councils was presented to President Mobarak at 
Qubbah Palace during his meeting with the Academy Council. 

Directives for Implementing the 5-Year R and D Plan 

to maximize the values of planning, monitoring and control; 
to maximize the utlllzatfon of all marketing research 
results to Improve productivity both quantitatively-and 
qualitatively; 
to en~ure sufficient Information to enhance pub I ic awareness; 
to set priorities according to the following criteria: 

meeting Immediate needs of the society; 
Integration and co-ordination with national SandT 
potential. 
timing with the Implementation schedules of the 5-Year 
Plan; 
Volume of endeavour to solve nat,onal proble.s. 

New Structures Clnter-Councll Committees): 

Following the five-Year Plan, certain multi-disciplinary pro
jects were presented treating crltlcel problems In the following 
domains: 

- Development of rural areas. 
-Potable water and sewage. 
- Food Industries and nutrl~ion. 
-Urbanization and •agalopolis. 
- Sinal develop•ent. 

lmple .. n~atlon: 

In March 1983 the Academy Council adopted the resolutions 
regarding the Implementation of the 5-Year S and T Research Plan. 
Tbe Specialized Councils Identified the first-year priorities of 
their research projects out! lned In the Plan. Pub I lc notice of 
those selected priority projects was made during the period from 
April-October 1983. 

~ The statutes and regulations governing the whole process of 
C\1 Implementation were published by the end of April 1983. This 

booklet also contained the necessary details of selection 
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criteria of research proposals to be contracted upon, In addition 
to the procedure to be tot lowed for management and follow-up of 
contracted research. 

Overall Epl low-up~ ~ilYa Cgmmlttae Qi ~L fLa4 
Chairman~ President of ASRT. 
Members ~ 11 Chairmen of Special !zed Councils. 

2 Planning and Finance Ministries' 
representatives. 
VIce-President of ASRT for Special !zed 
Councils. 
Under-Secretary of State tor 
Specialized Councils Affairs. 

Present and Future Highlights: 

practising the national role of ASRT as It should be; 
better definition of national problems and projects In 
terms of needs; 
enough courage and experience to address multi-sectoral 
maxi-projects; 
rationalizing the efforts of Council members stressing 
their national role. 
establish confidence In the role of scientific research 
to solve national problems; 
establish a sound basis for proper Rand 0 management; 
upgrading the contracting system and rational !zing 
available resources to ensure maximum returns; 
raising competition between scientific schools and agen
cies. devising new concepts In organizational hierarchy; 
the 5-Year R and 0 Plan Is the o~rner-stone In foreign 
cooperation. 
readiness for future plans as part of long term Rand 0 
planning. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Pol Icy guldel lnes are stipulated In the. terms of reference, 
goals and major functions of ASRT. In elaborating the 5-Year 
Research Plan, ASRT followed the committee-expert-evaluation 
approach. The 5-Year Research Plan Is the output of ASRT 
organlzatlons,Speclallzed Councils and Academy Council, whose 
members are drawn from universities, Rand D committees In execu
tive ministries and Academy Special lzed Research Institutions tak
Ing Into consideration the studies of the Specialized National 
Councils (Advisory to the President of the Republic). 

Fundamental research Is the main function of universities to 
satisfy scientific curiosity and contribution to development of 
science In general. It represents 60% of Rand 0 efforts of the 
universities. At ASRT, 101 of funds available for Rand 0 are 
devoted to fundamentat (preferably or tented) research. 

ASRT's Principal Committee on Technology Policies held several 
meetings, 3 national and 3 International seminars over a 3-year 
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period In the sectors of Industry end agriculture. ASRT•s 5-Yeer 
Plan Includes some projects on the economic end socle1 effects of 
new technologies. However, there are es yet no organization deal
Ing specifically with for SandT forecasting. 

1.21 of gross national -product Is earmarked for S and T In 5-
Year National Plan for Socio-economic Development of· which LE. 30 
mil lion Is stipulated for ASRT research ·projects. 

SandT policy depends on planning, legislation, financing, 
scientific research and technology application, technology transfer 
at the beginning, selected areas as leading sectors, qual tty con
trol of product, cultivating appropriate atmosphere for technologi
cal development, continued managerial and administrative amel !ora
tion as a basis for control I lng productivity and future technolo
gies and these aspects needs careful attention for future develop
ment. 

This Is the first time a 5-Year SandT plan which can contri
bute to Egypt's development has been formulated to help the develo
pment of Egypt. It Is the product of an enormous effort In the 
ASRT, with careful attention to Include the vlews of other minis
tries. universities, Industry and with the active col laboratlon of 
the Ministry of Planning at each stage of preparation. Following 
Its pub I !cation. there were several Impressive manlfesttlons of 
political support for the plan, Including the endorsement of the 
Council of Ministers and personal meeting with President Hosnl 
Mubarak to address the Academy Council and express his enterest In 
and support tor S&T. 

The 5-Year S&T plan Is a significant achievement and a step 
forward In asserting ASRT's visibility and Influence In Science and 
T3chnology affairs. The plan also gains credibility In being 
derived from Egypt's national 5-Year Development Plan. Ful I Imple
mentation Is under way. 
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Annex 1 

EGYPT'S ASRT 5-Year S&T Plan 

1. ~AnA Agriculture 

To maximise the use of land and water resources and 
and climatic conditions to raise production of 
field and fruit crops. 

To Implement the scientific approach In agricultural 
practices especially for production of strategic 
crops. 

To Intensify the vertical expansion through the use 
of hybrid, high-yielding and fast-growing seeds. 

To expand mechanl~atlon on the farms. 

To control plant diseases Integrating plant protec
tion. plant production and environmental aspects. 

To study the water requirements for different crops 
suitable for the expansion areas comparing various 
Irrigation systems. 

To Increase local animal production, aquaculture 
and non-conventional sources of food. 

To raise the level of nutrition and to assure that 
food (local and Imported) reaches the consumer In 
good condition and high nutritive value. 

To Integrate rural development. 

To Improve rural Industrialization to raise the 
farmers' Income and prevent migration to the cities. 

To Intensify and co-ordinate agricultural extension 
services and solve problems concerning agricultural 
labour. 

2. Industry 

To develop new products using up-to-date 
technology. 

To Improve the quality and minimize waste. 

To use local raw materials. 

To recycle factory wastes economically. 

To replace Imported raw materials with local ones. 
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lodustrles ,overed ~ 

Chemical, Metal lurglcal, Engineering~ Electrical and 
Electronic, Textile, Food. Construction Materials end Ceramic. 

3. Petroleum.Energy And Mineral Resources: 

To Improve the performance of oil products and 
rational lse their consumption. 

To Intensify exploration for oil, natural gas, coal 
and uranium. 

To maximize the use of available hydro-electric 
energy and rational lse energy consumption. 

To determine the potentialities of non-coventtonal 
sources of energy; solar and wind. 

To complete the geological map of Egypt especially 
for magnetic fields. 

To explore for other mineral deposits, potassium 
salts and radio-active deposits. 

To extract uranium from phosphates. 

To prepare alum from desert clays. 

4. Health aaa Medicine: 

7-4 

Nutrition research. problems of malnutrition to 
establish a sound nutrition policy. 

Basic research on health protection and diseases such 
as bilharzia, tuberculosis, asthma. eye, liver and 
cardlc diseases. diabetes and cancer, environmental 
health, emergency services for medical care. 

Diseases of old age (senility) and Infancy; ways and 
means to raise the life span of the Individual. 

To Improve the standard of services In hospitals and 
medical establishments. revise medical legislation to 
cope with new development. 

Basic medical sciences up-dated with world trends 
both clinically and applied aspects; effects of 
medical education In Arable and reduction of 
curricula on the cllnlcal competence of the medical 
students. 

Upgrade the manpower working In the medical field; 
research workers, assistants. paramedics and nursing 
staff. 
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Drug research to develop and determine the cl lnlcal 
application of new drugs from plant and Industrial 
sources. 

To develop local technology to manufacture drugs from 
Intermediate and Imported sources. 

To determine the long range consumption of drugs, 
raising their efficiency and determining production 
needSJ rationalizing their use through studying the 
chemical reactions between drugs, common foods and 
endemic diseases. 

Storing drug research data to avoid dupl !cation. 

Developing milk subtltutes In relation to food 
security.; medical contltuents from raw materials; 
Medical research for Sinal: complete medical survey 
of medicinal plants. survey of poslonous pests, avai
l lng emergency medical services to residents and 
tourists, hazards of mining Industries, determlng 
the percentage of flourlne In drinking water. 

Research In biomedical engineering and appl !cation of 
radiation technology. 

Problems of rising demands for dental care In Egypt. 

5. EnvIronment: 

The plan comprises of 3 vertical sectors: protection 
of the environment from pol l~tlon; health; and natu
ral resources; and 5 horizontal Inter-related sectors: 
education and trainlngJ models and systemsJ 
environmental legislation; sociaiJ and econanlc 
studies. 

To raise pub I lc awareness on evlronmental conscious
ness In scientific and popular media. 

To prepare maps of natural resources and design the 
style of both developing and exploiting them. 

To review present national legislation on 
to fill In existing gaps and devise ways 
to Implement them effectively. 

Techniques for treating potable water 
Industrial wastes, water recycl lng for 
purposes. 

evlronment 
and means 

and I I quId 
agricultural 

Occupational Health Research: different Industries 
and different loc8tions, survey changes In blood 
enzymes. 
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Natural Resources: a national network for protection 
of nature. a national bank for known natural genetic 
resources. To evaluate the deterioration of Irrigated 
land due to soil pollution. To map envlron.antal 
capacity of natural resources. 

Environmental Education: support environmental edu
cation courses throughout the education system. To 
prepare research programs In mathematical models. 
data, economy. environmental legislation and social 
studies related to environment. 

National programs on handling solid wastes and on 
sand dunes and desertification. 

Air pol Iutton. 

Environmental 
proJect. 

side-effects of Qattara Depression 

6. Transport Aad Communications: 

To solve problems In national transport Crall, road. 
maritime, fluvial, and air transport) international 
transport (air and sea) and communications (wire and 
wireless services and mall). 

To solve problems 
transport and port 
social economic 
eopulation. 

In transport such as freight 
congestion to meet the needs of 
development and Increasing 

To link and co-ordinate the activities of the Council 
with the end-users on the national level. 

7. Construction An4 Housing: 

Rural housing and rural development planning. 

Urban housing. 

Desert architecture, house-planning and design, 
housing conglomerations, use of solar energy In 
heating, Improving low-cost housing. social and 
architectural studies In designing both the Interior 
and exterior of houses. 

To upgrade present water treatment procedures and to 
maximise the use of treated Nile water. 

To obtain better quellty under-ground water (Iron and 
Manganese-free). 
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To survey treatment of sewage water by oxidising 
ponds, effects of sewage on the drainage network 
Inside and outside the buildings. 

To preserve the arch ltecture of certaIn areas In 
Cairo studying the problems of traffic and parking. 

Efficiency of management of large cities, evaluation 
of different suburbs, broad features of Egyptian 
cities of the year 2000 and probability of expansion 
on neighbouring desert. 

Building Materials: for rural housing units to avoid 
scraping top soli, red brick-substitutes; special 
concretes to suit local conditions and habitats, 
economics of using resin-reinforced concrete; use of 
mortar In building Industry and preservation of 
houses against termites. 

Economics of Construction: specifications for design 
and execution of concrete and metal structures accor
ding to current standards; specifications for design 
and laying foundations and the effects of salt there 
upon. To study suitable construction methods and 
their economics. Maintenance of present buildings 
and methods to correct their structural defects to 
minimise risks of sudden col lapse and unnecessary 
fatal ltles. To evaluate conditions for using pre
fabricated concrete structures as adapted to local 
conditions. 

8. ~ Settlements; 

Encourage settlement, use natural resources and 
study architectural environment In the new 
settlements. 

To determine the basis for site-selection of new 
settlements, their size, economy (production and 
services}, environmental considerations. 

To preserve the urban heritage through Integrated 
renewal and replacement of old suburbs of historical 
value. 

To use new and renewable sources of energy. setting 
pipe- I lne networks of both water and sewage, best 
suited building materials and Industrialization 
policy to develop new settlements. 

To develop new settlements on Integrated economic 
basis, wei !-planned and fully-1 Inked with 
universities and research agencies. 

To plan phased-In development of new settlements. 
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9. Management An4 Economics: 

To help take the right decisions t.o correct the 
economic path without Inflation nor unemployment. 

To Investigate the real reasons for 
problems Irrespective of political 
passion, raising public expenditure nor 
solutions to face Inflation. 

econan lc 
Ideology, 
temporary 

To apply rigidly the rules on the management sector 
to perform tasks required by government posts both 
at centreal or local levels. 

10. Social Sciences An4 Pemography; 

Notarisat!on and establishing a national notar!slng 
cen-rre. 

S+atutas and legalities. 

Demographic research. 

Educational Research: 

Expansion of basic education, pol Icy for building 
schools. ecouraglng technical education. gearing 
religious education to fulfill religious and social 
targets and cultural programs for youth towards 
social change, planning to develop labour force, 
adopting technology and solving and educational 
development of new settlements. 

Development and Social Sciences: 

Forecasting research to determine future configura
tion of Egyptian society, Identify efforts to meet 
people's needs, demographic characteristics, social 
relations and problems of new settlements, family• 
social policy and map social activities of SandT. 

11. ~Sciences: 

To support research projects of top priorities In 
areas of society development and national economy • 

• · To encourage new branches of science and develop 
necessary staff to address them. 

To establish national research Institutes 
centres of excellence wherever necessary 
the country. 
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EXPERIENCE, APPROACHES, POLICIES AND PROBLEMS IN SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT tN ETHIOPtA 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper provides a general overview of Ethiopia's science 
and technology (S&T> situations and the major problems, prospects 
and trends It has experienced and Is experiencing In recent 
years. It Is, Indeed, a difficult task to describe adequately 
the scientific and technological activities of a country -even 
of a least developed country- In a short paper and discuss In a 
meaningful manner alI the problems and prospects which are faced 
In this crucial field. Efforts have been made however, to present 
the salient features and general characteristics of the scienti
fic and technological prof! le of the country. 

In preparing this paper an extensive use of the materials 
contained In var.lous documents has been made. These documents 
Include, among others, the "National Paper of Ethiopia"• which 
was prepared for the UNCSTD meeting ln.VIenna In 1979, the "Ten 
Year Indicative Plan for Science ana Technology of Ethiopia" 
prepared by the S&T Task Force. and to a lesser degree the draft 
prepared by two Swedish planners from Research Pol Icy Institute 
of Sweden on "A Tentative Framework for Science and Technology 
Plan In Ethiopia" and comments made by the Team of Yugoslav 
planners on "Long Term Development of Science and Technology In 
Ethiopia." 

The documents mentioned above contain Important, though 
general. Information on the scientific and technological condi
tions of Ethiopia and present an overal I picture of the situation 
In these fields. Unfortunately concrete and detailed Information 
on the various aspects of science and technology are lacking In 
Ethiopia at present and much of the comments are based on educat
ed guesses and conjectures. Even though concrete analytical and 
empirical evidences are lacking In most cases, It Is hoped that 
the observations made would convey a general overview of the 
situation In the country. 

Presented by Lakew Blrke 
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GENERAL BACKGROUND 

Ethiopia -with Its propuletlon of abou~ 34 mil lions Is the 
most populous of the least developed countries In Africa. The 
average GOP per capita at present Is about US$127 per year. 

Over 86 percent of the population. living In the country
side Is mainly engaged In crop cultivation and livestock herding 
using traditional modes of production and management. The yield, 
both per unit of land and head of livestock. Is extremely low 
even by standards of many developing countries forcing the rural 
population to lead a subsistence existence. This traditional 
sector has produced, when climatic condtlons are favorable. most 
of the food the nation requires and the agricultural commodities 
which are Ethiopia's principal exports. It ts also the main 
supplier of raw materials for the country's Industries which 
produce mainly the consumer goods. 

The Industrial sector Is undeveloped and very weak contribu
ting a mere 16 percent to the GOP per year. It Is based ·alms-t 
wholly on Imported technologies which has created a high level of 
dependency situation, benefiting mostly, -the urban sector of the 
population, now estimated to be about 14 percent. The socio
economic activities of this sector depend substantially on tech
nologies, manufactured goods and services from the Industrial !sed 
countries. 

STATUS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN ETHIOPIA 

The attempt to assess the status of science and 
In various production and service sectors tn Ethiopia 
revealed major features common to all of -them which 
briefly Indicated hereunder. 

The Demand for Technological Imports: 

tee hnol ogy 
at present 

are very 

Traditional technologies are predominant In most econanlc 
and service sectors. These technologies nave remained unaltered 
for ages and make very limited contributions to national develop
ment. The low level of development a-t-tained at present, have been 
built with the smal I surplus in the agricultural sector which 
operates with traditional technologies. The present very low 
level of devElopment In Ethiopia correspondingly restricts the 
demand for technological Impor-ts across production and economic 
sectors. It Is obvious-that 7ne demand for technological Imports 
wil I rise as the pace of development accelerates. 

Organisation of Research and De¥eJo,-eat: 

The pursuit of research and development (R&D) relevant to 
national needs depends on 7be availability of· appropriately 
trained manpower, funding. and research facti ltles. These three 
prerequisites have never been me~ ln most production and economic 
sectors. As a result, RAD tnstltutlons are yet to be properly 
organized. The few R&D estabfishments In agriculture, health and 
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mineral resources and some R&D conducted In the university are 
making limited contributions to development. 

Since the Revolution, the effort to Interlink R&D with 
education, production and service activities Is widening. Though 
It Is appreciated that R&D Is one of the pillars for building the 
national scientific and technological capability; for relaxation 
of the dependence on external sources of technology; and for 
overall economic development; nevertheless Its pursuit Is yet to 
be given the attention It deserves. 

The capacity to Survey. Choose and Negotiate for Appropriate 
Transfer of Technology: 

Technologies Imported into pre-revolution Ethiopia. through· 
various channels, whether by government or by private entrepre
neurs were acquired often In "package deal" arrangements. at 
exhorbltant costs. High profits were made by the suppliers of 
technology and their representatives. The technology import 
transactions were dominated by such Interests and considerations 
rather than the benefits that would accrue to balanced national 
economic growth or to technological capability building. 

Importation of technological packages on terms weighted In 
favour of the suppliers was a common practice In pre-revolution 
Ethiopia. The technologies Involved were seldom examined or 
analysed. Attempts to unpackaged the technologies were not made 
and could not Influence the negotiations of the transaction. The 
national manpower that could select appropriate technologies ·In 
various sectors. therfore, were never formed and the organiza
tions engaged In such activities did not rlevelop. These deficie
ncies stll I persist today. 

Factors Limiting the Benefits of Imported Technologies: 

As already noted. production and service technologies Impor
ted into Ethiopia In the past fifty yearts came mostly as comp
lete packages. As a result, only very few of the users of the 
technologies were enabled, In any sector, to acquire technical 
skills essential for the proper utilization and maintenance of 
these technologies. Some of the factors that aggrevate the 
technological dependence are: 

- Little Importance was attached to regular 
maintenance and repair programming. The cadre 
and technicians who have the requisite ski I Is 
nee Is Insufficient. 

preventlve. 
of engineers 
and experle-

- Drawings, detailed Instruction manuals and catalogues of 
machinery and equipment are seldom available. Where they 
exist they are often In several languages according to 
the makers. 

- Repair workshops are grossly Inadequate where they exist. 
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-Facilities are lacking for the fabrication of even minor 
spare parts requiring unsophisticated technological 
capability, although there may exist an appreciable demand 
for such particularly for example In the textile and 
transport sectors. 

- Equipment and machinery Imported for the same or closely 
similar utilization not only originate from a wide variety 
of sources but were acquired haphazardly with standardisa
tion requirements being seldom prescribed. The variety of 
spare parts that must be held In stock Is therefore exces-
sive. · 

-Much of the machinery In use In production and 
activities Is more than 15 years old, beyond the 
over which the maker Is customarily obliged to 
spare parts. 

Demand for Skilled Manpower, Its Training and Retention: 

service 
period 

deliver 

The continuous and dynamic development of technology neces
sitates the training of ever more skilled manpower at ever-higher 
levels of sophistication for production and service sectors. 
There Is at present a high demand for professional and technical 
ski I led manpower relevant to development needs In production and 
service activities. The educational curricula were until quite 
recently not oriented to serve this need adequately. 

The output of graduates by the higher educational Institu
tions does comprise a limited supply of trained manpower at 
various levels In sectors such as agriculture, health,and mineral 
resources. In addition sub-professionals are trained within 
enterprises and Institutions In a few sectors. But training to 
upgrade skit Is and follow-up new technological developments 
through service workshops. seminars, study tours, conferences, 
exhibitions and demonstrations Is not being sufficiently pursued. 

Salaries and benefits offered to ski I led manpower vary ac
ross sectors widely. So do the training and career prospects. 
This has aggravated the propensity of trained manpower to move 
out of fields of training and accumulated experiences, In search 
of better remuneration with serious consequences. 

Acquisition, Generation. Dissemination end Popularization of SlT& 

The avallabll lty of appropriate S&T Information Is lndlspen
slble for national S&T capacity building as well as for national 
development. Numerous developed and developing countries uti I lze 
S&T Information for periodically enhancing technologies. They 
exchange R&D results and new technology application modes. S&T 
Information serves to Improve technology assessment and Its 
choice. 

The 
Ethiopia 

lack of an adequate national S&T Information system In 
is one of the obstacles confronting the application of 
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S&T to development. Also S&T has to be made available to the 
broad masses before It can make an Impact In their dally lives. 
S&T popularization, which Is a nonformal process of transfer of 
knowledge, broadly relevant to enhanced satisfaction of basic 
needs, has yet to be nationally established In Ethiopia. 

S&T Polley& 

There are at present a few random guidelines and practices 
establ lshed over the years In the area of S&T orientation. In 
the absence of clear cut, coherent and comprehensive national S&T 
policy, the choice and transfer of technology, R&D as well as the 
development and utilization of natural resources etc., lack appr
opriate and mutually reinforcing guidelines. 

Financing of S&T capability Building: 

Funds from domestic sources are not at located to R&D or to 
other components of national S&T capabl I lty In many sectors of 
the economy. In a few sectors where such activities are pursued, 
allocations are grossly Inadequate. Both the operational expenses 
of R&D as wet I as provision of technical equipment and expertise 
have relied heavily on International agencies and bl lateral ald. 
Funds at located for search of technology, Its choice and negotia
tions for Its transfer etc.. from domestic and external sources 
are far from adequate. 

The Status of Traditional Technologies: 

Benefits or yields obtained from the application of traditio
nal technologies In Ethiopia are generally low In any sector. No 
coordinated attempt to enhance productivity of such technologies 
have been made. There are no mechanisms which would disseminate 
traditional practices proving of appreciable benefit In one part 
of the country to another where It may prove equally useful. The 
absence of a system for testing their efficacy In practice and 
for promoting and supporting their pursuit has meant that even 
the few Improvements devised, which appear Interesting are wasted. 

The Use of Indigenous Resources: 

Until recently, the Industries Imported Into Ethiopia by 
private entrepreneurs were exclusively chosen on the basis of 
their profitability. The utilization of Indigenous raw materials. 
and the creation of employment opportunities received little or 
no consideration. Up to 50 percent, by value. of raw materials 
for many such Industries are stll I Imported, thereby Imposing a 
serious burden on meagre foreign exchange earnings. The lack of 
Indigenous capacity to furnish domestic raw materials In adequate 
quantity and quality has been a major deficiency. 

International Col laboratlon In S&T: 

Ethiopia receives a modest level of assistance from Interna
tional and bilateral sources, In S&T capacity bul ldlng In several 
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sectors In the form of research col laboratlon, education and 
training funding, consultancy, Information exchange etc. There 
Is as yet no significant technical cooperation with other develo
ping countries In this direction, even though such cooperation 
has the potential for yielding considerable benefits. 

EXPERIENCE IN PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING S&T POLICIES IN ETHIOPIA: 

Ethiopia does not have any practical experience to speak of 
In the area of planning and working out sclentlflc/technlcel 
policies. Technology pol Icy as a baste function of the government 
aimed at creating a network In which decisions concerning techno
logical choice can be made and complemented Is almost absent. 

An undesirable consequence of this lack of experience In 
scientific and technological pol lcles Is the Inadequacy In tech
nological planning as a means of developing a formally construct
ed, Internally consistent set of goals, objectives and Instruments 
In promoting, building and strengthening the country's scientific 
and technological capacities and capabl lltles. Thus S&T Pol Icy, 
as an Issue, Is yet ot be treated more explicitly, more thorough
ly, and more systematically In Ethiopia. 

There are, of.course, a certain amount of fragments of facts. 
opinions, and expectations that can serve as Important Inputs 
Into the formulation of S&T pol Icy In the future. More favourable 
conditions are being created which would enhance the possibility 
for the formulation of the scientific and technological policies 
of the country. The Ethiopian condition for comprehensive plann
Ing has Improved rapidly which Is clearly exemplified by the 
preparation of the ten year perspective plan. Repeated efforts 
have been made by the Ethiopian Science and Technology Commission 
tc draft the ten year perspective plan for science end technology 
(1985-1994} and the effort has been very useful and worthwhile. 

Deliberate S&T capability building and the utilisation of 
such capability to enhance the pursuit of development goals Is 
receiving attention for the first time In many sectors. But an 
expl lclt pol Icy for developing the elements of S&T capacity, such 
as upgrading skills of S&T personnel, technology selection and 
transfer, adaptation of modern technology, Improvement of tradi
tional technology, optimal technology utilisation, project design 
and management. scientific research and technology development 
and demonstration, S&T Information services and science populari
sation, Is lacking. In short, experience In planning and working 
out scientific/technical pol lcles Is highly deficient In Ethiopia. 

In the agricultural sector, the Food and Agriculture Research 
Council has formulated an R&D pol Icy guldel lne for the agricul
ture sector. This guideline was prepared with ful I participation 
of alI concerned and relevant organizations and Individuals. The 
draft was presented to the National Council for S&T for approval 
(the supreme national body In matters concerning S&T>. The 
policy guideline was approved by this national council about 
three years ago and In being Implemented by the Central Planning 
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National Committee Office In assessing and approving R&D program
mes end projects In the agr leu I ture I sector. S I m II ar poI Icy 
guidelines have been prepared for some of the other sectors and 
are awaiting the approval by the National S&T Council. 

Possibilities In Planning In the Field of S&T: 

As Indicated earl ler. Ethiopia has Just completed preparing a 
ten year development plan which Is to be Implemented In 1985 
through 1994. One of the areas In which such a plan was prepared 
was In Science and Technology. The S&T plan consists of eight 
sections: an Introduction, a general assessment of the present 
state of S&T In Ethiopia, major problems of S&T in Ethiopia, 
objectives of S&T development, major S&T programmes, projection 
of Investment expend ttures Into the S&T sector and the Issue of 
Pol Icy and Organisational measures required to build national 
technological capabl I lty. 

The plan, as Its name Implies, Is only Indicative showing the 
general thinking and trend for the next ten years. Detailed 
elaboration of the S&T plan will be provided In separate 2-year, 
3-year and 5-year Plans and Programmes of S&T Development. 

The preparation of the Plan has proven to be an exceptionally 
difficult task. It was originally thought that the S&T Task 
Force which was charged with the responsibility for drafting the 
ten yea~ S&T perspective plan would prepare a guldel lne concern
Ing the major Issues to be considered In preparing the plan. 
This guideline would then be distributed to alI Task Forces 
established In the various production and service sectors so that 
each Task Force wou I d prepare. on the bas Is of thIs guIde I lne and 
detailed data on specific problems of StT within Its sector, 
drafts of sectoral S&T plans and programmes (e.g. major R&D 
projects, manpower and facilities required, estimation of requir
ed financial needs. "etc.>. The S&T task force would then Integ
rate sectoral draft S&T plans Into a national plan and the Cen
tral Planning National Committee Office (CPNO) would check the 
draft S&T plans with respect to their consistency In relation to 
the overal I development plan (development priorities. available 
resources. etc.). The CPNCO would thus perform the final consis
tency analysis of the national S&T programs, whilst the S&T Task 
Force checks Internal consistency of sectoral S&T plans, In order 
to el lmlnate unnecessary dupl lcatlon of research effort, scale 
down expenditure requests and focus available resources on key 
priorities. 

Unfortunately the above scheme did not materialise. Although 
the S&T Task Force had prepared the necessary guIde I lne and 
distributed It to the respective Task Forces It was never Imple
mented with the exception of the agricultural sector. This 
difficulty has forced the S&T Task Force to draft the S&T Plan on 
Its own without detailed operational data located In ·sectoral 
ministries, corporations and state enterprises and In most cases 
even In Task Forces thus making the planning document to be 
somewhat general. The problem of Implementation wll I certainly 
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appear, since organizations which are supposed to Implement 
national S&T plans did not take active part In Its preparation. 
To make the matter worse, the S&T draft was not presented at the 
meeting of the Council of Minsters when this body considered• 
discussed and approved the ten year development plan. Thus, even 
though the Ethiopian Science and Technology Commission had made a 
tremendous effort In preparing the ten year S&T development plan 
there Is still a long way to go In refining It and making It pert 
and parcel of the socio-economic development plan of the country. 
The draft plan was considered. however, at a special meeting 
which was chaired by the Chairman of the Provisional Military 
Administrative Council. This has helped a lot In many ways. 
Even though the task of preparing the plan had proven to be en 
extremely difficult one the effort was worthwhile and those who 
had participated had gained some valuable Insight Into the possl
bll ltles of planning In the field of S&T. It Is also to be 
noted that both the programme of the Workers Party of Ethiopia 
and the 10 year perspective plan which was approved by the Party 
just about 6 weeks ago have each a chapter on S&T development 
plant. This will greatly facti ltate the elaboration and Implemen
tation of the S&T plan In the future. 

ORGANIZATION OF MANAGEMENT IN CONDUCTING SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

Ethiopia does not have a long history of conducting scienti
fic research. The first attempts In agricultural research and 
development was undertaken by the Addis Ababa University In the 
1950s. The Debre Zeit Agricultural Experiment Station was estab
lished In 1953 and the College of Agriculture followed In 19.57. 

Almost ten years later, the first step was taken to estab-
1 Ish the Institute of Agricultural Research. This has now grown 
lnio a network of major research stations each of which Is es~ab-
1 !shed to focus on the problems of a specific region with regard 
to cropping pattern and cl lmatlc conditions. 

Ethiopia Is the host country of the headquarters of the 
International Livestock Centre tor Africa (ILCA} which belongs to 
the International network of agricultural research centres. Given 
that the livestock resources of Ethiopia, are the largest In 
Africa, the country naturally benet Its from the research actlv 1-
tles of ILCA. However. It must not be overlooked that the resear
ch programmes of the Centre are determined by the needs of all 
participating countries. Thus the Veterinary Research Institute 
at Debre Zeit may be more Important to solve Immediate problems 
for Ethiopia. 

The country also has the Ambo Scientific Phytophathologlcal 
Laboratory which has been established by the Ministry of 
Agriculture of the USSR. 

The Central laboratory and Research Institute (CLRI) was the 
g first research Institute In the health sector to be established 
co In Ethiopia (1950). Orlglnally·lt was closely linked with the 
;"'l 
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Pasteur Institute In Parts, a I Ink wh lch was sev .. red in 1964. 
The lnsltute provides training and labora~ory diagnosis. 

The Ethiopian Nutrition Institute CENJ > has grown out of an 
Institute which was establ !shed In 1954 with Swedish ald. It Is 
now under the Ministry of Health and Its activities Include 
research In the various aspects of food and nutrition, dissemina
tion of Information to the public and training. 

The Armauer Hansen Research Institute CAHRJ) was established 
with foreign assistance In 1969. It Is closely connected to the 
All Africa leprosy and Rehabilitation Training Center (ALERT), 
located In the same compound. ALERT provides the cl lnlcal faci
lities necessary for AHRI 1 s research activities. AHRI In return 
provides diagnostic services for the hospital and cl lnlc, assists 
In the training programs of ALERT, and collaborates In the clini
cal research program of ALERT physicians. 

Research activities are carried out 
Gondar Medical Col lege and the School of 
to the Addis Ababa University. However, 
are mainly engaged In teaching programs. 

at the Medical Faculty, 
Pharmacy alI belonging 
alI three Institutions 

Ethiopia's potential for 
believed to be considerable. 
has been carried out so far 
mapped. 

mineral resources exploitation Is 
However, very I lttle exploration 
and the country Is stll I poorly 

The major Institution engaged In geological research today 
Is the Ethiopian Geological Survey Institute which was Initiated 
by UN project activities In 1968, which followed a mineral survey 
conducted till 1967. 

In addition, two other organizations, the Department of 
Geology and the Geophysical observatory are to some extent 
engaged In research activities. These are both Integral parts of 
the Addis Ababa University and are mainly engaged In training. 

Although In an uncoordinated way, research on hand-pumps, 
wind pumps and solar powered pumps Initiated by the Ethiopian 
Water Works Construction Authority CEWWCA) Is being conducted at 
present. The training of manpower has been accorded higher 
priority than research. 

There Is virtually a total absence of domestic technological 
reseach within the Industrial sector. Stll 1, the contribution of 
the Industry to GOP Is about 16 percent- about half of this 
coming from traditional handicrafts and cottage Industry. 

In the University, ·research projects are Initiated by 
Individuals and the proposals are submitted to research committee 
In their department. If approved by the departmental research 
committee, the proposals are forwarded to the faculty research 
committee. From the faculty research committee, those proposals 
that are approved are submitted to the Research and Publication 
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Office of the University. Those research projects that are 
accepted by the Research end Publication Office are submitted to 
the Commission for Higher Education and last1y to the CPNCO tor 
f Ina I approva I end fund lng. 

In the case of the Institute of Agricultural Research CIAR), 
research coordination and management was first provided by annual 
project preview meetings by stations, at which station research 
programs were decided, and a series of co-ordinating committees• 
were formed, the most active of which was the National Crop 
Improvement Conference CNCIC). The NCIC still meets annually to 
discuss on the work accomplished In the preceding year, to fina
l lze the programs for next year and to recommend the "release• of 
Improved crop cultivators. 

With the creation of disciplinary departments. research 
workers' proposals are submitted to Department Co-ordinators by 
mid-February of each year, Departmental proposals are submitted 
to management by mid-March and, after discussion. Department 
Programs are approved In the second half of March. 

The recent arrangement Is that the Department programs appr
oved by the Management would be submitted to the IAR Board for 
comments and recommendations, before they are forwarded to the 
CPNCO for final approval. Progress reports are submitted to the 
CPNCO on a periodic basis on the undertakings of the research 
programs. 

The Ethiopian Science and Technology Commission was set up 
In 1975. Its main tasks Include. among other things. the formu
lation of R&D pol lcles and the strengthening and promoting re
search activities In various fields. It attempts to carry out Its 
tasks through research councils which are organized In various 
fields. It supports research projects by providing grants from 
funds It receives from International organizations. The relevant 
research councils supervise the research projects which have 
received grants from the Commission. 

EXISTING AND PLANNED ORGANIZATIONS AND NETWORKS DEALING WITH 
TECHNOLOGY FORECAST'AND EVALUATION 

It Is difficult to say that Ethiopia possesses organizations 
and networks dealing with technology forecast and evaluation. 
Ideally. In the search for technology for a specific purpose, all 
potential sources should be surveyed. The technologies Identi
fied should be screened for suitability and those short-listed 
should be assessed In depth. It should also be possible during 
the negotiations to prescribe modification In design to further 
enhance the suitability of the technology to the conditions In 
Ethiopia. This Is rarely done. If at all, except perhaps by the 
Ethiopian Airlines which has built a commendable capability In 
the alrcrafts technology over the years. 

0 
~ The Development ProJects Study Agency CDPSA) which was esta-
~ bllshed fn 1980 at the CPNCO may be of special rnterest In this 
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area of .technology evaluation. The main objective of the Agency 
Is to strengthen the capacity of·Ethloplan Institutions Involved 
In project planning. Its main function Is to assist Institutions 
engaged In project activities In strengthening their capabilities. 
The Agency compares technical and economic options and rejects 
Inferior proJects In order to achieve the more efficient at loca
tion of scarce resources. The Agency also houses the Ethiopian 
Centre for Technology which has been established with assistance 
from UNCTAD to screen and Influence technology Imports, In order 
to further the development of a national technological capabl tlty. 

The Agricultural Implements and Services corporation does a 
limited amount of technological evaluatln In the agricultural 
sectors. However, because of shortage of trained manpower and 
facll ltles Its activities are severely limited. 

In short, Ethiopia does not have national organizations and 
networks which can deal with technology forecast and evaluation. 

EXPERIENCE 
PLAN FOR 
PLANS 

IN COORDINATING OF BASIC TARGETS IN SUBSECTIONS OF A 
DEVELOPMENT OF S&T AND WITH OTHER SECTtONS OF ·NATIONAL 

Ethiopia never had an S&T development plan before and as 
such It does not have any experience In coordinating S&T develop
ment targets with other sections of national plans~ Sectoral 
development plans In the past did not consider In an expl left 
manner the Issue of building and strengthening S&T capabilities 
of the sectors. Even at present when the 10 year development 
plan was drafted most sectors failed to give adequate attention 
to S&T capacity building even though they have mentioned In a 
haphazard way their need for such capacities. 

The 
drafting 
consider 
following 

S&T Task Force which was given the responsibility 
the 10 year Jndlctlve plan for S&T had attempted 
the national S&T capability building In terms of 
elements: 

for 
to 

the 

-The ability to effectively conduct research and to develop 
technology. as well as to demonstrate It and subsequently 
supply It to users. 

-The capacity to search for, select and transfer 
technology on the best possible terms so that 
contribute to tong-term national gains and 
technology development. 

-The ability to operate and utilize technology to 
optimum possible benefits attainable therefrom. 

foreign 
It w II I 
Internal 

derive 

-The capacity to adapt technology to Improve Its benefits. 

-The ability to acquire and disseminate scientific and 
technological Information as needed. 
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-Project design and l•pl..-~f•tton management capactty. 

-The ability to periodically upgrade the sktl Is of 
scientific end tecbaolostcal manpower at all levels. This 
Is required addltion•lly to the capability to Impart basic 
traInIng h1 t,~ i<Jnlet educatIon system to the manpower 
profile re,~tred for development priorities. 

-The capacity to tdentlfy traditional technologies 
have the potential for Improvement and to enhance 
efficiency and beneftts. 

- Science and technology popularisation capacity. 

whtch 
theIr 

The various production and service sectors were assessed In 
terms of the above elements and were found to be highly deficient 
and Inadequate. The degree of Inadequacy In one or another of 
the above elements varies from one sector to enother and may also 
vary among sub-sectors In a particular direction. 

Depending on the need of the sectors. a ten year lndlcetive 
plan was drafted for the sectors In terms of the above scientific 
and technological elements by the S&T Task Force. As was 
explained earlier. however, this plan lacks the active 
participation of the other task forces organl:ed for the various 
sectors. and as such It does not have the necessary coordination 
with the national development plan. 

FINANCING SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND S&T PROGRAMMES 

Ethiopia today uses between US$30 and USS3' mil lion for 
various science and technology activities which amounts to 0.7 
0.5 percent of the gross national product (GNP). This level of 
spending may not be considered low when compared with many other 
developing countries. However, most Industrialized countries are 
allocating resources for research and develop~nt alone about 2~3 
percent of their GNP. In absolute terms the difference becomes 
Immense and clearly Indicates the gap which has to be closed If 
Ethiopia Is to achieve full social and economic development. 

Embryonic beginnings of a ~odern science and technology 
system exist In several of the country's economic and social 
sectors Including agriculture. health and geology/mining. It Is 
almost non-existent In most other sectors like Industry and 
construction. 

Funds from domestic sources are not allocated to R&D or to 
other components of national S&T capability building In many 
sectors of the economy. In the few sectors where such activities 
are pursued allocations are grossly Inadequate. Both the 
operational expenses of R&D as wei I as provision of technical 
equIpment and expertIse have reI I ed heav II y on Internet tonal 
agencies and bilateral ald. Funds allocated for search of 
technology. Its choice and negotiations for Its transfer etc •• 
from domestic and external sources are fer fro• adequate. 
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The pursuit of S&T objectives of the ten year plan with the 
strategies formulated therefore. will call for an extensive 
Implementation program. From the nature of the objectives and 
strategies formulated above, It Is clear that the S&T Implementa
tion programs are to be Integral components of the development 
programs In each sector. Such a concept Is completely dlffer~nt 
from the opposite view which Is often met, which regards national 
S&T activities as largely extrinsic to the development process. 

Sectoral S&T program outlines In ten priority sectors are 
being recently made available to the S&T Task Force. Gross 
estimates of funds required for carrying out these programs have 
also been furnished therewith. The following section covers the 
sector-specific S&T objectives and strategies as wei I as the 
sectoral S&T progrms and financial estimates. 

The S&T capability building aspect of the sectoral programs 
will obviously require central guidance, promotion, coordination. 
support, monitoring, assessment, orchestration and management. 
There Is at present no Ethiopian organization with the legal 
mandate and executive powers carrying out such functions across 
the whole range of national S&T activities enumerated earlier. 
Such central management, It Is estimated will cost about 10 
percent of the total allocation for the activities enumerated. 
In addition, the central organization wll I also undertake the 
following: 

-The establishment and operation of a national S&T Informa
tion network. A UNESCO study had In 1979 put the cost of 
establishing such a network at US$20 million over a ten 
year period. A project has a.so been proposed for the 
setting up of S&T Information centre within the Develop
ment Projects Studies Agency In collaboration with the Pan 
African Development Information System CPAOIS). 
The Ethiopian Science and Techno1ogy Commission also very 
recently run a seminar with the assistance of UNESCO on 
the objectives, development and structure of a national 
S&T Information system. 

- A national Science Popularisation Program to be executed 
In all sectors and In alI regions, districts, towns, etc •• 
will also need the guidance, supervision and management of 
the central organ. Exhibitions. science fairs, publica
tions. broadcasts, amateur clubs, hobby circles, profes
sional associations. prize competitions, etc., will be 
organized and operated In the national S&T popularisation 
effort. Th• activities wll I be rather sl~llar to those 
conducted now by the Sports Commission. The financial 
requirements wll I ~artly be drawn from sectoral sources. 

-A central laboratory and equipment repair workshop Is also 
envisaged under the central organ. Such a laboratory 
would acquire and operate expensive sophisticated equip
ment such as electron microscopes, high power computers• 
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etc. The workshop would be a repair centre for special 
S&T equipment and Instruments. 

-The central organ should also organise and run conferences, 
seminars, symposia. workshops, training courses In various 
themes In national science and technology capacity build
Ing, In R&D, In transfer of technology. In technology 
acquisition, etc. 

A total of US$50 mil lion Is earmarked for Investment In the 
above programs being Implemented by the central S&T organization 
during the ten year plan period. 

The prel lmlnary versions of the sectoral S&T plan In the ten 
year plan period cover S&T In the following sectors: agriculture. 
construction, education. energy. health, housing and urban devel
opment, Industry. mineral resources. transport and communications 
and water. Investment amounts have already been earmarked for 
S&T programs now still being elaborated In detail In each of 
these sectors. The Investment sums set aside tor each sectoral 
S&T program are Indicated In summary form In Table t. 

PLANNING OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN S&T 

In terms of number of R&D personnel the target figure set by 
the United Nations Second Development Decade for Africa Is 200 
scientists, engineers and technicians per 1 million of population. 
To meet that target Ethiopia would need to have 6400 research 
workers In 1984. It Is estimated that the number of S&T per~on
nel In the existing Institutions In Ethiopia barely reaches the 
figure of around 2200. The 10 year perspective plan on S&T 
Development In Ethiopia envisages that the total number of scien
t l sts and engIneers w I I I I ncr ease by more than 13 tImes Its 
present level by the next ten year period. According to the 
assessment of some experts this Increase In S&T manpower In ten 
years Is hardly probable. 

EXPERIENCES AND PROSPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN S&T 

Technical assistance and S&T cooperation with International 
organizations and research organizations from other developing 
coutnrles Is a pre-requisite for domestic S&T sector development. 
Unfortunately this aspect of International cooperation In the 
field of S&T has never been given serious consideration In the 
past. Hence Ethiopia's experience In this area Is very limited. 

The prospects of International cooperation In the field 
ofS&T are, however, very promising. The plan of cooperation 
however. wll I have to be carefully prepared. In essence, this 
plan would select countries, Institutions and research projects 
with which cooperation Is to be undertaken. This approach alms 
at el lmlnatlng fragmented, uncoordinated cooperation with nume
rous International and national research organizations, In order 
to Increase the efficiency of resource usage. 
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STRENGTHENING OF R&D, EXPERIMENTAL AND DESIGN CAPABILITIES 

The purpose underlying the scientific and technological 
activities In Ethiopia during the ten year period of the plan 
shal I be to heighten the substantive contribution of these acti
vities towards the attaln~ent of the social and economic goals of 
the planned development. In view of the existing pattern of 
technology flow In the Ethiopian socio-economic system, the three 
Major objectives of the plan shal I be the following: 

A. Raise rapidly the effectrve Internal 
Science and Technology Inputs Into the 
syste•. 

component of 
socio-economic 

B. Ensure the suitability of technology, to be transferred 
from foreign sources, to the specific conditions under 
which It Is to be utilised In Ethiopia. To this end 
conduct effective market surveys, selection and transfer 
negotiations. 

C. Raise rapidly the level of general understanding and 
application In every day life, of science and technology 
by the masses. 

These maJor obJectives are very general. and can be pursued 
only through the building and/or strengthening of the requisite 
elements of national scientific and technology capability. 

-Ten main objectives are enunc lated for the ten year 
perspectlce development plan. One of these Is •laying the 
foundation for the development of science and technology In 
Ethiopia•. This goal, It Is. explained therein, Is envisaged In 
order to create conditions conducive to the building of the S&T 
capabl llty because the main source of the ~ountry's backwardness 
at present Is the low level of science and technology. 

The building and strengthening of the specific elements of 
national scientific and technological capability will aJso 
contribute significantly and directly towards the pursuit of the 
following other main goals of the ten year perspective 
development plan: 

-Enhance the productive cpaclty of the economy In order to 
raise aggregate production output to a high level. 

-Build a strong national economy with firm and effective 
Inter-sectoral and lntrasectoral linkages. 

-Search for, Identify, develop, rationally utilize and 
conserve the country's natural resources. 

-Promote the educational and proficiency levels of the 
broad ~asses. 

-Eliminate unemployment step by step. 
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-Promote balanced.and equitable regional development. 

The priority ranking given to a specific S&T capacity ele
ment In a particular socio-economic sector durlng·the plan period 
wll r, of course. depend on the present status and trends In the 
sector. It will also depend- on the weight given to the contribu
tion that national capacity In the particular S&T element ts 
expected to make to the attainment of the sector's·goals In the 
plan. 

It Is well appreciated that the resources that can be made 
aval lable for the pursuit of the S&T obJectives of the plan, wll I 
be severely I lmlted. On the other hand, t~e effective building 
and strengthening of the S&T capacity elements of the sector as 
Integral parts of the relevant sectoral plans, will pay-off In 
the optimization of scarce resources absorbed by the Implementa
tion of socio-economic development programs as well as the avoi
dance of delays. This return to Investment In S&T capacity 
building and strengthening Is likely to be available In the 
medium term for most S&T elements. 

The principal overall strategies proposed for the 
Implementation of the S&T objectives are the following: 

1. Formulate a national policy. laws, regulations and 
guidelines that promote the building of S&T capability 
as essential In each sector In accordance with the goals 
and priorities of the perspective plan. 

2. Design and Implement programs of upgrading the ski I Is of 
the S&T labour force at all levels as needed In priority 
elements of S&T capacity as Integral parts off the 
pursuit of sectoral goals. 

3. Promote the growth step by step of research, development 
and demonstration capacity as regular functions In the 
sectors where It Is a priority, by facll ltatlng the 
training of R&D manpower and by provision of 
Infrastructure as well as equipment and material. 

4. Organize and 
procedures for 
Information In 
S&T Information 

operate S&T Information systems and 
the acquisition and utilization of S&T 

every sector and as part of a national 
network. 

5. Organize and Implement systems. Instruments and 
procedures for the proper assessment, choice and 
negotiation for technological Imports particularly 
suitable for application In Ethiopia. 

6. Organise and Implement a national program of S&T popula
risation. Formulate and pub I Ieise a science vocabulary 
In the national language to facll !tate S&T popularisa
tion. 
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1. Organise close Inter-linkage of R&D, with production and 
services. as wei I as with education and training. 

8. Organise and conduct assessment of traditional 
technologies In sectors where these will continue to be 
Important and enhance those with the Intrinsic potential 
for Improvement. 

9. Build and strengthen project design and project 
Implementation management capacity In priority sectors. 

10. Strengthen the capacity to utilize, maintain and repair 
technology In every sector. 

Thus, the above considerations are good Indications that a 
Jot of thought has been given to this Issue of strengthening of 
R&D, experimental and design capabilities In Ethiopia. A lot 
remains to be done, however In the preparation of programmes and 
projects as a first step toward meeting the objectives of S&T 
capability building In Ethiopia. At present there Is Jack of 
capability In S&T planning and management In Ethiopia and, as a 
result, the attempts made so far are too general lacking In 
?peclflclty. Internal consistency, simplicity. clarity and 
concrete ways of achieving the objectives. 

CONCLUSION 

From the foregoing general presentation It Is not difficult 
to see that Ethiopia faces a number of problems and deficiencies 
In S&T. These problems and deficiencies can be overcome by 
deliberate planned activities underta~3n as appropriate and In 
consonance with national development priorities. To this effect 
an attempt has been made to draft a 10 year perspective plan for 
S&T. There Is. however, lack of experience In S&T planning and 
management which has made the whole task of planning an extremely 
difficult and frustrating venture. 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT IN GHANA 

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of national planning Implies the Institution of 
conscious pol lcles, processes and activities aimed at achieving 
specific desirable economic and social goals. As science and 
technology Is a tool for development more than an entity In Itself 
so Is planning for science and technology an Integral pert of the 
National Development Plan. A Science and Technology Plan·def lnes 
the most appropriate science Infrastructures to be developed end 
the strategy for achieving the goals of the National Development 
Plan. 

National Development Plans. however scantily documented, are 
de-facto expressions of the will of all Governments for the orderly 
development and progress of their people~ Consequently, National 
Development Plans can be said to have had a history -related to 
the age of governing In all environments. Science and Techn-ology, 
as organ I zed In the 20th century, Is new. Consequent! y p lann lng of 
science and technology support for National Development Plans Is 
also new for many developing countries Including Ghana. This 
situation coupled with the lack of awareness of the need to expand 
knowledge for the promotion of action for national development may 
have accounted for the dilemma of the Third World Countries In 
harmonising science and technology planning with National Develop
ment Plans. 

Nevertheless, due to the close l'lnkages between science and 
technology and development In general and particularly In· the 
context of the technological age of the 20th century, most 
national development plans. Including those of developing 
countries have not completely omitted the role of science and 
technology even though these have not been spelt out specifically 
In any recognisable format as one would wish It to be. 

In Ghana. the period from the 1950s to 1980s witnessed a 
period of trials In an attempt to locate science and technology 
activity vis-a-vis, the national development plans. The 
beginning of the 1980s however witnessed a transformation 
beginning with the establishment of the Ministry of Science and 
Technology. fused with Industry. that would provide direct access 
to Cabinet. It would also provide a secretariat for the National 
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Science and Technology Commission that would primarily be 
responsblle for the formulation, promotion and monitoring of 
science and technology pol ley and plans. For the first time a 
Science and Technology Sector Plan was drawn up to provide a 
back-up to the proposed National Development Plan (1981-1986). 

HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT PLANS 

From the early 1950s, when the country was preparing Itself 
towards Independence to the present moment, Ghana has enjoyed a 
number of National Development Plans. These Include: 

a) A 7-year Development Plan 1951-1957 
b) A 5-year Development Plan 1959-1963 
c> A 7-year Development Plan 1963-1970 
d) A 2-year Development Plan 1972-1974 
e) A 5-year Deve I opment Plan 197 5-1980 
f) A 5-year Development Plan 1981-1986 
g) A 3-year National Economic Recovery Programme 

1984-1986. 

A significant observation about these plans Is that It was 
only In 1980 that a formal science and technology sector plan was 
attempted as a back-up to the proposed National Development Plan 
- (1981-1986). 

were: 
In the 1972-74 Development Plan, the broad pol Icy objectives 

a) to contain the balance of payments problem by 
systematically reducing the large budget deficit; and 

b) to strengthen Ghanaian participation and control of the 
strategic sectors of the economy. 

These necessitated the directing of the main thrust of the 
Government economic efforts towards: 

I) Increasing agricultural production to feed the people 
and provide raw materials for Industry; 

II) rehabilitating and expanding certain sectors of the 
economy (e.g. ensuring that state-owned factories not 
only become viable but expand and operate at a profit); 

Ill) Increasing export earnings; and 
lv) establ lshlng the proper priorities in the provision of 

social services such as low cost housing; rural water 
supply, rural health facilities. etc. 

In this National Plan, pol ictes were determined In sensitive 
sectors such as Agriculture, Cocoa, Forestry, Mining, 
Manufacturing and Essential Services but not for Science and 
Technology. 

In a report prepared by UNESCO (1972) on the "present 
situation of, and future prospects for Science and Technology 
Pol Icy In Ghana" the following excerpts can be found: 
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I) "Although a separate chapter on Science and Technology 
wll I not be found In the 2-year Development Plan, the 
Government Is fully al lve to the key role which 
scientific research and Its application will play In the 
fields of agriculture and Industry for the success of 
the programme.• 

II) "The main weight of scientific and technological 
research programmes continues to be shouldered by CSIR 
although there are significant contributions by the 
Universities. Annual budgetary allocations to these 
lnstttutons are made through the Development Planning 
Secretariat In the case of the CSIR, and through the 
Council for Higher Education In the case of the 
Universities." 

I II) "Indeed It can be argued that the national sci entl f lc 
research organization has become so much a part of the 
government plannl ng mach lnery that, In a sense, It be
comes almost redundant to devote a seoparate Chapter to 
It In the present very short term 2-year Development 
Plan as had been done for previous plans. And there Is• 
In fact, no difficulty In locating those sections of the 
plan where heavy support from science and technology ts 
presupposed." 

This does not however render the contents of the previous 
plans devoid of science and technology Input. On the contrary• 
the plans prepared between the period of Independence and the end 
of 1970 prov lded the largest sc lance and technology 
infrastructure. 

For example, the effects of previous plans Include: 

a) The Development of Science and Technology- Universities 
to train high level engineers, pharmacists, architects• 
agriculturists, doctors and technologists for the 
anticipated rapid Industrialization programme. 

b) The development of Science and Teachers University to 
train high level science teachers who would further 
t r a I n sec o n d I eve I p u p I I s , a I I a I me d a t g e n era t I n g a 
rapid development process. 

c) The development of a National Resear~h Council (later 
named the Academy of Arts and Sciences and now 
designated as the Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research) to coordinate research In the various fieldS 
of activity such as agriculture, health, forestry. 
construction, Initiation of new research activity and 
also to advise Government on alI matters of scientific 
and techno log leal Importance. 
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d) The Institution of several technical collleges, 
polytechnics. secondary schools and agricultural 
training col leges to provide the middle level technical 
ski I Is that would be needed to support the 
Industrial isatlon programme. 

e) The liberal Importation of technology with the aim of 
encouraging technology transfer and adaptation. 

f) The granting of scholarships for science and technology 
both home and abroad. 

These and many other achievements In the establishment of 
science and technology Infrastructure were never spelt out In any 
specific science and technology plan. 

THE .APPROACH 

Within the review period, Ghana's science and technology 
planning and management was ptural tstlc In character. The 
Ministry of Economic Planning and Finance played the over-a! 1 
coordinating and regulatory role In national planning and 
management. Inputs were made by the key ministries of 
agriculture. health, Industry. transport and communications. 
rural development and others and resources were assigned to each 
policy sector. It Is significant to note that there was never a 
Ministry of Science and Technology charged with the overal 1 
direction of science and technology pol Icy and act~vlty. 

By 1968, when the Councl I for Scientific and Industrial 
Research was formed to coordinate alI research programmes and 
activity, the following understanding was reached. 

"As the central national research organization, the CSIR 
serves as the scientific and technical arm of the Government and 
undertakes research on problems referred to It by the various 
Ministries; the Ministries or their agencies pass on their 
scientific problems referred to the appropriate Institutes of the 
Council and these Institutes are expected to take account of 
these problems In the preparation of their research programmes. 
The usual machinery for doing this Is through representation of 
the Ministries on the appropriate management. Boards of the 
Institutes or on various technical committees." 

It was thought that by making the Council for Scientific and 
Industrial Research responsible to the Minister charged with 
Development Planning, this would automatically ensure that 
scientific and technological research Is closely geared to 
national development programmes. 

As can be expected however, In 'any pluralistic model, a 
number of gaps were created. For example: 

a) The Ministry of Industries, genuinely wished to engage 
In sophisticated manufacturing processes but had no 
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mechanism to assess the local scientific and 
technological manpower capability. 

b) Each sector competed strongly for comfortable shares of 
the scarce financial resources and within the sector• 
various science and technology activities were exposed 
to strong competition for the meagre resources. with 
cap I tal Investments, operational and serv lee 
requirements ·1n the same sector. 

In an economic system that Is financially balanced, such a 
plural lstlc approach may stll I achieve desirable results. 
However In the Developing Countries which are plagued with 
chronic shortages Including capital, non-conventional forces tend 
to dictate the direction of flow of goods and services. The· 
management of the state machinery Is personal lzed and directed 
more by political Influences than by scientific plans. In Ghana, 
these forces Included political parties. parliamentary 
personalities, top officials as wei I as the effect of culture 
conflicts existing between scientists and non-scientifiC 
administrators. 

For an example, In the early stages of Independence. the 
President of the .Republ lc of Ghana being personally convinced of 
the need to create Science and Technology Infrastructure to give 
effective support ·to Industrialization, personally Influenced 
anumber of state decisions In favour of such development. For 
example, scholarships were offered preferentially to science 
students In the area of education and alI the research Institutes 
were guaranteed enough funds to enable them to carry on. Some 
scientific associations were even promoted through the allocation 
of state grants. All these were Intended to create a good 
cl!mate and generate the required activity for rapid development. 

Even at the lower levels of autborlty, the management of 
national development plans was greatly Influenced by political 
Intervention. Development programmes that could make an 
Impression on the electorate received greater appreciation than 
those scientifically tested and evaluated. 

A second obvious effect of the consideration of 
~echnology Input at the sectoral level was that the 
provided by the sectors staff who were not 
professionals In planning processes and neither had 
concept of science and technology. 

scIence and 
Inputs were 
necessar II y 
an lndepth 

Consequently, targets that were set were never attained even 
after having the required financial resources support. 

VIolent fluctuations In budgetary allocation for research 
caused a maJor drawback In terms of time, money, and manpower to 
the national scientific effort. For example, any Interruption or 
suspension of long-term proJects meant starting alI voer again In 
a number of cases when funds ·became available. 
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There was observed also a serious lack of any linkages 
between the needs and potential of the various economic sectors. 
There existed so muciT compartmentalisation that several gaps were 
left unattended to. There was an obvious evidence of a scramble 
to Individual and Institutional growth and autonomy more than any 
move towards cooperation and coordination. 

In the first two 5-year Plan periods, there was no 
separation of authority .between the policy maker and lmplentor. 
However the 7-year Plan of 1963-1970 was designed by a National 
Planning Commission comprising of tndlvlduals that were selected 
In their own right. 

THE POLICY 

Within the period under review and particularly In the early 
stages, the poI Icy on sc lence and techno logy appears to be one of 
rapid development. This meant that the main elements of science 
and technology such as training. transfer of technology. 
research, Industrialisation, diffusion of research and financing 
of research had to be done at a pace that was faster than the 
social and economic environment could absorb. Therefore It can 
be observed that Instead of developing alternative technologies. 
relevant to our socio-cultural needs, and based on a consistent 
approach of engaging In problem solving research, the country's 
researchers were rather ushered Into f lerce competlt ton to 
produce research results relevant to the 20th century advanced 
economy. This was not necessarily a defect attributable to the 
scientists but It Is because the socio-economic expectations far 
outweighed the local scientific and technological capability. 
This resulted In a situation where the scientific and 
technological personnel were forced Into a doubl lng up action of 
catching up on several fronts Including pressures on the 
International scene. 

THE PROBLEMS 

In a situation In which the science and technoloyg Input was 
In several Instances a window dressing of the National 
Development Plan, and where the cultural conflicts between the 
politician and the technologist could not lead to an orderly 
appraisal of the National development needs, several distortions 
were created In relating the science and technology capacity and 
capability within the country to the tempo of Industrialisation 
desired. Therefore. the earlier development plans built very 
large Infrastructures but which were rendered under-uti I lzed 
because the relative pace of development o.f' science and 
technology In a third world country having a natural slow rate of 
progress In science was no! fully appreciated. 

Apart from the early sixties when the personal Intervention 
of the President, caused the flow of financial resources. there 
has not been any definite budget for science and technology. 
Although each economic sector receives some funding from both 
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tnternel en~ external aourc••• theat htve ntver been e~e~uate t• 
make the dealra~ Impact. 

Reaeerch Ia baalc In Science end Technology eppllcatlon but 
It can be overemphasised at the expense of other Inputs. It is 
believed that the urly planners muat have mlshkenl y equated 
research and development to science end technology. This result• 
ed In an accelerated development of research Institutes covering 
all maJor sectors such as Agriculture, Health, Industry, Forestry, 
Mineral Resources and Construction while other science end tech• 
nology Issues such as the.Regufatfon of Technology Stendardlaa• 
tlon and Metrology, Scientific Menpower·T'ralnlng, Adaptlon of 
Research Results, Diffusion of Science end Technology and the 
generation of funds for research end other activities were left 
unattended to. 

At a certain stage. a Manpower Development Boerd wes esteb
flshed and charged with the responsibility of keeping the 
manpower situation under constant review. Like many other units 
of State Admlnsltratlon, the bod~ sees Itself as leading an 
Independent life and has reel ly not been able to Influence the 
programming of the training of manpower for the National Develop
ment process. 

MANAGEMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

The early stages of the period un~er review sew the 
management of science and technology activity vested In the 
various sectors such as the Ministries of Agriculture, Health, 
£ducat I on, Industry and others. However,· due to very scarce 
resources and a general lack of apprec fetlon of the long term 
benefit of Investment In Science and Technology, most of the 
scJence and technology Import of the National Development Plans 
were starved and neglected. However, these arrangements ·were 
altered and semi-autonomous lnstltulons created to take over some 
of the functions of science and technology. For example: 

I) The planning, programming, Implementation and coordina
tion of research In several fields of human endeavour 
necessary for the country's development was entrusted to 
the Net lone I Research Counc II, later" named the AcademY 
of Sc fences and now referred to as the Councl I for 
Scientific and Industrial Research. These In turn set 
up management boards for each of the lnstltut•s. 

II) The Ghana Standards Board was also set up to coordinate 
all activities assocfated with standardisation and 
metrology. 

Ill) The Universities, under the Council for Higher Educa
tion,· were left entirely on their own to develop the 
technical and professional scientific manpower needed 
for Industrial growth. .. 
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There were also set up other organizations which were 
entrusted with one or the other aspect of science and technology 
function. These Included the Geological Survey Department. 
Marine Fisheries Research Unit, Metrological Department. Forestry 
and Animal Husbandry. etc. 

The only drawback In this new approach was the lack of an 
effective coordinating body. At a certain stage. the Council for 
Scientific and Industrial Research, the Ghana Standards Board. 
and the Science and Technology Universities were alI assigned to 
different Ministries. Consequently no one Minister spoke with 
authority for science and technology at Cabinet level. Similarly 
It was very difficult to establIsh the necessary linkages. These 
errors could have been the result of the mistrust between techno
crat and politician. 

Science and technology has never administered Independent 
funds. All Institutions of science and technology except Industry, 
receive state subvention on monthly basis and upon the submission 
of annual budgets. However as resources dwindled In the state 
machinery so were resources redirected for other servIces more 
than for research training. The Council for Scientific and 
Industrial Research had never had enough funds to manage properly 
Its Institutes and projects. These have resulted In the follow
Ing: 

a) Brain drain emanating from Inactivity and Job dissatis
faction. 

b) Low turn out of research results. 
c) Inability to advance laboratory research to pilot plant 

stages for testing and eventual ~doptlon In Industry. 
d) Inability to extract~ promote and advance Inventiveness 

and lnnovatlv~ talents In promising Ghanaians. 
e) Inability to regulate and control effectively technology 

purchase, adaptation and transfer. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS 

The 1980s however seem to have Introduced a new turn. The 
Ministry of Science and Technology fused with the Ministry of 
Industries has been establ lshed so as to find science and techno
logy a voice at Cabinet. It Is envisaged that existing Institu
tions such as the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 
wil I be strengthened and restructured In order to enable It take 
on the policy Issues of Science and Technology. The Councl 1 and 
especially Its committees wll I draw their representation from alI 
the sectors of the economy where the advancement of science and 
technology feature prominently. Consultations are currently 
taking place to create an Independent fund for science and tech
nology activity. Such funds are expected to be derived principa
lly from Industry who ultimately are the direct beneficiaries of 
research effort. A National Education Commission has been formed 
on which serves a high powered delegation of represntatlves of 
the science and technology sectors. These are to ensure that 
scientific education receives enough consideration right from the 
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planning stages and that It Is related to the long-term national 
planning objectives. 

A lot of Infrastructure already exists In the areas of: 
research, education and training of personnel, Information dlsse· 
mlnatlon, adaptation and transfer of technology, regulation of 
technology, standardisation, establishment of linkages with lndu· 
stry and a systematic approach to funding of research (Figures t 
to 4). ·These were built up over the years. These, however• 
remain as fragments of national effort except when the Important 
Issue Is of coordination, Is tackled seriously and settled. 
This, I believe Is whattheturnofthe80swlll be working 
towards. 

9-3 
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PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
IN INDIA 

"When merchant adventurers from the West 
made their first appearance In India, the 
Industrial development of the country was 
at any rate not Inferior to that In the 
more advanced European nations." 

The <British) Indian Industrial 
Comm Iss Jon, 1918. 

HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE 

Ancient and Medieval India: 

The earl lest evidence of advances In science and technology 
In the Indian sub-continent dates back to circa 3000 BC. Town 
planning on geometric lines, drainage facll ltles; standardised 
bricks, granaries and marine ports--alI of these were to be 
found In the ancient Indus civil lzatlon. 

India's 
basis of all 
course, the 
India also 
the branches 

most noteworthy contrlbutlcr, and one that Is the 
modern scientific and technological endeavour Is. of 

decimal place system using 9 digits and the zero. 
has to Its credit major mathematical discoveries In 
of algebra, geometry and astronomy. 

In addition to Ayurveda, Its famous health-oriented system 
of medicine, India had made notable advances In the field of 
surgery lithotomy, rhlnlplasty, trephining as well as surgery 
with sharp and blunt Instruments were used In the ancient times. 
Some Indian clans In the remote hi I Is, as wei I as In some not so 
remote rural areas. stll I practice these sciences. 

In the field of metallurgy, bronze castings and rust-proof 
Iron pillars. as well as chemical distillations and great masonry 
observatories were known In ancient and medieval t~mes as wei I. 

Between the 12th and 18th centuries over 10,000 
science and technology we.re written In India. There 
flow of knowledge between India and the middle-East. 

Presented by Parvez Dewan 
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The Recent Past: 

The British rulers of the colonial era ·tailored science and 
technology development In India to meet the needs and requirements 
of the colonial government: for revenues. defence. communications 
(for trade) and administrative control of the country. 

Still some very valuable work got done. The country and its 
physical features were comprehensively and scientifically mapped 
for the first time. A nation-wide network of metereological 
laboratories and observatories was set up. Pioneering work on 
malaria and kala-azar was carried out. Fairly modern communica
tion systems were set up. 

The Indian Renal~sance: 

The 20th century brought with It a major reawakening In the 
Indian scientific community. 

J.C. Bose first worked on the experimental demonstration of 
the production and detection of 5-25 mm electromagnetic waves. 
and later on accurate measurement·of·bJophyslcal parameters rela
ting to plant growth and behaviour. C.V. Raman discovered the 
famour Raman Effect In 1928. S.N. · Bose worked with Einstein on 
the Bose-Einstein statistics. · Meghnad Saha 1 s theory on thermal 
Ionization and Srtnivasa RemanuJan 1 s work on number theory are 
equ~lly well-known. 

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT 

After Independence in 1947. and especially with the advent 
of planned development In 1951. science and technology got a new 
bo.;>st. A chain of national laboratories covering the whole spec
trum of science and technology. Including medical and biological 
sciences. as well as engineering, were set up. Similarly, advanced 
research in nuclear energy and fundamental scientific research 
were encouraged. A major space programme was launched. Statistics 
were harnessed In the cause of planning. Expenditure on scienti
fic and research has Increased manyfold over the years. 
------ ---~------

Plan Years 
Number 

1st 1951-56 
2nd 1956-61 
3rd 1961-66 
4th 1969-74 
5th 1964-79 
Annual 1979-80 
6th 1980-85 

9-4 

Outlay (Rupees In 

Plan 
amount 

140 
330 
710 

1420 
6930 
2080. 

19190 

125 

millions} 

Non-Plan 
·amount 

60 
340 
730 

23t0 
6870 
2220 

14780 

Total 

200 
670 

1440 
3730 

13800 
4300 

33970 



Assuming one US$ to equal Rs.5 during the first plan and Rs.10 
during the 6th plan, one can say that Plan expenditure on scienti
fic research has gone up from US$ 28m. In the 1st plan to US$ 
1919 m. In the current plan. Three quarters of this expenditure 
goes towards just five sectors: agriculture, atomic energy, space 
research, Industrial research and general S and T matters. India 
now spends close to 0.6 per cent of Its GNP on S&T. 

S&T INFRASTRUCTURE 

Today India has about 130 special lzed Institutions and labo
ratories engaged In R&D. These would be too numerous to I 1st. 
Hence, I wll I merely mention the departments they come under, to 
give an Idea of the scope of their activities: The Indian Council 
of Agricultural Research. the Council tor Scientific and Industri
al Research, the Indian Council for Medical Research, the Depart
ments of Atomic Energy. Space, Electronics, Science and Techno
logy. Ocean Development. Environment, Non-Conventional Sources of 
Energy, and Electronics; The Defence Research and Development 
Organization. 

In addition, there are over 700 In-house R&D units In the 
various Industrial corporations. Consultancy organizations have 
also blossomed. Over 150 such organizations today empty nearly 
24,000 scientists and technologists. 

India Is keenly aware of the strides being made In the newly 
emerging and frontier areas of technology. Efforts are being made 
to create an lnt~astructure for VLSis, micro-processors, bio
technology. new sources of energy and fibre-optics. In many of 
these fields some advance has already been made. A National Bio
technology Board has been set up. and al~o a Semi-Conductors 
Complex. 

APEX MANAGEMENT 

The scientific departments (which Include Atomic Energy, 
Electronics, Environment. Space and Ocean Development) are being 
looked after directly by the Prime Minister ·of India, who Is also 
the Preslent of the national Council of Scientific and Industrial 
Research. 

The Union Cabinet or the councl I of India's highest pol ltlcal 
executive at the central level has Invariably had a scientific 
advisory committee (SAC). Since 1981 the SAC to the cabinet has 
been chaired by the member (Science) of the National Planning 
Commission. In addition there Is a Cabinet Committee on Science 
and Technology chaired by the Prime Minister. 

Manpower Management: 

A National S&T Entrepreneurship Development Board has been 
set up to ensure that India's S&T personnel do not remain unemp
loyed or mlsemployed. A National Council for S&T Communication 
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has been set up to disseminate Information regarding scientific 
developments and achievements, as wei I as to Inculcate a scienti
fic temperament In society. 

The SAC to the Cablent has also concerend Itself with the 
uti I lzatlon of Indian scientists working abroad. the need tor 
Increased support tor S&T In the educational system and the 
removal of regional disparities In scientific development. 

POLICY FORMUlATION, PlANNING AND COORDINATION 

The various departments mentioned above, as wei I as various 
ministries of the Government of India, are responsible for R&D In 
their particular ·sector or Investment and production In that. 
area, as the case may be. The central Department of Science and 
Technology COST) coordinates R&D efforts ·to an extent. It also 
helps remedy gaps and Imbalances. Naturally the overal I task of 
harmonising sectoral plans with the nation's priorities Is that 
of the Planning Commission. 

The OST provides the following facilities: 

I) Through Its Regional Sophisticated Instrumentation Cen
tres It makes available to the scientific community 
major Instruments that are either needed for a very 
short time, or are too expensive. or what Is usual. 
both. 

II) It provides support to Intensification of 
high priority areas such as biotechnology. 
sics, cardio-pulmonary physiology. etc. 

research In 
plasma phy-

Ill) It operates Inter-disciplinary, multi-Institutional pro
grammes. e.g. algae as bio-organic fertilizer, new fib
res and composites. Instrument development programmes, 
etc. 

lv) It provides grants-In-aid to Institute outside the gove
rnment sector engaged In advanced research. 

v) It tries to ensure that technologies evovled In the 
country are made use of by Industry. 

vi) It encourages scientific activities In the states. 

vii) It promotes technology In rural areas. 

viii) It provides secretariat support to the SAC and the 
Working Groups and Task Forces of the Union Cabinet. 

lx) It tries to mobilise the know how available with Indian 
scientists and technologists now working abroad. 

POLICY 
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The Scientific Pol Icy Resolution: 

In 1958 the Government of India adopted a Scientific Pol Icy 
Resolution which emphasized that national development was possible 
only through "the effective combination of three factors, 
technology. raw· materials and capital. of which the first Is 
perhaps the most Important ••• But technology can only grow out of 
the study of science and Its applications ••• " 

The Pol Icy. briefly, was: 

I) to foster, promote and sustain the cultivation of 
science, and scientific research; 

II) to ensure an adequate supply, within the country of 
research scientists of the highest qualtly; 

Ill) to encourage and Initiate programmes for the training of 
scientific and technical personnel on a scale adequate to 
fuHIII the country's needs; 

lv) to encourage the creative talents of men and women; 

v) to encourage Individual Initiatives for the acquisition, 
discovery and dissemination of knowledge; 

vI> and to secure for the people of the 
benefits that can accrue from the 
application of scientific knowledge. 

Tbe Technology Polley Statement: 

country all 
acquisition 

the 
and 

In 1983, 
were spelt out. 

the basic obJectives of India's Technology 
Its alms are to: 

Polley 

I) attain technological competence and self-rei lance to 
reduce vulnerability; 

II) provide the maximum gainful and satisfying employment to 
all strata of society; 

Ill) use traditional skills and capabilities. making them 
commercially competitive; 

lv) ensure the right mix between mass production and 
production by the masses; 

v> Identify and eradicate obsolesence In technology; 

vi). develop lnternitlonal ly competitive tee hnol g J es, 
particularly those with export potential; 

vii) Improve production through greater efficiency and fuller 
utilization of existing capabl lltles, and enhance the 
quality and reliability of performance and output; 
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viii) reduce demands on energy, 
energy; 

especially non-renewable 

lx) ensure harmony with the environment, and especially to 
preserve the ecological balance; and 

x) r~cycle waste material and make full utilization of by
products. 

Technology tor the Weaker Sections of Society: 

One of the sorry aspects of Indian soc'lety has traditionally 
been the shabby treatment of certain castes. These castes. as 
well as certain tribes. have, since the emergence of the Indian 
Republic and the adoption of Its constitution been scheduled In· 
the constitution. They are now the beneficiaries of the world's 
oldest and most wlde•ranglng programmes for affirmative action or 
positive discrimination. 

During the current Five Year Pian (1980-85) It was decided 
to launch specific S&T schemes for-these castes·and tribes. as 
also for other weak sections of society, such as women and hll 1-
dwel lers. A host of subsidies. waivers and benefits have been 
earmarked exluslvely tor these sections. It may be added that 
often caste and even sex, and occupation are Interlinked. Persons 
from many of these castes are artisans or labourers. 

The scheme Is aimed at the: 

I ) Improvement 
existing as 
which the 
currently; 

and development of new technology for 
wet I as for I Inked occupations and sectors In 

primary beneficiary groups are engaged 

Ill Improvement and development of new technology based on 
locally available existing and new resources; 

Ill) Encouragement and promotion of multi-sectoral approach to 
technology development and uti I lzatlon preferably through 
a portfol lo of projects and programmes; and 

lv) Support to and promotion of alI activities starting from 
Identification of technological needs and generation. 
through field trials and adaptlove research, development 
and design upto setting up and operation of demonstration 
units to obtain utlllsable know-how. 

EXPERIENCE AND PROBLEMS 

The results of Its scientific and technological endeavours 
have been heartening for India. Enrollment In engineering and 
technology degree programmes have moved up from 3,000 In 1947 to 
33,000 In 1981. Today ther' are 119 unlversltfes· ·aftlltatlng 
about 1650 colleges, five Institutes of technology, 150 



engineering colleges, about 100 medical colleges and 350 
polytechnics. About 160,000 sctentlflc and technical personnet 
are produced each year. With 2.4 million such personnel, India 
ranks next only to the USSR and the United States In this field. 

While there have been some significant achievements, some 
problems continue to remain. 

Agriculture: 

India used to be known as a bread basket case. In recent 
years, however, It has been able to cope with some Jean years 
through Its food reserves. 

Against 45 m. tonnes of foodgralns In 1950, today over 150 
m. tonnes are produced. There Is a fairly advanced plant and 
animal genetic resources conservation programme; the sol I map of 
the country's 186 land resource areas Is being prepared; high 
yielding and disease resistant varieties of plants are being 
tried out successfully; energy Intensive fertilizers are being 
replaced by bio-organic regimes; good quality agro-lmplements are 
being produced. 

Chat lenges ahead: 

It Is not as If India can now sit back and relax. It would 
be necessary to Increase the yield of rice, pulses, ollseeds, and 
many cash crops; encourage large scale energy plantations and 
social forestry programmes; shift to bio-organic fertilizers; 
ensure that food Is regularly available to our constantly growing 
population that Is large enough as It Is; consolidate and build 
buffer stocks; and, ultimately become a for1 exporter. 

Possibly 40 percent of India's exports come from 
Agriculture, and 70 percent of Indians are engaged In lt. 

Medicine: 

Successes Include raising of life expectancy from 32 In the 
fifties to 50 today; decrease In crude death rates from 47.2 per 
thousand to around 15 today; Infant mortal Jty has come down - but 
nowhere near the point where we wish It were; the last census 
revealed that the birth rate had stowed down by a tenth of a 
percent --once again progress here Is far less than satisfactory, 
but the first signs of success are being seen. 

Notable successes have Included the eradicatron of smal I 
pox, the domiciliary treatment of tuberculosis; major advanced 
relating to nutritional disorders; there was a time It was 
believed that malaria ha~ been eradicated but In the last few 
years the disease has raised Its head again by Inflicting many 
fatal ltles; kala-azar Is no longer the problem It used to be; and 
deaths due to diarrhea have come down. 
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In the field of health the backlog of problems continues to 
be the greatest. Major challenges to medical science In India 
Include; population control; control of communicable diseases 
I Ike malaria, filariasis• ·hepatitis and the problem of leprosy 
and tuberculosis, not to mention malnutrition. 

Technological chat lenges continue to confront 
no longer enough to Import Western technologies on 
that Western conditions can be replicated In 
technology. 

India. It Is 
the assumption 
I n d I a t h ro u g h 

For example, the oral polio vaccine does not work as well In 
India as It does In the West even when the potency of the vaccine 
(containing live virus) Is ensured during transit under cold 
chain conditions. 

Then the BCG vaccine 
tuberculosis In South India. 

Is not really effective 
The reasons are not clear. 

against 

Other mysteries which India needs to solve without the 
benefit of experience of dissimilar advanced countries Include 
the dosage and effectiveness of drugs for the chronically 
undernourished and for those suffering from endemic parasitic 
diseases; and the Interaction of common drugs with contraceptive 
agents. 

Nuclear Energy: 

Today India can cover the entire range of activities such as 
exploration and mining for atomic minerals, preparation of high 
pu~lty nuclear materials, production of fuel elements for 
reactors. the design and construction of power reactors and their 
control systems, the production of heavy water and health and 
safety Instruments. 

The goal Is to achieve self-rei lance and 
vulnerability In this area and to pursue related areas In 
of radio Isotopes for agriculture, medicine and Industry, 
as fall-out relating to electronics. 

Space Research: 

reduce 
the use 
as we II 

India has launched six satellites for communications, earth 
observations etc. It has also undertaken two successful 
projec~s. one (SITE) for nation-wide experimental television, and 
the other (STEP) for telecommunications. 

Future efforts will be devoted to launch Polar (PSLY) and 
Augmented <ASLV) Satellite launch Vehicles; advanced satellite 
design; Improved techniques of space communication; and better 
use of space appl !cations. Ultimately India proposes to replace 
the foreign procurred INSAT spacecraft with Indigenously 
designed, developed, tested and qualified operational satellites. 
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PERSPECTIVES 

Though India 11 among the world'* ttn most lnduatrlal lltd 
countrlea, aeveral Individual atat•• of the United Stat•• or 
Individual republics of the USSR slgnly produce mort tndustrlel 
goods than all of India put together. lnsplte of the country 
ranking high among many fields, there Is an undesirable skew In, 
the nature and quality of Its technological products. 

Considerable strides have been made In many spheres of 
technologies such as Indigenous tractors, construction Industry, 
rural technology, alternate and renewable sources of energy, 
electronics goods, ocean development and mining of the see-bed, 
environmental sciences, etc. Many of these developments have 
helped to save foreign exchange and Increase export earnings. 

Yet there are several pers lstent prob I ems and challenges. 

Energy: 

The cost of our oil Imports Is still staggering. Improve-
ments to Indigenous and technological capacity Is needed for ol I 
exploration, utilization of natural gas, production of liquid 
fuel from eel lulostlc material, and upgrading the technology for 
the production of oil and gas, development of 150 kw aerogenera
tors against the present 5kw, more efficient photovoltalcs, bet
ter ocean and thermal energy converters, and high voltage elec
trical transmission. 

Metereology: 

A better understanding of the mechanism of the monsoon, and 
of tropical metereology Is required. 

Oceanographic Research: 

Here the target areas are off-shore hydrocarbons; fishery 
resources to augment food supplies, especially proteins; under
standing of the weather, particularly the monsoon and easterly 
weather structures across the Bay of Bengal; mineral resources; 
and pollution. 

High and Newly Emerging Technology: 

Here again there Is a long list of targets. The draft Third 
Country Programme prepared for UNDP's Governing Council session 
In mid 1985 contains over 90 such areas of specialisation. 

Broadly these areas cover Energy Studies, Cryogenics, 
Atmospheric and Environmental Sciences, · Ocean Sciences and 
Engineering, Material Sciences,· Resource Engineering, Micro
processors, Solar Energy, Fibre Optics, Biotechnology, Fibre end 
Optical Communication, Genetic Engineering, Remote Sensing end 
the Hydrofracture of Coat. 
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S and T Planning and Management: 

Here the main problem Is to translate ·the achievements of 
the scientists and technologists Into actual and real prosperity 
for the common person. Advances made In advanced fields such as 
the mining of polymetallic modules from the sea bed, or In 
photovoltalcs, or In oil exploration can be translated with 
tangible benefits for the poor~ 

The lab-to-lend scheme has been very successful In the case 
of agriculture. • Many of the results of the work done by the 
Defence R and 0 Organization has been transmitted to certain 
appl !cations as for example their work on vegetable development 
In Ladakh. 

However private Industry has been slow to make use of 
Indigenous research. For Instance, depslte proven technology for 
colour television within the country, many private corporations 
prefer Imported technology. A host of Incentives are being given 
to these corporations to use indigenous technology -- Including 
del lcenslng, tax concessions and preferential treatment. 

There Is a need for better planning and coordination of 
SandT policy. especially to remedy gaps and imbalances. 

There Is also a need to solve the problem of migration of 
highly qualified scientists end technologists. 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT IN MALAYSIA 
. -' - - ----------------------------------------------------

POLICIES AND TRENDS 

INTRODUCTION 

The social and economic development strategies and plans In 
Malaysia are based on the New Economic Pol Icy (NEP>. The NEP, 
which was adopted In 1971, has a two-pronged objectives of: 

I ) reducing and eventually eradicating poverty by 
Income levels and employment opportunities 
Malaysians, irrespective of race; and 

raising 
for alI 

II} accelerating the process of restructuring society to 
correct economic Imbalances so as to reduce and eventua
lly eliminate the Identification of race with economic 
functions. 

The emphasis of the NEP Is on the achievement of better 
distribution of Income, wealth and employment among the various 
ethnic groups that constitute Malaysia's multi-racial population 
of 14.8 million and also among reg Ions In the country In the 
context of an expanding economy. 

Malaysia does not, at the moment, possess an explicit 
science and technology pol Icy as the subject of science and 
technology Is diverse and o.verlaps various functions of different 
Ministries. This does not mean, however, that science and tech
nology development Is neglected. On the contrary, science and 
technology development In the country Is considered as an Impor
tant component of the overal I development plan of the country and 
hence Is Incorporated Into the development activities of the 
various Mlnsltrles. Malaysia tends to relate science and techno
logy with economic development and as such, science and 
technology becomes an lnt.egral part of the socio-economic plans. 
The development of science and technology Is geared towards 
complementing efforts to achieve national goals and objectives. 

Presented by Mohamad Noor AJala 
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Therfore, It can be said that scientific and technological 
development trends In the country Is closely reflected In the 5 
year socio-economic developaent plans of the country and Its 
development Is emphasized In the sectoral develop .. nt plans. 

The soclo-econoelc developaent pol lcles of the country, are 
centrally planned. through consultation with the private and 
public sectors. Into short tara plans of 5 years duration each. 
Presently, Malaysia Is ln the aldst of Its 4th Oevelopaent Plan 
(1980-1985) and currently planning for Its 5th Development Plan 
(1986-1990}. 

Science ~ Technology Trends: 

In 1970, the Malaysian Government declared that one of the 
pit Iars of the nRukunegara•, the National Ideology. should be 
dedicated to the building of a progressive society orientated 
towards modern science and technology. This reflects the commit
ment and recognition by the government of the development of 
science and technology as a means towards modernisation and the 
key to rapid Industrialisation. Subsequently. strategies were 
designed In various sectors to plan programmes geared towards the 
utll lsatlon of science and technology tor development. The first 
significant effort by the government In this direction was the 
Implementation of educational programmes and Infrastructure based 
on science and technology In an effort to Increase the scientific 
manpower skilled In the uti I lsatlon of modern scientific 
techniques. Various technical Institutions were established to 
train middle level technicians and In the primary and secondary 
schools. students are encouraged to enter the science stream 
rather than the arts stream as an overal I plan to equip the 
nation with enough scientific and technical manpower. 

Perhaps the most significant move by the government to boost 
scientific and technological activities In the country Is the 
establishment of the Ministry of Science. Technology and the 
Environment. The establ lshment of the Ministry represents a spin 
off consequential to the promulgation of-the •Rukunegara• and 
the launching of the New Economic Polley <NEP} with the ultimate 
aim of having a central agency or Ministry reponslble for the 
planning. promotion and coordination of ai I scientific and tech
nological activities and developaent In the country. 

The Ministry, as first established In 1973, was known as the 
Ministry of Technology. Research and Local Government. Shortly 
after In 1974, the Ministry underwent a change and was renamed 
the Ministry of Technology. Research and Coordination of New 
Villages. A number of agencies were placed under Its Jurlsdlca
tlon I.e. the Natton~l Institute of Scientific and Industrial 
Research (NISIR), the Standards Institute of Malaysia {SIM) and 
the Chemistry Department. As a result of the govern.ent's aware
ness of the need to create a Ministry solely responsible for 
guiding scl~nce and technology develop .. nt In the country. a 
single Ministry responsible for science. technology and the 
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environment was eventually created In 1976. The Mlnstry's role 
was further strengthened by the establishment of the National 
Council for Scientific Research and Development. This councl was 
primarily set up to advise government on scientific and technolo
gical matters. 

The Standards Institute of Malaysia (SIM) and the National 
Institute of Industrial Research (NISIR) were merged through an 
Act of Parliament In 1975. This statutory Institute, place under 
the Jurisdiction of the Ministry of Science, Technology and the 
Environment, was named as the Standards and Industrial Research 
Institute of Malaysia (SIRIM). The Institute was established to 
provide an Impetus to Industrial development through coordinated 
and concentrated efforts and to provide technical assistance and 
consultancy In areas relating to production, technological prob
lems and the qual lty of goods produced. In 1977, the Coordinat
Ing Council tor Industrial Technology Transfer was formed with 
the main Intention of accelerating Industrialization and coordi
nating various agencies which have been entrusted to perform 
activities related to technology transfer. 

The Ministry of Science, Technology and the Environment was 
also given the Important responsblllty of coordinating and moni
toring the activities of the Tun Dr. Ismail Atomic Research 
Centre (PUSPATI). This was to ensure that nuclear science 
which, at the time was a new field In Malaysia, would be given 
careful attention by a Ministry responsible for science and 
technology development and to ensure that the ful I potential of 
using nuclear science for development could be fully real !sed. 

Research and Development Trends: 

R&D activities on the other hand, can be traced as far back 
as 1879 with the establishment of the Forest Research Institute. 
This was subsequently followed by the establishment of the Insti
tute of Medical Research In 1901 and the Rubber Research Insti
tute In 1925. During the 1960's• Malaysia's economy depended 
mainly on the revenue received from the export of rubber and tin. 
As a result, the economic strategy of the government was to 
encourage diversification of the economy through research Into 
efficient utilisation and extraction of natural resources. The 
Malaysian Agricultural Research and Development Institute (MARDI) 
was established In 1969 as a statutory body under the Ministry of 
Agriculture to conduct research Into agricultural crops except 
rubber. Due to efforts undertaken by the Ministry of Agriculture 
and research activities conducted In MARDI, the large scale 
development of oil pal~ began In the 1970 1 s as an Important 
alternative crop to rubber. Subsequently due to the successful 
Introduction of oil palm as a second crop In the country, the 
Palm 011 Research Institute Malaysia (PORIM> was establlshed In 
1979. Research undertaken by PORIM Is financed by a cess fund. 
whereby palm oil producers are required by law to contribute a 
certain percentage of their Income to the fund, as In the case of 
the Rubber Research Institute where cess Is collected to finance 
research on the-production of rubber. Research activities at 
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PORIM are based on the search for ne~ Methods to Increase produc
tion of palm ott, to popularlse the use of palm oil as an alter
native to other oils and the search for new uses of palm oil and 
Its by-products. · 

The 1970's saw the Implementation of the New Economic Polley 
(NEP> and the launching of the national Industrial lsatlon 
programme and this naturally led to greater and more effective 
diversification of scientific and technological actlvltes. Scie
ntific and technological research In agriculture was geared to
wards the search for new clones. high yielding and fast maturing 
seeds for boosting the yield of various agricultural products 
especially palm oft and' rubber. Research Institutions like 
MAROI,and PORIM reacted Instantly to the twin objectives of the 
New Economic Pol Icy of eradicating poverty and accelerating the 
restructuring of society by concentrating on programmes to up
grade the lncom~ of the rural populatln who are baslcal ly Involv
ed In agricultural actlvltes. These research Institutions also 
concentrated on efforts to help the smal 1-scale farmers through 
technology transfer In smal !-scale agro-based Industry or proces
sing plants or cottag~ Industry whereby downstream economic acti
vities to further process their crops can be carried out. Indus
trial extentslon work and technology transfer became more 
Important. 

In the late 1970's• the Industrial sector became Increasing
ly Important as the government real !sed that In addition to 
setting up Important substitution Industries priority should also 
be given towards the setting up of an agro-based Industry as a 
strategy towards Increasing value-added to primary products and 
also as a measure to cushion against adverse fluctuations of 
commodity prices In the world market. During the 1970's, 
Malaysia's economy grew at an average rate of 7.91 per annum 
while per capita Income lnc.reased from US$371 In 1970 to US$1637 
In 1980. Significant structural changes occurred In the economy 
especially fn the later part of the 1970's. The contribution of 
the manufacturing sector Increased sharply from 13.41 In 1970 to 
20.5S In 1980 whll~ the agricultural sector declined from 30.851 
1n 1970 to 22.21 In 1980. This trend clearly Indicates 
Malaysia's socio-economic strategy to encourage Industrial lzatlon 
and to slowly move awa.y from an economy that Is mainly dependent 
on agriculture. 

It Is evident from the above that scientific and 
cal development In Malaysia. though not guided by 
science and technology pol Icy, followed certain 
adhered closely to the overall economic strategy. 

POLICY AND TRENDS IR THE 1980'S 

Socl•l aad Econo•lc DeYelop•ent: 

tee hnol og 1-
a national 
trends and 

During the 1970's Malaysia's economy was growing at an 
average rate of 7.9S'per annum. This progress was achieved 
despite adverse develop•ents In tbe global economy during the 
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decade. The Industrialised countries experienced mild recession 
In 1970-1971 and by 1972-1973 were experiencing double digit 
Inflation. In 1975-1978, due to ott shortage and pol ltlcel 
disturbances In the world, there was a sharp Increase In oil 
prices and by the mid-1970's there was a slowdown In the rate of 
growth of Industrialised countries. The price of oil Increased 
further during 1979-1980. 

By the end of the decade, curbing Inflation became a crucial 
Issue of economic policies as the world economy continued to 
suffer from the effects of Inflation and Increasing oil prices. 
In Malaysia, throughout the 70's and 80's• the econo•y attained a 
high rate of growth mainly due to the discovery and production of 
petroleum off the east coast of Peninsular Malaysia and Sabah and 
also due to the high price of palm oil which has become one of 
the main agricultural crops In the country. In the 1970's• the 
relatively abundant resources enabled the government to play a 
larger and more vital role In the promotion of Industry and 
commerce, as wei I as to continue providing the necessary Infra
structure and services for scientific and technological advance
ment. In the 1960's• however, due to prolonged recession In the 
advanced lndustrlellsed countries, there wes a sharp decline of 
commodity prices, resulting In diminishing returns for Malaysia. 

The combined adverse effects of recession and Inflation had 
profoundly affected Malaysia's economy In the 1980's. Slnce·more 
than half of the national Income Is derived from external sources 
whl le Investments are Increasingly financed from abroad, not only 
are the prices of primary commodities affected but there was a 
dec I lne In the actual volume of some commodities traded. The 
Increasing high rate of Imports In rei .tlon to weakening exports 
had caused the balance of payments to swing from a traditional 
surplus to a deficit. The period witnessed a deceleration on the. 
oven1ll Implementation programme of the economy. 

Science and Technology Projects: 

As a result of the sagging economy, an austerity drive was 
Instituted which led to standstill budgetary at locations and In 
some cases, cutbacks from the normel operating budget In the 
public sector. Science end technology development projects were 
affected by this auterlty drive. Only projects that benefitted 
the country directly end were most urgent and pressing In terms 
of providing facilities to the public were Implemented. Therefore, 
during the 1980's numerous science and technology projects were 
shelved pending Improvement In the economy. Among such projects 
were:-

IJ The setting up of a science centre Incorporating the 
concept of a science museum. The meln aim of this 
project wes to popularlse science end technology and to 
••••tepmat•reatdof the public In science and technology 
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II) The proposal to set up a national science and 
technology Information centre to cater for planning of 
science and technology a~tlvltles, and catering for the 
needs of researchers and academicians In the 
universities, research Institutions and Industries. 

Nevertheless, lnsplte of the setback various projects were 
Implemented In 1983. The Ministry of Science, Technology and the 
Environment, through the National Council for Scientific Research 
and Development, has Initiated a review of the science and tech
nology development trends In the country with the Intention of 
strengthening the Ministry's coordinating, planning, monitoring 
and evaluating functions on science and technology development. 
This Initiative led to discussions on the formulation of Science 
Polley for the country and Is now at Its f lnal stage of prepara
tion. The National Coordinating Council for Industrial Technology 
Transfer has also requested the Ministry of Science, Technology 
and the Environment to form a committee to propose to the govern
ment a Technology Transfer Pol Icy. This committee was formed In 
1982 and has conducted state of the art studies In various Indus
tries. At present, after studying models of technology transfer 
mechanisms from various neighbouring countries, the technology 
transfer policy Is at the stage of being finalised. 

Technology Transfer: 

In the national social and economic pol Icy level, there Is a 
shift In the overal Industrialisation policy of the government. 
Due to the recession and the effect of low commodity prices, a 
"Look East Po I Icy" was Introduced wh lch Is spec If lea II y meant for 
learning from the experiences and work ethics especially of Japan 
and Korea. Detat led studies were made of the progress made by 
them In science and technology, and research Institutions In the 
country are presently studying their concepts and methods In the 
management of science and technology. 

There was also a real tsatton by the government that Malaysia 
should venture Into capital Intensive. -high technology based 
Industries, with emphasis on resource based Industries to act as 
a cushion against fluctuating commodity prices. It was also 
real lsed that only the government could provide the Initiative 
and tnltlat Impetus for such capital Intensive projects and this 
led- to the- formation of the government-owned Heavy_ Industry 
Corporatlo~ of Malaysia (HICOM). This company was established by 
the Malaysian Government to act as a catalyst to stimulate heavy 
capital-based. Industries In the country and as a channel for the 
Inflow of high technoloyg Into the country. The Initial priority 
Industries Identified are cement, pulp and paper, sponge Iron and 
motor car. l"t Is env-Isaged that these Industries will have a 
cost push effect on the creation of small and medium scale Indus
tries that will provide ancll llary services and products to the 

o major Industries. The spfn off effect will be the establishment 
~ of a group of small and medium scale Industries producing high 
~ technoogy precision products. 
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As a further boost to the Inflow of foreign technoloyg and 
to ensure that the latest technologies are Introduced Into the 
country with adequate protection, the Ministry of Trade and 
Industry In consonance with the Ministry of Science, Technoloyg 
and the Environment will be Implementing a new patents law which 
guarantees protection to Innovators, technology owners and Inven
tors. This law which Is expected to be fully Implemented before 
the end of the year Is another measure by the government towards 
encouraging greater Inflow of modern technology Into the country. 
In addition. the Standards and Industrial Research Institute 
(SIRIM) will soon set up a Patent~ Information and Documentation 
Centre as a base for establ lshing a National Technology Informa
tion Centre. This centre will function as a service centre to 
the industrialists to aid them In technology choice, acquisition. 
pricing and technological problems. 

SIRIM is also looking Into the problem of translating re
search results Into viable commercial undertakings and Is setting 
up a unit to look into this aspect. 

The National Agriculture Polley: 

In 1983, the National Agriculture Pol Icy was announced. 
This pol icy was formulated to maintain and sustain the growth of 
the agricultural sector In relation to the growth of the non
agricultural sector of the economy. The main objective of the 
pol icy is to maximise Income from agriculture through efficient 
uti 1 lsatlon of the country's resources and the revltal lzatlon of 
the sector's contribution to the overal I economic development of 
the country. Income maximisation refers to the maximisation of 
both farm Income and national income. The maximisation of farm 
income, based on efficiency of producti?n. Involving the judici
ous selection of economically remunerative crops and employing 
the most efflc(ent technology, will hopefully lead to the growth 
of the agricultural sector and consequently contribute to the 
overal I economic growth and eventually towards a more equitable 
distribution of Income as Its main target. The National Agricul
ture Pol ley seeks to maximise farm Incomes by Increasing produc
tivity. The production of alI agricultural commodities, except 
rice, would be based on technical, Including agro-cllmatlc consi
derations. as wei I as economic returns. Rice production, however. 
will be based on national security considerations. 

Agricultural support services such as research, extension 
and marketing will be given priority. Formerly, research and 
development In agriculture was concentrated mainly on Increasing 
productivity and yield In the primary crops of the country. Now. 
research activities under the National Agriculture Pol Icy stress 
commodity development and mechanization. These strategies wll I 
ensure high yield and Improvements In qual lty In agricultural 
commodities and speeding up the process of technological moderni
sation. There will be a concentrated effort In conducting socio
economic research and data col lectlon. 
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Extension services will emphasize on effective transfer of 
technology and research findings to farmers and to change their 
outlook so that they are more receptive to new technology Intro
duced by the research Institutions. Extension services will be 
strengthened to effect better coordination among them at both the 
planning and Implementation levels. 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT TRENDS 

As far as research and development trends are concerned, the 
general direction for R&D development Is that appl led research In 
areas where Malaysia is already competent would be given special 
emphasis In order to develop the skills ln·deslgn and fabrication 
of techno log les appropr late to the national needs taking Into 
consideration the climatic and cultural factors. The R&D trends 
foreseen In the future w I I I be as fo I I ows: 

Agriculture: 

I) higher productivity through Improved planting materials 
for crops ll~e rubber• oil palm, cocoa, pepper and other 
crops; 

II) efficent production technology for agriculture throogh 
better utilisation of labour and other resources; 

Ill) post-harvest utilisation and processing of crops to 
prevent crop spol I age and other post-harvest losses; 

tv} alternative uses of primary commodities apart from the 
already known uses so as to cushion against fluctuating 
prices and competition from near substitutes such as 
synthetic rubber against natural rubber, other vegetable 
oils like soya bean oil against palm ol I etc.; 

v) Increasing rice yield through Introduction of high yiel
ding pest-resistant varieties and the encouragement of 
amalgamation of uneconomic rice plots Into coo, erative 
farms whereby more economic practices and use of modern 
technology can be economically shared to enable effi
cient production methods on a large scale basis; 

vi) introduction of other food crops such as fruits and 
vegetables Into smal I scale farms to enable alternative 
sources of Income to boost the Income of farmers; 

vii) utilisation of agriculture byproducts for the generation 
of animal feedstuff and blogas energy; and 

viii) utilisation of remote sensing techniques on soli and 
ground analysts, climate and monitoring research. 

Industrial Research: 
I) on material sciences concerning properties of Iron, tin, 

plastics, ceramics, alloys, glass and others; 
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(I) on alternative sources of energy froa blogas, solar, 
nuclear etc.; 

Iff) emphasis on building designs especially computed aided 
building design to cater for energy conservation, 
efficient material utilization and needs to adopt 
advance technology for structurally sound buildings; 

tv) development of general mechanisms and Infrastructure 
necessary to upgrade the technological know-how of Indu
stry In relation to technology acquisition, adoption and 
adaptation of technologies from abroad and to study the 
average time necessary for such technologies to be abso
rbed completely by the recipients; 

v) testing of lndustrl_al products and building up of capa
bility, of not only to test products but also to be able 
to give Industrial consultancy services to the producers 
on product and process Improvements; 

vI) Increasing the accuracy and uniformity 
process to enable ventures Into precision 
through the utlllsatfon of facilities In 
laboratory fn SIRIM; and 

of product ton 
product-ausk I ng 
the metrology 

vii) linkages between Industrial and research Institutions 
whereby research Institutions can provide high cal lbre 
technical consultancy and advisory services to the Indu
stries to overcoae technical production problems. 

Marine Sciences 

I) energy resources exploration and exploitation for 
Industrialisation and defence purposes; 

II) controlling pollution of the marine environment such as 
land-based discharges, oil spills, red tides etc.; 

Ill) know-how on utilization of the sea as a source of food 
and methods to maximise production from the sea; 

lvl preservation of coral reefs and fish breeding areas In 
shallow sea beds; 

v) conservation of sea turtles; 

vi) conservation through gazetting of marine parks to 
guarantee unspollt beauty for future generations and the 
restoring of fishing grounds. 

Medical Sciences: 

f) ecological control of endemic diseases; 

II) Investigation of new diseases e.g. schistosomiasis; 
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Ill) development of new diagnostic procedures for blood, 
genetic and Infectious diseases; 

lv) assessment of new drugs for treatment and control of 
diseases; 

v) the translation of advances In food and nutritional 
research Into practical measures for Improvement of the 
well-being of the people through R&D In .surveil lance of 
malnutrition tn urban and rural areas, compiling of food 
balance sheet and food consumption patterns and habits; 

vl) Industrial healthi 

vii) primary health care especially In the socio-economic 
context; and 

viii) biomedical research to eliminate the causative agents 
leading to the management of diseases. 

Basically, the·~rend for science and technology development 
will be geared towards satisfying the obJectives of the New 
Economic Polley (NEP) and the Implied science pol Icy In the 
country I.e. science and technology will be used as a tool for 
development. In relation to transfer of technology, a two prong
ed strategy will be adopted to strengthen the acquisition, absop
tlon, adaptation of technology from abroad by encouraging the 
setting up of Joint venture Industries, Import of machineries and 
capital goods. The strategy used Is, firstly, to develop an 
Internal atmosphere within the country fo~ efficient and unhin
dered Inflow of appropriate technology Into priority targeted 
Industries and secondly, to build up local ·expertise In the 
acquisition of technology through better technological Informa
tion services, technology consultancy services, technology scree
ning and evaluation services, fiscal and physical Infrastructures 
so that buyers of technology are In a stronger bargaining posi
tion to acquire the technology at the most reasonable cost. 
Measures are also taken to ensure that the terms of con+~actual 
agreements on technology transfer are fair to the buyer and 
seller and do not Jeopardise the Interests of the nation. 

In relation to endogenous technologies, the strategy adopted 
Is to encourage scientific research Institutions In the country 
to come up with endogenous technologies appropriate 'to local 
conditions and to strengthen extension services of such Institu
tions so as to transfer these know-how to the targeted groups. 
Attention Is also given to strengthening the Infrastructure for 
technology transfer In research Institutions and the commerciali
sation of their research results. Research Institutions wll I 
play a maJor role In developing their technical consultancy 
services to the Industrial sector so that the Industries can 
achieve a certain level of technical know-how and expertise to 
review, adopt and adapt technologies to achieve a status of self
reliance In technology capability. On the other havd, Industries 
are encouraged to conduct research and development activities bY 
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themselves. Incentives In the form of tax exemption on R&D 
expenditures was first given In 1982 and Is still In force. 
Originally. Incentives were only given to companies engaged In 
scientific research that Is connected with the activities of the 
company but this clause was subsequently abolished In 1983. Now, 
a one and one third deduction Is given to expenditures Incurred 
In any approved research and development activity. The research 
can be carried out by the tax payer or on his behalf by any 
scientific Institution, university or other Institution of higher 
learning. Buildings for conducting research are to be considered 
as Industrial buildings and the building cost Incurred wit I be 
eligible for deduction from tax as In the case of Industrial 
buildings. 

The Incentives were given due to the fact that there Is very 
I lttle R&D work In private companlues and major research 
continues to be conducted by government-funded Institutions. 

POLICY INFRASTRUCTURE 

Ministry of Science, Technology and the Environment: 

The Ministry of Science, Technology and the Environment Is 
~iven the role for the planning, coordination and development of 
all activities related to science and technology. It Is entrust
ed with the design and development of a National Science and 
Technology policy. Essentially the objectives of the Ministry 
are: 

f) to develop and to promote the expansion of science and 
technology with the aim of fmpro fng the quality of 
I If e; 

r 1 > to formulate, research, plan 
extensive appl !cation of science 
give rise to adverse effects 
prosperous and peaceful nation; 

and determine that the 
and technology does not 

so as to sustain a 

Ill) to ensure that material development through science and 
technology does not pollute the environment and destroy 
wild I lte and plants; 

lv) to Integrate physical development through science and 
technology with human and Individual development In 
order to reduce undesirable conflicts and stress that 
may arise from environmental and technological changes. 

The Ministry of Science, Technology and the Environment also 
functions as a centre for coordinating International relations on 
science and technology activities. It Is the focal point for the 
United Nations Science and Technology for Development, the Asean 
Committee on Science and Technology and Is a member of the 
National UNESCO Board and the Commonwealth Science Council. 
Though bilateral and International cooperation tal Is under the 
Jurisdiction of the Economic Planning unit of the Prime 



Minister's Department and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, any 
offers of training fellowships and scientific and technological 
cooperation are referred to the M{nlstry of Science, Technology 
and the Environment. Therefore the Ministry acts as a focal 
point where such offers are coordinated and directed to relevant 
R&D institutions. 

The Ministry Is aided by the National Council for Scientific 
Research and Development in the planning for science and techno
logy development. The Council advises the Ministry on matters 
relating to science and technology Infrastructure, development, 
research priorities, scle~ce and technology planning and current 
problems In science and technology activltres In the country. 

The Ministry Is also a member of the Council for Coordinat
Ing Industrial Technology Transfer and other technical committees 
which are establ !shed from time to time by other Ministries. 

The National Council for Scientific Research and Development: 

The National Cou~cll for Scientific Research and Development 
was established In 1975. Its general objectives are to ensure 
that scientific research activities are geared to national deve
lopment needs and goals and Its function Is to advice government 
on all scientific and technological matters and to coordinate alI 
scientific and research activities within the country. 

The function of the Councl I are as follows: 

I} be responsible for the formulation of Science Pol Icy of 
the nation and undertake an Innovative role In relation 
to science for the progress and modernization of society; 

II) to serve as the ~ational scientific consultative ind 
advisory body of the government; 

Ill) to Identify R&D activities consonant with the national 
development objectives; 

I v J to Initiate and coordinate R&D activities of the nation 
and to ensure .maximum uti I lsatlon of resources; 

v) to develop the country's manpower potential for R&D 
activities; 

vi) to collect and collate Information on R&D, evaluate, 
print, pub! Ish and desslmlnate documents related to R&D; 

vii) to promote a free Interplay In R&D between the private 
and public sectors; 

viii) to recommend appropriate legislation for R&D activities; 
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lx) to undertake alI other actions or measures that wll 1 
provide speedy and effective scientific research and 
development In the country. 

The members of the Council are appointed by the Minister of 
Science, Technology and the Environment and each serves a term of 
2 years. Counc II members are norma I I y drawn from varIous dIsc I p
I lnes so as to reflect a fair and adequate representation from 
all the sciences. The Chairman of the Council Is the Chief 
Secretary to the Government and Is a permanent appointment. To 
facti !tate the function of the Council and to enable Issues and 
activities of scientific and technological development In the 
country to be thoroughly examined. various specialised committees 
were formed with representation from the Council and sclenstlsts 
from various academic and research Institutions. These commit
tees are: 

I) Agricultural Sciences Committee 
II) Industrial Sciences Committee 

Ill) Marine Sciences Committee and 
lv) Medical Sciences Committee. 

The Chairmen for the various committees are appointed from 
among members of the Council for a term of two years. subject to 
renewal for another two terms. The committees report to the 
council which normally meets once In every two months. 

, The activities of the Council are coordinated by a 
Secretariat which also coordinates the activities of the various 
committees, subcommittees, working grouP.s and expert groups that 
are establ !shed from time to time. The Secretariat to the 
Council comes under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Science, 
Technology and the Environment. 

The National Coordination Council for 
Industrial Technology Transferz 

The Coordinating Council for Industrial Technology Transfer 
was formed In 1977 with the main Intention of accelerating Indus
trialization and coordinating various agencies which has been 
entrusted to perform activities relating to technology transfer. 

MembershIp of the Counc II Is based on spec If lc representa
tion from both public and private sectors. They are from the 
Ministry of Trade and Industry, Ministry of Science, Technology 
and the Environment, Economic Planning Unit of the Prime 
Minister's Department, Malaysian Industrial Development Authority 
CMIOA), National Productivity Centre CNPC), National Council tor 
Scientific Researh and Development (NCSRO), Malaysian Industrial 
Development Finance and Industrial consultants CMIDFIC), Federa
tion of Malaysian Manufacturers CFMM> and Standards and Indus
trial Research Institute of Malaysia (SIRIM). 

The main task of the Council Is to Identify the 
sectors for development and to formulate technology 
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plans and policies as well a~ to monitor the t~hnology 
development of the country In order to ensure a more effective 
growth of Industrial and economic ~evelopment of the country. It 
carries out public relation activities. coordinating and 
harmonizing reltlonshlp between the donor and receplents Involved 
In the process of technology transfer. It also cooperates with 
similar organizations In other countries In order to further 
promote technology transfer. 

The Special Economic Advisor to the Prime Minister acts as 
the Chairman of the Council. The Council reports directly to the 
Prime Minister's Department. The secretariat to the Council Is 
provided by SIRIM. . 

National Economic Planning: 

The machinery for the planning, evaluation and coordination 
of national development Is shown In the chart In the appendix, 
The Economic Planning Unit <EPU) of the Prime Minister's Depart
ment serves as the secretariat to the National Development and 
Planning Committee .<NDPC) which has the overal I responsibility 
for economic planning and development matters. The NDPC consists 
of heads of all major Ministries. The NDPC In turn ·reports to 
the National Economic Council (NEC), a committee of senloF 
Cabinet Minister. The EPU coordinates the presentation of Issues 
and policies for consideration of the NDPC and NEC. 

This process. whereby fundamental Issues are fully consider
ed at the highest levels of Government. ensures that Malaysia's 
development policies and programmes meet the needs of the people 
In terms of the overall concept and strategy of the development 
plan. At the state level, the State Economlc.Piannlng Units and 
State Development- Offices are responsible for formulating state 
development projects and programmes. In addition planning cells 
have been establ !shed In Ministries and departments to plan the 
departmental programmes and p~llcles. 

Implementation of programmes Is the responsibility of execu
tive Ministries, departments and agencies at Federal. State and 
regional levels. To ensure the effective Implementation at the 
national and Inter-departmental levels, the Implementation and 
Coordination Unit (ICU> was established under the Prime 
Minister's Department. The ICU serves as a secretariat to- tht 
National Action Council (NAC> which Is chaired by the Prime 
Minister and serves as a forum to resolve Implementation bottle• 
necks as well as to ensure that Implementation of projects meet 
with national objectives. 

Regulation of Industrial Technology Transfer: 

The sole Institution that screens Joint agreements dro• the 
economic and legal aspects and also to so•e extent from the 
technology transfer aspect Is the Technology Transfer Unit of the 
Ministry of Trade and Industry. 
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The policy of screening and approving manufacturing 
agreements In Malaysia dates back to 1968 when the Investment 
Incentive Act was Introduced. This Act was designed to attract 
Industrial Investment by providing total or partial tax relief to 
companies Investing In new enterprises or expanding existing 
ones. Tax reliefs such as pioneer status allowed total exemption 
from Income tax and development tax from 2 to 8 years. This 
Incentive Is ~nly given to companies that submit at I agreementt 
signed with other firms for approval by the Ministry of Trade and 
Industry. 

In 1975, the Industrial Coordination Act was Introduced 
requiring alI manufacturers employing 25 full time workers or 
more and with shareholders' fund of M$250,000 or more to apply 
for a manufacturing licence. The conditions laid down for the 
granting of licence Is that the company must not enter Into any 
agreement In starting up operations, technical know-how and assi
stance services (Including employment of expert personnel), pur
chasing, marketing, payment of royalties and patents and trade 
marks without the prior written approval of the Ministry of Trade 
and Industry. 

With the Implementation of the Industrial Coordination Act 
In 1976, a Technology Transfer Unit was established In the 
Ministry of Trade and Industry with the following basic functions: 

I) to ensure that all agreements signed will not be 
prejudicial to the national Interest; 

If) to ensure that the agreements will not Impose unfair and 
unjustifiable restrictions or hal.dlcap to the Malaysian 
party; 

Ill) to ensure that the payment of fees (wherever appllcabie) 
will be commensurate with the level of technology to b@ 
transferred and will not have adverse effects on 
Malaysia's balance of payments. 

The Unit only plays a coordinating, advisory, regulatory and 
monitoring role while actual selection, evaluation and negotle• 
tlon of technology are the responslbll lty of the local entrepre
neurs themselves. During the period of January 1975 to October 
1983, this Unit approved a total of 749 agreements of which 397 
were for technical assistance and know how, 89 for management, 91 
for joint ventures, 56 for services, 40 for trade marks and 
patents and 16 for basic engineering and 60 for other technical 
areas. 

Japan topped the list In terms of the number of agreements 
approved. In terms of areas of technology, electronic and elec• 
trlcal Industry Is the highest at 17.9J while fabricated metal 
Industry and chemfcal fndustry followed close behind. 
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Other Infrastructure for the Coordination 
of Science end Technology Development: 

As was stated earl ler, the screening end signing of techni
cal agreements In technical end economic cooperation Is the 
responsibility of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs end the Econo
mic Planning Unit though such agreements are always referred to 
the Ministry of Science, Technology and the Environment for 
comments or suggestions If they Involve science end technology 
matters. Thus the Economic Planning Unit end the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs are the front! lne offices for science end techno
logical cooperation and the ~ffers of cooperation are then re
layed to the Ministry of Science, Technology and the Environment 
for action. 

Recently, e committee was established In the Prime 
Minister's Department under the chairmanship of the Minister 
without Portfolio In the Prime Minister's Department to look Into 
the training and manpower requirements for the HICOM projects. 

Apart from this,. the Malaysian Industrial Development Autho
rity (MIDA) Is Involved to a certain extent on' Issues of techno
logy transfer and It Identifies projects and Industries which the 
country requires In terms of uti I lzatlon of resources, transfer 
of skills and location of Industries. Industries that are encou
raged to be set up through various joint venture bases end given 
Incentives such as tax hoi I days, pioneer status, tax exemption on 
Import of raw materials, quotas and protection against Imports 
ere all aimed towards the encouragement of the development of 
technical ski I Is and exp&rtlse within the country so as to enablt 
the Industrial sector to absorb the technologies Involved In the 
manufacturing process. MIDA lras been active In promoting the 
free trade zone concept where Industries are encouraged to be set 
up In certain areas whereby all the raw materials necessary for 
production are Imported free of tax and all manufactured products 
are exported. The rationale behind this scheme Is to provide 
employment for local .manpower and to enable the •anpower to 
Increase the capability and know dOW to be absorbed Into similar 
Industries that will be set up la~er. Industries like microchip 
Industries, electrical and electronic Industries are Identified 
as priority Industries for the development of the Industrial 
sector In Malaysia. Apart tom this, MIDA Is assisting the 
Ministry of Trade and Industry to tormulate·an Industrial Master
plan with assistance from experts sent by UNIDO. This masterplan 
will Identify the future development for priority Industries and 
the necessary supporting scientific and technological know how 
end technical capability needed to enable future development of 
the Industrial sector. 
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THE MAURITIAN SCENE 

INTRODUCTION 

Mauritius has an area of 2045 sq.km, and 477 people per 
sq.km with a gross national product of US$ 1270 per capita*. As 
a third world country It can II I affcrd to embark on fundamental 
research except in very narrowly defined areas; even then the 
meagre rsources dictate that it should rather go Into research of 
an appl led nature most relevant to Its Immediate needs. 

The economy Is one based mainly on the sugar cane, with a 
move towards industrial lsatlon promoted by export processing 
zones to attract overseas investors and create employment so 
sorely needed. 

S&T INFRASTRUCTURE 

To teed appropriately-trained manpower into the above sectors 
the University of Mauritius was created In 1968 with three 
Schools intended to cater for the more important fields of Agri
culture. Industrial Technology and Admlnsltratlon. This m~jor 
Institution for Science and Technology (S&T> has stemmed from a 
previous Col lege of Agriculture which used to form technicians 
for the mother {sugar) Industry of the Island, agriculture gene
rally and, to a lesser extent, In management. 

The College used to form part of the Ministry of Agriculture 
(MOA> where research activities In crop and anl•al production are 
still an ongoing concern; the reason Is clearly to strive In 
making the country independent In so far as food products are 
Involved. Food Imports eat up a large proportion of hard-earned 
foreign currency acquired essentially through tourism, exports 
of sugar and Its by-products, and some manufactured products 
besides certain other goods and services. Since Industrial lsa
tlon always Implies energy. the Import of fossil fuel accounts 
for an even greater proportion of o¥erseas earnings than food 
matters would hav~been far worse had the sugar manufacturing not 
been a net exporter of energy. 

Presented by Francois Georges Carver 
* This GNP per capita has effectively gone down with the soartng 
of the dollar between the tl•e the paper was first prepared and 
the tt•e of Its presentation. 



The third maJor S&T Institution of the Island Is the 
Mauritius Sugar Industry Research Institute CMSIRI) which Is 
financed from a cess on sugar produced and devoted to the develop
ment of new cane varieties. manufacturing processes and the peri
pheral disciplines concerend. The research Is very practical 
oriented and the benefits reaped fast enough for a aalnly private
ly run research Institution. 

The aost Important S&T society that has so far endured Is the 
•Societe de Technologle Agricola et Sucrlere de Maurice•. 
Engineers are organised In the Council of·Reglstered Professional 
Engineers (with government recognition} and th-e Engineering Insti
tute of Mauritius conceren~ with the promotion of engineering. 

The equivalent of a national research council does not exist 
In Mauritius. A first attempt, In the form of a Research Board, 
made by the University to group the three maJor S&T Institutions 
mentioned above was followed by the setting up of" a Research 
Committee grouping the three Institutions In the wake of a Nation
al Seminar on Agriculture Diversification 1980. Although long 
standing Institution~ with their own Independent research commit
ments, the MoA, MSIRI and UM have had fair success In coordinating 
their research activities. However, there are thoughts In govern
ment circles to set up a national research organization to coordi
nate alI research activities. There exists no Ministry of Science 
and Technology as yet In Mauritius. 

TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY 

Apart from overseas Industrialists Implanting known technolo
gies In Mauritius to take advantage of the export processing 
zones, tax Incentives/holidays, and the rela~lvely cheap local 
labour, a number of local entrepreneurs have managed to Identity 
commodities and products. that can act as substitutes tor ·the 
Imported ones. A number of administrative obstacles need to be 
overcome, the necessary capital raised, an Import permit obtained 
and, with any luck, a development certificate obtained which 
carries with It tax holidays for five· years. This "'Ctlvlty 
creates employment; even If the substitution product Is sold at a 
slightly higher price than the Imported one. this Is of little 
consequence so long ~s the quality of the locally manufactured 
product Is up to an International standard. This Is the weakest 
I Ink In the system: after the Issue of the development certifi
cate and the manufacture started that the public often complains 
of poor quality of goods not meeting a standard. The authorities 
should ensure that the product must meet a local/International 
standard before Issuing the development certificate. Matters are 
worsened when an Import quota Is Imposed to protect a local Indus
try manufacturing substandard goods~ 

The Import of a technology may wei I be technically and econo
mically attractive but what If It Is an outdated technology that 
Is not recognized as such for lack of proper structures to scruti
nize the offer, not by economists alone, but by scientists and 
engineers who can really understand the process. compare It with 
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alternatives. visit a plant where It has been demonstrated (as a 
reference point), and pronounce on Its suitability and viability. 
On the small enterprise scale, the Small Scale Industries' Unit of 
the Ministry of Industry offers valuable advice, but the number of 
permits required to set up such an industry can be deterring, and 
hence technological development impaired. 

The protection of Intel lectual/lndustrlal property Is disse
minated among three min lstrles, copyr lght <Education), trade marks 
<Finance), patents (Industry); they ought perhaps to come under a 
single umbrella. 

FORECAST AND EVALUATION 

The University could also help In technology forecast and 
evaluation In the domains relevant to Its Schools, If only It were 
given first responsblllty Instead of relying on overseas "experts" 
who come and gather Information from the University and other 
locals to repeat them In reports. The "help" from such expertise 
often comes at a huge cost, often with high Interest rates. which 
could be diverted to finance more productive areas and possible 
.visits overseas to ascertain the adequacy of technologies envisag
ed. In the meantime, an Industry/university committee has been 
established to work out ways and means of offering mutual help. 

To change the outlook of Universities, often accused of being 
Ivory towers and Inward looking, our academic Institution Is 
contemplating the setting up of a consultancy unit to help In alI 
fields possible, with the help of similar Institutions overseas 
with wh lch links have been forged and where staff exchange Is 
possible at minimal cost to the Institutions concerend since 
International travel costs are borne by benevolent organizations 
or donor governments. 

CO-OPERATION 

A I d for S & T Ins tIt utI on s, Inc I u d I n g theIr creatIon, has been 
forthcoming as the need was felt and expressed by Government donor 
countries, and for this we are most thankful. However, such aid 
has arrived In fits and starts, without real coordination. 

We have a Meat Authority and Fisheries Research Station 
donated complete with building and equipment, which have proved 
quasi .white elephants, at least Initially. The Archleves have 
received micro-film equipment for recording documents falling 
apart with age but they cannot afford the film to use such equip
ment. On the other hand, I aborator res of vI tal Importance to 
sc fence are operatl ng on budgets of stag f latlon w lth no possl b 111-
ty of maintaining. let alone purchasing, equipment. All this has 
been made evident to the author as a member of an "Adhoc Committee 
to look Into the Central lsatfon of Laboratory Services"; the 
report Is awaiting further action. A number of different brands 
of Geochromatography are deployed In various laboratories of dif
ferent Institutions within a 200-metre radius. A lot of spare 
parts and technicians are needed for running and maintaining them. 
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The planning of human rsources development In the field of 
S&T has been rather on an ad hoc basts. the needs being filled as 
they presented themselves. with ~gain the generous help of coun
tries donating scholarships. Forecasts have proved difficult and 
the present situation Is that of a glut of graduates who have 
remained unemployed as a result of readrng In fields of Interest 
to them but of little or no value In fields of development. The 
Government Is now defining areas In which It offers scholarships. 

Cooperation on the regional level (Indian Ocean Islands of 
Reunion. the Seychelles. the Comoros. Madagascar) exists mainly 
In the form of AIRDOI (Association des Institutions de Recherche 
de I'Ocean lndlen). An association of Universities of Eastern 
and Southern Africa has recently drafted a constltulon In Harare 
(June 1984); among the Intentions expressed was that of avoiding 
the creation of a centre of excellence If It already exists In 
the region. Mauritius has one such centre of excel lance In the 
domain of Sugar Technology. shared by the MSIRI and the 
University of Mauritius. This Is clearly one field of S&T which 
need no~ be dupl lcated In the region. 

At the lnternat)onal level, the I lnkages with Universities 
and Institutions In the United Kingdom. France, etc., have been 
establIshed for reciprocal exchanges, particularly In S&T. 

For example, the Commonwealth Science Council (Commonwealth 
Secretariat) Is sponsoring local research In blogas• and solar 
driers; the Council for International Cooperation In Higher 
Education CCICHE, Brltlch Council) will be promoting S&T research 
and development at the University In the vanguard areas of 
Microelectronics, Physlcat Resources Planning, Biotechnology• 
Energy Studies, to name a few. AI I these topics require planning 
both In terms of human resources and appropriate equipment. For 
Marine Sciences, a linkage has been forged with the University of 
South Carolina; one must realize that the Island and dependencies 
entitle us to roughly half a mil lion of square miles of sea 
territory which Is being exploited by foreign fJshlng vessels with 
Impunity. 

At a recent seminar held In Malaysia to discuss the 
mobilisation of Indigenous S&T professional organisations to 
further development of developing countries. the Issue was side 
tracked Into a discussion of the organisations themselves rather 
than their mobilization. 

CONCLUSION 

An overall reformation of the system and more Incentives to 
scientists and engineers In terms of both job and personal sastls
factlon may perhaps stem the reverse transfer of technology. which 
Is estimated at not less than US$150 mill lon per annum from the 
Third World. In this respect. the ptannln~ and management of S&T 
Is most desirable, possibly by the creation of Ministry of S&T. 
Organize a National C6uncll for R&D to monitor S&T needs to be set 
up for better coordination of Institutions/organizations. 
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NATIONAL SCIENCE AND TECHNQ..OGY PLANNI NNG IN MEXICO 

INTRODUCTION 

In countries like Mexico wh lch still lag behind In technolo
gical self-determination In many areas, the Interest In the 
national planning of sclentlf lc and technological development 
stems from a knowledge of their Importance on Independent econo
m lc progress as we I I as on the conv let I on that If they are 
allowed to evolve spontaneously, growth wll I be slow and the 
effects on economic development practically nil. In contrast to 
policies In the past, when a portion of public spending was 
alloted to Institutions of research and technological 
development, now such spending Is In the form· of an Investment 
with pre-established goals and a knowledge of the social values 
and characteristics which set the standards for these types of 
Institutions. Thus. scientific and technological planning can be 
defined as the process whereby pol lcles and actions are proposed 
to f o r t I f y an d en h an c e t h e n a t I o n a I s y s t em of s c I en ce a n d t ec h n o
logy. In close ties with the economic and social development. 

This means a unique style of planning. adjust~ 
objectives of society and to the Jnteral and external 
bearing weight on the evolution of the country. 

to "the 
factors 

The Intervention of the State In scientific and technologi
cal planning Is justlfled,flrstly because over 901 of national 
spending In these areas Is made with public funds; secondly 
because p~bllc Investment In the production of goods and services 
has multlpl led; thirdly because there Is a consciousness of the 
social cost of decisions Involving the selection of technologies. 
such as environmental pol Iutton, the abuse In the exploration of 
natural resources, and the deficit In the balance of trade; and 
lastly, because there Is a consciousness that national goals have 
priority over private goals: an Improvement of the living stan
dard; a reduction of econanlc and social lnequal ltles; technical 
self-determination; and International prestige. 

State participation should not Inhibit the role of affected 
communities. In scientific and technological planning the part!-
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clpatlon of the scientific and technological communities Is as 
necessary as that of the potentlat beneficiaries In the publ lc• 
p r I v ate a n d soc I a I sec tors • P I a n n I n g I s n o t me r e I y a t ec h n I c a 1 
matter requiring the Intervention of specialists alone. For exam
ple. decisions on objectives which are crucial are based on value 
judgements and on subjective perceptions regarding the desirabi
lity of future alternative situations. It Is a fact that Mexico 
requires not only the Intervention of pol ltlclans and scientists 
but also that of the producers of goods and services; they are 
the ones who have a direct decision on the use of technology. 
This need defines the unique style of planning--a partlclpetlon 
of various groups --and also defines the goal: a liaison of 
scientific and technolog'tcal activities with the production of 
goods and services. 

In scientific and technological development, the subject and 
the object of planning are based on an extremely complex economic 
and social macrosystem. Consideration must be given starting 
from consumer patterns right through the detection of scientific 
dlsclpl lne, from which results are expected that affect the forms 
of future production )n alI sectors of the economy. This rs why 
scientific and technological planning requires a multi-sectoral 
organization with an efficient exchange of Information and points 
of view and with a close Interaction with the various decision 
makers. 

BACKGROUND 

The first steps toward Integration of Mexico's technical 
Infrastructure were taken during the past century, through 
reforms In education legislation and the creation of professional 
schools adopted by President Juarez upon the consolidation of the 
Republ lc. Along the same I lnes, the National Unlverlsty was 
founded prior to the 1910 revolution, but during the 
revolutionary period the professional schools founded by Juarez 
were Incorporated Into the University. In the 1920s. government 
bodies responsible for the development of the -hydraul lc Infra
structure and transportation were created ·fol I owed by the 'rgan 1-
·zatlon of the National Polytechnlcal Institute under President 
Cardenas. In the last twenty years, there has been a progressive 
creation of numerous centers for the generation. diffusion and 
appl lcatlon of scientific and technological know-how. 

For purposes of order and continuity In state actions 
related to science and technology, the National Council for 
Superior Education and Sclentlf lc Investigation was created In 
1935, substituted In 1942 by the Commission to Develop and 
Coordinate Scientific Research, which In turn was substituted by 
the National Institute of Scientific Research and, lastly. by the 
Nat I on a I Counc II of ScIence and Technology (CONACYT). created by 
Law on December 29. 1970, amended by a Decree on December 27• 
1974. The creation of the Counci I was the result of a study made 
In 1969 by the National Institute of Sclentlf lc Research with the 
participation of the scientific community. 
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The purposes of the CONACYT are eshb llshed In the Law that 
created It, among which the. following are hlghl lghted: 

"Article 2. To fulfill the purposes for which It was 
created, the National Council of Sciences and Technology wll I 
have the following functions: 

"1. To act as advisor to the Federal Executive In the 
planning. programming, coordination, orelntatlon. sys
temization, promotion and direction of activities re
lated to science and technology, their liaison with the 
national development and their relations with such 
activities In other countries. 

"II. To be the mandatory consulting body for agencies of the 
Federal Executive, decentral !zed entltltes and state 
owned companies, in matters rei ated to Investments or 
authorizations for funds allocated to sclentlf lc and 
technological research proJects, higher education, the 
Import of technology, royalty payments, patents, stan
dards, spec If !cations, quality control and, In general. 
In everything related to the proper fulfillment of Its 
purposes. 

"I I I. Provide advisory services to the State and County 
Governments and to Individuals and companies pursuant 
to the conditions agreed In each particular case. 

"IV. Draw up scientific and technological research programs 
In accordance with the national objectives of economic 
and social development, seek lng at all times the broad
est possible participation of the scientific community 
and the cooperation of government entitles, higher 
education lnstltulons and beneficiaries of the reseaTch. 

•v. Promote the broadest possible communication and coordi
nation among research Institutions and higher education 
Institutions as wei I as among the former and the State 
and the beneficiaries of the research, without detri
ment, In such case, of their respective autonany or 
competence, to develop mutual areas of research and 
rnterdlsclpllnary pgorams. abolish duplication of 
efforts and assist In the formation and training of 
researchers. 

"VI. Promote and fortify basic, technological and applied 
research as needed. and promote concerted action with 
public sector Institutes, academic Institutions. 
research centers and benet lclarles of the same. Includ
Ing the private sector. 

"VII. AI locate additional funds from the State and other 
sources, toward academic Institutions and research 
centers In order to promote and carry out research 
through specific programs and projects, without detrl-
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ment to 
centers, 
them. 

the own funds of the sa ld lnstltulons and 
wh lch can cont lnue to manage and Increase 

"VIII. Promote the creation of new research Institutions and 
propose the formation of companies that use national 
technology for the production of goods and services. 

"XXVI. Carry out direct research exclusively In respect to 
research projects themselves, tor whIch It w II I: 

a) Improve an.d keep updated Inventory of human 
resources, materials and' financial resou~ces 
oriented to scientific and technological reselr-ch; 

b) Establish priorities In respect to the national 
scientific and technological necessities; study the 
problems that affect them and their relations with 
the general activities In the country; 

c> Set up. a national sclentlt lc Information and docu
mentation service." 

NATIONAL SYSTEM OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (SINCYT> 

The relationship science-technology-production points to the 
need of a joint plan to develop science and technology simulta
neously, In accordance with the global objectives and strategies 
of economic and social development, bearing In mind the Impact of 
science and the technology to be employed In solving the serious 
production, social and cultural welfare problems affecting the 
nation. 

The purpose of such planning should Include research activi
ties as wei I as activities directed toward the formation of high 
level human resources In science and technology, activities that 
relate the results of research to the productive system, pub I lc 
Information activities, and coordination and standardlza•ron of 
the whole. Thus SINCYT comb lnes all the links In the chain 
starting from the generation through the pub I lcatlon and appl lca
tlon of the sclentlflc.and technological know-how. 

The purpose of the SINCYT Is to produce new scientific and 
technological know-how and diffuse new findings generated both In 
Mexico and abroad, among alI the strata of society, particularly 
In the productive system of goods and services. 

To fulfill Its purposes, science and technology should have 
wei I defined communication channels with other sectors of nations 
I lfe. There Is often a tendency to reduce the system of science 
and technology to one of Its parts: the research subsystem. 
While this should be the nucleaus of the whole, to consider It as 

o the whole leads to serious lmpl !cations, mainly that research 
~ becomes Isolated from ·rts objectives. This leads to a definition 
~ of the National System of Science and Technology as the Inter-
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related group of the following subsystems with their respective 
functions: 

a) Research, whose purpose Is to generate new sclentlf lc' 
and technological know-how. 

b) Researcb-prpductlon I Ink which Is to orientate the sele
ctlop of technologies; apply technologtcal know-how to 
the production of goods and services. and transform the 
requirements of national production Into specific 
demands for technology. 

c) Education-research link, whose purpose Is to prepare 
researchers and professionals of the highest level. for 
the productive system. 

d) Spc!al communlcat!pn, which Is to diffuse for the use of 
society, Information ret ated to the nature. functions, 
problems and products of science and technology 

e) Normative An4 planning, which should provide the legal 
and political framework w lth In wh feb the system of 
science and technology Is to operate, establIsh a 
follow-up of this operation and evaluate It In terms of 
the national goals and strategies. 

Research Subsystem : 

There are many Institutions Jn the ocuntry engaged fully or 
partially In scientific research and technological development. 
They may be grouped Into three sectors: Higher Education Sector, 
Including publ lc and private Institutions; centers and laborato
ries In universities; and technological schools. The bulk of 
baste research Is carried out In these research centers although 
some. principally In engineering, agronany and medicine, are 
often oriented to applied research and the development of techno
logies. Furthermore, they work to prepare squads of resear
chers, thereby uniting research activities with the formation of 
high level human resources. Many of these Institutions enjoy 
administrative autonomy, which extends to research activities. 

Public Sector Includes all entitles where research Is 
carried out and which depend directly on or are coordinated by, a 
Ministry of State. Usually, this sector carries out appl led 
research and development of technologies. Two groups can be 
distinguished: 

a) Centers dependent on Ministries of State, whose 
objectives are consistent with the functions of those 
Ministries and are oriented to solving problems and 
offering scientific and technological services directly 
related to the operation of the sold Ministries. Some 
examples are the centers that depend on the Ministry o1 
Health and Welfare, Agriculture and Hydraul lc Resources 4 
and Energy, Mines and Public Industr-y. 



b) The network of centers coordinated by the Ministry of 
Programming and Budget and CONACYT, where basic and 
appl led research and the ~evelopment of technologies are 
carried out, oriented basically to: I) the solution of 
major national problems, which generally are multi
disciplinary and Inter-sectorial; II) the forecast of 
changes In the country's econanlc, social and 
technological conditions within the International 
panorama, to give support to decisions of national 
lmportnce. 

Pr lvate Sector, Inc 1 udes I aborator les and research departments 
of private enterprise. 'In this group. the primary activity Is 
technological development, but It must be noted that this type of 
activity In the private sector Is stll I very weak. 

Centers and institutes affiliated to higher educaTional 
Institutions constitute th~ most Important nucleus of baste 
research, although research necessities In the country art so 
vast that the actual size of this nucleus Is still InsuffiCient, 
particularly In certain areas considered as promisory for an 
Independent technological development, such as those thaT will 
have an Impact on the future production of food produCts and 
energetics. 

Among the various qual ltatlve aspects of the research 
subsystem, the following are hlghl lghted: 

-Central lzatlon Is enormous, both In respect to geographic 
location and to Institutions. Despite the creation of 
many research centers throughout the states, between 80 
and 901 of the researchers live In Mexico City and most of 
them belong to just four Institutions. 

-The academic level of the researchers is Improving, but on 
the whole It Is still low In compar !son with the advanced 
countries. Around 251 of the basic science researchers 
have a doctorate and another Z51 a masters 'egree. 
Education requirements for an associate researcher In most 
of the centers of the subsystem are very low usually a 
Bachelors' degr~e. 

- Within the subsystem are found relatively strong and wei I 
developed research groups <particularly In agronomy• 
biomedicine, physics and certain areas of engineering and 
social sciences), with other ~ery smal I and weak groups 
who have little or no Impact. 

- Stl II lacking are 
practice for the 
groups and centers. 

a set of 
eva I uatlon 

standards and general lzed 
of researchers. research 

- The best endowed component of the subsystem, In so far as 
human resources are concerned, Is basic research, but 



still lacking are policies, organization and mechanism to 
participate In projects I Inked to solving serious national 
problems. 

- The disparity between Mexico's needs and the scarcity of 
healthy research groups Is notorious; groups are needed 
for research on earth and marine sciences, meteorology, 
biology. economy and chemistry. In the first three areas. 
a differentiation of actlvttles must be established 
between centers of appl led research and those that compile 
data on natlnal resources and conditions. 

- The bond between national and International research 
centers for the exchange of· data, Information and 
researchers In on the whole rnssuf lclent and. In some 
cases. non-existent. 

-Domestic scientific equipment and materials are scarce and 
expensive and special lzed workshops for their repair and 
maintenance are Insufficient and, In some areas, non
existent. 

-Some centers have economic Instability 
Insufficient and untimely financing. 

Research-Production link subsystem 

because of 

This subsystem Is formed by: a) pol ltlcal 
promote a"d regulate technological development; 
glcal agents. 

Instruments which 
and b) technolo-

Some Instruments stemming from the pol lcles on 
were enforced In Mexico twenty to thirty years ago. 
prominent are the follow lng, stl II In effect: 

tee hnol ogy 
The most 

The Law on Control and Registration of the Transfer of 
Technology and the Use and Exploitation of Patents and Trade
marks; It attempts to avert the acquisition of onerous technology 
by private enterprise or technology harmful to the national 
development. 

The Law to Promote Mexican Investment and Regulate Foreign 
Investment attempts to control the amounts and orientation of 
foreign Investment participation. 

The law of Patents and Trademarks has as Its 
legal protection of technological developments. 
establ !shes as a requirement that a trademark must 
tlve use and the holder must prove Its effective 
within one year following Its registration. 

purpose the 
The 1976 Law 
be In eftec

exp I o I tat Ion 

The General Law of Standards. Weights and Measures attempts 
to establIsh technical standards tor processes and products, and 
metrology for qual lty control. 



The Decree that establ !shes the tax refund to exporters of 
technology attempts to reduce commercial lzatlon expenses. Also 
effective are the Decrees that create the Consulting Councl 1 for 
Technological Exportation, the Natloflal Registry of Scientific 
Institutions and the Registry of Technological Companies. 

Last I y, there are several funds and other fIn anc I a!" and 
credit Instruments to lend support to the Industry. Among the 
financial mechanisms are highlighted the three trust programs of 
Naclonal Flnanclera: The Fund for Industrial Equipment Acquisi
tion <FONEI l; the Fund to Promote Exports of Manufactured 
Products <FOMEXl; and the National Fund for Studies and ProJtcts 
<FONEPl. FONEI grants credit backings to prlorltary national 
Industries; FOMEX provides credits and financial guarantees for 
the development and sale of technology and technical services 
abroad; and FONEP finances prelnvestment studies In high priority 
activities. 

The following Is mentioned In respect of the characteristics 
of the technological agents within the subsystem of research
production link: 

Mexico has 13 engineers for each 10,000 Inhabitants (the 
United States have over 100 and European countries and Japan• 
over 200). There are somewhat over 1,500 engineering firms In 
the country and almost 600 engaged In admtnlstratlve consulting. 
organization of enterprises, economics. marketing, publ lc rela
tions, use of patents and trademarks and similar ~spects, employ
Ing among them 30,000 persons. The natloal demand for engineer
Ing services Is satisfied to a great degree In respect of 
feaslbll tty studies, detailed engineering, purchasing specifica
tions, selection of manufacturers and supplters and building 
process supervlslonr but to a low degree In basic engineering. 
In the last years prior to.the economic recession, the sltuatlon 
worsened; the growth rate of Investment was higher than that of 
growth of human resources. There Is a notable Insufficiency of 
engineering and consulting services In the. area of durable 
consumer goods and capital goods. On the other hand, sm I I and 
·medium size Industry has very limited access to engineering and 
consulting services. 

Relations between research and development centers and engi
neering and consulting firms are practically non-existent. This 
Is due to a great extent to the fact that those firms develop 
very little basic engineering which Is, among their activities• 
the one most closely linked to research. 

About 250 technical magazines are published In the country. 
Over half correspond to the agricultural and health sectors. 
Only 101 of all the magazines are oriented to Industrial techno
logy. Close to 301 pub I Ish original techniques and the remainder 
reproduce, In the form of news, technical Information from 
abroad. Most of the technical books are translations and there 
has been no determined action to Induce national researchers to 
produce high quality books or monographs on their specialties. 
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Education-research link subsystem: 

It Is constituted by post-graduate centers at higher educa
tion Institutes. Between 1960 end 1983. studies at the level of 
bachelor of science grew at an annual average rate 12.21. from 
78.753 students In 1960 to 1.118,000 In 1983. 

Of the tota.l at this level, In 1983 37.31 majored In social 
and administrative sciences. 27.41 In engineering and technology. 
20.91 In medical sciences, 7.21 In agronomlcal sciences, 5.81 In 
exact natural sciences. and 11 In education and the arts. 

In respect 
(specialization, 
geneous In sIze, 
highlighted: 

to post graduate studies at the national level 
master degrees and doctorates), they 8re hetero
quallty and features, the following facts being 

From 1970 to 1983, the number of students who went on to 
post graduate studies rose by almost· 3.8 times; a slightly lesser 
growth than that at the bachelor level, which during the same 
years Increased 4.1 times. In 1983, post-graduate studies were 
divided as follows: at the special fzatlon level, 801 correspond
ed to health sciences and 15.51 to social and administrative 
sciences. At the master's level, 551 corresponded to social and 
administrative sciences. followed In Importance by engineering 
with almost 171. At the doctor's level, 451. corresponded to 
social and administrative sciences. 231 to natural and exact 
sciences, and 12.51 to health sciences. In the three levels, the 
area with the least growth corresponds to agronomy (with 
Increases of 0.41, 4.51 and 2.41 at the bachelor, master's and 
doctorate levels respectively). 

At the bachelor level, the percentage Is very high In res
pect to the social and administrative sciences; also noteworthy 
Is the low percentage corresponding to the area of engineering 
and technology. 

The ratio between the number of graduates and 
students at each of the levels has remained steady, 
annt.!al variations, 251 In the speclallsatlons, 
master's level and 141 at the doctorate level. 

the total of 
w lth s I I ght 
151 at the 

The ratio of total post-graduate to total bachelor courses 
has remained steady In the last ten years, being close to 31 with 
a slight upward swing. By levels, the ratio of total specializa
tion to total bachelor courses of study was close to 11 In 1983; 
the ratio of total master's courses to total bachelor courses 
that same year was around 1.71, and the ratio of total doctorate 
to total bachelor courses was a minimum of 0.11. 

The number of programs offered every year In 
the special lzatlon level currently exceeds 300, 
level around 850, and at the doctorate level, 
calculated closely to 140 programs. 
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The average number of students registered by program Is 25 
for special lzatlon, 22 for a master's degree and about 7 for a 
doctorate degree. 

The supply of post graduates runs close to the 
demand only In certain biomedical specialties. and It 
lated that In areas I Inked to the country's Industrial 
ment, particularly engineering, the demand exceeds the 
between 10 to 20 times. 

Social communication subsystem: 

market's 
Is calcu
develop

supply by 

The primary means available to the subsystem for Its pur
poses are I lbrarles. publ lshers of textbooks and other bOOks, 
mass communication media, scientific and technologic! museums, 
and especially zoos and botanical gardens. 

The number of I lbrarles Is Important because It lndlcltes 
the number of accesses available to the publ lc. There were 2,352 
I lbraries In 1979, 1,835 of which have over 500 volumes. Of the 
580 public libraries •. 75 are within the Federal District and the 
others In the various states, but 641 of the municipal ltles have 
no I lbrary whatsoever. The majority of the 85,000 primary and 
secondary schools are also lacking a library and of the 2,290 
medium and higher level schools, only 380 have a I lbrary. 

Of the 1,935 libraries with over 500 volumes, 641 are gene
ral,· 151 are special lzed In social sciences and tne arts, and 201 
In science and technology. 

In 1979, the average In Mexico was 0.20 books per 
Inhabitant; against 14 In the USSR, 6.36 In the Untted States. 
3.26 In Japan, 2.98 In the Federal Republic of Germany and 2.55 
In Canada and the Netherlands. Furthermore, practically alI the 
I lbrarles In the country are poorly endowed both In the number 
and the scholarly education of the I lbrary's personnel. As to the 
publishing of textbooks and other books. of 5,773 books published 
In MexIco, on I y 24 t were textbooks_. · 

Through the mass communication media <T.V. and radio), 
programs dedicated to.sclence and technology are transmitted by 
Channel 11, by the Educational Network and the University Network 
and by the program •Science and Development•, some with a 
sizeable audience, but Mexico does not have communication 
special lsts able to translate the scientific and technical know
how to the community. 

Mexico Is one of the countries with the highest number of 
dally newspaper: 249; however there Is practically no 
orientation In any of them to science and technology. 

Mexico also 
2,462. However, 
themes oriented to 
know are five: 

publishes a very high number of magazines: 
magazines with scientific and technological 
the non-special lzed publ lc are few. The best 

Science and Development, Scientific and 
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Technological Information, Universal Geography, Nature and Spark, 
this last publication beJng for chltdren. Their circulation• 
however, Is small (Science and Development publishes 50,000 while 
Nature, 4000). On one hand, they are highly priced and on the 
other, the reader needs a minimum scholarly level equivalent to a 
bachelor's degree to understand them. Two periodicals of the 
Secretariat of Public Education deserves a metnloR: "How to do 
It Better" a~d "Manuals for Agronomlcal Educatlona". 

In contrast, the situation as far as science and technology 
museums and zoos and botanical gardens are concerned, Is very 
poor. 

Planning and Cogrd!natlon Subsystems 

Until 1982, Mexico did not have a science and technology 
pol Icy stemming from a national development project; 
consequently, State action has not had sufficient Information or 
orientation to deal with matters of such Importance as the growth 
capacity of the research system, the areas of know-how most 
needed for national development, the proper mechanisms for 
linking research, higher education and proudctlon, and the 
strategies of the lmport-asslml latlon of technology process. 

In an Immature, Insufficient and disjoined system of science 
and technology as ours. coordination plays a very Important role. 
Currently, the majority of Interactions among the components of 
the system are not yet even established and oftentimes objective 
and subjective obstacles are found, hindering their 
accompl lshment. There Is often a lack of awareness and trust 
between the research subsystem, the research-production link 
subsystem and the user or beneficiaries of the products of the 
science and technology system. Also crucial Is the need to 
collaborate with other sectors of the State In the deflnlt1on• 
study and tuning of the technology pol Icy lnstr~ments to achieve 
consistency between them, with the scientific and technological 
development program and with the remaining national programs. 
Lastly. Information banks have to be developed In respect of the 
current science and technology system these being much needed 
Instruments for the planning and rational operation of the said 
system. 

One of the most efficient mechanisms to achieve a liaison 
and coordination between the elements of the SINCYT Is the 
formulation of specific programs and projects fusing the 
Interests of scientists. technicians and users. To-date, this 
mechanism has not been sufficiently develoed by the CONACYT. 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION 

The technological evolution of 
sectors Is closely I Inked to the 
development Introduced many years. 
state In the production of goods and 
vis a vis the measures adopted 
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development. The most relevant fact that may be observed Is the 
negative and sometimes even non-existent correlation between 
economic growth and the development of local technologies; that 
Is, the modernization of the national productive apparatus has 
been based essentially on the Import of technologies with the 
resulting Inhibition of national creativity. 

The principal feature of the modelof growth followed since 
1940 was the substitution of Imports and until 1970 the strategy 
was carried out within a framework of long term financial 
stabll lzatlon policy which averted sharp changes In prices and In 
the parity of our currency. The Gross National Product grew 
throughout that period at an annual average rate of over 61, 
while Industrial growth was even higher. As a result, In 1970 
the participation of Imported products In the total supply had 
been reduced to 71 In non-durable consumer goods, 181 In 
Intermediate goods and 471 In capital and durable goods. 

The above figures show the preference given to stimulate the 
local p~oductlon of non-durable consumer goods first, andonly to 
a lesser degree the lpcal production of Intermediate, capital and 
durable goods. The failure to promote the productlonof capital 
goods has had a significant Impact, resulting In a failure to 
promote the nation's own technological development. 

The substitution of Imports policy also Included the 
protection of domestic markets for the benefit of local producers 
and the availability of abundant and cheap Inputs. Indeed, while 
the agricultural sector was allocated 18.81 of pub I lc Investment 
from 1960-1970, 67.21 was directed to the petroleum, petro
chemical, electric and communications and transportation sectors 
during that period. 

The results of this policy on Industrial growth were 
noteworthy. From 1960 to 1970 the Gross National Product 
practically doubled; the most dynamic sectors were electric which 
grew 3.6 times; the transformation Industry, 2.3; construction 
and petroleum Industries. 2.2; ana transportation and 
communications, 1.9. The least dynamic was the primary sector. 
whose production In 1970 had reached only 1.4 times that of 1960 
(for figures after 1970 see table 4). 

Despite the Industrial development, certain proble_ms became 
erltlcal: a> not enough jobs were generated to satisfy the 
demands; b) the distribution of Income among famll les became 
more Inequitable, the most affected being the rural population; 
c) Integration of the productive apparatus was not agreed upon 
the dependence on Inputs and foreIgn cap I tal goods was not 
reduced and efficiency and competitiveness needed to participate 
In International markets were not developed. To correct this 
situation, In the first years subsequent to 1970, there was a 
change In the stabilizing economic pol Icy followed for so many 
years; a pol Icy was adopted In an Intent to accelerate the 
economy even at the expense of a growing public deficit; as a 
fraction of the Gross National Product, the said deficit 
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lncr•esed from approximately 21 ·1n 1969 to over 71 In 1979 and to 
171 In 1982. 

One of the consequences of ·the accelerated demand and the 
over valuation of the peso was the de-substitution of Imports In 
all types of goods. The participation of Imported products 
Increased from 1970-1980 from 7 to 131 In consumer goods. from 18 
to 251 In Intermediate goods. and from 47 to 551 In capital 
goods •. 

This phenomenon was caused baslcal ly by four factors: a) 
growth of demand; b) lack of ·capacity of the Industrial plant; 
c) lower prices of foreign products due to the over valuation of 
the natloanl currency; and d) avallaqlllty of foreign exchange 
from the export of energetics. 

To the above descrtbed panarama, we 
agricultural rpoductlon dropped alarmingly. 
ceased being an exporter, but the Import levels 
Internal demand placed the coutnry In a 
economically vulnerable position. 

must add that 
Mexico not only 
needed to satisfy 
politically ·and 

The Inconvenience of Importing manufactured products does 
not lie so much In the volume of the Imports, nor In ·the 
percentage participation In the satisfaction of Internal demand. 
but rather In the Imbalance between Imports and exports. The 
deficit In the trade balance doubled between 1975 and 1980. going 
from 1,680 mil I lon dol Iars to 3,520 mil I lon (table 5). Since 
national exports consist primarily of energetics, the deficit 
corresponding to non-pegroleum products multiplied six times 
during the same period. reaching a figure of approximately 13,000 
million dollars In 1980. 

The above figures give a broad picture to the coun·try's 
commercial and financial dependence. Technological dependence Is 
evesn more serious; since to the Imported technology Incorporated 
In foreign products must be added the technology acquired through 
the purchase of patents, trademarks, supply of technical know
how, assistance. beslc and detailed engineering, etc., needed to 
manufacture antlonal products. 

From the point of view of technological development, the 
clearest display of our dependence Is the lack of vertical 
Integration In the productive system; that Is, the weakness of 
the prdouctlve sector of capital goods. On the one hand, since 
It Is the sector with the highest Index of Imports, andon the 
other, because what Is produced In the cojntry has the least 
technological complexity end, Is manufactured to great extent, 
with Imported designs and processes. and has a low national grade 
of Integration. 

For the national Investor, the productive sector of capital 
goods has been less attractive than that of consumer and 
Intermediate goods. mainly because In that sector there are no 
protectionist policies, but also because It Is technologicallY 
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more complex and requires hrghly qualllf,ed personnel and 
susstalned efforts In research and development. 

The situation prevail lng In fhese productive areas has Its 
origin In the policies that guided national devleopment since 
1940. Promotion of Industrial lzatlon Imp I led easy Imports of 
capital goods. For the national manufacturer, whether pub I lc or 
private, foreign equlpmetn was cheaper. offered better financing 
schemes.better quality and shorter terms. Furthermore. the 
participation of foreign Investment In newly created companies 
material lzed baslcal ly In capital goods from abroad. The Import 
of Investment goods multlpl led six times between 1970 and 1980; 
It went from 1,135 to 6,900 million dollars. Among the main 
places of equipment Imported In 1981 are the following: (bltween 
parenthesis Is Indicated the percentage ofnatlonal consumption 
that Is Imported): machine tools (94), textile machinery (99), 
drilling equipment <30), pumps and compressors (47), electric 
machinery and equipment (34), turbines (100) and agricultural 
machinery (25). 

The subsector of non-durable consumer goods represents 
almost half the added value of the manufacturing Industry. 
followed by the subsector of Intermediate goods andt lastly. that 
of durable consumer and capital goods with around 201 of added 
Industrial value. 

Despite the fact that aggregate cost of Imports of 
technology Is difficult to evaluate, It Is calculated that that 
of technology not presently lncorproated Is 300 mil lion dol Iars a 
year. Between 80 and 901 of the same corresponds to the 
manufacturing sector. An analysis of transfer of technology, 
agreements approved by the Natlona Reglstrr of Transfer of 
Technology showed that close to 601 of the agreements Involved 
use of trademarks. 551 t~e supply of technical know-how, 401 
technical assistance, and only 251. the licensing of patents. It 
appears, then, that the problem of quality and prestige 
assolcated with trademarks Is one of the basic motivations for 
the acquisition of technology In the manufacturing lndustr • The 
relative Importance of patents as a form of transfer of 
technology Is on the downswing. both nationally and 
Internationally. Clos~ to 601 of Imported technologies come from 
the United States, and 151 from the four most Important European 
countries In this area. This strucuture coincides reasonably 
with the composition of foreign Investment In Mexico. 
Multinational compnales which generate almost 401 of Industrial 
production, are the principal purchasers of foreign technology• 
generally from their parent companies. 

Offsetting this, Mexico now has technological development In 
Industries such as cement, fertilizers, food products, special 
varieties of grains, civil engineering and other, whose financial 

o and technical Impact will enable exports to increase. 
10 

~ It Is known that ·problems In connection with quality control 
and Increased productivity for competitive production In the 
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Internal and external markets have to be solved soon In order to 
reduce Imports and promote .exports of Max lean products. 

There Is sufficient Mexican technological development to 
uti I lze regional raw materials and generate proudcts for Internal 
consumption and for export, even In the case of the arid and 
tropical zones. 

Except for few rare cases, the smal I and medium sized 
Industry Is not capable of developing new products due to the 
following factors: lack of capacity of their technicians, 
engineers and administrators;· an Inadequate Infrastructure tor 
the development of technologies; obsolete equipment; lack of 
access to test labs; and scarcity ot:capltal. This generally 
leads to a copying of products from foreign patents or 
trademarks, or the In-bond processing of parts. 

The small and medium sized Industry frequently recur to 
sources of foreign technology not only tor the acquisition of 
basic know-how or for the design and Instal latlon of plants, but 
also to solve opratlve problems of commercial development, and 
even for the maintenance of their Industrial units, with the 
resulstlng significant expenditures. 

To link between the smal I and medium sized Industry and the 
research facilities and higher educat-Ion .Institutions Is 
practically non-existent. This means that Industry and research 
centers have no awareness of the resources and needs of their 
counterpart. In turn, the linking mechanisms presently In 
operation. do not have an Integrated promotion scheme to enable 
them to follow-up the activities comprising the research and 
development cycle. 

The manufactures In Mexico have a tradFtron of lnnovat~on. 
Invention and quality which should be taken advantage of, but the 
maJority of the succe$sful works and flndfngs In Industry· are 
flied away and a significant part of the production of our 
scientists and engineers Is unknown. The present scarcity of 
foreign exchange should represent a stimulus for the rescue of 
these works. 

The absence of a mechanism for the generation-transfer
utilization of know-how Inhibits the small and medium sized 
Industry from using this know-how. Furthermore there are 
obstac1es to Innovation, both due to "the lack of flexibility In 
the structure of our markets and supply systems, as wei I as to 
the strong risks and scarce financial compensation. 

Among the principal technological problems the following are 
mentioned: 

- Lack of capacity of smal I and medium sized companies to detect 
their technological requirements and evaluate projects, and tow 
financial capacity to have access to consulting and engineering 
firms and research and development centres. 
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-lack of normalization, standardization and qualltty control 
mechanisms. 

- Weak Internal diffusion of Innovations. 

-Captive Internal markets leaving much to be desired for this 
promotion of technological lnnC)vatlon. 

-Faulty links between tfie productive sector and research cent•rs 
and lack of capacity In the Intermediate link of consulting and 
engineering firms. 

-lack of high level human· resources In the productive sector and 
I lttle research activity within the sector. 

·-Notorious concern for technological problems over the lhort 
term. 

-Low level of technological modernization In the greater part of 
the country's Industrial branches. 

- lack of fu I I com"prehensl on on the part of the I ndUitr I a 1 
sector, In respect to the risk factor which Involves every 
technological Innovation process and an unawareness on the part 
of the researchers In respect of the requirements and limitations 
of the enterprises. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICIES 1984-1988 

Upon the end of the revolution, which began In 1910 and was 
followed by Internal struggles, It entered a stage of 
Institutional consolidation uninterrupted untl t· now. Since the 
thirties, one administration has succeeded the other every sic 
years via a process of de•ocratlc elections. The first law ·on 
planning was Issued In 1930 and the first six-year plan covered 
the period 1934-1940. For some time, the planning efforts were 
dIrected toward creatIng the mater I a I l.n frastructure needed to 
support the economic growth. later, planning was directed +oward 
·creating the material Infrastructure needed to support the 
economic growth. Later, planning was directed towards setting 
precise goals for econQmlc development and defining objectives to 
Induce the various social groups to attain the national goals. 

The present administration, Inaugurated on Deee.ber 1st, 
1982, Issued a new planning law on December 19, whose main goals 
are: a) to ensure the coordination of government activities to 
avert unrelated objectives and actions and b) to guarantee social 
participation In the Integration of the plan and Its programs. 
Under this law, the term~ Is reserved to the six-year planJ 
furthermore. two classes of programs are provided: Medium Term 
Programs CPMP) for priority activities set out In the Plan. and 

~ Annual Operative Programs (POA) of the varlo~s government bodies. 
<0 
N 
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The National Development P-lan 1983-1988 (PND> was published 
on May 30, 1983. From It stem 20 PMP which specify, on a more 
detailed basis, the goals, strategies and lines of action for the 
period 1984-88. The PMP deal with priority goals such as: 
Industrial development, health, energy. education, communications 
and transportation, rural development. etc. One of these PMP Is 
the National Technological and Scientific Development Program 
1984-1988 (PRPNDETYC>. 

National policy on science and technology can not be 
separated from the national development policy expressed In the 
PND. Indeed, science and technology are key Instruments In the 
attempt to achieve the structural change proposed by the Plan. 

The policy on science 
essentially, by two elements: 
them. 

and technology Is constituted. 
the goals and strategies to reach 

The PRONDETYC has two general 8lms: 

-To Increase technological .self-determination In the country 

-To Integrate scientific research Into the foundation of 
national resources, toward a solution of the problems of al t the 
vital sectors of the nation. 

General Qbltetlyta 

Technological and scientific development In the country Is a 
task falling under the competence of both the scientific and 
technological system and the production system; the technololgcal 
condition of a country Is measured mainly by Its production 
processes and the degree by which the technology employed In the 
same Is generated or supported by research activities. Thus.·the 
national development requires that the productive sector and the 
national scientific and technological system, have the capacity 
to attain the following goals: 

-Offer scientific and technical solution to the economic and 
social problems of the country, contributing partlcualry to: a> 
reduce the dependenmcy on foreign technology; b) Increase 
productivity In all national sectors and activities; c> achieve 
adequate supply of food, energetics. raw materials and production 
equipment; d) preserve, Improve or restore the balance and 
natural beauty of the environment. 

-Forecast social needs and technological changes In the future 
In order to decide on the technology for the production of goods 
and services required by the country, and give greater Intensity 
to research In areas most promising for national development. 

- Assist In regional development and decentral lzatlon of the 
productive activities of goods and services. 
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- Create a consciousness In alI the strata of society In respect 
of the nature of science and technology and Its Importance In the 
economic, social and cultural deve!opment of the nation. 

Strategies 

The strategies are criteria or rules for decision making by 
which actions needed to lead the system of Interest from Its 
present state to the desired state are selected. as defined by 
the goals and objectives. 

The general strategies of PRONOETYC answer the question of 
how to progress toward the· fulfillment of the objectives proposed 
for the national development given the restrictions Imposed by 
the present economic and cultural situation, and the advantages 
and potentials of the country. Slxe trategles have been defined: 

Technological and scientific development must be conducted on 
the basis of a pattern of participative planning, with the 
lnterven~ion of representatives of the pub I lc, private and social 
sectors. In partlc~lar, there must be a participation of the 
agencies and entltltes of the publ lc administration which have 
the most Impact on science and technology, or which show the 
greatest demand for scientific and technological know-how, such 
as the scientific and technological community and the producers 
of goods and services, among which are Included engineering, 
design and technical consulting firms. 

The Instruments of scientific and technological pol Icy must 
orientate the selection of mature, new or pioneering technologies 
for the productive apparatus, striving for a concerted 
development of the various branches, tending toward an adeaquate 
ver~lcal and horizontal Integration for optimum production, 
higher generation of em~loyment and a better foreign trade 
balance. 

Economic and cultural relations wit~ other countries wll I 
follow these crlterla2 

a) Regulate the flow of Imported technology In order to 
acquire only such new or pioneering technology not being 
currently developed In the country and not to purchase 
obsolete technology, or technology that Is harmful to 
the environment and that Is not appropriate to local 
conditions. 

b) Promote the capacity of negotiation, assimilation and 
adaptation In enterprises which Import technology and of 
the technological agents that support the productive 
apparatus In those decisions. such as engineering and 
conulstlng firms. 

c) Orientate mechanisms of technical and academic 
cooperation ~lth International, government and private 
bodies, to favour the attainment of agreements with the 
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productive and academic sectors, which solve problems of 
national Interest •. 

National spending for science and technology should be 
Increased to attain the greatest· possible growth of these 
activities without losing control of the quality of the national 
system of science and technology and Its products. This strategy 
will be devel~ped under the following criteria: 

a) Promote 
applied know-how. 
directly connected 
requirements. 

the development of at I the areas of basic and 
with greater Importance placed on those most 
to meeting present and future national 

b) Not to overdlrect the national scientific and 
technological development. l·t Is necessary to def lne programs 
for scientific and technological development directed toward the 
attainment of precise goals and to establish promotion mechanisms 
to Induce members of the system to adhere to well defined 
programs. 

. c) Induce a greater participation of private. public and 
social enterprises In the financing of research proJects I Inked 
to their own needs. with which we will also obtain an orientation 
of scientific and technological activities toward relevant 
problems. 

d) Impel decentralization of scientific and technological 
activities In coordination with state governments, achieving 
greater attention to regional development problems. 

e) Make very Intent, so that the aggregate growth rate of 
the research subsystem does not exceed the rate of formation of 
top-level researchers. so as not to diminish the qual tty of -the 
research. 

The formation of post graduate human resources will be 
promoted under the following criteria: 

a> Fortify national post graduate programs, taking optimum 
advantage of the training capacity of squads represented by high 
quality research groups existing In the country and striving for 
new programs preceded by the consolidation of the respective 
research groups. 

b) Orientate scholarship programs so that post graduate 
studies are carried out mainly In high quality national 
Institutions, recurring to foreign Institutions only In a 
complementary manner. 

c) Fortify existing post graduate programs via the 
temporary Incorporation of visiting national and foreign 
Investigators, to complement the academic human resources; the g 
Incorporation of select ex-scholarship awardees of the CONACYT to m 
the groups of professor-researchers; an Improvement of N 
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blbl lographlc resources or Information services, and the Improved 
Integration of experimental equipment; and the establishment of 
personal academic tutoring systems. for students. 

d) Make pub I lc within the productive system the 
availability of human resources formed through the scholarship 
programs; call on research Institutions and companies In the 
pub I lc, private and social sectors to present candidates for 
scholarships In keeping with their requirements, and strive 
toward companies of the productive sector sharing responsibl llty 
In the formation of the special lsts they need. 

-Promote the supply and· use of scientific and t~hnologlcal 
services and Information, via: 

a) Fortify and promote the optimum use of the existing 
Infrastructure of services whose purpose Is to capture and 
pub~lcize scientific and technical know-how through Information 
on patents, technical assistance and extenslonlsm, metrology and 
special !zed bib II lographlc Information services. 

b) Formulate technical standards on the qual lty 
products offered on the market and the promotion of the 
of qual lty clrcules by productive branches. 

of the 
creation 

c) Broaden the diffusion of scientific and t~hnologlcal 
knowledge through mass communication media, technological 
museums, botanical gardens and zoos. planetarl~ms and other 
pub I lc Information centers. 

To achieve the proposed objectives and strategies. 36 
programs were designed which are described below. These 
programs. which now form the rationale of PRONOETYC, wll I be 
carried out via the annual operative programs of agencies end 
entitles of the federal pub! lc administration, with the 
participation of agents of the pub! lc, social and private 
sectors. 

~ROGRAMS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SINCYT 

The purpose of these 17 programs Is to fortly the national 
capacity and Infrastructure In scientific research and 
technological development. Special emphasis Is given to the 
formation of top-level researchers and professionals for the 
productive system; the national capacity to adapt and assimilate 
Imported technology, and the I Ink between the national research 
and the production system; and the promotion of qual lty standards 
to favour the International competitive of national products. 
These programs are I lsted below: 

1. Evaluation and updating of science and t~hnology 
policies and programs to keep PRONDETYC updated at alI times and 

g to Improve the procedures for the planning-programming-budgeting 
~ of scelntlflc and technological activities. 
~ 
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2. Inventory of human resources, to establish and keep an 
updated Information bank In this respect. 

3. lncroporatlon of post grad~ates Into the labor market, 
to promote the adequate employment of special lzed human 
resources. 

4. PartlcJpatlon of the productive sector In the formation 
of human resources, to promote a greater participation of pub I lc 
and private companies In the financing and orientation of the 
formation of top-level human resources for the national 
productive plant. 

5. Fortification of the national· post-graduate programs and 
courses of study to contribute to the efforts of the Secretariat 
of Pub I lc Education towards the development of a better qual lty 
post graduate system, broader and with closer ties to the needs 
of the country. 

6. Granting and administration of scholarships. to promote 
the formation of high level human resources, preferably In 
.national Institutions of higher learning. 

1. Liaison of research-production, linking the 
centers and the engineering and consulting firms 
productive enterprises. 

research 
with the 

8. Incentives to technological development, to promote the 
design and Instrumentation of adequate Incentives which may 
Induce companies to Invest In technological Innovation. 

9. Venture capital to promote the development of national 
technologies, sharing the financial risk Inherent In the same. 

10. Adaptation of technologies, to Increase the capacity of 
engineering and consulting firms and the technical departments of 
companies In the Identification, selection, assimilation and 
adaptation of technology. 

11. Technical standardization, to 
standardization of pieces and components and 
adoption of quality control systems adjusted 
system. 

strive toward a 
to stimulate the 
to the productive 

12. Technological assistance to upgrade the technological 
level of the productive apparatus and to foster the technological 
advisory and extenslonlsm services via agreements with the 
productive sector. 

13. Physical Infrastructure for research, In order to 
allocate financial support and distribution of equipment In fair 
terms to all research Institutions. 
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14. Scientific and technological Information, to promote 
the harmonious and efficient development of national data banks 
and systems for scientific and technological Information. 

15. Social communication of science and technology to aid 
In creating a scientific and technological culture lnal I the 
strata of society, pub I lclzlng the role of science and technology 
In the economic, social and cultural development of the country. 

16. Study and tuning of the national transfer of technology 
system promoting the adjustment of the legal Instruments rtlltlng 
to Import and transfer of. technology, to the current conditions 
and policies of national development. · 

17. International scientific and technical cooperation, to 
establIsh mechanisms for technical and academic col laboratlon to 
aid In national development, In coordination with the Secretariat 
of Foreign Affaris. 

PROGRAMS FOR SECTORAL DEVELOPMENT 

In this chapter are Included the programs of the eight 
sectors of pub! lc activity that most greatly Influence or require 
technological and scientific development. They propose actions 
tending to Increase the supply of scientific and technological 
know-how and services demanded by the respective sectors. These 
programs wll I be carried out by the agencies. centers and 
research Institutes, coordinated by the secretariats of State 
heads of the respective sector. and they are oriented to: 

1. Agriculture and Hydraulic Resources. to generate and 
apply new scientific and technological know-how consistent with 
the ecological and socio-economic characteristics of the various 
regions of the country, and to develop technologies to Improve 
the productivity of the agricultural and forestry production 
agents. 

2. Trade and Industrial Promotion ~o create an lnd stria! 
technology base leading to agreements with Industry regarding 
primary production and commercial lzatlon, strengthening the 
Internal supply of technology. orienting local demand toward 
Internal sources of technological supply, and setting the 
foundations for the operation of a National Standardization 
System consistent with the country's development scheme, 
promoting the quality control systems to offer products capable 
of substituting Imports and penetrating International markets. 

3. Communications and Transportation, to select research 
and technological development projects with a direct Impact on 
the sector and to Increase national participation In the 
generation of products or technologies uti I !zed by the sector. 

4. Urban Development, Housing and Ecology. to find an 
answer to the social demands for ordered urban and ecological 
development and Increase the participation of society In the 
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han~llng of technologies for a rational uti I lzatlon of natural 
resources. 

5. Public Education, to for~ human resources In priority 
scientific and technological areas, promote research on education 
needed to upgrade academic quality. promote technological and 
scientific research In Institutes of higher learning and Increase 
the liaison ~etween the research corresponding to the sector and 
Its own needs as well as those of the socio-economic panorama. 

6. Energy. Mines and Public Industry, to strive toward 
rational energy balance.lmprovlng the production. distribution 
and use of energy. to fortify technological development for the 
optimal use of conventional and alternate energy sources, to 
broaden efforts of exploration In the national territory In 
respect of Iron. carbon, aluminum clays and non-metallic 
minerals. to develop the capacity of reaching technological self
determination In the Iron and steel Industry, to create the 
Infrastructure needed for the assimilation, adaptation and 
lnno9vatlon of technologies In this field, and to agree upon 
programmes of scientific research and technological development 
for the public Industry. 

7. Fisheries, to generate the Information needed for the 
optimum use of water resources. the development of the national 
fisheries' technologies. and the know-how requlr.ed to Improve the 
fisheries' productivity. 

8. Health and Welfare, to formulate an Integral diagnosis 
of research In human health, to def lne a normative gu Idaline tor 
the establishment of priorities and the evaluation of research. 
to set mechanisms for Inter-Institutional and Inter-sectorial 
coordination with the productive and service sectors, and to 
carry out Investigations to foster an awareness of the physical• 
biological and social phenomena related to health. 

Research and Development Programs to Meet National Priorities 

These 11 programs propose specific subjects In which It Is 
hoped that results wll I beobtalned, which will enhance knowledge 
on the couptry 1 s real tty or that can be appl led to the productive 
system of goods and services within the duration of the Program. 
The execution of these programs Is entrusted to the National 
System of Science and Technology through concerted and lnduclve 
actions promoted by the CONACYT. The programs are: 

1. Investigation of the nature of our society. to favour an 
awareness of the physical, biotic and social reality cf the 
country, and a generation of scientific and technical know-how 
that wll I contribute to a correct understanding of our current 
condItIons, our resources and our natural I egacy. 

2. Investigation on nutrition and health, to link basic 
research work In with priority cl lnlcal and epidemiological work• 
set the scientific bases for a follow-up system of epidemics. 
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nutrition and contagious diseases In the highest risk 
nuclei, and design diagnosis· apparatus that may 
acquired and handled. 

population 
be easily 

3. Investigation on the use of natural renewable resources 
to generate adequate know-how and techniques for optimum 
employment and use, conservation and Improvement of the nation's 
natura I I egacy. 

4. Investigation on the use of non-renewable resources, to 
find methods tending to the rational hand! lng and exploitation of 
our own non-renewable resources. 

5. Technological development of the agro-lndustry, to 
Improve processing technologies which will Increase the 
avallabll lty of food products and the Integrated uti I lzatlon of 
farm products. 

6. Technological development of the electronics Industry, 
for the design of manufacturing technologies related to materials 
and components and the national production of certain raw 
materials, equipment and computer programs. 

1. Technological development fo the chemical-pharmaceutical 
Industry, to develop or adapt technologies for the national 
production of raw materials and medicines. 

8. Technological development fo the petro-chemical 
Industry, to Improve the capacity to produce, asslml late and 
Innovate acquired technology and favour the creation of new 
process technologies and their associated new products. 

9. Technological development of the metal-mechanic 
Industry, to develop metal lurglcal technologies and the 
manufacture of metal lie materials the basic Industry, the 
production of parts and components and the assembly of equipment 
and machinery. 

10. Technological development of the construction lnoustry, 
to lc rease the efficiency of the Industry In the Internal market 
and Its International competitiveness and to promote the use of 
national Inputs. 

11. Top level research on other matters, to support 
outstanding research groups that constitute an example fo quality 
and that cultivate Important areas not Included In the previous 
top-priority programs. 

The goals, strategies and lines of action of the 36 programs 
composing the PRONDETYC will be Implemented In annual operative 
programs, which will specify obhjectlves and actions over the 
short-term period and will allocate the necessary funds for their 
accomplishment. In these actions of the annual operative 
programs, there will be a participation of public, social and 
private agents Involved through the four execution points defined 



In the Law of Planning: mandatory. for the group of actions to be 
carried out by agencies and entitles fo the federal public 
administration; coordinated tor actions to be carried out In 
unison by the federal public administration and the state 
governments within the framework 'of the Unique Development 
Agreements; concerted actions, grouping those to be agreed upon 
the public sector on one hand and the social and private sectors 
on the lnduclye actions Including all government actions tending 
to promote, regulate. restrict or orient the behavior of the 
social and private sectors towards accompl lshment of the goals 
and objectives of the Programme. 
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PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF SCIENTIFIC 

AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE 

MONGOLIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 

INTRODUCTION 

Close attention Is being devoted In Mongolian People's 
Republic <MPR)to lts·sclentlflc and technical progress, tor It Is 
one of the key areas of the development of the society. The 
government maps out the entire scientific and technical programme 
In the country, sets the general alms and the chief obJeCtives, 
determines the ways of attaining them, and sees to the Introduc
tion of scientific and technical achievements In practice. As a 
concomitant, It marshals the efforts of the pe~ple at large. 
concentrating them on promoting scientific and technical 
progress. 

Much attention Is devoted to promoting research In the •ore 
Important scientific fields, to verifying fulfilment and to 
selecting, posting and educating personnel, to control~lng 
scientific and technical progress ln various fields. 

Government control over the development of science and 
technology In the MPR Is based on the general ad•lnlstretlve 
principles of serving the people, democratic ceni ails•• 
social 1st law and order, and planning. 

ORGANIZATION 

The top organs of state that exercise general governmental 
control over scientific and technical development In the country 
are the Great People's Khural, Its Presidium, the Council of 
Ministers of the MPR, and such other bodies as the MPR State 
Committee for Science and Technology, the .state Planning 
Committee, the State Committee for Material and Technical 
Suppl les, and the State Committee for Prices and Standards which 
cut across the entire economy. At the level of the various 
branches and Industries of the country's economy, control over 
the pgoress of science and technology Is also. exercised by 
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central administrations of specific Jurisdiction --the varlous 
Industrial ministries and administrations of the Mongolian 
People's Republic. 

FUNCTIONS 

Tba Graat Papplata Kbura! 

The Great People's Khural of the MPR Is competent to deal 
with all possible matters related to scientific and technical 
progress. It Is the supreme organ of state power and exercises 
general guidance of all governmental organs. Including those of 
science and technology. and defines the basic Juridical 
principles governing the activity of ~ese organs. Naturally, It 
also controls their activity. The Presidium of the Great 
People"s Khural exercises Its function of Improving the system of 
governmental control and supervision and this also In the field 
of science and technology. 

Cpyncll pf Ministers 

In accordance with the Constitution of the MPR, the Council 
of Ministers exercises guidance and control of the national 
economy. It Is within Its competence to draw up measures 
promoting the development of science and technology. When 
necessary. It forms special committees and administrations, and 
sees to It that obJectives In science and technology of economic 
Importance are reached In time. It defines the competence of 
subordinate organs of control over scientific and technical 
progress. and draws up national scientific and tewchnfcal 
development plans. which It submits for approval to the Great 
People's Khural. The MPR Council of Ministers decides upon the 
procedure of financing scientific development. the development 
and Introduction of new technology, and deals with all 
fundamental problems related to the training of scfe~tfffc 
workers. the promotion of Inventions and Innovations. the 
adoption of standards. the dissemination of scientific 
Institutions function effectively. It also exercises fts powers 
to expedite the Introduction of scientific and technical 
achievements In the economy. 

State Committee for Sc!anca and Tachnp!ogy 

But the body that conducts the single scientific and 
technl~al policy and that ensures the fullest possible use of the 
achievements of science and technology In the economy Is the 
State Committee of the MPR for Science and Technology. Among Its 
functions Is that of evaluating the technical standard of 
production In specific fields of the economy, of drawing up 
recommendations In the main fields of scientific and technical 
development In the country. organizing study of scientific and 
tec~nlcal problems that cut across several fields, supplying the 
economy with scientific and technical Information, controlling 
the Introduction of sclentfffc and technical achievements In the 
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economy, and maintaining ties with other countries In the field 
of scientific and technical cooperation. 

The State Committee for Science and Technology has extensive 
~owers In planning. control. financing, and organization. It 
draws up the country's five-year plans for scientific and 
technical studies and the use of scientific and technical 
achievements In the economy. It endorses programmes for baste 
scientific and technical studies Included In five-year and annual 
plans, draws up draft plans for financing research and per1onnel 
training. and allocates funds In the field of sclenct and 
technology. 

Jointly with the MPR Academy of Sciences. the Com~lttee 
recommends to the Council of Ministers and the State Pltnnlng 
Committee specific scientific and technical Innovations for use 
In the economy, and Informs them of the results of completed 
research relevant for the economy. This Is done befort -the 
annual plan Is drawn up. 

The Committee engages In scientific and technical 
forecasting In flelds.of major Importance for the country's long
term (15 to 20 years) economic development. 

Apart from Its plan functions, the Committee supervises the 
key scientific studies and measures ensuring timely use In the 
economy of the latest scientific and technical achievements. It 
Is responsible for countrywide control In this field. and 
recevles reports of ministries, administrations, scientific 
Institutions, and enterprises, seeing to It that assignments are 
fll led and Introduction of scientific and technical achievements 
In production Is expedited. The Committee may award additional 
asslgnements to ministries and administrations In order to 
resolve major scientific _and technical problems that concern 
several fields or Industries. The Committee Is In charge of 
funding research and designing, and has a reserve of budget funds 
for scientific research projects that are not provided for In the 
annual plan but are found to be necessary.-

The Committee organises examinations by experts of the 
technical aspect of Industrial or agricultural projects under 
construction or reconstruction. Such examinations are organized 
on an Independent basis, en I Ising the opinion of scientists and 
experts regarless of their place of work. This practl~e helps 
the Committee to exercise effective control over the technical 
standard of enterprises that are being either reconstructed or 
built anew. 

The Committee sees to the continuous Improvement of the 
network of research tnstltulons. It examines the requests of 
mtnsltrles and administrations suggesting establ lshment of new 
science lnstltulons. In pertinent cas1s, It draws up 
reocmmendatlons addressed to Its superior bodies oncloslng down 
scientific Institutions or their divisions that have proved 
Ineffective. The Committee Is authorized to Instruct ministries, 



administrations and other organizations to suspend or terminate 
research or designing projects that unnecessarily duplicate some 
other projects or are devoid of theoretical or practical 
significance. and to cut off funding~ 

The MPR State Committee for Science and Technology 
supervises dissemination of scientific and technical Information 
In the country. It Is authorized to define the chief trends In 
the development of the country's system of science-technical 
Information outlets. to coordinate research In the field of 
science-technical Information. and to supervise and control the 
work of science-technical Information and promotion outlets. 

State Planning Committee 

Among the governmental agencies that cut across Industry and 
agriculture and exercise certain functions In the field of 
scientific and technical progress. the State Planning Committee 
of the MPR holds a conspicuous place: It Is expected to Include 
In the five-year and annual plans specific assignments and 
measures envisaging the development and Introduction In 
production of highly-effective machinery, equipment, 
manufacturing methods, and more economical materials, as wet I as 
projects Introducing comprehensive mecahnlzatlon and automation. 

Together with the State Committee for Science and 
Technology. the Planning Committee draws up and Issues 
Instructions on how to draw up state science and technology 
development plans. It final lses those sections of the plan that 
are related to the use of scientific and technical achievements 
In the national economy. and controls fulfilment of asslgnmenmts 
set In the state plan. 

State Cpmmlttee fpr Material and Technical Suppl les 

The MPR State Committee for Material and Technical Supplies. 
too, Is Involved In controlling scientific and technical 
progress. Its chief function. of course, Is to ensure timely 
supply of technical resources for research, designing. and 
Introduction of new machinery or equipment In production. 

State Cpmmr'ttee for prices and standards 

State standards (standardization) play a prominent role tn 
expediting scientific and technical progress. Standards based on 
the latest achievements of science and technology are an 
Important factor promoting high technical levels and high 
quality. In charge of standardization In the country Is the 
State Committee for Prices and Standards. It Is responsible tor 
the state and further advancement of standardization and 
metrology In the country, and for a single technical pol Icy In 
this field. The Committee defines the malo lines of development 
and the scientific, methodological, technical, and ecnomtc 
principles of standardization. of unifying standards In Industry 
and other field~; It standardlses quality Indicators. and 
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exercises state supervision and control over the Introduction and 
observance of standards and techntcal lndlcatorsJI and over the 
state and use of measuring lnstrum.nts. 

As a body exercising state supervision and control over 
standards and technical Indicators. the Committee Is authorized 
to Instruct enterprises and organizations. regardless of their 
administrative subordination. to eliminate spotted breachel of 
standards and technical Indicators. and may forbid delivery or 
sale of products that are below the set of standrd or technical 
Indicators. 

The Shtt Committee for Higher and Spttela!J":ud Stcondory Edyoa+too 

This Committee suprvlses scientific research In hiQher 
educational establishments. 

Ministries 

Conduct of a single technical pol Icy In their respective 
fields, ensuring Introduction of the latest achlevementa of 
science and technology, and of the latest techniques, In 
production making for high technical and economic lndlcatorl• IS 
one of the chief functions of the various ministries. They 
systematically evaluate the technlco-economlc standard of 
production and output In their specific field. define the most 
effective use of scientific and technical achleve .. nts at home 
and abroad to secure a high technical standard on enterprises In 
their branch. 

The ministries supervise the work of subordinate research. 
designing. and devlopment organizations and enterprises• 
directing their efforts to resolving the most Important econ~lc 
and Industrial problems. rhey promote Improvements In planning 
and organizing research and deslgfng projects, In enhancing their 
efficiency, and In coordinating research and Introduction of Its 
results In production. The ministries draw up plans I~ their 
field for scientific research and Introduction of new meet. ·nary. 
and promote Improvements In the technical standard ot ,production 
and output at subordinate enterprises. They organize work on 
subject-oriented plan~ at subordinate enterprises and control 
their fulfilment. 

At branch level. ministries bear Important responslbll ltles 
tor financing scientific research proJects and supplying them 
with requisite technical and other resources. They are llao 
responsible for the timely Introduction of new machinery In 
production. for the promotion of Inventions and lnnvoatlons, for 
standarlsatlon In their field, for dissemination of scientific 
and tehcnlcal Information. for selection. positioning. and 
Improvement of proficiency of ranking technicians and engineers. 
and for malntenlng International scientific and technical ties. 
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Aso¢emy of Sslansas 

The MPR Acadmey of Sciences holds a special place among the 
organizations that control scientific and technical progress. 
being a commonweal~h of scientists. · Its purposes, as set forth 
In Its statutes, are: promotion of fundamental research In the 
leading areas of social and natural science; devising scientific 
preconditions for the practical use of the results of research; 
earring out "promising research In key areas of scientific, 
technical and social progress that wll I work for succesful 
economic, cultural and scientific progress; research In the 
general aspects of technical progress and their linkage with the 
well being of people, and, last but not least, assistance In 
securing the fullest possible use ;of domestic and foreign 
scientific achievements In socialist construction In the 
Mongolian People's Republic. 

The Acadmey of Sciences exercises over-all scientific 
guidance of research In key areas of natural and social science 
at Institutes of fundamental research and at higher educatl·onal 
establishments. 

PLANNING 

Now a few words about the more concrete structure of 
planning scientific and technical development In the MPR. 

The prevailing system of planning the development of science 
and technology Is divided by duration Into long-term, five-year 
(medium-term), and annual planning. 

A long-term plan defines the main directions In the 
development of science and technology In close association with 
the material, labour, and financial resources needed for tnelr 
fulfilment In line with the long-term objectives of the country's 
social and economic development. The long-term plans ar~ the 
basis for the elaboration of five-year plans and act as the 
beacon for purpose-oriented scientific and technical development 
In the country, especially as concerns the priority fields. 

The main form of scientific and technical development plan 
Is that of five-year plans. These encompass all major steps In 
technical progress, determining Its rate, scale, and results In 
the framework of the national economy as a whole. the various 
Industries and other branches of the economy, and associations of 
enterprises and Individual enterprises. 

The planning of science and technology at the level of the 
national economy as a whole Is meant to enhance the efficiency of 
social production and secure Its further Intensification. 

It Is these objectives, Indeed, that essentially determine 
the structure of the scientific and technical development plan. 
that Is, Its differentiation according to the plan targets or 
types of work planned. 
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Our country's scientific and technical development plan 
consists of the following section: 

1. Plan for fulfilment of research In the key scientific 
and technical problems. 

2. Plan for the Introduction of new Items In production. 

3. Plan for the Introduction of advanced techntquea, for 
the automation and mechanization of production processes. 

4. Plan for the financing of scientific and technical 
research projects. 

5. Plan for scientific and technical cooperation. 

6. Plan of the basic Indicators of scientific and technical 
development. 

7.. Plan for the standardization and the qual lty of 
production. 

8. Plan for the dissemination of advanced prOduction 
experience. 

9. Pta~ for the training of scientific personnel with 
academic degrees. 

Now, let u·s cast a brief glance at each of these sections of 
the scientific and technical development plan. 

Fulfilment of research In the kty scientific and ttchnlcol Aroblems: 

The basts for the elaboration of the targets of the five
year plan as regards the key scientific and technical p~oblems 
are the Indicators of the long-term scientific and technical plan 
for the five years concerned, coupled with the proposals of 
subo~dlnate echelons. 

The State Committee for Science and Technology, Jointly with 
the State Planning Committee and the MPR Academy of Sciences• 
list the key scientific and technical problems at the stage when 
the basic directions of development are stll I being determined• 
and recommend them for Inclusion In the five-year plan. 
Ministries or administrations that are to handle each research or 
development project, or a separate asslgnement are thereupon 
named. 

The named ministry Is held responsible to the government for 
resolving the problem assigned to Jt, and Is cal Jed upon to draft 
a plan for the problem In question, to exercise day-to-day 
guidance and coordination of the work of those handling the 
problem, and to endorse the results. 
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The plan lays down concrete assignments for each problem, 
which must, among other things, envisage the development and 
production techniques that wll I ensure comprehensive use of raw 
and other materials. a lower consumption of material per unit of 
output, a better quality of output; a higher productivity of 
labour, bette working conditions, more advanced control of 
production and a better organisation of labour, and the 
development and use of environmental protection techniques. 

In addition to the list of assignments, this section of the 
five-year plan for scientific and technical development also 
contains the date when work on the problem Is to be completed, 
the dates for completing Intervening stages, and dates for 
producing an advance stock of research-results. It names those 
who are to carry out the assignments and their co-executors. the 
estimated cost of working on the problem. Including the cost of 
experimental samples of the Item and the cost of acquiring the 
requisite experimental plant. 

In addition to assignments of the five-year plan to resolve 
scientific and technical problems and over-all problems applying 
to all or most branches of the economy, there are also 
coordlnatlve plans for work on these problems which help to link 
up •abutting• jobs that are to be carried out by different• 
ministries. administrations, enterprises, or organisations. 

The coordlnatlve plans are drawn up by the 
administration responsible for the said project, 
with other Interested parties, whereupon they are 
endorsement to the State Committee for Science and 

ministry or 
In agreement 

submlttted for 
Technology. 

The coordfnatlve plan may be said to concretlse the 
assignments of the five-year plan. 

lntrodu,tlon gf new Items In production. 

This section of the scientific and technical development 
plan contains assignments to launch production of new Items and 
materials that had been developed earlier. chiefly under the 
state plan of basic science-technical problems. The section may 
also Include assignments to develop production of new, advanced 
types of material or articles first produced abroad. 

The plan Indicators In this section of the scientific and 
technical development plan Include (a) the envisaged output, (b) 
estimated cost. (c) the time schedule for launching production. 
The enterprises where the new Items are produced, and the 
economics of their production, are also given. 

Introduction of new. advanced techniques, the automation and 
mechanisation of production processes. 

The purpose here Is to promote broad use In the national g 
economy of the latest domestic and foreign scientific and ~ 
technical Innovations. ~ 
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The criteria by which techniques and plant are picked for 
Inclusion In this section of the plan are threefold1 technical• 
economic and social. 

The technical criterion requires the technique or plan In 
question to be better or at least as good as those employed In 
other countries. Besides, the Introduction of the said teehhlque 
or plant Is to secure a substantial rise In the technlcel 
standard of production. 

The economtc criterion requires the technique or plent In 
question to heighten the productivity of labour, Improve the 
qual lty of output, save material and other resources, lower the 
cost of produc~lon, and, as a result, yield a higher efficiency. 

The social criterion requires the technique or plant In 
question to Improve working conditions and eliminate manual and 
monotonous operations. It must not present a hazard to work•rs• 
health or pollute the environment. 

The following criteria are used In drawing up this section 
of the plan~ · 

reports and other documents concerning the obtained or 
expected results of research conducted In the country, and 
results of Inventions or Innovations In the various branches of 
the national economy; 

- Information relating to the production and use of new 
techniques or plant In the Soviet Union and other social 1st 
countries. the capital 1st states, and developing countries; 

concrete proposals of ministries and administrations In 
the country for Improving the technical standard of production· In 
their respective fields; 

results 
the auspices of 
blueprints and 
given plan. 

of technological examinations by experts under 
the State Committee for Science and Technol~gy of 
estimates of Industrial projects envisaged In the 

Financing of scientifiC and technical research proJtcta. 

A plan Is elborated to fund scientific research, based on 
the projects defined In the draft plan of scientific and 
technical development. 

The funding plan provides for the financial, manpower and 
material resources required for the real lsatlon of the various 
envisaged scientific-technical programmes. 

Research projects are financed out ot the single fund for 
financing scientific and technical development, run by the State 
Committee for Science ~nd Technology. 
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clant!flc and t"bnlcal cooperation. 

This section defines the malo areas In which the Mongolian 
People's Republ lc Is to cooperate with other member countries of 
the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, and with other 
social 1st and capital 1st countries. This section of the plan 
sets the outlay for research and design Jobs Involved In the 
Joint proJectSJ names the organisations Involved In the projects 
In the various countries, the place where the projects are to be 
carried out, the main expected scientific and technical results. 
the significance of the projects for the national economy, 
specifies the forms of cooperation and the main steps taken to 
secure completion of the projects. The plan enumerates the 
subJects of multilateral and of bl lateral scientific and 
technical cooperation. 

tondardlsotion and the gyallty of productloQ 

This section of the plan dovetails closely with the section 
of the plan for the Introduction of new, advanced techniques, for 
the automation and mchanlsatlon of production processes. When 
planning standardisation and qual lty of products It Is envisioned 
to produce products of higher qual lty and higher standards than 
those of previously manufactured goods; also planned Is higher 
efficiency. This section of the plan also cal Is for accurate 
forecasting of the demand for the product In question. definition 
of Items of Investment, and of expenditures In general, etc. 

Qissemloatlon gf odyanced prgductipQ experience 

This section envisages Introduction of new proposals 
yielding stable results and bettering the average standards In 
the economic field concerned. These proposals muxg have proved 
economically profitable. They consist of advanced producflon 
techniques and Innovations. 

The section ln11cate~ the places where the proposals are to 
be Introduced. names the authors of the advanced production 
experience, and estimates the economic advantag·es and the 
Importance for the economy of the envisaged proposals 

Tralolng of scientific personnel with academic degrees 

This section Is meant to ensure that the needs of the 
natloanl economy In competent science workers and teaching 
personnel are fully met. The plan for the training of personnel 
with academic degrees takes Into consideration the long-term 
objectives of scientific research, the number of students In 
higher educational establ lshments, the natural dynamics of the 
personnel. and the planned contingent of researchers and 
scientists and research and design organisations. This section 
of the five-year plan deals with five main fields of science: 
social science. natural science, technology, agricultural selena• 
and medicine. The yearly plan enumerates the subjects In which 
the personnel special lses. 
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In recent years we have begun using the method of goal
oriented programme planning, which Is a new, more advanced 
method. The substance of this method Is that the end goal of the 
plan Is taken as the chief component and point of departure. so 
that means of achieving this goal with concretely available 
resources become the object of planning and programming. Special 
attention Is paid to concentrating resources on carrying out the 
priority tasks. The use of this method of planning requires 
development and Implementation of various scientific-technical, 
purely scientific, and production programmes that would take 
account of alI possible situations and consequences thlt may 
arise as the programmes are carried out. 

Seven goal-oriented programmes are elaborated and 
Implemented In our country at present: for expediting scientific 
and tehcnlcal progress. for rational use of manpower, for rllslng 
exports, for supplying the population with food and for advlnclng 
agriculture, for the priority development of the fuel and power 
Industry, for the developmentof housebulldlng, and for the 
development and location of the country's productive forces. 

Those responsible for the elaboration and Implementation of 
these programmes have been appointed, with hundrtds of 
scientists. researchers and other spclal lsts taking part. 

The measures envisaged In the programmes are provided 
separate andprlorlty funding under the five-year and annual 
scientific and technical development plans. 

Control of measures provided for In these programmes Is 
separately organised. The State Committee for Science 
Technology exercises overal I guidance of the elaboration of 
natloanl goal-oriented comprehensive programmes. 

also 
and 

such 

Alongside these nationwide programmes, It Is planned to draw 
up and Introduce goal-oriented comprehensive programmes at the 
level of eocnomlc branches and for specific objectives, such as 
raising crop yields, breeding cattle with specific prop~rtles• 
and the I Ike 

When working out goal-oriented comprehensive programmes we 
make creative use of t~e general procedures and methods used In 
the Soviet Union and other socialist countries. 
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NIGERIA: POLICIES, PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS 
FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

Nigeria Is a tropical African country located north of the 
Equator from Latitudes 4 N to 14 N and spanning from 3 E to 15 E. 
east of the Meridian. Its land area covers approximately 930,000 
sq.km and the vegetation ranges from the mangrove forests In the 
South through the rain forests In the middle belt, to the 
Sahellan Savannah In the North. The country's topography Is 
generally low lying and undulating and Its soils vary from highly· 
weathered sandy and acidic soils In the Southern portion, to 
clayey soils In the Northern part. 

The population Is currently ~stlmated at about 85 million 
with an annual growth rate of 2.5 per cent. About 40 percent of 
the population Is made up of children aged 15 years and below. 
while the economically active population Is estimated at 50 
percent, 70 per cent of the population subsist In the rural areas 
of the country. 

The land resources of Nigeria Is capable of supporting 
various types of agricultural activities Including arable farm
Ing, animal husbandry, forestry and fisheries production and 
development. Of the cultivable land constituting approximately 75 
per cent of tote I I and area. on I y about 50 per cent .1 s current! y 
put under cultivation, another 10 per cent Is afforested and the 
remaining ,15 percent Is made up of permanent pastures, built up 
areas and uncultlvable wastes. The major food crops of the 
country Include cassava, yams, rice. maize, sorghum. mil let cow
pear and plantains. The major tree crops are cocoa, oil palm• 
rubber·and kolanutsJ forest products Include, timber and medici
nal plants. The major livestock are cattle, sheep. goats, pigs 
and poultry. Nigeria Is endowed with abundant deposits of mine
ral resources and these Include: 

I ) 
I I ) 

II I) 

fossil fuel (petroleum. coal. llgnlte)J 
metals <uranium, tin, colomblte, coal, Iron ore, lead and 
gold)J 
others. such as limestone, marble, clay and rock salt. 
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Much of the energy needs of the country are basically deriv
ed from both the mineral and forest resources. Fuel wood provide 
the main source of energy In the rural areas, while electricity 
generated from petroleum and coal resources as wei 1 as hydro• 
power Is utilised In the urban areas for domestic purposes, In 
transportation and Industry. 

Industrial developme_nt In Nigeria has witnessed some mlllure 
of progress In the past two decades. The era witnessed estlbl lsh
ment ot a number ot Indigenous Industries that uti I lsi local 
materials and technology. Such Industries Include textiles. 
metal works, food, ceram!cs (Including pottery), tobacco• loap, 
pharmaceuticals, building and road Industries. Also, In existence 
are some modern Industries that produce a number of finished 
products from basic raw materials and a few others that merely 
assembly Intermediate products Into finished products. 

There are cultural diversities In Nigeria, arising principa
lly from the existence of several ethnic groups. These differen
ces In culture and tradition are also reflected In the type of 
agricultural and Industrial activities practised and the nature 
of the arts, crafts and housing. existing In the country. 

BACKGROUND 

The history behind past efforts made at evolving science and 
technology machinery for Nigeria, could be traced to the period 
Immediately preceding Independence In 1960. Events that took 
place during this period really provoked phenomenal changes that 
saw a re-orientation In the drive towards designing a suitable 
science and technology pol Icy for Nigeria. The pol Icy during the 
colonial era, was geared towards the production of local raw 
materials to feed Industries abroad and whose products wert t~en 
brought back to Nigeria, for sale and consumption. Therefore, 
only research activities that guaranteed the availability of the 
raw materials, were pursued. But most Importantly, there was a 
widespread tear that a mass exodus ot foreigners from the key 
productive and services sectors of the economy, namely, as !cul
ture (Including agricultural research), medicare (hospitals), 
transportation (railways, airways, shipping), construction. posts 
and telecommunication services. might harm the economic life of 
the Nations. Emergency measures were taken In order to train 
high level scientific and technical manpower to replace the 
departing colonial personnel, and to undertake necessary research 
and Innovative adaptations. In the country. 

In 1963, the need for a national machinery for the formula
tion of appropriate science and technology policy In relation to 
national development, became apparent when the United Nations 
Conference on the Appl lcatlon of Science and Technology for the 
Benefit of less developed countries, was held In Geneva. During 
this conference. a good number of scientific papers were 
examined, some of which came from Nigeria. Consequently. In mld-
1966. the official search tor suitable and relevant science end 
technology pol Icy machinery for Nigeria resulted In a legislation 
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which promulgated the establishment of the Nigerian Council for 
Scientific and Industrial Research. Unfortunately, this Council 
could not take off due to the civil disturbances which took place 
In the country, during the period (1966-1970). 

During the Interval however, a new structure for science and 
technology became necessary. Consequently, a UNESCO mission was 
Invited with the task to review the science and technology posi
tion and advise the government accordingly, on the appropriate 
science policy machinery, for the country. After extensive con
sultation, this mission recommended a 3-tler system for science 
policy formulation, coordinatiOn and execution. This Invariably 
led to the establ lshment of a new Council known a~ the Nigerian 
Council for Science and Technology <NCS!) In 1970, with the prime 
responsibility of advising and coordinating government efforts In 
science and technology In the country. Also established during 
the period, were four sectoral Research Councils, namely, the 
Agricultural Research Council of Nigeria <ARCN), the Medical 
Research Council of Nigeria CMRCN), the Industrial Research Coun
cil of Nigeria CIRCN> and the Natural Sciences Research Council 
of Nigeria CNSRCN>. 

After operating the 3-tler system for about six years, the 
entire machinery had to be restructured into a 2-tler system •. 
Therefore In 1977, a National Science and Technology Development 
Agency (NSTDA> was establ lshed to take over the functions hitherto 
performed by the NCST and the sectoral Research Councils. By that 
arrangement, the NSTDA had to combine both the advisory and 
executive as wei I as the sectoral research coordination functions 
of the defunct bodies. AI I the Research Institutes (22 In number) 
then came under the direct supervision of the NSTDA <Annex 1). 

REVIEW OF CURRENT DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN NIGERIA 

In apparent recognition of the Importance of science and 
technology and the role they can play In the development of the 
economy, the NSTDA was transformed In 1979, Into a Ministry with 
similar responslblltles and authority to formulate science and 
technology pol lcles: direct, coordinate and monitor the Implemen
tation of science and technology activities. Thse S&T activities 
however Include basic and appl led research, technological Innova
tion and discoveries. scientific and technology services, and 
scientific/technical manpower training and development. 

Currentlyc these activities are performed by the following 
establ lshments: 

I) Public-funded research Institutes and centres 

II) Universities, polytechnics and other tertiary educational 
Institutions 

Ill) Scientific and professional societies 

lv) Manufacturing and services Industries; and 
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v) Technical/engineering design and consulting 
organizations. 

The Research Institutes and Centres undertake research In 
specific areas of agriculture (Including fisheries. livestock and 
forestry) processing of local raw materials for 
Industrial isatlon, medicine, etc., and the existing univtrlfTits 
concentrate on basic discipline-oriented research to facll ITttt 
the production of scientific manpower in order to tnhtnee 
Nigeria's capability to fully use science in her developllltnt. 
Contrastlngly, the facll ltles of consulting organizations II Wtl I 
as those of manufacturing and services Industries are Often 
utll lsed to solve tdent'lfled problems of development through 
col iaboratlve research efforts. Professional bodies perform 
merely advisory roles and together with the other organizations. 
they provide a broad framework for the dissemination of scltntl
flc and technical information. 

FUNDING OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ACTIVITIES 

Progress In scl~nce and technology depends to a largt ex
tent, on research and development activities which If adequately 
funded. could afford the country the opportunity to tap tremend
ous benefits from Its abundant resources. It Is In apparent 
realisation of this fact that the governments In Nigeria have 
strived over the years to undertake a progressive funding progra
mme for scientific and technological activities. The obJtctive 
here is to reach or even surpass the internati,~ally accepted 
level of funding of 1 per cent of the Nation's Gross National 
Product, for research and development programmes. 

In the 4th National Development Plan (1981-85) for instance. 
a .total capital programme costing nearly N600 mill ion was planned 
for the science and technology sector. Out of this amount, 
N543.45 mfi I Jon was set aside for research proJects executed by 
the various agricultural, Industrial and other research 
Institutes. The proJects are categorised as follows: 

f) Agricultural Research 
!f) Industrial Resarch (Including 

Building and Road Research 
Ill) Medical Research 

lv) Remote Sensing and Natural 
Resources Research 

N385.85m 

N133.00m 
N20.0m 

N5 .50m 

Comparatively, In relation to other sectoral alloctlons, 
this figure represents a level less than percent of total 
capital allocation envisaged for the Plan period. But In abso
lute terms, the funds seemed fairly modest Judging, from the 
current level of the country's scientific and technological acti
vities and progress. The breakdown of the plan ai locations by 
estabi Jshment Is provided In Annex I I of thlt paper. 
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In addition. most Industrial and commercial organizations 
operating In Nigeria are encouraged by way of Incentives and tax 
reliefs, to contribute financially towards the research and deve
lopment efforts and to undertake ln-~ouse reearch In support of 
their production activities. 

CHOICE, ACQUISITION AND TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY 

Nlgerfa accords high priority to technological Invention, 
Innovation and adaptations and all efforts are therefore directed 
at encouraging Indigenous technology development, up-grading and 
adeptlng Indigenous technologies In support of national develop
ment. But, with regard to the horizontal transfer of technology, 
a machinery for the selection of these technologies was establ !sh
ed In 1979 to ensure that the technolog-Ies so selected, are rele
vant to the needs for self-sustaining development. The body 
responsible for these activities Is known as the National Office 
of Industrial Property (NOIP> and Is run by a Governing Council 
consisting of members drawn from a number of Mfnlstrles at the 
Federal level Jndlculng, the Federal Ministries of National Plan
ning, Finance. Internal Affairs, Justice, Commerce and Industries; 
W9rks and Housing, and Education, Science and Technology. A few 
others members are appointed from the Universities, Polytechnics 
and other tertiary educational lnstltulons In Nigeria. NOIP •. 
whose secretariat Is currently In the Federal Ministry of Educa
tion, Science end Technology (FME, S&T>, performs the following 
functions, emong others: 

I ) Encouragement 
Identification 
technology; 

of a 
and 

more efficient process for the 
selection and adaptation of foreign 

II) Development of the negotiating skills of Nigerians with 
a view to acquiring the best contractual terms a~d 
conditions for Nigerian parties entering Into any con
tract or agreement for the transfer of foreign technology; 

Ill) Registration of alI contracts or agreement having effect 
In Nigeria; and 

lv) Mo~ltorlng on a continuous basis, the execution of any 
contract or agreement so registered. 

CONSTRAINTS TO PC.NNING AND MANAGEMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS 

There are a number of constraints which tend to thwart the 
effective application of science and technology to development In 
Nigeria. One of such constraints Is the severe shortage of 
trained high and medium level technical manpower. and a general 
lack of managerial and executive capacity In the country, to 
execute the scientific and technological plans, programmes and 
projects. Therefore, In an attempt to redress the situation, 
measures have been taken to effect some re-organisation In the 
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nation's educational system to ensure adequate training for 
scientists and technologists on a continuous basis. For a start• 
It Is now a matter of pol Icy that a large percentage of fresh 
students Intake Into the Universities,· must be In science-related 
fields. Moreover, more Universities and particularly, Unlversr
tles of Technology have been establ !shed In the country, to 
provide additional opportunities and facilities for the training 
In basic sciences to support the national technological diYilop
ment. 

Speclflcal ly, the curriculum In the basic sciences II btlng 
restructured In such a way as to emphasis the concept as ••I I as 
the appl lcatlon of the knowledge to the solution of deveJopMintal 
problems. Additionally, Interest In the basic sciences Is being 
stimulated through a series of programmes to popularlse science 
among the populace. These programmes embody the Young Scientist 
Competition which Is designed to encourage students to develop 
and sustain Interest In science and to prepare them for scltntl~ 
fie engagements that wll I substantially aid In the socio-economic 
development of the country. Other programmes lncludiJ the 
Science and Technolpgy Fairs and exhibitions used as tori tor 
displaying creative abilities and Innovations, support tor produ~ 
ctlon of scientific publ !cations, films and other educational 
materials that aid directly, the teaching and learning of science. 

There Is also the problem associated with the development 
and use of Science and Technology Information system. A wei I 
documented system providing Information on alI facets of S&T, 
could enhance directly the planning and management of Its progra
mmes and Indirectly the self-sustaining development of the Nation. 
Data currently available on S&T activities and manpower statistics 
are scanty and unrel fable. This situation Is partly caused by the 
fact that before now, the sole and statutory responsibility tor 
the col lectlon, processln~, storage and dissemination of alI data 
In the country, was vested In a central organization - the Federal 
Office of Statistics CFOS>. Over the years, this office has had 
problems that tended to affect Its activities and therefore. the 
rei lab II lty of surveys, from where the ~ata are usually ~'rived. 
The consequences leads to unreliable ·planning efforts and erode on 
projections on forecasts made. With the relaxation of the rele
vant legislations. surveys can now be conducted on a sectoral 
basis. to obtain more reliable data on alI science and technology 
activities and manpower engaged In the sector. In this regard• 
the FMEST Is conducting surveys to collect scientific manpower 
statistics and data on S&T activities In the country. Although 
these surveys are conducted at the Instance of the FMEST~ partici
pation by FOS Is necessary and useful to ensure the standardisa
tion of data so collected. 

Owing to the Illiterate status of most of the users of 
research findings particularly farmers, problems are often encoun
tered In transferring these results, quickly from the research 
stations. to the productive sector. So In an effort to overcome 
these problems, It was necessary to establIsh agencies to essen
tially translate the findings Into forms and languages the users 
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can easily understand and utilise. In addition, these agencies 
are expected to build up extension capability to help disseminate 
the findings to users and to provide feedback to the research 
stations and centres. One of such ~gencles Is the Agricultural 
Extension Research Liaison Services CAERLS). The planned National 
Technology Development Centre Is expected to perform similar func
tions, for the Industrial sector of the economy when operational • . 

Lastly, there Is a general reluctance on the part of both 
local and foreign entrepreneurs In Nigeria, to uti I lse results of 
local research In their productive activities. This situations 
could be attributed to a number· of factors, some of which Include: 

a) The Incomplete nature of research results, entrepreneurs 
are known to prefer packages ·that would provide them In 
one piece. with alI relevant t~hnologles for their 
production activities; 

b) The use of local research findings often requiring other 
Inputs that might not be readily available; 

c) The long-term nature of Investment associated with the 
utilisation of local research lnnovaltons: and 

d) The financial 
have not been 
resultsJ and 

risks Involved In utilising results that 
tested over time IncLuding unpatented 

e) Lack of confidence In the development potential of the 
research results or even sheer Ignorance on the part of 
the potential users. 

CONCLUSION 

One of the main objectives of Science and Technology In 
Nigeria, Is to create an enduring framework to accelerate growth 
In the economic wei 1-belng of Nigerians through the rapid assess
ment and optimum utilisation of the Nations' natural resources• 
To this end. an appropriate machinery has been evolved to co
ordinate scientific research In the country. The responsibility to 
operate th(s machinery Is vested with the Federal Ministry of 
Education, Science and Technology, which as the policy making 
body, combines both the advisory and executive as well as sectoral 
co-ordlnatlon of research activities In the country. Within thiS 
framework, are 22 autonomous Research Institutes which carry out 
research In various fields of agriculture , medicine. Industrial 
actlvltles,etc. 

The founding of this machinery therefore arose from the 
pressing need to undertake a balanced scientific manpower develop
ment, the selection of technologies, funding of science and tech
nology, and elmlnatlon of constraints to S&T development. There
fore, to develop and sustain effective S&T programmes, a number of 
problems are being contained and tackled. These Include: 
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II) 

the Improvement ot science education both at the lower 
and higher leveiSJ 

the orientation of scientific research 
development and their relevance to 
priorities of Nigeria; 

and tee hno 1 ogy 
the needs and 

Ill) the transfer and utilisation of research flndlnga and 
technologies In ~he local production proeeSSJ end 

lv) the systematic aequfsltlon of teehnollgleal know•how and 
capability throug~ foreign Investment In the country. 

The Importance of science and technology was the foundation 
of meaningful and self-sustaining development, Is widely acknowle
dged In Nigeria. What Is being done Is to formualte a systematic, 
coherent and comprehensive pol ley on S&T which would be reaponslve 
to the dynamics of Nigeria's social and economic development. · It 
Is also hoped that such a pol Icy would pave the way for and 
facilitate the development of Indigenous capacity to mttt any 
challenges and be ~ble to anticipate problems that come with 
technological advancements. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF NATIONAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY 
IN PAKISTAN: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS 

INTRODUCTION 

National development may be viewed as continual movement 
towards fulfilment of the Individual and collective aspirations 
of the people. Usually social and technological changes are 
brought about In the nation through various policies tor 
realizing the goals of development. In the context of Pakistan, 
major goals are the achievement of self-sufficiency In food• 
equitable availability of basic necessltltles like clothing. 
shelter, medical cover;and development of energy resources. 
Science and technology. Internationally recognized as a major 
means of modernizing societies, must be extensively employed·tor 
the exploitation of the natural resources and expedltlus achieve
ment of the goals of national development. Such development 
programmes can only be Implemented through building up an 
adequate and efficient endogenous science and technology capabl-
1 lty. Science Is also a cultural force, as the spirit of scien
tific method and the Intellectual dlsclpl lne Inculcated In Its 
pursuit to help build up an enl lghtened attitude that Is a 
valuable asset to the society. Another aspect of science 
relevant to the developing countries Is Its character which ~akes 
It possible for them to enter upon a "planned future". In order• 
therefore, to achieve the objectlves·of national development and 
security, maximum advantages could only be derived from science 
by laying down a purposeful Science and Technology Po~lcy. 

SHORTCOMINGS 

Although some progress has been made In Pakistan In the 
field of Science and Technology, yet there are numerous shortcom
Ings and deficiencies In the effort to use science and teehnoloyg 
for national development. The present state of Science In 
Pakistan exhibits major problems such as: 

a. Small sub-critical size In terms of manpower and meagre 
outlays on research and development; 

b. Absence of well defined priorities for 
research and Imbalances In S&T effort; 
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c. Dearth of research leadership; 

d. Isolation of Pakistani $clence from active centres of 
learning In the world; 

e. Virtual absence of post-graduate activities In 
Universities; 

f. Lack of systematic feed-back from users of technology and 
absence of Intimate I Inks of science with production; 

g. Lack of effect!ve coordination 
establ lshments; 

between scientific 

h. Public Ignorance of the potential ltles of science and 
exclusion of the mass of the people from contributing to 
the Innovation process; and 

I. Undue dependence on foreign technology and technical 
kn9w-how. 

Sporadic efforts have been made to deal with one or more of 
these deficiencies but. In the absence of an overal 1 wei 1 thought 
out science and technology pol Icy and plan, as an Integral part 
of national development plan, such efforts did not make desired 
Impact. 

Planning of science and technology for development Itself Is 
a relatively new concept. The preparation of an S&T Plan. as an 
Integral part of the socio-economic plan, can only stem from a 
purposeful pol Icy of science and technology which lays down 
directions for scientific efforts and Identifies areas of techno
logical Improvements to subserve our national goals. An exercise 
to formulate a set of comprehensive proposals for the National 
Science and Technology Pol Icy has recently been concluded. The 
principles outlined In the VIenna Programme of Action on Science 
and Technology tor Development adopted at the UN Conference on 
Science and Technology for Development have been made se of 
while formulating the pol Icy proposals. The pol Icy has been 
framed after protracted discussion, deliberations and views of 
the concerned federal ministries, provincial' governments, national 
scientific and technological community. economists, social scien
tists and users of science and technology. This S&T Pol Icy has 
recently been approved by the Government of Pakistan In principle 
and It has been directed that an Action Plan for the Implementa
tion of the proposals Included In the Pol Icy be prepared for 
approval of the Government. 

S&T POLICY - SALIENT FEATU~ES 
J 
1 The National Science and Technology Pol Icy Include proposals 
~ relating to Organization and Structure of Sc•ence and Technology. 

University Research. Technology Development, Scientific and Tech
nical Manpower. Service Conditions and Incentives for Scientific 
and Technical Manpower, Promotion of Science and Technology In 
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Soc·lety. lnternatlonai liaison and Financing of Science and Tech• 
nology System. The principal alms and objects of the National 
Science and Technology Pol ley are: 

I> to cultivate and promote science and technology In 
society and create pnystcar and social environment con
ducive to the pursuit of scientific actlvltleSJ 

II) to re-organize, activate and expand the science and 
technology system In the country with a view to making 
It more efficient, dynamic and self-rei lantJ 

I I I ) to ensure that the science and tech~olog¥ system 
directed towards the achlevement of national goals 

. aspiration~. In particular towards the welfare of 
people. sustained growth of the national economy. 
security of the countryJ 

Is 
and 
the 
and 

1v) to develop. strengthen and modernize the engineering and 
technot~gJcal base of the country so as to achieve self
rei lance In this field. reduce Import of consumer ~cods 
and promote export of value added manufactured productsJ 

v) 'to develop speedily the requisite level of technological· 
capability In the country through planned promotion of 
Indigenous technologies as wei I as Import, assimilation 
and adaptation of advanced technologies for Increasing 
gross national product and ensuring optimal exploitation 
of the country's natural resources; 

vl) to ensure regular supply of adequate strength of high 
quality research manpower for the S&T sector and 
creating an environment providing necessary motivation 
for high quality performance; 

vii) to develop an effective Information networkfor science 
engineering and technology. having adequate links with 
International Information services, for providing 
workers and other Interested agencies speedy access to 
current knowledge In different S&T fields; and 

viii) to popularize science and technology at the grass-roots 
level so as to mobilize the creative atilltles of the 
entire nation and fac~J ltate widespread appl lcatlon of 
S&T for socio-economic uplift of the urban as well as 
rura I areas. 

ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOlOGY 

As ~ctence policy interacts directly with the overall 
national development pol ley. and Involves the priority allocatlon 
of resources. decision-making must rest ultimately at the top 
political level. Only at this level, planning and decision-making 
on a comprehensive national scale can be properly undertaken and 
coordinated. 



In order to provide the requisite pol ltlcal will and 
authority for the promotion of Science and Technology and Its 
application to development, the.S&T Pol Icy has proposed the 
constitution of a high-powered National Commission for Science 
and Technology (NCST> as the apex decision-making and coordinat
Ing agency for S&T In the nation. The Commission would provide 
leadership and overall guidance In the development of a strong 
well-Integrated system of science and technology and Its deploy
ment for rapid socio-economic progress. The functions of this 
Commission which will meet twice a year would Include lnter•alla 
(I) submission of programme for the coming year (I I) half 
yearly review of progres~ Indicating not only the achleve~nts 
but failures with reference to targets clearly Identifying the 
bottlenecks, (II I) coordination of Inter-ministerial and Inter
provincial S&T programmes, and (lv) ensuring proper linkage of 
S&T effort with the production sector and development plans. The 
NCST wll I be headed by the Chief Executive of the country and Its 
membership wll I comprise of: 

a) Federal Ministers In charge of: 
1. Science ~nd Technology 
2. Finance 
3. Planning and Development 
4. Production 

b) Three other Federal Ministers to be nominated by the 
President 

c) A Provincial Minister from each Province to be nominated 
by the Governor 

d) Chairman/President of the following Councils I Organiza
tions: 
1. Pakistan Engineering Council 
2. Pakistan Medical and Dental Council 
3. University Grants Commission 
4. Pakistan Agricultural Research Councl I 
5. Pakistan Council of Scientific and lndu-trfal 

Research 
6. Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission 
7. Advisory Council for Science and Technology 
8. Pakistan Academy of Sciences 
9. Space and Upper Atmosphere Research Commission 

10. Defence Science and Technology Organization 

e) Four eminent scientists/technologists to be nominated by 
the President 

f) Two representatives of user-organizations for S&T 

g) Secretary, Ministry of Science and Technology 
(Member/Secretary>. 

The Ministry of· Science and Technology will function as 
Secretariat of the NCST. In addition to the Federal Ministries 
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and Provincial Governments. the NCST may seek advice. 
necessary, from any of -the various governmental 

whenever 
and non-

governmental scientific organizations In the country. 

Recommendations also 
Science and Technology. 
Science and Technology 
provinces. 

pertain to ~trengthenlng of Ministry 
establishment of Advisory Council 

and creation of departments of S&T 

of 
for 

In 

To bring about Improvement at the level of Implementation, 
the policy package proposes statutory base for all research 
councils. administrative and financial reforms In the existing 
research councils, establishment of research Institutes where 
gaps exist and establishment of R&D units In all Industrial 
enterprises. The measures for Improvement In support services In 
the Pol Icy package cover S&T Information services, testing, qua
lity control and standard services, scientific equipment, manufa
cture and support services, S&T statistics and consultancy ser
vices. 

University Research: 

Universities In the contemporary world are seats of learning 
and centres par excel fence for the creation of new knowledge. 
The best universities are very active In research and teachers of 
renown work at the frontiers of knowledge, al~ng with senior 
students who are candidates for advanced degrees, such as the 
Ph.D or post-doctoral work. The university model Inherited by us 
from colonialism Is, however, that of a diploma mil I where an 
examining affiliating Institute undertakes very I lttle research 
and training at Ph.D level. Though the nation has established 
twenty universities, produces annually around a dozen Ph.Ds In 
the natural sciences. against 5,000 from the 20 British Unlversl• 
ties we are still dependent on advanced countries for the tral~
lng of all our high-level personnel. The country Is consequently 
perpetually short of high-level professional and research human 
resorce for launching a viable scientific or high technology 
development programmes. 

In advanced countries, support to applied research Is pro• 
vlded by un~versltles through the development of basic and tunda· 
mental research as well as the training of high-level manpower. 
Basic research, conducted mostly In the universities Is, In fact• 
the foundation which supports the superstructure of advanced 
technological research. In Pakistan, though all the universitieS 
are vested with autonomy under their charters to undertake re
search, very little research Is acutally carried out In them• 
partly due to the fact that the resources allocated for research 
have been extremely meagre. Only Rs. 3.2 mil I ion Is set aside 
for research out of a total budget of Rs. 311 mil lions tor the 
nineteen universities. The current allocations of about one 
percent of the budget of universities for research Is lnslgnltlc• 
ant. In advanced nations, It Is around 33 percent In general 
universities and much higher In research universities. It has 
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therefore been recommended that at least 15 percent of their 
budget should be spent on research by the universities. 

For promotion of research at the Universities the pol Icy 
package contains recommendations aimed at revival of the Board of 
Advanced Studies and Research <BASR> at each university, non 
lapsable separate funds for R&D, vigorous programme of training 
In various S&T fields at doctoral and post-doctoral levels. 
strengthening of the Unlverlsty library, documentation and labo
ratory facilities, advanced training of talented unvlerslty tea
chers, Improvement of teacher to student ratio, etc. In fact a 
genuine transformation In the prevailing environment In the uni
versities Is required so th&t they can discharge their fundamen
tal responsblllty for training of high level research manpower 
and at the same time serve as a source of new knowledge. 

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 

Development In various sectors of national life has been 
almost entirely dependent on the Imported processes and technolo
gies. In the rece~t past some progress has been achieved In 
unpackaglng of Imported technologies through enhancement of Indi
genous technological Inputs. The basic aim of the approved 
Science Pol Icy Is to achieve greater self-reliance In the develo
ment and transfer of technology. In order to achieve a meaning
ful technological progress. It Is Imperative that all technologi
cal developments should be based on maximum utilization of Indi
genous manpower, material resources and techno.ogy and In the 
case of Imported technology Its assimilation/adaptation to natio
nal needs. In addition. vigorous measures should be taken to 
stimulate demand for domestic technologies and generate technolo
gies Indigenously. The three main routes by which new technology 
can be acquired, are: 

a) Importation of technology In "packaged" form (turn-key 
contracts); 

b) Importation of "unpackaged• technology with or without 
adaptation to local conditions, either directly to the 
users or through the national R&D system; and 

c) up-gradation of the level and Intensity of national 
effort so as to strengthen the local S&T sector 
technology development. 

R&D 
tor 

The basic strategy that developing countries, like Pakistan, 
need to adopt for achieving self-reliance Is to move away from 
predominant reliance on the first (or turn-key) mechanism to an 
optimal mix of the second and third alternatives. In this way. It 
would be possible to ensure that while overal I economic growth Is 
sustained, the local S&T sector Is strengthened and uti I lzed tor 
modernization through technology transfer a~ well as development 
of Indigenous technologies. 
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As a follow-up of S&T policy recommendaltons on the subject. 
the Ministry of Science and Technology has proposed a three tier 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER NETWORK consisting of National Centre of 
Technology Transfer, Provincial Technical Advisory and Development 
Centres, and Technology Extension Units. 

National Centre for Technology Transfer CNCTT>: 

NCTT primarily would be concerned with vetting of Imported 
technologies, collection of relevant lnforma~lon on advanced 
technologies, patents etc. and wl I I assist and advice alI public 
and private sector agencies In the development/transfer of tech
nology. An envisaged In the Polley Document It wll I provide 
advice on request regarding negotiating technology agreements and 
In •unpackaglng" of technology. NCTT will also disseminate with
In the country Information on local capability In the manufactur
Ing field. It wll I have close liaison with the Regional Centres 
for Transfer of Technology and other concerned organizations. 

Provincial Technical Advisory & Development Centres CPTADCs>: 

At the second tier of the technology network a number of 
provincial technical advisory and development centres CPTADCs) 
will be Initially established by the Federal Government as part 
of the National Technology Network. After successful operation 
for a couple of years they would be transferred to the Provincial 
Governments. These centres will have direct linkages vertically 
with the NCTT and also horizontally to the Industrial units In 
their areas. The functions of the PTADCs will be to provide 
facilities to Industries In their areas for design development 
and Improvement of products. provide essential common-user ser
vices like heat treatment. electroplating. manufacturing of spare 
parts, technical Information and advanced practical training. 

Technical Extension Units CTEUs>: 

At the third tier of the National Technology Network. It Is 
proposed to establish Technical Extension Units <TEUs> at 
Divisional level to provide extension services to Industry In the 
local areas. These units will operate under administrative and 
technical control of the PTADCs of thler areas and wll I comprise of 
experienced engineers capable of giving expert technical advice to 
small Industrial units, handicraft centres etc. 

lnter-Mlnlsterlal Coordination Committee: 

A high level Inter-ministerial Committee Is also proposed to 
be constituted as early as possible to be chaired by the Minister 
of Finance/Science and Technolgy. with representation from 
Ministries. nominees from Chambers of Commerce and Industry. 
Agriculture and smal I entrepreneurs. The main functions of this 
Committee will be to: 

I} lay down priority needs to achieve optimal Import 
substitution In the shortest possible time; 
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II) recommend measures. where necessary. for review of pre
vailing pol lcles to optimise the accruing advantages; 

Ill) orient the R&D endeavour to meet the 
priority needs; 

country's 

I v) act as a vehicle for bringing together the 
Institutions and user Ministries as well as 
users; 

local S&T 
the end-

v) ensure optimum commercial uti I lzatlon of the Indigenous 
processes and technologies and technologies developed In 
R&D lnsltutlons, etc. and 

vi) take measures for production of quality goods for export. 

RESEARCH IN INDUSTRIAL ESTABLISHMENTS 

Research In Industry Is almost non-existent In Pakistan. 
There Is, therefore an urgent need to develop effective mechanism 
for providing S&T Inputs for qual lty control, process Improvement 
and development of new processes and techniques for Increasing 
qual lty production. It Is, therefore, proposed to establish R&D 
units In large Industrial establ lshments both In the pub! lc and 
private sector as well as encourage formation of R&D associations 
to serve groups of smaller Industries. 

Establishment of R&D Units In Public ~ector Industrial 
organizations has been Initiated by the Production Dlvlson and It 
Is hoped that alI major Industries In the public sector wll I have 
their own R&D fecit ltles by the end of the Sixth Plan period. 
Production Dlvlson proposes to spend one per cent of the sales 
revenue of their Industries on R&D. 

Incentives wll I be provided to the private sectors to 
establish R&D units within the Industry for quality control and 
productivity Improvement. R&D cess fund (equivalent to half 
percent of sales of Industrial production} proposed In thr pol Icy 
~ould be used to provide financial assistance In deserving cases, 
especially for the formation of R&D associations for groups of 
small Industries. 

Risk Fund for Research Development/R&D Corporation: 

It Is a well known fact that the funds spent on R&D to create 
new technologies and products are often only a small fraction of 
the amount required tor taking the results of research upto 
1 ndustr 1 a 1 product ion. There Is at I east a ten fo I d .I ncreese In 
cost and effort after the R&D phase before the product based on a 
new Invention/Innovation can reach the market. Cash flow 
continues to be negative for a long while until full manufacturing 

0 capacity has been establ lshed and Initial operational, marketing 
~ and financial difficulties are overcome. The cost of the 
N commercial scale manufacturing project would vary over wide limits 

and the process often carries considerable financial risks. 
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Private capital. particularly In developing countries like 
Pakistan, Is extremely shy_ regarding participation In such risky 
venture. 

It is, therfore, proposed to estab I Ish, in due course, a 
statutory autonomous organization as has already been done In a 
number of progressive developing countries to be known as National 
Research Devel~pment Corporation, which would sponsor and support 
with necessary risk many development projects based on new Inven
tions and Innovation derived from Indigenous research. This 
Corporation would also provide financial and technical assistance 
for projects aimed at Improving existing technologies and stren
ghten capabll ltles of Innovative entrepreneurs with limited re
sources. 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL 

High-level trained scientific and technological personnel Is 
the most crucial resource of a nation for Its development 
programmes. In fact, the quality of Intellectual and professional 
talent brought Into any system sets the ultimate limits of Its 
attainment. Strengthening of domestic technologclal capabll lty 
through high-level S&T manpower training and the creation of a 
strong research and development system Is, therefore, vital for 
our future development and self-reliance. 

The scientific manpower engaged In R&D In Pakl~tan totals 
less than 5,000 I.e. about 40 percent of the minimum required as 
per UNESCO yardstick for the developing countries. There Is thus 
an Imminent need to fl I I this gap. Presently, our universities 
are not in a position to meet the training requirements of high 
level S&T research manpower number of Ph.Ds trained annually in 
science Is around a dozen only. As such launching of a foreign 
training programme Is Inescapable. 

Conservative estimates of foreign training requirements for 
the R&D Institutes of the Ministry of Science and Technology to 
fll I the existing gaps In Important areas and to man the new 
proposed research Institutes for the period 1984-88 come to about 
260 Ph.Ds. 270 M.S/M.Phlls and 390 specialised courses of 3 to 9 
month dura~lon. The cost of training of these scientists In 
advanced foreign countries works out to approximately Rs.380 mil
l ion with foreign exchange component of Rs.360 mil I ion. A project 
proposal In this respect. has already been submitted to the 
Planning Dlvlson who are In the process of finding bilateral and 
international sources of cooperation for Its implementation. 

The Pol Icy also recommends uti I lzatlon of the expatriate 
nationals. retired eminent scientists and Induction of women Into 

S&T research. 

SERVICE CONDITIONS AND INCENTIVES FOR S&T PERSONNEL 

The successful Implementation of the National Science and 
Technology Pol Icy would depend critically on the competence. 
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devotion and job satisfaction of the personnel working In sclen
ttflc Institutions and establishments. It Is, therfore, essential 
to provide the R&D workers with. an environment conducive to 
creative work and to accord them a sta·tus In society commensurate 
with their role In national development. Attractive career pros
pects and Improved service conditions are also necessary to 
attract and retain the best talent and skill available In the 
country for R&D activities. Some appropriate measures keeping In 
view the national scenario and resources have been recommended In 
order to provide suitable Incentives to the scientific manpower 
engaged In R&D work, prestlgeous status In society and conducive 
environment tor creative work. 

PROMOTION OF SCIENCE IN THE SOCIETY 

One of the Important pre-requisites for massive and rapid 
technical change Is the re-awakening of the creative faculties 
and Impulses of the whole people. Social and cultural constraints 
which are characteristic of a static and reactionary society 
seriously Impede the movement of science and assimilation of 
technology. The so~lety must create demand for science which Is 
possible only when there Is enough awareness about the potential 
of the science among the masses. To create a science minded 
society, science has to be popularized, that Js, Interpreted and 
diffused to the whole population. A number of proposals have 
therefore been Incorporated In the S&T pol Icy to popularlse 
science through mass media techniques. museums, ~clence centres. 
science clubs and science exhibitions. 

INTERNATIONAL LIAISON FOR S&T ACTIVITIES 

Science Is an International activity. By Its very nature, 
It cal Is for International coopratlon and effective participation 
of at I nations In Its progress and development. No single coun
try can ever afford to be Independent of the rest of the world In 
pursuing the path of science and technology alone and by Itself. 
It has to have a cooperative effort. The Pol ley proposals there
fore cal I tor strengthening of S&T cooperation with d£ eloped 
·countries, developing countries, members states of the Organisa
tion of Islamic Countries (OIC> and the United Nations 
agencies/bodies and organizations through bilateral end multila
teral agreements. As freedom to exchange Information and establ
Ishing peronei contact with eminent scientists In wei I establ !sh
ed research organizations are essential factors for creating e 
favourable environment for S&T research, Pakistan Scientists wll I 
be encouraged to participate In International conferences and 
seminars. Institutional I lnkages between the R&D organizations 
of Pakistan and relevant Institutions In advanced countries wll I 
also be establ !shed. 

FINANCING SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

As a result of the United Nations activities In science end 
technology especially the United Nations conference on Science 
and Technology for Development and the discussions, seminars and 



worKshops held to thrash out the proposals for National Science 
and Technology Pol Icy, the Planning and Economic Ministries have 
now a greater realisation of the Importance of Science and Tech
nology to National Development.· A separate Science and Techno
logy Section has been created In the 'Planning Division to process 
the S&T research proposals and projects. A number of proposals 
that emerged out of the above excerclses have found a place In 
the Sixth Five Year Plan (1983-88) especially with regard to the 
strengthenlg of the existing R&D Institutes and establishment of 
new Institutes In Important dlsclpl lnes and new emerging 
technologies. 

However, the resources constraints stll I continue to operate 
even In respect of the agreed projects Included In the Sixth 
Plan. This Is due to the fact that mobilisation of the finances 
has not been achieved to the extent envisaged In the Plan and 
there are equally or more Important competing demands for funds 
for providing basic facilities to the population like essential 
consumer goods, food, education. health, shelter etc. Neverthe
less It Is very encouraging to note that S&T section of the 
Planning Dlvtslon Is quite active In pursuing and pushing the S&T 
research projects. The Government by approving the S&T pol lc~ 
has made a commitment to the promotion of Science and Technology 
In general and It Is expected that most projects wll 1 be funded 
sooner or later. 

The funds requirements for beginning the process of S&T 
development In a modest manner has been estimated at about Rs. 
5,500 mil lion for the period 1984-88. Nearly 60J of this amount 
Is allocated In the Sixth Five Year Plan. But these funds are not 
Placed at the disposal of the Ministry of Science and Technology 
and the avallabll lty of these funds Is not automatic. The funding 
Of proposals and projects Is subject to detailed feaslbll lty of 
the projects and approval by the Planning Division, Centre Deve
lopment Working Party and the Executive Committee of the National 
Economic Council. The allocation of fund Is made through' the 
mechanism of the Ministry of Finance. The qunatum of allocation 
to each Ministry Is decided on the basis of their previous expen
diture, competing demands and the resources availability. 

Pakistan's national Investment In Science and Technology has 
unlIke that of some progressive developing countries, remained 
static for many years at wei I below 0.2 per cent of GNP, which Is 
less than one-fifth of the minimum recommended (viz. 1 percent of 
GNP) for poor developing countries by the UN forums. On the 
other hand, the corresponding figure for developed countries IS 
as high as 3 to 5 percent of their Incomparably larger GNP. 
Apart from the gross Inadequacy of our overal I Research and 
Development Investment, the sectoral distribution of research 
funds Is badly skewed and, as a consequence, some vital develop
ment sectors have remained deprived of the much needed research 
support. To rectify this situation, It was proposed to effect a 
quantum jump In Science and Technology allocation during the 
Sixth Plan and ensure a proper balance In the distribution of 
available resources. 



The allocation earmarked for Science and Technology actlvl• 
ties In the Sixth Plan Is Rs. 5,809 ml II lon (Rs.4,908 •!Ilion 
under various sectors and Rs. 1,000 mil lion block allocation tor 
new programmes and projects not covered under sectoral 
allocation) which Is about four times the outlays during the 
Fifth Plan period <Tablet>. Furthermore, unlike In the past It 
Is proposed that the development effort In each sector will 
provide for a matching Input of Research and Development. Even· 
with these proposed steps the level of Science and Technology 
Investment by the end of the Sixth Plan will be about 0.5 per 
cent of GNP. The momentum g•nerated through successful Implemen
tation of the programmes Incorporated In the Sixth Plan wll 1 
however enable further acceleration of R&O·efforts In subsequent 
years so that the target of 1 percent of GNP Is attained by the 
end of the next (Seventh) Plan. 



SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN PERU 

THE NATIONAL PLANNING SYSTEM 

Established In 1961, the National Planning System has since 
developed Into Its present form. It Is presently composed of a 
central office, the National Planning Institute CINP), agencies 
located In each Ministry called Sectoral Planning Offices, and 
regional bureaus. 

The head of the INP Is given the administrative position of 
Minister. The principle tasks of the INP under his charge are: 

1. The devising of the development strategy. 

2. The coordination of the sectoral planning process. 

3. The forecasting of national economic variables. 

4. The determination at the national level. of 
and the establishing of priorities amongst 
proJects. 

Investment 
the maJor 

All these Issues are medium and long term In scope. The 
short term Issues, principally the ones referring the 
"stabll lzatlon of the economy• are administered by the Central 
Bank and the Ministry of Finance, Economy and Commerce (MLFC>• 
which are responsible for the annual fiscal budget. 

The pl~nnlng process Is carried out through the formulation, 
execution and evaluation of the global and regional plan of medium 
(4 years) and short term (1-2 years) duration. The short term 
plans detail specification of obJectives, pol lcles, and proJects 
for the·flrst years Including the fiscal budget. 

This scheme present two maJor problems: 

1. Science and Technology Is not Included adequately In this 
process. 

Presented by Gerardo Ramos 
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2. There Is an absence both of a sufficient administrative 
capacity to Implement the development plans, and of a 
built-In decision process ~apable of self-correction. 

Finally, It Is necessary to say that presently the entire 
economic administration has a more liberal economic outlook than 
was true during the last decade when the planning system grew. As 
a consequence. the planning system, Including the INP, has lost 
much of Its Influence and lmporance. The plans are seldom 
consulted In the formulation of the government economic pol ley or 
the fiscal budget, thus the priority sectors established by the 
INP are largely Ignored. For example the INP establIshes the 
agricultural seGtor as of highest priority. while the government 
destines the greater part of Its available fiscal resources to 
armament and transport Infrastructure. 

POLICY RESEARCH 

There are several centres In Peru engaged In studies on S&T 
Polley <Annex). 

THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEM 

UnlIke the planning system where hierarchial I lnes are 
clearly determined by law. and coordination Is mandatory, the 
scientific and technological system does not have a formal 
organization. This system was not created with d global approach 
outlook and Its many Institutions developed historically. 

UNIVERSITIES 

The universities date back to colonial times and have 
exploded In number recently. During the 1950s there were 6, wnlle 
today 33 exist. however the quality of learning has suffered 
considerably. 

The progressive Impoverishment of the university resqarchers 
has resulted In their abandoning their university posts. Many of 
them have been forced to emigrate. 

The state universities have especially been neglected by the 
central government. This has been manifested In a. lack of 
financial sustenance and funding tor research and development 
activities. 

Reflecting this neglect Is the fact that between 1970 and 
1980, the bulk of government resources granted to science and 
technology activities were destined to Institutes created to 
replace the universities In research and development activities. 
Thus during the 1971•1981 period the growth rate of the budget for 
research In the universities was only 0.9S. and worsened to a 
15.31 during 1981-1983. This despite the tact that the number of 
state universities with science and technology research activities 
rose during the same period. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTES 

In various specialized technological Institutes, ell state 
owned today, have e .I ong hI story. Some emerged soon after Wor I d 
War 11, but the majority flourished during the 1970s. Their 
principal trait Is that they areal I sector or area oriented. 
There are Institutes directed towards agriculture, mining, 
Industry, sea. and ocean research, health and regional research 
<such as for the Amazon Basin), etc. In alI there are around 15 
sectoral technology Institutes. 

These sector a I I nstl tutes· born from the absence 
policy of coherent science end technology development 
decade 1970-1980, generally suffer fr.om e leek of e 
quantity or qual lfled personnel as well as from 
Infrastructures and lack of financing. 

of e global 
during the 
sufficient 
Inadequate 

Two of the 
the Institute of 
Norms CITINTEC> 
Research <IIA). 

more Important of these sectoral lnsltltues are 
Industrial Technological Research and Technical 
and the National Institute of Agrolndustrlal 

ITINTEC was created during the 1970s as the principal center 
of technology research. Its principal attributes are In the 
development of technology In the areas of Industrial production 
declared to be of special Interest. 

-The approval and control of Industrial technological re
search project presented by the Industrial enterprise, to 
be financed by a 21 tax on the net profits of these enter
prises. 

- The elaboration of the National Technical Norms and 
quality certification. 

-Regulation of and certification of compliance with· the 
constitutive elements of Industrial Property according to 
leglstatlon. 

The progress obtained by ITINTEC Is referred basically to 
the elbaoratlon of 2,200 National Technical Norms. It has 
I lkewlse reinforced the area of quality control and measurements. 
In the technological development area, ITINTEC has done work 
principally In I lght Industry, non-conventloanl energy, chemical 
Industry, metallurgy, textiles, civil construction and Industrial 
design. It should be underl lned however that a significant 
amount of the research work has not been applied to the 
Industrial sector, for various reasons. 

Until recently ITINTEC played only a passive role, limited 
to revising and approving or rejecting the projects presented to 
It, and presenting the final results to the enterprises Involved. 
This passive role has been overcome with the construction of 
labor~torles and the decentral lzatlon of the areas worked with. 
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This has resulted In more cooperation with the rural areas. 
principally In non-conventional energy. 

The Institute of Agrolndustrlal Development (INODA) 
formerly the National Institute of Agrolndustrlal Research (IIA) 
ts a dependency of the Ml~lstry of Agriculture. 

Unlike. ITINTEC up to 19.84 JNDt>A dfd not obhln Its resources 
from the enterprises of the sector. but solely from the 
government. Only recently has a 2J project tax been appl led to 
the enterprises of the sector to benefit INDDA. 

Thus It has been the lack of resources which has caused the 
poverty of results coming from this Institute since, unlIke 
ITINTEC, INODA does- own m.odern equipment, laboratories and 
experimentation plants which, however are belng grossly 
underut Ill zed. 

Enterprises: 

.As for enterprh.es, the great majority do not have research 
and development departmeitts, and of thos~ wh lch do h11ve. the-y are 
poorly equipped and principally located In the pub! lc enterprises 
of the mining and metallurgy sectors. The m&jorlty of th·e 
private enterprises re.ry on Imported foreign technology. 

Independent Institutions: 

There are afso many Jndepende~t Institutions, specially In 
the socfal science area, being the favored themes of study on the 
agrarian reform and the present economic crisis. 

Coordination: 

The lack of coordinating mechanisms at the levels of the 
sectoral Institutes, un1varsltles and Private Researchers have 
given rise to a great dispersion of Investigative efforts. The 
mechanisms of exchange of experience and Information hav been 
very weak and I lmlted to the level of smal f groups of 
researchers. The formation and qualification of human resources 
for science and techno~ogy has been greatly neglected as well. 

As a response to this need special offices of public 
admlnlstr~tlon. with normative attributions were created. Of 
spectal Importance, tllen, are the National Council for Science 
and Technology <CONCYTEC) and the National Commission tor 
Foreign Investment and Techno~ogy CCONITE>. 

CONCYTfC -was c-reated 1 n June t 981 wltb the 
conforming Into an Integrated system all the 
lnstltulons mentioned. 

obJective of 
Independent 

CONCYTEC was created on the base of the former National 
Research Council (CONI), and has as Its objective: to promote• 
coordinate and guide the science and technology research In Peru. 
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Its principal al•s •~• Included In various documents. especially 
the Organic Law (Ley Organlca> and Polley Outline (Lineamlentos 
de Pol ltlca> documents. 

The role of CONCYTEC within the National Programme of 
Science and Technology Is to Initiate, to organize, to support 
and to act as catalizer of the programmes. 

Due to the scarcity of resources for research. CONCYTEC 
considered It necessary to establish areas of priority In which 
to Implement the National Programmes of Science and Technology. 

The process of defining these priorities Is currently under
way. Meanwhile CONCYTEC has begun putting Into effect the orga
nization of certain areas of special Interest. The programmes 
are: Biotechnology. Recuperation of Native Technologies. and 
Agriculture In High Andean zones. In the future other Programmes 
are planned to be undertaken. 

The National Commission for Foreign Investment and 
Technology (CONITE> Is a multlsectorlal commission, dependent on 
the Ministry of Economy. Finance and Commerce which Is In charge 
'of regulating and assisting In the transfer of technology. 

The principal laws concerning the transfer of technology are 
laws No. 18900 and No. 21826 which regulate foreign Investments 
and contract tor the Importing of technology. Speclflcal ly they 
Indicate percentages of allowed profit remittances, compel 
foreign firms Investing In Peru to Initiate joint ventures with 
national enterprises and so on. 

The principal problems CONITE faces are: 

1. Its insufficient capacity to evaluate the tunctlo~lng 
and real economtc·situatlon of foreign firms, and thus 
Its inabll tty to prevent the Irregular remittances of 
money through "transfer prices" and other maneuvers. 

2. Its Insufficient capacity to assess the 
aspects of technology Import contracts, a 
I lmlted joint work with the various 
technological Institutes and universities. 

technical 
result of 

sectoral 

Finally, the engineering and consultant services are not 
reoulated. even when there exists the suspicion that this too Is 
a channel for non legal money flight. 

PRIORITY SECTORS 

These are establ !shed at the highest level. The Peruvian 
Constitution Itself assigns top priority for Agriculture and 
Regional Development, but. once again, these priorities are not 
fully present In alI pol lcles and Investment programs. They have 
not been specified In greater detail. For example, Agriculture 
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and Regional Developments are areas too broad to be useful In 
directing resource distribution. 

With regard to· the sclentHic and technological area, 
CONCYTEC has prepared a general pol Icy document which was 
approved by the Government and, as a first step before organizing 
a mechanism to coordinate various related activities In some 
specific fields, Is presently conducting a process to specify 
detailed priorities. -

COOPERATION 

CONCYTEC believes th·e fotlwolng are the more fertile areas 
of cooperation. 

1. Human resource qualification. 
2. Development of Information systems. 
3. Joint research In some new areas, such as genetic 

engineering and biotechnology, for example. 

Cooperation among Oe~eloplng Countries: 

The Interchange of Technological Information In the Andean Group: 

Decision 24 of the Andean Group regulates the process of 
technology transfer. To help In this process an Andean system of 
Information on Technology (SAlT) was establ !shed In June 198~. 

The goal Is to strengthen the negotiating capacity of each 
country so as to benefit from foreign Investment and technology 
Imports. exchanging among the five country members Information on 
the conditions upon which foreign capital was accepted In each 
country and the procedures they have developed to Import 
technology. 

The system Is developing as programmed and there are now 
four networks In operation for the exchange of Information on: 

- Foreign Investment 
- Importation of technology 
- Industrial property 
- International prices 
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STUDY CENTRES FOR S AND T POLICY 

1. National Council for Science and Technology <CONCYTEC> Office 
for S&T Pol Icy 
Director a.l.: Gerardo Ramos 
P.O. Box 1984, Lima 100, Peru 
Telex 25023 lima 
Telephone 248175 

(Priority Studies, Methodology for Construction of National 
Programs on S&T. Demand studies. Diagnosis. S&T invetnory. 
Studies on financial resources for- S&T. Qualitative methods) 

2. Institute for Research and Industrial Technology and 
Technical Standards (ITINTEC> 
Director: Raul Fajardo 
P.O. Box 145, Lime 100, Peru 

3. University of Lima 

4. 

Institute for Philosophical Research 
Director: Francisco Mlro-Quesade 
Av. Javier Prado, Monterrlco. Peru 
(Studies on scientific community) 

Catholic University of Peru 
Department of Science 
Specialist: Prof. Ramon Garcla-Coglan 
Av. Bolivar s/n, Lima 21. Peru 
(Qual ltatlve and quantitative models for 
formulation. Research on globe! development of 

5. Analysis Group on Development (GRADE> 
Directors: Francisco Sagastr, Helan Jaworsky 

S&T pol Icy 
the country> 

los Olivos 1012-Resldenelal San Felipe, Lima 11, Peru 
(Several studies on S&T policy. Behaviour of S&T community). 



DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE 
SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC 

INTRODUCTION 

During the last 15 years great social and economic transfor
mations have taken place In the Syrian Arab Republic under the 
leadership of President H. Assad. At present the whole of the 
large-scale industry, the most part of export and Import opera
tions, a consldera~le part of home trade. alI the railways and 
motor vehicle pools are under the control of the Government. The 
land reform has been carried out and about 5000 cooperatives have 
been set up In about 2m. hectares of land. 

Efforts are underway for Increasing the area of Irrigated 
lands. Dams and Irrigation projects are being executed. The 
construction of the Euphrates dam, built up with the assistance 
of the USSR, has played a big role In these efforts. The dam 
provides additionally 640 thousand hectares of Irrigated lands. 
The capacity of Its hydroelectric station Is 800 thousand kw. and 
the capacity of water storage Is 730 sq.km. About 20.000 km. of 
asphalt roads and 2000 km. of railways have been built In Syria. 
The marine fleet Is being expended. The number of aircraft~ In 
the national air company Is being Increased. A design for the 
electrification of more than 80S of smaf I towns and villages has 
been completed. A great deal of work Is being carried out ln the 
country regarding prospecting, extraction, transportation and 
processing of off and gas. The oil refinery In Homs has been 
considerably expanded. The new oil refineries have been set up 
In Banlyas and Tartus. Four big cement plants, processing plants 
of phosphorites, manufacturing facif ftles for electronic house
hold appliances, refrigerators, glass. paper, sugar plants, etc. 
have been constructed. 

PLANNING 

The country's economy since 1971 has been developed on the 
basis of the long-term plan. The readjustment of such plan Is 
done every year. There Is a planning department at each plant or 
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government enterprise whose function Is to ensure fulfilment of 
current plans as well as to outl lne an original plan for the next 
year or five-year period. 

A greater part of the budget of the Syrian Arab Republic Is 
spent on the defence needs. Considerable damage to the economy 
of the country and destruction of Infrastructure was caused 
during the 1973 war. 

In spite of these difficulties. the allocations for the 
development of the public education and training of national 
personnel have Increased each year. The government strategy In 
this field defines education as a productive sector which will 
help to Increase future national Income. 

Education 

The allotments to. the Ministry of Secondary and Primary 
Education has Increased from 428 m. of the Syrian Pound In 1974 
(6.6 percent of the country's total budget) to 3,550 m. of Syrian 
Pound In 1983 (9.5 percent of the budget>. The number of students 
during the last 10 years has Increased by 50 percent as also the 
number of schools. Several special lzed schools and technical 
cot leges have been set up. Primary education In the Syrian Arab 
Republic Is compulsory. Work Is being carried out to eradicate 
Ill lteracy among the adults. At present more.than 10 thousand 
schools function In the country. The centre for vocational 
training has been set up In Haleb with the USSR assistance. 
About 6000 ski I led workers and foremen finished the training. 

There are 4 Unvlersltles In the Syrian Arab Republic 
<Damascus University founded In 1923. Haleb University In 1960. 
latakia University In 1971 and Homs University In 1980). These 
Universities have faculties of medicine, civil engineering. 
energy, mechanics, physlcomathematlcs. chemistry as well as the 
faculties of the humanities. There are also 83 high sc~ools and 
Intermediate Institutes which train technicians. AI I the high 
educational Institutions In the country are state-owned and the 
tuition fee Is nominal. 

Great. attention has been paid In establ lshlng Improved 
facilities In the universities and high educational Institutions. 

For Instance In Damascus University the allocations for the 
constr·uctlon of new faculty buildings, laboratories. hostels and 
training and medical complex amounted to over 1 billion of Syrian 
Pound <US S250 m.) In the last five-year plan. Construction of 
the main buildings of the University In latakia has been 
completed as well as the construction of the auxiliary buildings 
of the University In Haleb (Including hostels and educational 
buildings>. Branches of Universities are set up In small towns 
of the country such as Heme Delr AI Zor. A design of the complex 
of buildings at the University of Hums Is being elaborated. The 
University of Damascus provides for more than 70,000 undergradu• 
ate students and more than 500 post-graduates. 
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RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

The general coordination of the research activity and 
publishing of works on natural and technical sciences are carried 
out by the Supreme Council for Sciences. 

The Arab Academy of Sciences, founded In 1919, carries out 
research works on the Arable language, literature and culture, as 
also the Damascus Academy, founded In 1919. 

To each Ministry In the Syrian Arab Republic a scientific 
end research Institute Js attached to deal with the related 
problems of the public economy. They are equipped with the 
laboratories and computer centres. Instructors of the 
educational Institutions take active part In their work for 
additional remuneration. 

The largest among them Is the Scientific and Research Centre 
of the Mlnsltry of Defence. A leading part Is played also by the 
Scientif-Ic and Research Centre for Industrial products as well es 
the Agrlc~ltural Scientific Centre. 

There are also scientific and research subdivisions at the 
universities. There Is the agricultural scientific and research 
centre at the Haleb University, and the Supreme Institute of 
social activity , founded In 1961, at the Damascus University, 
where the economic and social researches are carried out. 

Three agricultural scientific and research centres with 
laboratories end experimental fields In Latakia, Rakke and 
Kamyshl I have been set up with the USSR assistance. 

SHORTCOMINGS 

All the universities do not carry out very active research 
work In spite of Government encouragement to promote the progress 
of the scientific and technical works. 

The reasons are as follows: 

- large number ·of students at the high educational 
Institutions with Insufficient number of Instructors. At 
some of the faculties the teacher-student ratio Ls 1 to 50. 

-Every student who succesfully finishes a 12 year secondary 
school Is admitted to the Universities and technical 
colleges of the country. 

- In spite of o~ly 481 students In the secondary school 
passing the state examinations, nearly 70,000 students 
entered the Universities. 10,000 of them entered the 
technical col leges, 20,000 entered the pedagogical 
colleges end 40,000 were admitted to various faculties of 
the Universities. 

-Instructors of the Universities who are high-qualified 
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specialists In the country are often occupied with 
multiple professional tasks as consultants In various 
constrcutlon. designing, state Industrial organizations 
and In the private sector. 

- Instructors often have to attend two Universities In 
different cities of the country. 

-Education at the Universities of the Syrian Arab Republic 
Is conducted In the Arable language and the teaching staff 
Is required to pub I Ish textbooks. educational aids and 
methods of teaching, particularly by collecting and tran
slating special foreign literature. 

- Instructors are required to teach additional post-graduate 
courses. 

- Assignment of Instructors to fraternal Arab countries 
which are In need of qualified personnel. 

The following steps are being taken to deal with these 
problems: 

1. Training of personnel within the country. This has 
stlmualted Interest In the scientific and research work 
In the higher educational Institutions on national 
problems. 

2. Training of 
countries. 

number of post-graduates In friendly 

It Is planned to send 5.000 post-graduates to other 
countries within the next 5 years period. 600 persons have 
already been sent to the German Democratic Republic. The greater 
part of them will be sent to the USSR and other friendlY 
countries. 

At present over 500 post-graduates study In various 
developed countries of America. Asia and Europe. There are also 
several thousand students and post-graduates who are educated at 
their own- expense and are materially supported by the state 
through the Ministry of Education. 

Incentives : 

Professors from friendly countries are Invited to provide 
assistance In teaching, education of post-graduates and to work 
at the scientific a.nd research Institutions. thereby reducing the 
pedagogical tasks for some of Instructors occupied with the 
scientific and research work. Material Incentives are provided 
for those who carry out scientific and research work. Young 
doctors on their return from overseas are provided with 
apartments at reduced prices and easy repayment terms. Once In 
every three years the Instructors are sent to the advanced 
countries for carrying out their scientific and research work. 
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THE EFFORTS IN THE UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA 

INTRODUCTION 

Planning end Management Science end Technology Is an 
.extremely wide and extensive topic covering various 
dlsclpf lnes. Attempt Is made to narrow this field by considering 
the educational aspects In the process of planning, managing end 
developrng science and technology. 

In order to understand the degree of achievement or failure 
of the country's efforts to develop science end technology It Is 
necessary to take a brief look of Its recent pest, that Is, the 
period before the advent of the colonial Ism. Before the colonial 
era the people lived a simple bu~ dynamic end progressive life. 
They had traditions of science and simple technologies, enough to 
sustain ~heir dally requirements. They needed Instruments to aid 
them In till lng the lend, to cut ~rees for building end fuel. 
They had to fight diseases, with the help of persons with enough 
seriousness end patience to study the curative properties of 
herbs. From cow's milk they readily made butter and ghee. 
Because of frequent tribal wars, people had to learn to manuf•c
ture weapons to defend themselves. They had learnt to Identify 
Iron ore and the er~ of smelting Iron, a development which gave 
rise to the manufacture of arrows, spears. axe, various forms of 
knives, hoes. etc. Here was soclety.of simple people but 

-seriously determined, hard working end self rei lent. While men 
were developing defensive weapons and other household mechanical 
gadgets their women were engaged In various homecreft such as 
making pots, plates, ·spoons, etc. All these things required 
adequate planning, Intel llgent Implementation, dedication and 
Industrious mind. In short they developed a culture for survival 
and advancement. 

Educational Planning and Management after Independence : 

had 
from 
were 

Since Independence In 1961, the United Republic of Tanzania 
taken steps to reorganize Its educational system Inherited 
the British administration. Two major education pol fetes 

Introduced In the first decade. The 1961-66 period saw the 
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the Integration of schools, Introduction of uniform curricula and 
development of education for manpower requirements. In 1967 the 
country's pol ltlcal, educational and social activities were given 
new bearing by the announcement of Arusha Dclaratlon on Social Ism 
and Self-Rei lance. Immediately thereafter President Nyerere 
Issued a paper on Education for Self-Reliance CESR). This paper 
became the basis of alI major educational changes In the country. 
In Implementing Education for self-reliance the 1969 Education 
Act {now replaced by the Education Act of 1978) was Introduced. 
In 1972 the Decentral lzatlon Pol Icy affected the structure of the 
Ministry of Education by vesting the running of Primary and adult 
education In local authorities leaving the Ministry of Education 
cater for secondary, teacher training and higher education. 
Although there was no formal declaration of a science policy, the 
development of science and t~hnology Is Implied In Education for 
Self-Reliance since a country can only be Self-Reliant If It can 
provide fts own scfentlsts. engineers. researchers, etc •• who 
wll I be entrusted with the Implementation of Its development 
activities. 

EDUCATIONAL AOMINISTRAION 

At present, the Ministry of Education Is divided Into nine 
departments each headed by a director. These departments are: 
Primary Education, Secondary Education, Teacher Education, Adult 
Education, Higher Education, Inspectorate (headed by a Chief 
Inspector), Technical Education Coordination. Education Planning. 
Manpower Development and Admlnlnstration. The National 
Commission of UNESCO headed by the Secretary General Is also 
under the Ministry. Academically and professionally all the 
above departments are headed and coordinated by the Commissioner 
tor Education who Is responsible for the general management and 
administration of alI schools for which the government makes a 
contribution. Related to and complementary to the Ministry- of 
Education departments are six parastatals which are: 

1. The Institute of Education: -entrusted with curriculum 
development and evaluation together with supplementing 
the writing up of textbooks for primary, secondary and 
teacher education. 

2. The Institute of Adult Education: - Is responsible tor 
planning and research on adult education, training of 
adult educators, administration of mass radio group 
campaigns and running all regional adult education 
centres. 

3. The Notional Examination Coyne!! of Tanzania: - Is 
responsible for setting, conducting and marking 
examinations as well as awarding certificates to 
Primary, Secondary, Teacher training and technical 
colleges graduates. 

4. The Un!yerslty of oar es Salaam: -This Is the highest 
Institution of learning In the country and from It the 



country gets Its top scientists, teachers, engineers, 
doctors, researchers, etc. for both social and 
Industrial development. 

5. The hnzan!o library Serylce Ltd: --has a role of 
establ lshlng I ibrarles alI over the country. 

6. The Ionzonlo E!lmu Supplies: -is responsible for 
procurement and distribution of school equipment and 
materials to alI schools In the country. 

Armed with these units, departments end perastatals, the 
Ministry introduced In 1~73 whet was cal fed Diversification of 
Secondary Educatln. The launching of the programme was the 
outcome of many years of discussion as to how best to integrate 
education and work as well as laying the foundation fore system 
of supplying skll led persons particularly In the rural areas tn 
such vital flelds as agriculture, engineering end crafts. A 
dlverslfled/vocatlonellzed secondary school Is en ordinary school 
with basic subjects such as English, Klswahlllo Mathematics. 
Biology, Geography, ·tflstory end Polltcal education but biased to 
one of the following subjects: agriculture, commerce. technical 
and home economics. Agricultural biased secondary school, for 
example, will have 15 periods a week of agriculture out of e 
total of 45 periods. Other basic subjects wll I have between 4 
and 6 periods. The current bias In the curricula is as follows: 

Number of Schools 
Bias Pub lie Private Total 

Agricultural 41 18 59 
Home Economics 6 3 9 
Commercial 34 34 68 
Technical 5 2 

,. 
Special Schools 2 2 

Total 88 57 U5 

~nother 34 schools have not yet diversified their curricula. 

PROBLEMS 

a) All Secondary Schools are faced with shortage of 
trained teachers required for the biases. Af present 
there are 2307 teachers and the shortage Is 888. 

b) There Is an acute shortage of teaching materials 
textbooks. teaching aids. and scientific precision 
instruments 1n the fields of electricity, magnetism. 
electronics and modern physics. This Is a serious 
problem because all technical teaching equipment ere 
imported requiring foreign exchange or external aid or 
loan. The Ministry of Education made attempts at 
solving this· problem by seeking external assistance for 
the establslhment of Schools Equipment Development Unit 
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<SEDU) (Figure 1). Implementation of this scheme 
countries or requires external assistance from other 

International organizations. 

Sma I I foundry 

l 
I 

Figure 1. 

SEDU 

Research unit for 
Moulds and proto
type deve I opment 

I I 
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I I 
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I service and manufacture of I 
I precision Instruments. I 
l I 
I I 

---~--------------------------------------~---1 I 
I Variety of basic schools equipment ready for sale/ 1 
I distribution to schools/col leges. I 
I I 

Scholarships to academically and professionally outstanding 
techlclans who will special lze In the repair, service, and modify 
vital precision Instruments scattered all over the country In 
schools. col leges and universities Is needed. Considerable 
quantity of advanced science equipment, donated by friendly 
countries are out of service bec&use of poor maintenance, repair 
and replacement. 

In order to effectively develop science and technology, a 
common language of communication becomes vital. The understanding 
and appre~ietlon of science can set roots In any nation If It Is 
popularized with simple I lterature and other aids understandable 
to the majority of the people. Reasonably literate people can 
assimilate simple research findings If they are written In the 
language they know. Social environments and attitudes are 
extremely vital for any language development. 
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SCIENCE POLICY AND PLAN IN THAILAND 

GENERAL BACKGROUND 

In Thailand. science and technology has gradually been 
real !zed to be the basis for economic development and emphasized 
In the National Economic and Social Development Plans. The First 
Plan (1961-1966) emphasized on the building up of the economic 
Infrastructure, namely, construction of highways, irrigation dams 
and power plants. This orientation necessitated the Introduction 
of new and advanced technologies from developed countries. In the 
Second Plan (1967-1971), the Applied Scientific Research 
Corporation of Thailand was set up to assist In the 
Industrial lzation of the country. In the Third Plan (1972-1976), 
attention was called to the development of scientific and 
technological manpower. The Technology and Environment Planning 
Division was set up in 1975 within the Office of the National 
Economic and Social Development Board In order to formulate the 
science and technology development plan and the environmental plan 
as Integral parts of the National Economic and Social Development 
Plan. The Fourth Plan (1976-1981), scientific and technological 
development were taken as one of the major development strategy. 
In 1979, the Ministry of Science, Technology and Energy <MOSTE> 
was established as the central policy making. planning• 
coordlntlng and promotion body In the government. In the Fifth 
Plan (1982-1986), there Is for the first time a science and 
technology plan as an expl felt part of the development plan. 
Planning has concentrated on three areas: aplication of science 
and technology In rural development, use of science and technology 
to increase efficiency In production leading to export promotion 
and Import reduction, and strengthening of the national scientific 
and technological capacity. · 

NATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY MECHANISMS 

The main agencies presently taking major responsibility for 
national S&T pol Icy making In Thailand are MOSTE and the National 
Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB'l In coordination 
with the Science Polley and Plan Committee. MOSTE has been 
established In 1979 as the main pol ley mechanism directly 
responsible tor setting the national policy and plan In science. 
technology and energy, both on the macro and micro levels. MOSTE 
always works In coordination with NESDB In S&T formulation and 
Implementation In various levels. NESDB Is responsible for long 
term planning and assessment of long term Implications of current 
economic and social situation. It also has the function of 
coordinating S&T planning with economic and social planning. The 
science and technology policy, a part of the National Economic and 
Social Development Plan, has to be approved by the cabinet 
committee before Its Implementation and operation. 
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S&T POLICY 

The present S&T policy Is the statement by the Prime Minister 
presented to the Cabinet Committee on 20 May 1983 as follows: 

Science, Technology. 'nergy 4A4 'nylronment Pol Icy: 

1. To accelerate scientific and technological research and 
service with emphasis on the promotion of agricultural and 
Industrial development for economic and social stability. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

To lay out the scientific and technological scheme In 
use of natural resources to cultivate the country with 
to the environmental condition. 

making 
regard 

To promote the technical propagation which leads to 
appropriate development and Improvement of science 
technology available Inside the country and abroad for 
resolution of economic, social and environmental problems. 

To accelerate the survey research, and development of 
uti I lzatlon of all forms of Interior energies In order 
reduce the domestic oil consumption. 

the 
and 
the 

the 
to 

5. To hasten the energy cooperation for the purpose of proceeding 
the efficient management and continuous coo9eratlon through 
the same destination. 

6. To fix the price of energies which are now In use In 
accordance with the economic status and people's Income so as 
to persuade the people to save energy for the production 
balance. 

7. To control the supply, production and utilization of 
economically and beneficially so that energy Is 
available both In usual and emergency circumstances. 

ene·rgy 
always 

8. To conserve and Improve the natural resources by organizing 
Its use and reuse for the utmost benefit and Impartiality In 
the society focusing on the cultivation and reuse of national 
forest and the utilization of mineral resources. 

The targets of the governments are to develop S&T suitable 
for the use In raising agricultural production efficiency. 
particularly In respect to cultivation techniques. the utilization 
of land and water resources, the storage of ag~lcultural goods• 
and techniques In substituting other production Inputs. The 
government wll I develop Industrial technology and mineral 
processing as well as technology related to the consumption and 
conservation of energy. Therefore, the ratio of expenditures on 
research and development (Including the private sector) to GNP 
wll I be Increased to 0.5 percent, and It will be necessary to 
Increase S&T personnel In the above sectors by 10 percent 
annually. 
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In order to attain the above S&T targets, It will be 
necessary to Implement the following policies and measures: 

1. Information on existing' technology will be extensively 
disseminated. The government wll I start to screen and 
adapt Imported technology to suit the conditions of the 
country. Correspondingly, It Is essential that we 
conduct our own research and develop our own technology 
In order to Improve production efficiency and the 
efficiency In uti I lzlng the country's natural resources. 

2. The government wll I strengthen the country's scientific 
and technological base and cap~blllty by emphasizing 
manpower development, research Institutes, technological 
transfer, and the establ lshment of a scientific and 
technological data and Information centre. 

3. Incentives will be provided for the private sector and 
state enterprises to extensively use science and 
technology In Improving production efficiency. In 
addition, ~he general public will be encouraged to 
develop an awareness In using science and technology In 
everyday life. 

4. The government will promote scientific and technological 
cooperation with foreign countries In order to exchange 
data and Information, transfer technological know-how, 
and further Improve the country's scientific and 
technological capability. 

Problems and shortcoming$ In the lmplementatlpn of S&T pol lev 

General Jy, problems and shortcomings In the Implementation of 
S&T po II cy are posed by tbe I ack of lnst I tut lone I fremeworks· or 
policy mechanisms In national level, the shortage of legal bases 
for providing Incentives to promote S&T, and the Insufficiency of 
qualified S&T manpower. In addition, during the period of post 
national development plans, key Issues In the use and development 

·of S&T are the limited use of S&T to Increase production 
efficiency as wei I as the slow modification of Imported technology 
to the rural populat!on. However, after the establishment of 
MOSTE as the national S&T pol Icy and plan mechanism. 
Implementation and operation of S&T work will be lmprov~d. 

Improvement of S&T pol Icy fprmu!atlon 

As stated In the Fifth Plan, In order to Improve the 
formulation of science policies, a Science end Technology Board 
will be established ~lth the Prime Minister as chairman, with 
qualified members drawn from both the public and private sectors. 
The Board will conslstenly formulate policies and operational 
plans consistent with national development efforts In other 
directions; promote and coordinate work; monitor and evaluate S&T 
developments; and provide advlces to the Cabinet Committee on S&T 
policies. 
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CQordlnotlon of baste targets In S&T plan 

Generally, each S&T Institutions In major sectors of the 
economy e.g. agriculture, Industry, energy, environment, national 
defense etc. have their own policies, plans and targets. However. 
they coordinate and cooperatively work towards the same major 
plan-the National Economic and Social Development Plan. Besides 
the governments S&T Institutions, there are about 97 professional 
organizations, associations and societies whlchalso play lmporant 
role In Implementing S&T plan In different subsections like 
health, natural resources. transportation, housing, computer, 
outer space, etc. 

S&T RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Institutions conducting raseorch and deyelopment 

Most research and development are performed In the government 
agencies and universities. Among the government departments and 
Institutions those of the recently founded MOSIE are the most 
Important In the Infrastructure. The main organizations are the 
Thailand Institute of Science and Technology Research and the 
Department of Science Service. The work allocated to this Ministry 
Is mainly of general nature, while specific work In agriculture, 
Industry, health and education Is done separately by the relevant 
departments In various ministries and universities. 

At present, promotion and financing of R&D are mainly done by 
the Implementing Institutions themselves. Therefore, the number 
of Institutions having facilities for conducting S&T research and 
the proportion of S&T being carried out In universities. 
specialized research Institutions, private and public productive 
enterprises are not accurately known. There are few data at 
present on the role played by the private sector In doing .and 
supporting research and development. But It Is expected that by 
1986, Government:Prlvate Investment ratio for R&D will be 70:30. 

Problems In strengthening R&D 

The problems In strengthening R&D are the shortage of budget, 
manpower, coordination and equipment In laboratories. Unlike 
other activities. S&T activity, especially R&D, cannot be 
accurately predicted In terms of major results to be achieved per 
unit Input. However, past achievements do give a trend to future 
productivity per unit Input of an Institution. Planning and 
budgeting for S&T In Thailand still does not take this special 
characteristic fully to account. Hence, budget for an Institution 
would be typically based on budget In prev lous years 
Irrespectively of the amount of output of Innovative values. A 
mechanism Is still lacking whereby the output from S&T activity 
can be objectively evaluated In terms of Innovative values. This 
needs to be developed In Thailand and Incorporated Into the 
consideration for funding of various Institutions. 
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In addition, the linkage between R&D projects/universities 
and the production system Is not good. The reason Is that very 
smal I portion of R&D Is performed In private sector. Most 
Industry or private organizations have a definite role and do not 
have close coopratlon with the government sector In producing 
their outputs. The Industry which perform R&D will do only for 
their own Interest and benefits. And for those which are not 
Interested In performing R&D normally prefer buying technology 
from abroad In unpackaged forms. 

One major problem still to be tackled Is the gap between 
university, where most of S&T talent lies, and the private sector 
where much of this Is' needed. An ·encouraging trend Is 
developing, however, whereby universities actively seek contracts 
for S&T work from the private sector. Because the major 
universities are In the civil service, a proper balance still has 
to be found between the traditional and the new role. Besides, 
the red tape In contracting and transferring of R&D results to 
the Industrial production system Is very slow and boring. 

The following measures and operation plans are formulated to 
Increase the country's S&T research and development capabl llty. 

1. Increase and Improve the country's research and 
development efforts by Increasing the country's Rand 0 budget to 
0.5 percent of GNP. To accomplish this, Incentives wll I be 
provided to the private sector to spend 5 percent of net profits 
on R and 0 work by using the existing government or private 
research Institutes. 

·2. In conducting Rand 0 work, It will be necessary to find 
the right balance between basic research and applied research.· R 
and 0 work must consist of a combination end coordination between 
these two particularly that research necessary to adapt and 
Improve technology In the mineral dressing and processing 
Industry, the agricultural and processing Industry, and In the 

·uti I lzatlon of agricultural and Industrial wastes. 

3. Improve re~earch management efficiency of various 
research Institutes, which have rather low research budgets to 
yield higher benefits. The government will Improve the 
capabll tty In the selection of research projects and researchers• 
conduct economic cost/benefit analysis of research projects, and 
monitor the results of the research to determine whether they 
have really been used In businesses end Industry. 

4. Improve research management as follows: 

4.1 Reform and strengthen the capability of the Thailand 
Institute of Scientific and Technological Research In order to 
solve technological problems for various Industries. This 
Includes Its role as ·a leader In adapting and Improving foreign 
technologies. The Institutes Is to undertake research tor the 
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private 'ector and closely coordinate Its work with various 
Industries. 

4.2 Consider establishing· an Energy Conservation Centre to 
be responsblle tor conducting studies. providing training. 
publ lclzlng data, and producing Information and publications on 
energy consumption and energy conservation methods. Furthermore, 
the Centre will provide training tor energy suprvlsors In 
factories. study and collect Information on energy conservation, 
conduct research, and develop and monitor other countries• energy 
conservation methods. The Centre will also encourage private 
agencies like the Technological Promotion Association 
which have already started work In this direction, to expand 
their activities. 

4.3 Establish an efficient Institute of Material Science 
and Metal lurglcal Engineering to provide engineering consulting 
services for solving problems related to the use of materials In 
factories; In selecting suitable materials In the production and 
the adaptation of foreign technology for Improving metal lurglcal 
resources utilization. The government must either provide for a 
research capabll lty In the Department of Mineral Resources or 
establIsh an Institute under the already reformed Thailand 
Institute of Scientific and Technological Research. or under 
either Chulalongkorn University or Chlangmal University. 

In order to ensure the smooth and efficient operation of the 
above Institutions. which are capable of providing advice. 
solutions and the timely development of new technology for local 
business and Industry, It Is necessary to consider the 
appropriate organization and the formulation of the necessary 
regulations and guidelines for the efficient operation of these 
Institutions. The Institutes must have freedom and flexlbll lty 
In operations. have sufficient financial resources. and have a 
sound environment In which to conduct their research. 

Programmes for promoting the yse of local R and P 

The private sector will be encouraged with proper tax and 
other financial Incentives. to contribute substantially to 
foundations for support of S and T development In association 
with the National Research Council. Also, the government plans 
to set up the law for promotion of Industrial technology. This 
law makes It necessary and provides Incentives for Industry to 
support R and D through tax exemption. It might stlpulat~ that 
at least 5J of the net profit of large Industrial companies must 
be used on a tax deductible basts. for support of R and D of 
their Interest. Small and medium Industrial companies could be 
allowed to form associations to arrange for joint Rand D and 
promote the use of Rand D Institutions and results In Thailand 
In areas of their common Interest. 



FINANCING SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH WORK AND SANDT PROGRAMMES 

Flnanc!ol resource& torS and I acttv!tles 

Government funds for S and T actlvltfes were proposed and 
obtained by the relevant agencies through regular budget 
procedure. through the Budget Bureau and Parliament. The 
National Research Council <NRC) had both a screening role and a 
monitoring role for government research funds. The NRC allocated 
funds for research projects that It deemed relevant-to the need 
of the country. It also awarded funds to research projects 
proposed by government agencies and universities. Some financial 
aids were provided from non-governmental foreign organizations In 
the form of technical assistance to Thailand In the fields of 
public health, population environment, agriculture. etc. The 
assistance also were In the forms of providing experts. 
fel lowshlps. equipment and other Items. 

Expenditure on S and T 

There Is no sp,clflc target for expenditure on S and T In 
Thailand. The government fiscal budget Is categorized Into 8 
sectors namely education. national defence. economic. public 
health and services. Interior security. general administration. 
foreign borrowing payment. and others. For the fiscal year 1984. 
the government budget Is 192.000 mil I Jon bahts and categorized by 
ministries. Allocations for S and T related activities are 
Included In the national budget of each ministry. So specific S 
and T budget Is not known. 

Financial soyrces for R and D 

Proportion of R and D activities In Thailand which Is 
Internally financed Is not known since various government end 
private agencies perform their own R and D activities. 
Generally. the private sector has had very llttle·role In Rand D 
and never Inform their R and D expenditure to. the government. 
However, It Is estimated that the p~oportlon of R and D 
expenditure between government sector and private sector are 
100/0 In 1982. 95/5 In 1983, 90/10 In 1984. That Is to say. the 
private sector Is aimed to play more role In R and D. Data of 
external sources for financing Rand D Is not known. But If we 
assume that the amount of external finance for Rand D activities 
varies to the amount of foreign grants and technical cooperation 
provided to Thailand. In 1984. the major sources of external 
financing In rank order are USAIO, Colombo Plan. European 
Economic Community. United Nations, Third countries, ASEAN and 
other foundations. 

TECHNOLOGY FORECAST, EVALUATION AND TRANSFER 

Inflow of new machinery and techno!og(es 

Foreign technology rapidly flows 
forms. mostly In the joint venture. 

1~1 

Into Thailand In various 
especially during the last 



decades. In a Joint-venture, the local partners usually provide 
a larger part of the capital. while the foreign partners supply 
the technologies, capital. market and In most cases, trademark. 
If the Investment Is purely local, the technology Is normally 
purchased on a turn-key basis ~lth or without licensing 
agreement. Experts are normally attached as a part of the deaf, 
for a certain prlod to train local personnel. Technology Import 
can also appear In the form of engineering consulting service 
such as In the case of natural gas projects, or In the form of 
purchased unit technologies such as Industrial machines and 
equipment. 

lnstltytlons dealing with technology forecast. eyalyatipn 
and transfer 

The national centre for technology transfer In Thailand Is 
Technology Transfer Centre, a division of the Office of the 
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Science, Technology and Energy. 
It acts as a promotional, advisory and training agency In the 
activities related to technology acquisition, development, 
adaptation I lcens!ng, negotiation, selection, forecast, 
evaluation and transfer. Besides the Technology Transfer Centre, 
the other Institutions Involved In technology transfer are 
Patents and Trade Mack Division <under the Ministry of Commerce). 
Board of Investment, Bank of Thailand and various research and 
development Institutions In universities, private and government 
sectors. 

The major constraints related to technology forecast, 
evaluation and transfer concern with the supporting 
Infrastructure, raw materials, capital, manpower, environment, 
marketing and law. 

Emerging tesbnologles 

At present, the emerging technologies In Thailand ace In the 
fields of biotechnology, material science and metallurgy, as well 
as electronics and computer. 

S & T HUMAN RESOURCES DEVElOPMENT 

S&T Hyman Resources 

As stated In the Fifth Plan, S&T manpower development has 
been emphasized and personnels In agricultural, Industrial• 
mineral processing and energy sectors are expected to be 
Increased by 10 percent annually. Measures and operation plans 
of the mobil lzatlon of S&T manpower development have been 
mentioned as follows: 

1. Conduct a survey of the country's scientific and 
technological personnel at university and vocational levels 
according to each subject and occupational requirement. This 
will permit a correct evaluation of the manpower resources which 
could be fully mobilized. 
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2. Forecast the demand and supply for S&T manpower which Is 
consistent with technological development In order to prepare tor 
the expansion of production and th~ economy In both the short and 
long term. 

3. Improve and formulate S&T educational system at elI 
levels by upgrading the sylebus, teaching methods, quality of the 
teaching staff as well as the utilization of modern and 
technologically up-to-date equipment. 

4. Set up a system and measures for mobilizing S&T manpower 
as fo I I ows: 

4.1 Provide Incentives for scientists and technologists In 
order to attract capable persons, for example by Issuing permits 
for people with S&T occupations, by establishing appropriate 
salaries, end by requiring private business or Industries of a 
certain size to employ scientists end technicians who hold these 
permits. 

4.2 Improve tpe efficiency of those employment agencies 
engaged In employing technicians. These agencies ere to more 
efficiently coordinate requirements between those seeking jobs, 
employers and training centres than at present. 

4.3 Survey and formulate a mobilization plan for top That 
scientists and technicians who ere working abroad to encourage 
them to return to Thailand to meet the country research 
requirements. It Is also necessary to have S&T advisors 
stationed In developed countries In order to monitor the advances 
In S&T, determine the most appropriate method for transferrln·g 
technology and seek technological cooperation with these 
countries. 

SAT personnel stock 

As of 1980, data given by NESDB Indicate that Thailand had a 
total of 55,790 scientists and engln~ers (with university 
·degrees> and 68,500 technicians (below degree level). With a 
total population of 46 mil I ton, ratios of 1~ scientists end 
engineers and 15 technicians per 10,000 population were obtained. 
The total employed S&T manpower was estimated to be 286,000 about 
1.21 of the total employed. The ratio of S&T man_power by 
category was :scientists and engineers excluding medical 
scientists 19.51, technicians 241, and craftsmen 56.51 According 
to NRC data. the number of researchers working In various sectors 
In 1981 are: 

Government sector· 
University 
State enterprises 
Private sector 

16-2 

2.092 
2,893 

170 
41 
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S&T personnel syryey 

In 1979, MOSIE conducted S&T personnel survey both In the 
private sector and the governmeit sector In various educational 
levels. The purpose of this survey was to find out the accurate 
S&T personnel stock, demand and supply In order to formulkate the 
plan for the proper contribution and suply of S&T personnel to 
the needed agencies. However, difficulty has been encountered In 
surveying of the private sector since no effective mechanism 
exists for data col lectlon. Therefore, the figures from the 
private sector was unavailable and the demand of S&T manpower 
categorized by Industries was also not known. The result of the 
survey showed that In 1981 , the numbers of S&I man power 
categorized by sectors ore government: state enter9rlse 
educational Institutes= 46:44:10. 

In 1984, MOSIE has started the S&T personnel survey project 
In order to survey the present manpower stock, present and future 
demand as wei I as supply from both government and private 
sectors. This project has been sponsored by the International 
Development Research Centre, Canada. S&T manpower datos are 
categorized by sex, educational levels, sectors, fields of work• 
etc. Within three years, this project will be finished and then 
the overal I long-term, medium term and short-term manpower 
development pol lcles and plans wll I be formulated systemetlcolly. 
Moreover. manpower datos will be complied cont1nuously via the 
trlannual manpower survey. 

VI. S&T INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION 

Forms of S&T International cooperation 

At present, MOSIE has been making rapid progress In S&T 
cooperation although some of It Is regarded to be at the Initial 
stage. Recently, the Ministry, under the cablnet"s approval 
embarked on the pol Icy to promote Industries based on advanced 
S&T. The concept Is to prepare Thailand to compete In new 
expanding International market. Such venture can encourage 
private sector to Invest In the sophisticated Industries: 
microwave Isolators and circulator, solar eel Is, microbial 
Industries, and compujter software. 

Concerning cooperation In the related fields with developing 
coutnrles, MOSIE has performed cooperative programmes with 
Ministry of SCience and Technology, the Republic of Korea with 
respect of joInt research and development program. Interchange of 
research personnel, technical support and technical Information 
when called for In specific problems with a view to further 
developing research activities of both organizations. The 
operatIon Is on the bas Is of lost I t.ut I on a I one. MOSIE has It 
reviewed recently and Is gearing to develop Into higher level, 
between government to government In the course of time. 



Further, MOSTE has already taken up technical cooperation 
with the Phil lpplnes. The form of cooperation was agreed for the 
exchange of technical personnel on proposed areas of mutual 
Interest. Yet, Identification of proposed fields to be agreed 
upon has not been finalized. 

Apart from bilateral cooperation, MOSTE has ·also 
participated In some projects at regional level, e.g. Asian 
Regional Cooperative ProJect on Food Irradiation Implemented by 
the Office of Atomic Energy for Peace. Subregional Information 
Network on new ·and renewable sources of energy (NRSE) for Asia 
and Pacific (Initial activities among the countries In the 
region) which Is sponsored'by UNESCO. 

In addition, since the United States of America and Thailand 
agreed to have Cooperation In Science end Technology tor 
Development lately, U.S.A. Intends to help strengthen the Thai 
science and technology community and form long-lasting linkages 
betwen the two countries. The development of scientific centers 
of excellence which ceo serve as en Incentive of an Inducement 
for pub I lc or private Investment In Industrial enterprises wll I 
be encouraged as wei I~ 

Problems In SAT Jnternotlpna\ cp-pperptlpn 

S&T cooperation with developed countries Is needed In 
different sectors namely: biotechnology, electronics and 
computer. technology transfer, metallurgy and material science. 
Information centre system, etc. The foreign assistance and fund 
which supports the Implementation of technology development 
proejcts and provIdIng necessary fee Ill tIes ere stIll Inadequate. 
The requirement of foreign assistance for S&T cooperation are 
commodities or equipment. provision of experts, financial 
assistance, Institutional. linkages, information exchange and 
research coordination. 

Polley relptlng to the promptlon of S&T cppperetlon with foreign 
countries 

The pol Icy relating to the promotion of S&T cooperation with 
foreign countries was stated In the Fifth National Plan that a 
plan for S&T cooperation with foreign coutnrles wll lbe formulated 
by emphasizing the following: reforming the Thailand Institute of 
SCientific and Technolgolcal Research. Improving the capability 
of the Technological Transfer Centre and the Institute for 
Material SCience and etal lurglcal Engineering, developing a 
revolving fund to promote technological utilization end 
development, and formulating appropriate studies. In addition. 
the government will encourage Institutional collaboration, and 
promtoe Joint development and research rpogrammes and training 

o programmes for technical personnels. 
10 
<0 
N 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

There should be close International S&T cooperation among 
alI countries In order to formulate and Implement the appropriate 
s t r u c t u r e , p o I I c I e s an d p I an s f o r t h-e o v e r a I I n at I o n a I ec on om I c 
and social development. In doing so, the financial and technical 
support from developed coutnrles and S&T International organiza
tions are needed. Academic meetings, seminars and symposia 
should be periodically organized by the Intergovernmental 
Committee on Science and Technology for Development so that many 
Interesting countries can exchange Ideas, experiences and solu
tion techniques. Also, the S&T Information network should be 
upgraded to render closer and better Information services. 
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0 
II) 

MECHANISMS FOR MANAGEMENT FOR SCIENCE 

AND TECHNOLOGY IN VIET NAM 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the Important problems posed to the developing 
countries after their Independence Is to build a powerful and 
sovereign economy. This Is a prerequisite to ensure their 
genuine Independence In the International arena. 

lnsplte of many .scientific conferences In recent years, due 
to the differences In their development and the social Institu
tion among these countries. It Is vltually Impossible to develop 
a standard development model for alI countries. Though many of 
the developing countries are conscious of the role of science and 
technology towards the economic and social development, unfortu
nately the effectiveness of R&D activities and the Introduction 
of advanced techniques Into production In these countries remain 
low. Their levels of production largely depend on technologies 
Imported from foreign countries. The national science and 
technology are still unable to adapt the Imported techniques and 
to advance towards self-rei lance at home. One of the fundamental 
causes Is that Importance has not been attached to the scientific 
and technological organization and management. 

Nowadays the scientific research activities and the Introdu
ction of advanced techniques Into production have become an 
Important object of management. The tempe of applying the sclen-

·tlflc Inventions to production realities has rapidly Increased. 
From the time when electric current was Invented to the time when 
the first thermal power station was built, It took almost a 
century. It took only 15 years to apply the Invention of radar. 
Laser beam discovered In 1960 took only four or five years to 
find extensive applications. 

In such an environment for the developing countries, manage
ment for science and technology Is still a very new experience. 
A better understanding of the true value of the management In 
general and the management for science and technology In particu
lar, requires number of research works of the scientists 
representing the different branches. 

<D 
N Presented by Nguyen Dlnh Tuyen 
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F I r s t I y , t here I s a n e ed to r e al I z e , at a I I I eve I s , the 
decisive role of management towards the economic development In 
general and science and technology In particular In each stage of 
the economic-social development. In the Social 1st Republic of 
VIetNam, attention has been paid to the problem of Improving the 
mechanism of management In general and science and technology In 
particular. The national pol Icy on science and technology mapped 
out the tasks of Improving the mechanism of management avoiding 
Impediments to the research and development·actlvltles and Intro
duction of advanced techniques Into production. The Resolution 
51-HDBT of the Council of Ministers on "a number of problems of 
scientific and technical work In 1983 and the years to come" 
pointed out: n The State Scientific and Technological Committee 
should co-operate with the State Plann~ng Committee, the Ministry 
of Finance. the Central Economic Managing Institute and the 
branches concerned and should study the ways of building a com
plete mechanism of management In order to step up the rapid and 
wide application of the scientific and technical achievements to 
production and life"; The Resolutions of the Sixth Plenum of the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Viet Nam <Fifth 
Congress) on the improvement of the mechanism of the Industrial 
management and circulation and distribution attached a special 
Importance to the Improvement of the mechanism of management for 
science and technology. Based on these Important documents, the 
offices concerned have undertaken the Improving the mechanism of 
management for science and technology throughout the country. 

Secondly, It Is necessary to set up the Institutions tor 
the organization and management for science and technology in the 
form of the Science Pol Icy. Organizationally, these research 
centres should be affiliated to the State Scientific and Techno
logical Committee or a corresponding office special lzlng In the 
scientific and technical management; this creates conditions tor 
the measures on the Improvement of the organization and manage
ment mapped out by the Research Institutes to have practical 
significance. The Research Institute for the Science Management 
affiliated to the State Committee for Science and Technology of 
Viet Nam was set up on September 15, 1978 on the basis of a 
Science Polley Unit. The function of the Institute is to help 
the State Committee to do research, to suggest and to prepare 
the decisions on the scientific and technical management on the 
national scale. The Institute has made practical contributions 
in the course of preparing and deploying the science and techno
logy policy; and other Important documents on the Improvement of 
the mechanism of the economic management on the national scale. 

The organizational experience and activity of the Institute 
for science management of Viet Nam shows that with only a few 
researchers and service personnel In cooperation with other 
scientific workers In R&D Institutes, production, teaching. 
management, and other governmental agencies a mechanism of 
management for science and technology can be formulated. 
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Thirdly, It Is necessary to carry on a comprehensive 
research on problems relating to the activity of science manage
ment In particular and economic-social management In general. A 
really effective structure for 'managing the scientific and 
technical activity can only b• built on the basis of the results 
of such programme. In 1981, the VIet Nam State Committee tor 
Science and Technology was entrusted by the Council of Ministers 
with a task of studying the State's key programmes of scientific 
and technical progress, keeping In view the programme 60-01. 
This programme comprises of nearly 50 subjects relating to the 
Improvement of the mechanism of planning the system of the 
science management, the system of the research and development• 
the system of economic level, etc. The·Research Institute for 
Science Management In Its capacity as a permanent office for the 
60-01 Programme has harmonized and co-ordinated the research 
activity among these subjects. Upto now, a number of scientific 
research studies have been completed and the results obtained 
thorugh these studies have helped to make an active contribution 
to the Improvement of the mechanism of management for science In 
VIet Nam. Financially, expenditures for the 60•01 Programme 
take up only about 0~08 of the total expenditure al loted by the 
State for the activity, but Its effect Is extremely great. 

The Research Institute for Science Management has also co
ordinated with the Economic-Planning Col lege to organize a survey 
on sociology In order to collect the general Information on the 
problems of necessary concern. The object of this sociological 
survey Is nearly 500 under-graduates and post-graduates who are 
holding Important responsibility and have experience In the 
economic management activity In general and In science and 
technology In particular, In alI the four sectors viz. research 
and development, production and business, col lege teaching and 
management. The results of this survey Is awaited as a basis for 
the Improvement of the mechanism of management for science and 
technology In the coming years. 

The periodical sociological surveys aimed at constantly 
Improving the mechanism of management rn the stages of the 

·economic-social development Is a good experience relating the 
science and technology management, but requires very careful 
preparations to be meaningful and effective. 



SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ACTIVITIES 

IN YEMEN 

INTRODUCTION 

Yemen. as an emerging developing country, after Its revolu
tion In 1962. real !sed the crucial Importance of science and 
technology In solving or partial elemlnatlon of several socio
economic problems It faced for a long time. 

Although the country Is endowed with the basic and potential 
natural resources which qual lfy for a reasonable progress, these 
resources were not exploited nor even explored until very 
recently. 

By 1970 and after the political stability which prevailed In 
the country, the government has assumed some measurable steps 
towards scIentIfIc pI ann I ng of deve I opment programs. The estab-
1 lshment of the Central Planning Organization CCPO) as a national 
Institution responsible for the mobil lzation of human, adminis
trative, financial, and natural resources of the country towards 
development was crucial In adopting science and technology In the 
development of the country, 

Education, as an essential element of real development.-has 
received a particular emphasis from the government. Beside the 
enormous number of schools of different grades which now cover 
the whole country, the government did not Ignore the role of 
technical high schools and university education In Its develop
ment plans. In 1970. the establ lshment of the University of 
Sana•a represented the foundation of science and technology 
Infrastructure In the Yemen Arab Republ lc. 

The adoption of science and technology in development 
programmes necessitated International cooperation with many 
countries and agencies In different disciplines. Current 
research and development programs Include the development of 
natural resources. energy resources, human resources, as wei I as 
development researchers In the fields of health, housing. trans
port and communication and Industrialization. 

Presented by AI I Gamaan EI-Shekell with the approval of 
Or. Abubaker Abdullah Qlrbt, 
Vice-Rector of the University of Sana 1 a. 
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Yemen had witnessed a major socio-economic and technological 
progress In the last decade. NeverTheless. and In spiTe of this 
success. we should not ignore cha' lenges facing the country and 
the constraints In our long journey for development. These 
challenges and constraints require a comprehensive International 
cooperatIon together w lth our nat lonal Integrated efforts to 
assimilate the Increasing dependence on modern science and tech
nology in the make-up of.Yemen's modern civilization. 

Iba University of Sonata 

The Yemen Arab Republic recognized the crucial importance of 
university education in establishing Its science and technology 
InfrastrucTure. The University of Sana•a started In 1970 with 
two faculties: Education and Islamic Law. In the academic year 
1971/1972 the Faculty of Education had three branches: Education, 
Science and Arts. 

By 1973/1974, the Faculty of Science emerged as a separate 
Faculty .with Mathematics, Physics. and Chemistry Departments and 
a year I ater depart.ments of Geology, Botany and Zoo! ogy were 
opened. 

The Importance of fisheries for economy Initiated the start 
of the department of Oceanography In 1976/1977. The Biochemistry 
Department was opened In 1980/1981, and the Faculty of Science Is 
In charge of graduating medical laboratories technicians since 
1980. before the opening of the Faculty of Medicine and Health 
Sciences which started In 1983/1984. 

To strengthen the Country's scientific and technological 
capability, two scientific faculties were established In 
1983/1984: the FaculTy of Medicine and Health Sciences and the 
Faculty of Engineering. A.thlrd Faculty, the Faculty of Agricul
ture Is Scheduled to start this year (1984/1985). 

Research and peyelopment Orgonlzotlons In Yemen; 

For the time-being. and In the absence of science Policy
making body, the current Institutional framework for science and 
technology In Yemen . Is made up of a number of bodies at the 
operational level mainly supporting the activities of some 
concerned departments or ministries. Nevertheless. the following 
Is a brief account on some of such activities In different areas: 

(I) Agrlcultyre 

According to the UNESCO publication (1981) 
llshment of a National Centre for Science and 
Yemen. there exist some 45 International working 
cultural development research projects. 

on the estab
Technology In 

groups In agrl-

The Supreme Committee for Agricultural Research Is therefore 
established to coordl.nate different research activities In thiS 
field and to select certain programs of Important priorities for 
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the cause of the country's development. The headquarters of this 
committee Is stationed at Dhamar. but with a central agricultural 
research station In Talz and many other peripheral stations 
spread alI over the country. 

Yemen stands firmly behind all efforts to consolidate 
scientific and technological cooperation In different dlsclpl lnes 
related to the application of technology In agricultural 
development through the exchange of experts and Information. 

(II) Mineral Resources: 

The Yemen 011 and Mineral Resources Corporation (YOMINCO> Is 
In charge of research and development programs concerned with 
prospecting, exploration and exploitation of mineral resources 
and petroleum. 

(Ill) Water Resources: 

The National Water and Sewage Authority (NWSA) Is In charge 
of research and development programs concerned with groundwater. 

(lv) Health and Human Resoyrces: 

The Medical Research Unit affll lated to the University of 
Sana'a and supported by the Ministry of Health Is conducting 
Medical Research through cooperation with Sweden and Other 
International groups. There are three major areas of medical 
research activities: The Child Health, Maternal Health and the 
Primary Health Care. 

(v) Bylldlng Materials: 

The Ministry of Public Works with Its Central Research 
Laboratory stationed In Sana 1 a Is In charge of conducting applied 
research on building materials. 

(vi) easlc Research: 

Most of the fundamental research In the baste sciences Is 
performed by the Faculty of Science, University of Sana•a. 
Research projects In different fields of Mathematics. Physics, 
Chemistry, Biology, Geology, Oceanography and Solar energy are 
going on. These research projects are normally done In 
fulfillment of a higher degree or as a part of the academic 
activity of the Faculty staff members and associates. 

(vii) SociAl ReseArch: 

The Yemen Studies Centre Is In charge of 
research activities applied to the Yemen Society, 
historical and literature studies. 
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Table 1 shows the number of economic and social studies 
performed In Yemen as reported to the Central Planning 
Organization classified according to the economic sectors. 

Table 1 

Number of EconomIc ·and Soc I a I Stud les Carr led out 1 n 
Yemen 

Field of Study English 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 99 

Housing and Construction 

Electrlc.lty and Water 

Finance 

Manufacturing and Industry 

Mining and Natural Resources 

Trade and Catering 

Transport and Communication 

Economic Development and Planning 

Health and Nutrition 

Education 

Populatlon.Manpower and Employment 

Other 

Tote! 

(viii) £ducotlon: 

4 

42 

6 

42 

11 

8 

60 

54 

12 

19 

t5· 

372 

Arab lc 

51 

19 

25 

5 

27 

4 

8 

51 

190 

The Education Research Centre was established 
support of the World Bank to perform research In the 
Education. 

Total 

150 

4 

42 

25 

67 

1 1 

1 3 

60 

81 

16 

19 

23 

51 

562 

with the 
field of 

Table 2 depicts the accelerated growth rate In educational 
programs In Yemen. ~lgures of 1973 before the adoption of the 
First Five-Year Plan (1976/77-1980/81) are shown against those of 
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1982. The net growth percent of·eaeh Item clearly Indicates the 
country's firm determination to bridge the gap created In the 
past and to establish properly the Infrastructure of science and 
technology I.e. education. 

Tab I e 2 

Educational Data 

Particulars 1973 

Number of students studying abroad 614 

Number of students enrolled In Sana•a 
University 950 

Number of pupils In first and second 
levels 165,184 

Number of students In vocational and 
technical schools 1,345 

Adult I lterlzatlon schools 5,700* 

Current expenditure on education 
In mill ron Yemen rials 

* 1975 figure. 

Investment In Qayelopment programs In Yemen 

10.7 

Net 
1982 Growth 

(I) 

35}1 413 

5172 444 

567.207 243 

2.958 120 

13.805 142 

879.2 810 

According to the Second Five-year Plan (1982-1986), 
government of Yemen estimated a total Investment of some 
mill lon dollars on development programs which covers 

the 
$6509 
the 

fo I I owl ng areas: 

Agriculture 
Mlnlllg 
Industry 
Electricity and Water 
Constructional Materials 
Commerc-e 
Communication and Transportation 
Finance 
Housing 
Civil Service 



To account for the government concern of development of the 
above mentioned areas, the res&arch and development programs In 
mining activity Is given In table 3 as an example. 

Table 3 

Total Investment In Research and Development In Mining 

Project Investment In mil lion Yemen Rials 

Metal lie Deposits 
Geologic Mapping 
Geothermal Energy 
Radioactive Minerals 
Petroleum Exploration 
Rock salt Exploitation 
Constructional Materials Development 
and Evolution 

Total 

365 
100 

10 
10 
85.5 
11 • 5 

95.0 

677 

Source: Second Five-Year PJan (1982-1986) Central Planning 
Organization. 

Progress In Geoscience Research Actlyltl•s In Yemen 

Yemen occupies a distinctive geologic position between the 
Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden Rift Systems. This world-wide 
recognized position promoted early research activities In ell 
desclpllnes of geoscience $1nce the 1980's. With the lncreas·lng 
Importance of the need to understand the geologic make-up of the 
Arabian Peninsula especially after the discovery of potential 
reserves of oil, Increased attention of many scholars of geology 
from different parts of the world was gfven to the geology of 

'Yemen. 

Although researc~ activities In this field was rather 
limited as Indicated by the limited number of publications during 
the period from 1900 to 1960 (Fig.3), It furnished relevant 
Information on the basic geology of Yemen and Included researches 
In geomorphology, structural geology, petrology, vulcanology. 
hydrology and mineral resources. 

Recent revival In research activities In Yemen was 
stimulated by the establ lshment of the Geological Survey of Yemen 
within the Yemen Mineral and Petroleum Authority (YMPA) In 1974, 
which later was designated as Yemen Oil and Mineral Resources 
Corporation (YOMINCO). 
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By the establishment of this Institution In Yemen. a 
National Organization was then created for the first time to 
Integrate all geosclentlflc work and research to be carried out 
In the country. Through cooperation and technical assistance 
from International Institutions of geology. YOMINCO had adopted 
an Intensive research and development program In Yemen 
particularly In the field of geologic mapping using LANOSAT-1 
Imagery photographs which covered the whole country as well as In 
the field of prospecting. exploration, and development ot mineral 
resources In selected prospective areas of Yemen. 

Parallel with the estabflshment of YMPA <now YOMINCO> In 
1974, the University of Sana'a Council realized the Importance of 
education of geology and the major role of geoscientists. In the 
development of National Economy. Commencement of the geology 
department, as one of the Faculty of Science departments started 
In 1974. Through research activities of Its graduates and staff 
members. some contribution was given to the geology of Yemen 
particularly In the fields of mineral resources. groundwater. and 
petrochemistry. This Is beside the contribution currently made by 
Its graduates who are holding executive positions In YOMINCO and 
other Institutions concerned with the development of natural 
resources of Yemen. 

The role of YOMINCO, and the University of Sana'a accounts 
for the rapid progress In geoscience research and development of 
natural resources during the 1970's and continues for the 1980's 
as shown In Figure 3. 

The National Centre for Science and Technology 

The United Nations Conference on Science end Technology for 
Development (UNCSTD> was held In 1979 to strengthen the science 
and technology capabilities of developing countries. The confe
rence was attended by delegates from 142 countries Including 
Yemen. It adopted by consensus In 1979 the VIenna Program of 
Action whose recommendations In paragraphs 23 and 26 are relevant 
to objectives of the Yemen National Centre tor Science and 
Technology. 

The ~oposaf of the President of the University of Sana•a 
delivered to UNESCO In September 1980 to establIsh the National 
Centre for Science and Technology In Yemen stated the following 
goals: 

(I) Determination of priority obJectives for science and 
technology compatible with the overall economic and social 
Objectives of the country. 

Cll) Contribution to the Increase of endogenous capabilities In 
the fields of appropriate technology or adopting existing 
technology particularly those applied to rural sectors. 
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Clll)Carrylng out programs to explain to the public In simple 
terms the Interaction between science and technology and the 
social and economic development of the country. 

Clv) Becoming on the long run an effective medium for promoting 
rural and Industrial development. 

Furthermore, the centre can benefit decision-makers In 
charge of development projects In both the public and private 
sectors through advice on the selection of technology appropriate 
for the country and at what cost. 

Generally, Yemen Is facing s0111e sclent.tttc and ,technological 
challenges: among those Is an economic water-tap to save water 
especially In the Sana'a Area, a stove to use wood effeclently 
especially In rural areas and a solar energy program for a low
cost energy. 

The Centre will be mainly devoted to science and technology 
applications and technology transfer which alms at the 
development of the country. Special attention wll I be given to 
avoid duplication of functions and activities performed at Sana'a 
University or other governmental Institutions. 

The very Important research areas should Include: 

Materials technology (civil and mechanical> 

Food technology 

Bloresources (marine I lfe, crops and foodstuffs,etc.) 

Biotechnology 

Electronics and Ele.ctromechantcs 

Energy resources (solar, wind, blomass.etc.) 

International cooperation during the establ lshment of the 
centre In different aspects like expertise, equlpments, 
Information, etc. Is highly recommended. 

CONSTRAINTS: 

The following are some of the major constraints facing the 
promotion of science and technology In Yemen: 

( I ) Lack of 
dIfferent 
manpower. 

qualified 
levels 

and properly-trained 
especially scientific 

personnel at 
an d t ec h n I c a I 

(II) Lack of coordination and dupl !cation of research work on the 
national level. 

(III)Shortage In funds. 
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Clvt Absence of a science-policy making body. 

(v) Lack of efficient regional end International cooperation In 
science end technology for the exchange of experience. 

(vi) The non-existence of an up-to-date Inventory of the 
scientific and technological potential of the country. 

(vii)Leck of technicians both In quality and quantity Is a severe 
problem rn scientific research. 

(vii I)Breln drain. 

BECOMMENOATIO~: 

The Yemen Arab Republ lc real !zed the crucial Importance of 
science end technology and Its role In national progress. Much 
effort Is directed by several of the concerned governmental 
Institutions In applying science and technology In development 
programs that are currently underway. However. more effort Is 
required In this direction to bridge the gap created during the 
pre-revolutions regime. Solution or el lmlnatlon of the aforemen
tioned constraints Is Indispensable tor science and technology 
advancement and appl !cation to national development. The estab
lishment of a National Centre for Science and Technology in the 
Yemen Arab Republic with Its goals mentioned In the proposal 
presented by the President of Sana 1 a University to UNESCO In 1980 
certainly will Influence the promotion of scientific and techno
logical development programs In the country. Establ lshment of 
this centre may lead to subsequent creation of a policy-making 
body responsible for promoting scientific and technological 
researches In various fields In the Yemen Arab Republic. 
Obviously, International and regional cooperation In sclentltlc 
and technological Issues Is strongly recommended. 
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PART TWO 

VIEWS AND EXPERIENCES IN THE 

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS 



INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION: 
GLOBAL PROBLEMS OF MODERN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

ADVANCES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

The development of the scientific and technological revolu
tion has brought further advance In the International division of 
labour and special lsatlon and cooperation of production. In 
these conditions the developing countries particularly need ut
most development of International cooperation on a bilateral and 
multilateral foundation, Including cooperation within the frame
work of the United Nations and other International organizations. 
It stands to reason that In this brief communication It Is 
Impossible to discuss at I these forms and the problems Involved. 
We will therefore dwell only on some aspects of International 
cooperation, and, first and foremost, on the causes lending 
urgency to our work to raise the effectiveness of joint efforts 
of special lsts from alI countries In solving global problems of 
science and technology. 

This question merits detailed examination; the developments 
of the last decades and the available prognoses tor the future 
testify that International scientific and technical cooperation 
has become one of the most Important tasks confronting alI 
countries. 

There Is no doubt that the period of almost forty years 
since the end of the Second World War occupies a special place In 
the development of the world economy and In the history of 
science and technology. There Is hardly any other period with so 
numerous and Important, truly revolutionary discoveries. In these 
decades mankind has entered a period of the scientific and tech
nological revolution connected with the rapid development ·of 
chemistry, biology, physics, automation of production and other 
achievements of science and technology. 

In those years scientists connected with agricultural 
production have carried out research and development projects 
which made It possible to speak of a "green revolution". For most 
of the developing countries the results obtained In agriculture 
play, perhaps. a bigger role than any other achievements of the 
scientific and technological revolution. For they substantial IY 
contribute to solving the most acute problem of those countries -
the food problem. 

And It Is clear that these successes of the biologists are 
only a start of radical changes. Biotechnology which has emerged 
In the last decade permits us to speak of giant resources of 
science and technology In changing entire modern agricultural 
production. 

Presented by M.G. Kruglov 
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NEED FOR CO-OPERATION 

At present the developing countries can take en active part 
In solving scientific and technl~al problems and successfullY 
apply In production the results of research and development 
projects. At the same time, It Is noteworthy that the experience 
accumulated In the world shows that the rates of scientific and 
technical progress In a country does not depend on Its own 
efforts, and on the size of research and development Investments. 
Both nationally and In the world economy as a whole the dynamism 
of science and technology Is directly dependent on the develop~ 
ment of International cooperation. Autarchic tendencies, which 
have always damaged the advance of sclenc~ and technology both 
nationally and on the scale of the world economy as a whole are 
particularly ruinous today. 

Nowadays the road Is opening for the peaceful uses of atomic 
energy and advance Is beln~ made In developing technological 
processes which ensure tremendous saving of energy resources. 
Generations of computers are being developed one after another• 
thousands of polymer materials are appearing, space exploration 
Is gong on, laser' techniques and optic fibres are being 
developed, separate factory shops and even whole enterprises are 
appearing where production Is basically carried on by automatic 
lines and robot technology. It Is hardly possible to find a 
single branch of Industry where fundamentally new products or 
tehnology have not been Introduced In the last decades. And In 
many cases such products appear every ten or even five years. 

ACHIEVEMENTS OF DEVELOPING NATIONS 

The breakthrough In the development of science end 
technology made In the last decades Is quite logical. In the 
1960s alone, funds lnvest_ed Into the development of science and 
technology exceed a half of alI expenditures made for these 
purposes In the entire history of mankind. Today more 
scientists and engineers are working on problems of science and 
technology than In alI previous centuries.· 

The developing countries are making their own contribution 
to this process. In the 1960s and the first half of the 1970s 
they were able every six years to double the number of 
special lsts In research and development. A number of developing 
countries, among them India. Brazil, Argentina, Mexico. Egypt and 
Nigeria, created a scientific and technological potential 
enabling them to make a certain contribution to world scientific 
and technical progress. In some developing countries scientifiC 
and technical complexes were created whose performance Is 
comparable with that of research Institutes end design bureaus In 
Industrially developed countries. Thus. In Malaysia a 
considerable research was done resulting In a noticeable advance 
In the selection of rubber plants. Exceptionally successful was 
the project for making newsprint from deciduous trees In the 
Philippines. Equally promising Is research and development of a 
vertical kiln for producing cement carried out In India. 
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It may be presumed that the dependence of the rates of 
scientific and technical progress In this group of countries on 
the Import of technology and technological processes wll I begin 
to dec I lne already In the near future. Their economic, 
scientific and technical potential wll I be determined more and 
more by the effect of their own research departments and their 
cooperation in the elaboration of problems with similar 
organizations In Industrially developed countries. 

SOVIET EXPERIENCES IN CO-OPERATION 

An example of successful International cooperation of a 
developing country which has already built up a substantial 
scientific and technical potential ~lth other states Is the 
practice of cooperation between Soviet and Indian specialists. 
Our country has not only provided assistance In building nearly 
100 large projects many of which are key enterprises of Indian 
Industry but also actively participates In creating scientific 
centres at a number of universities (In Delhi, Bombay. 
Hyderabad, Madras). At some enterprises bultt with Soviet 
assistance large research and development organizations have been 
set up, e.g., the Institute for Designing Metallurgical 
En t e r p r I s e s I n Ran c h I , r e s e a r c h an d de v e I o p men t I n s t I t u t e s I n 
Baroda and Dehradun, and the Organization for Designing Thermal 
Power Stations at the Central Power Commission of India. Soviet 
special lsts have organised the training of about ao,ooo skilled 
workers and technicians and over 4,000 Indian specialists have 
been trained In our country. 

In recent years joint Soviet-Indian research and development 
projects have been growing In scale, In particular under the 
space exploration programme. This programme has not only 
contributed to the advance of space exploration In India, but has 
helped to solve a number of geological tasks and contributed- to 
the solution of questions connected with the stimulation of 
agricultural production. 

In organising cooperation with any country, at each stage of 
Its economic, scientific and technical development, new 
organizational forms should be developed suited to the national 
specifics,. with a specific mechanism of cooperation developed for 
the purpose. 

A scrutiny of any of the thirty or so agreements on 
scientific and technical cooperation which our country has 
concluded with developing countries. Including 21 Inter
government agreements, shows that they take Into account these 
specifics. and that our special lsts take a creative approach to 
complex problems of International cooperation. Surely, their 
success Is determined not by the happy results alone In the 
process of Improving the mechanism and organizational forms of 
cooperation. The basts of the results already scored are the high 
rates of development of the national economy and scientific
technological potential of the USSR and Its external economic 
ties, and our sincere Interest tn solving the problems of 



developing counTries In el111lnaTing th.elr econ0111c. scientific 
and technical backwardness. 

The Soviet Union has accu11ulated- enor11ous and In 11any cases 
unique ~perlence In developing scientific and technological 
potential and Implementing S&T policy. This experience Is being 
continuously enriched. We are ready to share this experience 
with all Interested countries. considering that It can be used In 
various forms by developing counTries In elaboraTion and lllpll
•entatlon of their S&T policy taking due accounT of specific 
peculiarities of·each country. 

SOVIET APPROACH TO S&T POL1CY 

S&T pol Icy of the USSR embraces a wide spectru11 of problems, 
Including management of science at all levels, deTerminaTion of 
priority areas, combination with technical pol Icy, formation of 
the State system of scientific Institutions and Internal struc
ture of science, Improvement of R&D planning and management, 
strengthening of material-technical ·basts of R&D activities• 
training and uti I lzatlon of scientific and technical cadres, 
strengthening of lnte.rrelatlon In the "sclence-technology-produc
tlon"system. By Its content S&T pol Icy Is closely connected with 
other types of the State economic pol Icy-Investments, energy• 
agriculture, foreign trade, patents and llcenses.etc. It Is also 
Inseparable from the USSR scientific and technological coopera
tion with foreign countries which constitutes one of the most 
Important components of International economic relations. 

SOME PROBLEM AREAS 

To our mInd It Is necessary to deal In greater detail with 
specific nature of the task of International cooperation at the 
present time. It Is connected not only with the present stage· of 
the world-wide scientific and technological revolution. 
Appraising the. role of International cooperation In the last 
decade, we should bear In mind that the scientific and technical 
progress of developing countries has slowed down considerably as 

·a result of the aggravation of their Internal economic problems• 
deterioration of general foreign-economic position and the 
continuing "brain dral~"· 

The last phenomena poses considerable threat to the 
developing countries, for the studies carried out by now lead one 
to presume that up to the end of the current century the economy 
of all countries wll I require a stll I greater concentration of 
manpower resources to ensure optimal scientific and technical 
progress. 

The difficulty also arises because scientific and technical 
progress, facti ltates on the one hand, the development of Indus
trial and agricultural production and the Improvement of the 
production InfrastrucTure, and on the other hand, often creates 
or aggravates a multitude of economic, social and ecological 
problems. It Is obvious that the overcoming of undesirable 
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consequences of scientific and technological progress requires 
maximum development of International cooperation. for without 
Internet I one I cooper at I on rsome prob I ems become more and more 
capital-Intensive end others become just Insoluble. 

Regrettably, It should be noted, the matter Is often 
compl lcated by the resistance of some countries-and corporations 
to the development of truly global cooperation In solving the 
most complex scientific and technical problems. Moreover, quite 
often a number of states and their corporations see the way to 
solving still unsolved problems not In cooperation In the 
solution of scientific and technical tasks but In the transfer of 
unsuitable production knowledges to the developing countries. 
The actions are presented sometimes as aid In estebl lshlng modern 
Industry end as assistance In solving the problem of employment. 

No doubt there must bee principally different approach to 
International cooperation. In this respect the Soviet Union Is 
applying considerable efforts to promote really mutually 
advantageous International division of labour and all-round 
advance In the cooperation of countries In solving global as wei I 
as specific S&T problems faced by developing countries. 

CONCLUSION 

Today the effectiveness of the scientific and technical 
potential of any country and the world economy as a whole depends 
to a considerable degree on progress made In solving a most 
Intricate complex of economic, pol ltlcal and social problems on 
the national and International scale, and on how successful Is 
the struggle for International detente. 

I t I s no s ec r e t t h at t h e f u I f I I I me n t o f t h e p r I o r I t I e s 1 n a 
national scientific and technological pol Icy substantially 
depends on the International cl !mate. The mounting of pol ltlcal 
tension compels many countries to make huge Investments the aim 
of which Is not at alI fulfillment of projects accelerating the 
solution of economic and social problems. Mil ltarlzatlon of 
research Is particularly dangerous for the developing countries; 
the more limited the resources of a country the more complex It 
Is for It to make simultaneous Investments In two directions: 
work on civil research projects and execution of military 
programmes. 

Moreover, the deterioration of the International climate 
comp II cates the prospects of Internet ronal cooper at I on, of 
course, and without Its accelerated development many countries 
would be simply unable to create the national scientific and 
technical potential so essential for them. Therefore the efforts 
for promoting International cooperation In the field of research 
and development are Inseparably linked with our common efforts 
for al levlatlng International tension In the modern world. 
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THE VIENNA PROGRAMME OF ACTION AND THE 
CREATION OF INDIGENOUS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
CAPABILITIES IN THE DEVELOPING COU~RIES 

INTRODUCTION 

The aspects of the present-day development problems linked 
with science and technology have a very Important role of their 
own to play. On the one hand, the modern scientific and 
technological revolution enables the developing countries. 
mastering Its achievements, to build their economies on an 
advanced technological bails from the very start bypassing the 
past historical stages of technological development. On the 
other hand, however, the young countries' backwardness and 
dependence In the sphere of science and technology are greater 
than the general economic development gap. While accounting tor 
70 percent of the world popul~tlon and 18 per cent of the world 
GNP they used to spend just 5 per cent of the world's total 
expenditure on research and development and owned approximately 
the same share of the.world patent funds(1). 

Therefore the problems of science and technology are assum
Ing growing Importance In the socio-economic activities of the 
United Nations and Its agencies. A case In point Is the VIenna 
Programme of Action In the sphere of science and technology tor 
development purposes <2> adopted In 1979. Five years have passed 
since then. The United Nations Is preparing a mid-decade review 
of progress In carrying out the Programme. Accordingly, It would 
also be of use to exchange opinions on the results of Its Imple
mentation and prospects at our seminar. 

Craotlpn pf !ndigenpus research ODd aevelppment 
capobll !ties in the develpplng cpuntrles: 

The Vienna Programme was correct In describing the 
technological development of the newly-free countries end the 
creation of Indigenous research and development capabilities In 
them as the main long-term task. AI I the countries now In the 
lead In science and technology, Including the Soviet Union, did 
the same In the past. Among other things, It was the development 
of Indigenous science that helped the Soviet Union, once a 
backward country, to turn Into an Industrial power and.hold It 
out In World War 11. It Is on this basis that we have built the 
economy of developed socialism and are thwarting any attempts to 
declare a technological boycott of the USSR. The conditions the 
developing countries now Jive Jn also dictate the need for them 
to create research and development capabilities of their own. 
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Firstly, as has been pointed out, they lag behind the 
advanced countries In the sphere of science and technology most 
of all and, as a result, this requires priority efforts to 
overcome this backwardness. Secondly, the Import of technology• 
vital as It Is, offers only a temporary solution and at a certain 
stage It begins to slow down Indigenous scientific and 
technological progress. This happens particularly often when 
technology Is supplied by multinational corporations using It to 
set up their subsidiaries In the key economic sectors of the 
developing countrles

1
to Impose restrictive business practices on 

them. Thirdly, the new, research-Intensive production of the 
future Is taking shape before our very eyes. Evidently, we 
should take seriously the conclusion of the recent 4th general 
Conference of UNIDO which predlcted.that In the future the 
watershed between the developed and developing countries would be 
determined first of all by the possession of the Indigenous 
scientific capabll ltles (3). These capabilities are necessary, 
among other things. so that the developing countries could 
Independently get access to such modern, frontier achlvements as 
biotechnology and microelectronics. Otherwise they wll I have to 
Import those achievements again. And the technological Imports 
are already approaching. It seems, the limit of payback 
p o s s I b I I I t I e s • T h e de v e I o p I n g co u n t r I e s h av e to s p e n d an n ua I I y 
about 35,000 million dollars (4) on It together with technical 
services, and this begins to tell noticeably on their balance of 
payments. 

Logically, the question arises as to what the Indigenous 
research and development capabilities mean and where the 
reasonable limits lie of combining them with Imports. Evidently, 
the notion of the capabilities embraces the research and develop
ment Infrastructure. scientific personnel, a substantive scienti
fic and technological pol Icy, an authoritative body ensuring Its 
Implementation, sufficient financing, and scientific and techno
logical plans closely co-ordinated with general development 
programmes. It Is also Important that In the social aspect those 
plans and policies should take Into account the Interests of elI 
the sections of population, Including rural end urban marginal 
groups and women, and help the developing countries restore their 
Intellectual heritage. As for the combination with Imports, what 
Is needed ls not autarky but, as the VIenna Programme points out. 
•the attainment of a frontier beyond which their (developing 
countries') knowledge and resources wll I enable them to ensure 
growth and overcome dependence• (5}, and the ability to make and 
carry out technological decisions Independently. Of course the 
structure and composition of the Indigenous research and develop
ment capabilities would differ from country to country depending 
on their specific problems, resources and Interests. 

So what has been done In this field over the five years 
since the VIenna Conference? 
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NATURE OF PROGRESS 

Achievements 

Soviet scholars ere loci lned to agree with the assessment of 
the UN Advisory Committee on Science and Technology tor 
Development that this period "has not passed In vein" (6). And 
most of the progress In carrying out the VIenna Programme has 
been achieved precisely at national levels. 

For example. there has been considerable headway In national 
legislation In the sphere of science and technology. According 
to UNCTAD experts, abou~ 30 legislative acts In thts field are 
currently In force In the 17 developing and Andean Pact countries 
<7>. Anti-trust legislation aimed at fighting the restrictive 
business practices of the monopol les has been either Introduced 
or strengthened In Argentina, Venezuela, Ghana, India, Nigeria. 
Pakistan, Peru, Sri Lanka,, Thailand, and a number of other 
countries. Many states have changed legislation on foreign 
patents and Investments which now makes It possible to carry out 
the depackaglng of offers from multinational corporations and 
purchase technology ilthout allowing foreign capital In or within 
the framework of non-equity arrangements. National bodies tor 
the management of science and technology have also come Into 
being. 

It Is fair to say that a number of developing countries 
(e.g •• Mexico, India, Algeria) are shaping out their own national 
scientific pol lcles. More money Is being earmarked for research 
and development and personnel training. A number of developing 
countries such as India, Brazil, Mexico, Malaysia, Algeria. 
Venezuela, now appear on the world market as exporters of techno
logy and technical services. They have set up their own firms 
and organizations for the_constructlon of Industrial facti I~Jes 
and the share of locally-produced parts In machine-assembly have 
Increased. About 25 developing countries manufacture machines 
and equipment and approximately 10 export them (8). The public 
sector laboratories and enterprises have-made a decisive contri
bution to this progress. 

The VIenna Progr~mme gave an Impetus to the activities of 
International organizations. IGCSTO and ACSTO play a 
considerable role In putting Its provisions Into practice. They 
have started working out Indicators to measure the Impact of 
science and technology on the obJectives of social and economic 
development, the optimal blending of traditional and emerging 
technologies. and creating a global network of scientific and 
technological Information (9), UNIDO has done a great deal at 
enterprise. levels and ·In the sphere of technological Information 
to help the developing countries build their own research end 
development capabll !ties. Some of the problems which remained 
unresolved at the VIenna Conference were dealt with at UNCTAD 
while working out the draft of an International Code of Conduct 
on the Transfer of Technology. Among other things, It concerns 
Principles governing the shaping of national scientific pol lcles, 
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the selection and assessment of technology. criteria for revising 
legislation, national technological Information systems, and 
Increasing local contents In the work of foreign contractors (10). 
Work has begun at WIPO to reform·the International patent system. 
Finally, steps are to be taken under United Nations auspices to 
promote technological cooperation among the developing countries 
(TCDC) at subregional. regional and Inter-regional levels. 

Sbortcomlngi 

At the same time one can also agree with the opinion that 
progress In carryIng out the V leona Programme of Act I on Is fer 
from being sufficient as far as the part under review Is 
concerned. It seems to us that this Is due to a number of both 
endogenous and International reasons. · 

As for the endogenous factors, the point Is that most of the 
developing countries are stll I paying more attention to Importing 
technology than to building their own research and development 
capabilities. According to UNCTAD experts, only a few of those 
countries have drawn up comprehensive programmes for the develop
ment of their own science and technology as part of a general 
economic development strategy. On the contrary, a number of 
governments believe that the free play of market forces can speed 
up scientific and technological progress to a much greater 
extent. However, it Is apparent that, firstly, local buslness 
stands little chance of winning In thls,game ·against transna
tional corporations. Secondly. In this situation scientific and 
technological policy becomes uncoordinated with Imports. As a 
result, the competing firms make more and more paral lei pur
chases of similar technology and create a host of different 
technological standards as was rightly pointed out by the UNIOO 
experts (12). Final Jy, the bodies for the management of science 
and technology already set up In most of the countries remain 
administrative and not research-oriented In their functions. 
Among other things. they still fall to bring closer togeth~r In 
national Interests science and higher schools In their countries. 
They spend most of their time on supervising the Import of 
techno I og y ( 1 3) • 

Financing Sli 

These shortcomings In the organizations of scientific pol Icy 
show once again that the provisions of the VIenna Programme 
should be accepted In their total lty without Isolating any of Its 
aspects Including financial ones. Of course. It Is necessary to 
expand the financing of science In the developing countries. But 
It Is no less necessary to manage the available resources In a 
rational manner by planning and programming research and 
development. It Is only then that the return from science wll I 
be greater than the expenditure on lt. This Is evident from the 
experience of all the leading powers In the realm of technology. 
Including the USSR.. For Instance, the Soviet Union does not 
merely Increase Its spending on research. This spending Is 
coordinated with the national plan as part of the Comprehensive 
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Programme for promoting scientific and technological progress In 
the USSR In the period up to tne year 2000 and with 170 concrete 
government scientific and technological programmes Included Into 
the 11th Five-Year Plan (14). · . 

It Is also worthwhile considering rechannel ling part of the 
money to science and training of scientific personnel from other 
Items of expenditure In the developing countries. For Instance, 
their military spending already topped 80,000 mill ton dol Iars In 
1981. What Is more, their share In world military spending has 
exceeded their share In the world GNP (15). Apparently, In a 
number of countries this already goes beyond the reasonable 
effort to defend national· sovereignty cind1:1ssumes the features of 
an arms race, particularly, because a large par• of armaments 
Is exported. World experience shows that mllltarlsatlon Is both 
harmful and dangerous. On the contrary, Its containment would 
promote the development of national science and education since 
It costs more to train one officer than one scientist and the 
upkeep of one soldier Is more expensive than that of one student. 

Cooperation 

Regrettably, the potential Jtles of TCOC are sill I not being 
realised In full. The technological exchange between Western and 
developing countries Is still growing faster than between the 
latter although "Group 77" and the non-el lgned movement hoped 
that it would be Just the other way around. Regional centres for 
the developoment and use of technology set up. tor Instance, In 
Dakar and Bangalore have proved their usefulness although more 
had been expected of them (16). As for Inter-regional ties In 
this field, they are still In a very formative stage (17). 
Therfore, for example, the UNCTAO annual report on trade and 
development for 1983 In analysing progress in carrying out a 
collective .self-reliance P-rogramme for the developing countries 
falls to single out TCOC at all and progress In this sphere 
begins to lag behind overall progress In putting this programme 
into practice (18). For example, many developing countries are 
already In a position to manufacture power equipment with· e 
~apaclty of up to 150 megawatts for heat-and-fuel power stations 
and up to 100 megawatts for hydro power plants. However, the 
manufacturing enterprises do not cooperate In any way and the 
market Is stll 1 dominated by a Western power equipment cartel 
(19). 

As for the external conditions, one unfortunately wil I have 
to agree with the assessment made at the latest session of ACSTD 
which described them as "unfavourable" for carrying out the 
VIenna Programme of Action (20). International tension end the 
economic crisis have. worsened the cl lmate of International 
cooperation and reduced Its potentialities. What Is more, we can 
see attempts to revive the position-of-strength policy In 
economic diplomacy of some countries and as a result, this hes 
led to deadlock In the negotiations on restructuring 
International economic· relations on a just and democratic basts. 
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For Instance. contrary to the well-known resolutions of the 
United Nations and Its specialised agencies, efforts to help set 
up Indigenous scientific and technological potential ties, 
especially, the research and development Infrastructure• 
p r a c t I c a I I y fa I I to f I g u r e I n some o f f I c I a I de v e I o pm en t 
assistance schemes. As a rule. subsidiaries of transnational 
corporations and enterprises being built In developing countries 
on a contract basts are not equipped with laboratories. There 
has been much talk In recent years In academic and business 
circles about transferring some of the primary processing Indus
tries to developing countries which might help their Industriali
zation even _though on a limited scale. However, Instead of 
redeployment, transnational companies, on the contrary, have begun 
to modernIse the obso I ascent home industries. As was poInted out at 
the 4th General Conference of UNIDO, "the redeployment of 
Industries to developing countries was accepted In principle, but 
In practice no readjustment took place". As a result, everything 
Is again reduced to the same Import of technology "considered to 
be the transfer of capital equipment and rarely considered In 
terms of helping to create an endogenous technological 
capability" (21). 

In this pol fey a refusal to give help goes hand In hand with 
the Infliction of direct damage. A striking case In point Is the 
practice of luring specialists from developing countries, known 
as the "brain drain". It literally causes devastation among 
scientific personnel In the newly-free countries. According to 
UNCTAO experts, the brain drain has resulted In luring away a 
tot a I of 500,000 peop I e or 50 to 70 percent of a 1 1 spec I a 1 1 sts 
trained In the developing countries every year. The losses of 
the young states from this brain drain totalled ebout 100,000 
mil I lon dol Iars between 196! and !980 {22). It Is clear that In 
such conditions the developing coutnrles are unable to accumulete 
the "critical mass" of personnel necessary to ensure the progress 
of their science. And some countries fall to comply with the UN 
resolutions aimed at restricting the "brain drain" and have been 
openly boycotting telks on such Issues of late. 

Technology -and Investment 

The position document on the review and assessment of the 
effort to Implement lnternatlonel development stretegy for the 
3rd UN Development Decade submitted by UNCTAD wes not explicit 
since It was brought under the category of "Investments" (23). 
However, the assertion that subsidiaries of the transnational 
corporations act as leaders of scientific and technological 
progress In developing countries Is disputable, to say the least. 
Of course, they do make up pert of the local Industries. But tor 
the most part the subsidiaries function as enclaves In them 
staying outside the national development programmes. The 
technology given to them by parent companies Is kept by them only 
and Is closed for the use by local Industries. Subsidiaries 
hardly do any research on their own. For example, In India and 
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Brazil local companies, even smaller t·han the subsidiaries, have 
spent noticeably more on research and development In percentage 
of turnover than the subsidiaries of the transnational corpora
tions, turned out more new goods,· had better contacts with local 
science and employed larger numbers of researchers, etc (24). In 
other words, the Influx of foreign capital does not necessarily 
entail technological progress and gives almost nothing for 
strengthening domestic scientific capabilities. 

THE NEED FOR NEW INITIATIVES. 

It Is apparent that the world community cannot be satisfied 
with the present shte ot· affairs In the Implementation of the 
VIenna Programme of Action. New, daring Initiatives and 
constructive work are needed In this sphere at national• 
regional, Inter-regional, and In-ternational levels. A number of 
such Initiatives have been put forward at IGCSTO, ACSTD, UNCTAO, 
and UNIDO. 

For Instance, the work of IGCSTD and ACSTD on setting up an 
advance technology alert system fn of undoubted In-terest. It 
deals with new technologies vital for development and with 
perspectives on science and technology for the same purpose as 
well as with Improving contacts between science and Industry. In 
summary form, these Initiatives are to be reflected In the review 
of the Implementation of the VIenna Programme over the past five 
years which Is now being prepared (25). 

An Interesting Idea was also advanced at UNCTAD which has 
begun to work out a strategy for the technological transformation 
of the developing countries. UNCTAD experts see this strategy as 
an Ina! !enable part of the long-term development strategy of each 
of the newly-free countries. Taking Into account their specific 
features. transformation Implies working out plans and policies 
In the sphere of technology, stimulating scientific and techno
logical progress In the key sectors of the economy, expanding 
research and development capabll ltles and resources allocated for 
these purpose. Improving national legisLation~ and encouraging 
~clentlflc and technological co-operation among the developing 
countries themsel~es and special measures to help the least 
developed countries. etc.(26). Although such transformation Is 
possible due to the Import of technology. It Is expected to rely 
on domestic scientific and technological capabilities for the 
most part. The Idea has already been discussed at the Special 
Session of the UNCTAD Committee on Technology. The draft 
submitted by the social 1st countries (27) was taken as a basis 
for the discussion at the 5th session of the Committee In October 
1984 (28). 

The UNIDO Secretariat has proposed that the developing 
countries should set for themselves the goal of raising the share 
of spending on science In their gross national product to 1.5 per 
cent by 1990 and to 2 per cent by the year 2000 (29). Evidently, 
this proposal should a~so be given due consideration. 
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At the same time Soviet scholars believe that other ways 
could also be found of speeding up the creation of domestic 
research and development capabll ltles In the developing 
countries. At national level that could be helped by more 
closely Integrating plans for the advancement of science and 
technology with general economic development programmes, by 
bringing Industrial and scientific pol lcles closer together, and 
by building up the research capabilities of the ·pub! lc sector. 
National technical services such as consulting and engineering 
also deserve strengthening. They should be In a position to make 
substantiated assessments of technological solutions, ensure 
their optimal selection, and help Introduce them Into production. 
At present there are just about 30 such national firms operating 
In developing countries, ·and ·- they are vital for 
rational I zing the Import of technology and for a I lnkage between 
local science and Industry. The task Is t~ train not only 
researchers but also managers of scientific 'and technological 
progress. AI I that taken together would make It possible to 
Increase subtantlal ly the contribution o~ national science both 
to the development of local Industry as a whole and to Increase 
the share of "local contents" In the projects carried out 
on contract by foreign company. Programmes for TCDC should 
envisage special measures for exchanging special lsts among the 
developing countries so that even In the areas of their migration 
the latter should not go beyond the boundaries of the developing 
world. To this end It would also be expedient to strengthen 
contacts between science and the schools of higher learning In 
those countries and between their science and Industries. 

At International level the top priority should be to stop 
the "brain drain" from the developing countries. This can be 
done by either organisational or economic measures or by a 
combination of both. In this context It would be fair If the 
countries admitting skillful migrants paid a compensation- to 
those losing them. A halt to the arms race and a changeover to 
stage-by-stage disarmament with the release of part of the saved 
money for development needs would also help a great deal to build 
scientific capabl titles In the developing countries. However, In 
any case the Western countries should honour their commitments on 
the net transfer of cap I tal for development needs agreed upon at 
the United Nations. As for the Soviet Union, It Is already doing 
more than any other power In giving assistance to developing 
countries (30). It Is also Important that a considerable amount 
of this assistance Is earmarked specifically for building local 
scientific capabilities In developing countries. 

THE SOVIET UNION'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL 
SCIENTIFIC CAPABILITIES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. 

The Soviet Union knows from Its own experience the 
Importance of advanced science for development and appreciates 
the problems and needs of the developing countries. So It Is 
helping them first of all In building the Infrastructure of 
science-laboratories, research and designing centres, and 
experimental Industries. As of 1983, more than 20 research 
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centres and laboratories have been set up In developing countries 
with Soviet assistance. Another 20 are under construction. As a 
rule, laboratories are also attached to enterprises being build 
with Soviet assistance and to the schools of higher learning 
training scientific and Industrial personnel. for those countries. 
Fifty-two Institutes bul It In developing countries with Soviet 
assistance are already functioning and another 34 are under 
construction In 18 countries (31). The total of trained 
special lsts Is now abou~ 1.250.000 taking Into account those 
trained In the USSR and on construction sites (32}. 

Significantly, the research and designing centres set up 
with Soviet assistance are not only doing a good job In 
developing countries but also helping to boost their 
technological exports. Besides that. the Soviet Union In giving 
technical assistance makes a point of attracting local sub
contractors to construction work and It Is expected that the 
latter wll I make not only a purely material but also Intellectual 
and technIcal contrIbutIons to the projects. For Instance. In 
Argentina they have supplied equipment for the Pedro Agulle heat
and-fuel power station. for plpel lnes In Nigeria. and for steel 
plants In India <33}.· 

Since the Soviet Union has vast experience In planning. It 
consults many developing countries working out their own scienti
fic policies both In general and In regard to specific Indus
tries. Such assistance on notional levels has been given to the 
People's Democratic Republic of Yemen the Congo, Ethipla, 
Guinea-Bissau, Angola, Mozambique. and Nicaragua. and also In the 
of I and_ gas Industries to India, In the gas Industry to the 
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, In the fishing Industry to the People's 
Democratlve Republic of Yemen. In water supply to Tunisia, the 
Syrian Arab Republic, Madagascar. etc. (34). 

Final fy, alI that work Is regulated within the framework of 
Inter-governmental agreements on scientific and technological co
operation (35) concluded by the USSR with more than 20 develop
Ing countries. Among other things. tfley provide for joint 
research either on the spot or at Soviet scientific centres which 
expands scientific capabl I ltles In the young states beyond the 
existing boundaries •. Such Joint on-the-spot research Is being 
done In India. (MHO-generators, turbines. high-voltage 
transmission lines), and Iran (transformers) (36}. A striking 
case In point Is the Soviet Union's co-operation with 'India In 
space exploration. As a result, Soviet rockets were used to 
launch Indian satellites Into near-earth orbit and a Soviet
Indian crew has orbited the earth In a spaceship. This arrange
ment has helped India a great deal to push ahead for •Terra• 
research programme providing for the study of the HIRdustan 
peninsula from outer space (37). 

This policy of the Soviet Union was reafflrmea once again at 
the Economic Summit of the CMEA member-countries In Moscow In 
June 1984. And this r•malns and wll I continue to be our concrete 
contribution to carrying out the Vienna Programme of Action. 
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ELABORATION OF POLICIES AND PLANS FOR SCIENTIFIC 

AND TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS IN THE USSR 

INTRODUCTION 

The concrete conditions and perspectives of modern 
revolution have made It possible for the Sovl~t Union to 
mulate the strategy In the field of S&T progress. 

S&T 
for 

The basis of the strategies Is formed by the real lzatlon of 
a single S&T policy which constitutes one of the most Important 
functions of economic and planning agencies. The possibility of 
carrying out single S&T pol Icy Is conditioned by the pub I tc 
ownership of means of production and planned system of the 
national economy. Central !zed management of S&T development as 
wei I as of the national economy as a whole makes It possible to 
carry out their planned development, determine the long-ter• 
possibilities of S&T progress, and li~ economic and social 
consequences. 

PRINCIPLES OF SINGLE S&T POLICY 

The principles of single S&T pol Icy have been formulated by 
V.I. Lenin. Its essence consists In ensuring al 1-round 
acceleration of S&T progress by alI branches of the national 
economy, and by all organs of management. 

In his speech delivered In February 1984 Comrade K.U. 
Chernenko underl lned: "As far as the major directions of 
development of our economy are concerned they are clearly defined 
by the party. Intensification, accelerated Introduction of S&T 
achievements, real lzatlon of large complex programmes -alI this 
In the end should raise the productive forces of our society to a 
qualitatively new level". 

The realization of single S&T 
development of fundamental and appl led 
Introduction of S&T achievements, 
conditions for a continuous growth 

Presented by A.l. Chubarenko 

pol Icy means accelerated 
scientific research, wide 
creation of favourable 
of social production 
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efficiency, Its Intensification. The planning system Is a means 
of justification and real lzatJon of single S&T pol Icy ensuring 
the development of the country's economy and acceleration of S&T 
progress. That Is why the real lzatlon of single S&T pol Icy Is 
carrIed out through a system of state ,p fans. Here It Is 
necessary to single out two aspects: 

1) planning of the development of R&D activities In order 
to create a scientific stock; 

2) planning of S&T progress via. Indices of all the 
sections of the state plan of economic and social 
development of the country which .determine the Increase 
of social production efficiency at the expense of S&T 
development measures. 

This means, on the one hand. the necessity of elaboration of 
a separate section of the state plan of economic and social 
development of the country dedicated to S&T development, and, on 
the other hand, coordination of principal assisgnments of thiS 
section , with other sections of the plan with due account of 
specificity of planning S&T progress. 

It Is not possible to manage the social 1st national economy 
otherwise than through the planning system. Under conditions of 
S&T progress this system Is subjected to the Impact of several 
Important peculiarities or Initial principles: 

1) As It Is known, the state planning Is carried out to 
assure the most Important objectives of socialist society 
growth of welfare of the people. On this basis the state plans 
are elaborated based on the final product for consumption or 
which ensures development of production. At the same time 
creation of every final product, especially to ensure contlnuQuS 
improvement to Its qua I I ty ·through the resu Its of S&T depends on 
decisions taken at various management levels. 

This requires elaboration of S&T. development plans at 
-various levels, Including the All-Union level comprlslr.~ the 
state plans of economic and social development of the USSR; at 
the level of republ lcs, ministries and departments; and at the 
level of enterprises and organizations. 

2> Under conditions of accelerated S&T progress I~ becomes 
necessary to ensure the Integration of S&T planning and 
production planning In the so-cal led life-span cycle of 
manufactured product. Thts. in turn, calls for the necessity of 
elaboration and coordination of fundamental and applied research 
and development plans and the plans for mastering and 
Introduction of new technology. On the other hand, It Is 
necessary also to elaborate the plans of various duration (long
term plans covering 10 and 20-year periods, medium-term plans 
covering five-year periods and short-term plans covering one-year 
period) taking Into account the necessity of timely ldentlflctlon 
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of perspective directions of S&T development end creation of 
scientific stock In the duration of the life-span cycle. 

3) Given the feet that plan obJectives are mainly oriented 
towards the creation and manufacturing of new product and 
creation of new technologies whereas the tasks of accelerated of 
S&T progress are connected with the solution of large national 
economy programmes, It becomes necessary to elaborate also S&T 
programmes (All-Union, republics. branch and regional) 
sl•ultaneously. 

4) The tasks of acceleration of S&T progress and the 
ensuing Intensification of social production must be solved 
taking Into account the pecul rarities. of territorial siting of 
the production forces and developmen~ of various regions of the 
country. This requires the elaboration and coordination of not 
only branch but also territorial aspects. of S&T development 
plans as well as the Introduction of measures for S&T progress. 
This Includes the plans of the repual lcs and economic regions of 
the country. 

These 
state plan 
plans. 

features are reflected both In the structure of the 
sections and In the structure of S&T development 

STRUCTURE OF S&T DEVELOPMENT PLANS 

Single S&T Pol Icy : 

Planning of S&T development represents the most Important 
link of the state system of management of S&T progress and the 
whole system of state plans since these plans determine principal 
directions of realization of single S&T pol Icy. Such a pol ley Is 
oriented towards the shortening of time necessary for creation 
and Introduction of new technology, raising Its technical level 
and reinforcement of mutual ties of sciences and production as 
well as of the material base of science. 

The variety of forms of Impact exerted by scientific
technological measures on the national economy development Is 
reflected by the structure and content of S&T development plans. 

In compl lance with principal features of 
progress the S&T development plans are 
differentiated by managment levels, life cycles 
duration of a planned period. 

planning S&T 
structurally 
stages and 

At management levels, the S&T development plans are 
subdivided Into state plans (the national economy plans>; branch 
plans (mlnlsterlel end depertmental plans); territorial plans 
(republics of the union and economic regions); end plens of 
amelgemetlons, enterprises end orgenlzetlons. 

The 
rea II zIng 

totellty of these plans serves as 
the b as I c p r I n c I p I e o f soc I a I I s t 
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centralism which makes It possible to combine fn a centralised 
manner the Implementation of single S&T policy of the country 
with the Initiative of working collectives, special features of 
Union republics and economic regions. 

The structural subdivision of plans by management levels 
allows to differentiate the problems of S&T progress taking Into 
account of their significance and scales. 

Thus. the state plans envisage solutlon of the most Impor
tant lntersectoral problems of S&T progress, mastering and Intro
duction of new products and technologies produced or applied In 
the USSR for the first time. 

The branch plans are oriented towards the fulfillment of 
assignments of the state plan, solution of branch level problems. 
mastering and Introduction of new products and technologies 
typical tor a given branch. The plans of amalgamations. enter
prises and organizations Include the assignments of hierarchical
ly higher agencies and the assignments of S&T progress Implement
ed on their own In t~e Interests of scientific and technological 
development. 

Plans of various stages of life cycle 
production- appl !cation" cycle) Include, on the 
definite stage of the process of real lzatlon of 
measures, and, on the other hand, serve to ensure 
between these stages. 

("research 
one hand, a 
S&T progress 
Interrelation 

Such plans Include: development of R&D activities; mastering 
of new types of Industrial products; Introduction of advanced 
technology and means of mechanization and automation of produc
tion processes; removal from production of obsolete types of 
product and backward technoJoglcal processes; basic Indicators ·of 
technical level of production and major types of manufactured 
products. 

Programme targeted method : 

Planned Interrelation of measures of S&T progress by 
of •research- production- appllcatlon"cycle Is done 
programme-target methods of planning. 

stages 
through 

The use of these methods has found Its practical 
appl !cation In S&T programmes which represent by themselves a 
complex of scientific-technological. production and other 
measures coordinated by resources, executors and time factor 
Planned In the framework of "research-production-application" 
cycle. 

S&T programmes make It possible not only to combine alI the 
measures necessary to obtain and real lze a ~clentlflc result but 
also to concentrate the resources on principal directions of S&T 
progress. 
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At present depending on fl~al objectives, target-complex S&T 
programmes; and programmes aimed at solution of Important S&T 
prob I ems are beIng e I aborated and real I zed. 

The target-complex S&T programmes are elaborated for Intro
duction of the most significant scientific and technological 
achievements whose uti I lzatlon would ensure In the near future a 
considerable Increase of efficiency of social production and 
quality of product. 

Programmes aimed at solution of Important S&T problems are 
elaborated to ensure further development of R&D activities In the 
most perspective directions of science and technology In order to 
create a scientific "stock" as well as.to solve separate problems 
related to creation of completely new technology and bringing It 
to practical Introduction. 

Besides, depending on the significance of problems being 
solved the S&T programmes are subdivided into Ali-Union,,republic:an,sectoral and regional 
according to management levels. -

f'lan duration 

A particular role In the Implementation of single S&T pol Icy 
and S&T development planning is played by the plans of various 
duration: long-term plans (10-20 years), medium-term (5 ye~rs) 
and short-term (annual) plans. 

The system of S&T development plans of different duration 
makes It possible, on the one hand, to coordinate Integrally 
long-term objectives of socio-economic development of the country 
and those of S&T policy. and, on the vther hand. to ensure 
real lzation of these objectives through the structure of the 
state plans taking Into account of time required for the solu~lon 
of S&T problems. 

The long-term planning Is based on the c~mplex programme of 
S&T progress for a period of 20 years. Estimates of this 
progrmme for 15-20 year duration have a forecasting character 
whereas 10-year estimates serve as the Initial basis for the 
elaboration of the principal Guidelines of economic and social 
development of the country. 

Proceeding from the long-term objectives of a single S&T 
pol Icy which are specified In the Complex Programme the Principcl 
Guidelines for a given planning period define principal 
assignments of S&T progress, technlco-economlc level of develop
ment of the national economy branches, I 1st of the most Important 
scientific and technological problems and directions of R&D 
activities. 

These assignments for the USSR ministries and departments 
and those of Union republ lcs are defined In the form of target 
figures for basic Indicators for the perspective period broken 
down by years of the next five-year period and brought to the 
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notice of amalagamatlons, enterprises and organizations which 
elaborate on their basic five-year and annual S&T development 
plans. 

Plan Indicators 

The composition of S&T development plans Is determined by 
their principal elements: objectives, means and resources. Their. 
basic technical level of production and major types of 
manufactured product. 

Indicators of objectives <target Indicators) Include the 
economic effect of S&T development measures and technical level 
of production and major types of manufactured product. 

Indicators of means Include: Indicators of R&D activities; 
mastering of new types of Industrial produce; Introduction of new 
advanced technology; mechanization and automation of production 
processes; purchase of foreign I lcences and samples of new 
articles and their utilization in the national economy; 
standardization and metrological activities; scientific organiza
tion of work; Indicators of basic assignments In S&T problems 
which are elaborated together with foreign countries. 

Indicators of resources include: financing of scientific 
research activities, training of research and scientific
pedagogical personnel; development of pilot experimental base and 
material-technical logistics. 

FORMATION OF BASIC DIRECTIONS OF S&T POLICY 

In the 1970s the Soviet Union developed a new form of sub
stantiation of single S&T pol Icy. namely the Complex programme of 
S&T progress for a period of 20 years, "On further Improvement-of 
planning and reinforcement of Impact of economic mechanism of 
raising production efficiency and quality of work" which has 
become an Integral part of long-term planning, Jts first stage. 

The el laboratlon of the Complex Programme makes It possible 
to take full account of potentialities of scientific and 
technological revolution. 

The central methodological problem of elaboration of the 
Complex Programme consists In coordination of Its s~lentlflc
technologlcal and socio-economic aspects. The major goal of the 
acceleration of S&T progress Is the lnteslflcatlon of production. 
The Complex Programme determines the ways of solving major scien
tific and technological problems proceeding from the objectives 
of socio-economic development and. simultaneously, provides sub
stantiation of scales and time of solving socio-economic tasks 
which presupposes evaluation of possible results of the accelera
tion of S&T progress. That Is why two approaches are used for 
the elaboration of the Complex Programme: assessment of socio
economic effects of · S&T progress and Identification of tasks 
posed by the national economy development In terms of S&T. 
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The major tasks of the Complex Programme of S&T progress In 
the system of long-term planning are as follows: 

- forecasting of principal· directions of S&T progress. 
definition and substantiation of priorities of separate 
directions of S&T development. selection and formulation of a 
I 1st of scientific and technological problems which should be 
solved In a given planned period; 

- assessment of Impact produced 
progress on solving socio-economic 
Introduction of S&T achievements In 
determination of structural shifts and 
to S&T progress; 

by achievements of S&T 
problems. scales of 

the national economy. 
production efficiency due 

-elaboration of measures which are Included Into the plans 
of the coming five-year period and which promote real lzatlon of 
long-term S&T pol ley (proposals on distribution of resources. 
Improvement of economic mechanism an~ organizational structure of 
science and production spheres. list of new S&T programmes to be 
elaborated. ~c.). 

The Complex Programme up to the year 2005 has been 
elaborated by the Scientific Council of the USSR Academy of 
Sciences and the USSR State Committee on Science and Technology 
on the problems of scientific-technological an~ socio-economic 
forecasting under the chairmanship of a vice-president of the 
USSR Academy of 'Sciences. The Council was composed of 63 
commissions In 5 major directions (principal directions of S&T 
development; principal directions of S&T progress In the national 
economy branches; S&T progress and major problems of socio
economic development; regional problems of S&T progress; world 
economy and S&T progress). More than 500 organizations engaged 
In scientific research, design and other activities took par~ In 
this process. 

Planning of S&T progress Is a means of real lzatlon of a 
single S&T policy which Is carried out through the Indicators of 
all sections of the state economic and social development plan. 

PRINCIPAL DIRECTIONS OF PLANNING S&T PROGRESS IN THE USSR 

The . Principal Guidelines· of the USSR economic and social 
development for 1981-85 and for a period up to the year 1990 have 
set the task of further acceleration of S&T progress as a 
decisive factor of shifting the economy to the Intensive way of 
development and raising the efficiency of social production. As 
outlined at present. the major ways of real lzlng single S&T 
policy are as follows: It should be oriented first of all 
towards the elaboration and coordination of key directions of S&T 
development. sharp reduction of time spent for creation ·and 
mastering of new technology. further Increase of Its technical 
level. reinforcement of Interconnection between science and pro
duction and of material base of science. 
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PROGNOSTICATING THE BASIC 

DIRECTIONS OF SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

INTRODUCTION 

Success In the development of the productive forces In the 
society depends decisively on accelerating the rate of 
scientific-technical progress. This rate. In turn. Is specified 
by the productivity of world and national science and technology. 
Planning the development of the national economy. the basis for 
rational scientific management. necessitates analysis of rapidly 
changIng trends and t'he I r factors and versIons. In v lew of these 
complexities. the development planning of the national economy 
requires the creation of a tool that would enable the most expe
dient solutions. Thus, the necessity of optimizing managerial 
solutions under conditions of lncreaslng·complexltles. Including 
technical, economic. socio-political and natural factors. by the 
end of the 1950s. led to the evolution of a new sc:entlflc direc
tion, namely. prognostication. Prognostication relates to the 
study of laws and methods of developing prognoses that are 
probabll tty Judgements of the future, on the basis of special 
scientific research. which has prospects for the development of a 
given phenomenon. Prognostication of future events per•lts to 
Improve the entire system 9f plans: long-term. medium-term and 
annual plans. This Is extremely Important for social 1st economy• 
whose development Is of planned character. One of the maJor laws 
of a functioning social 1st economy, which Is based on a planned
organized system of production and socla~ property of means of 

·production, and Is free of labour exploitation, Is the law of 
planned control of production. 

The 
put Into 
given In 
planning. 

law of planned development of the national economy 
effect through planning. Hence, great attention 
USSR to the problem of Increasing the effectiveness 

Is 
Is 
of 

Each stage of the economic and socio-political development 
of the Soviet society sets Its requlre .. nts to planning, Its 
content, forms and methods of solving national economic proble•s. 

Presented by Y.F. Leontyev 
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The main Idea In plannl~g Is directed chiefly toward 
Increasing the effectiveness of production by utilizing 
scientific-technical achievements and production. thereby. 
maximising final results. 

EXPERIENCES IN PROGNOSTICATION 

The purposeful policy, pursued In our country beginning with 
the middle of the 1960s, resulted ,In the appearance of dozens and 
then hundreds of scientific gro~~ deal lng with the elaboration 
of scientific-technical and socio-economic prognoses. Several 
hundred theoreticians and several thousand practical workers 
continued elaborating such prognoses. Several thousand articles 
and reports on the theory of prognostication and on concrete 
elaborations were pub I I shed In USSR. Seminars, conferences and 
other meetings are held regularly on exchange of experience. The 
All-Union Council of Scelntlflc-Technlcal Societies renders great 
assistance In organizing and developing the service of 
prognostication. 

A Commtsslon had been set up In 1973 In the system of the 
.AI 1-Unlon Council of Scientific-Technical Societies which In 1979 
was transformed Into a Committee for prognostication of 
scientific-technical progress. The Committee unites a 
considerable number of Soviet prognosticators. and comprises 
several branch and problem commissions. Branches of the 
Committee have been set up In the majority of union republ lcs and 
In some districts of the country. The Committee carries out work 
on mobilizing the efforts of the prognosticators for the solution 
of state tasks. experience exchange. dissemination and further 
development of prognostication. 

There are a number of decrees and decisions of the 
government comprising a whole complex of measures for lncrea~lng 
the effectiveness of planning and management of the national 
econ~my. Special attention Is given In these documents to the 
problem of prognostication. Thus, the decision "On measures for 
Increasing the effectiveness of work at scientific organizations 
and accelerating the application of the achievements of science 
and technology in the national economy"• adopted In 1968. 
recognised for the first time the necessity of elaborating 
scientiflc-tehcnlcal prognoses for 10-15 years and more on the 
problems of developing the national economy and some of Its 
branches. It was proposed to employ these prognoses to select 
the most prospective directions for the development of the 
national economy and some of Its branches. 

This decision proclaims the significance of prognosis to the 
state. Prognostication has been affirmed as a scientific
analytical stage of the process of national economic planning. 
It recommended the determination of the technical level of pros
pective production. machines and equipment by means of prognosis, 
and elaboration of plans for scientific research, with the aim of 
developing new machinery and technologies that would excel the 
best available at home and abroad. 



Extensive work has been carried out In the country In 
accordance with this decision ·1n order to create a machinery for 
the development of prognostication. Dozens of concrete prognoses 
have been elaborated on different directions for the development 
of science and technology. 

Prognostication has turned Into an Integral procedure of 
planning, pursuing the following goals: 

-analysis of social, econamlc and scientific-technical 
processes and tendencies, objective ties of socio-economic pheno
mena under concrete historical conditions, assessment of forming 
situations and detemrlnitlon of major ·problems of economic 
development; 

- estimation of the action of these tendencies In the future 
and foreseeing new economic situations, new problems, requiring 
their solution; 

- determination of possible alternatives of development In 
the prospective for a substantiated selection of one or the other 
possible development ·and adoption of an optimum planned solution. 

Prognosis Is used for out! lnlng the area and possibilities, 
within whose framework real lstlc tasks and targets may be set. 
and for determining directions, that become the object of develo
pment and later turn Into an object for adopting planned solu
tions. Prognosis assists In considering versions of rendering 
active effect on the objective factors of future development. 
Despite the fact that prognoses are of prel lmlnary, variant 
character, It Is valuable that their horizon Is not restricted bY 
the planned period. The date of prognoses serve as the Initial 
material for the next stage of planning: selection of the 
targets of development ln.a certain planned period, elaborat1on 
of a national-pol !tical concept of the prospective plan. 

Thus, practice has demonstrated that the elaboration of a 
prognosis and the development of a plan are Interrelated stages 

·of planned work In the general process of national-economic 
planning. The essential distinction of the plan Is that. as a 
result of alI the type$ and stages of planned work, It should be 
qual ltatlvely synonymous and directed toward achieving the 
earlier selected targets, and In essence, assist In determining 
the best version for achieving them. the most acceptable 
(optimum) one under the given concrete economic conditions with 
consideration also of the requirements of effective development 
In the prospective period that follows the planned one. As a 
result, prognosis may be considered as a preliminary stage In 
planning work. Concrete tasks were not set at first to prognoses 
and only the material was used, that was contained therein for 
their elaboration. However, the development of prognostication. 
the appearance of normative prognostication has made It possible 
to analyse different versions of development, that Increased 
greatly the truth of prognoses. 
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pract!cas of prognost!cat!gn 

On the other hand. any plan. and especially the medium-term 
end long-term ones, represents e· prognosis of development, deter
mines development as a certain probability process. Therefore, 
considering the system "prognosis - plan", It Is possible to 
state that prognosis Is a long-term plan with a lesser 
probability of realization owing to the greeter uncertainty of 
the Initial Information and the longer terms of reel lzatlon. 

Simultaneously, a certain narrowness of some prognoses and 
their disconnection has been manifested. Uniting has been 
established !n the process of practical uti I lzatlon of the 
prognoses with the aim of elaborating a better plan. 
Disconnecting Individual prognoses. an~ lack of coordination with 
the final targets of development of the national economy has been 
a source that Impeded their application and cause of errors. 
Hence, the decision of 1979 "On Improving planning and Intensify
Ing the effect of the economic mechaAism on Increasing the effec
tlvenss of production and quality of work" envisages a new stage 
In the development of prognostication In our country. The deci
sion has legal !zed closer coordination of prognostication with 
the tasks of planning In Individual branches as wei I as In the 
development of the national economy proper. 

The document set the task of elaborating a complex prognosis 
of development of the national economy In the form of a "complex 
program of scientific-technical progress for 20 years (by five
year periods)". Besides. the principle of complexity enables us 
to avoid lack of coordination that reduces the probability 
characteristics of prognoses. The principle of continuity has 
materiel I zed by Introducing cprrectlons Into the program two 
years before the beginning of the next five-year period. 

Thus, the complex program of scientific-technical prognosis 
became the major pre-plan document, specifying the trends of 
development of the national economy proper In a variant form. 

The practice of elaborating and utilizing the Complex 
program, developed tor the period up to the year 2000 and then up 
to 2005, has manifested In Its profound usefulness and the 
necessity of this document for elaborating the Basic directions 
of economic and social development of the USSR for 10 years, as 
well as substantiated selection of major scientific-technical 
problems that ought to be solved In the al 1-unlon scientific
technical programs. Prognoses on Individual scientific-technical 
directions. as well as concrete prognoses of development of 
Individual branches of the national economy have been used as the 
basic materiels for the Complex Program. The methodological 
Instructions for the development of the Complex Program envisage 
consideration of different variants that. depending on the 
concrete factors of the external medium, permits the selection of 
the optimum variant of development. Economic-mathematical models 
have been used on a wide scale In the elaboration of the Complex 
Program, permitting to estimate by simulation of the effect of 
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Individual scientific-technical solutions on the final results of 
development of the national econo•y. 

The entire scope of work In the country on the elaboration 
of the Complex Program Is headed by the USSR Academy of Sciences 
and the USSR State Committee for Science and Technology. Several 
hundred Institutes. Including Institutes of Individual Industrial 
branches. and about 3000 scientists participate In this work. 
Thus. a state service of-prognostication he• been created In the 
country. whose activities are coordinated by the Scientific 
Council of the USSR Academy of Sciences and USSR State Committee 
for Science and Technology. 

Problems of sclentlflc-t.clmi~ and socio-economic 
prognostication are solved within the framework of the program. 
because the major goal of the Complex Program of scientific
technical progress for the 20-year period Is the Investigation of 
the results of the effect of ·scientific-technical progress on the 
socio-economic results of development of the Soviet society. 

The experience of elaborating the Complex Program of the 
USSR has been thoroughly studied by other CMEA member-countries 
and It Is possible evidently to expect the appearance of similar 
programs In these countries In the next few years. In essence• 
It will be.a new stage In the development of scientific-technical 
and socio-economic prognostication In the social 1st countries. 
The appearance of such programs In these countries will make It 
possible to utilize more efficiently the exlstl .. g scientific
technical potential In the stated countries, and, In the final 
end. to reach the goals. set by the society, In a shorter period 
of time. 

further App!!cotlgns 

The positive experience of elaborating the Complex Program 
In oar country. demonstrates the ways of Increasing further the 
effectiveness of this tool of long-term prospec~lve planning, In 
particular. as a result of uti I lzlng global prognoses t~r 50 
years and more. One of the major directions of Increasing this 
effectiveness Is to Improve the methodological base, which Is 
employed tor elaborating the Complex Program and scientific
technical prognoses In general. 

National economic, socio-economic and scientific-technical 
progno_ses may be short-term (up to 3 years), medium-term (5-7 
years) and long-term ones (more than 10 years). The time horizon 
of each particular prognosis Is determined, depending on the 
character of the Investigated task; complex prognoses of economic 
development are leaborated In conformity with the horizons and 
the dates for elaboration of national economic plans. The pro
cess of planning Includes elaboration of prognoses of the fulfil-

> ment of the. existing prospective plan, whose results provide the 
6 base for planning the next prospective period; also prognoses tor 
~ the next planned pertod, whose results are used as scientific 

materiel for elaborating the next plan; prognoses for terms 
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exceeding the next planned period, that estimate the consequences 
of the adopted planned solutions and determine new conditions and 
problems In the long-term prospective. 

Besides the stated prognoses. there exist. as mentioned 
earlier, global prognoses for a term of 50 years and more. These 
prognoses make It possible to follow the development of certain 
tendencies and,phenomena, and to consider them In the elaboration 
of a long-term plan. For example, a demographic prognosis, 
prognoses of anthropogenic changes In the climate, city growth. 
consequences of ambient pol Iutton as a result of scientific
technical progress, etc. The USSR Academy of Sciences has accu
mulated experience In elaborating long-term prognoses In the 
sphere of uti I lzlng prognoses for elaborating the Complex Program 
of scientific-technical progress and Its socio-economic conse
quences. The Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR has gained 
experiences In utilizing prognoses in the area of welding and 
welding equipment and the development and uti llzatlon of computer 
facilities. The USSR Ministry of Higher and Secondary Special 
Education has gained experience in elaborating prognoses of the 
development of scientific research in higher educational Institu
tions. A series of ministries and departments have accumulated 
experience In elaborating long-term prognoses. AI I the prognoses 
elaborated in the country are registered at the AI 1-Unlon 
scientific-technical Information centre. Beside registration, 
the Centre performs acquisition of prognostic developments. This 
work has been started In 1969. A substantial col lectlon has been 
accumulated of prognoses on the development of enterprises• 
~ranches, and regions. By 1977 the col lectlon comprised of about 
3000 prognoses, reports on prognostic scientific-research work. 
Analysis of the col lectlon Indicates that the researchers pay 
maximum attention In the prognoses to Investigating the prospects 
of development In the next 15-20 years (up to 1990-1995). About 
10-121 of the col lectlon deals with the elaboration of methods·or 
correction of those elaborated earl ler. 

The extensive attention given to the problem of methods Is 
due to the fact that the qual tty of the prognoses, elaborated for 
the national economic plan and the development of science and 
technology depends decisively on the level of theoretical
methodological developments. Institutes of the USSR Academy of 
Science, the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR, also the 
Committee on scientific-technical prognostication of the All
Union Council of Scientific-Technical Societies and the 
lnstlt~tes of the USSR Ministry of Higher and Secondary Special 
Education deal with the elaboration of methods of prognostication 
In our country. The wide scope of research In this area has made 
It possible to provide alI the prognoses, elaborated In the 
country, with the required methodological materials. 

Rasaorcb potentials 

A considerable number of prognostication methods exists 
currently, as well as a great number of their classifications. 
The latter depend on the basis or feature laid down In the base 



of the classification. The methods, ·used In our country for 
prognostic research, may be ·divided Into 3 big groups tn 
accordance with the method of research employed. 

The first group Includes all the methods with simulation In 
the base. The research, carried out by this means, employs 
ana I ogy for bu I I dIng a mode I. These methods are used· for 
Investigating compl lcated phenomena, consisting of Interrelated 
events. The stated methods are employed for Investigating 
operations by means of digital and analogue models. More precise 
digital models are used In case of more complete knowledge of the 
dependences and Interrelationships between Individual components 
of the phenomenon. These' methods lnclude·also those that employ 
system analysis. The development of economic-mathematical models 
has made It possible to create a series of models of the national 
economy, whose appl lcatlon In the elaboration of the Complex 
Program of scientific-technical progress enabled to Judge the 
final effectiveness of different scientific-technical measures by 
large-aggregate blocks. 

Future models, considering several thousand parameters, are 
developed at the Institutes of the USSR Academy of Sciences. 
This type of research Is carried out also In the commissions of 
the Committee of scientific-technical prognostication of the AI!
Union Council of Scientific-Technical Societies. 

The second group Includes methods of prognostication that 
use statistical data In one or the other way, c Jl led a group of 
methods of statistical prognostication. The basis of these 
methods Is extrapolation of tendencies and regularities of deve
lopment In the future. The following methods are characteristic 
representative of this group: 

- direct extrapolatlo~; 

- extrapolation by a logistic curve; 

-the methods of analysing patents (~ubllcatlons). 

The first and second methods practically extend the 
character and the tendencies of current development Into the 
future. In the first-case It occurs along a straight line, and 
In the second -by the logistic curve. The first method Is good 
owing to Its slmpl lefty for medium-term prognoses. Tne second 
one uses practically the existing model of development, which has 
a dialectical character. This method can be used also for long
term prognoses. However, It Is clear that the first and second 
methods are designed for prognosticating Individual phenomena 
that are not compl lcated. In this sense the second group of 
methods Is a certain source of Information for the first group. 

The third method Is a certain variety of the first two ones. 
The third group, which Is a group of methods of heuristic 
prognostication, Inclu-des a tremendous number of methods that are 
founded on Intuition. 
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In essence, alI these methods are 
estimates. The following methods are the 
ones In this group: 

- the Delphi method, 

- the Glushkov method, 

- the Pattern method. 

varieties of expert 
most characteristic 

Whan analysing the phenomena, prognosticated with the aim of 
elaborating the Complex Program, we observe their sense 
difference and different complexity (In the system-technical 
sense). Hence, when doing this analysis, It Is ncessary to 
employ different methods of prognostication. It Is possible by 
means of the three groups of methods I lsted earlier. 

The most strict scientific methods are the simulation 
methods that enable by means of computers to consider a great 
number of factors In the models, rendering effect on the final 
results of the Investigations. These methods per~lt to change 
one or the other factors In the model and to produce different 
variants of the prognosis. The state of the development of these 
models Is characterised by the model of global development up to 
the year 2025, elaborated by Mesarovlch and Peste!. This model 
comprises more than 100,000 equations. 

The second group of statistical methods Is used to 
extrapolate the existing regularities for the future. These 
methods produce considerable errors In the presence of factors, 
changing the established tendencies. The stated methods can be 
used effectively for medium-term prognostication. 

T~e third group. heuristic methods. Is used usually ~or 
Investigating complclated and poorly studied problems. They can 
serve as one of the sources for building a model. 

The time depth of the prognoses depends not only on the 
terms of the plan. It depends also on the .subject of 
prognostication. There ought to be differences In the depth of 
prognostication between the scientific-research, experimental
design and production prognoses. owing to the various time lags 
In the real lzatlon of these Investigations. For simp I lefty It Is 
possible to assume that the depth of the prognosis for 
scientific-research developments shal I be 10-20 years, for 
exper!mental-deslgn development- up to 10 years. and for serial 
production -up to 5 years. In other words. the depth of the 
progncsls should be greater or equal to the term of real lzatlon 
of or the other event. Only In this case shall we deal with the 
final results of prognostic Investigations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It Is quite evident that prognostication of science and Its 
Individual directions should be performed with the participation 



of scientists; prognostication of the ·development of engineering 
with that of scientists and designers; and prognostication of 
production and of the scientific-technical base with that of 
scientists, designers and managers of production. The truth and 
value of the prognoses decrease greatly If specialists of these 
categories are not attracted to the elaboration of the prognoses. 

The current development of prognostication In the capital fst 
world Is associated ptlmarlly with the attempt of Individual 
companies to prognosticate the business situation In order to 
gain victory over a competitor. Effective prognostication of 
scientific-technical progress turned Into an essential element of 
management. Prognosis rs used to specify the future commodity, 
Its development and manufacture. According to the approximate 
calculations of Erich Yanch, 500 big United States corporations 
spend about 11 of alI the expenditures for research and develop
ment annually on prognostication. Attempts have been made on 
developing state prognoses. However, the non-planned, market 
economy wll I not permit effective appl lcatlon of the results of 
these Investigations for managing the national economy. 
Prognoses, associated with the problems of economic growth, are 
developed most actively, because they are associated with all the 
problems of further development of the entire world community. 
These problems are considered In different aspects: global and 
regional, national and International, etc. Despite the certain 
eclecticism of the research, the class partial tty of the 
researchers, the great scientific value of these researches, as 
to their content and methodological sense, Is lnalsputable. 

The deve I opment of prognostIcatIon :in our country has occurred and 
continues to occur In cooperation with prognostication In foreign 
countries. Soviet specialists In prognostication participate In 
different symposia and conferences, their works are translated 
Into different languages of the world. Most close ties have been 
establ !shed by our special lsts with their col leagues In the CMEA 
member-countlres. These ties come true not only by the forms 
stated earl ler, but also by Joint work at methods and concrete 
prognoses. 

The highest form of scientific-technical cooperation In this 
area has been the cre~tlon of a "Working group on cooperation In 
the area of scientific-technical prognostication" by the decision 
of the Committee on scientific-technical cooeratlon of CMEA. 
This historical act has been adopted In the Hungarian' People's 
Repu~llc of the 12th meeting of the Committee on sclentlflc
technlcal cooperation. 

Being an organ of the CMEA Committee on scientific-technical 
cooperation, the Working Group on cooperation In scientific
technical prognostication carries out considerable work on 
Improving the organization of cooperation In prognosticating the 
development of science and technology on problems of mutual 
Interest for the CMEA member-countries. Simultaneously, the 
Working Group coordtnates the elaboration of prognoses for 
lndlvlduat and most actual Inter-branch and complex problems of 
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science and technology, which are done jointly by the Interested 
CMEA member-countries. 

Beside that, the Working Group elaborates proposals for the 
Committee on scientific-technical coopratlon related to the Baste 
directions, the content and form of cooperation In prognostica
tion, forms of cooperation for the elaboration of research In the 
methodology o~ scientific-technical prognostication. 

When 
scientists 
results of 
Jointly. 

elaborating prognoses. temporary col lectlves of 
and spec I a I I sts are organ I zed, If · necessary. The 
the elaborated prognoses are used by the countries 

As a result of almost a decade of joint work the Working 
Group has elaborated prognoses up to the year 2000 for the 
development of computer facti ltles, machine-building, the uti I r
zatlon of secondary raw materials, automlzatlon, computerized 
networks, etc. 

Beside that, the Working Group has organized and convened a 
series of International symposia on the problems of scientific
technical prognostication. 

Great attention Is given to the training of special lsts In 
the sphere of prognostication, especially yo.ung specialists. 
Thus, two International schools have been organized for young 
scientists of CMEA member-countries on prognosticating science 
and technology. 

The efforts of the Working Group In the area of methodology 
have resulted In the elaboration of different methods. for exam
ple, "Methods of Joint prognostication", "Methods of problem
oriented estimates of the scientific-technical potential"• etc. 

The adoption of the proposal for elaborating a Complex 
Program of scientific-technical progress In CMEA member-countries 
Is a great success of the Working Group. The work on this 
problem. that continued for almost two years, ended by adopting a 
decision at the top-level Economic Conference of CMEA member
countries In Moscow In 1984 on the elaboration of a program that 
will be of major significance In revolutionizing the productive 
forces In our countries. 

It Is necessary to mention In conclusion that prognostica
tion of scientific-technical progress Is still far from perfec• 
tlon. Profound scientific and organizational work are required 
for Improving It and transforming It Into a reliable tool of 
long-term planning. The role of prognostication will Increase 
constantly and It Is extremely Important, therefore, to utilize 
the posslbll ltles of International scientific-technical coopera
tion with CMEA member-countries as wei I as with other countries 
for the development of prognostication and the elaboration of 
concrete prognoses on the major directions of scientific
technical development. 
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SYSTEM OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT PLANS 

AND METHODS OF THEIR ELABORATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Scientific and technological progress plays an 
Increasingly Important role under modern conditions of economic 
development. The creation and wide uti I fzatlon of advanced new 
technology and resulting transformation of the technological 
basis of production Is a major factor of more rational 
uti 1 lzatlon of resources and greater Improvement In the 
efficiency of the national economy. 

Management of scientific and technological progress 
represents a process which uti I lzes various Instruments for 
achievement of targets. Among them the plan occupies a central 
place. Plan specifies many parameters of Jcfentlflc and 
technological progress (from technical to social characteristics 
of technology), dates and scope of their achievement and 
participants (researchers. designers and producers). 

SINGLE S&T POLICY 

It Is also significant that plan ensures many aspects of 
actual Implementation of a single S&T policy, elaborated and 
adopted by supreme directive organs. This Is very Important for 
planned development of the national economy, proper uti I lzatfon 

·of resources alloted for scientific and technological progress 
and for the efficient functlonl~g of the economic structure. A 
single S&T pol fey Is considered to be one of the most Important 
advantages of social Ism In managing the national economy and 
forming the country's scientific and technological pote~tlal. 

The principle of a single S&T policy signifies the 
pursuit of the same single ~ol Icy approved at supreme directive 
level by al 1 organs(from ministries to enterprises) Independent 
of their departmental structure and territorial situation. This 
pol fey must correspond to the objective Jaws of scientific and 
technological progress and actively promote the real fzatfon of 
social developoment Jaws under social Ism taking Into account real 
development conditions of the country. 

Presented by A.S. Gusarov 
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Conceptual Basis 

The single S&T pol Icy Is an Important Instrument of 
carrying out socio-economic poi Icy of the social 1st state. It 
gives an active support to the real lzatlon of social and economic 
tasks faced by the social 1st society. The greater the difficul
ties with the available resources. the more thorough and detailed 
Is the elaboration of the Single S&T pol Icy and Its strict Imple
mentation. 

The conceptual basis of scientific and technological 
revolution end the rapid growth of new S&T achievements offer 
many posslbll ltles of solving various technological problems. On 
one hand, every problem demands definite resource costs (labour. 
power and fuel. raw materials, machines, equipment, etc.). On 
the other hand, every problem has definite economic effect and 
social consequences such as for employment conditions, 
environment, etc. Hence It Is Important to elaborate optimum S&T 
policy which would ensure thebes~ solution of economic and 
social task faced by the society within a given amount of 
resources. 

The socialist society Is Interested, first of all. In those 
directions of scientific and technological progress that give the 
highest returns In solving major socio-economic problems. In 
the end. this Is connected with bringing labour productivity to 
the advanced world level and even surpassing lt. This task Is 
transformed through elimination of manual, physically hard• 
unqual If led and monotonous labour. Naturally, this requires a 
relatively high level of means of production (machines, equip
ment, etc.), technological processes and manpower (general 
education and special !zed training). 

Implementation of the Single S&T pol Icy does not mean that 
the solution of all problems of scientific and technological 
transformation of production and service sectors Is done only In 
a central lzed form. Here one should not confuse the Single S&T 
policy with the mechanism, forms and methods of Its practical 
Implementation. 

Mechanisms 

A uniform approach to the solution of economic and social 
problems of the society Is ensured by target decisions. For 
exompre, If It Is decided to eliminate manual labour and Improve 
conditions of work then at any place of work (either In Industry. 
or agriculture, or services), at any level of management (enter
prises or ministries) one can and should Implement only those 
production Improvement measures which do not contradict the given 
decision and help actively to translate It Into practice. 

In their general form the most Important target decisions 
and orientations of S&T development ore embodied In the 
conception of economic and social development of the USSR. They 
ore elaborated In a more concrete form and addressed to the 
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ministries and territorial structures In the document named 
"Principal guidelines of econom·tc and social developmen-t". The 
above documenTs cover a s'tra'teglc period of 15 years. Fur'ther 
de'talllng Is done In five-year· and annual· plans. Various 
programmes represen-t lmpor'tant planning lns'trumen'ts of details 
elabora'tlng the problems of sclen'tlflc and 'technolgolcal progress 
and 'their InterrelaTions. 

The Single S&T policy allows the society to concentrate Its 
resources on the most lmpor'tan't dlrec'tlon of 'the coun'try's 
economic development and solution of the existing tasks. This 
raises 'the efficiency of scientific and 'technolgolcal progress. 
Hence It Is lmpor'tan't to ~eflne correctly,· observe and Implement 
skillfully the given policy. 

MaJor forms of Monogemont of S&T progress 

The documents on the system of S&T development planning· Is 
rather complicated. Before considering them, It Is useful to 
recognize the following aspects. S&T development alone Is not 
adequate to scientific and technological progress. It represents 
only an Initial stage related with the mastering of Innovations 
(machines, technological processes, scientific organization of 
labour) and their Introduction In the national economy. 

On the other hand, scientific and technological progress In 
Its ful 1 scope Is reflected In different degrees In many sections 
of the pI an. The trans It ton to preferentl a I In ;ens I ve econom lc 
development and the Increasing role of scientific and technolgl
cal revolution In this process require a more concentrated prese
ntation of the main problems of scientific and technological 
progress In the plan as distinct from the presentation of the 
stage of developments In science and technology. 

Currently the following documents 
are used In planning major measures of S&T 
USSR: 

of directive character 
development In the 

-Conception of Economic and Social Development of the USSR 
(elaborated for a long-term period up to l5 years>; 

-Principal Guldeilnes of Economic and Social Development of 
the USSR (elaborated for a long-term period up to 15 years>: 

-State Economic and Social Development Plan of the USSR 
(covering a five-year period); 

-State Economic and Social Development Plan of the USSR 
<covering one year). 

-Target Scientific and Technolgolcal Programmes and 
Programmes for the Solution of the Most Important Scientific and 
Technological Problems are also Included In the category of major 
planning documents. 
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These documents are enumerated proceeding from: 

a) their directive subordination- from a higher to a lower 
rank; 

b) the degree of their concrete elaboration with reference 
to executors, projects and dates- from general to more detailed. 

Approach 

The Complex Programme of scientific and technological 
progress of the USSR covering a period of 20 years occupies a 
particular place In planning. It Is a pre-plan document 
elaborated by scientific organizations and leading s~lentlsts.·lt 
considers the tasks relatln~ to the most Important social and 
economic problems of development of the national economy for the 
Indicated period; directions and ways of achieving scientific and 
technological progress; possible variants of solving the above
mentioned problems on the basis of scientific and technological 
progress, etc. Planning bodies use·thls Programme widely at alI 
stage of planning. 

While working out the Conception, Principal Guide! lnes and 
Five-year Plan of economic and social development particular 
attention should be paid to ensuring: 

a) methodological uniformity of elaboration and compilation 
of these documents. This Is an Important condition for bringing 
together all different components of each document which are 
elaborated for various levels of management and territorial 
structures as wei I as for further stipulations of a higher rank 
document In a subordinate document. 

b) determination of their elaboration dates so that the 
planning bodies, the USSR ministries and departments, -the 
Councils of Ministers of the union republics have enough time for 
thorough examination of the planning documents In their g·raded 
order- from the Conception to the Principal Guidelines and then 
to the Five-year Plan which In turn consists of Annual Plans. 

The experience shows that a thorough examination of each of 
the above documents under the USSR conditions requires 1 to 1.5 
years. Thus, the dates for elaboration and submission of a 
respective planning document are defined on a basis of reverse 
counting. For example, If 1986 Is the Initial year of the 
direction period (1986-2000) then the work on the five-year plan 
should start In the middle of 1984 and on the Principal 
Guidelines - In the beginning of 1983. Naturally, these dates 
are conditioned by many factors among which the most Important 
are the scope of national economy, professional Ism and experience 
of planners, complexity of problems facing the country, etc. 

Characteclst!cs pt the dpcuments 

By Its nature the Conception of Economic 
Development of the USSR Is a programme document. It 

and Social 
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only large-scale problems of scientific and technological 
progress having a through character for all branches and spheres 
of the national economy, or ma!n complex problems (fuel and 
power, machine-building, agro-lndustrlal, etc.). 

The targets of the development of scientific and 
technological progress and the dates of their Implementation 
specified In these documents are not addressed to the USSR 
ministries and department's and represent Initial stipulations for 
their detailed elaboration In other planning documents. 

It contains single scientific and technological strategy 
which receives a detal Jed' and concrete elaboration In alI other 
planning documents. It forms the basis for the elaboration of 
the Principal Guldel lnes of Economic and Social Development of 
the USSR which, In turn, Is for the elaboration of the state 
five-year economic and social development plan. 

It Is necessary to Indicate that the Conception document 
does not consider scientific and technological progress as such 
from the point of vt~w of technological and scientific problems 
but rather as a means tor solving large-scale tasks of the 
developed social Ism Including raise of labour productivity to the 
highest world level, elimination of manual, physically hard, low 
qual If led and monotonous labour alongside simultaneous creation 
of such working conditions which would lead to harmonious 
personal tty development of a worker, etc. 

and Social 
Conception 
Principal 

of a large-scale 
It Is the first 

The Principal Guidi Jnes of the USSR Economic 
Development are elaborated on the basis of the 
document considered above. By Its nature 
Guldel lnes Is a planning and directive document 
strategic character addressed to the executors. 
stage of detail lng the Con~eptlon document. 

This detailing Is done along the following three lines: 

a) directions of economic development (e.g. a more d talled 
elaboration of ways and means of Improving the quality of 
product technological transformation of production, development 
of eocnomlc complexes, ~tc>; 

b) Identification of deadlines by periods (by five-year 
periods with the first five-year period detailed by years); 

c) specification of responsible organs, specific ministries 
and departments, Councils of Ministers of union republ lcs). 

The elaboration of the Principal Guidelines ls·carrled out In 
compliance with the methodological Instructions and "Indices and 
forms for the elaboration of the draft Principal guidelines and 
state plan of economic and social develop~ent for 1986-1990" 
approved by the USSR State Planning Committee. 



It must be pointed out that the Indices and forms, mentioned 
above although worked out Oft a uniform basis, are not ldentlflcal 
for the two planning documents -the Prlcnlpal Guidelines and the 
STate Five-Year Plan. A part of forms and Indices designed for 
the five-year plan Is not used In the elaboration of the 
Principal Guidelines. 

Prior to the elaboration of draft Principal Guldel lnes. Five 
Year and Annual Plans the planning body engaged In this work 
(State Planning Committee In case of the USSR) determines their 
structure (sections, sub-sections and so on). 

The structure of a planning document of higher order should 
be elaborated In greater detail In other planning documents. 
This constitutes an Important requirement for their unity and 
succession, further detailing of the Principal Guide! lnes targets 
In five-year plans, and the five-year plan targets In annual 
plans. 

The unity and succession of structures of the planning 
documents Is supplemented by the unity and succession of forms 
used for the elaboration and approval of the above-mentioned 
planning documents. 

A five-year plan Is most comprehensive from the point of 
view of Its structure. It Is the major state plan given the fact 
that the five-year period forms the basis of planning In the 
USSR. During the Indicated period It Is possible to solve 
cardinal problems, Including social life and scientific and 
technolgolcal progress. A longer perlo1d. would pose certain 
problems for elaboration and decision-making. 

It Is possible to forecast with a greater degree of 
reliability and take decisions for longer periods (10-15 years) 
when tackling the most outstanding problems. such as radical 
qual ltatlve transformations In technology, territorial siting of 
productive forces, social and economic development of the 
society. 

The annual plan Is based on a five-year plan and constitutes 
Its Integral part. This Is an Instrument for planning ancf 
managIng the process of Imp I ementat I on of- five-year pI an targets. 

Annual pI an Is a current pI an. Its targets are often 
elaborated <>n 6-month or 3-month basis. However, In doing so It 
Is necessary to avoid shifting of the major •toad• to the end of 
the year. The same terms are used by the ministries, departments 
and the USSR Central Statistical Board for reporlng the 
Implementation progress to the USSR State Planning Committee as 
wei I as for control I lng the Implementation process. 

During a given year, the Implementation of scientific and 
technological programmes Is carried out In their full scope and 
not by major Items envisaged In a five-year plan. In this 
connection alI measures which are to be carried out during a 
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given year are selected from the problems and Included In pilans of 
different order. This Is done by the USSR State Committee on 
science and technology with the p~rtlclpatlon of ministries and 
departments. 

The same procedure Is applied In case of standardization, 
unification and metrological activities. Annual targets tor 
these areas are approved by the USSR Standardization Committee. 

Planning forms for S&T dayalopmAnt 

AI I plan subsections and their supplements are elaborated 
and submitted tor consld~ratlon and approYal. The aprpoval Is 
done according to previously established forms. This Is an 
Important methodological requirement tor correct planning. Wi~
out It, It would be Impossible to ensure the uniformity of draft 
targets which are elaborated by various bodies. 

Due attention Is given to the elaboration of forms. The 
forms should be established In a clear-cut manner and 
understandable for a~l who fill them ln. They should exclude any 
posslbll tty of misinterpretation of Instructions In fll I log them. 

In spite of a great variety of forms for planning S&T 
development, alI of them have obi lgatory attributes such as the 
following: 

a) form title which Identifies In a clear-cut manner the 
obJect of planning (e.g. "Mastering of new types of produce"• 
"Complex standardization of maJor types of produce", 
•Introduction of scientific organization of work"); 

b) time horizon of plan -annual (e.g. 1984), five-year 
(e.g. 1986-1990>: 

c) executor of plan (name of ministry, department and so 
On)J 

d) plan Index (e.g. title of new product or new technology 
being Introduced or mastered, title of a measure for scientific 
organization of work>;. 

e) measuring unit of a given Index (expressed 'lther In 
value or In kind- pieces, articles, tons or kilometers of 
produce, etc.>: 

f) target volume for each Index broken down by periods 
within planning cycle (by years In a five-year planning cycle, by 
half-years and quarters In annual planning cycle). 

To facilitate their use each form has Its ordinal number. 

AI 1 forms have a unified character that are based on known 
scheme and alI explanatory notes use standard terminology. 
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Considerable efforts are ·being undertaken In the USSR to 
mechanize the planning work. Consequently all planning forms are 
elaborated bearing In mind their computerized processing. 

Indices play a particular role In 
development section of the plan. Their 
determines not only the quality of planning 
scientific and technological progress. 

preparing the S&T 
correct selection 

but also actual 

The management of scientific and technological progress Is 
carried out using two groups of Indices. 

The first group comprises the so-cal led •through• Indices 
common for alI executors. They reflect the dynamics of certain 
directions scientific and technological progress as a whole (e.g. 
dyunamlcs of general q~allty level of produce or dynamics of 
general technolglcal status of production), The share of super 
quality product In the total volume of manufactured products Is 
an example of the Index of products quality used In the USSR. 

The second group comprises specific Indices characterizing a 
certain phenomena of scientific and technological progress 
Inherent to a particular branch. For example, every branch uses 
a technology which Is not used In other branches. Or machines of 
a given group have their particular qual ltatlve characteristics 
(speed and accuracy of operation, sphere of ap_plicatlon, e-tc). 
The plan can envisage a specific technology or manufacture of a 
machine (machines) of the given group with equal or better 
parameters. The dynamics of this Index cannot be used for 
determining Its Influence on the general dynamics of scientific 
and technological progress, However, If a machine Is accepted 
then It Is possible. to a certain degree, to assess Its Influence 
on scientific and technological progress through the Index of 
super qual lty produce share. 

When planning and managing scientific and technological 
progress It Is necessary to pay due attention not only to each 
Index but also to the whole system of Indices, In this process 
an Important role Is played by the •through• Indices~ 

While going further In perspective (from annual to five-year 
and then to 10 or 15-year planning) certain details and nuances 
of scientific and technological progress become less clear. In 
some cases there may be no need for great details. and In others 
It may be difficult to forecast them. This poses some 
dlfflcultues In aggregating the Indices characterizing a certain 
area of scientific and technolgolcal progress In ~arlous planning 
documents. such as the Principal Guldel lnes and Five-Year Plan. 

There are three approaches to this problem. 

The first approach 
aggregation consists In 
existing technology which 
period. 

In solving the problem of Index 
using the Index characterizing the 
will be also used In the perspective 
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The second epproech Is reelted to the case when the 
perspective direction of scientific and technological progress ts 
already Identified and Its prospects are more or less clear, even 
If It has not yet material lzed In lridustrles. 

The third approach Is applied when e new phenomena Is not 
clear but the area of Its possible appearance Is known. In this 
case among the aggregated Indices they Introduce a future Index 
without the title, I Ike other new processes or products. 

While elaborating the planning documents of different orders 
and time horizons It Is necessary to ensure aggregation and 
detailing of their targe·ts and Indices. Without this the 
directive character and continuity of a higher order document are 
lost or become weaker. 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRAMMES 

Scientific and technological programmes represent an 
Important Instrument for managing scientific and technological 
progress as well as ~clence and technology. These programmes 
differ by their Importance, scope of problems of scientific and 
technological progress, duration, executors, etc. 

Currently 
Union out of 
programmes. 
programmes and 

there exist about 200 programmes in the Soviet 
which more than 170 are scientlflc-technologlcel 
Thus, it seems expedient to identity major 
consider their classification. 

Among alI scientific-technological programmes the first 
place Is given to the Complex Programme of Scientific and 
Technological Progress which Is elaborated for a period of 20 
years (by five-year periods). Every five years necessary changes 
are made In the Complex Programme extending Its time horizons for 
the other five-year period. The Complex Programme Is elaborated 
In such a way that It Is distributed among the planning bodies 
not later than 2 years before the beginning of the next five-year / 
~lan In turn. This allows Its use In the process of elebo 3tlon 
to the Conception, Principal guldel lnes and next five-year plan. 

By Its nature the Complex Programme of scientific end 
technological progress Is e pre-plan non-directive document. It 
Is elaborated by the USSR Academy of Sciences, the USSR State 
Committee for Science end Technology end the USSR State Committee 
tor Construction. Then It Is submitted by these bodies to the 
USSR Council of Ministers end the USSR State Planning Committee. 
Subsequently, It Is used tor the elaboration of the planning 
documents. 

By Its contents the Complex Programme of scientific and 
technological progress represents elaborated forecasts and 
recommendations for long-term development of science end 
technology. They Include the most prospective directions end 
major changes In the field of technology, energetics, raw and 
other materials, technological processes, production organization 
and so forth. 
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This Programme Includes: 

- forecast 
technological 
processes; 

of principal directions of 
progress and their Influence on 

scientific and 
socio-economic 

-priority justification of certain directions of S&T 
development In the branches of the national economy, scope of 
Introduction of new scientific and technological achievements by 
branches and allocation of resources by directions of scientific 
and technological progress; 

-assessment of possible socio-economic consequences of 
scientific and technological progress; 

- justification of major principles of target scientific
technological programmes, their number and necessity; 

-justification of directions of Improvement of 
economic mechanism and organizational structure of the 
economy management ensuring practical Implementation 
proposed measures; 

national 
national 

of the 

-elaboration of urgent measures to be Included In the five
year plan and ensuring Implementation of long-term S&T policy. 

The elaboration of this Complex Programme allows wide 
participation of scientists and scientific research organizations 
In the process of planning thus raising Its scientific level. It 
Is particularly Important, In view of a rapid development of 
scientific and technological revolution, to ensure the Increasing 
role of scientific and technological progress In all spheres of 
social I lfe, Including the development of Industry and 
agriculture. 

Five-year plans of economic and social development envisage 
major targets for the Implementation of scientific-technological 
programmes. 

Scientific-technological programme Is a peculiar form of 
Inter-branch planning representing by Itself a complex of various 
measures tied up by common target as well as by resources, 
executors and Implementation dates planned within the framework 
of a single cycle •research- production - application•. Such 
programme Is designed to ensure a considerable lmprovement~of the 
existing technological and economic level In certain branches of 
the national economy. 

These programmes are used for solving maJor scientific and 
technological problems as wei I as utilizing the newest 
achievements of scientific and technological progress In the 
national economy. Alongside with the creation and mastering of 
new prototypes of machines and technological processes these 
programmes envisage their large-scale utilization In the national 
economy together with the supporting measures (department of 
productive capacities. construction of new and reconstruction of 
the existing enterprises). 



Proceeding from the final targets, status of work and 
composition of measures It Is possible to specify two types of 
scientific-technological progr~mmes: Target Scientific
Technological Programmes and Scientific-Technological Programmes 
for Solving Major Problems. 

Target Scientific-Technological Programmes are elaborated 
for a I arge-sca I e Imp I ementat Jon of the most Important 
achievements of S&T the uti I lzatlon of which ensures Immediately 
a considerable Increase of production efficiency and quality of 
products. In this case a scientific problem Is already solved, 
ways of Its practical material lzatlon are found and tested, and 
the whole matter consists In a rapid large-sclae utilization of 
the given scientific Innovation In production. Consequently, the 
final targets of these programmes are expressed In volume of 
production and Industrial mastering of new machines. 
technological processes and materials created within the 
framework of these programmes. 

Beginning with the XI I five-year plan several major types of 
scientific-technological programmes wll I be used In the USSR, 
namely: 

- al 1-unlon scientific-technological programmes whose 
principal targets are Included In five-year and annual plans of. 
economic and social development; 

- republ lean (lnter-republ lean) scientific-technological 
programmes whose principal targets are Included In republican 
flve-vear and annual economic and social development plans; 

-branch (lnterbranch) scientific-technological programmes 
whose targets are Included In plans of the USSR ministries and 
departments; 

- scientific-technological programmes of regions and 
terrltorlel-productlon complexes whose targets are Included tn 
state and republican five-year and annu&l economfc and social 
·development plans and plans of the ministries and departments 
respectively. 

It Is necessary to point out that a scientific-technological 
programme allows to see In their Interrelation alI components 
required for the solution of a certain problem. However, In 
order to give the programme the strength of the plan and Its 
directive character It Is necessary that the programme components 
are Included In the plan thus becoming Its targets. In this 
sense sclentlflc-technologclal programmes become the plan 
Instrument. This shows that scientific-technological programmes 
are elaborated and used when there Is a significant problem 
requiring a special Instrument for Its all-round solution. 
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Programmes for the most Important scientific and 
technological problems are elaborated by Individual problems of 
the national economic significance which are to be solved. This 
refers to the problems of creating entirely new types of 
technology Including their practical realization, as well as of 
developing R&D activities In the most perspective areas of S&T to 
form a "stock" for the coming period. 

The list of programmes whose major targets are to be 
Included In the state economic and social development plan Is 
determined by the USSR State Committee for Science and 
Technology, the USSR State Planning Committee, the USSR Committee 
for Construction and the USSR Academy of Sciences with the 
participation of the USSR ministries. and departments and the 
Councils of Ministers of union republ lcs at the stage of 
elaboration of the Principal guldel lnes of economic and social 
development of the country. This list as well as the order and 
terms for the elaboration of programmes should be approved not 
later than 1.5 year before the next five-year plan In turn. The 
1 1st comprises those programmes whose Implementation produces a 
determining -effect on the solution of the national economy tasks 
which, as a rule, have lnterbranch and multlprofl le character and 
new approach to technological, organizational and other 
decisions. 

0 
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USE OF THE PROGRAMME-TARGET METHOD 

IN SOLVING SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS 

I NTROOUCTI ON 

The course adopted In our country for a preferably Intensive 
development of the economy Is supported primarily by accelerating 
scientific-technological progress, wide-scale uti I lzatlon of 
scientific-technical achievements In alI the branches of the 
national economy. This causes the necessity for complex 
resolution of wide-scale S and T problems associated directly 
with the re-equlpment of production on a qual ltatlvely new 
technical base. 

Real lzatlon of major SandT problems embraces fundamental 
end applied scientific research, technical developments. 
~asterlng In production. Each of these stages represents a 
sufficiently Independent area of activities with an establIshed 
mechanism of management, planning and financing. The executors 
of the work at the different stages are organizations and 
enterprises of different departments. The ties are most diverse 
and compl lcated with developing principally new machinery and 
technologies, requiring the organization of new and reorientation 
of existing scientific and designing organizations, productloos. 
branches. management organs at different levels, allotlng 
considerable financial and material resources, hlgh-skflled 
scientific and production cadres. S and T programs have been 
elaborated and are being realized for coordinating the activities 
Df a large number of organizations-executors, partlclpat.ng In 
the solution of the most Important problems of Sand T progress. 

The scientific-technological program envisages a complex of 
measures coordinated with the resources, executors end dates of 
fu-lfilling the planned work. referring to different ~reas of 
activities <scientific, p~oject-deslgnlng, production. 
construction), the Implementation of which Is necessary for 
solving major scientific-technical problems and wide-scale 
Introduction of the achievements of science and engineering In 
the national economy. 

Wide-scale appl lcatlon of the program-target method permits 
to concentrate efforts and material resources for achieving the 

g final goals, provide complex solution of the targets and 
co 
~ 
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continuous Implementation of t~e required measures, accelerate 
the advance of the results of research and developments up to the 
stage of practical appl !cation. 

The appl !cation of the program-target method In our country 
Is based on accumulated practical experience, beginning with the 

GOELRO (State plan for the electrification of Russia), which was 
elaborated on the Initiative of V.I. Lenin and which Is a 
classlflcal example of the program approach to the solution of 
the major national economic problem of electrification as a most 
Important condition for developing the large-scale machine
building Industry. The solution of the problems of mastering 
atomic energy and the development of cosmonautlcs are only a few 
of the accompl !shed maJor SandT programs. 

System of S&T Programs 

A system of scientific-technical programs, approved by the 
government Is In effect In the USSR. 

The primary basis for elaborating SandT programs Is the 
Complex program of scientific-technological progress, which Is a 
preplan, nonapproved document, which Is elaborated for 20 years, 
specified and prolonged every 5 years. This program substan
tiates single science and technology pol ley, the basic directions 
of scientific-technological progress, and their effect on socio
economic processes. It a single concept of the development of 
science, engineering, production In the form of a system of 
mutually coordinated prognoses, and determines qualitative shifts 
In engineering and technology with a socio-economic estimate. 
priorities In the development of Individual scientific direc
tions, whose development shal I be provided first and foremost. 
MaJor scientific-technical problems of a long-term character as 
wei 1 as those providing return In a relatively short time .are 
determined proceeding from the targets for the development of the 
economy and those of social progress. 

Elaboration of the Complex program of scientific-technical 
progress Is organized by the USSR Academy of Science and the USSR 
State Committee for Science and Technology. A Scientific Council 
has been set up on problems of scientific-technical and socio
economic prognoslng for continuous work at this program. 

Numerous scientific col lectlves, outstanding scientists, 
and special lsts of the state organizations participate In the 
elaboration of the Complex program. About 3,000 scientists, 
special lsts, practical workers from numerous research, proJecting 
and designing organizations were cal led upon to work at the 
program for the period from 1986 to 2005. This work was finished 
by the end of 1983. 

The Complex 
comprising about 
complexes, In 

program has been formed 
30 maJor directions and 
particular, fuel-energy, 

tor this period 
national economic 
machine-building, 



constructln transport, metallurgical, agrarian-Industrial, and a 
number of other complexes. 

The conclusions and proposais of the Complex program are 
used for elaborating the draft Basic directions of economic and 
social development of the USSR for 10-15 years. This major 
document determines In particular, the basic targets of Sand· T 
progress, targets for raising the level of technical development 
of the national economic branches, directions of most perspective 
research and technical developments. The lists of S and T 
programs are formed at this stage for Inclusion In the five-year 
plan, which are approved a~ alI the levels of management. 

Program target method 

The USSR Academy of Science elaborates and real lzes long
term programs of complex research In the focal problems In the 
area of natural and social science. Each such program envisages 
a II the Inter-reI ated stages of Its accomp I I shment, beg Inn lng 
with the origination of a scientific Idea and ending with 
concrete real lzatlon.of the results of research and development 
In the national economy, In social development and cultural 
construction. Coordination plans of joint work of the USSR 
Academy of Sciences and the respective ministries and departments 
are elaborated for accompl lshlng these programs. 

The Siberian branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences has 
elaborated target sclenjlflc programs associated with the 
uti I lzatlon of the fuel-energy and mineral-raw material resources 
of Siberia, the development and formation of territorial
production complexes, economic mastering of the area around the 
Balkai-Amur railroad, etc. They make up a constituent part of 
the general scientific program "Siberia". A large number of 
scientific programs has ~een elaborated for scientific ~nd 
technological problems solved at higher educational Institutions. 

The results of scientific research carried out at the 
scientific organizations of the USSR Academy of Science and 
higher educational Institutions, as well as Inventions and 
discoveries are thoroughly analyzed as to their effectiveness and 
readiness for mastering In production. The most effective ones 
are Included In tbe proposals that the USSR State Committee for 
Science and Technology and the USSR Academy of Science send to 
the USSR State Planning Committee, ministries and departments. 
They consider these recommendations when drawing up plans as well 
as scientific-technical programs, wherein the required measures 
are predetermined for practical Introduction of scientific 
achievements. 

The program-target method Is most efficient tor solving 
complex Inter-branch problems of S and T progress of general 
national economic significance, becuase this method provides the 
posslbll lty to determine and consider the association between the 
Individual branches participating In the solution of such major 
problems. To this end, al 1-unlon SandT programs are elaborated 
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end realized. The letter ere approved In the Stete five-year 
plen of economic and social development of the USSR, constituting 
a major component of the plan. 

The State five-year plan comprises only a part of the 
prgram, namely, the basic targets which determine the objects of 
new. machInery and techno I og I es to be created and mastered In 
production with Indication of their technlco-economlc 
specifications. The basic targets envisage: 

-elaboration and Introduction of highly efficient 
technolgoles Into production, providing the development of low
waste methods of production, complex uti I lzatlon of raw materials 
and materials, Improvement of product quality, reduction of 
material expenses, raise of labour productivity and conditions; 

-creation and commissioning of projects of new machinery 
and new productions on the basis of advanced technologies, elabo
ration and Introduction of new types and systems of highly 
efficient machines and automated equipment, new types of 
buildings and structures, efficient means of mechanization and 
automatization for complex equipment of alI the branches of the 
national economy, as wei I as new more economic materials, 
building constr~ctlons, products and articles; 

-elaboration and mastering of serial. production of 
Industrial articles In accordance with the major nomenclature 
with Improved technlco-economlc specifications for renewing the 
products, as wei I as completing articles, materials and highly 
efficient technological equipment for maintaining the planned 
technico-economlc level of articles; 

-elaboration, Introduction and wide-scale uti I lzatlon of 
new machinery and technologies on the basis of purchased llcerrses 
and samples, appl !cation of foremost scientific-technical home 
and foreign experience, most Important Inventions, and those of 
Inter-branch significance In the first case; 

- elaboration and Introduction of automatic control systems 
of different purposes, automatic control systems tor technologi
cal processes and Information processing on the base of uti I lzlng 
economic-mathematical methods, new means of electronic computing 
and microprocessing equipment, managerial aids and communication; 

- elaboration and introduction of methods and means for 
rational and complex uti I lzatlon of natural resources. 
environment protection against pol lutlon, and systems for 
observing and control ling the state of the environment and the 
sources of Its pol lutlon; 

·-experimental-Industrial trying out of principally new 
types of machinery and technologies having no home analogues. 
wherein a new technological diagram Is employed, altering the 
basic operating principle of the machinery. 
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Ministries, responsible for the formulation and 
accompl lshment of each program and major task, are appointed. 

Enlarged programs, comprising at I the measures for 
accomplishing the targets, are elaborated and approved, 
considering that the number of organizations-participants 
fulfil ling arr-unlon scientific-technical programs reaches on the 
average 50-60 and sometimes up to 400-500. The enlarged programs 
are elaborated for coordinating and organizing the work of at I 
the executors. 

Elaboration of all-union S and T programs Is organized by 
the USSR State Committee tor Science and 'Technology, which Is 
responsible for the Single State pol Icy In the area of 
scientific-technological progress and al 1-round appl !cation of 
the achievements of science and technology In the national 
economy. It carries out this work together with the USSR Academy 
of Science and the USSR State Planning Committee, providing, 
thereby, determination of the most significant achievements of 
science that can be set to the service of the society, the objec
tive requirements of the economy In scientific and technical 
products, and the possibility of supporting the programs with the 
necessary resources. 

The following types of StateS and T programs are elaborated 
depending on the final targets, the state of the work and the 
composition of the measures: 

- target S and T programs; 

- programs 
problems. 

for solving major scientific-technological 

Tar~et S and I programs are elaborated for wide-scale 
realization of the most significant scientific-technical 
achievements the uti I lzatlon of which wll I provide In the near 
future an essential raise of the effectiveness and technlco
economlc level of production and product qual lty on the b sis of 
uti I !zing progressive energy-saving and low-waste technologies, 
complexes and systems of machines and equipment, high-efficient 
means of meachanlzatl.on and automatization, Introduction of 
Inter-branch unification of assembl les, units and parts, economic 
materials. 

In order to accomplish the stated targets the programs 
envisage tasks for elaborating and mastering new types of 
machinery and technologies In production, as well as expanding 
the scale of production and the uti I lzatlon of earlier mastered 
or advanced technical means and efficient methods of production 
being mastered In volumes required for the solution of the stated 
tasks. 

In particular, programs, setting the task to raise the level 
of mechanization and automation of the major. production processes 
and, on this basis, to raise labour productivity and el lmlnate 
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hard manual labour, envisage tKe creation and production of new 
technical means required for the development of machine systems• 
as well as further Improvement and expansion of the production of 
machinery being already manufactures. 

The programs, which are aimed for Improving the tecnlco
economlc Indices of production (for example, reduction of 
material and energy consumption, raise of complex character of 
utilizing ra~ materials and materials, etc.) comprise measures 
for the development and mastering of new technolgles and 
equipment, as well as expanding the scale of uti I lzlng earlier 
mastered advanced technologies, Improvement of technological 
means and Increase of the output. 

Programs, envisaging Improvement of the structure of 
manufactured products. Increase of the specific weight If 
advanced products In the total volume of production. and 
Improvement of the qual ltatlve specifications of the products. 
comprise elaboration of new types of articles with essentially 
Improved parameters. as wei I as expansion of the production and 
utilization of already manufactured goods and materials of high 
technlco-economlc level. 

The assignments of the targetS and T programs provide for 
rendering effect on the process of developing and mastering 
novelties as wei I as on the volume of production and uti! lzatlon 
of these novelties In the national economy. This Intensified 
Influence on expanding the scale of Introducing high-efficient 
new machinery In the national economy Is extremely significant 
because there are many examples Illustrating that new designed 
machines, equipment, devices. materials, technologies are not 
mastered for a long time or are mastered In very little volumes. 

Programs fpr splylng maJpr sc!ent!tlc-techno!pglcal prpblems. 
are elaborated for Individual problems of major national economic 
significance and associated with the development of principally 
new technologies and types of machinery, and raising them to 
practical realization. as well as with the development of 
scientific research and technical development along the most 
prospective directions of science and technology for carrying out 
work In anticipation of the forthcoming period. These programs 
lack the aim of wide-scale Introduction of new machinery and 
technologies. They are fulfilled mainly up to the beginning of 
mastering the novelty In production. and they are restricted 
frequently by research and developments required for the 
selection and scientific substantiation of optimum ways of 
solving the problem and determining the future work, by 
experimental and experimental-Industrial testing, manufacturing 
and al !-round Investigation of the demonstration samples and 
objects. The programs for solving scientific-technological 
problems render no direct effect on the current economy but they 
create our future scientific-technical and Industrial bases. It 
Is necessary to note that targetS and T programs may comprise 
also Individual assignments for expanding research and 
developments for work In anticipation of the near future. 



The content of the final targets of the at 1-unlon 
scientific-technical programs can be clearly Illustrated by the 
example of programs realized for l981-1985. The State five-year 
plan of economic and social development of the USSR tor the XI 
five-year period comprises 170 approved. all-union S and T 
programs. They have been selected as a result of thorough 
analysts of hundreds of maJor scientific-technical problems, 
proceeding from long-term targets of developing the economy and 
social progress of the country. that have been specified In the 
Baste directions of economic and social development of the USSR 
In 1981-1985 and for the period up to 1990. When selecting these 
programs. the prognoses were considered of the most significant 
directions of science and engineering. 

Aggl !cation of the method 

The maJority of SandT programs are designed to provide 
Intensification of production. As a result. the final targets of 
the stated programs are aimed at elaborating, mastering and 
uti I lzlng machinery and technologies on a wide scale that wll I 
provide a certain economy of labour, material and fuel-energy 
resources, a raise of the technical level of production and the 
qual lty of the products. 

It Is planned to create In compliance with the S and T 
programs of state significance more than 5,000 new types of 
machines, equipment, devices, materials, technoloQies. More than 
60~ of the latter will be Introduced Into prouuctlon In the 
current five-year period. Realization of the state S and T 
programs wll I economize In 1985 the labour of more than 3 mil I ton 
workers, transfer 400,000 workers from manual to mechanized 
1 abour, reduce the consumptIon of ferrous meta I by 4 m II I Jon 
tons, and fuel -by 50 mil I ton tons conditionally. The economic 
effect wIll exceed 16 bIll l9n roub I es. 

A maJor direction of technolgolcal progress Is complex 
mechanization and automation of production to provide a raise of 
labour productivity and I !berate workers from manua' and 
physically hard, low-skit led, harmful and monotonous labour. 
Hence, the al 1-unlon programs envisage the elaboration of high
efficient means of mechanization and automation for cargo and 
materials handling. ·storage, felling and hauling timber, 
underground coal mining, road repair and other work. In 
particular, new models are manufactured today In accordance with 
the problem for mechanizing materials handling, namely, cranes 
with automatic grabs, cranes-stackers and conveyers for 
storehouses, lift-trucks, and some other machinery. Machinery Is 
being mastered for the lumbering Industry that permits to 
eliminate hard physical labour at timber falling, for removing 
snags, and haulage. 

The elaboration and wide-scale Introduction 
manipulators (Industrial robots) Is performed at an 
rate. The latter I lberates the worker of manual. 

of automatic 
accelerated 
low-skit led 



labour, raise labour productivity 2-3 times on the average. They 
ere used widely lnmechlne-bulldlng, In automatic lines, sections 
end productions servicing meter-cutting, press-forging and 
foundry equipment, for weldlng, assembling and painting 
operations. for displacing heavy objects. It Is envisaged to 
create robots for underground coal mining and Its transportation. 
In metallurgy for high-temperature processes, In the light 
Industry- for eliminating the tear of yearn, for packing foods. 
Already are created and Introduced Improved models of robots, 
Including self-training ones with elements of adaptive control. 

Resll lent (readjustable)· production Is created on the base 
of robots, program-controlled equipment and microprocessor 
technique. Their wide-scale uti I lzetlon In different branches of 
the national economy will relse labour productivity, Increase the 
number of working shifts of the equipment, provide also repld 
change of manufactured goods. accelerated mastering of new 
products of higher qual tty. 

Programs for the creation of automatic control systems for 
complex technological processes and equipment on the basis of 
computer engineering are of especial significance. They make It 
possible to optimize the production process, that renders a major 
effect on raising labour productivity, the quality of the 
product, on reducing the consumption of fuel. energy, raw 
materials and materials. Mini- and microcomputers are wfdely 
used In these systems, and as compared with the means of computer 
engineering employed earlier, make It possible to reduce 
considerably the dimensions of new systems and their cost. 

Computer engineering Is used evermore widely In different 
economic areas, as well as for the elaboration of new machinery. 
In accordance with the new and more efficient automatic systems 
for automation of scientific experiments, projecting -and 
designing, are being Introduced that wl I I provide accelerated 
development of Innovations, their high scientific and technical 
1 eve 1. In part I cuI ar, rea I I zat I on of the targets In the program 
for creating automated systems of project-designing work In 
construction will permit to save, In accordance with 
calculations, about 700 mil I ion roubles from the reduction of the 
estimate cost, also 700,000 tons of metal. 1,300,000 tons of 
cement and 500.000 m3 of timber. 

A considerable number of S and T programs Is aimed et 
reducing the mete! capacity of production. In particular, these 
are programs for developing new economic ferrous and nonferrous 
sections for uti I lzatlon In machine-building and construction. 
new construction polymeric materials and other chemical and 
synthetic materials, that replace completely metal and natural 
raw materials. Great attention Is given to the development of 
powder metallurgy and composite materials, that relse 
considerably the qualitative specifications of the articles ate 
decrease of labour consumption and metal capacity In production. 
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The methcc;:;; of powder metallurgy :•ra employed tor applying 
corroslon-resfs•ant coatings. especlal!y on par+s o~ s~uipment 
and machinery operating ln aggressJve media. Considering. that 
the losses from corrosion are very great. a spec:al scientific
technical program has been elaborated and Is be:ng real !zed for 
creating efficient means for the protection of ~arts and constru
ctions against cor~oslon. 

Intensive work is carried out on the program which envisages 
developlns the production of principally new polymeric materials 
with a hlgr. cor.tent of cheap fillers that provide a considerable 
economy of vii raw material In the manufacture of pipes. sheets. 
tare, b~lldlng constructions characterized by high 
specificatl:-ns. 

A cons>oerable economy of natural fibres and metal Is 
anticipated from the uti I lzatlon of very strong fibres on the 
basis of ftexlble-chaln polymers. which are characterized by a 
1.5 to 2 fota higher strength. They are uti I lzed today In the 
capacl:~ of nayblndlng twine, and wll I be used as cord tor tyres. 
reinforcing elements ,In different constructions. etc. 

A raise o+ the strength properties of chemical products Is 
provt'ied also by lrraclatlng thom by means of charged-particle 
~ccele·~~ors. It Is planned. In particular, to employ this 
metho~ ~o Increase the reslsta~ce of cable pr0ducts. Improve the 
quail i·y ."Jf some types of textile produci:;. 

A series of programs are aimed at Improving machine-building 
technn'~Jles In order to lmpr ·ve the uti! izatlc~ of metal. The 
programs envisage new t\pes o~ :astings, wsld!ng. stamping. and 
other methods of treat In~ .'ete>! . l.~s:.:-~': ci i0:•:> are developed for 
emplcyi1g pow<lrful lasers ' wG!dln[ • .... , ·."tlng opratlons. as 
well c.s for relnforcf:·:;~. rT<c~"al. Pla~ma metilods are highly 
efflclant as they provide a , ... arp Increase of the cutting speed 
when prc,·essing large forg:·;. and castlr.Q~• as well as for 
relnforc;r.g the ~":-face of 'fhe. .:.:---:c~r·<; by surfacing and 
spraying. 

IntensIve work is .::~!' r I eo c,.. ··· · r· ~,·ror\.i<"'r,.· r> ~ f tfJ programs 
for developing wastele$s and low-wasY<' -e~·11nvlog.c··· ;'l chemistry. 
petrochemistry and oil refining. In f'Errous ao1d non-ferrous 
metallurgy, in the pulp-and-paper and other lndustr'es with the 
aim of mosr complete and complex utl I izatlon"of the ~~sic and 
assocJated c~mponents. and secondary resources. 

More than 20 state sc:entitlr:-technlcal programs are 
associated witn the fuel-energy corn~lex. The accelerated 
development of nuclear power envi!laged In our country rs 
supported by the elaboration andpuTtlng Into operation of 1 and 
1.5 mil lion kW reactors. Nuclear power wit I be used also for 
maintaining central heating In big cities. The construction of a 
nuclear power station has been started for the combined 
production of heat and electric power, and a powerful nuclear 
bolter for supplying a city district with a population of 



300i000-400,000 people. These-stations are economic and require 
practical ty no expensive deliveries of fuel. Beside that, they 
will not pol lute the atmosphere with harmful exhaust when burning 
mineral fuel. The uti I lzatlon of fast reactors at power stations 
Is highly prospective, making It possible to use uranlum-238, the 
content of which Is much higher In natural uranium raw material 
than of uranlum-235, which Is used today In reactors at power 
stations. 

The program Is very Important for the futher development of 
the Single electric power system of the USSR. The program 
envisages the construction of-power I lnes from the East of the 
country to·tts Centre and to the Urals of 1.150 kV a.c. and 1.500 
kV d.c. Electrotechnlcal equipment has been developed for these 
I lnes with the use of transformers bas~d on power semiconductors. 
that considerably reduce the weight, overal I dimensions and cost 
of the equipment, and raise Its reliability. 

The electric energy, that wll I be supplied via these lines, 
wll I be generated In the East of the country with the use of 
cheap coal from major basins, namely, the Kansk-Achlnsk and 

_Eklbastuz ones. These basins, where the coal Is mined by the 
most efficient and economic open-quarry method, wll I be equipped 
In accordance with one of the programs by powerful walking and 
wheel excavators, dump trucks, special converyers, railcars, etc. 
The developoment of new thermal and power equipment has ·been 
required for burning this coal In the boilers of the power 
stations due to the fact that the coal of these basins Is of a 
low grade and with a high content of ash and water. Beside that, 
the programs envisage work on energy-technological processing of 
this coal In order to produce high-caloric sol ld, liquid and 
gaseous fuel with the simultaneous production of valuable 
chemicals. 

Owing to the exhaustion of the oil fields In the European 
part of the country and the production of high-viscosity· off, 
the significance Increases of the problem of raising oil recovery 
by artificial effect on the bed. More than half of the oil 
remains In the reservoir today. New, efficient thermal, 
chemical, microbiological and other methods are tested according 
to the program as wei I as high-efficient equipment for Injecting 
gas, steam, chemical reagents Into the bed. This wll I make It 
possible to provide a substantial Increase of oll production In 
the current five-year period and at least 100 mill Jon tons of oil 
wll 1 be extracted due to these methods by 1990. 

Natural gas production Is Increased In the USSR at an 
accelerated rate, which Is widely used for generating electric 
power, heat, as well as In metallurgical, chemical and other 
major technologies. Considering, that the main production of gas 
Is performed In Western Siberia, the program specially Indicates 
the solution of the problem of most economic transportation of 
powerful gas flows to the central and western regions of the 
country. Equipment has been developed and Its production started 
for the constrijctlon and operation of gas pipelines of 1420 mm 
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pipes under a pressure of 75 atm. Work Is carried out for 
developing gas plpel lnes with an operating pressure of 100 atm. 
and more on the basis of uti I lzlng very strong pipes. 
Reel lzatlon of this program. which· envisages also the elaboration 
of gas pumping end other equipment, will raise the pipeline 
throughout up to 50 oil I ton m3 of gas, which Is 2-fold that of 
the capacity of gas pipet lnes being constructed today. In 
accordance with a special program equipment Is being elaborated 
for the recovery of oil and gas from the sea shelf from a depth 
down to 300 metres. 

The Food program of the USSR has been adopted In May 1982 
for the per lod up to 1990·. Abo-ut 40 S and T programs have been 
elaborated and are being realized to support the fulfillment of 
targets and measures specified In this program for Increasing the 
production of the main types of foods and developing the 
material-technical base of the agrarian-Industrial complex. A 
series of these programs Is aimed at producing new hlgh-yfeld 
varieties of agricultural crops and animal breeds of high 
productivity. An Important role wll I beglong to blotechnolgolcal 
methods, genic engineering In the solution of these tests. 
Industrial technologies of agricultural production, based on the 
utilization of high-efficient machinery. efficient fertilizers. 
means for the protection of crops and animals against diseases 
and pests are developed In conformity with the climatic zones of 
the country. Alongside chemical and microbiological means of 
crops protection It Is envisaged to utilize new ohyslcal methods 
and, In particular. grain treatment by means of electron 
accelerators. 

Vast attention Is given In the pr?grams to the elaboration 
of efficient means tor storing agricultural products so as to 
reduce the losses of worsening of the quality to the minimum. In 
particular, It Is envisaged to employ gas-control led storage,·as 
well as refrigeration, elect>onlc-ion and other technologies. 

A large scope of work Is envisaged In the programs for 
raising the biological value of the fooas and expanding their 
~ssortment, complex utilization of raw materiels and a reduction 
of I osses. 

SandT programs have been elaborated and are being realized 
for Improving construction, developing new types of transport and 
communication. raising the technlco-economlc level of production 
and manufactured goods In the major branches of the national 
economy. 

A considerable number of S and T programs deals with social 
problems. Programs are realized In the sphere of public health 
with the elaboration of efficient methods and means of 
prophylaxes, diagnosis and treating mal lgnant tumors. leukosis• 
diseases of the cardiovascular system, lungs, primary diseases of 
the mother and Infant. new methods of restorative surgery and 
transplantation. The· programs envisage the elaboration of new 
methods In the sphere of environment protection to prevent 
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pollution of the atmosphere wlfh Industrial waste. as well as 
water reservoirs, effective methods and means of processing sol ld 
waste. 

Procedures 

The drafts of the al 1-Unlon programs to be Included In the 
state five-year plan are elaborated by ministries and scientific
research organizations, which are responsible for the respective 
programs. They analyze the accomplI shed scientific research and 
developments, determine the most efficient scientific-technical 
achievements that can be uti I !zed for the fastest and most wide
scale appl !cation of the new technologies, equipment, articles, 
materials, providing a sharp raise of labour productivity and 
product qual lty, an economy of all types of resources. 

A program Is elaborated for the entire period required for 
attaining the final alms, with Indication of the beginning of 
mastering the production of the new product and the Introduction 
of advanced technology. The new types of products and 
technologies by the time of mastering shal I correspond to or 
outstrip by their techno-economic level the most advanced home 
and foreign achievements. To this end, records of the technical 
level are elaborated for alI the new articles and technologies 
comprised In the program, with Indication of the basic technical 
and economic Indices of the created article (process} In 
comparison with the existing best home and foreign analogues 
(projects), the area of planned appl !cation of the new articles 
(processes), their patent purity, eocnomlc effect of uti I lzlng 
the new machinery (technology), limit (maximum limit) price of 
the article and the required expenditures for mastering the 
technology. These records are analyzed In the ministries, State 
Committee for Science and Technology and the USSR State Planning 
Committee and registered at the AI 1-Unlon Information Centre -for 
Equipment. 

The economic results, I.e. the economy of labour, raw 
materials. fuel-energy and other resources are calculated tor alI 
the new articles and technologies comprised In the scientific
technical program and the annual economic effect of Introducing 
the novelties Is determined. These calculations are considered 
thoroughly, and serve as one of the main criteria for selecting 
objects of new machinery to be Included lnthe al 1-Unlon programs. 

The technical level of the new articles and technologies and 
their economic effectiveness Is supported by the entire complex 
of required means. Hence, the programs, envisaging the 
elaboration of new technologies, comprise also targets for 
developing and manufacturing the required technological 
equipment, means for mechanization and automation, new materials. 
The elaboration of new machines Is Included In the program 
together with the required materials and completing articles, and 
the development of new materials - with the technologies and 
equipment. 



The majority of al 1-Unlon S and T programs Is associated 
with trying out the novelties under pilot and pilot-Industrial 
conditions, owing to which the programs envisage the construction 
and putting Into effect of respective stands. plants, production. 
Besides that, the programs comprise targets for setting up 
leading enterprises or shops. where the novelty wil I be mastered• 
and the development of production capacities by means of new 
construction, expansion, reconstruction or technical re-equlpment 
for Increasing the output of new machinery and the appl !cation of 
advanced technologies. 

The cooperation of the USSR with the CMEA countrles-nmenbers 
and other countries on th~ base of Intergovernmental and Inter
departmental agreements on scientific-technical cooperation Is 
widely represented In the al 1-Unlon SandT programs. Problems. 
associated with purchasing licences Instead of our own 
developments, are considered when elaborating the scientific
technical programs. 

Material and financial support of the targets In the S and T 
programs is effected by the mlnlstlres, or by treaties with the 
direct organizations-customers. The resources are al toted to the 
executors of the programs In primary sequence by target 
designation. 

The basic targets of the al 1-Union programs are approved In 
the State five-year plan of economic and social development of 
the USSR. The drafts of the all-Union programs e.aborated by the 
ministries are considered by the State Committee for Science and 
Technology and the USSR State Planning Committee with the 
Interested organizations so as to coordinate the targets of the 
programs with the other sections of the plans and resource 
support. The detailed programs In the full volume are approved 
by the State Committee for Science and Technology, as a rule, 
together with the USSR State Planning Committee. and, if 
necessary, with the USSR Academy of Sciences and the USSR State 
Committee for Construction. 

When the al 1-Unlon programs have been approved, they become 
obi lgatory for at I the executors. The State Committee for 
Science and Technology, the USSR State Planning Committee. the 
ministries and departments control the fulfilment of the 
programs. 

Coordinating councils and heads of the programs have been 
approved by the State Committee for Science and Technology, the 
USSR State Planning Committee and the USSR Academy of Sciences 
to support Inter-branch Interaction of organlzatlonal
methodolgolcal management of the elaboration of target complex 
programs, control of technical level and realization of the 
targets. The heads of programs are the ministers and deputy 
ministers of the leading ministries responsijle for the progams• 
key scientists. 



The head of the program controls the entire complex of work 
envisaged by the program. participates In determining the 
executors of the program and the required material, labour and 
f I nanc I a I resources and cap Ita I Investments requIred for Its 
real lzatlon. performs operative control of the fulfilment of the 
targets and measures, supporting the accompl lshment of the 
program, as wei I as the scientific and technlco-economlc level of 
the sclentl.flc · research. developments and objects of new 
machinery and technologies. Extensive rights are given to the 
coordinating councils and the heads of the programs tor 
fulfill lng their duties, In particular. In accepting and 
estimating the results of work on the programs, their resources 
support, moral and material stimulation for successful 
accompl lshment of the targets In the programs. 

The ministries and the USSR State Committee for Science and 
Technology. as well as the local planning and economic organs• 
centres of scientific-technical Information, scientific-technical 
public in the union republ res carry out close control of the 
fulfilment of the scientific-technical programs. The Central 
Committees of the Communist Parties of the Union republics, the 
provincial and territorial party committees render Increasing 
attention to the programs. The State Committees for Science and 
Technology reports once In three months to the USSR Council of 
Ministers on the grounds of the data of this control and quarter
ly reports of the USSR Central Statistical Department on the 
fulfillment of the programs. If necessary. the State Committee 
for Science and Technology proposes corrections and additions to 
the programs. adds new executors, crates new scientific organiza
tions or reorganizes the existing ones as appl lcble to changing 
targets, allots additional means for scientific-research work 
from the available reserves. 

Conclusion 

The accumulated experience permits to apply the program
target method more widely for complex solution of scientific
technical problems. Work Is carried out continuously for 
Improving the methodology fo elaborating the programs and 
managing them In the process of realization, bearing In mind 
Intensification of work for determining priority problems• 
Improving analysis and estimation of the technical level of 
samples of new machinery and technologies. Work Is performed on 
specifying the rights and duties of the heads of the programs, 
the leading ministries and organizations, Improving the support 
of the programs with the required financial and material 
resources. 
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ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF FUNDAMENTAL 

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH: FORMS AND METHODS OF TRANSLATING 

RESULTS OF FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH INTO PRACTICE 

INTRODUCTION 

Modern scientific and technological revolution has 
conditioned a number of stable obJective trends In the 
development of science among which the most significant are the 
scaling up of scientific activities, the growth of expenses 
necessary to obtain new scientific knowledge, and the Increasing 
Influence of science on the economic and social processes. 
Science has turned Into direct productive force of the society 
producing a revolutionary effect on the technical and 
technological basis of production. This Is acc~mpanled by the 
growing role of fundamental science the results of which open, as 
a rule, completely new ways of solving practical problems. 

However, the results of fundamental research as such cannot 
ensure the technological progress. "Material lzatlon" of 
scientific Ideas Into new technology presupposes obJectively. a 
consecutive real lzatlon · of several stages, namely applied 
researc·h, designing and technological developments, creation and 
testing of pilot prototypes, preparation of Industrial production 
of new articles, all of which constitute an Innovative cycle (In 
_principle, however, It Is possible to evold certain stages or 
ensure their simultaneous real lzatlon). Apparently, the duration 
of this cycle defines dynamics of technical level of production. 
According to available estimation, reduction of time necessary 
for mastering scientific and technological Innovation by one year 
can produce o consideroble economic effect on the USSR. national 
economy scale. 

COMPLEXITIES 

Separate stages of the Innovative cycle differ considerably 
by the character and volume of work, the composition of executors 
and required material and technical means. That Is why, It Is 
not practically possible to real lze a complete cycle within the 

, framework of one organization, and solution of major scientific 
g and technical problems requires the Involvement of a large number 
:II 
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of organizations (sometimes over 100) belonging to various 
departments: scientific research Institutes of fundamental and 
applied profile, designing, project-preparation and technological 
organizations, and Industrial enterprises. The coordination of 
their activities, establ lshment of efficient links between them 
In order to maximize fast Introduction of scientific results Into 
practice represent the most Important aspect of managing S and T 
progress under modern conditions. 

The problem of fast and large-scale translation of 
scientific results Into practice entails considerable difficul
ties which, viewed as a whole, are conditioned by the discrepancy 
of a continuous, by Its Inner logic, process of the transforma
tion of scientific knowledge Into material objects of technologi
cal progress and the discrete organizational realization of this 
process. Scientific Institutes (academic Institutes In the first 
place) and Industrial organizations (designing, technological and 
production organizations) participating In the Innovative cycle 
have radical structural difference:· the former special !zed by 
the branches of science, the latter - by concrete objects. More
over. the academic and Industrial spheres have different systems 
of planning. financing and management, and their functional alms 
do not coincide and, In certain cases. enter Into contradiction 
(e.g •• mastering of scientific and technological Innovations 
requires a considerable amount of work In preparing design and 
technological documentation, reorganization of the existing pro
duction and so on, which has negative Influence on the manufac
ture of series products>. Many results of fundamental sciences 
have an "lnterbranch" character and can find the most unexpected 
appl !cation. whereas design and technological solutions laid down 
In new technology uti I lze the results from several branches of 
science. Naturally this creates Interdepartmental barriers which 
make difficult the exchange of Intermediate results and. final IY• 
prolong the Innovative cycle. The transfer of scientific results 
from "scientific" to "Industrial" stages of the Innovative cycle 
Is also hindered by objective complexity, complete novelty and 
non-traditional character of the solutions suggested by the fun
damental science as well as, In certain cases. by the Jack of 
special 1st of required qualification In Industry. Meanwhile the 
academic Institutes as such cannot translate the obtained results 
Into concrete design and technological developments which could 
be directly "accepted" by the Industry, firstly, becuase they 
lack necessary experimental and pilot-production basis as wei I as 
the designers and engineers of their own, and secondly. because 
this work does not correspond to the major tasks of the fundamen
tal profile of the Institutes. 

Thus, the acceleration of Innovative cycle demands the 
creation of such organizational system of Integrating science and 
production In the framework of which It would be possible to 
ensure a clear-cut orientation of alI activities aimed at a 
common final goal taking Into account the specificity of the 
participating organization and cycle stages, establ lshment of 
flexible "direct" and "feed-back" ties between scientific 
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Institutes and Industrial organizations, and the most efficient 
uti! lzatlon of their scientific-technological and production 
capacities. Concrete forms of such Integration are defined by 
the pecul larltles of the exlstlng system of organization• 
planning and management of the fundamental science In a country. 
In case of the Soviet Union this peculiarity consists In the fact 
that a major part of fundamental research Is concentrated In the 
Institutes of the USSR Academy of Sciences and academies of 
sciences of the union republ lcs, and there Is also a powerful 
S and T capacity represented by research, designing and 
technological Industrial organizations. 

ORGANIZATIONAL FORMS 

For the time-being one may out I lne four major organizational 
forms of Integration of science and production: 

- large long-term strucutural forms 
(scientific-production associations, "belts of 
scientific-technological centres, academic 
technological assocla!lons)~ 

of relations 
Introduction"• 

scientific-

- short-term forms of relations between the organizations 
participating In an Innovative cycle and belonging to various 
departments (programmes, coordination plans, economic agreements, 
agreeements on scientific-technological col laboratlon)~ 

- task groups created to solve partlculdr 
technolgolcal problems (technological laboratories, 
technological centres)~ 

scientific
scientific-

- planning and Informative Interaction with flexible 
organizational subordination (specialized organizations tor 
Introduction of new technology. pilot-experimental stations>.· 

The development of the above organizational forms of Integ
rating science and production reflects modern trends In planning 
and managing SandT progress aimed at maximum efficient u+ll lza
·tfon of scientific capacities In solving economic and social 
problems. 

Now let us consider some of the organizational forms of 
Integrating science and production which have received wide 
recognition. 

academic scientific and technological associations CASTA) 

ASIA represents a single scientific research complex which 
Includes alI stages of the Innovative cycle: fundamental 
research-appl led research-pilot production-Introduction. ASIA Is 
oriented towards the elaboration. development and practical 

0 mastering of completely new technologies. It comprises large 
~ wei !-equipped research departments and laboratories, experienced 
N design and technolgolcal bureau, experimental production and 

pilot Industrial enterprises. 
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This structure has the fol·lowlng major advantages: 

-mobility, ability to change Its organizational ties, 
create complex groups of sclen~lsts, engineers and technicians 
for solving scientific and technological problems and real lzatlon 
of target programmes; 

-organizational provisions for a closed Innovative 
(fundamental research-design development-pilot testing) 
guarantees a high degree of completion of developments and 
fast real lzatlon In production; a development Is considered 
completed only after Its Introduction In production; 

cycle 
which 
their 
to be 

- development of new technologl~al processes and types of 
new machines is carried out with direct participation of the 
authors-researchers whose ideas are implemented in Innovative 
which accelerates considerably the transfer of new technology 
prototypes to production; 

-existence of powerful modern pllot-expermentai basts for 
testing and Improvement of scientific-technological Innovations 
and their translation into concrete machines and technological 
processes; 

- el imlnatlon of departmental barriers by means of 
concentrating ample responsibil ltles in the ASTA "scientific 
link". This results in the posslbil ity of exercising a direct 
Influence on the topics of scientific research and the volume of 
manufactured produce, quick introduction of new methods, 
undelayed provision of equipment and materials required by alI 
ASTA units; 

- average two-told shortening of new technology mastering 
period by excluding a long and labour-Intensive stage of creating 
semi-industrial instal lations. A vanguard prototype is 
manufactured right away tot lowed by transition to Its Industrial 
mastering. 

At the same time the coordination of activities of the 
organizations within the framework of ASTA which differ by their 
structure, rythm of operation and the results obtained, poses 
serious problems. Successful functioning of such complexes Is 
possible under condition when the organizational unity of alI 
their I Inks is reinforced by meticulously elaborated and strictly 

Implemented procedures of "through" planning, financing and sti
mulation accompanied by the provision of "capacity" conjunction 
ot scientific research, designing, technological and production 
organizations. 

2. Interdepartmental target scientlflc-productloo 
complexes <ITSTC) 

These complexes which are often formed at a regional level 
Include scientific research Institutes. both fundamental and 
appl led, higher educational establishments, designing 
organizations and Industrial enterprises belonging to various 
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departments. Unlike the ASTA where alI the activities of the 
constituent organizations are planned centrally, the 
Interdepartmental target complexes represent a form of 
cooperation of Independent organlza~lons which el locate a pert of 
their resources for joint solution of a concrete scientific
technological problem or execution of a target programme. 
Interdepartmental laboratories, set up on the basis of academic 
Institutes or Industrial enterprises and using common material
technical and human resources, represent a. nucleus of ITSTC. 
Every organization which Intends to participate In the activities 
of such laboratory, renders required special lsts, monetary funds 
and equipment. The academic Institutes ensure scientific 
guidance of these labo~atorles. Through the Academy the 
respective departments receive financial resources and labour 
quotas required by the Interdepartmental laboratories. 

The main goal of creating the complexes consists In ensuring 
favourable conditions for the coordination of efforts of 
organizations belonging to various departments aimed at the 
manufacture of new produce; for Interdepartmental "through" 
Planning; and for translating the research results Into practice 
by means of efflcleht coordination of work plans of alI the 
participants with due attention to their Interests. Thus, the 
complexes ensure, 

- for academic Institutes : most active Introduction of the 
results of fundamental and applied research In production; 

-for scientists of higher educational establishments 
access to modern equipment of academic and branch Institutes and 
enterprises; 

- for designing, project and technological organizations : 
ample possibilities for realizing scientific Ideas In concrete 
developments and their rapid practical appl lcatlon; 

- for enterprises : creation of entirely new technology, 
mastering modern technological processes and the Improvement of 
p-roduct qual.tty. 

3. Scientific technological cpmplexes ~ 

STC consists of an academic Institute a special designing 
bureau (SOB> and a pi lot production attached to lt. The academic 
Institute plays a dominating role In STC. It concludes agreements 
with "outer" customers and, upon finishing the research stage of 
work, passes the results to SOB. This reinforces actual 
Influence of the Institute on the formation of subject areas. 
The Institute Is also a "holder" of a mjaor part of Instruments 
and equipment used In the framework of STC. The ratio of work 

o performed by the Institute, SOB and the pilot production Is 
~ 1:0.7:0.2. This create~ posslbll ttles for Improving material and 
~ technical provisions for R and 0 activities. 
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Joint development of all Integral parts of STC has 
appreciably changed the character of Its final "produce" 
Increasing the number of finished designs of new technology and 
adjusted technological processes·whlch can be directly "accepted" 
by the Industry. Correspondingly, among the customers there Is a 
growing number of enterprises which receive Innovations ready for 
Industrial appl !cation which In turn reduces the share of branch 
scientific research Institutes which traditionally played an 
Intermediate role between the academic science and production 
(the presence of this Intermediate I Ink very often resulted In 
prolognatlon of the Innovative cycle). 

Thus, the creation of STC makes It possible for the academic 
Institute to solve three major tasks, namely: 

-to accelerate the development of pi lot prototypes of ne• 
technology; 

-to organize their "direct" introduction In Industrial 
enterprises by-passing branch Institutes; 

-to reinforce and renew Its proper technical basis of 
research. 

4. Problem-oriented scientific research branch laboratgrles 

Problem-oriented scientific research branch laboratories are 
created on the basis of an academic Institute or Industrial 
enterprlese. Scientific and methodological guidance of such 
laboratories Is performed by the Institutes, whereas their 
flnanaclng and material and technical supplies comes from the 
branch ministry. 

The necessity for creation of such laboratories Is condi
tioned by the fact that In certain areas of S and T progress the 
branch scientific research organizations lack fundamental and 
applied research potentials, typical for academic Institutes. At 
the same time the problem-oriented scientific research branch 
laboratories solve problems which as a rule, surpass the posslbl-
1 !ties of academic lnstltutes.whlch lack adequate experimental 
and pilot production bases. Thus, the creation of laboratories 
makes It possible to use directly the newest results of academic 
science In solving practical problems exploiting the material and 
technical resources of the Interested branches. In this respect 
an Important positive significance Is attributed to the feed
back: the work of such laboratories allows to widen the scope of 
fundamental research carried out by the academic Institutes In a 
needed practical direction (very often solution of concrete 
applied problems gives Impetus to a birth of new direction of 
fundamental research). 

It Is considered that this form of ties between academic 
science and production has peculiar prospects In case of mass 
Introduction of high-efficient scientific Innovations. It has 
been practiced on a large scale In the Ukrainian Academy of 
sciences with the creation of 40 problematic scientific research 
branch laboratories. 
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5. "Belt of lntrQdyct!on" 

"Belt of Introduction" Is a complex of designing and techno
logical organizations subordinated to various departments and 
grouped around one or several large academic Institutes In order 
to translate Into practice In respective branches the results 
obtained by fundamental research. The organizations comprised by 
the "belt of Introduction" are characterized by double subordina
tion' their financing and administrative control lie with the 
respective ministries whereas scientific guidance Is assured by 
the academic Institutes. As a whole these organizations of double 
subordination are oriented towards the solution of problems set 
In front of them by the academic lnstltute6. 

The organizational structure has the following 
advantages: 

major 

- owing to the double subordination to the academic 
Institutes and Industrial enterprises the departmental 
dissociation has been· reduced and, consequently, the procedure of 
coordination of scientific results, while passing from one stage 
of the Innovative cycle to another, has been simp I I fled; 

- Joint financing of plans has resulted In the coordination 
of Interests of the academic Institutes as well as the organiza
tions comprised In the "belt of Introduction"; 

- the organizations of the "belt of Introduction" work under 
direct guidance of the authors of scientific Innovations thus 
shortening the time of manufacturing pilot prototypes end 
Improving their technical and economic parameters. 

M-anwhlle the creatfon and functioning of the "belt of 
Introduction" pose several serious problems. Such an organiza
tional structure functions efficiently provided there Is a con
junction between Its scientific and production parts, In other 
·words, when there Is a constant •stock" of scientific Ideas which 
can constitute the basis for designing and technological develop
ments. If this stock Is exhausted the ministries tend to load 
the designing bureaus and pilot plants with series production 
which reduces the Innovative potential of the whole complex. 
Great difficulties are posed by the absence of clear-cut jurls
dlctlnal and organizational regulations governing the Interaction 
of the designing bureaus and pilot production units of the "belt 
of Introduction" and the academic Institutes which would take 
Into account the specificity of all Integral parts of the complex 
and minimize departmental barriers. 

In order to accelerate the mastering of scientific and 
technological Innovations It Is expedient tc Include In the "belt 
of Introduction" not series but specialized designing bureaus and 
pilot production un~ts which would constantly have reserve of 
production capacities to be used for the "materiel lzatlon" of new 
Ideas. 
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6. Joterdepartmentol pions for· Joint activities 

Such plans regulate joint activities of academic institutes. 
higher educational establ lshments, branch Institutes and 
enterprises in the field of R and D and introduction of S and T 
achievements in production. Regional science and technologY 
centres for coordination of scientific research have constituted 
the basis of this system. These centres solve methodological• 
organizational and operational problems of scientific
technological cooperation of toe participating organizations tor 
whom the fulfilment of Interdepartmental coordination plans Is 
obligatory. The main feature of these plans consists !n the fact 
that they Include only those subject areas which are related to 
creation of entirely new technical ann technological solutions. 
The coordination plan assignments are taken Into account while 
elaborating current and long-term plans of the respective 
mIn I str I es and departments whIch guarantees a I I ocat ion of 
material-technical, financial and human resources for their 
excentlon. 

The practice of working out the Interdepartmental 
-coordination plans Is widely used in the field of chemistry. The 
real lzatlon of these plans has made It possible to ensure a 
higher level of coordination of the participants' activities• 
timely provision of necessary resources for all stages of the 
Innovative cycle and. consequently. a considerable shortening of 
its duration. 

A typical feature of the aforesaid forms of Integration of 
science practice consists in strict organizational fixation of 
the Innovative cycle participants. This guarantees a 
considerable time shortening of Industrial mastering of the 
scientific Innovations due to elimination of departmental 
barriers and certain Intermediate stages. At the same time, the 
creation of such complexes requires. as a rule, a considerable 
reorganization of activities of the participating agencies• 
changes of the existing system of departmental planning, 
financing and management. However. the practice has exposed the 
need In more flexible forms which would allow. without breaking 
the existing organizational structures, to combine the 
participants belonging to various departments In a single organi
zational mechanism for a period necessary for solving a concrete 
scientific-technological problem. 

7. Sclentltlc-technolog!co! programmes 

Programmes are considered to be a modern dynamic form of 
management of S and T progress In the framework of which a! I 
stages of the Innovative cycle are realized. They allow to 
concentrate efficiently the efforts of scientists, designers and 
production workers aimed at the achievement of a definite goal -
development of new technologies and their speedy translation Into 
practice. Programme elaboration and real lzatlon signify a 
transition from planning activities to planning results, and 
from the coordination of activities of scientific and project
designing organizations to the provision of a complete "research
production" cycle. 
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Let us consider the practice of formulating and executing 
scientific-technological programmes. Scientific-technological 
programme Is a directive plan document envisaging a complex of 
measures referring to various spheres of activity (scientific• 
project-designing. production. construction) accompl lshment of 
which Is required for the solution of major scientific
technological problems and wide application of SandT achieve
ments in practice. The programmes envisage the provision of 
required material and technical resources, -definition of major 
executors and the accomplishment dates for the work forseen. The 
programmes are aimed at the development and mastering of such 
technologies which would result In a considerable Increase of 
production efficiency. 

The programme approach is applied at alI levels of the state 
planning and management. and the scientific-technological 
programmes are formulated at four levels proceeding from the 
scope of problems being solved and the spheres of application: 
all-union, republ lean, branch and regional levels. The targets 
of these programmes are approved and provision of all kinds of 
resources for their Implementation is made In the state plans of 
respective levels. A1 1-unlon scientific-technological programmes 
which are formulated for a five-year period as an Integral part 
of the state five-year plan of economic and social development 
are being planned, control led and managed by the central 
government bodies. 171 such programmes were approved for 1981-85 
period. 

AI 1-union scientific-technological programmes are subdivided 
into target scientific-technological programmes (41 programmes> 
and programmes designed to solve major scientific-technological 
problems (130 programmes). A distinctive feature of the target 
programmes lies In the fact that they envisage not only the 
mastering of new technologf~s but also their series production·on 
a given. scale. 

Every assignment envisages a stage-by-stage fulfilment of 
the whole complex of work during the planned flve-y~ar r~rlod. 
In particular, assignments for the development and Introduction 
of new machines, devices and equipment envisage the following 
stages: scientific research, prepartfon of technical 
documentation, development and testing of pilot prototypes, 
correction of documentation and preparation of production• 
production of Installment series of a given volume, and organi
zation of series production by volumes specified for each year. 
For this the central body approves methodological documents regu
lating the fulfilment of stages and assignments and the proce
dures of transfer of the Intermediate results to a customer or 
leading organization. For the second level assignments and 
stages, the direct executors (Industrial enterprises. scientific 
Institutes, etc. with Indication of departmental subordination) 
are defined one of which Is designated as a leading organization 
with the respective responslbl ltles for coordination of the acti
vities of other executors and for the final result. The 
programme activities of alI the organizations-executors are 
financed from the budget of the respective ministry or 

_department. 
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The Academy of sciences plays an Important role In programme 
formulation and accomplishment. The scientists have Identified 
the most Important scientific and technological achievements 
ready for practical uti I lzatlon, have defined the priority areas 
for SandT development, have evaluated economic prerequisites 
and consequences of new technology and have out I ined the prob I ems 
requiring programme development. 

To ensure Interdepartmental activities during the 
Implementation, phase coordinating councils are being organized 
which are headed by the programme leader. This role Is usually 
performed by leadlnQ scientists or executive heads of leading 
m1n1stires. 

The programme form of organizing complete Innovative cycle 
(Including series productln stage) has the following major common 
advantages: 

- coordination and selection of programme 
economic and social significance expressed In 
results; 

targets 
their 

havIng 
planned 

- strict orientation of the whole problem solving process 
towards the achievement of final goal; 

-accurate estimation of the required resource expenditures 
and the duration of programme Implementation; 

- efficient control over the major elements and Indices of a 
programme allowing timely exposure of deviations and lntrod!lctlon 
of measures for their el lmlnatlon (Including programme 
discontinuance). 

T h e ex per i e n c e s g a I n ed t h r o u g h p r ac t I c a I a p p I I c a t I o n of t h e 
programme method shows that: 

- It increases the number of successfully completed 
developments within the planned time limits; 

-It leads to a considerable raise of the expected economic 
and social effect <sometimes by 1.5 to 2-toldl; 

- It allows to shorten by 2 - 2.5 times the periods of 
development and mastering new technology. 

However, the programme management Is far from using all Its 
potential In practice. It Is possible to Increase Its efficiency, 
first of alt. by: 

-more thorough selection of scientific-technological 
problems to be solved with the programme method taking Into 
account scientific, economic and social significance of the 
expected results as well as actual possibilities of providing the 
required resources; 

-reinforcement of the role and responslbll !ties of leading 
ministries and organizations as wei I as coordinating councils; 
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- more efficient conjunction of programme assignments and 
branch plans for production, capital construction and material
technical supplies; 

-shifting to target provision of alI programme stages with 
necessary resources concentrating them In hands of programme 
coordinating council. 

8. Economic agreements (contracts) 

Economic agreements between the academic Institutes Cor 
higher educational establ lshments) and the branch organizations 
for carrying out concrete Rand D activities represent one of the 
most efficient and widely spread forms of ties between science 
and production. They are being used at alI stages of the Innova
tive. cycle. In the past 10 years the share of financing the 
academic science through economic agreements in the total volume 
of financing increased almost three-fold. 

This form of ties has the following important advantages: 

-owing to scientific research carried out under economic 
agreements the scientific organizations become more interested In 
fast and efficient utilization of the results In practice; this 
also renders additional possibilities for verification of 
scientific Ideas and theoretical developments directly under 
Industrial conditions followed by their transfer tor large-scale 
practical utilization; 

- economic agreements accelerate the process of transfer of 
scientific resulsts by using material and technical base of an 
organization-customer (Industrial enterprises, designing bureaus, 
branch InstItutes); 

-obi lgatlons stipulated by economic agreements stimulate 
the researchers to perform their work reliably and In time. 

There 
practical 

Is quite a number of examples of wide and 
use of this form of ties. 

successful 

Among certain drawbacks of economic agreements and unsolved 
problems one may Indicate the following: 

- the industrial enterprises-customers often pose before the 
scientists trivial, particular tasks trying to find solution of 
concrete production problems; 

- themes of work carried out under economic agreements 
effect the general subject-area of academic Institutes which may 
result In the reduction of fundamental research activities due to 
diversion of the researchers for purely applied short-term work; 

- In certain cases the Juridical regulations of economic 
agreements do not ensure the protection of authors' rights of the 
researchers for Initial theoretical results which form the basis 
of further applied research and development; 
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- often 
possibility 
Innovative 
carried out 

the economic agreements do not envisage the 
for scientists to participate In final stages of the 

cycle as the uti I lzatlon of research results Is 
and financed by the customer; 

- as a rule, the economic agreements strictly regulate the 
use of resources allocated for research. These resources cannot 
be used either for material stimulation of the Institute 
personnnel, or for hiring additional researchers to carry out the 
work stlpualted by arrangements, or for acquisition of the 
necessary equipment above the fixed limits. 

The economic agreements ensure mutual Interests of the 
participating parties as the academrc Institute receive the 
experimental basis for their research and the enterprises
customers-the solution of a concrete production problem. The 
economic agreements play a significant role under modern 
conditions of science development when the academic Institutes 
experience the shortage of pilot production units, testing stands 
and expensive scientific equipment. However, not being a plan 
document the agreements do not oblige either the customers to 

·guarantee Introduction of scientific Innovation or the executors 
to participate In Jt. 

That Is why It Is necessary to Improve this form of ties by 
reinforcing the role of economic agreement as a plan document 
obi lgatory both for the executor and the customer entail lng 
corresponding sanctions tor Its untulfllment. 

9. Agreements on creatjye cooperation 

Agreements on creative cooperation In carrying out R and 0 
activities are concluded, as a rule, for a long term In order to 
regulate Inter-relations and duties In the process of joint work 
representing common Interest. Agreements of this type nelther 
constitute juridical documents nor contain plan and economic 
assignments with corresponding financing. The work under such 
agreements Is based on the principles of moral stimulation. 

At present 
agreements on creative coopratlon 
Interested academic Institutes and the 
Is befog widely used. 

the practice of concluding 
between groups of the 
whole branches of Industry 

However, these agreements do not presuppose any provisions 
enacting a penalty on the executor for violating the assumed 
obi lgations. That Is why It Is deemed expedient to use this form 
of ties m~lnly In pre! lmlnary stages of fundamental and applied 
research characterized by a high degree of uncertainty of results 
and ways of their achievement. Later on one may procede to the 
conclusion of economic agreements. 

10. Complex creatlye groups 

Complex creative groups are composed of scientific workers, 
designers and production engineers to solve concrete scientific 
and technological problems encountered In production processes 
and to execute target programmes. The provision of materlal-
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technical and financial resources for functioning of these groups 
Is envisaged In corresponding vtans and Is done. as a cute, bY 
the branch organizations (Institutes, designing bureaus. 
Industrial enterprises). Planning of research and scientific 
guidance Is assured by the academic Institutes. The principal 
Index of work performed by a complex creative group Is the 
submission of completed developments to the customer In present 
time. After termination of Its assignment the group Is either 
dissolved or reformed for new assignment. 

Major advantages of compelx cratlve groups consist In the 
following: 

- such groups comprise of special lsts of alI organizations 
directly working on a given problem which makes it possible to 
cut down financial, material-technical, time and labour expenses 
during Industrial mastering of new technology as alI requirements 
of the participating organizations are taken Into account; 

- the work programme of complex creative groups Is approved 
by the ministry Interested In resolving a given problem which 
el lmlnates many difficulties when the results are being Intro
duced In production process. 

Using this form of ties the academic Institutes receive the 
posslbll lty of approving the scientific research results under 
Industrial conditions, studying the specificity of production and 
concrete conditions of application of the fund<..nental research 
results. In Industry It allows to accelerate reorientation 
towards the solution of concrete tasks In the field of new tech
nology development, to shorten the time of Introduction of new 
Ideas In production, to raise scientific-technical level and 
qualification of personnel. This form of ties acquires a 
particular Importance In solving major problems In mod•rn 
science-Intensive branches of production (radloelectronlcs, 
electrical engineering, chemistry, Instrument Industry, etc.). 

The 
experience of work of several complex groups created at 
scientific-production associations In the past years shows that 
owing to certain organizational measures there has been a consi
derable growth of general economic effect resulting from the 
Introduction of new developments as well as the economic effect 
per a rouble of expenses from completed and Introduced 
Innovations. 

However, It Is still necessary to find a final solution of 
the problem of planning and management of complex groups related 
to material encouragement of alI their members on the basis of 
economic and other results of their work and personal 
contribution. 

11. Temporal S and I laboratorle& 

This form of relations allows to raise personal Interest of 
the leaders of academic Institutes and prominent scientists In 
the real lzatlon of their scientific Ideas. 
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Temporal S and T laboratories are organized for a period of 
three years on the basis of academic institutes to accelerate 
translation of their research activities results into practice. 
The laboratories are responsible for carrying out experimental 
and design work and development of entirely new pi lot 
instruments, materials and technological processes on orders from 
the ministries and departments. 

The provision of labour and material-technical resources for 
such laboratories Is assured by the Institute budget as wei I as 
the organization-customer. The work Is usually performed by 
scientific personnel, engineers and technicians of the Institute 
who remain In the staff of their structural unit-laboratory, 
department, etc. They execute the temporal laboratory 
assignments above the plan of their everyday research activities. 
For holding of more than one office and the increase of work load 
resulting form the participation In the activities of temporal 
laboratories this personnel receives extra bonus amounting to 30~ 
of normal salary {with due account of the volume and quality of 
work). Temporal laboratories perform their activities using the 
experimental, production and material-technical Infrastructure of 
the academic institutes or organizations-customers. 

The analysis of the activities performed by temporal SandT 
laboratories of several Institutes of the USSR Academy of 
scIences has a I I owed to revea I the to I I owIng advantages: 

-simultaneous execution of fundamental research and 
experimental designing activities makes it possible to shorten 
the time of translating the scientific results Into practice and 
developing entirely new prototypes on the basis of research 
results obtained by the academic institute (In certain cases this 
time has been shortened 3-4 fold and the economic effect from the 
acceleration of experimental-designing development has Increased 
by 1.5-4 tlmesl; 

-scientific workers get the posslbil lty of combining their 
principal work with the above, the plan activities remaining In 
the staff of the principal structural unit; 

-researchers receive the possibility of working over the 
Innovations of their own; 

-possibilities of using material-technical 
of the organization-customer. 

Infrastructure 

12. Sand I centres for lntrodyctlon of new technology 

As a rule, such centres are created on the basis of large 
Industrial enterprises and Include, apart from the engineers and 
technicians of designing and technological units of the enter
prise, col lectlves of scientists of academic Institutes {or 
higher educational establishments). This form of cooperation 
ensures rapid complex modernization of machines and technolgolcal 
processes without considerable capital Investment. The staff of 
scientific organizations Is used not only during the development 
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stage but also during the creation of experimental protoType, 
pilot running of new technol·ogy and Its Introduction In mass 
production. 

The activities of S and T centres ara characterized by the 
following features: 

- the cooperation of academic lnstltures and Industrial 
enterprises Is organized on the basts of plans envisaging the 
elaboration of five-year complex programmes of cooperation 
Indicating the scope of work, dates and executors; 

-elaboration of requirements to be met by the results of 
scientific research of the academic Institutes and qualified 
assessment of practical prospects of this or that development; 

-every service of the centre has Its production 
ture and Is responsible for the Introduction of 
techno log leal Innovation; 

lnfrastruc
sclentlflc-

-the single working body (headquarters) ensures general 
guidance of Joint development of complex programmes; It consists 
Of specialists and leaders of the academic Institute and 
Industrial enterprise; 

-complex technlco-technologlcal teams with the participation 
of scientific organizations are formed at the stage of the 
development of experimental prototypes which al l~ws to coordinate 
the Interests of the customer and executor. This also shortens 
the period of Introduction of new technology In production; 

-direct contacts of managers and specialists of scientific, 
designing and technological services of the enterprise with the 
leading scientists ensur~ that new and reliable Information· on 
valuable scientific Ideas reaches the enterprise before It ts 
pub! !shed, In other words I .5-2 years earl ler than through 
ordinary channels, which accelerates their use. 

These forms of cooperation are mainly oriented towards 
unitary Introduction of new technology and not mass circulation 
Of the newest achievements of science and technology In the 
national economy. 

13, Specialized "Introductory" organizations 

In certain cases It Is expedient to set up special !zed 
organizations that would Introduce and circulate In masses new 
scientific developments on the contract basts (as contractors or 
sub-contractors). 

Initially such "Introductory" firms were set up on the basis 
of self-accounting which Invited their personnel on part-time 
arrangements. These firms rendered their mediation services In 
preparing technical documentation and experimental prototypes of 
new technology, Identification of enterprises Interested In a 
given scientific development, provision of necessary 
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organizational measures for Industrial mastering of the proposed 
S&T Innovations. 

With time ~me "Introductory"· firms have evolved Into powerful 
new technology Introduction associations having at their disposal 
scientific research laboratories. designing and technological 
bureaus, production-experimental basts and pilot production 
units. The structure of such a complex allows to absorb a 
borrowed scientific Idea at any stage of Its completion and 
develop It for Its Introduction In mass production. · 

The analysis of modern trends In the development of 
organizational forms of science and production Integration allows 
to draw the following conclusions: 

1. The large-scale scientific activities and the growing 
role played by S&T progress In the Intensification of production 
for the achievement of major economic and social development 
goals call for the acceleration of transformation of new 
scientific knowledge Into highly efficient machines and 
technological process and their wide Introduction In practice tor 
solving major planning and management tasks at the level of 
Individual organizations and branches as well as at the state 
level. 

2. Under conditions of the socialist planned economy there 
have been created most favourable economic aDd organizational 
Prerequisites for the formulation of single S&T pol Icy, efficient 
coordination of activities of all the participants of the 
Innovative cycle, centralized provision of necessary resources 
and mass production of the most prospective prototypes of new 
technology. 

3. A great number of concrete organizational forms of 
science and production Integration reflects the multiplicity· of 
Influence of scientific results on production processes; 
testifies that there are wide possibilities and reserves In this 
field; and demonstrates an active search for planning and manage
ment structures adequate to specificity of development of Indivi
dual science areas as wei I as specificity of the Industrial 
branches. 

4. The described forms of Integration of science and 
practice have a beneficial features such as: their effoerts 
towards the most efficient joint use of scientific, technological 
and production potential of the participants; fostering mutual 
Interests of scientific, and design organizations and Industrial 
enterprises for rapid achievement of final results; eliminating 
departmental barriers and certain stages of the Introduction 
cycle; and higher flexlbll lty of planning, financing and manage
ment mechanism. 

5. Given the enlarged scope and complexity of science and 
technology problems, their lnterbranch and Interdisciplinary 
character as well as the necessity of ensuring wide participation 
of various organizations and enterprises one of the major ways of 
further Improvement of science-production lntegraton forms I les 
In the development of the programme-target planning of the 
Innovative cycle. 
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FORECASTING AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT IN 

PLANNING SCIENTIFIC AND TEC~NOLOGICAL PROGRESS 

IN THE USSR 

INTRODUCTION 

Under modern conditions of the development of S and T 
progress every viable system of management of this process •hould 
Inevitably lean on scientifically substantl1ted forecasting of 
science and technology and assessment of their socio-economic 
effects while formulating Its policy. MaJor tasks of forecasting 
In the system of managing S and T progress at the national eco
nomy or branch level consist In: Identification and assessment 
of general trends In developme.At of·,separete dlr.ectlons of S and 
T progress as well as their Indicators; assessment of probabili
ties of achelvlng this or that level of technology In various 
fields and directions of S and T development with due account of 
lntertla of the Identified trends; Identification of future goals 
of the development of S and T progress on the basts of more 
general goals of socio-economic development; forecasting and 
assessment of variants of achieving the formulated goals from the 
standpoint of time, required resources and probabilities of 
achievement; substantiation of choice of planning and management 
decisions In the system of managing S and T progress taking 
account of possible socio-economic effects; and, finally, conti
nuous forecasting of the process of fulfilling planning and 
management decisions. Thus, forecasting Is present In alI stages 
of management cycle, ·from elaboration of grads to their 
realization. 

Major problems encountered In the organization of S and T 
forecasting at various levels of managing S and T progress ref
lect fts specific peculiarities consisting In the form of scien
tific and management activities, Its place and role In general 
system of management. These peculiarities Include the variety of 
forecasting organizational forms both In different countries and 
In any given country. 

On the other hand, rn forecasting It Is necessary to take 
account of an extremely wide spectrum of various factors exerting 
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their Impact on SandT progress and determining to a consider
able degree the character of Its development. Apart from fore
casting S and T. It Is necessary to foresee the' development of 
economy. social and economic factors, pol Icy pursued by the state 
and Its relations with other countries. At the same time coordi
nation of branch and regional aspects represents a complicated 
problem of forecasting and managing S and T progress. 

The problem of socio-economic assessment of new technology 
and consequences of S and T progress represents an Important 
Integral part of scientific and technological pol Icy and planning 
S and T progress. The Importance of Its solution corresponds to 
those difficulties appearing during this process. This Is 
conditioned, on the one hand. by an extreme danger of negative 
social effects of S and T progress for the destlng of countries 
and humanity as a whole and, on the other hand. by considerable 
difficulties In model! lng and forecasting socio-economic 
processes and their relations with S and T progress. 

METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS ~F MODERN FORECASTING 

Forecasting. being a relatively young scientific discipline. 
Is In a process of accelerated development of Its proper theory 
and methodology which Is closely related with the problems of 
planning S and T progress and social development. In this 
respect the methodological problems of forecasting should be 
considered In a complex manner uniting methodological aspects of 
forecasting with organizational aspects of Its uti I lzatlon In 
planning and management as well as with the efficiency of 
forecasting. In our opinion the total lty of modern forecasting 
problems can be represented by the following structural scheme: 

Forecasting subject 

Aims.concepts, 
principles of 
forecasting 

Forecasting 
terminology 

Methodological 
apparatus of 
forecasting 

Mathematical 
apparatus of 
forecasting 

Organizational 
problems of fore
casting 

Contiguous problems 

Classification & 
choice of forecast

·rng methods 

Complexlng of 
methods and elabora
lon of methodology 

Forecasting 
verification 

Creation of fore
casting systems 

Forecasting object 

Analysis and synthesis 
of forecasting object 

Provision of 
Information for 
forecasting 

Real lzatlon of 
forecasting results 

Evaluation of fore
casting efficiency 



The given scheme subdivides ell problems Into three groups 
depending on whether they belong more either to forecasting 
subject or forecasting object or to contiguous problems. 

Forecasting subject denotes any organization ore specialist 
engaged In forecasting. 

Forecasting object signifies those processes. system and 
events for which forecasting Is being made. Contlnguous problems 
can be solved only as a result of examining any problems 
belonging to subject or object groups, 

Let us try to charecter1ze In en abridged manner the essence 
and status of the above-mentioned problems. 

~. Concepts and Principles pf forecostlng 

The problem of alms. concepts end principles of forecasting 
Is a determinant In the activities carried out during forecas
ting. The category of elm Is qualified as an Ideally ex~cted 
result of undertaken activities. In the process of forecasting 
the problem of aim acquired a duel meaning for a subject. On the 
one hand, It consists In the elaboration of alms, I.e. Identifi
cation of the best result within the framework of a system of 
control led activities u~der consideration (from the point of view 
of an Individual, group or society). In forecasting S and T 
progress this actually comes to the establishment of future 
social requirements for Its results. 

On the other hand, this Is a problem of setting goals of 
forecasting per se In the process of achievement of selected 
alms. Forecasting can be done to establish Inertia dynamics of 
the development of S and T progress and to clarify a possible 
level of Its development In future. Forecasting can also be 
aimed at the establishment of posslbl• future jumps (break
through) In the development of these or those fields of S and T 
progress, or vice versa. of moments and reasons (resources 
Included) of restricting the development processes. Forecasting 
can be directed at the establishment of possible consequences 
(economic, social. ecological. etc.> resulting from the develop
ment of S and T progress. Thus. S and T forecasting In planning 
and management can be consfdered as an Iterative process of 
Identification of something desired. I.e. development alms or 
trends and restrictions. and elaboration of the most probable 
alternatives of their coordination In the'process of 5 and T 
progress. 

Principles of forecasting reflect those factures of 
elaboration of forecasts whfch are desirable from the point of 
view of a subject. Without going Into details we shal I enumerate 
those forecasting principles which are practiced nowadays: 
system principles. principle of compliance of normative and 
searching forecasting, principle of forecasting variance• 
principle of continuous forecasting, principle of forecasting 
verification, principle of forecasting efficiency. The essence 
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of each principle can be easily read from Its name. The problem 
of terminology Is a problem of mutual understanding of fore
casters from various fields and branches of S and T forecasting, 
of raising the efficiency of methodological and applied forecasts 
on the basts of common and uniform use of terminology, unifica
tion of notions and facility of methodology exchange and their 
duplication. The first unified terminology was prepared by the 
Committee on scientific and technological terminology of the USSR 
Academy of Sciences and pub I !shed In 1978. It Includes over 
hundred terms and definitions In the following sections: general 
notions. forecasting abject and forecastt"ng apparatus. It also 
Includes equivalent terms In German, English and French as a 
reference data. 

The forecasting terminology evolves constantly and requires 
clarification and Improvement. That Is why starting from 1982 we 
are engaged In preparation of the second edition of forecasting 
terminology In the framework of the aforesaid Committee. The 
work will be finished In 1985. 

MgtboJogJes of forec~ 

Problems of methodological and mathematical apparatus of 
forecasting are closely Interrelated and are often Inseparable. 
The adequacy of method and mathematical apparatus Is a 
determining factor ensuring the reliability of forecasting 
results.· 

Among statlsltlcal methods the leading place, as to the 
scope of utilization, continues to belong to extrapolation 
methods which are being Improved to raise the accuracy of 
approximation functions, their flexibility and adaptlveness to 
changing conditions <methods of adaptive levelling, methods of 
harmonic weights. etc.). 

In the regression group of statistical methods certain steps 
are taken to make the models more complicated, more approximated 
to real objects, more adaptable, to Include the man with 
model I lng process of Imitation man-computer procedures. There Is 
a tendency of paying greater Interest to the use of Identified 
major components of statistical complexes In the group of factor 
and dispersion analysis methods aimed at Improving monitoring of 
development processes In future. 

After elabortlon of col lectlve expert assessment with 
multiple Iterative procedure of col lectlng opinions about two 
decades ago there have been no significant changes In the field 
of expert methods. MaJor progress has taken place In the field 
of statistical methods used to process the opinion col lectlon 
results and qual ltatlve-quantltatlve transformations of 
evaluations and classification made by experts. 

At present the most perspective direction In solving the 
problem of methodological and mathematical apparatus of 
forecasting Is represented by the elaboration of mixed methods 



and procedures which stipulate rational combination of creative 
possibilities of experts and possibilities of modern computers In 
processing large volumes of statistical Information and making 
high-speed voluminous calculations. Such man-computer modelling 
and forecasting systems are being actively elaborated In our 
country and abroad and evidently will become the most effective 
Instrument of forecasting 5 and T progress.· 

Organization of forecasting 

The problems of organizations of forecasting at various 
levels and sub-systems of management of S end T development are 
considered withal I detail further on. 

In the group of problems referlng to forecasting obJect the 
major role belongs to the problem of analysis and synthesis. It 
reflects the Importance of analytical research of- the obJect 
ensuring elaboration of reliable and adequate forecasting model 
with due account of branch, regional, functional and other 
specific features of forecasting object. This problem Is· very 
closely related to the alI afore-said forecasting problems. At 
the end of the 70s we suggested fundamental principles of 
methodology for solving this problem consisting of a total tty of 
principles. methods of analysts of _structure and dynamics of the 
forecasting object, basic requirements for lnformatlona and 
organization of analytical work. 

Basic direction of further solution of this problem lies In 
the development of concrete research for various obJects of 
scientific and technological forecasting at enterprises and In 
the national economy branches, generalization of these results 
and further improve"!!lnt: and deve I opment of methodo I og lea I 
recommendations for practical application In forecasting 5 and T 
progress. 

Information fgr forpcost!ng 

The problem of Information and Its provision plays a 
particular role In forecasting 5 end T progress due to a great 
variety of Information sources, the necessity of Information 
covering a considerable retrospective period (especially for 
long-term forecasting). wide utilization of patent types of 
Information as well as the use of expert Information with unknown 
and dlffleult to assess Indicators of accuracy and. reliability. 
Directions In solving this problem are the following. In case of 
accumulation and processing of large arrays of retrospective and 
current· technlco-economlc Information It Is further development 
of data banks of various levels and aspects which ensure 
col lectlve access of various ·subscribes engaged In forecasting In 
different fields of SandT progress. 

o In the field of patent Information the All-Union state 
~ standard and methodloglcal recommendations for patent research 
"" was 1·ssued In 1984 which Includes methods of evaluation of 
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technology level and forecasting trends on the basis of 
statistical processing of patent and firms' Information. 

At present an automated system of patent lfnormatlon has 
been created In the USSR which by 1985 wll I be able to ensure for 
the users the posslbll lty of statistical processing and tracking 
of trends In a given field of S and T development In the world 
Invention beginning with 1920. 

Major problems related to expert sources of Information 
mainly consist In the formation of expert group for forecasting 
with high average competence of. Its participants, In the 
preparation of Initial Information while carrying out Inquests to 
ensure maximum rei lability of evaluation results, In finding and 
real lzatlon of Incentives conditioning high Interest of experts 
In formulating qual ltatlve evaluations, In the organization of 
such procedure of work with the experts which would not take much 
time, be simple and not tiresome for an expert. Col lectlve or 
Individual lnquestlng with the use of dialogue mode of operation 
of computers having the necessary volume of alI accessible Infor
mation for a given forecasting problem seems to be a very promis
Ing direction of this work. 

Efficiency of forecasts 

The problem of realization of forecasting results Is closely 
related to the problem of forecasting efficiency as ·the 
posslbll tty of efficiency evaluation presupposes the knowledge of 
the real lzatlon mode of forecasting results and, on the other 
hand, the selection of real lzatlon mode presupposes the 
possibility of evaluation of Its efficiency compared with other 
variants. 

The problem of forecasting efficiency Is the most 
complicated among alI problems of forecasting. It Is necessary 
to point out that for the time being there Is no methodology for 
evaluation of forecasting efficiency while the existing methods 
of evaluation of new technology or automated management cannot be 
used In forecasting. Here the major difficulty consists In the 
fact that forecasting as such cannot ensure the eco~omlc effect 
as It Is done through management or planning decision taken or 
the basts of foreca.sttng. In Its tu·rn the efficiency of planning 
decision Is determined by multiple factors of active and 
subjective character not counting the factor of forecast 
uti I lzatlon. In the process of real lzatlon of planning decision 
In science, technology or production the efficiency of final 
result Is subjected to the Influence of many factors of this 
process and It Is difficult to determine that part which Is 
affected by forecasting In this compl lcated two-stage process. 
The major approach to this proble~ consists In the evaluation of 
relative efficiency of decisions taken on the basts of 
forecasting or without ft. In this case the efficiency 
Increment obtained In the forecast variant should be refereed to 
the forecasting expenditures In order to obatln the forecasting 
efficiency. 
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According to the evidence provided by foreign economists the 
profit received from a unit of forecasting expenditures Is, on 
average, twice as much as the profit on R and ·o expenditures. 

Principal form of realization of forecasts consists In their 
uti I lzatlon In elaboration o1 long-term plans and SandT deve
lopment programmes at branch, regional and national ·economy 
levels. THis wll I be described later on. The essence of the 
problem comes to the question as to how to use forecasts In 
planning. There exist the following possible variants: the 
forecasts (Interval) are used for evaluation of planning deci
sions real lty; the forecasts are used for ~valuation of limita
tions of S and T development; the forecasts suggest a number of 
possible development variants out of which the most preferable 
variant Is selected to form the plan; the result of mating search 
(lntertla) and normative (target) forecasts Is accepted to be a 
planning variant. AI I variants enumerated above for real lzatlon 
of forecasts are viable. Jt Is necessary to bear In mind that a 
forecast per se cannot be Identified as a plan as Its probability 
character and multlvarlance are excluded after the adoptlorr of a 
planning decision which has a single meaning, directive character 
and addressee. 

Contiguous problpms 

few words on the contiguous 
between forecasting subJect 

A 
located 
problems. 

problems, I.e. problems 
and forecasting obJect 

The problem of classification and selection of forecasting 
method is aimed at bringing order into the system of modern 
forecasting methods and presenting It In such manner that would 
make it possible to obtain recommendations on the most appro
priate class (or classes) of forecasting methods proceeding from 
the characteristics of object, availability of Information, goals 
and objectives of forecasting. In spite of a considerable number 
of various classifications of forecasting methods known from 
foreln sources and elaborated In our country for the time-being 
there is no classification which would meet the afore-said tasks. 
We have suggested a way-out which Is based on the use of a table 
reflecting compl lance between the Indicators of Information avai
lable for a given object and the possible class of used methods. 
We have also prepared a variant of the single classification of 
forecasting methods which Is now being discussed and·evatuated. 

The problem of complexlng of methods and elaboration of 
methodologies reflects the necessity of using several methods In 
elaborating system forecast of an object. The major approaches 
to Its solution consist In the synthesis of statistical forecasts 
obtained through various methods as well as the synthesis of 
statistical and expert forecasts to obtain more reliable results. 
In this field the soviet forecasters have suggested and 
Implemented several effective approaches and methods. 
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Speaking about forecasting methodologies It Is necessary to 
point out that mainly they are elaborated either at branch level 
or for regional development forecasting. In the USSR a 
considerable number of methodological instructions of both types 
has been elaborated. However, as a rule, they are of temporal 
character due to constant changes of forecasting conditions and 
Improvement of methods. 

In this respect one may cite the "Methodology of joint 
forecasting of S and T development by Interested CMEA countries" 
which has been elaborated and approved at the Interstate level 
and widely usedln the CMEA forecasting since 1974. 

The problem of verification Is the complex of questions 
connected with the evaluation of rellabll lty and accuracy of 
forecasts. At present there exist a considerable number of 
verification methods for both statistical and expert forecasting. 
To our mind the major direction of solving this problem consists 
In wide Introduction of these methods In practice of S and T 
forecasting as wei I as In the posslbll ltles of simplification and 
reduction of costs of verification procedure as In certain cases 
these costs amount to the volume of forecasting expenditures 
which slows down Its Introduction. 

Finally. the problem of creation of forecasting systems and 
of automated forecasting systems. In particular, embraces 
practically alI problems enumerated before. The forecasting 
system Is defined as the Interrelated totality of forecasting 
methods. Information, mathematical and technical apparatus as 
well as group of people united to carry out continuous (periodic) 
forecasting for solving the problems of planning and management 
of a given object. Such systems with autcmated mode of operation 
constitute sub-sy$tem components In the branch automated 
management systems. In certain branches of the national economy 
they are already In operation, In other branches they are being 
Introduced. Major directions of solving this problem consist In 
raising the level of solving alI already mentioned forecasting 
problems, generalization of accumulated experience of operation 
of such system, unification of methodological and programming 
soft-ware and expansion of Introduction of the forecasting 
systems in national economy planning. · 

A brief survey and analysis of major problems of modern 
forecasting made In this section shows their considerable number 
and multiplicity as wei I as different levels attained In solving 
these problems. It also shows the major directions of efforts to 
be ~ndertaken by scientists and special lsts In the field of 
forecasting S and T progress. 

FORECASTING AND ELABORATION OF COMPLEX PROGRAMME OF S AND T 
PROGRESS IN THE USSR 

This section Is dedicated to consideration of the system of 
forecasting, planning and management of S and T progress at the 
national economy level. 
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As a whole the AI 1-Unlon state system of management of S&T 
progress Is built on a hierarchical principle. 

The highest organ of management of the country -the Supreme 
Soviet of the USSR - Is simultaneously the highest organ of 
management of scientific and technological development; In the 
Union republ lcs this function Is carried out by republican 
Supreme Soviets. Current management of the national economy end 
S and T progress Is performed by the USSR Council of mlnlsterJ 
and the Councils of Ministers of the U.nlon republics. 

Planning of S and T progress Is carried out by the USSR 
State Planning Committee (the USSR Gosplan) and by the gosptenJ 
of the Union republ lcs. They carry ·out long-term, medium-term 
and current (annual) planning. 

The USSR state commltttee for science and technology Imple
ments the single All-Union state policy In the field of SandT 
progress and uti I lzatlon of Its achievements In the national 
economy. Its functions Include: determination of strategic 
directions of S and T development; organization and approval of 
order of elaboration of S and T forecasts for major problems of 
the national economy; organization and management of elaboration 
of Important lntersectoral complex programmes; further Improve
ment of efficiency of scientific research and utilization of Its 
resulsts In the national economy; maintenance of relations with 
foreign countries In the field of SandT cooperation; considera
tion of problems of organization of scientific and technological 
activities In the country; planning and monitoring together with 
other state departments and ministries of training and Improve
ment of personnel. 

The · USSR Academy of ScIences and the Academies of ScIences 
of the Union republics combine the efforts of outstanding scien
tists and scientific groups and organizations In solving the 
major problems determining the development of S and T progress. 
undertake and develop fundamental research, ensure the develop
ment ofapplled research directly connecte~ with production, meet 
personnel, Information and scientific requirements of research 
activities Included In the state plans, ensure high level of R&D 
activities In the country. 

Besides this quite a number of state agencies play a consi
derable role In the process of managing Sand t~pr~gress In the 
country: The USSR State commIttee for· inventions and dIsco
verles, the USSR Central Statistical Board--;· the USSR State 
Committee on standardization, etc. These agencies have· scienti
fic research Institutes which ensure theoretical and methodologi
cal work In the field of Improvement of planning and management 
of S and T progress Including forecasting. · 

Forecasting and subsequent assessment are necessary for 
substantltatlon of the priority directions of S and T development 
In order to carry out appropriate allocation of resources 
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required for their development at the national economy level. 
Every adopted development direction can be represented by a 
totatlllty of targetS and T programmes ensuring Its fulfillment. 
Proceeding from the targets and al1ocatlon of resources by S&T 
progress directions the Complex programme substantiates the 
necessity of target scientific and technological programmes. 
Together with the elaboration of S and T development directions 
the Complex programme also envisages major directions of develop
ment and Improvement of the organizational structure of the 
national economy and economic management mechanism which should 
ensure practical Implementation of the Complex programme. In the 
process of solving all mentioned problems one undertakes the 
assessment of possible socio-economic consequences of Sand T 
progress both In production and In the field of social develop• 
ment. Long-term SandT policy contained In the Complex 
programme serves the basis for the elaboration of the first 
priority measures for their Inclusion Into the nearest five-year 
national economy development plan. 

As It has been stated earlier methodological and Information 
background of elaboration of the Complex programme Is being 
renewed and corrected with every new elaboration cycle. That Is 
why Its elaboration Includes the following typical stages: 
preparation of methodological background. elaboration of 
forecasts and correlation of previous forecasts, and elaboration 
of the Complex programme. 

Besides already I lsted organizations a wide number of branch 
scientific research Institutes and planning agencies as wei I as 
territorial planning agencies and "their scientific research 
Institutes and organizations are participating In the elaboration 
of the Complex S and T progress programme. 

Basts of Evaluation 

The comparison of results obtained In the Initial variant 
with the normative evaluated level by directions and Indicators 
makes It possible to Identify the lack of their concordance. 
This serves the basts for determining necessary shifts In the 
structure, dynamics, directions of S and T development as wet 1 as 
the ensuing requirements for resources, and for evaluation of 
possible dates of their Implementation. 

As It can be seen, forecasting constitute the major part of 
methodology of elaboration of the Complex-programme of S and T 
progress whereas Its reliability and accuracy determine, to a 
considerable degree, the quality and substantiation of decisions 
Incorporated In the programme. 

Concretization and further detail lng of general S and T 
development Is done In long-term target programmes (LTP>. The 
aggregated document of the Complex programme specific their 
number and basic principles (projects). 
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A long-term target programme Is the directive and addressed 
document which respresents assignments, work and measures tied up 
by required resources, executors and dates, and directed towards 
solving major problems of economic, social and scientific
technological develoment. 

The list of problems to be Included Into these programmes Is 
formulated on the basts of their national economic significance 
which Is done by preliminary formulation of a full I ist of such 
problems for a perspective period and.further selection of the 
most necessary problems ta~lng acocunt of resource possibilities 
In the coming period. This Implies wide uti I lzatlon of 
forecasting methods of evaluating the long-term significance 
of these problems, their priority, and forecasts of Input 
requirements and possibilities.· 

After selecting the I lstof problems to be Included Into LTP 
the elaboration of basic principles and proJects of these 
programmes Is carried out. At this stage using S and T forecasts 
In the field of LTP the Initial assignment Is prepared for 
elaboration of the programme which defines Its structure, sub• 
programmes, general scheme of Its fulfillment as wei I as 
evaluation of material and financial Inputs. 

The total lty of LTP projects serves the basis for 
elaboration of plans and S and T development programmes 
stage of draft lng the Principal Guidelines of eocnom lc and 
development of the country for 10 years. 

further 
at the 

socIal 

After the LTP Is detailed from the point of view of "' 
fulfillment dates, required resources and executors Its first 
priority obJectives are Included Into the state five-year plan of 
economic and social development. 

The elaboration of all sections of the Complex programme of 
$ and T progress Is Inevitably based on the analysis and 
forecasting of maJor development trends In a given field both In 
our country and abroad, development priorities of separate 
directions of S and T progress, forecasting and evaluation of 
Input requirements for various directions, problems and 
programmes, forecasting of socio-economic effects of this or that 
S and T policy. 

Summing up It Is necessary to under! lne ~he following 
moments. 

The Complex programme of S and T progress represents a 
concentrated expression of long-term scientific and technolgolcal 
policy of the state. Its complexness Is determined, on the one 
hand, by consideration of totality of SandT progress aspects 
<scientific, technological, economic, social, etc.) In their 
Interrelation and Interaction and, on the other hand, bY 
concordance and coordination In time, space. Inputs (resources), 
executors of Its direction, problems and assignments. 



The principal Instrument of substantiation of the Complex 
programme consists In forecasting which Is present In alI stages 
of Its formulation - from formulation of Its targets and 
evaluation of possibilities to assessment of socio-economic 
effects of Its real lzatlon. 

TERRITORIAL ASPECTS OF FORECASTING AND MANAGEMENT OF S AND T 
PROGRESS 

Territorial aspect of managing S and T progress Is a natural 
addition to the branch form of management. At present more than 
a half of the country's scientific potential Is concentrated In 
big towns. It Is quite natural that the efficiency of management 
of S and T progress as a whole depends on how effectively Is 
planned and managed this potential. 

The biggest centres of concentration of 
are represented today by Moscow. Leningrad. 
which account for more than two thlres 
potential. 

scientific potential 
Kiev and Novosibirsk 

of the country's 

It Is necessary to note a considerable concentration of 
scientific potential In scientific centres of the Union 
republics. They act as Interdepartmental coordinating agencies 
whose major tasks consist In further Improvement of the system of 
management of S and T progress In the republ lcs; concentration of 
efforts on solving vital S and T regional problems. 

Target regional programmes of S and T development are the 
efficient means of scientific and technological progress at 
regional level. Taking account of regional peculiarities and 
regional special lsatlon of science they eo~ure the most efficient 
directions of SandT development with maximum utilization of 
sclentlflc and technological potential. These programmes are 
oriented towards solution of those SandT development problems 
which have not been Included Into branch or state programmes but 
must be solved at lntersectoral level within regions. 

For .example, the plan of complex economic and social 
development of Leningrad and Leningrad province for the 11th 
five-year period envisages the elaboration of 11 target complex 
territorial programmes. Their Integration Into a single complex 
wll I ensure the formulation of a regional complex programme of 
S and T development for a period of 20 years covering such areas 
as effective siting of the productive forces In the region, major 
directions of concentration and special lzatlon of science and 
technology, reconstruction of production and optimal' distribution 
of capital Investment. 

Complex S and T development programmes for big towns are 
elaborated In such a manner that they ensure the fulfillment of 
the AI !-Union branch programmes In the framework of towns. These 
programmes should assure the contribution of each town Into S&T 
progress of the country with due account of Its regional specla• 
I lzatlon and resource possibilities. On the other hand, theY 
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should als6 ensure scientific and technological progress In the 
sphere of production and social Infrastructure. S end T develop
ment programmes of big towns Include forecasting of demographic 
situation and manpower resources~ natural resources end environ
ment protection. On the basis of analysis and forecasting of 
these Indicators one formulates major tasks of S end T progress 
for a perspective and subtantleted basic directions ·of S and T 
development of a town. These tasks and directions receive 
concrete description In draft target programmes of municipal 
development. In Its turn, after elaboration end approval of 
target programmes the prop9sals on their first priority measures 
are Included Into the five-year plan of ·economic end social 
development. 

Regional S and T forecasts and regional complex programmes 
serve the basis for the elabortlon of General schemes of siting 
the productive forces In the USSR as a whole, the Union republics 
and big towns. 

Regional S end T development problems constitute a special 
section In the Complex programme of S and T progress of the USSR. 
This section reflects: basic principles of regional scientific
technological and socio-economic pol Icy for perspective, basic 
direction of S end T Impact on the development and siting of 
productive forces, substentltatlon of proposals for further 
Improvement of siting and utilization of SandT potential In 
regions, major S and T programmes planned for Implementation In 
regions, substantiation of directions of further Improvement of 
territorial organization of the national economy. 

The regional section of the Complex programme Includes the 
forecasts of major fndlcetors of scientific-technological and 
socio-economic development of regions, forecasts of S and T 
effects on the development of Industrial branches end agro
lndustrlal complex, forecasts of develoment of social factors and 
social problems at regional level resulting from S and T progress. 

Interconnection of branch and regional forecasts, programmes 
and plans ensures balanced matrix structure of planning end 
management of S end T progress on the country-wide scale. 

For big towns special complex programmes of S and T progress 
covering a 20-year prlod are worked out. 

Such programmes for Moscow contains a system of Interrelated 
forecasts for all major development aspects of the city: 
development of science, S and T progress In Industry, S and T 
progress In municipal economy, and In municipal power system. 

The programme has a special section dedicated to forecasting 
of socio-economic effects of S and T progres In Moscow which 
considers problems related to changes In conditions of work 
resulting from the Introduction of new types of technology• 
changes In social structure and mode of life of population due to 
changes of conditions of work under the Influence of S end T 
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progress, as well as changes of living conditions, leisure. 
culture, public health, nutrition, etc. 

A particular attention Is paid to the problem of environment 
protection on the basis of the forecasts of development of the 
city's Industry and transport. 

The section also contains perspectives of developing the 
technology of purification works and their evaluation from the 
point of view of socio-economic efficiency, the analysis of water 
resources and principal directions of water protection measures 
In perspective. 

All ministries and departments whose enterprises are located 
In the city as well as Institutes of the USSR Academy of Sciences 
and branch research Institutes engaged In S and T progress and 
socio-economic problems have taken part In the elaboration of the 
programme thus ensuring real complex character of Its perspective 
forecasts. 

PROBLEMS OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASSESSEMENT OF S AND T DEVELOPMENT 
RESULTS 

Unbreakable ties between S and T development and socio
economic processes are conditioned by·the fact that the level of 
long-term socio-economic requirements determines the objectives 
and directions of SandT progress whereas SandT achievements 
determine socio-economic possibilities of the society. In the 
system of plann.lng the country's national economy this 
relationship Is being real lzed during the process of coordination 
of S and T sections In the Complex programme of S and T develop• 
ment of the USSR with the problems of socio-economic development 
as well as during elaboration of the Basic directions of economic 
and social development for 10 years. The plans of S and T deve
lopment envisage the corresponding system of Indices reflecting 
directions of development of new types of produce with the Indi
cation of Its technological level and the advantages over the 
existing types of analagous designation, I.e. one determines the 
possibilities of new produce to meet the social demand. 

In doing so utmost Importance Is attributed to problems 
related with raising the level of automation and mechanization on 
the basis of new technology which Is oriented towards the 
solution of vital social problem of reduction and elimination of 
hard manual labour. In Its turn, this exerts a considerable 
Impact on such social processes as Improvement of professional 
qualification of workers, raising their education ·and culture 
levels. At present the country real lzes a complex programme of 
mechanization and automation of labour-Intensive production 
processes embracing all branches of the national economy. 

In the same manner the Food programme of the USSR upto 1990 
has formulated socio-economic objectives and tasks for better 
provision of population with food products. The realization of 
these large-scale tasks has required considerable measures 
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oriented towards further Improvement of scientific and material
technical base of the agro-lndustrlal complex. Special sections 
Included Into the Food programme have defined the directions of 
development of the material-technical base and reinforcement of 
role of science In Its real lzatlon. These sections formulate 
principal requirements for raising technical level of all types 
of agricultural technology which should be used In designing new 
prototypes and modernizing the existing technology. The 
corresponding sections contain major tasks directed towards the 
Improvement of social and communal setvlces In the rural areas 
and principal aspects of environment protection. This complex of 
tasks serves the basis for assessment of ·new technology and 
scientific developments In ~II branches and fields of knowledge 
which are connected with .the Implementation of the Food 
programme. 

The major difficulty In carrying out such ·complicated 
assessment of new technology consists In great number of criteria 
and considerable compl !cations of quantitative expression of 
separate dIrect Ions of ef f lc Ieney. BesIdes, there . are 
considerable difficulties In dividing separate components of 
socio-economic effect while assessing SandT achievements as any 
change In production resulting from the Innovation wll I produce 
Interrelated social and economic results. The social results ts 
usually defined as the achievement of targets set by the society 
as a consumer of new technology, whereas the economic result 
consists In the achievement of targets of the society In the 
capacity of an owner of means of production. From the point of 
view of measurement, the social assessment of new technology Is 
more Inc I lned to physical Indicators characterizing, for example• 
conditions of work, technology comfort, reduction of environment 
pol Iutton, etc., while the economic assessment Is measured by 
value Indicators. 

Given the afore-said pecutlarltles of assessing socio
economic efficiency, In this field the preference Is given to 
comparative evaluation and not absolute. The task of comparative 
evaluation consists In determining the advantages of a new 
prototype as compared to the base Item or In selecting the best 
variant among several prototypes of new technology or scientific 
developments. 

One of the possible approaches to this problem consists In 
setting preliminary admissible limits of social Indicators below 
which the Introduction of new technology Is considered not 
feasible or simply harmful. In comparative evaluation there may 
be varl~us combinations of social and economic efficiency 
Indicators In the process of selecting a preferable variant of 
Innovation. First of all one discards alI the variants which do 
not meet the admissible limits of social Indicators (atmosphere 
pollution, safety of work, noise effects, etc.) Then the 
remaining variants are grouped by equal social efficiency 
Indicators and evaluated from the point of view of their economic 
effect. Out of each group one selects only the most efficient 
variant. After that the remaining var"lants are grouped again by 
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their economic efficiency and the selection of the bast variant 
Is made on the basis of social Indicators. This consecutive 
procedure Is used In case of great number of different variants 
under evaluation, for example, while making analysis of a 
morphologlcar· matrix In any SandT sphere, to reduce their 
Initial number. However, this approach does not assure the final 
choice as It may happen that at this stage we obtain variants 
having different evaluations of economic and social results. 
This represents the most complicated case of assessment which 
lmpl les simultaneous comparison and evaluation of variants by 
different Indicators measured by different units. In such a case 
one utilizes various approaches and methods of evaluation either 
by bringing the social result to value measuring unit or by model 
levelling of compared variants by one of the directions of 
obtaining the desired effect while selecting the best variant by 
the other. 

While using the first approach it Is necessary to have a set 
of Indicators making It possible to present all multlpl !city of 
social results of new technology or scientific achievements as 
economic results. Besides. It Is necessary to elaborate methods 
and means of transforming physical social Indicators into 
economic Indicators. This problem Is highly compl lcated and at 
present It Is solved mainly through expert evaluation, analogy 
method, social Inquest and statistical methods. 

In the second approach a certain standard level of social 
results which can be attained with a given type of technological 
Innovation Is set. Then alI compared variants of this Innovation 
are hypothetically brought to this level accompanied by 
calculation of total reduced costs of creating of new technology 
prototype and bringing It to the desired level In all variants at 
other conditions being equal. The best variant is selected on 
the basis of minimum costs. 

The notion of "damage" Is widely used In many approaches and 
methods of economic assessment of social effects of new 
technology. Especially It Is widely used In economic assessment 
of S and T progress effects on ecology. On the one hand, every 
new type of technology should be assessed from the point of view 
of Its damage to the environment, and, on the other ha~d. various 
Innovations Improving environment protection qualities of new 
technology or special environment protection technology are 
assessed from the position of preventing possible damage. 

In the work the damage Is considered by a wide spectrum ofits 
possible sources In the process of Interaction of new technology 
and nature: loss of natural resources. Ineffective utilization of 
natural resources, Impact exerted by unfavourable environment on 
technology wear-out, decrease of production output and quality. 
As It Is seen from this enlarged I 1st the damage must be assessed 
In a complicated "technology-damage-nature-damage-technology" 
cycle with possible extension of this chain. Difficulties of 
economic assessment of the damage which can result from new type 
of technology are conditioned by the fact that besides the 



Indicated "Internal" chain of Interaction there may exist many 
"external" chains of Interaction connecting the assessed 
technology via nature with other types of technology and various 
production; Moreover, In some branches of these chains the 
damage can be quite considerable whereas It Is utmostly difficult 
to track all chains and calculate the total damage. In this 
respect methodological background of solving this problem 
presently lags behind the actual requirements of modern stage of 
S and T progress. At the same time, however, the plans of 
enterprises annually envisage expenditures on environment 
protection and rational use of natural ·resources. These data are 
al"so present In annual statistical reports of Industrial 
enterprises. 

Assessment of new technology variants In the field of 
environment protection from the position of socio-economic 
efficiency Is done through the comparison of Input variants and 
social output (result). For example, various projects of 
purification works for discharge water of Industria~ enterprises 
are compared by cap Ita I Investment and prIme costs. of 
purification, I.e. by· reduced costs, output and quality of 
purification, volume of discharge water and presence of 
detrimental Impurities. These Indicators exert their Impact on a 
wide spectrum of consequences: operation of enterprises-users of 
water {water supply mains), pisciculture, flora and fauna of 
coastal regions, use of water basins for recreation etc. 

There also exist methods of assessment of diverted damage and 
Its comparison with reduced costs by variants which makes It 
possible to carry out their evaluation and selection. 

Even such a short survey of problems and approaches to their 
solution In the field of assessment of socio-economic effects of 
SandT progress shows how complicated they are and how Important 
It Is to find their solution. Among these problems one may also 
cite the problems of forecasting and assessing the Impact 
produced by SandT development on medicine and public health. 
human psychology, demography, pedagogy, culture. pol ltlcs, 
International relations and many other fields. As a rule these 
problems are being tackled by the corresponding academic or 
branch scientific research Institutes and organizations. 

The major work In the field of forecasting and assessment of 
socio-economic effects of S and T progress Is being carried out 
by the Sociology research Institute of the USSR Academy of 
Sciences, the Institute of Economics of the USSR State Committee 
on Sclen~e and Technology and the USSR Academy of Sciences, the 
Central economic-mathematical Institute of the USSR Academy of 
Sciences as well as by a number of branch Institutes. 

One might cite qulte a number of Institutes engaged In 
forecasting and soclo-e~onomlc assessment of S and T development 
In the most Important fields. Among them are the Institute of 
medico-biological problems and the Institute of plant and animal 
ecology which are engaged In medico-biological forecasting. The 
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coordination of research programmes In this field Is carried out 
by the Scientific council on biosphere problems of the USSR 
Academy of Sciences which also coordinates research in the field 
of ecological forecasting and assessment. The AI 1-Unlon Academy 
of agriculture named after V.I. Lenin and the USSR Hydro
meteorological centre and the Institutes of the USSR State 
Committee on hydro-meteorology and environment control are 
engaged In ecological forecasting. 

A considerable amount of work In the field of scientific
technological and socio-economic forecasting Is done by the 
higher education establishments of the USSR Ministry of education 
and the ministries of education of the Union republ lcs. ·Among 
them one can name the Moscow state university. Moscow Institute 
of management, Moscow aviation Institute etc. 

The country's scientific community takes an active part In 
the elaboration of methodological Instructions and forecasting 
activities In various fields of science and technology and socio
economic development. This work Is coordinated by the Committee 
on problems of S and T forecasting and elaboration of the Complex 
programme of SandT progress created in 1976 within the frame
work of the AII•Unlon council of scientific and technological 
societies. The Committee consists of several commissions: fore
casting methods, branch forecasting. regional forecasting. social 
forecasting etc. The Committee unifies a wide group of scienti
fic workers In many towns of the country performing great and 
useful work In the field of forecasting and socio-economic asse
ssment during the preparation of the Complex programme of S ang T 
progress In the USSR. This work Is done on social free-of-charge 
basts. 
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CO-ORDINATION OF BASIC TARGETS IN SUBSECTIONS OF PLAN 

FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND WITH 

OTHER SECTIONS OF STATE PLANS 

INTRODUCTION 

Intensification of social production currently Is a baste 
direction In the ~evelopment of the national economy, which 
raises scientific-technical progress to a qualitatively new level 
In the system of the national economy. Amplification of the role 
of Intensive factors and their effect on the rates and 
proportions of development of social production are ensured by 
wide-scale Implementation of the achievements of science and 
technology, active renewal of the products and raise of their 
technical level, lntroducflon of advanced technology and high
efficient equipment, Improvement of production and labour 
organization. 

Two-thirds of the total Increment of labour productivity wl II 
~e ensured In the eleventh five-year period due to the 
Introduction of measures tor raising the scientific-technical 
level of production. 

This, In Its turn, stipulates higher requirements to the 
system of managing scientific-technical progress, Its ability to 
select objectively effective economic measures, plan their 
accomplishment and estimate the results of their Introduction. 

Planning the development of science and technology Is a maJor 
link In the state system of managing sclenflflc-technlcal 
progress In the general system of state plans. Acceleration of 
the development of science-and technology and all possible 
application of the achievements of science and technology In the 
national economy Is the basic factor tor raising the 
effectiveness of social production, Improving the quality of the 
products, expanding their assortment for most complete 
satisfaction of the needs of the national economy In up-to-date 
means of production as well as the population In consumer goods. 

The plan for the development of sclenve and technology Is 
directed toward solving the following maJor targets: 

CD 
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-development of scientific research primarily In areas 
determining the future material-technical base of production; 

-substantial raise of the technical level, effectiveness of 
production and product quality on the grounds of designing 
principally new Implements of labour, materials, and 
technologies. excel ling the best home and foreign achievements bY 
their specifications; 

- all-round 
manu a I I abour 
economy and 
productivity 
production; 

raise of level of mechanization and reduction of 
expenses In alI the branches of the national 

Industry, support of high rates In raising labour 
that wll I ensure a stable growth of social 

-mastering and Introduction 
technologies and types of products, 
enterprises and objects; 

of new high-efficient 
also at newly commissioned 

-creation and Introduction of prospective complexes and 
systems of machines, acceleration of work on designing, testing 
and -mastering the manufacture of machines and equipment for 
complex mechanization of agricultural production. 

To ensure practical real lzatlon ·of these targets the plan for 
the development of science and technology Is elaborated within a 
series of sections, the following being the main ones: 

- production mastering of new types of Industrial products; 

- Introduction of advanced technology. mechanization and 
automatization of production processes; 

- baste Indices of technical level of production and of major 
types of manufactured products; 

-economic effect of scientific-technical measures. 

Beside that, the plan for the development of sclenve and 
technology C'Omprlses · · assignments for selling_ Soviet and 
purchasing foreign I lcences and prototypes of new articles; 
standardization and unification of industrial products; financing 
scientific-research work; training scientific and scientific
pedagogical personnel, etc. 

The basic assignments on the fulfilment of scientific
technical programmes are approved In the State five-year plan of 
economic and social development of the USSR In order to ensure 
all-round accounting of the achievements of science and 
engineering In the plans. 

Plan for development of science and technology : 

The first section of the plan for the development of science 
and technology, specifying the targets for mastering the 
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manufacture of major new types of Industrial products, Is formed 
with consideration of the baste targets of the scientific
technical programmes, as well as of the pro~osals of the USSR 
State Committee for Science and Technology, USSR Academy of 
Science, USSR State Committee for Inventions and Discoveries, 
USSR ministries and departments, and Councils of Ministers of the 
union republics. 

The second 
and technology 
technologies, 
processes. 

section of the plan for the development of science 
comprises targets· tor t~e Introduction of advanced 
mechanization and automatization of production 

Coordination of these sections of the plan for the 
development of science and technology Is accomplished due to the 
fact that the entire scope of manufacturing new Industrial 
products during the period of mastering It In serial production 
Is envisaged simultaneously In the plan of the basic production 
In the natural form. The same order Is true for manufacturing 
products with the application ofnew technologies and equlpme~t. 

The Indices of the technical level of production and of the 
maJor types of manufactured products. constituting the content of 
the third section of the plan for the development of science and 
technology, are elaborated taking Into account the following: 

- the maximum possible rates of growth of the scope of 
manufacturing high-grade products; 

- satisfying the requirements of the national economy on the 
grounds of raising the technical level and economic 
effectiveness of social production; 

- lncreastn9 the specific weight of products of the highest 
category of quality to the ·total scope of production; 

- reducing the 
category of 
customers; 

manufacture of products 
quality on agreement with 

of the second 
the respective 

- Increasing the rate of renewing the manufactured products; 

- raising the degree of mechanization and automatization of 
production processes; and 

- reducing labour consumption, material and fund consumption 
of the production. 

Beside the baste ones, specific Indices are also elaborated, 
considering the specifics of Individual productions and branches. 

o The Indices pertaining to the specifics of a branch shall 
~ characterize: 
C\1 
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-qualitative and structural changes in the manufactured 
products (for example, the mean protein content In nutrient 
yeast, the mean f~t content of milk, the specific weight of 
cement of grade "500" and higher In the total production of 
cement, the output of gasol lne with an octane ratio of 76 and 
higher, etc.>: 

- level of technical base In the branch and uti I lzatlon of 
equipment (for example, specific weight of oil extraction at 
automated oil fields, specific weight of heavy-duty freight cars 
In the stock of freight cars, average urilt power of capacity of 
equipment for manufacturing the basic types of products, etc.>: 

-material consumption of production (for example, the 
coefficient of using ferrous metal rolled stock, the specific 
consumption of fuel for generating electric power, producing 
cement, etc., the consumption of steel Ingots per t ton of ready 
rolled stock, the consumption of normal oil paraffin per 1 ton of 
yeast, etc.); 

- labour productivity In the natural expression for 
example. oil, coal, gas extracton per 1 worker. time consumption 
for the working cycle from the beginning of well construction 
ttl I putting It Into effect, the annual productivity of one 
worker at lumbering etc.); 

-scope of manufacturing products with the application of 
major efficient technologies and advanced equipment (for example. 
open-quarry ore extraction with the application of cyclic-flow 
technology, production of rolled sheets on complex automated 
rolling mil Is, complex processing of wood Into sawn timber and 
technological chips etc.) 

The results of raising the technical level of production and 
of the major types of. products, are coord lnated · by the USSR 
ministries (departments) and the Councils of Ministers of the 
union ~ republics, i- also with: the · sections of the 
state plan for the branch·. In particular, the reduction of 
labour consumption Is considered In the plan of labour and 
personnel, the decrease of the prime cost In the plan of prime 
cost and profit, the economy of materials on account-of mastering 
new machinery and technologies - In the plan for reducing the 
norms of material consumption. 

Considering the new requirements to planning the development 
of science and technology, economic calculations and feasibility 
studies become highly Important as Integral estimates of the 
effectiveness of scientific-technical measures, which permits to 
utilize them as an effective tool for forming an economically 
grounded policy In the area of scientific-technical progress. 

Economic effectiveness: 

The general estimate of the effectiveness of scientific
technical measures, comprised In the five-year plans, Is made by 



the value of the total economic effect of uti I lzlng achievements 
of science and engineering In the national economy. 

The annual economic effect Is the total economy at the level 
of manufacturers and consumers of new machinery of alI production 
resources ( labour, materials, capital Investments), which the 
national economy receives ~s a result of manufacturing and 
utilizing new machinery, and which, In the end, Is expressed as 
an Increase of the national Income. Thls Index Is specified Jn 
the five-year plan as a design one an4 It Is used for estimating 
the contribution of the branches, associations and enterprises to 
raising the effectiveness of social prod·uctlon, as well as 
selecting the most efflclen~ directions for the development of 
science and engineering. 

The Increment of profit (reduction of prime cost) from the 
manufacture and utilization of new machinery In the planned 
period Is the approved Index of economic effectiveness. 

In accordance with the "Methodology (basic principles). for 
"determining the economic effectiveness of utilizing new 
machinery, Inventions and rational lzatlon proposals In the 
national economy", approved by the USSR State Committee for 
Science and Tech~ology, USSR State P1annfng Committee, USSR 
Academy of Science and State Committee for Inventions and 
Discoveries on 14 February 1977, the planned Increment of profit 
from the manufacturing of new machinery Is determined by the 
following formula: 

P2 • CW2 • C2) A2- CW1 - C1) A2 

where: 

P2 Is the planned Increment of profit; 

W2 and C2 wholesale price <tess turnover tax> and prime 
cost of manufacturing a unit of new product In 
the planned year; 

W1 and Ct wholesale price (less turnover tax> and prime 
cost of manufacturing e unit of replaced 
product In .the year preceding the Introduction 

A2 

The 
of new 
absolute 
planned 
means of 

The 
plan of 

of new machinery; · 

volume of production of new product In the 
planned year. 

planned reduction of the prime cost from the uti I lzatlon 
machinery In the production processes Indicated the 
reduction of expenditures per unit of product or for the 
scope of work as a r~sult of utilizing more efficient 
labour, advanced Implements and production methods. 

direct 
prime 

effect Is considered In the calculations of the 
cost, which Is revealed In the reduction of 
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technological labour consumption. material consumption and other 
variable expenditures for production. 

The economic effect of the measures for raising the techno
economic level of production, which Is expressed In reducing the 
expenditures for production, Is determined by calculating the 
economy gained from each measure. The total effect Is determined 
by summing up the economy from at I the measures. 

The economy from all the measures (Irrespective of financing 
sources), contained In the state plans for the development of 
science and ~nglneerlng and In the plans for the technical 
development of the enterprises, Is considered In the 
calculations of the prime cost. 

The elaboration of measures for raising ~he technical level 
of production, comprising of the lntroductfon of new and Improve
ment of the active machinery and technology, precedes direct 
elaboration of the plan. In the case of unpreparedness or Incomp
leteness of the measures at the moment of elaborating the draft 
plan the economy may be determined, proceeding from the planned 
expenditures for Introducing new machinery and normative dates of 
Its pay-back (coefficients of effectiveness). 

The calculation wll I not deal with 

relative economy formed as a result of Increasing the 
scope of production at the enterprise proper: and 

economy formed by utilizing new machinery at 
commissioned enterprises and objects. 

newly 

The economy Is determined for alI the types of expenditures 
for raw materials, other materials, fuel. energy. wages with 
extras, and other production expenditures associated with the 
Implemented measures. Depreciation of the new and replaced 
Implements of labour Is also Included In the calculations. If 
one or the other measure affects the absolute value of expendi
tures. which are conditional-constant (for example>~ the Intro
duction of automatic systems of management and . a resulting 
decrease of expenditures for management), these expenditures are 
considered as direct ones In respect to the given measure and 
their change Is Included In the calculation of economy. 

In order to coordinate the economic results of Introducing 
new machinery with the planned changes In the prime cost, It Is 
necessary to determine simultaneously with the annual design 
economy also Its value gained from the moment of Introducing the 
measure up to the end of the year. proceeding either from the 
scope of work In this period, or from the part of annual economy. 
pertaining to the calendar time period from the beginning of 
Introduction to the end of the year. 
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Impact of specific measures: 

Simultaneously, the calculations cons~der the transient 
economy from the measures accomplished during the preceding year. 
The value of this economy Is determined as a difference between 
the annual design economy and. Its part considered In the planned 
calculations of the preceding year. The sum of e~onomy mey be 
Increased or decreased with consideration of the ~hanges In the 
scope and dates of Introducing Individual measures~ 

For measures, which are planned for a number of years from 
the beginning of utilization and up to reaching the design power 
of the leading Industrial unit, Installation, line, etc., 'the 
economy Is determined In the annual plan, proceeding from the 
Increment of the scope of work dome by means of the new machinery 
In the planned year without accounting the scope of Introduction 
before the beginning of the stated year. 

Calculations of different types of 
measures: 

sclentlflc•technlcal 

Calculations by the factor "Introduction of new advanced 
technology, mechanization and automatization of production 
processes" Indicate the reduction of expenditures as a result of 
utilizing major new types of technologies, technological 
equipment, means of mechanization and automatization for the 
first time, major new types of economic materials utilized for 
the first time, as well as expansion of the application of 
advanced technological processes, technological equipment, means 
of mechanization and automatization. 

The effect of measures, based on the utilization of up-to
date computer engineering, on the prime cost Is calculated by the 
same factor. 

The calculations by this factor consider also the economy, 
forming as a result of creating automatic systems for managing 
the branches, associations and enterprises, computer centres and 
subdivisions, as wei I as putting Individual computers and other 
computing means Into effect. 

Calculation~ by the factor "Expansion of scope and 
Improvement of· emp I oyed machInery and product I on techno I ogy" 
Indicated the economy from all the other measures, .except those 
stated earlier. These calculations, In particular. consider the 
reduction of expenditures as a result of: 

-wider uti I lzatlon of earlier Introduced technical means, 
Including the replacement of ·equipment, machines and other means 
of labour at active enterprises by new ones (the manufacture and 
operation of which has been mastered and, therefore. not Included 
In the plan for the development of science and engineering); 

-modernization of equipment, structures and transport means 
Including that done In the course of overhaul: 
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-utilization of means of "smal I mechanization": various 
accessories, attachments, more· perfect tools. starting and 
adjusting devices, etc.J 

-partial Improvement of the employed technology and 
production methods, Including the Introduction of rationalization 
proposals and foremost experience at Individual stages of the 
produ-ct 1 on process and operatIons. 

Calculations by the factor "Improvement of uti I lzatlon and 
application of new types of raw materials and materials" consider 
the economy forming as a result of accomplishing measures for 
more rational utilization of raw materials and material 
resources, which Is not Jndlvated In the calculation by the 
factors stated earlier, Including: 

- Improvement of utilizing natural raw materials, In 
particular, by reducing Its losses at extraction, enrichment and 
primary processing, as wei I as most complete extraction of useful 
components when utilizing complex raw materials; 

- Improvement of utilizing raw materials In the production 
process (Improvement of cutting out, decrease of allowances for 
processing, Introduction of new recipes>; 

-utilization of substitutes, more economic profiles of 
rolled metal, more efficient grades of cement, etc. 

- more comp I et.e 
waste In production, 
secondary heat, etc. 

utilization of raw material 
recovery of used materials, 

and material 
utilization of 

Data on the reduction of norms of consumption -of material 
resources and the plan of measures for their economy are the 
Initial ones for calculattons by this factor <as by other factors 
associated with the uti I lzatlon of raw materials and materials). 

The effectiveness of measures for Improving the products and 
directed toward reducing their material and labour consumption. 
for example, the utilization of advanced constructl~n materials, 
reduction of the mass of the machines and equipment owing to 
rational selection of an optimum design safety margin, 
Improvement of the configuration of the construction with _a 
decrease of their overall dimensions etc., Is Indicated by the 
factor "Change of construction and specifications of articles". 

The summary economic calculation effect of manufacturing and 
utilizing new machinery Is determined by the formula : 

E = p E 
c 2 n 2 

where: 
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E Is summary calculation effect of scientific-technical 
c measures In the planned year; 

P - Increment of profit (reduction of prime cost> from 
2 alI the measures In the plan of new machinery In the 

planned year; 

E - normative coefficient of effectiveness of the new 
n machinery <E • 0.15) 

n . 
1 -capital Investments <expenditures) for all the 
2 measures In the plan of new machinery 

When determining the summary economic effect Jn the 
composition of the capital Investments <expendJturet) of the 
manufacturer and consumers of machinery, the dfreet capite! 
Investments are considered as well as other •~pendltures for 
creating and utilizing machinery Irrespective of the sources for 
financing them. These expenditures Include: 

expenditures for sctentlflc•research and experimental 
design work, Including testing and field changes In the 
experimental prototypes {only for new machinery). If the results 
of scientific-research and experimental-design and proJecting 
work, associated with the creation of new machinery at the level 
of Inventions and discoveries. make It possible In the future to 
expand considerably the scope of their application, then only a 
part of the respective expenditures, determined by examination• 
Is referred to the stated measure concerning new machinery; 

expenditures for purchasing, 
dlsmantl lng, technical preparation, 
mastering of production; 

delivering, assembl lng, 
adJusting new machinery and 

- expenditures for replenishing turnover funds associated 
with the creation and uti I lzatton of new machinery; 

- the cost of production areas, other elements of the baste 
funds associated directly with the production and utllt,atlon of 
new and base machInery;' 

- expenditures for technical measures ~nd plants, preventing 
negative consequences of the effect of utilizing the machinery. on 
the environment (prevention of environment pol lutlo~), as well as 
on the labour conditions (reduction of production noise. 
maintenance of normal condlttons In the production premises, 
preventton of traumatism, etc.>. 

The plan·s for the development of science and technology are 
coordinated with other sections of the state plan by means of 
calculations determining the effect of Introducing new machinery 
on the baste Indices, characterizing the development and raise of 
production effectiveness. The effect Is determined with 
consideration of the planned scope of scientific-technical 
measures for each year of the five-year period. 
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The effectiveness of the sclentl.flc-technlcal measures Is 
Indicated In the following sections and Indices of the plan: 

(J) For production 

The Increase of the scope of production due to the 
Introduction of new machinery: 

(a) major types of products In units of measurement adopted 
In the plan; 

(b) output of commercl'al, pure products (normative); 

(c) output of products of the highest category of quality; 

(d) Increase of the specific weight of products of the 
highest category of qual rty In the total scope of commercial• 
pure products (normative); 

(II) For labour: 

(a) raise of· labour productivity due to the Introduction of 
new machinery; 

(b) relative I lberatlon of Industrial-production personnel; 

Cc) relative economy of wages fund. 

The results of Introducing measures by the plan for the 
development of science and technology are considered afso when 
elaborating norms, normatlves of uti I lzlng material-technical and 
labour resources specified for the planned period. The economY 
of raw material~, other materials, fuel and energy per unit of 
manufactured products Is Indicated In the change of the norms .of 
cor.sumptlon of these types of resources; the economy of labour 
resources Is Indicated In the change of labour normatlves and 
norms of labour consumption; the economy of capital Investments 
Is Indicated In the change of the normatlves of fund consumption 
and specific capital Investments. 

Alongside the determination of the stated ind1ce& of the 
effectiveness of uti. I lzlng machinery, calculations are made of 
the reduction of expenditures per unit of consumer's effect, I.e. 
per unit of capacity, power, and other similar Indices. 

-
The calculations should be carried out by the elements of 

expenditures In cost values as well as In natural units of 
measurement in order to Intensify the effect of new machinery on 
raising the technical-economic lndlcaes of the articles 
(reduction of norms of material consumption, energy consumption 
per unit of power, capacity etc.). 
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PLANNING. OF MASTERING AND INTRODUCING 

NEW MACHINERY AND TECHNOLOGIES 

INTRODUCTION 

The planning of science and technology development Is a major 
I Ink both In the state system of managing scientific and 
technical progress and the general system of state plans. 
Acceleration of the development of science and technology. and 
all-round uti I lzatlon of the achievements of sclent.iflc
technologlcal progress In the national economy are Important 
factors for raising the efficiency of social production. 
Improving the quality of product, expanding Its variety for the 
most complete satisfaction of the requirements of the national 
economy In modern means of production. and the needs of 
population In consumer goods. 

The structure of the state plan of economic and social 
development of the USSR Includes a section "Development of 
Science and Technology", the Indices of which are approved by the 
USSR Council of Ministers. 

S&T development plan Is aimed at acceleration of the 
real lzatlon of S&T discoveries and Innovations designed to raise 
the productivity of social labour and the quality of produce. and 
envisages the elaboration of various Indices, beginning with the 
planning of targets of science and technology programmes down to 
removing obsolete products from production and replacing obsolete 
technological processes. The principal form of S&T development 
planning by the Stat~ consists In a five-year plan, which Is 
elaborated proceeding from. the targets of national economic 
development and the Basic long-term directions of S&T 
development. 

Measures _planned for S&T development comprise In effect all 
complex of work related to scientific research, designing and 
Introduction of results Into national economy. These masures are 
specified In five-year and annual plans and are subject to 
approval at various management levels - In the state plan, In 
plans of mlnlsterles. departments. union republics. research and 
designing organizations. In production and financial plans of 
productive associations and enterprises. 

Presented by Y.V. Bryzgalov 
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MASTERING AND INTRODUCING NEW MACHINERY AND TECHNOLOGY 

Mastering and Introducing new highly efficient technological 
processes and types of products, complexes and systems of 
machines tor the mechanization of production processes, and re
duction of manual labour costs In the branches of. Industry con
stitute an Integral part of the S&T development section of the 
state plan. 

The plan tor mastering the production of new types of 
Industrial product may comprise: 

-targets for mastering the production of new types of 
machines, equipment, apparatus, devices, constructions, articles 
and materials, created In correspondence with the Target complex 
economic and scientific-technological programmes, as wei I as 
those to be produced at newly commissioned enterprises; 

-targets for Introducing Into production the results of 
completed research projects of major national economiC 
significance In compliance with the proposals of the USSR State 
Committee for Science and Technology, the USSR Academy of 
Sciences, the USSR State Committee for Inventions and 
Discoveries; 

-targets for mastering the production of new types of 
machines, equipment and other kinds of new articles created In 
accordance with the decision of the directive bodies; 

- Individual targets for mastering the production of machines 
having general economic appl lcatlon and major types of new 
articles required for raising the technical level of production 
In various branches of the national economy, which have been 
created In compliance with the plans of the USSR ministries and 
unIon repub lies; 

-targets for mastering the production of major types· of 
products planned to be sold at licence market abroad, as well as 
those to be produced according to the purchased foreign licences 
and prototypes; 

-targets for mastering the production of new machines, de
vices, articles, equipment and materials In conformity with pro
posals for Introducing the results of S&T cooperation of the USSR 
with foreign countries; 

-targets for mastering assembly articles designed tor assemb-
1 lng new types of products and supplied In the form of coopera
tion to enterprises of other ministries with the Indication for 
what type of new produce they have been manufactured; 

- targets mastering the production of new types of Industrial 
produce or articles under modernization, as wei I as assembly 
articles whose mastering has been started but not finished In the 
years preceding the planned period; 
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-targets for experimental-Industrial testing of principally 
new types of articles of maJor national economic significance, as 
well as targets for the production of pilot machines and 
equipment of machine-building Industry which full under priority 
I 1st Including manufacturing assembly articles and materials for 
them. 

~~lA_jor selection of tacget~ 

Selection of targets for the Introduction of advanced 
technologies, mechanization and automation of production 
processes for their Inclusion In the draft'plan Is done on the 
basts of their economic significance taking Into account the 
following criteria for drawing up the draft plan for mastering 
new types of Industrial products: 

- results of elaborating target based complex economic and 
S&T programmes~ 

- recommendations 
and Technology, the 
utilization of S&T 
national economy; 

of the USSR State Committee for SGience 
USSR Academy of Sciences concerning the 

achievements of major significance In the 

- proposals of the USSR State Committee for Inventions and 
Discoveries for the Introduction of major Inventions Into 
production process; 

- decisions and orders of the directive bodies; 

- proposals of the USSR State Committee for Science and 
Technology and other ministries and departments for solving 
scientific and technological problems which are being elaborated 
by the Soviet Union In cooperation with foreign countries; 

-proposals of the USSR ministries and the Councils of 
Ministers of the union republics for Including those Items In the 
state plan that, though being elaborated In branch and republican 
plans, have national significance, as well as recommendations for 
wide-scale Introduction and utilization of SandT achievements 
of other branches of Industry~ 

The plan envisages also targets· for mastering major 
technological processes for which the selling of licences abroad 
Is planned, and targets for mastering technologies and equipment 
based on purchased foreign licences and prototypes. 

Aiming at ensuring accelerated application of the results of 
research and technical developments In the national economy, the 
plan comprises targets for commls~lonlng pilot plants for testing 
major technological processes. 



Means and methods 

The tasks of acceleration of S&T progress urge that during 
the elaboration of draft plans tor mastering new types of Indus
trial products and Introduction of advanced technologies, means 
of mechanization and automation of production, special attention 
should be paid to the creation and Introduction of: 

-principally new, highly productive, energy-,materlaf- and 
labour-saving machines, equipment and technological processes 
whose technico-economlc parameters would not yield to the highes~ 
world standards; 

- automated complexes and systems of machines with 
technological cycles, multioperatlonal equipment and 
technological complexes based on this equipment and 
Industrial computerized manipulators; 

complete 
flexible 

uti! !zing 

-new technologies transforming modern production (lazer, 
radiation and plazma technologies). 

This means that while planning ne~ types of Industrial 
products the priority In their mastering and organization of 
serial production should be attributed to such types of new 
technology and materials utilization of which would ensure consi
derable saving of fuel, energy, metal, reduction of labour costs 
and Improvement of quality of products. For example, the Intro
duction of high-capacity power blocks (1-1.2 million Kw per unit) 
allows to reduce capital construction costs by 10%, specific 
number of servicing staff by 40-50% and to save up to 3% of fuel. 

The calculations and experience 
show that utilization of one programme-operated Industrial mani
pulator replaces from 2 to 4 workers and Increases labour. produc
tivity by 2-4 times. Use of tungsten-free hard alloys and powder 
speed-cutting steels for cutting tools raises the productivity of. 
machine-operators by 15-18% and saves alloy additions (tungsten, 
moloybdenum). Introduction of high-capacity units and plants, 
built on the basis of advanced technology. In chemical and other 
Industries raises considerably labour productivity and reduces 
consumption of metal per unit of product by 7-10% and the cost of 
a unit of the equipment capacity by 5-15%. · 

Experiences 

The experience of creation and Introduction of new 
technology shows that It Is necessary to switch from planning 
Individual types of machines and equipment over 1o the creation 
of systems and complex of machines and equipment to achieve tul I 
mechanization and automation of major production processes In the 
branches of the national economy. 
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In agriculture this Is manifested In creation and 
Introduction of complexes of machines to mechanize alI processes 
of cultivation, harvesting and processing of ~grlcultural crops. 
In machine-building this means creation and Introduction of 
mechanized and automated complexes for metal rolling, coal mining 
with miners being absent from the forefleld; complexes of 
continuous-operation machines for capping and open air excavation 
of coal; automated complexes and lines equlppped with automatic 
programme-operated manipulators for machining, punching, 
painting, assembling. etc; creation o~ auto~ated enterprises and 
flexible automated production units capable of timely and 
comparatively costless readjustement for production of new 
products. · 

Attention should be paid to the development and utilization 
of technologies which ensure full and all-round use of basic raw 
materials eliminating the environment pollution and use of human 
labour for low-qualified and hard work. 

At present alI branches of Industries use article• and 
semi-finished products made by the method of powder metallurgy. 
In machine-building this comes to construction, friction, bal !
bearing and other articles In metal-processing and mining -hard 
and super hard materials, powder metal tools. The calculation 
show that 1 ton of metal powder substitutes 1.5-2 tons of ferrous 
or non-ferrous rot led stock Conaccount of the waste reduction and 
the increase of durability), saves the labour of 190 machine
operators and eliminate the work of 80 metat-cuttlng machines. 

Metal powders help to solve the problem of protecting metals 
from corrosion. A new method of pfazma pulverization of a thin 
coating of metal powder Increases the corrosion resistance of 
metal constructions, machines, equipment and parts and hardens 
the surface of machining. 

Application of new technologies Is used to 
oil recovery form oil-bearing strata by steam 
displacement, filling oil wells with water with 
agents, etc. The calculations Indicate that the 
Increases by 10-131. 

Increase crude 
and hot water 
added chemical 
recovery of oil 

The new types of Industrial produce and technology which are 
Included In the draft state plan, as a rule, ought to be 
elaborated on the grounds of discoveries and Inventions, Initiate 
qual ltatlvely new generations or series of products, ensure the 
solution of principally new technical targets In ell Industrial 
branches. In all cases, new produce and new technological 
processes, when applied, must ensure a significant raise of 
production efficiency. 

While selecting problems to be Included In the draft state 
plan a thorough attention Is paid to the technlco•economlc level 
of new technology being created so that It does not tal I behind 
the best world standards. 
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The basic specifications~ characterizing the qual ltatlve 
parameters of machines, equipment, apparatuses, devices• 
Instruments, articles, materials and products, are Indicated for 
every new type of Industrial produce which Is Included In the 
state plan. The basic technlco-economlc parameters, 
characterizing Its national economic significance, are Indicated 
for every measure on Introduction of the advanced technology 
which Is Included In the state plan. 

A record of technical level. complied In compliance with the 
established form and consisting of Information. on a complete 
technical-economic specification and comparison with the best 
home-made and foreign analogues, as well as Indices of eco~omlc 
efficiency and costs, accompanies each article or measure 
comprised In the state plans. 

The record of techn lea I I eve I Is ut II I sed for eva I uat I ng the 
technical level and quality of a product, the technical level of 
a technological process. as wei I as for analysing the financial, 
labour and material costs for their Invention, manufacture and 
full mastering. 

The Information stated In the record of technical level Is 
used for technlco-economlc backgroundlng of the adopted decisions 
when planning the mastering of new types of Industrial products 
or advanced technologies, as wei I as solving certain ~ther 
problems. 

The practice. shows that selection of new scientific and 
technological development, formulation of scientific and techni
cal pol Icy of a certain branch of the Industry, determination of 
rates and proportions of STT developmenf should be carried out 
proceeding from the national economic efficiency. The targets 
for mastering new types of Industrial products and advanced 
technology, stipulated by the State plan, should be considered as 
a social order of the national economy. determining the role and 
Place of science and technology In raising the efficiency of 
social production. 

The nomenclature of technlco-economlc parameters In the 
record of technical I eve 1, sha I I contaIn parameters that are 
common for alI the types of products and technological processes, 
and specific parameters for groups of slml4ar products and tech
nological processes. The nomenclature of these parameters shal I 
be the minimum necessary and sufficient for adopting decisions at 
the state and branch levels of management. The nomenclature of 
technlco-economlc parameters In the record of technical level, Is 
determined by the leading organization and Is obligatory for alI 
the enterprises and organizations compll lng records of technical 
level for products or technological processes comprised In the 
given group. The establ !shed nomenclature of technlco-economlc 
parameters shal I ensure a comparison of domestic and foreign 
analogues and characterize the stab! I tty of manufacturing quality 
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and competitiveness of the evaluated products on the foreign 
market. 

The Indices of quality shall comprise: 

-basic parameters of deslgn~tlon, determining the utility 
of a product or technological process (not more than 2-3 
parameters). For example, the parameters for machine-building 
products Include productivity, capacity, load-carrying capacity. 
speed, etc.; 

-basic physical parameters <mass, oven11ll dimensions); 

- basic parameters of economical consumption of raw 
materials, materials, fuel and energy, consumption of material 
resources per unit of produce (ferrous. non-ferrous, metals, raw 
and other materials), consumption of energy resources per unit of 
produce (electric power, fuel and other types of energy); 

-basic parameters of unification , the coefflclen~ of 
applicability, the coefficient of mutual unification. 

The economic Indices shal I comprise: 

- annual volume of production; 

- elaboration costs; 

-capital Investments for mastering; 

- prime cost of manufacturing; 

- I lmlt and wholesale price; 

- annual economic effect per ·unit of produce or per unit of 
scope of application of technological process under conditions of 
Its complete mastering as compared with the existing process; 

-costs of mastering the technological process {required for 
Its complete mastering· under production conditions. adopted for 
catculatlon of the economic effect). 

When selecting home-made or foreign analogues for comparing 
with the planned new product, the domestic prototype ts 
represented by the product whose parameters are calculated for 
the second year of planned serial production of the product under 
evaluation, or by the best Industrially mastered product abroad, 
and In case of new technological processes --domestic 
technological processes mastered by the beginning of the planned 
period, or foreign analogues. If no analogues are available, the 

0 base values of the parameters are determined by the leading 
~ organizations for the given type of product or technological 
C'll process. 
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All Industrial products which are being newly mastered and 
contained In the state plans. as a rule. shall be certified only 
by the highest category of qual lty with Indication of the certi
fication date. This means that plans contain the products. whose 
parameters of technical level and qual lty excel the best homde
made or foreign achievements or equal them, determine technical 
progress In the national economy. ensure a substantial raise of 
labour productivity, economy of materials, fuel and energy. meet 
the population demands, and are competitive on the foreign 
market. These products shall be characterized by stab! llty of 
the parameters of technical level and qualtly on the grounds of 
strict observance of technological dlsclpl lne and high culture of 
production. The manufacturer shal I provide the products of the 
highest category of quality, as a rule, with prolonged guarantees 
of reliability, long life and other quality Indices. It Is 
necessary to note that the state plans may comprise Industrial 
products that are not certified In accordance with the establish
ed order. These products are food products of medical designa
tion, also unique machines and equipment, manufactures In single 
quantities, large Instal lations of major national economic signi
ficance which are Included In the state plans for experimental
Industrial testing. Certification of newly mastered products 
shall be performed not later than one year, and of highly sophis
ticated products -not later than two years after the beginning 
of serial production. 

The Industrial products whose quality (super or first class 
category) has not been certified are to be removed from 
production. Upon .the request of corresponding ministries and 
departments approved by the USSR State Commltee for Science and. 
Technology, the USSR State Planning Committee may allow, by way 
of an exception, the manufacturing of un~ertltled produce during 
a period not exceeding two years. ' 

The annual state plan contain only such new types of Indus
trial products, whose prototypes have been run through the re
quired tests and approved In the established order tor serial 
production, as well as articles, whose testing and mastering Is 
envisaged In the programmes for solving major scientific and 
technical problems. The plan comprises also larg~ and unique 
machines and equipment manufactures In single units (hydro
turbines and steam turbines, rolling mil Is, boilers and reactors. 
Instal lations tor oil-refining and chemical Industries, ships, 
etc.) whose testing and commlsslong Is performed In the process 
of their Industrial operation. 

Oj"her measyres 

The five-year plan envisages the production of new types of 
Industrial products, beginning with the manufacture of the first 
Industrial series subsequently during the years of the five-year 
period up to their complete mastering. The produce Is considered 
completely mastered If the technology and organization of 
production ensure~ the manufacture of products of the· planned 
(proper) qual lty under conditions of serial or mass production 
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and which have gone through state certification (this 
concern products manufactured In single units or small 
The annual plans envisage the production of each type 
products during the period from the manufacture of 
batch and up to the complete mastering. 

will not 
batches>. 
of these 

the first 

The dates of planning the mastering of the manufacture of 
products by years are determined by the volume and duration of 
the measures related to the preparation for Industrial production 
of the articles (elaboration of 4eslgn and technological 
documentation. manufacture.of devices and tools, organization of 
serial production), as well as by the quantity of articles. whose 
required volume of production can be ensured only under 
conditions of serial production. 

Henceforth the targets for elaboration, mastering and 
preparation of the production of new and modernization of the 
existing machines. equipment· and Instruments comprised In the 
five-year and annual plans of economic and social development of 
the USSR# as we I I as In the pI ans approved by the USSR mIn I s.tr I es 
and the Councils of Ministers of the union republics, will be 
determined proceeding from the differentiated normatlves set for 
the renewal (modernization) of production. 

If the date of manufacturing the first Industrial series 
(the principal Industrial prototype) fal Is beyond the planned 
period, this assignment Is Included In the state plan with the 
note "To be continued In the year ••• " • In this case the 
ministries and departments shal I envisage In their branch plans 
the concrete volume of production under this assignment for the 
planned period as well as the measures for preparing the 
production that will ensure the manufacture of products In 
accordance with the date determined by the state plan. 

The entire volume of manufacturing new types of Industrial 
produce, Included In the state plan. during the period of 
mastering Its serial production. Is envisaged simultaneously In 
kind In the production plan. 

The measures• evlsaged In the state plan for Introducing 
advanced technologies, are planned for the period from the 
beginning of mastering and up to reaching the full capacity of 
the leading Industrial unit. Installation or production line. 
etc. (In accordance with the specified time of ~ommlsslonlng 
technical projects adopted In the branch). The entire volume of 
production based on the application of new technological 
processes and equipment. envisaged In this section of the plan, 
Is Included simultaneously In the plan for the manufacture of 
given products. 

The draft state plans comprise assignments for mastering 
production of new types of Industrial produce and measures 
Introducing advanced technology which are preconcerted by 
ministries and union republ lcs with the respective consumers 
co-executors. 
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The elaboration of state plans for new types of Industrial 
produce and the Introduction of advanced technology Is based on 
the principle of branch planning. This permits to systematize 
various types of production and technological processes 
Irrespective of branch subordination, ensures the posslbll lty to 
perform calculations required at different stages and levels of 
national economic and branch planning. 

New types of Industrial products In the state plan, are 
grouped by branches according to the "All-Union classifier of 
Industrial and agricultural products" whl~h Is an Integral part 
of the Single system of classifying and coding technical and 
economic Information. The classifier establishes economic speci
fications for the produce of every branch of the Industry and the 
agriculture which are most essential for the given classifica
tion. At each classification stage the produce Is specified by a 
concrete feature. 

When elaborating state plans of new types of 
produce and advanced technology. the app.llcatlon of 
classifiers for the branches of the national economy 
use computerized planning processes. 

Industrial 
all-union 

allows to 

It Is not enough to design and Introduce new types of 
technology for raising technical level of production. It Is 
necessary to ensure serial and mass production of new machines on 
such a scale that would enable efficient re-equlpment of the 
national economy branch, make It possible to carry out the 
complex mechanization and automation of production processes• 
and ensure a large scale manufacturing of products through the 
application of advanced technology. 

Consistent application of a system of Indices of technical 
level of production and manufactured articles In planning S and T 
development constitutes one of Important preconditions for the 
achievement of the highest final results due to the utilization 
of S and T Innovations. The Introduction of the system ensures 
strengthening of planned Influence of the State on the Improve
ment of work of the Industrial branches and science and techno
log~ policy control; the Increase of the volume of progressive 
types of produce; the Improvement of techn leal b·ase of the 
branches or production; better use of equipment; the expansion tn 
the uti I rzatlon of principally new and advanced technological 
processesi higher level of mechanization and automation; lowering 
of labour-. material• and energy-Intensity of production; as well 
as higher rellabll lty of manufactured goods. 

The Introduction of the system of Indices of technical level 
of production and manufactured articles permits to switch from 
the stage of designing, mastering and Introducing new types of 
technology and turn to the stage of reequlpment of production on 
the basis of advanced technology. means of mechanization and 
automation, as wei I as Introduction of modern technology In the 
production of major types of products. 
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However, the system of Indices can operate at Its ful I 
capacity only If It reflects major trends of technical progress 
In alI branches of the national economy; when each and every 
Index provides full Information necessary for the determination 
Of general economic effect, expressed In monetary value In kind 
or In saving of labour, and when It ensures active Interrelation 
of the S and T development plan with other sections of the 
national economy plan, namely production, capital Investment. 
labour, social development, prime cost end profit. 

Highly 
complexes 
restructlng 
organization 

productive technology, 
or systems, requires a 

In the process of Its 
of planning to ensure Its 

especially In machine 
profbund organizational 
use, as well as the 

maximum efficiency. 

The use of numerical programme control machines ensures high 
productivity of labour and a good quality of products. However. 
the maximum efficiency of numerical programme control equipment 
can be achieved only when It Is used In groups at production 
lines or workshops. In other words the problem of automation of 
management requires higher level of the production organization. 

The present number of planned Indices of S and T development 
does not meet the requirements of the national economy In new 
technology necessary for technical reequlpment, reconstruction, 
mechanization end automation of the existing production, and tor 
the manufacturing of products of proper quality. It Is necessary 
to Introduce considerable changes In the contents and alms of the 
S and T development plans so that they becoma an Instrument tor 
optimum management of proportions, structure, technical level and 
efficiency of production as wei I as of products quality. This 
means that together with the planning new types of products and 
advanced technology It becomes Imperative . to control the 
deve I opment of product I on In order to convert the proc.ess of 
designing and Introduction of new technology Into a continuous 
conveyer system. 
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ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES FOR SCIENTIFIC AND 

TECHNNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE USSR 

INTRODUCTION 

Soviet science has played and continues 
In Investigating the problems of economic. 
development of the country, and turned Into 
force. 

S and I Organization 

to play a major role 
social and cultural 
a direct productive 

The USSR State Planning Committee and the USSR Central 
Statistical Department have determined a branch "Science and 
scientific maintenance" In order to evaluate and plan the 
development of the scientific potential •. In accordance with the 
existlnbg classification of branches In the national economy, the 
latter branch lnclu~es: 

1. Organizations carrying out sclentl~lc-research work: 

a} academies (except educational ones), 
research Institutes, observatories, 
scientific-research laboratories; 

scientific
Independent 

b) designing organizations carrying out scientific
research work; 

c) scientific and experimental stations; 

d) experimental fields, supporting and experimental 
bases carrying out scientific work; 

e) state archleves carrying out scientific work; 

f) scientific organizations for environmental control 
(reserves, botanical gardens, zoos, and other similar 
organizations carrying out scientific work>; 

g) museums, libraries, book chambers carrying out 
scientific work. 

Presented by A.A. Gorin 
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2. Designing and projecting organizations (Independent 
ones. 

3. Experimental plants that do not manufacture Industrial 
products for sale. 

4. Hydrometeorologlcal service. 

5. Organizations for geological exploration. 

6. Organizations for-~ervlclng scientific lnstltulonss 

a) prospective exploration of reserves of fish, whales, 
marine animals and products; 

b) experimental fields, supporting and experimental 
bases (not carrying out scientific work); 

c) other organizations servicing scientific Institu
tions (Including experimental-technical laboratorieS• 
normative-research and scientific-testing stations, 
central bureaux of technical Information, computer 
centers of scientific organizations, etc.). 

A wide network of scientific organizations, scientific
production associations, experimental laboratories and 
subdivisions, designing bureaux are functioning In the branch 
"Science and scientific maintenance". Scientific-research 
Institutes and a large number of problem and branch laboratories 
are functioning at many universities and higher educational 
Institutions. 

It Is necessary to note that the total number of those 
working In the branch Is Increasing continuously. The average 
rate of Increment of the number of those working In the branch 
exceeded that of workers and employees In the national economy bY 
1.6 times In 1966-1980. About 4.5 mil lion people have been 
employed In the branch by the end of 1983. 

RESOURCES 

An Increase of expenditures for the development of science 
can be Illustrated by the following figures: the expenditures 
for science from the state budget and other sources have In
creased In 1983 as compared with 1960 from 3.9 bill ton roubles to 
25.6 billion roubles, I.e. Increased 6,6 times. The material
technical· base, one of the components of the scientific poten
tial, Is also developing at a high rate. An analysts, made by 
some economists at scientific-research and designing organiza
tions of Individual branches of the extractive and manufacturing 
Industries, had Indicated that the average Increment of the 
capital funds In 1971-1980 was approximately 9-tos, and the 
average annual Increment of their active part was 12.21. The 
part of computer facilities In the capital funds lncrease4· 3 
times. 
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The result of scientific research and developments depends 
greatly on the level of scientific-technical Information <STJ). 
The acquisition, processing ~nd presentation of the required 
scientific-technical data under modern conditions to the 
Interested organizations with sufficient operability has demanded 
the creatIon of a powerfu I fn format I on base of sc fence. 

About 20,000 organs of scientific-technical Information are 
fucntlonlng today In our country, Including 10 all-union, 15 
republ lean, 87 central branch and Ill lnterbranch territorial 
organs of scientific-technical Information. 

The development of the scientific potential requires 
considerable financial resources, c which Is associated with the 
expenditures for renumeratlon of the workers In the branch 
"Science and scientific maintenance", and for maintaining the 
existing scientific-research lnstlt~tlos and organizations, 
experimental bases and units, as wei I as for supplying them with 
up-to-date scientific equlpment, experimental bases, and for 
creating large technically equipped plants. 

Thus, the financial resources of science Include means from 
dlffecrent sources, which are spent for the basic and other 
activities of the branch, as well as means for capital 
construction. 

The major Items for spending the financial resources are the 
current expenditures and the financing of capital Investments. 

The current expenditures Include those for the wages fund, 
for purchasing equipment and Implements, opertlng and other 
expenditures for screntlflc-research work. 

The capital Investments, Including those· for construction 
and assembly, are envisaged for the construction of new• 
expansIon and reconstruct I on of operating scI entl f lc-research 
Institutes, special designing organizations, that are on an 
Independent balance and carry out scientific-research work, 
experimental bases and other subdivisions subordlnted to the 
scientific-research organizations. 

The scope and form of financing science Is regulated by the 
financial pol Icy of the state, which Is closely associated wl'h 
the system of managing scientific research and developments. In 
accordance with the two levels of managing science Jn the 
country, I .e. the general state and branch (departmental f systems 
of management, there exist two levels of realizing the financial 
pol Icy In this branch. The following directions of flnanclald 
policy are characteristic of the general state level: 

- determination of the total scope of expenditures for 
science In coordination with the State plan for the development 
of science and technology, Including means from the state budget 
and other sources; 



- distribution of the total amount of financing by the 
ministries and departments; 

- determination of the normative of 
activities of the enterprises and 
centralised funds of the min lstrles and 
spent for scientific-research end 
developments; 

deductions from the baste 
organizations to the 
departments, which are 

ex per I mental-desIgnIng,._ 

-control of utilizing the flnancl~l resources. 

PROPOSALS FOR RESOURCES 

Proposals are elaborated at the branch level of the 
ministries and departments, which are the major managers of the 
btJdget and centralized means, for the organs of the top level In 
accordance with the I lsted directions. Beside that. they 
distribute the established scope of financing to the departmental 
scientific-research organizations, determine normatlves of 
deductions to the funds for economic stimulation of scientific
research organizations, and control the use of the financial 
resources. 

I Current expenditures for research and developments are 
planned In the USSR In a central lzed order In the five-year and 
annual plans. 

Expenditures for scientific-research and experimental-
designing work, carried out by Independent sclentlflc•research 
and project-deslgnlnd organizations of the USSR ministries and 
departments and the Councils of Ministers of the union republ lcs. 
are specified In the State plan for economic and social 
development of the USSR In the section "Development of science 
and technology" <appendix: "Financing- of scientific-research 
work"). 

The expenditures for scientific-research and experimental
designing work, performed by laboratories, designing 
organizations, experimental plants, shops and experimental units 
of Industrial enterprises, are envisaged In the plans for the 
development of branches, production, scientific-production 
associations and Industrial enterprises. 

The expenditures tor scientific-research work. carried out at 
the faculties of higher educational Institutions, ere envisaged 
In the plans of the ministries of higher education, the 
ministries of education of the USSR and union republ lcs, as wei I 
as other ministries and departments, comprising higher 
educational lnstltutlons within their system. Expenditures• 
associated with mastering and Introducing new technologies In the 
national economy, as wei I as capital Investments for the constru
ction of objects of science, ere envisaged In the respective 
sections of the plans of the corresponding branches of the 
national economy In the Industry. 



Planning of expenditures for research and development Is 
effected In the USSR by the USSR State Committee for Science and 
Technology. The plan for financing scientific-research work 
envisages the total scope of expenditures for scientific-research 
work with a wages fund for the workers of scientific-research 
organizations, and determines the sources for financing this 
work. The USSR State Committee for Science and Technology 
coordinates with the USSR State Planning Committee and USSR 
Ministry of Finance the total scope of expenditures, the wages 
fund and the allocations from the budget tor science In the USSR 
for the planned period. 

The draft plan for financing scientific-research work Is 
elaborated by the USSR ministries and departments, Councils, of 
Ministries of the union republics for the group of organizations 
planned In the establ !shed order by the USSR State Committee for 
Science and Technology. 

Draft plans for financing scientific-research work In the 
union republics are elaborated for the republ lc and for each 
ministry and department separately, Including union-republics 
ministries of the union republ lcs. The USSR union-republican 
ministries elaborate draft plans for the whole branch, for the 
USSR union-republican ministry and for each ministry of simi tar 
profile In the union republic. 

The USSR Ministries and departments and the Councils of 
Ministers of the union republ lcs supplement the draft plan for 
financing scientific research work with a summary estimate of 
expenditures tor production at scientific-research organizations. 
that have been transferred to the self-supporting basis. and 
summary estimate of expenditures for scientific-research 
organizations that are financed from the state budget. 

The USSR State Committee for Science and Technology 
elaborates a draft plan for financing scientific-research work In 
the USSR within the limits of the basic Indices of the plan 
coordinated with the USSR State Planning Committee and the USSR 
Ministry of finance on the basis of the respective draft plans of 
the USSR ministries and departments and Councils of_Minlsters of 
the union republics. The draft plan Is submitted In the 
established order for consideration to the USSR Council of 
Ministers. 

The plan for financing scientific-research work. elaborated 
by the USSR State Committee for Science and Technology, Is. 
therefore, a component part of the State Plan for economic and 
social development of the USSR and of the State budget of the 
USSR. 

INDICES OF RESOURCES AND EXPENDITURES 
I 

The following Indices are specified for the USSR 
and departments and the Councils of Ministers of 
republ lcs In the State plan for economic and social 
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of the USSR: the total scope of expenditures for scientific
research work, Including sclentlflc•technlcel programs and 
problems In the area of natural and social sciences. the average 
annual manning table and the wages fund for those working at 
scientific-research organizations, also expenditures accounted 
for In the prime cost of the- Industrial products, construction
assembly work, In the plans of operating expenditures, and In the 
plans for the distribution costs of the USSR ministries and 
departments and those of the union republics. while the State 
budget of the USSR envisages the allocations from the state 
budget for scientific-research work. 

The USSR ministries and departments and those In the union 
repub lies, In theIr turn, determ lne the total scope of 
expenditures, Including the average annual manning table. the 
wages fund for the workers, and the sources of financing these 
expenditures for the subordinated scientific-research end 
project-designing organizations. The leaders of the scientific• 
research organizations determine the salaries for the workers 
within the limits of the established Indices and· In 
correspondence with their rights (In conformity with the standard 
scheme of salaries established for the given organization), the 
structure and manning table. the expenditures for Individual 
Items In the estimate of expenditures of the organizations. and 
certain other problems associated with financing scientific
research work. 

The scope of expenditures for science Is determined In the 
USSR proceeding from the Increase of the national Income rate end 
the targets of science In the planned period. the state of the 
scientific base (availability of scientific organizations, number 
of workers therein, experimental base). The Increment rate of 
expenditures- for science. as a rule, Is adopted at a higher level 
than the Increment rate of the national Income In order to ensure 
the development of sclent~flc-technlcel progress In the USSR at 
the required level. 

The total scope of expenditures for scientific-research work 
at a USSR ministry and department. or In a union republic Is 
determined on the bas1s of estimate-financial calculations by 
enlarged Items: wages, purchase of equipment and Implements. 
capital repair of buildings and stru~tures~ other expenses. 

The expenditures for scientific-research and experimental
designing work by the types of scientific research (fundamental 
and applied research and developments) are not planned In the 
USSR, ~ecause these notions are conditional, and the 
establ lshment of plans of expenditures by the types of research 
might limit ~he existing possibilities of maneuvarablllty with 
the financial resources and their rational utilization. 

When determining the scope of expenditures for scientific
research work. It Is considered that the USSR ministries and 
departments and those In the union republics finance primarily 
scientific research associated with the fulfilment of 
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governmental assignments, -scientific-technical programs. and the 
solution of problems In natural and social sciences, as wei I as 
works of major significance for development of the branch. 

Scientific-technical programs and problems In natural and 
social sciences are financed by the ministries and departments 
that are stated In the programs as financing organizations. 

Expenditures for scientific-research work, envisaged by the 
scientific-technical programs and the pr_oblems In natural and 
social sciences, are stated In a separate line In the finance 
plan. 

Organizations, comprising beside projecting. designing and 
technological departments, also a scientific-research department. 
referred to In the established order as a scientific 
organizations, have In their plan of financing scientific
research work also a scope of expenditures that relate only to 
the scientific-research work carried out by the stated 
department. 

The sources for financing scientific-research and 
experimental-designing work In the organizations are as follows: 

-at locations of union, republican and local budgets. Only 
works of theoretical character and those of general-union 
significance are financed by allocations from the state budget; 

-means from the single fund for the development of science 
and technology (fund for scl~ntlflc research) formed In the 
establIshed order; 

- means considered In the 
construction-assembly work, 
expendItures, and In -the 
ministries and departments and 

prime cost of Industrial products, 
In the plans of operating 

distribution costs of the USSR 
those of the union republ lcs; 

- receipts to the accounts of organizations for scientific
research work performed by economic contracts (lntermlnlstertal 
orders), concluded on the basts of the Standard Instruction for 
concluding economic contracts and Issuing lntermlnlsterlal orders 
for scientific-research, experimental-designing and technological 
work. Works, performed by organizations In accordance with 
contracts or orders, are remunerated by the customer on account 
of means specified for these purposes In their balances of Income 
and expenditure (finance plans), or estimates of expenditures; 

-profits remaining at the disposal of the ministry 
(department) and used for scientific research In accordance with 
the decision of the USSR Government, etc. 

SOURCE OF FUNDS 

The sources for financing scientific-research work are 
determined, proceedings from the following considerations: 
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-scientific-research work, associated with the fulfilment 
of assignments of directive organs, scientific-technical programs 
and the solution of problems In natural and social sciences, also 
scientific-research work of fundamental (theoretical and 
exploration) character .are financed by the single fund for the 
development of science and technology, formed at the ministries 
In the established order, as well as by allocations from the 
state budget; 

-scientific-research work of general state and branch 
character are financed by the single fund for the development of 
science and technology, by means envisaged for scientific
research work In the plans af prim~ costs of Industrial products, 
construction-assembly work, deliveries, In the plans of operating 
costs, and In the plans of distribution costs of commercial• 
provision, trading and purchasing organizations, as well as In 
the estimates for construction (when scientific-research work lsd 
envisaged at the construction of the given obJect>; 

-scientific-research work of general state and b~anch 
character In the areas of construction and Industrial materials 
Is financed by allocations from the state budget, that are 
specifically assigned for these purposes In the established 
order, In the area of agriculture on account of allocations from 
the state buget and deductions from real lzlng products cultivated 
at the experimental farms and produced at the enterprises of 
scientific-research organizations; 

-scientific-research work carried out by scientific-
research organizations of the USSR Ministry of Geology• 
ministries and departments of geology In the union republics Is 
financed by allocations from the state budget for operating 
expenditures for exploration and topographical work. 

Scientific-research, experimental-designing and technologi
cal works and measures, associated with the development and 
mastering of new technologies, are financed by the single fund 
for the development of science and technology at ministries 
(departments), wherein scientific-research, designing, proJect
designing and technologtcal organizations, ent•rprlses, produc
tion and scientific production associations have been transferred 
to the new system of planning, financing a~d economic stimulation 
of work on new technologies. 

The maJor sources of financing expenditures for scientific
research work are the allocations from the state budget and the 
means proper of the USSR ministries and departments: the single 
fund for the development of science and techno.logy. The 
~!locations from the state budget have reduced almost two times 
during the last two decades as compared with the total 
expenditures for scientific-research work. 

The reductton of the part of the state budget In the total 
expenditures for science Is explained by the expansion of direct 
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self-supporting ties of the scientific organizations 
Industry and the transfer of Industrial mlnlstlres to 
system of planning, financing and economic stimulation 
tech~,ologles. 

with 
the 
of 

the 
new 
new 

All branch scientific-research organizations (except the 
scientific-research organizations of the USSR Academy of Sciences 
and Academies of Sciences of the union republics, the scientific 
organizations fo the agricultural organs, In the area of health 
care~ and some others) and designing organizations have been 
transferred In 1961 to the self-supporting system. The economic 
basis of these organizations are the fixed and current capital, 
the system of cost evaluation of work carried out, the system of 
advance payments by the customer for the expenditures of the 
executors of contractual works, material sanctions for 
unsatisfactory experimental-designing work._ 

Scientific-research organizations of the USSR Academy of 
Sciences. Academies of Sciences of the union republ lcs. organs of 
the agriculture an~ health care, which are financed by the state 
budget, also carry out certain scientific-research work on 
conditions of contracts with the enterprises and organizations of 
the customers. When the USSR Committee for Science and 
Technology plans the scope of economic contractual works for the 
USSR Academy of Sciences, the Academies of Sciences of the union 
republics and the branch academies, It proceeds from the 
necessity of maintaining the optimum level of fundamental 
research. 

When planning and financing of scientific-research, 
experimental-designing and technological works, great attention 
Is rendered to economic contractual works, because the latter 
assist In accelerating the development and Introduction of new 
technologies. and the fulfilment of works by contracts 
contributes to Introducing the self-supporting system. 

PROCEDURES FOR FINANCING 

The USSR State Committee for Science and Technology together 
with the USSR State Planning Committee, USSR State Committee for 
Construction. USSR Academy of Sciences, USSR Ministry of Finance 
and with participation of USSR ministries and departments has 
elaborated and affirmed a Standard Instruction for concluding 
economic contracts and Issuing lntermlnlsterlal orders for 
scientific-research, experimental-designing and technological 
work• which should be followed when concluding economic 
contracts. 

This Instruction envisages the conditions of the contracts 
and lnterminlsterlal orders~ cost and order of payments, order of 
changing and cancel I lng contracts (orders), responsibl !ties of 
the executor and customer. 

The decision No. 695 " On plannin~ and Intensifying the 
effect of the economic mechanism on Increasing the effectiveness 
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of production and quality of work", adopted In 1979, has given 
further Impetus to the development~of the principles of the self
supporting system in scientific-research work. In particular, 
this decision determines to complete the transfer of scientifiC 
and designing organizations and enterprises of lndustrtal 
ministries to the. new system of planning, financing and economiC 
stimulation of work on new technologies. All the Industrial 
~lnlstrles are functioning currently under these new conditions. 

The essence of the new system I& that the means, II loted 
earlier to the ministries for scientific-research work (from the 
budget and deductions from the prime cost of Industrial 
products), as wei I as the means of mastering and lntroducln~ new 
products and technologies are combined Into a single fund for the 
development of science and technology. This fund Is designed for 
financing scientific-research, experimentol•deslgnlng ·and techno• 
toglcal work and reimbursement of expenditures associated with 
the development adn mastering of new types of products end tech• 
nologles, Introduction of scientific organization of labour, as 
well as for financing additional expenditures for Improving the 
qual lty of products and elevated expenditures during the first 
years of manufacturing new products. 

This fund Is formed by deductions from the planned profit of 
sclentiflc•production associations (enterprises) and organiza
tions In conformity with the normative establ !shed for the 
ministry (department) In percent to the pure (normative) or 
commodity product. Beside that, a part of the additional profit 
<sums of allowances to the wholesale price) from real lzlng new 
highly efficient products and products with a state Quality Mark 
Is also added to this fund~ 

The mechanism of forming the single fund tor the d!velopment 
of science and technology Is specified In the "Methodological 
Instruction on the formation and utilization of the single f~nd 
for the development of science and technoloigy", affirmed by the 
USSR State Committee for Science and Technology, USSR State 
Planning Cqmmittee, USSR Ministry of Finance and USSR State 
Committee for Prices. · 

The State plan for economic and social development of the 
USSR in 1981-1985 has affirmed for the first time the normatlves 
for forming the single fund for the development of science and 
technology and the scope of expenditures for scientific-research• 
experimental-designing and technological work with subdivision by 
the years. However, these normatlves are not strictly permanent. 
They are reviewed by the USSR Committee for Science and 
Technology together with the USSR State Pfenning Committee and 
the USSR Ministry of Finance In connection with the arising 
necessity of additional financing of scientific-research work at 
one or the other ministry. The decision of the CC CPSU and the 
USSR Council of Ministers "On Improving planning and Intensifying 
the effect of the economic mechanism on Increasing the 
effectiveness of production and quality of work" envisages the 
possibility of utilizing the means of the State budget for 
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financing major scientific-research work, requiring considerable 
expenditures, alongside the means of the single fund for the 
development of science and technology. 

The ministries envisage up to 201 of the means In the single 
fund for the development of science and technology for carrying 
out scientific work of fundamental an4 theoretical character, 
exploration and Initiative research In order to ensure scientifiC 
and technical work done In anticipation In the branches 
transferred to the new system of planning. financing and economic 
stimulation of work on new technologies. 

Scientific-research, designing and technological works 
(except works of fundamental. theoretical and exploration 
character), as a rule, are carried out by scientific-research and 
project•deslgnfng organizations of the ministries proper by 
zakaznarjads of the Chief Departments and Associations of the 
ministries. or by economic contracts with the enterprises and 
organizations of the customers. 

Thus. purposeful planning and financing of alI the works, 
beginning with research and developments and ending with the 
mastering and Introduction of new technologies In the national 
economy. Is performed by the single fund for the development of 
science and technology at the ministries transferred to the new 
system of planning and financing work on new technologies. 

USSR mIn I str les and departments,· that have not been 
transferred to the new system of planning and financing 
scientific-research and experimental-designing work, and the 
Councils of Ministers of the union republics submit, alongside 
the plan for financing sclentlf.lc-research work, also proposals 
on the scope of expenditures for scientific-research and 
experimental-designing work, that are considered In the prime 
costs of Industrial products, del lverles, construction-assembly 
work, In the plans of operating costs, In the plans of 
distribution costs of commercial, provision, trading and 
purchasing organizations, and In the estimates for construction. 

MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES 

In order to Intensify the Interaction of the component parts 
of the scientific potential, when carrying out the entrle compl.ex 
of work In the cycle "research-development-Introduction", and 
considering the matured necessity and significance of planning the 
branch "Science and scientific maintenance" proper, the 
Government has decided that beginning with the plan for 1984 the 
USSR State Planning Committee and the USSR State Committee for 
Science and Technology shall develop and affirm the average 
annual manning table and the wages fund of those working at the 
Institutions and organizations of the branch "Science and 
scientific malntenace" proper. Beside the plan for financing 
scientific-research work, financing of the organizations of 
scientific and maintenance Is performed mainly by the means of 
the ministries and departments proper. This plan specifies the 
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manning table and wages fund of those working at the Institutions 
and organizations of the USSR .. mlnlstrles and departments, 
Councils of Ministers of the union republics (without the Academy 
of Selneces), USSR Academy of Sciences, Siberian Branch of the 
USSR Academy of Sciences and the Academies of Sciences of the 
unIon repub I lcs. -

Capital Investments for the construction of scientific
research orga~lzatlons, their experimental bases, as wei I as tor 
the construction of experimental plant~,· shops, experimental and 
experimental-Industrial Installations at Industrial enterprises 
are envisaged, In accordance with the ord~r existing In the USSR, 
by the USSR ministries and departments and Councils of Mtnlsjers 
of the union republics In the total scope of capital Investments 
for the development of the respective branches of the national 
economy and Industry. 

The same system of planning capital Investments has been 
establ lshed for the construction of objects of science, envisaged 
In the programs for the solution of major scientific-technical 
problems. It has been determined that the provision of work•• 
envisaged In the scientific-technical programs, with the flanclal 
and material-technical resources Is performed In primary order by 
the USSR ministries and departments. 

The USSR State Committee tor Sclence.and Technology has been 
given the right to consider the lists of objects to be 
constructed for the sc'l entl f lc-research organ I zatl ons and theIr 
experimental-Industrial .bases, participate In considering the 
proposals of the USSR Academy of Sciences, USSR ministries and 
departments and Councils of Ministers of the. union republics on 
the total scop• of capital Investments for the development of 
science together with the USSR State Planning Committe~. As a 
result, the USSR ministries and departments, Councils of 
Ministers of the union republics submit together with the plan 
for financing scientific-research work also calculated Indices of 
the scope of capital Investments and construction-assembly work 
for the construction of scientific-research organizations and 
their experimental bases, t~at are envsiaged tor them In the 
total scope of capital Investments for the devel~pment of the 
respective branches of the national economy and Industry. 

The total scope of capltai Investments and construction
assembly work for the construction of scientific-research 
organizations and their experimental bases comprises capital 
Investments for the construction of new, expansion and 
reconstruction of functioning scientific-research Institutes, 
central and special designing organizations, that are on 
Independent balance and carry out scientific-research work, 
experimental enterprises, shops. Installations for checking the 
results of scientific research and actual development. that are 
subor~inated to scientific-research organizations or directly to 
the ministries and departments. 



The Indices of the scope of capital Investments and 
construction-assembly work are supplemented with a I 1st of 
continuing and newly started construction of objects of 
sclentlflc-research organizations and thelr experimental bases. 
envisaged by the plan of capital Investments -for the respective 
branches of the national economy and Industry, with Indication of 
the dates of beginning and flnlshln~ the construction, the 
estimate cost, the planned scope of capital Investments and 
construction-assembly work, and the Indices of Introducing the 
production capacities Into operation. 

The USSR State Committee for Science and Technology Is given 
the right to hoveatits disposal reserves of allocations from the 
state budget for scientific-research work, a ma~nlng table and 
wages fund for the workers of scientific-research organizations 
that amounts to t.5S of the total scope of expenditures for 
scientific-research work. This reserve Is used by decisions of 
the Committee for carrying out maJor sclentlflc•research work, 
the necessity In which arises duriAg the year, In order to 
accelerate the Introduction of the results of these works In the 
national economy, Including works assocl~ted with obllgatrons of 
the Soviet Side In scientific-technical c:oopetotiOfl with foreign 
countries. 

In addition to the reserve at allocations for scientific
research work, the decision No. 814 adopted In 1983 "On measures 
for accele-rating scientific-technical progress In the national 
economy" specified a reserve of means that has been created since 
1984 for works on general-union scientific-technical progrmas. 
This reserve Is also at the disposal of the USSR State Committee 
for Science and Technology. It Is formed by annual deductions 
from the single funds for the development of science and techno
logy at the USSR ministries and departments at an amount of 1.51 
of the part of these funds spent for mastering and Introducing 
new technologies. 

This reserve Is used for the following works In the general
union programs: works associated with the preparation and 
mastering of new and modernized types of products, testing the 
latter at the customer's, introducting advanced technologies; 
carried out by designing, project-designing and technological 
organizations, production and scientific-production associations. 
enterprises, temporary col lectlves, created for carrying out work 
on solving prospective scientific-technical problems of Inter
branch character, as well as for reimbursing elevated expendi
tures during the first (and In some ca~ the second) year of 
serial manufacture of a new product. 

An analysis of the current expenditures and their structure 
for scientific research and developments during the last decade 
Indicates an annual Increase of the scope of expenditures of 
scientific research work. Including an Increase of the part of 
expenditures for state scientific-technical programs and problems 
In the oreo of natura I and socIal sc fences. 



EFFECTIVENESS 

One of the maJor condItIons for ra•~~tng the ef feet lvensss of 
research and development Is the provision of scientific-research 
organizations with up•to•date scientific equipment, devices. 
machlens, as wefl as the required materials and technical 
a~:cessorles. It Is known that exploration end experllllents. have 
become considerably more complicated during the recent years and 
their ecco~llshment Is virtually_ Impossible without 
sophisticated end precise devices ~nd Installations. As a 
result, the structure of expenditures for science envisages a 
gradual reduction of the specific part of the wages fund and 
Increase of the specific part of material provision of serene• In 
the total scope of expenditures. 

Owing to the fact that the society ls unable to Increase the 
resources of science Infinitely, th• major direction of 
Increasing Its effectiveness In the future will be 
Intensification of the research process on the basis of Improving 
the equipment of science with automatic devices and other up•to
Qate means of research, Implementing measures for reducing the 
number of workers at scientific organl1atlons end Institutions ad 
at those of scientific maintenance. 

Considerable reserves for rising the effectiveness of 
sclentlftc•research and expertmental•deslgnlng developments In 
the country are associated with the expansion of International 
cooperation In science, primarily with the CMEA member-countries. 
labour division In science. special lzatlon of the countries for 
the solution of Individual sclentlflc•technlcal problems mekes It 
possible to accelerate greatly the development of advanced 
technologies. articles and materials, and to reduce the 
expenditures of each country for financing large•scele projects. 

The entire complex of measures for the further development 
of the scientific potential of the country will make It possible 
to accelerate the rate of socio-economic development of the USSR. 



FINANCING SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH WORK 

INTRODUCTION 

The scientific and technological revolution has Increased 
the dependence of economnlc and social development of the societY 
and our knowledge of the nature of the society. Developoment of 
this knowledge and Its utilization to achieve national economic 
effect Is determined by the value of available resources. Scien
tific _activities and Introducing their results In all the spheres 
of social life also require considerable amount of resources. 

Financing of scientific and technological progress Is based 
on a system of forms and methods of the uti I lzatlon of financial 
resources to achieve accelerated S and T development and lntrodu~ 
ctlon of Its results In the production. The principles governing 
the determination of volume of financial resources and their 
allocation, selection of mode of financing • play a major role tn 
the acceleration of scientific and technological progress. Fina
ncial relations create an active system for controlling the 
efficient use of at located resources. Thus. the Improvement of 
financing scientific and technological progress Is of maJor sig
nificance for Its management. 

INDICES OF S AND T FINANCING 

Financial Indices occupy an important place In S and T 
development plans. The allocation of financial resources should 
be based on optimum correlations among resources ~hannel led to 
R&D activities, mastering and Introduction of new technology• 
Improvement of production assets. etc. This determines the stru
cutre of expenses for the development of science and technology 
and Introduction of their achievements In the production. Opt!• 
mum development of various directions of scientific and technolo
gical progress through preplanned proportions of resource alloca
tion represents one of the major taks facing the financial 
system. 

Presented by K.A. Eflmov 



SOURCES OF FUNDS 

The development of scientific and technological progress 
depends to a great extent on the volume of resources allocated 
for financing •science-technology-production" syustem. While 
determining the amount of financial expenses for S and T progress 
for the national economy as a whole the following data are taken 
Into account: 

- nationel Income and Industrial J>roductlon growth rates; 

-targets set for scientific development for the next five
year period 

- vol~~e and scale of scientific novelties to be Introduced 
In production. 

Depending on the sources of financing and target designation 
of theseS and T development measures, the funds are subdivided 
Into: 

- state funds 

-proper funds {centralized branch funds and reserves, as 
well as funds of production associations, enterprises and 
organizations) 

-credit funds (credits of the USSR State Bank and the USSR 
Construction Bank). 

The proportions of these funds are ·-determined by the 
significance and scale of S and T development measures as wei I as 
by the financial status of production associations, enterprises 
and scientific research organizations. 

The state funds are mainly used for financing fundamental 
research programmes and for highly important and costly Rand D 
activities aimed at creation ~nd introductio~ of principally new 
technologies whose resulsts may be used in a number of branches 
of the national economy and produce corresponding effect mainly 
In the long run. Such allocations are also used to finance all 
scientific research organizations of the USSR Academy of 
Sciences. the academies of sciences of the union republ lcs and a 
number of other Institutions. 

The financing of SandT activities of all union signifi
cance directly from the state budget ensures the concentration of 
these resources on t~e most important programmes. It widens the 
possibilities of their stable financing and offers financial 
control by the state bodies in determing the volume and justifi
cation of expenditure as well as Increases economic responsibi
lity of branch management bodies for the fulfilment of the rele
vant programmes. 



The proper funds, as a rule, are related to the economic and 
self-accounting performance of enterprises and organizations, as 
well as ministries (committees). These funds depend on the 
achievements of significant quality of resulsts of hlghe quality 
and on the efficiency of social production. These funds are 
subdivided Into branch central I zed funds and reserves and funds 
of production associations, enterprise~ and organizations. 

The branch central I zed funds and reserves are formed In the 
ministries (committees) and are designated for financing S and T 
develoopment measures carried out by the subordinate associa
tions, enterprises and organizations In accordance with the 
planned assignments approved by the higher bodies. 

The funds of production associations, enterprises and 
organizations are used for compensating towards expenses result
Ing from the planned creation of new technology and Improvement 
of the product qual lty. 

All financial resources are apportioned on the 
priorities In the development of branches and economic 
and the achievement of the highest economic efficiency. 

FINANCING RAND 0 ACTIVITIES 

basis of 
reg Ions, 

A continuous growth of expenditures to finance science 
represents a typical feature of the economic development under 
modern conditions. During the Tenth Five-year plan period about 
98 billion roubles were allocated for Rand 0 activities. The 
share of expenditures for science In the national income 
Increased 1.3 times from 3.61 In 1966 to 4,61 In 1980. 

However as a share of the total budgetary financing, volume 
of expenoitures for science decreased from 61% in 1965 down to 
50J in 1979. This trend became more evident in 1969 after the 
Introduction of a new order of financing scientific research work 
which envisaged the creation of the single fund for S and T 
development In a number of Ministries. Such a fund Is formed by 
deductions from planned profits received due to technological 
progress in the branch or economic performance of production 
associations, enterprises and organizations of aforementioned 
ministries. 

The decrease of the central !zed budgetary allocations for 
appl led R and D activities resulting from the increase of the 
proper funds of branch ministries is useful only to a 
certain I !mit. Hence the share of budgetary financing of Rand D 
activities should be determined taking into account the status 
and prospects of developing concrete directions of science and 
technology. 

The proper funds of ministries, committees. enterprises and 
organizations channelled to finance Rand D activities tend to 
grow. They accounted for,39~ of total Rand D budget In 1965 and 
50~ in 1979 and currently remain at this level. These funds are 
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formed mainly by the deductions from the profits of enterprises 
and the Increases In prime cost of*products. 

The Increases In prime cost of Industrial product, 
construct lon-assemb I y work, transport-at ton, as wei I ·as 
operational costs. and circulation expenses of trading, procuring, 
selling and supplying organizations are centralized by the 
ministries and committees and real located among scientific and 
designing org~nizations. T~e value of these deductions does not 
usually surpass 0.15-0.2~ of the prim• cost of product of a given 
branch. At present the expenses. Included In the prime cost of 
industrial product, constitute about 5~ of funds allocated for R 
and 0 activities carried out by scientific research organizations 
of the ministries and committees (not taking Into accounts 
cap ita I Investments). 

Applied R and 0 activities of the Industrial mlnlstlres 
which tal I under a new system of planning and economic 
stimulation are financed from the profits of Industrial 
enterprises and organizations. At present almost all Industrial 
ministries and committees work according to this system. 

' Deductions from profits are central lzed In each ministry, 
forming the single fund for S and T development, and then 
reallocated among scientific and designing organizations In 
accordance with the plans approved for R ~nd 0 activities. 

A certain part of R and 0 activities Is carried out by 
scientific research and designing organizations according to the 
orders placed by industrial enterprises. At ministries end 
committees these activities ere now being .. financed from the 
single fund of Sand T development. 

Rand 0 activities are financed from the capital Investments 
only in cases when this work Is foreseen In the project 
documentation and budgets or when it relates to the creation of 
unique macrodlmensiaonal equipment. 

MetbQd$ of tlnoo,ing R ADd D 

The system of financing R and 0 activities undergoes 
permanent evolution. Various methods of attaining this goal have 
been laid down. One of them consists of most wide•scale 
appl !cation of advanced technlco-economlc norms and normatlves of 
resource consumption in planning. As far as planning of the 
development of science ~nd technology is concerned• the plan for 
1981 comprises of the volume of expenditures tor scientific
research, experimental-designing and technological work at the 
majority of industrial ministries, determined on a normative 
basis as a percent of the volume of product. The wage fund of 
the workers of scientific and designing organizations Is also 
calculated by the normative. adopted In the branch. as percent of 
expenditures for Rand 0 activities. 



The esseence of the normative method of planning the volume 
of expenditures for R and D activities Is that the manufacture of 
products with Improved technlco-economlc characteristics Is 
Impossible under current production conditions without certain 
scientific preparation. Hence It Is necessary to Invest an 
objectively stipulated means In scientific-research and 
experimental-design to maintain the established rate of Improving 
the technical level of the manufactured products and their 
production levels in the current planned period. The normative 
tor determining the planned volu~e of expenditures tor R and D 
activities reflects the scientific capacity of a unit and the 
cost of the products in the branch under the established 
conditions of their production. 

In order to establish a sclentiflcal ly substantiated 
normative of expenditures for R and D activities and the 
normative of the voluem of the Single fund for the development of 
science and technology It Is ncessary to determine the closest 
relation between the volume of expenditures for scientific
research and experimental-designing work and the volumetric 
index, expressing the final result of production, which is 
Influenced by these expenditures. It Is Important to determine 
the effect of Investments In Rand D activities on the change of 
the q.uantltatlve and qualitative parameters of the pl"oducts. 
cetermlne the manifestation of the results of expenditures for 
scientific preparation for production In the branch. 

Instead of a number of sources for financing. namely. 
allocations from the budget. deductions from the prime cost of 
commerlcal products for scientific-research work aimed at 
mastering new machinery. receipts for the fulfilment of 
scientific-research and experimental-designing work In compliance 
with contracts. etc., a single fund for the development of 
science and technology has been establ !shed for the ministries. 
It Is formed mainly by deduction from the planned profit of the 
enterprises by the normative for ministries In percent to the 
commodity produce anc In certain branches. to the normative net 
produce. 

The normative for determlng the planned volume of 
expenditure for R and 0 activities and the normative for the 
formation of the single fund tor the development of science and 
technology are closely I Inked with one another. The stated fund 
is a source for financing the entire cycle "science-production": 
scientific-research. experimental-designing and technological 
work, developments and mastering of new types of products and 
technologies. as well as additional expenditures for the 
introduction of scientific organization of labour. improvement of 
the product qual lty. and heavy expenses during the first years of 
manufacturing the product. 

The Slagle Eynd 

The size of the single fund for the development of science 
and technology regulates the volume of financial resources 
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alloted for production masterini of the results of R and 0 
activities for compensating heavy expenses during the first years 
of manufacturing the new product. A pert of the fund, except the 
means for financing Rand 0 activities •. stands as a planned 
volume of expenditures for· the Introduction and productlon 
mastering of new·machlnery, and Improving the product qua~lty. 
1he establishment of an economically substantiated normatlv• for 
the single fund for the development of science and technology ts 
highly slgnltlcant as well as allocation of the fund for 
financing R and D activities and measures for Introducing end 
production mastering of advanced machinery end technology. 

The single fund can be carried over and Its resources. are 
not be to withdrawn and used for other purposes. The Industrial 
ministries (committees) may transfer a part of the single fund to 
all-union (republican> Industrial associations ·and large 
production and scientific-production associations for financing 
measures for the development of science and technology specified 
In the plan. 

The 
Ministry 
shIfted 
economic 

single fund has been created for the first time In 
of E I ectrotec:hn lea I Industry, when the branch 

In 1969 to the new system of planning, financing 
Incentive of work In the area of new machinery. 

the 
was 
and 

The single fund replaces three bas.fc sources of financing 
R and 0 activities and measures for mastering new machinery: 
budget allocations for financing, as a rule, activities of state 
significance; resources Included In the prime cost of product 
(fund of scientific-research work In the ministry) for financing 
research and develoopment of branch significance; resources of 
the fund for master!ng new machinery, also created due to the 
deductions from the prime cost of the product. The maJority of 
Industrial ministries has been shifted currently to the new 
system. The single fund Is formed of the deductions from the 
planned profit of the sclentlflc•productlon associations, 
(enterprises) and organizations In accordance with the normattve 
established for the ministry (department) In the state five-year 
plan of economic and social· development ·of the USSR (with 
distribution by the years> In percent to the net produce 
(normative>, and In certain branches, to the commodity produce. 

A part of the additional profit <sum of Increment to the 
wholesale price) from the real lzatlon of new hlgh•efflclent 
products and products with the state Quality mark Is also 
transferred to the single fund. 

The planned sums of deductions are Increases (decreased) 
when overfulfllllng (underfulfll ling) the plan respectively. The 
increase may be only due and within the limits of actually gained 
aboveplen profit. Besides that, a part of the additional profit 
(the sum of Increment .to the wholesale price) Is transferred to 
the fund from the real lzatlon of new high-efficient products and 
products with the state Qual lty mark. The amount of this part Is 
half of the rest after deductions to the funds of economic 
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Incentive of the associations (enterprises). scientific-research. 
project•deslgnlng and technological organizations. The receipts 
to the single fund are not envisaged from the sume of Incentive 
Increment In the financial plans and are gained In part from the 
actually obtained sums of Increment. -

It Is possible now to finance extraordinary expenditures 
from this fund for raising the quality. life term and reliability 
of the manufactured products as compared with the Indices 
available In the effective state standards and technical 
conditions. 

This change, as compared with the order existing earlier. Is 
cal led upon to Intensify the economic stimuli tor exapndlng the 
manufacture of high-quality articles and ensuring systematic 
renewal of the assortment of products alongside the earlier 
directions of spending from the single fund. I.e •• financing 
R and 0 activities; financing expenses for mastering an Introduc
Ing new machinery and technologies; compensating for Increased 
expenditures during the first two years: and serial production. 
The ministries (committees) may finance fr~m the single fund such 
activities as project-eKploratlon and pre-project activities of 
R and 0 Institutes that were not Included In the plan. The single 
fund may also be used for extraordinary bonuses for the develop• 
ment, mastering and serial production of hlgh•efflclent machines 
and equipment that are significant for the national economy and 
for the creation and mastering of principally new technologies. 

~¥am;tes Qf S,tnd T Elnanctog 

The measures for enhancing the scientific preparation of 
reproduction have stipulated the accelerated creation and 
Intensification of the production of high-quality new machinery 
In the electrotechnfcal Industry and Instrument engineering. The 
expenditures for Rand 0 activities has Increased In 1971-1975 at 
the Ministry of Instrument Engineering by more than by 1541 and 
at the Ministry of the Electrotechnlcal Industry by 1501 
Increasing the activities. Their efforts were directed towards 
the eletroteehnlcal Industry In the creation of new products, 
enhancing greatly their efficiency and qualtfy and regulating the 
standards of manufactured articles. Considering the total scope 
of new machinery In the branch, there Is a large number of 
articles, whose technfco-economlc level excelled that of domestic 
and foreign achievements. · 

Similar results were achieved In the field of Instrument 
engineering In the Ninth five-year plan period when average 
annual Jncreement of Rand 0 expenditures reached 9.ts. 

The experience of other ministries such as Ministry of 
Electro-technical Industry, Nlnlstry of Heavy and Transport 
Engineering Industry, Nlnlstry of Chemical Industry, Ministry of 
Instrument Engineering and Automatic Means. demonstrate the 



positive effects of the new syst1m of planning. financing and 
economic Incentive for the creation, mastering and Introduction 
of new machinery, 

Qther sourcat of R and p Financing 

_ Creation of the single fund for S and T development does not 
preclude utilization of other sources of financing R and D 
activities. ~hen necessary, major R anq 0 activities, requiring 
considerable amounts of expenditures; are financed not only 
through the single fund but also through the state budget. The 
requirement for such allocations Is s~lpulated mainly by the 
realization of complex SandT programmes whose significance• Is 
becoming more and more Important. 

During the formulation of the state financial plan a reserve 
of 11 of total allocations Is put aside at the disposal of the 
USSR State Committee for Science and Technology which Is used to 
finance additional activities which arise In the course of 
fulfilment of scientific research assignments of the plan. 

Moreover. In accordance wlth.recent decisions on the accele
ration of S and T progress, the ministries and committees 
transfer annually 1.51 of the SingleS and T development fund 
assigned for the mastering and Introduction of new technology to 
the USSR State Committee of Science and Ttchnology for supplemen
tary financing of activities carried out In compliance with the 
all-union SandT programmes. These two reserves ensure stabi
lity of financing contingency activities of the plan. 

flnagc!ng m•osure3 for Jntroductlon pf S ond I ocblayom•nts Jn 
tbt oatlona! eepnomy 

A considerable part of material and financial resources Is 
being spent for the Introduction of technological Innovations and 
the development of Industrial production. 

t970 1~75 1980 

Actual expenditures on 
Introduction of new technology 
(Including expenditures of 
previous years), million 
roubles 5, 0 11 7,518 9.700 

The expenditures on Introduction of new technology In 
Industry Include the cost of equipment comprising transporat!on• 
assembly and setting up expenses. the cost of modernization of 
equ 1 pment, · the cost of construct I on and reconstruct I on of 
buildings and other work necessary for introduction of new 
technology. 



The distribution of expenditures on dlfferest aspects of 
rntrodu~tton of new technology ere as follows: 

Introduction of advanced 

Actual expendl~ures on 
Introduction o1 new 
technology (Including 
previous expenditures) 
In 1979, In per cent 

technology 39.7 

Mechanization of production 22.5 

Automation production 11.3 

Introduction of computers 4.0 

Modernization of existing equipment 2.9 

Other measures 19.6 

Tne capital Investments occupy the highest share In the 
total expenditures on Introduction of new technology. In 1979 It 
reached 371. The capital rnvestements are used for the 
organization of production of new more advanced products and 
construction of new or reconstruction of existing capacities. 

The next highest share Is for production development fund In 
the Introduction of new technology. It Is formed directly at the 
enterprise level and Is uti I lsed for replacement equlpments and 
lmprovmenets of existing capacities. The share of this fund 
reached 201 In 1979. 

The fund for mastering new technology Is the third 
slgnlffcant source of financing. In 1979 Its share Increased to 
201 with simultaneous decrease In state budgetary allocations, In 
accordance with the principles of self-financing. In 1979 771 of 
all expenditures on the mastering new technology In Industry was 
covered by this fund. With the transition to new system of 
planning, financing end stimulating work In the field of new 
technology the fund for mastering new technology Is Included In 
the Single fund for S and T development. 

With the creation of the Single fund for S and T 
development, the branches of the national economy hold 
considerably larger resources of their own tor R and D activities 
aimed at the Introduction of new technology In production. The 
plans envisage only the volume of Rand D activities whereas the 
expenditures on mastering new technology are determined by the 
•lnlstry Itself. Apparently, a further perfection In planning 
expenditures Is required. especially In terms of elaborating 
scientifically justified branch normatlves for R and 0 
expenditures and for mastering technology. 



~~S_Q~~ for accelerating of S and I progress 
* 

Credit Is one of the sources of financing S and T progress. 
The need for credit appears when there Is a lack of state or own 
resources necessary for carrying out R and.D work. 

_ Distinct from the state budget financing, credit requires 
the repayment of the funds with Interest. The date of repayment, 
as a rule, .is determined on the basis of projected Indices of 
efficiency of those measures for which credit has been received 
which corresponds to the principles of self-f{nanclng. A long
term credit for the Introduction of new· technology Is usually 
granted for a period up to six years when the repayment Is ~ade 
within the time limit annual Interest rate at 21. Credit Is 
granted by the offices of the USSR State Bank and the USSR Bank 
for Construction. · 

A short-term credit Is granted, as a rule, for a period of 
one year and Is used mainly to service the turn-over In the 
process of production and circulation. In recent years the 
granting of short-term credits has been on upward trend. These 
credits are granted for the !mpro~ment of production, renewal of 
assortment and raise of qual lty of products. 

At present the role of credit 
grown, resulting In the expansion of 
the share of long-term financial 
capital goods. 

In the national economy has 
projects and the Increase In 
sources of Investments In 

There have been Important changes In the terms of granting 
and repayment of loans for technical lmprovem~nt of production. 

The expansion of projects, prolongation of new production 
and mastering of new products are Important measures In the 
sphere of credit financing aimed at further Intensification of 
production. These loans are granted to cover expenses of new 
enterprises and workshops being put Into operation and for 
preparation and mastering new types of products and new 
technological processes. Expenses for design technologies for 
proudctlon of new articles and experimental prototypes are being 
met by credits. Loans are also granted for setting up various 
types of equlpments, automated and remote control devices, etc. 
Such credit is granted now for a period up to three years • 
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PLANNING OF HUMAN RESOURCES 

IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

The growth of number and complexity of the problems put In 
the forefront by the needs of the national economy develoment of 
the USSR and the requirements of modern stage of the scientific 
and technological revolution, the Increasing role of S and T, the 
development and Introduction of new technological processes and 
flexlb·le automated systems demand a corresponding training of 
scientific, technical and scientific-pedagogical cadres. 

The number and strucutre of scientific and scientific
pedagogical workers In the area of science and technolgy. the 
quality of their training and the effectiveness of their utiliza
tion render a decisive effect on the direction and rate of 
scientific-pedagogical personnel. as a productive force of the 
society, occupies an Important place In the State plan of econo
mic and social development of the USSR. 

Before the Great October Social 1st Revolution, Russia was 
according to V.I. Lenin, "an Incredibly, Inconceivably backward 
country, poverty-ridden and half-wide. equipped with modern 
implements of production four times worse than England, five 
times worse than Germany, ten times worse than America". Three 
quarters of the population then was entirely il I Iterate and only 
0.21 had a special higher or secondary education. The number of 
scientific workers In 1913 In Russia was only 11,600 Including 
6.658 professors and teachers of higher educational ·rnstltutlons. 

In order to provide rapid mobil lzatlon of 
scientific personnel. develop science and raise the national 
economy, It was necessary to plan for them. Hence the USSR 
Academy of Science started to work actively In 1918 on collecting 
Information and publ lshlng handbooks, II lustratlng the 
composition of the scientific personnel of the country and Its 
scientific centres. 

Presented by G.l. Sadovsky 
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MODELS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF S AND T ijUMAN RESOURCES 

The maJor target for study of the professional structure of 
the scientific and sclentlflc-pedagogleal personnel Is ~he 
proportions of their subject and functional distribution In the 
system of scJentlflc activities; exploration for efficient 
~lstrtbutlon In the system of scientific activities; exploration 
for efficient methods of maintaining these proportions, and 
Investigation· of the possibilities of .optimum combination of 
different subject and functional elements ln.the activities of 
scientists and scientific collectives. 

In the USSR there are three groups of "controlled" moa&ls, 
permitting the prognostication of the number of scientific 
personnel: model of requirements •. model of supply •nd balance 
model. 

The requirement establ !shes the relations between the number 
of scientific workers and the level of development of the 
national economy estimated as the ratio of the Increment of 
social labour productivity to the national Income. and prognosti
cates the requirement In scientific personnel to ensure the 
expected raise In this level. 

The supply model constitutes a system of scientific 
personnel as a sum of different levels of professional
qual lflcatlon levels and the relations between them. An enlarged 
model of this type takes Into account _the graduation of students 
from higher educational Institutions and post-graduate courses. 
the share of graduates Immediately starting scientific work 
specialists having experience of other work ~nd natural losses. 
etc. 

The aim of the balance model Is to coordinate the 
requirement and supply of scientific personnel. 

DISTRIBUTION 

The number of scientific and scientific-pedagogical workers 
and their attributes are shown In table 1. 

Statistical accounting of scientific workers by the branches 
of science Is performed In the USSR annually, and by the 
scientific professions from the beginning of the 60s. 

A substantial Increase In the number of scientific workers 
was observed In each branch of science during 1950-1974 as shown 
In table 2. 

The correlation of the numbers of the most and the least 
mass branches Increased from 95 In 1950 to 400 In 1974. The 
three most mass branches today (technical, physico-mathematical 
and economic science) Increased considerably faster than the 
scientific personnel proper. The physlco•mathematlcal sciences 
went from the 6th place by the number of scientific workers to 
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the 2nd, and the economic science - from the 10th to the 3rd. 
The priority of these branches In personnel reinforcement of 
science revealed to a great extent th~ process of Its 
transformation Into a direct productivity force, maintaining 
acceleration of scientific-technical progress on the basis of 
elaborating and Introducing new machinery and technologies, and 
raising the economic substantiation of production In all Its 
areas. 

NATURE OF SHIFTS 

As Indicated by statistical data, furnished by the USSR 
Central Statistical Department, the quantitative changes In the 
professional structure occur quite Intensively. Local qualita
tive shifts are not so dynamic but their accounting Is of no less 
significance for controlling the training and utilization of the 
scientific and scientific-pedagogical personnel. 

Changes of this type occur In three directions associated 
with: 

1) the appearance of new areas of research, which become the 
base for the formation of new scientific professions; 

2} differentiation of scientific professions, specified by 
the continuous expansion of the subject areas and the- Increase of 
personnel with the development of research; 

3} Integration of professions, establishment of new subject 
and methodological ties between them. 

Consequently, as the sciences and requirements of the higher 
educational Institutions and the national economy develop. the 
nomenclature of professions Is subjected to periodic review. In 
recent years professions associated with the study of the plasma. 
radiochemistry, the creation of robots and manipulators. oceanic 
geology, al lerglology and Immunology. etc. have been Introduced 
In the nomenclature of professions. 

MOBILITY AMONG DISCIPLINES 

Examples, lllustralnt the differentiation of professions of 
scientific and scientific-pedagogical personnel.· are clear.Jy 
expressed In the nomenclature of technical sclneces: In 
Instrument engineering. wherein the professions differentiated bY 
the types of Instruments; In management, automatics and computer 
engineering. and some others. Optics and sol ld-state physics• 
organic chemistry and biophysics, computer engineering and 
ethnography, and many other professions stated In the 
nomenclature represent today whole complexes of scientific 
directions with hundreds of scientific and scientific-pedagogical 
workers specializing In each. Radlcalorecomblnatlon 
luminescence, which Is a direction of physics, has about 600 
scientific workers In the USSR and, to our mind, will form In the 
~ar future Into a separate profession. 
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Tab,. 1 

Number of Scientific Workers 

1950 

Total number of 
scientific workers 
(Including scienti
fic-pedagogical 
personnel at higher 
educational· Insti-
tutions) 162.5 

Including those 
with scientifiC 
degrees of: 

Doctor of sci• 
ences 

Candidate of 
sciences 

8.3 

45.5 

Of the total number 
of scientific 
workers a scientific 
degree of: 

Academlclan,corr
esponding mrmber• 
professor* 8.9 

Assistant prof
essor 

Senior scienti-

21.8 

fic worker 11.4 

Junior scienti
fic worker and 
assistant 19.6 

(In thou sands) 

1965 1970 1975 1980 1981 1982 

664.6 927.7 1223.4 1373.3 1411.2 1431 

14.8 23.6 32.3 37.7 38.7 39.7 

134.4 224.5 326.8 396.2 409.7 423 

12.5 18. 1 22.9 27.4 28. 1 28. 7 

48.6 68.6 87.9 110.7 115.7 121.3 

28.7 39.0 53.3 66.0 68.6 70.9 

48.9 48.8 45.0 41.1 40.2 40.6 

* Including 2.6 thousand academicians, members of the USSR 
g Academy of Sciences and corresponding members. 
co 
ct 
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table ·I 

Distribution of Branches of Science by ~r 

of Scientific PerSODDel and Rates of Its Crewth 

iA J!JSC)-J !J74 

Branch of Scieace I&Dk. n .Number Chanp of l.aDk. by 
laak by late of 

1950 1974 lfwlbu Cl"'VCb 

'lecbaical I 0 2 

Keclical 2 4 -a 17 

flriialaeieal 3 6 -3 10. 

·c:h•ical 4 .5 •I .,, 
AadcultU1'al .5 8 -3 16 

Physico-~th.atical 6 1 +4 3 

Peclqoaic~l T. 9 -2 t2 

Biotoaical 8 7 +l 7 

Biatoric.d 9 10 •I 13' 

!cocoaaical 10 3 +7 

.Azt Ctiticia II 13 -2 11 

Geological-MineraloJical 12 II +I 4 

-flt.Ua•opla:lo.J. 13 12 +1. 6 

Geoaraphical 14 14 0 14 . 

Veteriury 1.5 16 -I 18 

Law 16 IS +I s 
Architecture 17 17 0 a 
Phanzaca"'tics 18 18 0 IS 
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Professional mobility In science has turned Into ~ •ass 
phenomenon under cond It tons of sc le"htl flc-teehn1eal progress._ t n 
accordance with the data of mass surveys of scientific and 
scientific-pedagogical personnel at acade•lc and branch 
Institutes and higher educational Institutions. a certain number 
of the personnel works not·ln conformity with the specialization 
g~tned at the higher educational ~nstttutton. They even changed 
not only their specialization but even their profession stated In 
the diploma on. graduation <see Table No.3). 

Table No.3 

Distribution of Scientific Workers by Degree of 
Correspondence of Basic Education to Subject Work 
at Different Types of Scientific Organizations I 

---------------------------------~--------------------------------Correspond 
completely 
to specia
lization at 
higher edu
cational 
Institution 

2 

Do not correspond 
to narrow specia
lization at higher 
educational Insti
tution b4t corres
pond to general 
profession stated 
In diploma 

3 

Refer to Do not cor 
science respond. & 
with gen- do not 
eral pro• refer to 
fesslon adjacent 
stated In area of 
diploma science 

4 5 
-----------------------------------------------------------------Scientific 
workers of 
USSR Academy 
of Sciences I 7. 8 
{chemical& 
physics) 

Scientific 
workers of 
branch scie-
ntific res 34.6 
earch Ins-
titutes (chemlco
technologlcal 
profile) 

Professor 
teachIng 
personnel 
(chairs of 30.5 
chemical and 
cheasl co•tec·hno-
log teal prof I Ia) 

47.3 29.5 5.4 

. 39.8 22.4 3.6 

56.3 9.5 3.7 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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This Is also explained by the fact that there have appeared the 
so-cal led "mixed sciences" (physical chemistry, radio physics• 
geophysics, etc.>. Even In medicine one may find specialists 
trained as engineers or In cybernetics, whi~h is quite normal. 
The number of scientists, who changed the!~ profession In the 
area of physico-technical problems of material science• In the 
area of biochemistry, biophysics and ph¥slo!ogy, Increases to 291 
whl le In the area of mathematics, mechanics and cybernetics It 
reaches 341. 

PLANNING POST-GRADUATE COURSES 

Planning the post-graduate training of scientific, technical 
and scientific-pedagogical personnel Is carried out In order 
tomeet the demand of the national economy, academies and their 
Institutes, research Institutes, higher educational 
establishments, qual lflcatlon Improvement Institutes, branch 
research Institutes and designing Institutes In the highlY 
qualified personnel. 

The quality of training scientific, technical and 
scientific-pedagogical personnel at the scientific organizations 
of the USSR Academy of Sciences and at higher educational 
!nstlt.utlons depends at large on the availability of scientific 
schools, directions, prsonnel of scientific-research Institutes 
of the academies, and professor-teaching personnel at higher 
educational Institutions. It Is for them to solve the task of 
transferring their scientific and professional knowledge• 
accumulated In the course of decades, to the future scientlfic 
and scientific-pedagogical workers, to arm them with mo~ern 
scientific methods of research and ski I Is of creative exploration 
of new and progressive ideas in the subsequent acceleration of 
the scientific-technical revolution. 

Post-graduate courses were organized In our country for the 
first time In 1925 under the Presidium of the State Scientific 
Council. The number of students reached only 30. In 1929 the 
number of post-graduate students reached 5,000. Consequently, a 
strong foundation was laid down for training scientific and 
professor-teaching personnel during the first years of the Soviet 
power. 

As a result of the planned measures for training and drawing 
In new teachers at higher educational Institutions the number ~f 
the professor-teaching personnel Increased by 1939 to 58,200 i.e. 
three-fold as compared with the 1925/1926 academic year. 

The decision of the Soviet government to Introduce In 1937 
staff rates of salaries permitted to reinforce the professor
teaching personnel, raise scientific-research work at the higher 
educational Institutions to a higher level, and create a stable 
staff at the higher educational Institutions. 
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A teacher of a Soviet higher school Is a pedagogue· and a 
scientist. The social duty of• each teacher Is to Improve 
continuously his pedagogical mastership. renew his store of 
knowledge. and, baslcal ly. contribute to the further advance of 
Soviet science and technology. · 

The decision of the Central· Executive Committee of the USSR 
fn September 1932 on the Introduction of scientific degrees end 
ranks contrlquted to the scientific advance of the scientific
pedagogical personnel. 

As a result of organizing the Committee for Higher 
In 1936 It became possible to central lze the entire 
conferring scientific degrees and ranks at the 
Certification Commission. 

Schools 
worl\, on 

Higher 

In planning the training. of scientific. technical and 
scientific-pedagogical personnel spelcel attention Is given to 
expanding the training of personnel In the maJor branches of 
science, and in professions, whose requirements In the national 
econo~y are not satisfied yet completely, and reducing admittance 
in professions, whose requirement=> In specialists Is low. 

The plans of training scientific and sclentlftc-pedagogtcat 
personnel are elaborated by the USSR State Committee for Science 
and Technology by the branches of science on the basis of draft 
plans of the USSR ministries (departments) and the Councils of 
Ministers of the union republics. 

The USSR ministries and departments submit draft plans 
elaborated by the branches of science and professions for the 
ministry (department) proper; the Councils of Ministers of the 
union republ lcs - for the republ lc proper and separately for the 
ministries and departments of republican and union-republican 
subordination. 

These draft plans comprise of figures of admittance and 
graduation from post-graduate courses with division Into forms of 
training. 

Beside that. calculation Indices are submitted for preparing 
and defending dissertations by competitors and post-graduate 
students of earl ler years and for additional requirements In 
candidates of science. 

The figures for admittance to post-graduate coutses. 
submitted by the USSR ministries and departments and the Councils 
of Ministers of the union republics. as well as the scope of 
claims for training personnel at Inter-departmental and Inter
republican post-graduate courses are determined on the grounds of 

0 calculating the additional requirements of the subordinated 
~ higher educational lnstltulons. scientific organizations. 
~ enterprises and other organizations In candidates of science. 



Qeterm!oat!gn gt additional regylremeots 

The additional requirement is determined for the year of 
graduation of the planned admittance to the p~st-graduate courses 
with consideration of the following factor: 

1} number of vacant posts occupl~d not by candidates of 
science but by persons without scientific degrees at the time of 
drawing up the plan (determined by the staff list); 

2) scope 
(calculated of 
years>: 

of 
the 

natural losses of candidates of science 
grounds of actua I data for the I ast 5-8 

3) scope of Increment of posts to be occupied by candidates 
of science, proceeding from the planned scope of scientific
research work ( at higher educational institutions - from the 
planned number of students>. 

When calculating the additional requirement, the derived 
value should be reduced by the calculated value of replenishing 
the number of candidates of science owing to graduation from 
post-graduate courses with defense of dissertations by persons 
whose time of post-graduate training neds not later than the year 
preceding the year of graduation of the planned admittance to the 
post-graduate courses, as well as by the expected scope of 
replenishing the nu~ber of candidates of science by competitors 
an d p e r so n s t r a i n e d e a r I I e r a t p o s t - g r ad u a t e co u r s e s b u t w h o h ad 
not defended dissertations in the prescribed date (ccrsidered tor 
alI the years from the moment of e:a~orating the draft plan up to 
the year of graduation of the planred admittance to post-graduate 
courses lrclusivelyl. 

The additional reGuirements in candicates of science is 
calculated by alI the ministries and depart~er.ts, having 
subordinated scientific-research organizations, higher 
educational Institutions. scientific-production associations• 
organizations and enterprises carrying out scientific and 
scientific-research work. 

USSR ministries and depart~ents lacking post-graduate 
courses. submit data on additional requirements in candidates of 
s c I en c e tog e t he r w i t h c I a i m s f o r t r a i n i n g s c·r e n t i t I c a n d 
scientific-pedagogical personnel at inter-departmental and inter
republ lean target post-graduate courses. 

The number of dlsertatlons to be defended by competitors and 
post-graduate students, who graduated earl lee, Is determined by 
ministries and departments by the expected number of 
dissertations to be defended by the workers of subordinated 
scientific organizations and higher educational Institutions. 
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Aam lttance 

The figures for admittance to target pos~·graduete courses 
are calculated to satisfy the requirements of scfentfflc•research 
organizations, higher educational lnst)tutlons. scientific• 
production associations. organizations and enterprises In 
c~ndldates of science but having·no means to train ~hem on the 
spot. 

The figures are approved as follow$: 

1) admittance to inter-department~! and Inter-republican 
target post-graduate courses - by the USSR State Committee. for 
Science and Technology on the basis of claims submitted by USSR 
ministries and departments. and Councils of Ministers of the 
union republics; 

2) admittance to inter-departmental target post-graduate 
courses - by USSR ministries and departments and those of the 
union republics; 

3> admittance to Inter-republican target post-graduate 
courses- by councils of ministers of the union republics. 

Admittance to target post-graduate courses Is effected on 
account of the general plan of admittpnce at the place of 
training the post-graduate students. 

Graduation from post-graduate courses Is determined by the 
number of post-graduate students, whose time of tratnlng ends 
during the planned years with account .. of students who 
discontinued studies. The figure of dismissal from post-graduate 
courses is determined on the grounds of dismissal figures for 
each type of training In a number of preceding years with 
consideration of measures to reduce this figure. 

The USSR ministries and departments and the councils of 
ministers of the union republ lcs. having subordinated higher 
educational Institutions. ln~icate figures In the plans for 
training scientific and sclentifJc .. pedagoglcal. personnel at 
higher educational Institutions by the branches of science. 

A series of decisions have been adopted In the last two 
decades with the aim of Improving the training of scientific and 
sclentlflc-prdagogical personnel. In 1974 the Higher Certifica
tion Commission was transferred from the USSR Ministry of Higher 
Education to the system of the USSR Council of Ministers. Final 
certification of dissertations Is performed by the USSR Higher 
Certification Co~misslon. The passing of entrance examinations 
to the post-graduate courses, candidate examinations while 
studying at the courses. pre! lmlnary examinations of the disser
tation work at the meeting of the chairs, departments of 
scientific-research Institutes. as well as at the enterprises 
where the work has been done. are all Intermediate Instances tor 
certifying the future scientist. Prior to defending the dlsser-
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tatlon It Is required to pub I Ish the main Ideas of the dlsserta• 
tlon In the form of a scientific article or monograph. introduce 
the results of research In thenational economy while circles of 
readers. I.e. scientists and practical workers can familiarize 
themselves with the dissertations. 

Privileges and Advantages : 

An efficient system of training scientific and scientific• 
pedagogical personnel has been formed In the Soviet Union. The 
state grants the post-graduate students and competitors of scien
tific degrees a series of privileges and advantages. and the work 
of scientists In our socelty Is a highly esteemed area of human 
activities. 

The creative cooperation of the USSR Academy of Science with 
the higher school In training scientific and scientific
pedagogical personnel Is manifested In various aspects. The 
Academy coordinates and plans fundamental and theoretical 
research at higher educational Institutions, participates In 
scientific research at the latter Institutions and In elaborating 
problems associated with the further improvement of the educa
tlonel process. The Institutes of the Academy of Science are the 
scientific basis for the post-graduate students and teachers of 
higher educational Institutions to work on probation. These steps 
raise the level of training scientific and scientific-pedagogical 
personnel. and permit selection of the most capable and trained 
specialists for Independent scientific activities. 

The most important Item In the entire problem of scientific 
and scientific-pedagogical personnel In our country Is the one of 
the preparation and defence of ~octor dissertations. The system 
was adopted In 1962, according to which teachers. having a 
scientific degree of candidate of science and working at doctor 
dissertations of actual and national-economic significance. may 
occupy during 2 years vacant posts of senior scientific workers 
for successful completion of their dissertation work and Its 
subsequent defense. Practice has revealed the efficiency of this 
measure. 

Besides. the Soviet State grants a right for paid 3-6 month 
creative hoi !days for teaching personnel of the higher 
educational Institutions and scientific workers· of research 
organizations for successful completion of their dissertations. 
The higher educational establishments also give paid creative 
holidays (up to 6 months) for work over teaching manuals and 
Important scientific monographs. 

Number of Post-graduates : 

During the fifty years of Its existence the USSR Higher 
Certification Commission certified 56.000 doctors of science and 
about 600,000 candidates of science. It Is necessary to stress 
the significant part of the USSR Higher Certification Commission 
tn forming the scientific potential of our state, In the training 



of scientific and sclentlflf-pedagoglgal personnel 
q u a 1 i f 1 cat I on , as we I I as I n e ff I c re n t u t I II za t Ion of 
of dissertation work in the national economy of the 
final certification by the Commission. 

of ·h lghest 
the results 
USSR after 

A network of specialized training-scientific organizations and 
Institutes have been set up with the aim of raising the skill of 
leaders, workers and specialists of planning organs, end scien
tific and scl~ntlflc-pedagoglcal personnel. These Include Acade•Y 
of Social Science , Academy of Nation-al "Economy, Higher Econ0111.c 
Courses, and other Institutes and faculties for Improvement of 
skIlls. Work on probation Is practised ·for teachers. assistant 
professors and professors, lecturing on special subJects •• at 
advanced Industrial enterprises. leading higher educational 
institutions and academic scientific-research Institutes. 

Consequently, alI these support the training and graduation 
of hundreds of thousands of high-skilled Soviet specialists for 
aft the branches of the national economy In the country. as well 
as training of scientific and scientific-pedagogical personnel 
for the further successful advance of Soviet economy, science end 
engineering (see Table No.4). 

The development of higher schools and the training of scien
tific and scientific-pedagogical personnel In the union 
republ lcs, Is shown in table 5. where there was not a single 
higher educational Institution before the. Great October Scolel 1st 
Revolution. 



Table Ne.4 

Number of Scientific Workers Trained at Post-Graduate Courses 

1940 [ 1965 1970 1975 1980 11981 1982 

Total number of postgraduate 
students (at end of year) 
studying: 16863 90294 91427 95675 96320 97860 98320 
eli stonti nuing work 14425 51109 55024 41857 39666 42011 44228 
without discontinuing work 2438 39185 44403 53813 57154 55349 54092 

At scientific organi zotions 
(less higher educational 
institutions) 

3694 studyin~t: 36882 42518 39969 38767 39197 39271 
discontinuing work 2919 17765 18725 13052 11376 12043 12525 
without discontinuing work 775 19117 23793 26917 27391 27154 26746 

At higher educational institu-
59049 tions: 13169 53412 56909 55706 58053 58663 

discontinuing work 11506 33344 36299 28805 29290 29968 31703 
without discontinuing warlc 1663 20068 20610 26901 23751 23568 273.41 

T otol graduated per year 197S 19240 25870 26021 23751 23568 24203 
Scientific organizations (with- . 
out higher educational- institu-
tions) 
studying: 506 7395 10757 10374 9213 8944 9377 
discontinuing work 454 4701 5842 4880 3325 3142 3427 
without discontinuing work 52 2694 4915 5494 5888 5802 5950 

Higher educational institutions 
1472 nus 15113 15647 14538 14624 studying: 14829 

discontinuing work 1411 8764 10620 10707 8474. 8413 8637 
·Wi~t discontinuing work 61 ])81 4493 4940 6064 6211 6141-



Table No.5 

Number of Post-Graduate Students in lhtiori Republics by end of 1982 
- r 

T otol number of Studying 
post-graduate 

ot tcientifie orgoniza- at hi titer edu-students 
tions (less higher · eotionol insti-
edueotionol ittstitutions) tutions 

USSR 98320 
r 

39271 59049 
RSFSR 67977 26831 41146' 

Ukrainian SSR 13202 • 4576 8626 --Byelorussian SSR 3123 1224 189P 
Uzbek SSR_ 3295 1565 1730 .. 
Kazakh SSR 2377 1011 1366 
Georgian SSR 1459 620 839 
Azerboij111 SSR 1601 961 640 ·-
lithue11inol SSR 871 362 509 

Moldavion SSR 619 353 266 

Latvian SSR 725 235 490 

Kirghi~ SSR 639 409 2~ 

Tadjik SSR sao "263 317 

Armenian SSR 918 424 494 

T urlcmen SSR 459 252 207 

Estonian SSR 475 185 290 



METHODS OF DETERMINATION OF ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY 

OF CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND NEW TECHNOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent Soviet decisions stress that one of the Important 
tasks In the field of further Improvement of management of the 
national economy consists of the substantiation of the most 
efficient directions of economic development ensuring fast prog
ress of the economy along Intensive ways of development. In this 
respect a particular Importance Is attributed to raising the 
level of scientific substantiation of methods used In determining 
economJc efficiency of planning and project preparation decisions 
and their wide Introduction Into practice of economic activities. 

METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING EFFICIENCY 

We have accumulated a considerable experience In 
elaboration of methodological problems of determining efficiency 
of new technology with certain practical outcome. Our planning 
and project preparation practice In selecting the best variant of 
capital Investment and new technology has always used as 
criterion the minimum annual reduced costs or calculated the 
Indicator of returns of additional capital Investment comparing 
It with the normative. Recently In planning and stimulating new 
technology the Indicator of the national-economic effect Is wide
ly used. While calculating this Indicator one has started to 
take account of social factors as well as factors related with 
rational use of natural resources. environment protection and 
external economic activities. In substan~latlng large capital 
construction projects, production development and siting. forma
tion of large lntersectoral scientific and technQioglcal pro
grammes together with the existing prices the so-cal led complet• 
lng costs of mlnlg and agricultural produce are widely used. In 
determining the economic efficiency of new products of high 
quality the calculation Is based not on a selling price but on 
the price upper llmlt reflecting the economy of expendltureof 
user of new technology and so on. The afore said methods· which 
are widely used In modern planning and project preparation acti
vities are based on a theoretical concept of comparative effi
ciency of capital Investment. A considerable contribution to Its 
development has been made by such outstanding Soviet economists 
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as V.V. Novozhllov, A.l. lourte, .• L.A. Vaag, T.S. Kharatu'rov and 
others. later the methodology of comparative efficiency. has 
merged with a general theory of optimal planning and management 
of the socialist economy whose elaboration. and devetoment resul
ted from the work done by L.V. Kantorovlch, A.G. Aganbegyan, N:P. 
Fedorenko. V.F. Pugachev. S.S. Shatalln, N.Ya. ·Petrakov, etc.· . 

It might be very useful to generalize our country's 
experience In the field of technical-economic substantiation and 
to use It In the system of economic me~surement of scientific and 
technological progress. In selection of the best large S and T 
development projects from the national ec-onomy point of view. In 
this connection the subsequent part of the present pap•~ Is 
dedicated to prtncclpal problems of methodology of determining 
economic efficiency of new technology. 

1. Methodology of general and cpmppratlye efficiency 

Modern practice of economic ·substantiation of planning and 
project preparation decisions ts·characterlzed by a wide use of 
two fundamental principles. namely general and comparative 
efficiency of capital Investment.• 

General efficienCy Is determined as a ratio of the national 
Income to the production funds or a ratio of the national Income 
Increment (net produce or profit) to the -'=apltal Investment which 
triggered this Increment. In thfs case the efficiency Is defined 
as the total volume of the national Income or Its Increment (or 
profit}. 

Cpmparatlye affl,tency Is determined by the difference of 
the so-called reduced costs. In this case the efficiency Is 
defined not by all value of the national Income lncre111ent (net 
produce> or profit but poly by that part which Is formed after 
reducing the net produce or profit by Its normative part (the 
product of efficiency normatlves of production resources by their 
utilized volume>. 

General efficiency lndlc~tors Include output/capital ratio. 
One may note a certain decrease of this ratio :during recent 
years. but this does not Imply that this has resulted In a 
decrease of efficiency of social production as a whole. 
Academician T.S. Kharaturov Indicates that•the efficiency of 
social production may even rise due to decrease of current costs 
or prime cost of produce. In Its essence, the calculation of 
efficiency of capital Investment comes. to a considerable degree• 
to a comparison of single costs and prime costs. That Is why 
under certain conditions It Is more feasible to Incur· additional 
costs if they are returned within a normative period from savings 
In current expenditure•. Thus. It Is admitted that 
output/capital ratio cannot be used tor determining efficiency of 
capital Investment or other economic measures. And It Is 
correct. One may speak about capital Investment efficiency not 
taking account of the level of cost of other production resources 



only In conventional terms, bearing In mind that this Is only e 
gyotlant faciorlol efficiency. 

It must be also added that orientation to~ards the Increase 
of output/capital ratio In every economic entity does not always 
bring growth of the sum total of output/capital ratios of al 1 
totality of these entitles. 

For example, let two enterprises be engaged In production of 
the same produce. Let the volume of their net produce be 2 and 8 
million roubles and the production fund capital Investment 6 and 
16 million roubles respectively. Under these conditions the 
output/capital ratio of the first enterprise wll I be 33 kopecks 
per one rouble of fixed assets and 50 kopecks for the second 
enterprise. The sum total output/capital ration In this case 
will be' equal 45 kopecks. 

Now let us see what happens to the total output/capital 
ratio If each enterprise Is oriented towards the Increase of 
output/capital ratio. 

Let us assume that there Is a possibility to redistribute 
the output and capital Investment In a different way bringing the 
caplta1 Investment of the first enterprise up to 18 mil lion 
roubles and the output of produce to 7 mill Jon roubles. This 
wll I bring a reduction of produce ln~rement of the first enter• 
prise to 3 million roubles and of capital Investment volume to 5 
million roubles. The total output of produce of the two enter• 
prlses will remain unchaged whereas the volume of capital Invest
ment will Increase by 1 million roubles. Then the output/capital 
ratio of the first enterprise will cliMb from 33 kopecks to 39 
kopecks and from 50 kopecks the.second enterprise. However, the 
total output/capital ratio of these enterprises will drop by 2 
kopecks (Instead of 45 kopecks It will be 43 kopecks). 

Th.ls "paradox" results f.rom the fact that the Indicator of 
output/capital ratio does not meet the requirement of subconjuga• 
tlon of local <self-accounting) alms to general <national 
economy> Interest of production development as a whole. 

Among general efficiency Indicators there Is also an 
Indicator of profitability which Is widely used In economic 
practice. There Is a question whether this Indicator makes .It 
possible to reflect to a fuller degree changes of production 
efficiency. 

Before answering this question let us consider the following 
example. There are two variants of production development: 



Production Paxelp~ant Y•rt•ot• 

-----------------------------------------------------------------Indicators Variants 

:--------------------------II 

~------~-------------------------·-------------------------------
Annual output ~f produce. 
million roubles (P) 

Prime cost of annual output of 
produce (C), million roubles 

Capital Investment In production 
funds(!), million roubles 

General efflelcney 100(P - Cl/1 minus 
Investment profitability, per cent 

5 

4.2 

2 

40 

5 

3.6 

4 

35 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
As we can see for the equal volume of produce (5 mil lion 

roubles) the second variant of production development· requires 
twice as much of capital Investment accompanied by a reduction of 
profitableness from 40 to 35 kopecks. pn the basts of general 
efficiency Indicator the preference should be given to the first 
variant. However, this less capital-Intensive variant ts 
characterized by higher production running costs. Annually the 
cost over run comes to 600 thousand roubles (4.2•3.6}. Let us 
suppose that this cost over-run results from.overconsumptlon of 
fuel In transport operation. To compensate this overconsumption 
I t I s n ec e s sa r y to I n s t a I I ad d I t i on a I pet ro I e u m . ref I n I n g 
capacities. What is the volume of capital Investment needed to 
compensate the Indicated overconsumption of fuel1 This question 
can be answered easily. If we accept the normative coefficient 
of capital Investment efficiency to be 0.12 (as It Is recommended 
by Standard methodology of determining economic efficiency of 
capital Investment}, then to- compensate annual loss of 600 
thousand roubles It Is necessary to Invest additionally 5 mill ton 
roubles Into the petroleum refining Industry (600/0.12}. Thus, 
the real lzatlon of the first variant will require not 2 mil I ton 
roubles of capital Investment but 7 million roubles (2+5) which 
exceeds the volume of capital Investment of the second variant bY 
751. Morever. the afore said 5 mil lion roubles have been 
neglected by the profitableness Indicator. Only additional cal
culations make It possible to Identify the more capital-Intensive 
vrlant which originally seems to be less capital-Intensive. One 
may etlmlnate these calculations If during economic substantia• 
tlon of the variant we would use direct comparison of estimated 
payoff periods with the normative payoff period. In our example 
the additional capital Investment equals 2 million roubles and 
the prime cost reduction for the same output of produce- 0.6 
million roubles. This shows that estimated payoff period will be 
3.33 (2/0.6 } or twice as less as the payoff normative period 
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which equals 8.33 years (1/0.12). 
the second variant. 

This confirms efficiency of 

Thus, by using the Indicator of "payof( period" it becomes 
possible to Identify the most efficient variant of a project 
preparation decision. However this Indicator does not represent 
g en e r a I e ff I c I en c y o f c a p i t a I I n v e s t mei1 t b u t r a t h e r c om par a t I v e 
efficiency related directly to the indicator of annual reduced 
costs. This can be easily seen from making a simple 
transformation of the Initial formula used for selection of the 
best variant of capital investment by m1n1mum estimated payoff 
period. It Is possible to express our example in the following 
manner. 

Te = (12 - 11)/(Cl -C2l 

Tn = 1 I En 

where Te and Tn denote the corresponding estimated and normative 
payoff period of additional capital invesment; 

En denotes a normative coefficient of capital 
efficiency; 

11 and 12 denote the corresponding capital 
volumes for the first and the second variants; 

Investment 

investment 

Cl and C2 denote prime cost of equal output of produce for 
the first and the second variants. 

This produces the Inequality (C2 + En.l2) < (C1 + En.ll>. 
The left and the right parts of.the inequality represent nothing 
else but annual reduced costs of the variants compared. As the 
left part of the lnequal lty is less than the right part the 
second variant of capital investment is more economical than the 
first one, and vice versa. Thus, the most economical 
always will be a yar!,ani which Is characterized by the smallest 
value of annual reduced costs. This is true for any number of 
compared variants. It Is not difficult to calculate the effect 
of using the most economical variant. It equals 

CC1 + En.lll- CC2 + En.l2) 

which. when transformed, give C- En.l. Thus. the effect 
represents above normative saving or, as we have already noted, 
general saving (profit) reduced by Its normative value which 
equals En.l. 

In our example the reduced costs for the first variant wll I 
be 4.44 million roubles (4.2 + 0.12 x2) and 4.08 million roubles 
(3.6 + 0.12 x 4) for the second variant. The economic effect of 
the second more economical variai"t wi II be equal 0.36 mi Ilion 
roubles (4.44 - 4.08). o 

"' <0 
C\1 
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It Is necessary to point out that In project preparation 
practice the choice of the best va~lant of capital Investment and 
new technology, especi~l Jy •hen their number exceeded two.· has 
beEn en iJ,t· bo!:>is of rrlnlmum· annual reduc~:>d costs and not minimum 
estimated payoff period. This Is explained by slmpller 
calculation procedure. Morever. very often the calculation of 
~ayoff periods Is erroneous. The comparison of alI variants Is 
carried out with a single base whereas It Is required to ·carry 
out consecuttve comparison of alI variants in pairs. The 
calculation procedure In this case c~sists tn maximum possible 
approximation of estimated efficiency of capital Investment to 
the normative efficiency. Moreover, one has to take account of 
conventional meaning of "payoff period" notion. It iS not by 
accident that this notion Is written In inverte~ ccrras. usJaiiy 
It signifies a period of time during which real accumulated 
saving of running costs becomes· equal to Initial· volume of 
ad d I t I on a I c a p i t a I I n v e s tm en t • . But every ec on om I s t know s t h at 
saving received during the first year Is considerably higher by 
Its real value than the same saving received one or more years 

'later. From the standpoint of the national economy this growth 
of value Is determined by the posslbil ity of multiple use of 
saved resources In the reproduction process. In view of this 
there will be no Integral saving' "counter-balancing" additional 
capIta 1 Investment. That Is why the words "payoff per lod" do not 
bear the Imp I left meaning. These reasons lead to usual 
substitution of "payoff period" Indicator with Its more 
"rei i ab I e" equ l va I ant - annua I reduced cO'Sts. It Is necessary to 
under I lne once again that the essence of these two indicators Is 
the same as they reflect co(llparatiyi)_efticlency of one variant of 
capital investment with the other. It is only with these 
indicators (and not general efficiency Indicators) possible to 
select the best variant of capital Investment· and new technology. 
And this Is not by accident as the comparative efficiency 
Indicators are oriented towards the national economy- level of 
capital Investment efficiency which Is reflected In a normative 
efficiency coefficient establ !shed In a central lzed manner. Does 
lt mean that general efficiency Indicators should not be taken 
Into account while determining the efficiency of capital 
investment and new technology?. Definitely not. It is feasible 
to use theto in technical -economic analysis of Initial variants• 
to assess real possibilities of real Jzlng the best variant 
selected on the basis of comparative efficiency criteria. But 
the general efficiency indicators cannot be used for direct 
comparison and selection of the best variant of t6chnlcel 
decision. This Is a prerogative of the comparative efficiency 
indicators. This difference between general and comparative 
efficiency Indicators constitutes a corner-stone of a draft of 
Complex methodology. 

I I • Generall*lng_lndlcator of capital lnyestmant on~ new 
technology efficiency 

Amy process of productive activities of 
three factors of production: alive labour. 

people 
running 
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•~ptndlfwre (ta• maftfllll• materials# futl• electric power, etc> 
lfi4 ~redustl~n funds• I.e. three different types of labour 
~~~endlture varying by th•tr circulation peri~d which cannot be 
su~med up In 6 different manner. Production results In output of 
6ommodltles or Implementation ot work of a given volume, qual tty 
and assortment done within specified period of time. 

Division of output by number of workers produces e labour 
productivity Indicator. lnalogically, division of output by 
value of productive funds produces the output/capital ratio 
whereas division of material cost by output gives an Indicator of 
material Intensity of a good, etc. 

The growth of social production efficiency Is related to 
positive dynamics of each of the afore-said Indicators. However• 
In reel I lfe there may occur opposite-direction dynamics when an 
Increase of efficiency triggered by one factor is accompanied bY 
e decrease of ef f lc i ency rto~u i i: r•s frcrr another factor. 

That Is why these proportional indicators of 
cannot be used eiiher to determine changes of 
efficiency of production or to select the mu~t 
ver i ,,nf, 

efficiency 
aggresated 
p r t f "- ! '" b i '·' 

Correct determination of economic efficiency of social 
production can be done only on the basts of taking account of 
combined Impact exerted by all economic growth factors. This 
brings a problem of commensurabll tty In a general !zing Indicator 
of diverse trends characterizing separate although closely Inter
related aspects of economic dynamics. 

The lnteru.U gf rolsln~1l~eoc~ of oiJJ.SlC.l.al~d.u-'tio.D 
~~~-1h•~~_gi~Qre.e(abora1•~_m§1DQ~~~9s~r•m~ni_Qt.prQ~ 
uct!on cojt m~~i~~ble to cQm~A£~-±b•_Q~i~_n~~hJ.•~ 
A.U.i.IJ.¥PJU._.Qf cost byt w jtb th§l.CJ.Um YOIU· 

And there exists such method of brlnlng separate criteria to 
a single generalizing Indicator. For example, for this purpose 
one may use a national economy production function which relates 
the volume of national Income (Y) to the volume of labour 
resources (L) and pro~uctive f~nds (f). 

Y = Y(L -,F ,t) (1) 

t t t 
On the basis of differentiation and local linear homogeneity 

It follows from (1) that there Is a relationship between the 
national income increr:•&nt ~Y) C:uri/'l~ e shu·i ptrfod cf time <.at> 
and the Increments of productive funds(&F) and number of workers 
(L) for the same period: 

(2) 

In optimal planning theory valueslYhF and,YM. are determined 
efficiency normatlves of uti I lzatlon of the productive funds <EN> 
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and labour resources CF ). Consequently, 
L •. 

•Y • E ,F + E .&1. +'IY/;Jt (3) 
N L 

Each of the afore-said normative shows by how mney untts 
will grow the national Income resulting from a unit Increment of 
the corresponding resource whlfe the volume of the other 
resources ~Ill remain unchanged. 

The first t-o summands <3> can be Interpreted as the 
national Income growth resulting from the expansion of volume of 
the production resources being used whereas the third summand 
reflects changes In the national Income due to better use of .the 
production resources In a given period of time compared to whet 
has been originally planned on the bats of the normative set for 
this Interval of time. It Is not difficult to show ~hat It Is 
Just so. 

It Is known that the national Income growth takes place 
under the Influence of two factors - an Increase In number of 
workers engaged In material production and an Increase of labour 
productivity. In Its turn the.growth of labour productivity 
results from provision of labour with better tools. utilization 
of advanced technologies saving not only alive but also pest 
labour, better organization and management of production. 

Let us assume that In one year the national Income has grown 
by 6Y, where 6Y = Y- Y • If the labour productivity In year t 

t t-1 
remained at the level of a previous year. I.e. t-1, the national 
Income growth resulting from the Increase ~f number of workers 
engaged In the material production would have been 

<Yt•1)/ Lt-1 .... Lt 

where Y /L stands for 
t-1 t-1 

labour productivity In the previous year and.Lt denotes the 
Increment of workers engaged In· the materiel production during 
year t In relation to year t-1. 

However, the basis of labour productivity and ensuing growth 
of the national Income have been determined by keep lng 
capital/labour ratio unchanged. This requires additional 
l nvestment In amount of6F• = Ft-1/Lt.i~L In thIs case.F· value Is a 

sort of compensator of the unchanged labour productivity. In 
view of this It Is rightful to state that a part of the national 
Income Increment results from the productive funds. There Is 
strict evtdence that this part Is proportional to the elasticity 
coefficient of replacing the labour with the funds and to the 

o normative coefficient of capital Investment efficiency £n. Then 
~ the national Income Increment resulting from the Increase of 
~ workers engaged In the material production will be somewhat lower 

than the 1abour productivity Indicator, I.e. It will equal not 
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v I ciL 
t-1 t-1 

buta.Y' /4L' , 
t-1 t-1 

wherea.Y' / .4L' Is not an aver;Jge 
t-1 t-1 

but a top value of labour productivity. The latter shows. what 
would be the Increment of labour productivity If the 
capital/labour ratio at additional work~ng places were lower than 
at already existing working places. The top value of labour 
productivity can be expressed as EL = ~YL - E.,F>~L. 

In reality the labour productivity does not remain stable, 
It goes up. Simultaneously this Is accompanied by drawing 
additional capital Investment Into economic circulation which 
Increase the capital/labour ratio and organlzat!onal-technlcal 
level of production. This explains the fact that the total 
growth of Income actually exceeds that part which Is directly 
determined by additional expenditure of production resources 
utilized with unchanged basis efficiency. This part can be 
rightfully considered as an Increment value of normative net 
produce ( oY, ) 

w h I c h I s de f I n e d a s 6 Y = E ,..L + E 
n L N 

Increment of 

~i+..t > = EoL + E.F, 
L N 

where 6 F
0 

+ Af =6 F stands 
productive funds In year t as 

for the total 
compared to year t-1. 

The Increment of normative net produce could be Interpreted 
as the Increment of Income at the expense of extensive factors of 
economic growth. Then the Increment of Income on the basis on 
Intensive factors ( 6 Yt) will equal 

(4) 

This equation shows that the income Tncreemnt resulting from 
the Intensive factors does not depend on the resources but on the 
efficiency of their uti I izatlon during a given period of time, 
I.e. It represents Income/time function C.Y/>. It also follows 

~t 
that this Income Increment Is nothing else but an over normative 
Income. The latter Is cal led a national economic ~ffect. 

By substltutlngAYI with R and through developing components 

of (4) we obtain : 

With E 
N 

R =a.Y - CE 4L + E a.F> (5) 
L N 

and E 
L 

normatives set for a given period of time and 

with actual or planned values of.Y, AF and,L It becomes possible 
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to determine a value of national economic effect both for the 
national economy as a whole an~ for separate br•nches end 
economic entitles. In doing so, It Is Important to use single 
value units· for measuring physical volume of the notional Income 
and the resources used for Its generation.· Their role Is played 
by stable prices, normatlves of efficiency of production 
resources and wages. In view of this the economic effect will be 
determined by the following modified formula 

R = .o Y - ( 1 + E ) W. AL + E •F . (6) 
w N 

where W stands for average ~age of on• worker enga,ed 
material production which Is accepted to be constant for a 

In the 
g)ven 

period of time; 
Ew denotes 

wage fund. 

This formula 
normatlves and real 
determine not the 
current functioning 

efficiency normative of work In relation to 

makes It possible to use current prices, 
dynamics of average wage. Burt then we shal I 

Intensification effect but the effect of 
of production., 

The necessity of ensuring stable prices and evaluation In 
calculations In calculating the national economic effect Is 
conditioned by the following thinking. 

Current changes of wages are reflected In real functioning. 
It Is known that In our country the wages are constantly rtlslng 
which corresponds to the Party's course aimed at continuous 
growth of the people's welfare. Soclo-econo.mlc pol Icy of the 
state Is also reflected In the level of dynamics of prices: low 
prices for articles of the first necessity, housing en~ communal 
services, higher prices for luxurious articles and products which 
are harmful for health. In the process of current economic 
activities the existing system of prices and normatlves makes It 
possible to solve problems related to creation of necessary 
conditions for self-accountlngactlvltles of enterprises and 
amalgamations etc. In this respect prices, normatlves and wages 
servicing current economic circulation and thus real !zing socio
economic objectives of the plan are of I lttle value for measuring 
the economic effect. As known, the economic effect reflects 
changes In full national economic expenditure and production. 
Current prices and evaluations reflect the process of 
redistribution of the society's net Income. Whereas while 
determining the economic efficiency we are more Interested In 
finding out what Increment of net Income we receive by spending 
our resources, I.e. we are trying to solve the problem of 
economic measurement of our Input and output. We receive the 
posslbll lty of subsequent redistribution of our Income In the 
national economy to the extent of the excess of output over 
Input. After the redistribution Is done In our plant, after It 
has reflected prices, evaluations and wages the economic effect 
cannot be determined as It Is dissolved In current prices and 
normetlves. And here we come across another task - evaluation of 
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self-accounting efficiency of production. determination of Income 
or profit ensured by current productive functioning. Solution of 
this task Is comportant and necessary.- How~ver. at present we 
are Interested In real growth of Income en:5ur_ed by the existing 
volume of prouctlon resources. That Is why It Is necessary to 
assure stable prices and evaluations while determining the 
national economic effect. Apparen~ly a five-year period 
represents normal limits within which one may carry out such 
evaluations. 

An Important pecularlty of calculations of the national 
economic effect done on the basts of Formula (6) consists In the 
fact that they are considered to be an Integral part of a more 
general task- formation of the best variant of national economy 
plan. This Is conditioned by the fact that the calculation of 
the national economic effect Is based on a system of economic 
normatlves reflecting target objectives of the plan. In this 
sense. the plan and normatlves constitute a single unity: during 
the process of lnterated procedure of elaboration of the ,best 
variant of planned decision the corresponding normatlves are 
being established. With the framework of a new five-year plan 
the system of economic normatlves represents an Initial basis for 
calculation of the national economic effect. They help to 
ldentl·fy the most efficient variants of production of development 
from the national economy point of view. 

The Interrelation of methods of calculating the effect with 
the plan makes It posslle to use It as a general lzed Indicator of 
efficiency for alI levels of economic management. From the point 
of view of Its economic content the Indicator of national 
economic effect represents An Increment Q£ aat e,onom!t profit. 
While analysing operation of separate economic projects the 
Indicator of net profit growth for each project can be Integrated 
to produce a single general lzed Indicator for the national 
economy as a whole. 

In calculations one may use an Indicator of ful 1 national 
economic effect. It differs from the net effect by the Inclusion 
of material expenditures. In this case the effect Is determined 
as a difference between the gross output growth (X) and the 
reduced costs <Z>: · 

(7) 

In Its turn 6 Z = ~ S +•M• where A.§, stands for the Increment of net 
normative costs: (I + Ew > x w.L + ENA.f and AM denotes the 

Increment of running material costs and depreciation. Formula (7) 
corresponds to formula (6) as: 

This Indicates to wide possibilities of using the formula of 
annual reduced costs In production management. 
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On the basis of the national economic effect Indicator one 
can also calculate other Interconnected Indicator: the effect of 
relative saving of res~urces and the effect of enlargement of 
production scale. 

The value· of th·e national econopmlc effect (or 
Intensification effect as It· has been called earlier) IS 
determined for different economic results of two years under 
comparison •. The calculation of generalized Indicator- of 
efficiency re~uced to a similar economic· result makes It possible 
to determine the effect of relative saving of et normative 
expenditures which results, In principle, from scientific and 
technological progress and consequently can be cal led the etfect 
of S and T progress (RSTP>. Its value Is determined by the 

following formula: 

R • 5 1 (Y /Y ) - S (8) 
STP t t+1 t-1 t-1 

It Is possible to expres~ S and 
relative saving of separate types of 
resulting from disengagement of workers 

(R • W (Y /Y ) - W and 
w 0 t-1 t t 

productive funds R • F (Y /Y ) - F 
F t-1 t-1 t t 

T progress 
resources: 

effect by 
wage fund 

Similarly to RW and RF Indicators It Is possible to 

calculate relative saving of corresponding material resources. 

It must besald that neither RSTP Indicator nor Indicators of 

relative saving of separate resources <RWand RF> are not 

additive. I.e. they cannot be added by direct count by separate 
products or economic entitles {brahcnes, ·enterprises) If there Is 
no coincidence of output growth rates of these entitles with the 
natloanl Income growth rates. In such cases there appear 
additional factor conditioned by structural heterogeneity of the 
national economy as wei I as by unequal growth rates of separate 
economic entitles. It Is nece.ssary to take account of this 
factor by Introducing the effect of structural changes In the 
national economy In a general scheme. To determine Its value It 
becomes necessary to analyse lntersectoral ties and proportions 
of economic growth of separate branches, enterprises 
(amalgamations). Under these conditions It Is possible to single 
out a certaIn part from the macroeconom lc RSTP value wh lch 
results from the structural changes In the economy. 

Relative saving of resources (STP effect} constitutes a part 
of the total national economic effect. Its another part Is 
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represented by the effect achieved through enlargement of 
- economic measures effective from the position of basis time 

moment. It Is cal led the scale effect (R ): 
s 

R •R R • <Y -s )[Y /Y )-tl (9) 
s STP t-t t-t t t-1 

Given the fact that RSharacterlzes the enlargement of 
output leading to the Increase of the total economic effect It Is 
rightful to qual tty It as Intensive and not extensive factors. 

When making a choice of the best planning or project 
prepparatlon variant of production development, creation and 
Introduction of new technology, reconstruction of the existing 
and constructton of new enterprises Indicators of annual and 
Integral economic effect of new technology are used. 

The annual effect Is calculated by dividing the difference 
of reduced cost by annual output of new technology. Another 
variety of this effect Is calculated for the whole period of 
utilization of new technology but always on the basis of annual 
output. 

The Integral effect Is determined as a sum of annual 
economic effects for the whole planned period of new technologY 
production and utilization. In doing so one takes account of 
economic dissimilarity of Inputs and outputs carried out and 
obtained at different moments of time. For this plurpose one 
uses a corresponding method of reducing costs and output by time 
factor Just In the same manner as It Is done according to a 
standard methodology and new technology methodology. The only 
difference consists In the fact that complex method~logy 
envisages the use of the same normative utllzed In the 
calculation of reduced annual costs and not a diminished one 
recommended by the aforesaid methodologies. To our mind such 
approach to taking account of time factor opens Its economic 
essence and content more fully and precisely. 

The Integral economic effect represents the most Important 
dynamic characteristic of new technology. It reflects changes tn 
costs and output at different stages of life span of new 
technology beginning with the proJect development activities and 
ending by the use of this produce by customers •. The Integral 
effect, In Its essence Is a cumulative effect relalzed during the 
last year of production of new technology. 

However, there Is another group of tasks (f.l. evaluation of 
aggregate effect for the national economy as a whole, ministry, 
amalgamation and so on obtained due to the Introduction of new 
technology) where It becomes necessary to determine the effect 
directly for one separatley taken year. In this case It Is not 
feasible to calculate the Integral effect as various types of 
newtechnology have different utilization periods, beginning and 
duration of production, etc. That Is why In planning new 
~echnologylt Is necessary to take account of both the annual and 
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Integral effects. The annual effect value serves the basis for 
calculation of the Integral effect~ But It elsohas the meaning o 
Its own. It serves the basis for determination of financial. 
m«terlal end other types of production resources allocated for 
s~lentlflc research end designing organizations, amalgamations 
and enterprises for a concrete year of elaboration. mastering end 
~erles production of new technology. It Is also used In 
determining the volume of that portion of profits received by 
amalgamations. and enterprises from Introducing new technology 
whclh goes to the state budget. T~e·selectlon of the best 
variant of new technoLogy should be done on the basis of the 
Integral effect. It also plays an· Important role while 
substantiating prices tor new products of lndustrlel•tech~lcal 
designation. 

In this respect It Is also necessary to ~entlon the 
·incentive-bonus system used In creation and introduction of new 
technology. It Is known that today the volume of such bonus 

depends on the volume of annual economic effect. However, It 
seems expedient In determining the volume of bonus to tak account 
ot not only annual saving due to pew technology but also the time 
during which one will receive this saving, I.e. to take account 
of life span of new technology, volume and period of Its 
production. This will make It possible to reinforce the 
orientation of designers towards the creation of such tehcnology 
which produces maximum Integral economic effect. 
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ECONOMIC METHODS OF STIMULATING 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS 

INTRODUCTION 

The perception of scientific-technical progress as 
Improvement of the economic Indices In the activities of 
enterprises on the basis of Introducing the achievements of 
science and technology Into production Is evidently the same the 
world over. Introduction Implies organization of the production 
of new materials and articles, machines, equipment, devices. 
means for servicing them, etc. New technologies, based on the 
a~hlevements of fundamental and applied sciences and put Into 
practice at manufacturing enterprises, are also considered as 
•tntroduced" and Indicate scientific-technical progress In one 
or t~e other branch of material production. New methods of 
production and scientific labour organization ere highly fmpor• 
tant for Improving Its effectiveness and represent one of the 
methods for realizing the achievements of economic science tn 
production. In other words, scientific-technical progress means 
Improvement of the effectiveness of production on the basts of 
achievements In sclene and technology. 

DETERMINANTS OF S&T PROGRESS 

Intensification of production Is the maJor component of 
scientific-technical progress. and this requires up-to-date 
technologies, equipment, machines and devices. Computer enginee
ring Is also used for this purpose. More and more technological 
lines and machine toots are equipped with programme controlled 
microprocessors and other means of automation on the basts of 
computer engineering. Robotics Is appl led on an expanding scale 
In production using flexible readJustable I lnes. Another sign I• 
,flcant part of scientific-technical progress lies I~ the Improve• 
ment of the technical level of production. the technical level 
and quality of the materials, and the articles manufactured by 
the enterprises. 

The rates of sclentlflc•technlcal progress are determined 
primarily by the creation and wldescale application of new 
techniques and methods, based on new Implements, new materials 
with predetermined properties, enabl lng to raise sharply labour 
productivity, reduce the weight of the machines and mechanisms, 
make them more reliable and extend their lifetime. 

Presented by N.Y. Safronov 



Improvement of production technologies Is the determinative 
direction of scientific-technical ~rogress today. Replacement of 
the technologies used at the current stage by more advanced 
resource-saving and wasteless technologies. ensuring more comp
lete utilization of the raw material and economy of laboor, 
material-technical and fuel-energy resources. Is the most effl• 
~lent direction of scientific-technical progress. 

Thus, ~ew technologies, Introduced In the extrectlve 
branches of the Industry. change redlcally the Ideas on the 
mehtods of drawing deposits. considered earlier as non•prospec
tlve. Advanced methods of extracting u~eful minerals ensvre an 
Increase In production from the entrails of the earth •• Our 
planned transition to qualitatively new methods and means of 
Increasing the oil recovery of the formation. the extraction of 
coal, non-ferrous metal ore and other useful mlneal~ makes It 
possible to Increase the output of these valuable raw materials 
by 15-201. 

New technologies render great help In the uti I lzatlon of 
energy and material-technical resources. and reduction of labour 
expenditures. For example, enlargement of the unit capacities of 
the basic technological equipment In the power Industry. I.e. 
replacement of power-generating units of 300 MW units with 800 MW 
has made It possible to reduce the specific capital Investments 
ln the construction of electric power stations by 8-101, the 
specific labour expenditures In construction by 15-201, the 
specific consumption of conditional fuel by 3-41. the specific 
number of servicing personnel by 40-501, and the specific metal 
capacity of the equipment by 15-201. 

Various economic levers. which are of Interest to the 
designers and manufacturers of new machinery, In accelerating 
their developments and Introduction Into practice. In· reducing 
the cycle "Investigation-production"• are applied In the national 
economy of our country In order to accelerate the rates of 
scientific-technical progress to the maximum. 

ECONOMIC STIMULANTS 

The economic levers, or stimulants, as they are cal led too. 
may render effect on different sides of scientific-technical 
progress: on the process of developing Innovations, the process 
of their Introduction Into Industrial production. and the process 
of their utilization. It Is possible practically In every ease 
to provide effective stimulants to the designers, maufacturers 
and users of the new machinery. either stimulating them economi
cally for one or the other achievements, or by raising the econo
mic profltabl lty. 

SINGLE FUND 

The economic stimulants. Increasing the profltabllty of the 
new machinery for the designers and manufacturers. for example• 
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for the scientific-research organizations and the Industrial 
enterprises. are made up by the single fund for the development 
of science and technology CSFDST), which Is formed In Industrial 
ministries. As an experiment, this fu~d ~as formed In the 
Ministry of the Electrotechnlcal Industry as far bask as 1969. 
It has been formed currently In all the ministries. 

The single fund for the development of science and techno
logy Is formed by the deductions from the planned profit of the 
enterprises. subordinated to the given ministry, as a certain 
percent. and from other sources. Before the formation of SFDST 
all the scientific-research and experimental-design work had been 
financed from different sources, that was, on the whole, 
Inconvenient tor the research organizations and enterprises. 
Leaving aside all details. It Is necessary to note that this fund 
enables to prepare and bring the manufacture of new machinery to 
a commercial level, carry out experimental work at Industrial 
enterprises of the respective branch. compensate Increased 
expenditures associated usually with the production of new 
machinery during the first year and, sometimes, the second year 
too. It Is clear that Increased expenditures are undesirable In 
the production of new machinery and, In this case, only the 
opportunity to gain considerable profit In the future may stimu
late .the enterprises to start the manufacture of new machinery. 
The possibility of compensating this by utilizing SFDST Increases 
sharply the Interest of the enterprises In Introducing and, 
consequently, accelerating scientific-technical progress. The 
feasibility Is considered currently for Intensifying Its stimula
ting role and articles are published frequently In the press with 
proposals of the heads of scientific-research organizations and 
enterprises to this end. 

PRICE FORMATION 

Price formation for new products according to the methodo
logy adopted In our country, which Is not associated with the 
market conjuncture, Is a major sltmulant, Increasing the profit
ability of the new machinery. Leaving aside the order and rules 
of price formation, It Is necessary to note that It Is based on 
calculating the expenditures for social labour (prime cost), a 
certain norm of profit tor the manufacturer of the new machinery. 
and Its eocnomlc effectiveness per unit of useful effect. It 
~hould be noted also that the effectiveness of new machinery 
determines the so-called allowance to the wholesale price, where
as 70S of ft Is used for stimulating the development engineers 
and manufacturers of the new machinery. while the remaining 301 
Is divided equally between the state budget and the single fund 
for the development of science and technology In the branch. 

The allowance to the price, the major part of which Is used 
for economic stimulation of the development engineers and 
manufacturers of new machinery, Is a powerful stimulant, making 
It possible to Increase sharply their Interest In Introducing not 
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only new machinery, but the most effective types that contribute 
to Increasing the rate of sclentffic-technlcal progress to. the 
amxlmum. 

The a II owance to the prIce Is ef feet t"ve for one year, but· If 
the economic effect of Introducing the Innovation Is not evident 
after that year. then the State Qual lty Mark wll I be given to It, 
thereby prolonging automatically the term of Its action for three 
years more. .When observing certain conditions, the term of the 
allowance to the price may extend to seven years, and even 9•10 
years In the case of very complex articles. 

The decision "On measures for accelerating sclentltlc
technlcal progress In the national economy"• adopted on August 
18, 1983, establishes the magnitude of this at lowance up to 301 
of the wholesale price of new machinery, which Is most signifi
cant for the national economy. The allowance may Include up to 
70~ of the economic effect of the production and utilization of 
the respective articles. A certain calculation mechanism has 
been developed In order to determine the magnitude of the allow
ance to the price In case the economic effect will not reach some 
maximum values. 

One can Imagine the significance of this stimulant, consi
dering the tremendous scope of production Of some highly effec
tive objects of new machinery. The s~ms, assigned In some 
research organizations for awarding the workers, who have 
developed the new machinery, may make up and do constitute today 
up to 40% and more of the total value of these means. 

Thus, SFDST and the 
stimulating the acceleration 
machinery and technologies, 
quantitative characteristics 
scientific-technical progress. 

SELF-SUPPORTIVE BASIS 

prices are .effective factors, 
of developing and Introducing new 
Improving their quallt~tlve end 

on the whole. accelerating 

However, the self-suppor-ting basis Is 'the major stimulant 
today. It is directed toward stimulating accelerat~d develop
ment, mastering and Introduction of the achievements of science 
and technology Into the practice of Industrial production. 

In the general sense, many Soviet scientists understand the 
self-supporting basis as a social 1st system of economic rela
tions, combining central !zed management with relative economic 
Independence of the economic I Inks. based on stlmul~ting the 
growth of production effectiveness In the Interests of the 
society and Individual col lectlves. In a narrower sense the 
self-supporting basis means that the enterprise or organization 
Itself {wlthln certain limits) can choose the most attainable 
final result and the dates of attaining It, and when the final 
result has been gained, then the possibility (again within 
certain limits) to utilize the resulting material advantages. 
The major principle of the self-supporting basis Is that the 
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material advantages may be gained only when the final result will 
be realized actually In the Industry and, basically, In a 
material form. Unfortunately, as It wtl I b~ shown below, this 
principle Is not always observed owing to some_ reasons. 

The self-supporting basis had been ltnroduced In the 
Industry In the present form In the second half of the 1960's· 
The self-supporting basis In science or the self-supporting 
system of organizing work for the development, mastering and 
Introduction of new machinery had been real I zed gradually In some 
ministries In 1969-1979. The Ministry of the Eloectrotechnlcal 
Industry had been transferred In 1969 to this system of 
organizing work, then some more ministries, and In 1980 all the 
Industrial ministries of the country had been transferred to this 
system In accordance with the decision of June 12, 1979, •on 
Improving planning and Intensifying the effect of the economic 
mechanism on Increasing the effectiveness of production and 
quality of work•. Since that time the system has proved Its 
effectiveness during these years and It has been decided, to 
transfer six more branches of the national economy to It by 1987: 
construction, transport, communications, agriculture, geological 
exploration, and logistics. 

FUNDS FOR ECONOMIC STIMULATION 

It Is necessary to stress two major aspects of this system: 
the creation of SFDST for financing measures on scientific
technical progress. mentioned earl ler, and the creation of 
special funds at scientific-research organizations that also 
stimulate the development of work on scientific-technical 
progress In the national economy, comprising of the fund of 
material Incentive <FMI), the fund of socio-cultural measures and 
residential construction, and the fund for the development of 
production. These three are cal led funds of economic 
stimulation <FES>. 

The major source for the formation of FES are the deductions 
from the profit of the enterprises In the branch of the Industry, 
produced by reducing the prime cost of the product as a result of 
Introducing scientific-technical achievements. This source Is 
most significant because the actual result, gained by the 
developmeent engineers, stands as concrete profit, which Is 
reflected In the balance of Income and expendltures·of the ent•r
prlse. The fund-forming Index for determining the magnitude of 
deductions from the profit Is the actual economic effect from 
Introducing the development. Up to 16.51 of the economic effect 
In some branches Is deducted from the profit to the funds, while 
In others It Is less. The percent of deductions Is established 
on the basis of calculations made by the central organs. The 
ministries have the right to establIsh differential values of the 
deductions tor their enterprises and organizations within the 
limits of the total values of planned deductions, depending on 
the levi and significance of the development. The ministries 
exercise this right on a wide scale, establishing differential 
scales, considering. for example. the fulfllme t of assignments 
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of scientific-technical programs, the availability or lack of 
Author's Certificates or patents, etc. The means, produced fro• 
this source, depending on the ministry, constitute from 20·to "OJ 
In the total amount of means In ·the funds of economic stimulation. 

The next source Is the allowances to the prIce of new h Jgh"ly 
effective products, that have been mentioned earlier. Alongside 
the reduction of the prime cost, this source Is-the case when the 
entire effect or a pert of It In one or the other form remains 1ft 
the branch of Industry proper. In many cases, however, the 
'chlevement, developed and reall%ed tn one branch of the 
Industry, produces an efect In quite another branch, and It Is 
t~ot at ways poss lb le to trans.fer a part of the effect to the 
•anufacturer of the new machinery by an allowance to the price. 

The self-supporting basis envisages In this case that the 
respective means may be Included In the estimate of expenditures 
tor scientific-research work. A special scale Is used tn this 
,ase for determining the magnitude of deductions to the funds of 
•conomlc stimulation, depending on the economic effectiveness of 
the developed and Introduced new machinery. Table 1 Illustrates 
that the scale Is regressive. I.e. the magnitude of. deductions 
decreases at an Increase of the economic effect. This scale has 
been elaborated before Introducing the self-supporting system of 
organizing work on developing, mastering and Introducing new 
machinery, and It Is far from satisfying everyone today, because 
It stimulates Insufficiently the fulfilment of most effective 
ctevelopment. 

IMPACT OF ECONOMIC STIMULANTS 

Certain types of developments exist, wherein tt Is 
tmposslble to determine the economic effectiveness ln. principle• 
while their social significance Is at an extremely high level. 
For example, developments In ecology <environmental control>• 
safety precautions, fire safety, etc. The self•supportlng systee 
envisages materiel stimulation of these developments. The esti
mate of expenditures for them may Include In a separate line 
means for rewarding development engineers with premiums up to 201 
of the wages fund during the entire term of development work. 
These means make up 201 or Jess In the total scope of FES 
respectively. 

In many eases with most valuable technical solutions the 
term of their development and Introduction Is quite long. The 
date of receiving the material stimulation tor the well-done work 
may be postponed In this case for so long that the effect of this 
factor, as a stimulant for accelerating sctentlfle-technlcal 
progress, may decrease drastically. In order to etl•lnete such 
situation the self-supporting system envisages that, If the ter• 
of development end Introduction of new machinery Is longer then 
two years. then the development engineers may be given en advance 
payment, constituting up to 30S of the deductions to the fund of 
stimulation,· calculated from· the guaranteed economic effect. 
<The guaranteed economic effect Is the anticipated econo•lc 



effect that has been agreed upon by the development engineer and 
the customer of the results of the development, calculated on the 
basis of the specific effectiveness of the new m•ctt'aery, 
guaranteed by the development engineer, and the guarantQe1 scope 
of Its Introduction, guaranteed by the customer). 

If the guaranteed effect Is attained after Introduction, 
then the final sum of deductions to the funds of stlmulatlo~ Is 
reduced by the amount of the earl ler advance payment, but If It 
Is not attained and the final sum of deductions Is less than the 
advance payment, then respective means ought to be returned to 
the SFOST of the customer of the development, as It Is given In 
Flg.1. This threat Is evidently the reason why advance payments 
even for development with a long cycle are accepted with reluc
tance and their part In the total sum of the funds Is negligible. 

Up to 201 (usaually 151) of the means obtained from the 
stated sources are directed to the central lzed premium fund of 
the ministry, and the rest Is divided between the fund of 
material Incentive and the fund of socio-cultural measures and 
residential construction In the relationship 60:40. 

The means gained for winning In competitive research, means 
for additional stimulation of development engineers gained from 
the central lzed premium fund (In accordance with the order of 
spending It), means gained for handing over their achievements 
(I.e. developments made for their branch of Industry proper or 
for the natloanl economy) to other branches,. as well as means 
gained from other sources of fund formation are directed only to 
the fund of material Incentive. 

Other sources are used for the formation of the fund of 
production development In scientific-research organizations (see 
Flg.3). The major . source of these means Is the prof It of 
sclentlflc•research and experimental-design work, which Is 
Included In the estimate of expenditure for their fulfilment. 
This profit constitutes 1.5~ of the annual guaranteed economic 
effect, which, naturally, Is corrected, depending on the effct 
gained factually after completing and Introducing the develop
ment. Two limitations are appl led to the profit: the profit may 
be maximum 6% of the estimated cost of the work and charged only 
for developments, whose guaranteed effect exceeds the estimate 
cost two times and more. 

Another source of the development fund Is made up by 75J of 
the sum of Income topping the expenditures for works fulfil led In 
accordance with development contracts. Means gained from 
real lzlng extra equipment and from sel I lng licences, as wei I as 
from some other sources are also "directed to the fund of 
production development. 

The fund of production development Is a quite strong 
stimulant for research organizations, because It Is a source of 
Its own means for purchasing equipment, devices, materials, that 
are necessary for the development of the organization and for 
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preforming work on their own Initiative. It creates certain 
guarantees for the banks when granting loans. 

Naturally. the stimulating role of the Incentive funds Is 
revealed not only and not so much at the time of their formation• 
as In the process of spending them. The scheme of spending the 
fund of material Incentive Is presented in Flg.4, Illustrating 
the material Interest of the development engineers of new 
machinery In creating these funds and, consequently, Introducing 
their achievements Into the practice of Industrial production, In 
accelerating scientific-technical progress In the national 
economy. The baste direction of spending FMI Is current rewarding 
fo the development engineers with a premium at the receipt of the 
respective means. At least 601 of these are paid directly to 
participants of the given concrete development, depending on 
their personal contribution to this concrete ahclevement. It Is 
clear that the greater the economic effect of this development• 
the more the respective development engineer received. 

Material encouragement for fulfilment of the quarterly 
thematic plans by the organization proper Is envisaged by the 
self-supporting system to raise the material Interest of the 
respective functional departments In the general result. Up to 
101 of the fund of material Incentive Is spent for these 
purposes, as wei I as for rewarding the administration and 
management. 

Situations may arise when It Is necessary to do some thing 
operatively In order to accelerate sharply some research• 
development, mastering, Introduction etc. The system envisages 
the spending of a part of this fund tor rewarding the fulfilment 
of maJor assignments. Usual ly• from 5 to 101 of the FMI Is spent 
to this end. 

Premiums for the results of the year are of major 
signficance tor the retention of cadres In production, which Is a 
problem that arises only under conditions of complete absence of 
unemployment and at a shortage of cadres. Certain sums are 
reserved to this end during the year as wei I as the remains of 
the FMI, that have accumulated for some reasons by the end of the 
year. The unofficial name of this type of material Incentive Is 
the "thirteenth salary". At the beginning to the next year the 
remaining and specially accumulated means are distributed between 
al 1 the workers of the organization, depending on the time one Is 
working at the given scientific organization. Naturally, the 
longer the time of one's work therein. the bigger the materiel 
Incentive. The "thirteenth salary" Is not paid If the time of 
work Is less than two years. Each worker Is Interested. thereby• 
to prolong the time of one's work and In stable work of 'he 
scientific organization proper. 

The means of the fund of material Incentive are spent also 
tor rendering material assistance. tor compensating holidays In 
the part associated with premiums from the fund of materiel 
Incentive, as wei I as tor premiums by the results of social 1st 
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emulation, for premiums and remuneration for other achievements 
In work. 

The fund of soclo•cultural measures and residential 
construction Is highly significant as a factor stimulating the 
creation, mastering and Introduction of new machinery and 
accelerating scientific-technical progress. 

DIRECTIONS FOR UTILIZATION OF FUNDS 

The following maJor dlrectlonsof spending the fund of ·socio
cultural measures and residential construction are recommended In 
the estimate of expenditures with consideration of solving the 
primary social targets of the labour col lectlves: 

e) for construction (fractional participation In construc
tion) of apartment houses, children's Institutions, prevento
riums, clubs, sports structures, and other obJects of cultural 
purpose; 

b) for repair of apartment houses and cultural obJects, for 
purchasing various equipment and appliances as wei I as specia
lized means of transportation for the stated obJects, etc.; 

c) for sanitary measures, Including the purchase of 
medicines, passes to homes of recreation and medical treatment• 
which are granted on conditions of giving such passes on account 
of the means of state social Insurance and means of the trade 
union budget; 

d) for cultural-educational and physical culture measures; 

e) 
of the 
children 

for lowering the prices In the dining-rooms and buffets 
organizations and Intensifying the nutrition of the 

In the klndergareens, pioneer and health-Improving 
camps, as well as of the workers, who are treated In the preven
toriums; 

f) for other purposes envisaged by the measures for social 
development of the labour col lectlves. 

The concrete directions of uti I !zing the fund of socio
cultural measures and residential construction are determined by 
the administration of the organization together with the trade 
union committee. 

As e rule. 8-9~ of the fund of socio-cultural measures and 
residential construction of the given ~rganlzatlon may be spent 
for partial reimbursement of the expenses for maintenance of the 
obJects of cultural purpose and the pioneer camps. 

Premiums for outstanding achievements In science, 
technology. production organization occupy a special rank among 
the methods of stimulating scientific-technical progress. 
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The highest rewards In our country. that are awarded for 
these· achievements, are the Lentn and State Prizes. which are 
awarded by the Committee for Lenin and State Prizes. · This 
Comml·ttee Is composed of outstancl I ng sc lent tsts. -author I tat 1 ve 
managers of production. The prizes ere awarded once ennuellya to 
the birthday of the -founder of our state V.I. Lenin end to the 
anniversary of the Greet October Soclells-t Revolution. rt.e 
winners of these prizes ere awarded the title of-Laureate of the 
respective prize, they are awarded with bonoureb le badges.· 
Prizes of ··the USSR Council of Ministers ere awarded now for 
several • years ·for · outstanding echleveaents In science, 
technology,· ·production mena.ge~~ent. The prizes of ministries• 
depertmen'ts and Councils of Mlnlsters o_f the union republics, 

.range In amount free 3,000 to ~o.ooo roubles. 

SoMe other pr 1 zes have been esteb II shed for profounf 
achievements In the· Jlevelop•nt of science and technology, 
Including prizes, which are granted by the USSR Academy of 
SCiences, and· prizes of the USSR Exhibition of·Achleve .. nts o• 
the National Economy. 

All these prestigious prizes are granted to collectives of 
authors, who contributed greatly to accelerating scientific• 
technical progress. gained profound results In retstng the effec• 
tfveness of the developed ·new 11ech lnery and technotogy, provided 
priority of Soviet science end tech.nology on dtfferen.t areas "of 
knowledge. The outstanding achievements of the collectives of 
scientists end production workers Induce other collectives to 
attain Just as valuable results·, thereby ensuring en active 
stimulating effect of these prizes on accelerating the rate 4f 
sctentlflc•technlcel progress In the netloant econo•Y• 

. Attention should be given to one more stimulating factor. A 
system of reaunerettn.g the labour of sclentlst.s by the method· of 
the Physlco•Ch .. lcal .Institute ~ed after L.Y. Kerpov ls·befnf 
checked now ex~erlmentally for so•e years In ·several dozens o 
research organizations. The essence o~ It Is that, by certifying 
the workers with consideration of their contrtbut.fon to telence• 
they ere granted a higher or. on the contrary, a lower salary for 
a ~ertlen ttme and within certlen liMits. which are wider than 
the existing salary •fork•. Data. publlthed In the press, 
Indicate that a reduction or Increase of the salarles.renders a 
strong effect on the efficiency of the scientists• labour, 
Induces the most capable ones to put forward aiJ their efforts• 
while the Incapable ones leave the area of scientifi-c ec;:tlvlttes. 
The rates of raising the economic effectiveness of the 
Institutes, that have shtfted to this •vst.. of labour 
remuneration. ere auch higher; and the rates of ralte In the 
salaries are essentially lower .. than Jn the case of Institutes 
that have not shflted·to this system. 

It Is IMpossible to deal with the vast number of factors In 
a brief report that render a stimulating effect on accelerating 
scientific-technical progress In t~e national •ocnomy, for 
example, granting bank credit on favourable ~er•s• reservt ... 



capacities of Industrial enterprises. preferential supply of 
materlar-techntcat resources for work on new technologies• 
creation of temporary collectives and subdivisions. etc. 
However, It Is necessary to deal more with the further develop
ment of the self-suportlng syst ... which Is one of the baste 
stimulants. 

The decision of July 12. 1979. •on Improving planning and 
Intensifying the effect of the economle mechanism on Increasing 
the effectiveness of prdouctton and quality of work• envisages to 
shift research, destgnlng-technotoglcal.and other -organizations 
of the Industrial ministries by 1985 to a system of payments for 
fully completed work accepted by -the customer. Unlike the 
existing system. wherein the expenditures. Including those of the 
Intermediate stages, are reimbursed. but not the final result. 
the new system Implies payment only for completed work. And the 
work should be not simply completed. but cheeked and accepted by 
the customer for Introduction. The developments wtl I be real lzed 
on account of the USSR State Bank credit for a •normative" 
percent (0.5J ann~al bank rate), and If the work Is not fulfil led 
In due time and needs additional crediting, then the bank rate 
Increases to 3J. 

The completed and accepted developments remain ttl I final 
Introduction on the extra balance register of the executor and 
accepted to the balance of the customer. It Is written off the 
balance after Introduction. All the developments In this case 
will be strictly accounted for, and It wit I be possible to Judge 
of the labour effectiveness of one or the other organization and 
adopt operatl.ve measures to Improve. If necessary. Its work by 
analysing the Increase or decrease of the scope of Incomplete 
production. 

The self-supporting system. described earlier for organizing 
work on deve!oplng, mastering and Introducing new machinery. does 
not satisfy today fully the Industry, which has accumulated 
consfderable experience of operating under these conditions. 
Certain normatfve documents require Improvement, for example. the 
•Instruction on the formation and utilization of funds of econo
mrc stimulation at scientific-research. designing. project
designing and technological organizations. production associa
tions and enterprises transferred to the self-supporting system 
of organfzlng work on developing, mastering and lntrodue~ng new 
machinery on the basts of contracts, as well as the •standard 
Instruction for rewarding works of scientific-research• 
designing. project-designing and technological organizations. 
production assoclatfons and enterprises transferred to the new 
system of planning. financing and economic stimulation of work on 
new machinery•. 
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Table 1 

Scale for determining size of premium, depending on value 
of annual economic effect 

Annual economic effect 

Up to 10.000 roubles 

From 10,000 to 20,000 roubles 

From 20,000 to 50,000 r:oubles 

From 50,000 to 100,000 roubles 

From 100.000 to 500,000 roubles 

From 500,000 to 2,ooo,ooo roubles 

From 2,ooo,ooo to 5,ooo,ooo 
roubles 

Above 5,ooo,ooo roubles 
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Size of premIum- In percenT of 
annual economic effectiveness 

From 6 to 251, but max I mum 
2,000- roubles 

From 5 to 201, but max I mum 
3,400·roubles 

From 4 to 171, but maximum 
6,000 r~ubles 

From 3 to 121, but maximum 
10i000 roubles 

From 2 to 101, but maximum 
35.000" 

From 1 to 71, but maximum 
800,000 roubles 

From 0.7 to 41, but maximum 
150,000 roubles 

From 0.5 to 31, but maximum 
2,000;000 roubles 



CO-OPERATION OF CMEA MEMBER-STATES IN 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

The CMEA member-states view the development and al !-round 
expansion of scientific and technological _coopratlon as one ofthe 
maJor means for attaining prompt raise of social production 
efficiency and acceleration of S&T progress. 

Heightened and qual ltatfvely new character of the require
ments attributed to the scientific and technological cooperation 
Is conditioned by several factors associated with the transition 
of the countries' economies to the Intensive mode of development 
and further deepening of the socialist economic Integration. 
During the current and coming five-year plan periods the CMEA 
member-states must solve entirely new and complicated tasks of 
raising the role of Intensive factors In total Increment of 
production. At present many vital tasks of economic and social 
development cannot be solved without ~Ide, ample and accelerated 
real lzatlon of modern achievements of S&T revolution. 

Under new conditions, S&T progress must assure that the 
production Is simultaneously labour-saving, resource-saving and 
ecologically harmless. Thes~ highly categorical, sometimes reci
procally excluding, requirements never combined with each other 
In the past. Now they determine the tasks faced by science and 
technology. 

Reconstruction and modernization of the technological basis 
of production carried out In the CMEA member-states Is oriented• 
first of all, towards utilization of entirely new technologies 
resulting from fundamental scientific research. It Is necessary 
to ensure that the formation of scientific stock for the entire 
science and technology cycle Include new technology Introduction 

Presented by A.A. Popoudln 
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stage; this sets new requirements for proportionate allocation of 
resources (cadres and finance) for various areas of scientific 
research. 

In the majority of the countries the scientific-technologi
cal tasks which grow In volume. complexity and Importance are 
being solved at a relative stability of the resources allocated 
for scientific activities. This necessitates a search for new 
forms of science organization and an accelerated technological 
re-equlpment of work of alI people engaged In scientific 
activities. 

Being Influenced by these factors the CMEA member States 
actively search for and practically formulate new Ideas of their 
science pol Icy as well as more efficient forms of Interaction of 
their scientific and technological . potentialities. New 
approaches to science economics. and new forms of programmed and 
complex organization of scientific-technological activities are 
being developed. Systematic Improvement of science resources 
management and utilization are considered to be one of the ~st 
Important orientations In bringing alI national economy manage
ment mechanism to perfection. 

PRINCIPLES OF CO-OPERATION 

The state science policy pursues not an Increment of expen
ditures on science per se or an Increase of number of scientists 
Involved In the sphere of co-operation but the effects achieved 
on the basts of full and expedient use of scientific knowledge 
resulting from fundamental research, Its materialization and 
appl !cation. 

The necessity ~f reinforcing ~he Influence of the mutual 
cooperation and Integration on scientific and technological 
progress requires at present a more profound study of actual 
processes taking place In the sphere of science and technology of 
the cooperating countries. In this respect a particular signifi
cance Is placed on the analysis of the status and development 
dynamics of the S&T potentiality, especially Its resources. 

Acceleration of S&T progress and the Increasing Influence of 
science on the process of reproduction In the countries of 
social 1st community have resulted In a considerable raise of 
expenses on R&D activities as well as the member of personnel 
working In this sphere. 

COMPARATIVE FEATURES 

On the basts of growth of material and manpower resources 
Involved In R&D activities sclentlflc-techno1'oglcal complexes are 
being formed within the national economy framework of separate 
countries. and science and technology become to a greater degree 
an Independent branch of their national economy. The growth of 
S&T resources and further compl lcatlon of S&T Internal structure 
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are accompanied by the growth of aggregate S&T potential ttles of 
Individual CMEA countries as wei I as their Influence on material 
production. 

The past decade witnessed a continuous growth of absolute 
R&D expenses In all European CMEA member States. In 1970-1980 
they raised by 2.1 times In Bulgaria, 2.8 times In Hungary; 1•8 
times In the German Democratic Republ lc, 3.3 times In Poland, 1.8 
times In the USSR and 1.6 times In Czechoslovakia. 

At the same time the analysis of expenditures of ·these 
countries on R&D activities during two last five-year periods 
Indicates a definite trend of slowing down their growth rates. 
Thus, the Increment of expenditures during 1970-75 and 1975-80 
periods respectively was 48.4% and 42.0% In Bulgaria, 80S and 
56.4S In Hungary, 150% and 34S In Poland~ 39.3S and 15.3S tn 
Czechoslovakia. 

The Index of specific share of R&D expenditures In the 
national Income of a country Is often used to characterize the 
dynamics of S&T progress. In the majority of the European CMEA 
member-states this Index was growing during 1971-75 period after 
which It became stable. As a whole during the past decade the 
share of R&D expenditures In the national Income of Bulgaria 
lncresed trom 2.1S to 2.3S, In Hungary - from 2.81 to 3.71, In 
the German Democratic Republic -from 3.9S to 4.3S, In Poland
from 1.8~USSR -from 4.01 to 4.7S, and In Czechoslovakia
from 3.61 to 3.81. 

The tendency of reducing R&D expenditures growth rates 
during the past five-year plan period as compared with the 
preceding period Is explained to a certain extent by the fact 
that the CMEA member States have recently taken the course of 
Intensifying their activities In the. field of science. 
Consequently, one may suppose that during the coming years the 
R&D expenditures share In the national Income of the majority of 
the European CMEA member States wll I remain at approximately same 
level which signifies that R&D expenditures growth rates In 
absolute terms will correspond to the national Income growth 
rates of these countries. 

For comparison It will be appropriate to point out that the 
majority of Industrially developed capital 1st countries IS 
characterized by slower growth rates of the Increment of R&D 
expenditures In recent years. During 1972-77 period the share of 
R and 0 expenditures In the gross national product of the Federal 
Republ lc of Germany and France was approximately at the same 
level - 2.1S and 1.8% respectively. In other Industrially 
developed capital 1st countries this Index for 1978 equal led 1.3S 
In Belgium, 0.9% In Italy. 1.0% In Canada, 2.0% In Netherlands, 
2.01 In the United States and 1.9% In Japan. 

In the last decade there was a significant rapproachement of 
levels of expenditures per one scientific worker (expressed In 
comparable values) In the European CMEA member-states reducing 
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the anterior gap by more than two times. In this respect It Is 
necessary to under! lne that the process of leveling and optimiz
Ing the volumes of R&D financial resources per one scientific 
worker In the socialist countries Is being carried out under the 
Influence of target oriented S&T policy which Ia-- formulatecJ·. 
proced I ng from the concrete condItIons S&T development tar.·gets. 
This Is also manifested In various trends and dynamics of chang• 
lng this Index as compared with an average level of expenditures 
per one scientific worker formed for a given period In the CMEA 
member States. This Index grew at higher rates In those 
countries which continued to create and reinforce their R&D 
research basis during the period of 1970-80 (Bulgaria, Hungary 
end Poland). 

The stabilization of this Index In other countries (the USSR 
end Czechoslovakia.) can be explained to a certain degree by the 
fact that before the 70s they achieved a definite optimum In 
forming their S&T potentiality which was maintained by balanced 
growth of both constituent elements of the Index (expenditures 
and scientific personnel) during the subsequent years. 

Preservation of optimum proportions between the various 
types of R&D activities (fun,damental research. applied research 
and development) expressed as ratios of current expenditures by 
the above types constitutes an Important prerequlslt~·for organic 
coordination of S&T policy and structural pol Icy of a country. 
In the 70s In the majority of the European CMEA member States 
these proportions on the average were 151, 331 and 521 respec
tively. At the same time there Is a tendency to real locate R and 
D resources In favour of applied research and developments. 
Consequently the share of expenditures on fundamental research 
has become lower. 

For comparison one can point out that lately the relative 
share of resources allocated for the development of -'-fundamental· 
research In the majority of Industrially developed capltalls~· 
countries was somewhat higher than In the European CMEA member 
states. For example, In 1975-76 the share of fundamental 
research resources In the total R&D resources ellocatlns was 
26~11 In the Federal Republic of Germany, 21.41 In France, 23.01 
In Canada, 20.61 In Italy, 20.11 In Finland, 19.81 1n Norway and 
19.01 In _Sweden. 

In principle the optimum ratios between the types of R&D. 
activities depend on many factors among which I~ Is necessary to 
take Into account the level and existing orientations of sclentl~ 
ftc end technological development of a given country, the specia
l lzetlon of R&D activities. the development level of production 
potentiality ensuring the materialization of new knowledge, etc. 
Nevertheless, the common principle applicable to any country 
underlines that progress In the field of S~T depends In many 
respects on the development of fundamental research as It Is a 
source of new Ideas. Its results from the basis of epplted re
search, experimental end design development. end Introduction In 
practice. It also defines major directions of a long-term _sci .. • 



title and technoJogJcal strategy and prospects of structural 
policy of Individual countries. 

While co.partng the votuaes of R&D resources allocated In 
the CMEA .. aber States and tndustrlalty developed capitalist 
countries It Is ·necessary to bear In •lnd the feet that 
relatively low share of funclaMntal research expenditures of.,thee 
tor•er Is co•penseted. to a certain degree, by the Intensive· 
exchange of 'the results carried out on a free of charge basts. 
especially within the ftaaework of co-operation of their 
aced••'•• of sciences. · 

. Under such conditions co-ordinated sclentlflc•technologlcal 
policy deslgned tor optiMue use of the aggregate resources of the 
CMEA •eeber States allocated for·R&D actlvftles acquires •ajor 
significance. ·co-ordinated reallocation of resources al toted for 
concrete types of R&D activities 1ft the countries makes It 
possible to •alntaln a high level of research In strategic dlrec• 
tlons of S&T, and avoid unjustified duplication of the countries• 
efforts Jn solving sclentlfJc•teehnoJoglcal probJeas. ObJective• 
ly this conditions the necessity of takl~g tnto account do•estlc 
factors. and pee u t Jar J t les of the deve.topMn f of each con try as 
well as the possibilities of scJentlftc~technologlcat specializa
tion and cooperation whiCh becoaes available under conditions of 
the socialist eeonoelc Integration. · 

Under· present conditions the rational utll hatton of 
potential abilities of personnel engaged ln.R&D actlvftles Is 
connected w ftb the necessl ty of a constant gre>w-th o.f allocated 
capital assets, especially varlous equipment, apparatus. devices• 
etc. This Is necessary to raise the efficiency and results of 
funde•entel research, applied research and development. to 
shorten terms of carrying out these actlvftfes, and finally to 
raise the labour productivity of R&D actl~ltles. 

The provision of equipment and apparatus for scientific 
personnel Is quantified by capital labour ratio. -It Is quite 
obvious that In order to ensure the Increase of this retlo the 
capital assets growth rates shouJd exceed growth rates of the 
personnel engaged In R&D activities. 

On the whole the majority of the European CMEA member States 
witnessed more then two•fold Increase of R&O capital· assets 
(expressed In value) In the past decade. 

One may note a progresslve.tendency consfstlng'ln the fact 
that during 1970-80 period the growth rates of R&D capital assets 
excelled those of all national economy capital assets as well as 
production capital assets. This shows· the redistribution of the 
national economy capital assets In favour of R&O activities. The 
growth of. R&D capital assets Is accompanied by ~he growth ·of 
value of their active part (apparatus equipment, devices etc>. 

Speaking about potential reserves of scientific manpower of 
the CMEA aember States It Is ncessary to point out that the 
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aggregate number of personnel engaged In R&D activities In thes~ 
countries reached 5.5 mill lon persons In 1983 (2 mil I Jon In 19601 
Including 1.6 million scientific personnel which amounts to-about 
401 of the world figure= 

By the number of scientific workers per 10,000 of population 
the countries of the socialist community ere practlcelly situated 
at the same level as the Industrially developed capital 1st 
countries. 

The Increase of total number of personnel engaged In R&D 
activities was typical for all CMEA member States In the past 
decade. This manifested In absolute growth as well as In the 
share of this category of workers In the total number of workers 
end employees engaged In the state end cooperative sectors of 
these countries' national economy. In 1970-80 the growth of this 
categoy of workers was 1901 In Roumanle~ ·1471 In the German 
Democratic Republic, 1461 In the USSR, 1421 In Bulgarian People's 
Republic, 1331 In Hungary, 1231 In Czechoslovakia and and 1091 In 
Poland. 

The highest growth rates of this Increment were observed In 
1970-75. In the second half of the 70s the majority of the CMEA 
member-sates witnessed somewhat slower growth rates of the R&D 
personnel which Is explained by e general demographic situation 
In these countries. 

The share of R&D In the total number of people engaged In 
the state end cooperative sectors of the national economy of the 
CMEA member-states witnessed a constant growth during the pest 
decade. Significant Increase of this share was observed In 
Hungary (from 1.81 to 2.121), Romania (from 1.151 to 1.51), the 
German Democratic Re~ubllc (from 2.071 to 2.43J), the USSR (from 
3.321 to 3.89J), end Czechoslovekfe·(from 2~61 to 2.851)~ 

As a rule, In the 70s In elI CMEA member States the number 
of scientific workers (the most creative pert of personnel 
engaged In R&D activities) was growing at higher rates than the 
total number of personnel engaged In R&D activities, which 
Indicates qualitative Improvement of the employment structure In 
R&D sphere. 

During the seme period there was also a considerable 
Improvement of qualification structure of scientific workers as a 
result of Increase of the share of persons holding doctor or 
candidate of ·sciences degrees. 

Dynamics of growth of number of sclentlf)c personnel by 
separate branches of science reflect to a certain degree the 
existing trends of science development, .goals and priority 
targets of scientific end technological policy of the CMEA 
member States. In this respect It Is worth noting that In 1980 
In technological sciences. the development of which Is associated 
with S&T progress, there was engaged about 501 of all scientific 
workers of the CMEA countries. A considerable share of scient!-



ftc workers Is engaged In natural sciences as wei I as social and 
humanitarian sciences - by 15-201 of their total number on the 
average. 

The aforesaid allows to arrive at a conclusion that the 
rational use of the CMEA member States scientific and 
technological potential ltles requires a sclentlflcal ly justified 
optimum ratio between human and material-technical resourcesc 
appropriated for R&D activities. This optimum can be achieved 
either by the expansion and Improvement of the materlal•technlcal 
basis or by the Improvement of qualification structure of 
personnel, redistribution of human and material resources taking 
Into account the necessity of their four main directions of S&T 
progress. 

It Is obvious that the determination of required proportions 
of these two components of S&T progress fal Is under the preroga
tive of the national organs elaborating and Implementing scienti
fic and technological pol Icy taking Into account all demostlc and 
external factors·as well as the pecul larltles of modern stage of 
the country development. Nevertheless, It becomes more and more 
evident that even today and .In the Immediate future the socialist 
community countries have no other alternative for the accelera
tion of S&T progress than a persistent course towards Integration 
and concentration of their scientific resources for the Intensi
fication of R&D activities. In solving this task an Increasing 
Importance Is being attached to coordination utilization, and 
synchronized Interaction of their scientific and technological 
potential Jtles on the way of Implementing the coordinated policy 
of scientific and technological development. lately these 
problems legitimately rest In the centre of attention of alI 
state and party organs of the countries. all CMEA bodies. 

ASPECTS OF COORDINATION 

The principal role of organizer and co-ordinator of 
scientific and technological co-operation carried out by the CMEA 
member States on the multilateral basis Is performed by the CMEA 
Committee for scientific and technological co-operation, an organ 
of the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance. 

The Committee ensures the organization of Implementation of 
measures In the field of scientific and technological co
operation Included In the Complex programme, as wei l.as Implemen
tation of long-term target programmes of the CMEA member States 
cooperation; It promotes the co-ordination of science and techno
logy pol ley of the Interested CMEA .member States; organizes 
multilateral scientific and technological co-operation to ensure 
fuller and more efficient utilization of scientific and techno
logical potentialities of the countries In sclvlng major problems 
of the national economic development; promotes the acceleration 
of scientific and technological progress In the CMEA member 



States on the basts of division of labour, co-ordination, co~ 
operation end joint Implementation of scientific and technologl• 
cal research of mutual Interest • 

. 
In Its work the Committee attributes a considerable 

Importance to the organization of mutal consultations on major 
problems of scientific and technological pol Icy of the countries 
to ensure the co~ordlnetlon of urgent probl~m and long-term 
orientations of multilateral scientific and technological co• 
operation; the multilateral co-ordination of the national economy 
development plans of the CMEA member States by major science and 
technology problems of mutual Interest for five-year and long
term prlods; the organization of co-operation of Interested 
countries In the field of R&D activities In major scientific and 
technological problems of greet Importance for long-term develop
ment of the national economy In order to achieve out stripping 
rates In developing new national economy brenc·hes and types of 
production In the CMEA member States end first of el 1 In develop
Ing research end working up major Tnterbranch problems ensuring· 
from the long-term target co-operation programmes. 

The Committee organizes the preparation of draft multi
lateral agreements between the CMEA countries In the field of 
scientific and technological co-operation, and In particular, 
promotes the creation In the established order of International 
scientific research Institutes, designing organizations, jot~+ 
laboratories (departments), temporal scientific research groups. 
scientific-production associations end other organizations of 
muttlleterel scientific and technological co-operation (Including 
councils of authorized representatives and co-ordinating centres>. 

Together with these activities the Committee promotes the 
co-ordination of problems of multilateral scientific and techno• 
logical co-operation of the CMEA countries with bilateral co
opratlon of these countries In the field of science and techno• 
logy In order to ensure the exchange of Information on the most 
Important measures of scientific and technological co-operation 
elaborated and carried out under bilateral agreements. 

The Committee activities envisage the elaboration of 
proposals for the CMEA countries co-operation In the field of 
utilization of scientific and technological Innovations and 
progressive production experience} organization of the Informa
tion exchange on the appl lcatlon of modern methods of forecast• 
lng, planning and management of S&T, as well as organizational 
work of the Interested CMEA countries for complex planning of 
cooperation Is solving particular scientific and technological 
problems through ~o-operatlon programmes covering ell stages of 
scientific research, development and Introduction of the results 
of Joint work In production. 

The Committee organizes co-operation In the analysis of the 
world achievements of S&T and joint forecasting of the develop
ment of selected areas In the field of S&T; In training end 
qual tflcatlon Improvement of scientific and technical personnel; 



In exchange of scientific end technological Information end deve
lopment of International system for scientific end technological 
lnforma~lon exchange of the CMEA countries; In envlromentel pro
tection and enhancement as well as In the' development end orga
nization of production of special apparatus end Instruments, 
equipment end critical materiels necessary for scientific 
research. 

The Committee organizes Its work In close Interaction with 
other CMEA bodies on adJacent end complex problems; It eo
ordinates scientific and technological co-operation on maJor 
problems In the framework of permanent CMEA commissions end 
me•tlngs of representatives (department chiefs) of the CMEA 
countrleSJ takes measures to eliminate lnJustlfled para! lei Ism 
and duplication In executing scientific end technological eo• 
operation programmes; generalizes the results of work of these 
organs and works out measures eliminating certain hindrances 
observed during the process of eo-operation. 

When deemed- necessary the Committee creates permanent and 
ad hQ' working organs on problem areas which tel I under Its 
competence. 

These organs Include the Council of scientific and, techno
logical eo-operation In the field of fuel-energetics problems• 
the Council on environment protection end enhancement, Permanent 
group on scientific Instruments, Permanent group on training and 
qualification Improvement of scientific personnel, Working group 
on co-operation In the field of S&T forecasting, a group of 
experts from the CMEA countries on contacts with International 
organizations In the field of S&T. 

At present the main content of the CMEA activities Is 
determined by the Complex programme of- further deepening and 
Improvement of cooperation and development of social 1st 
Integration of the CMEA member-states and by long-term target 
cooperation programmes adopted by CMEA session. 

IMPACTS OF COOPERATION 

c 

Scientific and technological co-operation Is an Important 
Integral part of these programmes. Their Implementation has 
allowed to a considerably degree the CMEA countries to· achieve 
definite success In creation of powerful scientific and technologies 
poten~lallty, organize a wide network of scientific research and 
designing organizations, set up experimental basis equipped with 
advanced technology and train a considerable number of highly 
qualified scientific personnel able to.solve the most complicated 
problems of modern science. 

In the process of Implementation of tasks set by the Complex 
programme, and other programmes and plans of scientific and 
technological co-operation during the past decade the scientific 
research and designing organizations of the CMEA countries accom
plished over 16 thousand theoretical and applied developments. 



At present about 3,000 scientific research organizations of the 
CMEA countries take part In multi lateral cooperation proyra•aes. 
About 1,200 themes are being e~aborated Jointly by sc •nttflc 
research and economic organizations of the countries. In recent 
years the the annual number of completed themes reached 2000 • 

. Annually th~y create 200-300 types.of new or modernized machines, 
devices .end equipment. develop or Improve 100-150 technologlca·l 
pr&:c,s.ses. produce 100-120 new types of 111aterl-als and prepara
tion•. _ ··The results obtained In the process of scientific and 
t .. c.l\nofogical cooperation are Introduced In rpoductlon giving a 
deflnfte economl~ effect. They serve the basts for assortment 
renewal of various types of produce, modernization of production 
and promote further expansion of International speclllzatlon and 
cooperative production of the CMEA countries. 

The CMEA member States carry out· successfully the work 
oriented towards the f~lfllment of the long-term target programme 
of cooperation In the field of power, fuel and raw materials 
.~laborated ttl I 1990. In 1982 slgnlftcant success was achieved 
_-tn Joint development of electric power stations utilizing 
_magnetic hydro-dynamic methods of energy conversion which have 
high efficiency and make It possible to reduce fuel consumption 
by 20-251. The cooperation In the field of utilization of 
nonconventfonal sources of fuel resulted In about 40 developments 
of maJor practical Importance. 

The USSR and the German Democratic Republic Joint efforts 
have resulted In modernization of large accessory enterprises 
In both countries allowing to ensure the production of the most 
deficient end labour-Intensive types of pipeline accessories to 
meet the demand. 

In 1982 specialists of these two countries started the work 
on creating of new highly productive plants end equipment for 
high pressure polyethylene production on the basis of unique 
processe~ developed as a result of cooperation. 

The USSR and Czechoslovak specialists striving for lmpro~~~ 
ment of Jointly created entirely new line of splndle~f~e~ 
spinning have begun the development of highly productive mach!ne~ 
of new generation and complex spindle-tree spinning I lne. Work 
In also being done on the development of automated technological 
1 tne for ammonia production with a capacity of eoo.ooo tons per 
year on the basis of previous results. 

Agreements on co-operation In the development and wide 
utilization of micro-processing technology In the national 
economy and on the development and organization of specialized 
and co-operative production of Industrial robots. adopted by the 
XXXVI session of CMEA In 1982 play a stgnAflcant role In the 
development of sophisticated technology branches revolutionizing 

o modern production. These agreements have a complex character and 
~ envisage Joint scientific research, designing, organization of 
~ specialised production of automated technological complexes 

equipped with the newest electronic devices. Realization of the 
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planned measures creates possibilities for transition from 
Individual automatic control systems to mass automation of 
production processes. 

The CMEA countries have achieved positive results In solving 
the problem of saving materiel resources representing one of 
major directions In shifting the national economy branches to 
Intensive way of development. 

Numerous examples show that scientific-technological 
potentiality of the CMEA countries allows to develop such 
technology which Is equal to the best world prototypes end 
sometimes excels them. The main task consists In ensuring high 
efficiency of mass Introduction and dissemination of scientific
technological achievements both In separate social 1st countries 
and the socialist community as a whole. 

Taking Into account 
S&T achievements In the 
attributing now .great 
solving this problem. 

all urgency of the problem of real lzlng 
national economy the CMEA countries are 
Importance to working out the ways of 

In this respect they consider the Idea of creating wlt~:n 
the CMEA framework a single system comprising such elements of 
scientific and technological progress as the Introduction end 
dissemination of Innovations. This must result In the 
acceleration of scientific end technological progress end free 
country-to-country transfer of the newest technology prototypes. 
Alongside they consider the possibilities of organizing 
International science and technology Information bank. e single 
patent system. creation of new technology Introductory firms. 
consulting organizations and expansion of direct link$ between 
scientific research and lndustrll lzed organization. 

Naturally all this requires a considerable amount of 
organizational work for the development end Interaction of 
scientific and technological potentialities end the coordination 
of S&T policy. Underlayed solution of these problems plays vital 
role for the socialist community countries. 

Gradual. rapproachment and leveling of national economy of 
the social 1st countries. as It Is stated ·In the co~plex 
programme, Is a historically objective process In the development 
of the world social 1st system. This process Is conditioned ~Y 
the character of socialist production relations In toese 
countries and the development of poltllcal. economic ana 
scientific-technological cooperation between them as well as 
mutual assistance. 

To this end the Complex programme In the field of scientific 
and technological cooperatlon·envlsages technical assistance to 
Industrially less developed social 1st countries In project prepa
ration; mounting and commissioning of projects till their full 
mastering and series production; participation of these countries 
In scientific research and designing activities by means of 
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co-ordination, co-operatton and Joint Implementation; transfer ~w 
them of technical documentation, prototypes, licenses and ot~er 
results of R&D activities either on free of change basis or-under 
conditions of ·financial compensation; transfer of production and 
professional expertise Including missions of qualified personnela 
and assistance In carrying out geological surveys, utlllzatlo~ 
and processing of natural resources. 

AI I round assistance rendered by the European CMEA member 
States to VIetNam, Cuba and Mongolia Is a vivid example of co
ordinated Interaction of the CMEA countries. This co-operation 
end assistance have acquired a new quality after the aforesai-d 
countries became the CMEA members. The multilateral cooperation 
accelerates their social and economic development. reinforces 
their national scientific and technological potentiality. 

This Is manifested In the achievements of social economic 
development of Mongo Ita wh lch has become an agro-lndustr tal 
socialist state. Mongolia Is a country of universal literacy, It 
has th~ academy of sciences. the university and many mouern 
scJentJftc and cultural centres. Only during last fifteen years 
12 ~ew s.c·.rentlftc research projects Including genettc_s, radl<t 
elec:tro~.1c!h thermal engineering, construction ceramics labora
torte$::· an:u a centre of scientific and technological Information 
were --~re.eted In the country wtth the assistance of the CMEA 
countt-}.s. Mongollan scientific rsearch organizations took part 
In the·:·:4;evetopmen1" of 60 -pressrng research problems In the frame
work o" ·several 111ultilateral agreemen-ts on sclentif lc and techno
log feat. :~9<1peratlon. The CMEA member States have transferred to 
Mongot~•.r::over 2,000 sets of technological documentation, about 
80' Qf- ·we \ch on a free-of-charge bas Is. 930 mongo I I an s-tudents, 
150 post:.:.Ograduate students and many probat loners were adm ltted to 
higher. •d.ucatlon establishments of The CMEA countries on the same 
free-o'f.;.,~flarge bas Is. Presently In accordance w lth the long-term 
d I rec·t t~s of soc tal and economIc deve I opment of Mongo I Ia for the 
period ending In 1990 the Programme of development of scientific
experimental basts- ·of MongolIa for 1981-85 has been elaborated 
which envisages participation of the CMEA countries • 

. Co-operation with other socialist countries plays en Impor
tant role for the economic development and growth of scientific 
and technological potentiality of the Republic of Cuba. Regular
ly held consultations of experts and sclentlflc•technologlcal 
assistance of the CMEA countries allowed to solve many problems 
related to the devlopment of certain Industrial production 
branches of the republ lc. A greater part of equipment used by 
the Institutes of the Cuban Academy of sciences was furnished by 
the academies of sciences of the CMEA countries. In 1980 the 
general agreement on co-operation of the CMEA countries In the 
Implementation of the Plan for accelerated S&T development In 
Cuba for a period up to 1990 was signed. ~he·Pfan comprises 17 
sub-programmes related, In particular, to sugar cane cultivation, 
agro-lndustrlal development of citrus ·plants, cattle-breeding and 
fodder producTion, use of littoral ores, electric power produc
tion, studies of corrosion problems under tropical conditions. 
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studies of sea resources, etc. The Implementation of this plan 
envisages carrying out necessary scientific research ensuing from 
the economic development programmes of the Republic of Cuba. The 
plan Is mainly oriented towards the development of those spheres 
of S&T which ensure maximum use of natural resources of the 
country forming the basis f~r Its long-term development. The 
plan takes Into account both the national Interests and the 
Interests of further deepening of integration with other CMEA 
countries. 

VIet Nam joined CMEA In July 1978. This act opened new 
prospects for the development of the republ ic•s economy, science 
and technology, and further reinforcement of co-operation with 
other CMEA member States. A particular role Is being attribuTed 
to scientific and technological ties which become stronger £nd 
develop from year to year. Free transfer of more than 2,000 s~~s 
of scientific-technological documentation from the Soviet Uni~n 
to VIet Nam has resulted In successful porject preparation an1 
construction of national economy projects fn the republic. A 
considerable assistance Is rendered to VIetNam In the field of 
training national scientific and technlca~ personnel. Only with 
the USSR assistance more than 60 thousand vietnamese special lsts 
and qualified worker were trained In the past decade, over 11 
thousand citizens of VIetnam graduated from higher education 
establishment and secondary technical-vocational schools. Early 
In 1981 the General agreement on cooperation with the CMEA coun
tries for assistance in accelerated development of S&T in Viet 
Nam till 1990 was signed. In accordance with the agreement the 
programme of work envisages solution of several power and raw 
materials problems, Including the study of possibilities of using 
the atomic power for peaceful purposes. The CMEA countries 
participate In constructing and equipping several scientific 
research Institutes Including coat, electric power and nuclear 
power Institutes. 

Thus, the assistance rendered to the less Industrially 
developed CMEA countries In the field of S&T on the 1ong-t~rm 
planned basis and founded on the principles of the socialist 
lnternatlo~allsm. fraternal mutual assistance and respect ot 
sovereignty, promotes their accelerated economic development a11d 
reinforcement of natloanl scientific-technological potentiality. 

CONCLUSION 

Today In compl lance with the decision of the CMEA organs the 
Complex programme of scientific and technological progress of the 
CMEA countries for a period of 15-20 years Is being elaborated. 
The programme wll I specify the ways and methods of col lectlve 
realization of scientific and technol~glcal tasks set by the 
actual development stage of the social 1st community. The 
Implementation of the Complex programme wit I allow to Increase 
efficiency of ltneractlon of the fraternal countries, to raise 
the socialist economic Integration to a qual ltatlvely new level 
making It deeper, universal and operative. This will reinforce 
th economy of at I CMEA countries, promote further scientific-
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technological end socio-economic progress. end reinforce the 
untly and solidarity of the social 1st states. 

In attributing utmost Importance to the development of their 
all-round cooperation the CMEA countries do not fence themselves 
off the world experience and scientific a_1'!!2 technological revolu
tion. Scientific and technological progress has objective lnter
netlonai character and the related problems require mutually 
beneficial co-operation of all countries and regions for their 
efficient solution. Every autarky under conditions fo scientific 
and tec~notogfcal revolution results In slowing down S&T develop
ment end superfluous expenses of material and other resources. 
Just this approach Is professed by the CMEA countries In their 
mutual relations with other states Including the developed capi
tal 1st countries. In doing so the social 1st countries proclaim 
that such scientific and technological relations should not te 
used as a means of political pressure and should be founded on 
mutual benefits. observance of the principles of full equal I~; 
and non-Interference In doemstlc affairs of the countries. 



USSR ASSISTANCE IN STRENGTHENING SCIENTIFIC 

AND TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITIES OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

INTRODUCTION 

Attainment of technological Independence represents an 
Integral part of the struggle waged by developing countrl~s to 
overcome their economic backwardness. The absence of scientific 
and technological potential In the -maJority of developing 
countries and the lack of qualified personnel pose a serious 
obstacle In solving this problem. However~ the acceleration of 
economic growth rates, solution of complicated social and other 
problems are not possible without active adherence to modern 
science and technology. 

In the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States 
adopted by the United Nations 10 years ago It Is clearly stated 
that every ·state has the right to gain advantages from science 
and technology achievements for the acceleration of lts economic 
and social development. In this respect article 13 of the 
Charter underlines that at I the States should promote Inter
national scientific and technological cooperation and technology 
transfer, and In particular, facti !tate the access of developing 
countlres to these achievements. the technology transfer and 
development of local technology for the benefit of developing 
countries In such a form In conformity with such procedure which 
comply with their economy and requirements. It Is for~seen thaj 
developed countries shal I cooperate with developing countries In 
creation. strengthening and development of theirS and T Infra
structure as wei I as In their activities In scientific research 
and technological fields In order to assist them to exp~nd and 
transform their economy. 

These principles of the Charter of Economic Rights and 
Duties of States are being steadily put Into practice by the 
Soviet Union which together with 9ther social 1st countries 
advocates actively elimination of any restriction for free access 
of developing countries of Asia, Africa and latin America to 
modern technology on favourable and non-discriminate terms and 
widely transfer Its own technologies. 

Presented by T.V. Teodorovlch 
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The Sovl9t Union practices all types and forms of modern 
technology transfer excludl~g only those which are related to 
direct capital Investment In the ·economy of developing countries. 
As It has been repeatedly pointed out by many International 
experts, the direct Investment of foreign capital leeds to 
creation of production entitles of enclave type which. in Its 
turn, threatens the Independent economic development of the 
countries which do not have their national scientific 
Infrastructure and qualified manpower potential. 

PRINCIPLES OF CO-OPERATION 

An analysis of the experience of Industrial development of 
the USSR, Japan and India. explains the factors behind successful. 
ass Imitation and fast expansion of appl lcatlon of foreign techno
logy. These relate to the special care which given to the meche• 
nlsm of technology transfer Including rejection of foreign 
Investment. full control over Imported technology. development of 
local capacities to reproduce the Imported types of products~ 
creation with ful I governmental support of powerful scientific 
research Institutions and due attention to the formation of 
cadres of national personnel. 

The creation In developing countries of foreign enterprises 
of transnational corporations or joint enterprlses with the 
participation of foreign capital signifies, as a rule, only 
transportation of foreign technology In a developing country 
without Its real transfer and without actual assimilation of such 
technology In the country. Hence, the Soviet organizations do 
not share the view that Joint enterprises are the best forms ~of 
technology transfer and confirmed by their real experiences. As 
an example one may refer to the work of a bauxite mining complex 
In Guinea constructed with economic and technical assistance of 
the USSR. 

The exploitation of this complex was started towards the end 
of 1974 and two years later the volume of mined bauxites reached 
and even exceeded the design output whereas the cost in 1978 was 
only about 401 of the world market price. It must be noted that 
local specialists working at the complex admtt that during the 
tnltlal stage not many of them believed In the possibility of 
reaching the design output during the ses~d year of operation of 
the complex. However, as It was pofnfed out by the Guineans. 
the assistance of the soviet experts, their rich experience and 
readiness to pass their knowledge and production skll Is made the 
Guinean specialists and workers believe In their own forces and 
achieve high production results. In 1983 there were 1510 Guinean 
engineers and workers and 96 soviet specialists working at the 
complex and the output of bauxites was 1081 of the design output. 

The traditional forms of technology exchange between deve
loped countries through selling licenses and patents are not 
suitable for developing countries. as their efficient use re
quires the presence of developed production potential. and. In the 
first place, machine-building branches as wei I as qualified Man-



power able to master new technology on Its own. In developing 
countries these prerequisites are lacking requiring more active 
forms of technology transfer such as those widely used by soviet 
organizations In their economic, sclentlllc and technological 
cooperation with developing countries. 

SOVIET CO-OPERATION: SOME EXAMPLES 

Rendering assistance In creation of national designing 
organizations has become a specific form of technology transfer 
to developing countries. Owing to the work of soviet specialists 
In these organizations and the use of soviet normative and other 
documentation new technology developed In the Soviet Union I~ 
being directly Introduced Into Industry of developing countries. 
As an example of this one may cite ·successful operation of Indian 
designing organization "MECON 11 special lzed In designing with the 
participation of Soviet experts projects of ferrous and non
ferrous metal lurglcal enterprises, machine-building and other 
enterprises. 

This national organizations was created In 1967 with the 
assistance of special lsts from "Gipromez" and other soviet 
designing Institutes which elaborated for MECON Instruction 
materials on designing technology which Incorporated the 
experience accumulated by Soviet designing organizations during 
many years, prepared recommendations on organizational structure• 
passed over 20 technological recommendations on new processes and 
equipment used In the ferrous metallurgy of the USSR. About 201 
of total number of engineers of this Indian firm was trained In 
Soviet designing organizations. In 1983 there were more then 
3500 Indian special lsts and 7 Soviet designers working In MECON. 
The firm has become the official consultant of the Government of 
India on ferrous metallurgy problems. It also renders 
consultancy services In carrying out large projects In other 
countries, In particular, In Nigeria. Another Indian engineering
technical organization created and operating with the 
participation of Sov!et special lsts Is a Ferrous metallurgy 
scientific research centre In Ranch I tack I lng the problems of 
Improvement and modernization of technological processes and 
metallurgical equipment. In 1983 Its staff consisted of more 
than 300 national special 1st whose number wll I be brought up t~ 
500 persons In the near future. 

In Egypt on the basis of joint venture of soviet and 
Egyptian special lsts In the field of elaboration ~f long-term 
programme of power development began In 1967 there has been 
created a national organization 11 Energoproject 11 with more than 
200 specialists who design lndepe~dently high-voltage and 
dlstrlbut·Jon power I lnes and transformer substations particularlY 
for the projects of the programme of complete electrification of 
rural area on the basis of cheap electrical power generated by 
the Aswan hydro-power complex. 



In the SyrIen Arab Repub I I c, the deve I opment of petro feum 
Industry cal led up the necessity of creating In 1972 a special 
organization for designing end.consultency services· which only 
during the first ten years of existence executed more then 100 
complicated designs for large oil projects. In 1983 there were 
24 Soviet designers and more than 450 Syrian speclettsts In this 
organIzatIon where·as In 1980 the number ·of Syr tan spec 1 a lists 
reached only 43 persons. The coopratlon with the Soviet Union 
makes It possible for Syrian special lsts to master rapidly comp
licated technology of oil drilling. In 1981 out of 12 drilling 
teems·· operating In Rumelan and Jeblsi oil fields only one teem 
was wholly composed of Syrians. In 1983 out of 17 teams 16 were 
composed of national personnel. 

National organizations for designing water distribution 
system projects <water storages, dams. Irrigation systems, etc.) 
are alreay In operation or being organized with the participation 
of Soviet special lsts In Cuba, Algeria, Mongolia, Angola, Iraq. 

The Soviet Unfon renders assistance to developing countrfes 
fn creating over 50 different scientific research centres, labo
ratories, pilot stations. etc. Among them one may cite atomic 
research centres In Egypt and the libyan Arab .Jamahiriya which 
study the problems related to peaceful uti I lzetlon of atomic 
energy. Petroleum and mineral raw materials research labora
tories are organized In Algeria. India and Egypt. A wide network 
of scientific organfzatlons has been established to assist the 
agriculture development- pilot agricultural stations and seed 
growing farms In Algeria, India. the Syrian Arab Republ lc· end the 
lao People's Democratic Republic, veterinary laboratories In 
Afghan !stan, Mongolia, Democratic Yemen, the Sudan, ·the Congo 
and several other countries. In Ethiopia there operates a scien
tific research phytopathological and virological laboratcry whose 
task consists In studying a microbiological laboratory. Among 
other projects one may cite a network of meteorological ~tetlons 
In Afganlstan a scientific research centre within the framework 
of oceanologlcal and: heliotechnicol labora-tory In Gu lnea. This 
list of scientific research lnstltu'tlons already created or being 
created In developing countries with the USSR assistance Is tar 
from being exhaustive. 

Soviet organizations design such projects of scientific
technological Infrastructure, supply them with modern equipment. 
Instruments and devices; and Soviet scientists and special lsts 
work on these projects together with their colleagues ·from deve
loping countries sharing with them their experience and 
knowledge. 

In solving the problems of helping the developing countries 
to use modern methods of produc'tlon organization and efficienT• 
scientifically based managemen-t of the nat'lonal economy a consi
derable role Is played by utilization of Soviet experience tn 
planning and managemen-t. Work In 'this fletd Is being done by a 
group of sovieT exper'ts and consul'tan'ts In Afghanis-tan. Sovle't 
planners have assisted In 'the elabortton of basic principles of a 
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flve-ye~r plan of the Democratic Yemen for 1981-1985, a five-year 
plan of Congo for 1982•1986 and a draft economic end social 
development plan of Guinea-Bissau for 1983-86J they also took 
pert In preparation of a ten-year economic plan of Ethiopia. 

Soviet organizations assist the elaboration of general 
schemes of development and siting of productive units of q~ba, 
Mongolia and VIetNam covering the period up to 2000 and further: 
on. Considerable assistance Is being rendered In such fields as 
organization of national statistical and financial services. 
banking, preparation of certain branch and territorial long-term 
and comprehensive programmes. In particular, one may point out 
that Soviet organizations and specialists have assisted In the 
elaboration of comprehensive long•term programmes of development 
of petroleum and gas Industry In Syria, India and Iraq, the 
development of power grids In libya, the utilization of-•ater and 
land resources of several river basins In Iraq, the Syrian Ar .. lb 
Republic, Afghanistan, Mozambique, Madagascar and Ethiopia. 
Soviet specialists are charged with the task of e'\surlng bll. and 
gas prospectIng · and dr I I I I ng to be carr led out by n'atlana! 
organizations In Algeria and Mozambique and, In case of Angola, 
to he~p the national organizations In controlling the activities 
of foreign petroleum companies. In many cases the soviet orgent
zatlons are requested to ensure efficient operation of th• public 
sector enterprises built by foreign firms. This happs'l~rl In 
Algeria, Angola, VIet Nam, Cuba, Mozambique and som~ oTher 
countries. 

Co-operation of the Soviet Union with developing ·~.':!~tries.~ _ ·_ 1 

In the field of capital construction and complet•- pfant 
del lverles has become one of the most efficient and wide channels 
of technology transfer. Such cooperation Is connected ~rt~~hQ 
transfer of great volumes of technical and technologlcal documen
tation, processes, tralnlng of national cadres. As a rut!, it rs 
carrIed out on the bas Is of I ntergovernmentel agreements which 
apart from complete plant deliveries envisage technlco-ecunomi~ 
feasibility studies of new projects to be constructed; labor.~
tory, semi-Industrial testing of samples of local raw •aterlal~ 
and Investigation of their processing methods; assistance .n 
elaboration of technical assignment for designing; elabo~~Tion or 
technical projects and shop drawings and many other types ot 
engineer-technical services all to be carried out b.Y. SOviet 
organizations. In the course of technical assistance whll'e 
Implementing construction work, Installation and adjustment of 
equipment, mastering of production processes, and In certain 
cases, In solving production planning and organization problems 
Soviet specialists share willingly their knowledge, experience. 
production achievements and ski I Is with local personnel. Such 
form of wide and active technology transfer Is considered by 
soviet organizations to be most relevant for developing 
countries. 

The level of Soviet technology transferred to developing 
countries deserves fartlcular attention. High efficiency of 
their co-operation w th the Soviet Union In the field of capital 
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construction and strengthening of the national economy Is ensured 
not only by a careful substantiation of selected proJects. most_ 
conscientious attitude of Soviet organizations a~oel spec tal tsts 
towards the Implementation of their obligations •hlle rendering 
technical assistance but also by the modern level of ~~livered 
equipment and transferred technology. -

Successful operation of constructed enteFprlses and their 
real contribution to strengthening the national economy of deve
loping countries are predetermined to a considerable degree al
ready during the stage of selecting a project for cooperation and 
project preparation activities. According to the normative prin
ciples acting In the Soviet Union It Is required to carry out a 
thorough elaboration of all problems related to substantiation of 
feaslbllty and choice of technical parameters of technical assis
tance projects. The technlco-economlc substantiation and econo
mic sections of ·technological projects carried out by soviet 
organizations Include detailed analysis of alI aspects of future 
enterprleses em~raclng the provision with raw materials and man
power, prospects of marketing their produce locally and- abroad. 
recommendations on further Increase of economic efficiency and 
measures required to create the most favourable conditions for 
projects' operation. 

As It Is known Jn the second half of the 50s three metal lur
glcal enterprises were simultaneously built In ·the public sector 
of India one of which was In Bhllal with the USSk assistance. 
Out of the three enterprises the Bhllal plant has·a~peared to be 
the most efficient as to Its economic and technical Indicators. 
In 1982-83 the level of utilization of the producti~e-ca~acitles 
at this plant was 1.2 times or 1.4-tlmes In case. of cleslgn 
capacities higher than the average Indicator for the met~llurgl
cal Industry of lnd·la as a w-hole. The Government of India has 
since taken a decision to continue actively the cooperation with 
the Soviet Union In the field of ferrous metallurgy via expanding 
the Bhllal ·and Bokaro plants and construction of a new plant In 
Vlzakhapatanam. In 1982-1983 75S of total allocations for the 
development of ferrous metallurgy·was designated for the projects 
of economic and technological co-operation with the Soviet Union. 

The aluminum plant built In Nag-Hammed! according to the 
Soviet design and rigged with Soviet equipment has reached Its 
design capacity In a short pertod of tlae and has become one of 
the most paying enterprises of Egyptian Industry. 

High efficiency of the Aswan hydropower complex was fndf~ 
cated In a statement made by the Minister of Irrigation of Egypt 
In 1983. This large project of Soviet-Egyptian cooperation has 
brought great economic benefit to the country and continues to 
remain the chief source of electric power ~nd preventing repeti
tive and catastrophic Inundations and droughts. and making It· 
possible to organize large-scale agricultural production. 



The work of Soviet geologists In India has made It possible 
to discover about 50 oil and gas fields. Afghanistan, Algeria• 
Mongolia, the Syrian Arab Republic and many countries of tropical 
Africa use widely Soviet geological schbol In developing their 
national raw material basis. 

Possessing a developed scientific-technological and pr,9duc• 
tlon potential the Soviet Union, If It becomes necessary, has thi 
possibility of mobile concentration of materiel and manpower 
resources for overcoming difficulties In constructing large~· 
foreign and domestic projects, ensuring stable and reliable· 
Implementation of work. solving complicated technol,glcal tasks 
In short time. This has been convincingly demonstrated when the 
an embargo was laid on the dellv_erles of the e~uipment for_ the 
USSR export gas pipeline. A decision has been. token to install 
soviet-made turbine-driven pump essembl res at 22. compressor.- sta
tions. Soviet designers end machine-builders organized-the pro
duction of ·home-made gas pumping assemblies In ·.unprecedentedly 
short period of time and already by September 1983, 20 compressor 
stations were equipped with Soviet 16-25 MW compressors. The 
total capacity of compressors Instal led on·al I main pipe-lines 
built ·In the Soviet Union amounts to 23 mil I Jon kW out of which 
only 1.1 million kW or less than 51 Is presented by the equip
ment purchased abroad. 

The.absence of developed scientific and technological Infra
structure, the lack of qualified personnel and availability of 
relatively redundant unqual If led labour force represent an acute 
socio-economic problem In the maJority of developing countries. 
It Is possible to achieve efficient exploitation of Industrial 
and other enterprises and proJects created In developing 
countries only through carrying out para! lei programmes of train
Ing qualified national cadres capable of participating 
effectively both In management and In direct productive work. 

Dynamic expansion of economic and technological co-operation 
of the USSR with developing countries has made It ~'sslble tor 
them to rapidly Increase their own manpower potential and become 
tamll far with the latest achievements In the field of sci~nce, 
technology and production management. 

In the process of economic and technological co-operation of 
the Soviet Union with developing countries various forms of ~ass 
training of national cadres have been developed. They Include 
the formation and development of the pub I lc education system. 
construction of higher education and secondary special lzed educa
tion establishments. vocational training centres, training of 
workers and specialists with the assistance of soviet specialists 
directly during construction and exploitation of co-operation 
proJects as well as training of foreign citizens In the USSR. 

MTTHOOS OF SOVIET CO-OPERATION 

While considering various forms of assistance In the 
field of promoting adherence of the national cadres of developing 
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countries to modern technology, first of all It Is necessary to 
underline the exclusive role which has been played and Is still 
played today by the most popula-r and cheap method of training· 
consisting In on-Job training of local personnel by Soviet 
specialists working In cooperation projects built with the USSR 
assistance. In the course of technical assistance while carryfng 
out construction, Installation and adjustment of equlp11ent, 
mastering production processes and, In certain· cases, solving 
production planning and organization problems the Soviet specia
l lsts share wll I lngly their knowledge, experience. production 
achievements and skills with local personnel. At Industrial 
enterprises and construction sites Soviet specialists help 
organize short-term training courses~ detlvered lectures and gave 
consultations, organized active on-job training of local 
habitants. Without such assistance end given the shortage of 
qualified local personnel developing countries would be In no 
position to assure the expected economic effect from the Imported 
technology. This training was carried out by the most 
experienced Soviet spclallsts and workers. 

Mass training of the national cadres within the co-operation 
projects as an Integral part of technical assistance ~as appjied 
for the first time In the practice of Jnternatlon~l 1 economic 
relations by the Soviet Union·. In doing so we used 't1u; l"lch 
experience gained during the years of first five-year plans w~en 
mil lions of former peasants working at various construction sites 
In a very short period of time acquired professions of builders 
and operators. 

Depending on the profile, size and possibilities of a given 
enterprise one may use different variants of team or Individual 
training (In-group, team-In-group, Individual-In-group and 
Individual training). In-group training Is mainly used In short
term ful 1-tlme courses for workers of mass professions at 
enterprises with well equipped production basts. At projects 
wtth great number of Soviet special lsts team-In-group training Is 
used successfully consisting of In-group theoretical training 
followed by production training In working teams under 
supervision of a production training Instructor. Individual-In
group training Includes In-group theoretical training and on-Job 
production training and Is widely used In projects with smal I 
volume of work. 

According to the opinion of soviet organizations the 
technology transfer and training of the national cadres In 
cooperation projects by means of the most active Interaction w_lth 
soviet specialists Is the most acceptable and 1 useful_ for 
developing countries. This method wes used In tra!nlng the 
netlonel cadres for construction and operation of such large 
projects as the metal lurglcal plants In B~llal and Bokaro In 
India, the Aswan hydro-power complex In Egypt, the Euphrates 
hydro-power complex In the Syrian Arab Republic and many other 
enterprises and construction projects. 
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It must be noted that the Soviet Union always alms at using 
the maximum number of local special lsts and workers during con• 
structlon and operation of co-operation projects. As training of 
the national cadres goes on the number of ·soviet special lsts Is 
being gradually reduced. For example, In 1974, when the Isfahan 
metallurgical plant was commissioned In Iran, (no!lf the Islamic 
Republic of Iran), there were about 500 Soviet speclal{stsc 
whereas In 1981 thetr number was reduced to .about t .. O 
specialists. Thus, the number of Soviet specialists in o 7~year 
period decreased 3.5 times. - - · 

At a nitrogen fertilizer plant In Afghanistan the number of 
Soviet special lsts was around 400 persons In 1975; .In 1982 this 
figure was decreased by 2.5 times. The reduction of Soviet 
specialists and gradual transition of production Into the hands 
of national cadres Is carried out by Soviet organizations on the 
prupose oriented and planned basis. At the maJority of proJects 
special programmes for training local engineers, technicians and 
ski I led workers and for gradual replacement of Soviet special lsts 
are being prepared and Implemented. 

By-the beginning of 1984 the Soviet special lsts trained over 
860 thousand persons In the projects of economic and technologi
cal cooperation with developing countries. The greatest number 
of local workers and special lsts trained through this form was In 
Mongola- 130,000, In the Islamic Republic of Iran- 100.000, In 
India - 90,000, In Afganlstan and Egypt- 85,000 each, In traq, 
VietNam and Cuba- 60,000 each. and In the Syrian Arab Republic 
- over 30,000 persons. 

OTHER CHANNELS OF COOPERATION 

Speak lng about other channels of transfer of Sov l£t techno-
logy It Is necessary to point out the -creation of technicol 
higher education establishments. secondary technical scnool~ and 
vocational-technical centres for training skit led worker~: For 
the present day more than 300 projects of this profile have been 
put Into operation which are provided with Soviet manuals, metho
dological and technical documentation. The aforesaid educational 
establ lshments have trained about 590 thousand citizens of deve
loping countries. An Initial stage the education process Is 
carried out with wide participation of Soviet teachers and In
structors of production training. Higher and special secon·dary 
education establ lshments built with the assistance of the Soviet 
Union In several countries have beocme their maJo~ source of 
training antlonal engineers and technicians. In 1984 50 higher 
and secondary education establ lshments created with the assis
tance from the USSR trained about 100 thousand special lsts of 
developing countries (In many cases ~lth the participation of 
soviet teachers). 

Hanoi polytechnlcal Institute started Its work In 1956 and 
since that time It has trained more than 20 thousand specllalst.t 
with higher education. It has become one of the largest tee~~ 
nlcal higher education Institutions In VIet Nam and S~th Eait 



Asia. Today the Institute has 72 chairs, Its 10 faculties train 
about 10·thousand students In 61-speclalltles. 

With the esslstance of the Soviet Union In Algeria thent 
have been created the National· Institute of ott, ges and 
chemistry together with a secondary technical school (3,o·oo 
students aotogether) where training Is done In 37 speclalletles1 
the National . Institute of light Industry also-wl1'h a s.condary 
technical school with 2,500 s1'udents (bo1'h tnstl1'utes wl1'h tbet.r 
technical ·schools ere located In· Boumerdese>; e mlnlng
metallu~glcal 1nstl1'ute within Annaba university with 3.000 
students. The aforesaId educational estab llshments. are equtp,ped 
by Soviet laboratory equipment and 'teaching aids and have Soviet 
professors. teachers, lnstruc1'ors of production training· among 
their teaching staff. By the end of 1983 these Institutes 
trained almost 10 thousand ·engineers and technicians· for oli. 
textile. mining and other Industrial branches. -

The Soviet Union has built and passed over as a glft 1'o 
Afganlstan·a polytechnlcal Institute end automechanlcal secondary 
technical school In Kabul as well as mining and oll secondary 
technical school In ·Mazari-Sherlf. These three .educational 
Institutions have already 'trained more than 3 .• 3 'thousand specie
lists. In 1983 the number of students In these lnstl1'utlons 
amounted to 2.980 persons. Although, various educational estab
lishments of Afghanistan trained with the participation of Soviet 
teachers 25.5 thousand Afghan specialists,. Including ·3,585 
special lsts who received higher and special secondary education 
In 1983. 

The polytechnlcal Institute In Bahr-Der was built In ·1963 and 
passed over to the people of Ethiopia as a glf1' of the peopte of 
the Soviet Union. · The Institute gives education to around 500 
students which are distributed among 6 faculties: agr·lculturet 
mechanization, chemical technology of wood treatment, textile 
production, metal working. The flrs1' special lsts graduated from :. 
the Institute In 1967. To this da1'e the tns1'1tute has trained !· 

over 1.600 qualified specialists for various branches ,of _the ,. 
national economy of Ethiopia. A considerable group of11~t~ian 
teachers from the Institute has been trained In the Sovle·r ifn on. 
15 Soviet teachers are working with their Ethlopeanicolle~U.s. -'at 
the Institute. 

The poly1'echnlcal Institute In Conakry, Guinea, Is operating 
already for the second decade. Annually It admits 300 s1'udents. 
The Institute has modern laboratories end repr~s·tn Itself 
the tlrst hlgher education establishment of- t.h-1s type ln West 
Africa. 4,500 students attend classes of various facul1'feso." 
Including phslcs and mathematics. construction, mining end 
geology. agriculture, social sciences, e!ectrlcal engineering, 
chemistry end pharmacent'cs. medicine and administration. _The. 
ftrst graduates left the lnstltut. fn 1968. 

The Rangoon 
technical higher 

technological Institute has become the first 
education establ lshment In Buraa. ·Its 8 · 
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faculties trained more than 6 thousand specialists In 
construc~lon. mechanics. chemistry, elec~rlclty, etc. 

In some cases national technical Inst-Itutes are created on 
the basis of technical secondary school~ and ~rofesslonal
technlcal training centres built with the USSR assistance. As an 
example one may cite Nigeria where In 1975 fn a training cen.tre 
In Varrl classes were opened to train 500 skilled oil-workers; In 
1976 the centre was transformed Into ·a petroleum Institute. 
Beginning with 1978 the country annually receives Its own specia
lists who graduate from the Institute and work ln.the petroleum 
Industry - the main branch of the natlo.nal economy. They Include 
specialists oil and gas recovery. s~rvlclng of refinery equip
ment, etc. Parallel to training Nigerian students the Soviet 
teachers and specialists mounte~ and put Into operation the 
necessary equipment, Improved teaching programmes and 'lectures 
and. trained Nigerian teachers and Instructors so that they would 
be able to carry out educational process Independently. During 
1975-83 period more than 900 graduates from the six faculties o·i 
this unique educat-Ional establishment for training englnee!jo tor 
the leading branch of the Nigerian economy r~celved .their 
diplomas. In 1983, 500 more students, some of them from other 
African countries, ·were studying at the Institute In Varrl. 

The Soviet Union renders assistance to. 29 developing 
countries In designing and constructing 470 professional
technical training centres out of which more than 250 are already 
In operation. By the end of 1983 the training centres prepared 
altogether over 490 thousand skllted workers In mass and the most 
needed trades, Including about 170 thousand workers In Egypt, 100 
thousand workers In Cuba, 65 thousand workers In Mongolia, 35 
thousand workers In Algeria, over 30 thousand workers In India. 

By the beginning of 1984 In Cuba alone 125 training centres 
were put Into operation which annually train over 20 thousand 
skilled workers. In Mongolia there exist 21 vocational-technical 
schools which can train simultaneously 10,155 persons. Actually 
In 1983 they trained 13,130 citizens of Mongolia. 

In Algeria 3 secondary technical schools have been set up or 
re-equipped with the assistance of the Soviet Union. At present 
more than 30 training centres are being organized to train 
sk II 1 ed workers for several branches of the nat lonal . ecou·omy of 
the country. In recent years over 201 of all skilled workers who 
join the production for the first time constitute th,e graduates 
from training centres created In cooperation with the Soviet 
Union. 

Due to the acute shortage of skliled cadres the training 
centres are often overloaded surpassing to a considerable degree 
the design number of trainees. In 1983~ In Aden. In the centre 
for training building workers of Democratic Yemen, 480 persons 
were enrolled against 300 persons envisaged by the design docu
mentation, and In Mukalta centre for training repair shop workers 
there were 267 trainees against the rated enrollment of 100 
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persons. In Iraq, the centre of petrol~m Industry In Ba~hded '" 
1980 ensured accelerated training of about 3,500 worker.• aria __ 
proved to be the best training centre Jn the Near·East. -

Many training centres are being set up directly In the 
projects constructed with the USSR assistance. In PakJstan a 
training centre at Karachi metat1urglcel pfent began Its training 
activities and by the end of 1983 trained abouT 5,000 workers In 
80 trades which ensured to a considerable degree· successful 
commissioning of the metallurgical plant end active utlll%etfon 
of Its productive capacities. Starting In 1970 a coal-mining 
training cen·tre at Kerman coal basin tn the Islamic Republic of 
Iran trained more than 3,600 workers. · 

At present Angola pays a particular attention to training 
the national technicaL cadres needed for reconstruction and the 
country's economic development (during military actions tens of 
thousands of Portguese and other foreign technicians and skilled 
workers left Angola>. A considerable contribution to solving 
this problem has been made by the Soviet Union. Soviet orgenl:a
tlons have established an automobile vocational training centre 
In Lobltu, three agricultural vocational training centres Jn 
Lubango, Ngunza and Malanje each for 200 students, Industrial
pedagogical secondary technical school for 600 students In Uambo• 
a school for tr~fnfng skilled workers at Lobltu shipyard enw a 
school of mechanizers-cotton growers In the province of Luand~. 
A number of training centres has been organized with the "~~tt 
assistance In Mozambique whose economy also experiences acute 
shortage of qualified teaching staff end skilled workers. 

Besides rendering assistance to dev~toplng countries In 
creating their proper systems of training highly qualified 
personnel the Sovl•t Union carries out on a wide enough scale 
formation of specialists from these countries at Its higher and 
special secondary education establishments Including a target 
stlpened programme as well as through the productfon•tecbnlcal 
training and consultations at Soviet large Jn~ustrlal_ enter• 
prises, and scientific research end designing Institutes. Such 
training makes It possible for the representatives of developing 
countries to receive quickly andon the most advanced level the 
required scientific knowledge. 

In 1980, the University of Friendship named after Patrice 
Lumumba celebrated Its twenty years during which It trained about 
9 thousand specialists from 100 countries. At present the 
University gives education to more than 6.5 thousand students• 
post-graduates and probationers (Including Soviet y~uths). 
Annually 100-150 specialists from Asian, African and Lattn· 
American countries work on probation In the University~ ~he 
University has become a large scientific centre: during 2a~yea~s 
It pub II shed more than 360 monographs, 290 collectf.Onfl of 
scientific works and over 11.5 thousand of scientific articles. 
The post-graduate department of the University prepared over 500 
candidates of sciences from developing countries. -At present 
more than 50 thousand students from Asian. African end Latin 
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American countries are~tudylng In the Soviet Union. They are 
provided with stipends, hostels, free social and medical 
services. Upon arrival to the Soviet Union the students get warm 
clothes free of charge. · 

Recently the Increasing role In the system of Training 
spc tal I sts for young states Is pI eyed by product lon-techn I.e a,_ 
training and consultations In the USSR. For this pur~ose 
annually the ministries and departments (general sup!).fler~ 
specify up to 200 enterprises, organ_lzattons, deslgnln.g and 
scientific research Institutes. Among them one can flnd such 
large enterprises with modern technology as metal turglcal plants 
"Azovstal" and "V.I. lenin" plant· In Zhdanov, Cherepovets, 
Nogollpetsk and 11 Zaporozllstal 11 _, production amalgamation 
11Eiectroslla" In leningrad and other enterprises. The greatest 
number of probationers for training end consultations come to the 
Soviet Union from VIetnam and Mongolia, Afghanistan and India, 
Pakistan and Democratic Yeman, Cuba and the Syrian Arab Republic 
and other countries. 

The Soviet Union participates In training p-ersonnel from 
developi-ng countries through the UN system. It organises various 
seminars, symposia and training courses. During last 15 years 
over 7.5 thousand United Nations fellows of middle and high rank 
from Asian, African and latin American countries passed through_ 
this form of training. 

It must be especially pointed out that the relations of the 
Soviet Union with developing countries of Asfa, Africa and latin 
America totally exclude the brain-drain. This partially Is one ot 
the reasons why devteoplng countries send wll tingly their repre
sentatives to study In the Soviet Union. 

Owing to creative combination of varfous methods and forms 
of training the Soviet organizations manage to solve success~ul!y 
the whole complex of personnel problems Including the provision 
of skit led workers and special lsts tor the construction and 
exploitation of co•operatlon projects In developing countries. 
To this date the USSR assisted In training more than _ 1,600 
thousand engl~eers, technicians, qual If led workers from developing 
countries. 

The experience fo the Soviet Union and Its co-operation with 
developing countries In the field of training and technologY 
transfer gives them the capability to actively us.e this co
operation against any forms of discrimination and restrictive 
actions, and In their cause of successful overcoming 
technological dependence on former metr9polles. 
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1. ORGANIZATION OF THE SEMINAR 

1. The. ·Interregional Seminar on •The VIenna Programme of 
Action - Planning and Management ~f Science and Technology: 
Methods, Prospects and Trends• was ·~eld In Moscow, USSR from 8 to 
27 October 1984. The Seminar was organized by the United NatJons, 
Centre for Science and Technology for Development (UNCSTD> and· 
the United Nations Department of Technical Co-operation for Deve
lopment (UNDTCD) In co-operation with the Higher Economics 
Courses of the USSR State Planning Committee, the USSR State 
Commmlttee for Science and Technology and the USSR State 
Committee for External Economic Relations. The Seminar was 
funded mainly from the UNDP/USSR Trust Fund. The Agenda for the 
Seminar Is shown In Annex I. · 

2. The participants Included senior officials Involved In 
policy-making· and planning for sc)ence and technology (S&T), 
policy analysts end development experts from several organiza
tions and Institutions of developing countries, Hungary and the 
USSR besides the representatives of som~ of the organizations of 
the Unl~ed Nations System. The list of participants Is shown In 
Annex II. 

3. The following officers were elected by the participants: 

Chairman 
VIce-Chairmen : 

Rapporteurs 

Prof • A .I.Rogov 
Mr. C. Arthachlnta. 
Mr. J. Elizondo Alarcon 
Mr. A.l. Naguib 
Mr. L. Bl rke 
Mr. ·P. Dewan 
Mr. Emil lo Garcia Capote 

4. In bls opening statement Prof. Amllcar Ferrerl,the Exe-
cutive Director of UNCSTD explained the scope of the seminar In 
the context of the Implementation of the VIenna Programme of 
Action and Its operational plan, whose main emphasis Is on strang• 
thenlng the endogenous scientific and technological capacities of 
developing countries. Ability to develop viable S & T po1 lcles 
and plans Is ·an Important attribute of such a capacity. Recogniz
Ing this need, the United Nations Advisory Committee on Science 
and Technology for Development <ACSTD> Initiated ~n ln-depth 
examination of this topic through a panel of experts convened In 
Kuwait In January 1983. This seminar Is one of t~e follow-up 
steps to Its recommendations, which-were submitted to the Inter
governmental Committee on Science and Technology for Development 
at Its fifth session. He hoped that.the del lberetlons of this 
Seminar will provide en understanding of the concepts end method
ologies In evolving S and T pol lcles and plans based on the 
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experiences of the participants and experts end lead to en appre
ciation of their utility for their specific situations In diffe
rent developing countries. 

5. Welcoming the participants, Mr. L. Gomez, Director~ 
UNDTCD, described the main features of the Seminar end the mutuel 
benefits that are derived by exchange of views and experiences 
hot only among the experts from developing countries but also 
between them and those from the host nation through such seminars 

6. ~ Mr. S. Tsukanov, Director, Department of International 
Organizations, USSR State Committee tor Science and Technology 
extending his welcome emphasized the complex nature of the topic 
of the Seminar In the context of the development objectives of 
the developing countries In science and technology and outlined 
the Initiatives taken by his organlzatfon In supporting the 
efforts of developing countries In various ways through 
substantial cooperation with the United Nations. 

7. Prot. A. Rogov. Director of Higher Economic Courses USSR 
State Plannlgn Committee, In his welcome statement, described the 
Interest of his organization In reinforcing the broad- range of 
activities for widening and ·deepening the spirit of cooperation 
among nations of the World and the extent of services rendered by 
them through their courses and seminars Involving high-level 
expertise from a variety of Institutions of USSR. 

8. Mr. V. Sklyarov, Deputy Director. Department of UN 
Technical Assistance. USSR State Committee for External Economic 
Relations, while welcoming the participants, provided an overview 
of the nature of supports rendered by flls organ I zat Jon ·to elI 
worthwhile programmes Initiated Jointly by the Soviet Union and 
the Organlzetlons of the United Nations System In furthering the 
cause of development. 

9. While recalling the efforts of the USSR In 
International cooperation for deal lng with the globe! end 
specific S & T problems faced by the developing countries, Mr. 
M.G.Kruglov. Deputy Chairman of the USSR State Committee for 
Science and Technology, stressed the Importance of mutual and 
beneficial International cooperation In order to effectively 
supplement the national endeavours. Achievement of progress 
cal Is for Innovative mechanism of cooperation in the 1 lght of the 
trends in world economy and dynamic changes In Science and 
Technology. He noted that such a progress depends to a great 
extent on success In disarmament and elimination of arms race. 

10. Discussing the characteristics of endogenous S & T 
capacities of developing countries. Prof. I. Ivanov, Deputy 
Director. Institute of World Economy and lnt.prnatlonal Relations. 

·drew attention to the linkages of development problems with the 
o advances In S & TIn modern society. Policies end plans for 
~ development of such capacities should also Include efficient 
~ means of acquiring the knowledge of frontier technologies, such 

as biotechnology and micro-electronics, In order to avoid 
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further deterioration In the adverse balance of technology trade 
In developing countries. He further pointed out the need for S & 
T policies end plans to deal with the problems of migration of 
talents from developing countries. 

II. SCOPE OF THE SEMINAR 

tt. The VIenna Programme of Action places considerable 
emphasis on the need for formulation and Implementation of 
national policies and plans on science and technology for 
development. The Operational Plan recommends several measures for 
Improving the capacities of developing countries for this 
purpose. It also cal Is for International cooperation In the 
development of necessary analytical techniques, diffusion of 
knowledge on the concept and methodologies, and research efforts 
In pol Icy Issues of specific relevance to developing countries. 

12. Many recent studfes have described the progress In S&T 
policy-making and planning endeavours of some developing countr
Ies as well as some of the existing lags and Inadequacies. The 
Kuwait- Panel of the Advisory Committee suggested several 
approaches to Improve the current situation, Including a high
level se•fnar to analyse specific problems. methods, trends and 
experiences. 

13. Based on these considerations. the following objectives 
were set out for the Moscow Seminar: 

(a) to assess. through national reports. case studies and 
expert-papers as well as reports by relevant United 
Nations organizations. the nature of functions and 
organizations In S&T policy-making and planning; 

(b) to gain an understanding of the range of problems and 
prospects in achieving progress In this area In the 
developing countries; 

(c) to enhance awareness about the Implications of S & T 
policies and plans on development goals; 

(d) to evolve specific recommendations which could (I) 
stimulate national Interest on S & T polleles ~nd plans 
(II) lead to new policy studies and methodologies (Ill) 
Identify nature of national and external supports 
required and Clv) utilize the Interests of lnterntlonal 
orga~lzatlons. 

14. Consistent with these objectives. the Seminar dealt 
with the following Issues relating to S&T policies and plans: 

(a) their status Jn developing countries; 

(b) their Influence on development of S&T Infrastructure 
and human resources; 



(c) their relationship to S&T financing; 

{d) their Impact on transfer, adaptation and utlllzatlon..-..of 
technologies; 

(e) their role In S&T cooperation with other countries; 

(f) conceptual and methodological approaches and 

(g) -approaches to S&T forecasting 

{h) recommendations 

15. The Seminar Initially discussed these Issues In the 
Individual national contexts based on the presentations of the 
national papers. Recognising some of the characteristic regional 
features and trends, the participants from the African. Asian and 
Latin American regions further deliberated upon these Issues In 
the I lght of their particular regional situations. This report 
synthesizes these deliberations, taking Into account the 
presentations by the Soviet experts. 

Ill. ANALYSIS OF TKE ISSUES 

C:vrrent Stotu:; 

16. The national papers presented by the participants re
vealed a variety of situations In the status of S & T pol lcfes 
end plans among the developing countries. Some countries- have 
had long traditions, extending over a decade or more, In setting 
out S&T policy obJectives and plans while at the other end there 
are many countries which are yet to undertake such Initiatives. 
In between, there are countries with explicit and limited S&T 
policies not supported by detailed plans, some with specific S&T 
plans not supported by corresponding pol lcles, and some others In 
various stages of evolving them. either comprehensively or for 
specific sectors of Interest. 

17. Despite these variations, the general opinion of the 
participants of the Seminar was that every developing country was 
conscious of the need for S&T pol lcles and plans which are refle
cted. either expllclty or lmpl Ietty. within their development 
planning efforts. Keen Interest exists In these countries to 
assess the experience of other countries and their Institutions 
to undertake further adJustments and Jmprovements to their own 
pol lcles and plans. 

18. The discussions brought out the 91fferences In the 
level and functions of the existing formal political, legal and 
Institutional framework In the developing countries. An 
lllustatlon of S&T policy machinery In some of the developing 
countries Is shown In table 1. 
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19. Though the objectives that are embodied In the S&T 
pol lcles and plans of the countries were stated differently, 
their Main thrust may be summarized as follows: 

to Integrate S&T activities In harmony with main economic 
and social objectives 

to strengthen the development programmes either 
comprehensively across several sectors or to selectively 
lmrpove selected social and economic programm~s In 
sectors such as agr leu I ture, health. lndustr les. natural 
resources. energy, envlr6nment, etc. through e rational 
mix of technologies 

to Increase technolglcal sel f-rellance Including· study, 
adaptation and asslml latlon of foreign technology 

to Increase the public-awareness of the role of S&T and 
Improve education and training and extension services 

progressive development of ~fundamental research 
.capabilities. 

20. With these objectives, the pol lcies and plans reflect the 
specific contributions which S&T can make for priority areas of 
the countries. Examples of such areas which appeared to be 
significant are: 

Agriculture and food production, processing, transporatlon 
and nutr-Ition 

Transport and communication 

High-technology-Intensive Industries (e.g. electronics) 

Capital goods and maflufacturlng Industry 

Energy 

Petrochemical Industry 

Mining 

Housing, health, rural development and environment 

Status of S&T $V$i§m 

21. The growth of the national S&T system should reflect 
the Importance attached to science and technology In socio
economic policies and plans. In most developing countries S&T 
systems had been Initiated by the national governments. although 
It Is only recently that Intensive efforts are being made to 
device formal mechanisms to I Ink them with the socio-economic 
objectives or to utilize Research and Development <R&D> resources 
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In the productive system. In some developing countries, al loca
tion of resources to other priority development programmes led to. 
delayed growth of S&T systems. An II lustratlve description of 
the S&T resources In some of the developing countries Is shown In 
Table 2. 

22. The most serious problem In many developing countries 
Is the lack of S&T human resources and S&T Infrastructure. This 
Is particularly true In most countries of the African region. In 
Asia and Latin America, this problem exists In some countries 
while others have a relatively large number of R&D Institutions 
and S&T personnel. While there has been considerable Improvement 
In the linkage between educational and S&T systems of these 
countries. their I lnkages to productive systems stll I remain 
largely Inadequate. Investments In science and technology re
quire a long period of maturation. Attention to S&T pol lcies and 
plans becomes necessary to reduce the current Imbalances and 
Inadequacies and to derive ultimate self-generative effects. 

Approocbes tp transfer. adoptatipn 
ogd utli lzatlon 0 £ technolgles 

23. A main trend In many developing coutnrles Is to pursue 
a selective approach to transfer of technologies and adapting 
them to their particular needs. Some of the Important 
constraints In these efforts are: lack of adequate Information; 
competent personnel and Institutions for choice and adaptation of 
technologies; lack of legislative framework for regulation, 
Incentives and Investments; and lack of adequate International 
norms for the transfer of technology from developed countries to 
developing countries. Experiences In many countries In the Asian 
and Latin American regions demonstrate their abl llty to 
progressively overcome some of these constraints. The capacity 
of many other countries. especially In the African region, Is far 
from satisfactory In this respect. 

S&T Co-operation 

24. One of the Ingredients of a sound S&T pol Icy for deve
loping countries I les In facli itatlng S&T cooperation with other 
developing countries as well as with developed countries. In 
recent years there has been a conscious effort at political level 
to seek cooperation with other countries under bilateral and 
multilateral schemes as an Integral part of economic cooperation 
agreements. The number of such agreements has been growing 
considerably In recent years. Many developing countries have S&T 
agreements with as many as 20 to 50 countries In fields of their 
Individual priorities such as agriculture, medicine, energy. 
Industry and communication. However, there ore potentials for 

0 widening the scope of these agreements and, for Improving the 
~ arrangements aimed at greater effectiveness of their performance. 
~ 
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Concepts and math~ 

25. The analysis of the existing situations In S&T policies 
and plans among the developing countries demonstrated the need to 
understand In detail the concepts and methods behind pol Icy
making and planning. Some of the possible approaches were prese
nted by the Soviet experts, based on their experiences In their 
own national context as wei I as through their Interactions with 
other countries. 

26.Accordlng to the Soviet experts, the principle of a 
single S&T pol Icy. establ !shed and directed at the highest level 
of the government, Is conditioned by the public ownership of 
means of productlo'n In planned systems of economies. It facll 1-
tates the process of allocation and management of national resou
rces within the overal I planning process and achieve coordination 
and upgrading of qual lty of technological developments In the 
production process. The planning concepts associated with such a 
S&T pol Icy prescribes the content, forms and methods of solving 
national economic problems. This process Includes forecast of 
principal directions of S&T progress, justification of priorities 
and targets, assessment of their possible socio-economic conse
quences and Incorporation of urgent measures. 

27. Some of the techniques used In conjunction with S&T 
pol lcles and plans require sophisticated analysis In order to 
Include a complex set of variables which Influence the evaluation 
of results. A number of techniques developed and used by the 
Soviet experts were presented. 

28. It was emphasized that the experiences of USSR In 
planning and management of S&T, establ lshment of the system of 
S&T development plans and methods of their elaboration, use of 
methods of programme-targets In solving main S&T problems are of 
Interest for many developing countries. It was noted that Ideas, 
concepts and methodological approaches applied by Soviet planners 
and pollc:y-makers In the field of S&T had been used In some 
countries. Attention was drawn to the unique USSR experience In 
the Implementation of S&T plans and stimulation of Interest and 
participation of scientists, planners, etc. through economic:, 
soc I a I end mo r a I I n c en t I v e s • 

29. A range of factors lnf I uenclng the S&T policies and 
plens were discussed. This Included such considerations es orge
nlzatlon end management of fundamental scientific research, fore
costing and socio-economic assessment, lntroductlo~ and mastery 
of new equlpments and technologies. at location of resources for 
S&T, planning for S&T human resources, economic efficiency of 
Investments and Incentives for stimulation of S&T progress. 

30. There was a general consensus among the participants of 
the Seminar from the developing countries that the Soviet expe
rience might be useful and could be applied, If appropriate, In 
certain types of S&T activities. It was also noted by some of 
the pertlclpants that the activities of the USSR In the 
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technology transfer reinforce Indirectly the bargaining power .of 
the developing countries. Examples of a number of specific 
experiences of the Soviet Union with developing countries In 
their efforts to strengthen the S&T capacities serve as evidence 
of this point, though some of the participants gave suggestions 
for further Improvement of these efforts. 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

31~ Based on the presentation of papers and del lberatlons 
of the Seminar, the following recommendations were made towards 
evolution of further measures In the formulation of S&T pol lcles 
and plans by developing countries. 

1. StrengtheolAQ S&T pol Icy-making and planning capacity 

a) Efforts should be made to strengthen the pol Icy-making 
and planning capacity of developing countries through 
formulating and conducting training programmes and semi
nars In S&T pol Icy-making, planning and management. 
Such programmes should be conducted In developed as we! I 
as developing countries. Participation In such program
mes should Include not only scientists and technologists 
but also high-level pol Icy-makers. planners and managers. 

b) Such seminars should progressively deal with specific 
Issues such as techniques of evaluation of plans and 
strategies, modes of Internal and external S&T financing, 
role of emerging technologies. and comparative analysis 
of typical S&T pol lcles and plans for development. 

c) Information systems aimed at securing the necessary 
knowledge for pol Icy-making should be establIshed. 

d) Sustained support should be provided by concerned 
International organizations In these efforts; a higher 
level of expertise than currently provided should be 
made available to the developing countries from the most 
appropriate sources available. Prefernces should be 
given to the national expertise whenever possible. 

e) In case of countries where constraints of scale some
times do not permit elaborate S&T pol lcles, plans and 
mechanisms, the national centres created for promotion 
and performance of R&D could progressively be stren
gthened to undertake S&T pol Icy-making and planning 
functions. 

2. Stlmulotlpn pf Interest In S&T ppllcles JIDd plans 

a) Popular support for national S&T policies Is an essen
tial element In achieving success and obtaining feed
back for further Improvement. Hence popularization of 
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science and technology especially at the grass-root 
level through Innovative mechanisms should be promoted. 

b) Adequate Incentives should be given to scientists. Indu
stries and consumers to encourage their participation In 
the effective Imp Jementatlon of S&T policies; and to 
obtain an optimum balance between Import and endogenous 
generation of technologies. 

c) Issues of S&T pol Jcles as a basis of endogenous capacity 
building should be highlighted In the International 
forums Including the Intergovernmental meetings of na
tional leaders. 

3. pevel 0pm§Di and tmpro~Bment of methodQIQ~ 

a) The development of methodologies for formulation of S&T 
policies and plans for developing countries poses many 
challenges and sometimes could be very different from 
those used In developed countries. Hence participation 
of experts from developing countries In the studies and 
development of methodologies as wei I as diffusion of 
main results should be facilitated. 

b) These methodologies should aim at such features as deve
lopment of a comparative system of S&T budgets; Incorpo
ration of technology In an expl iclt form within the 
production function; characterization of costs of Import 
of technologies in terms of dependency aspects; creation 
of alert systems for emerging technologies; adoption of 
techniques of forecasting; and development of sclentome
trlc approaches. 

4. !mptemeni~jJDD-D1-S&T pol~ and plan~ 

Ultimately, the success of S&T pol lcles and plans wll I be 
determined by the process of Implementation and the results 
achieved thereby. Hence, 

a) S&T plans should be appropriately linked with socio
economic development plans to ensure optimum development 
and uti I lzatlon of a country's resources and a sustained 
overal I growth. 

b) Creation of a favourable environment for growth. disse
mination, absorption and asslml ration of technologies 
developed endogenously Is an essential requirement of 
the Implementation process. This would also call for 
financial support to the S&T activities to a level 
recommended by the VIenna Programme of Action and Its 
Operational Plan through favourable terms of assistance. 

c) National organizations facll ltatlng or regulating tran
sfer of technologies both from Internal and external 
sources should be promoted. 
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d) International norms for technology transactions should 
be adopted to facilitate the more coherent elaboration 
and Implementation of national S&T pol lcles and plans. 

e) Even though there are severe limitations In the S&T 
capacities of Individual developing countries, there are 
yet considerable unexplolted possibilities If we consi
der their Joint S&T potential. Hence. promotion of tec
hnical cooperation a~ng de•eloplng countries should 
constitute. one of the major ele.ents In the elaboration 
and Implementation of S&T pol lcles and plans. 

5. Eya!uat!on mechanisms 

There should be a built-In mechanism In S&T pol lcles and 
plans for monitoring and evaluation of their Implementation 
through the use of task-forces of experts consisting of scien
tists and technologists and others. Appropriate tools of evalua
tion should be developed to facilitate the cOMparison between 
successes and failures of S&T for development. 
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Table 1 

ILLUSTRATIVE LIST OF S&T POLICY AND PLANNING MACHINARY 

Name of 
country 

Angola 

Argentina 

Chine 

Cuba 

Egypt 

Ethiopia 

Ghana 

India 

Malaysia 

Name of 
organization 

Secretarla de Clencla 
y Tecnlca 

Consejo Naclonal de 
Clencla y Tecnologla 

The State Science and 
Technology Commission 

Academia de Clenclas 
de Cuba 

Academy of Scientific 
Research and Technology 

Ethiopian Science and 
Technology Commission 

Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research 

Department of Science 
and Technology; 
Departments of Atomic 
Energy, Space, Electro
·nlcs, Environment, 
Ocean Development, Non
conventional Energy, 
other sectoral ministr
Ies Council of Scientific 
Industrial Research 

Ministry of Science, 
Technology and 
the Env'l ronment 
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Existence of 
exp lie It S&T 
policy 
statements 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

Scientific 
Polley Reso
lution and 
Technology 
Policy state
ment 

Under prepa
ration 

Ex lstanc,, of 
S&T plans 

no 

no 

Medium plan 
1981-86 
Lor.ger pI an 
1986·2000 

1981-85 

1983-87 

1985-94 

1984-86 

1980-85 

Under prepa
ration 



Table 1 <continued) 

Existence of 
Na11e of Na11e of explicit S&T Existence of 
country organization policy S&T plans 

statements 

Mauritius no no 

Mexico ConseJo Naclonel de 1983-88 1984-88 
Clencla de Tecnologla 

Nigeria Federal Ministry of draft 1981-85 
Education, Science 
and Technology 

Pakistan Ministry of Science approved In 1983-88 
and Technology 1984 

Peru ConseJo Nacloal de I ong, med I um no 
Clencla y Tecnologla and short 

term 

Thailand Ministry of Science, 
Technology and Energy 

United no n9 
Republic of 
Tanzania 



Table 2 

ILLUSTRATION OF S&T RESOURCES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

<A = adequate; I z not yet aiequete1 U • lnfor111etlon u~avalleble.) 

Country 

Angola 

Argent I no 

Chine 

Cube 

Egypt 

Ethiopia 

Ghana 

Indio 

R&D lnstltutlotts 

Approx-l111ate 
Nu111ber 

5 Cot which 
3 In unlv) 

u 

9000 

150 plus 
250 branch 
units 

75 

14 pI US• 

7 research 
stations & 
27 sub res. 
stations 

16 

130 (speci
alised labs. 
& lnst.) & 
700 (units 
In enter-
pr lses) & 
150 (units 
In consult
Ing orgn.) 

Linkage to 

Prod. Educn. 

A 

A 

" 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

N .. en Resources In S&T 

Appr. nuttber 
(ful 1 tl11e ~ulv.) 

R&D 

u 

u 

8000 

A 

A 

Proi. 

u 

u 

u 

A 

A 

u 

SIT financing 
ct of SliP In a 

Level/ given year) 
c011posl• 
tfon 

A 

A 

A 

0.6 (1983) 

1.61-of 
aet'toael 
fttdvstrfef ........... 
output ( 1 98S) 
(see aote- 1) 

1.0 <1913) 

o. t57 (1 983) 



Mongolia 45 A u A 0.9 (1983) 

Note 1 :This amounts to 7400 million yuan excluding R&D expenditure )n 
Institutes of higher learning. 

Table 2 (continued) 

ILLUSTRATION OF S&T RESOURCES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

(A adequate; I = not yet adequate; U = Information unavailable.) 

Country 

Mauritius 

Mexico 

Nigeria 

Pakistan 

Peru 

Thailand 

United 
Republic 
of 
Tanzania 

R&D Institutions 

'3 

Approximate 
Number 

1000 

26 (of which 
3 not yet 
operational) 

20 plus 
30 research 
stations 

350 

u 

1 plus 
2 research 

stations 

Linkage to 

Prod. Educn. 

A A 

A 

A 
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Human Resources In S&T 

Appr. number 
(full time equlv.) 

R&D Prod. 

20000 110000 

A 

8000 u 

5200 

S&T financing 
(I of GNP In a 

Level/ given year) 
composi-
tion 

A 0.55 (1983) 

u 

A 0.3 (1983) 

0.3 (1983) 



II 

ANNEX I 

Agenda and organization of work 

Registration of participants and distribu
tion of documents 

Opening of Seminar 

{a) Statements by: 

Mr. Amllcar F. Ferrari, Exec~tlve Director 
UNCSTD 
Mr. Louts Gomez, Director,· UNDTCD 
Mr. S.V. Tsukanov,·Dtrector, USSR State 
Committee for Science and Technology 
Mr. V.M. Sklyarov, Deputy Director, USSR 
State Committee for External Economic 
Relatio-ns-
Prof. A.l. Rogov, Director, Higher 
Economic Courses, USSR State Planning 
Committee· 

{b) Address by: 

Mr. M.G. Kruglov, Deputy Chairman 
USSR State Committee for Science and 
Technology 
Prof. 1.0. Ivanov, Deputy Director 
Institute of World Economy and 
International Relations 

I I I Presentation of national papers 
by the partlpants from Angola, Argentina, 
China, Cuba, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, 
India, Malaysla,·Maurltlus, Mexico, 
Mongolia, Nigeria, PakIstan, Peru, 
Syria Arab Republic,. Thai land, 
United Republ lc of Tanzania, 
Vlet·Nem end Yemen 

IV PresentatIon of d I s_cuss I on papers 

{a) by USSR experts 

{b) from UNCSTD, UNESCO, UNCTAO, UNIDO 

v Consideration of Case Studies 

VI Preparation of the report and recommenda
tions of the Semlner 
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8 Oct. 1984 

9 Oct. 1984 

10 Oct. 1984 
to 

13 Oct. 1984 

15 Oi::t. 1984 
to 

19 Oct. 1984 

22 Oct. 1984 
to 

27 Oct. 1984 



Country 

1. Angola 

2. Argentina 

3. China 

4. Cuba 

5. Egypt 

6. Ethiopia 

7. Ghana 

8. India 

ANNEX II: List of participants 

Name/Position/Address 

Carlos Alberto Abreau Soreno 
Head, Chemical Engg. Department 
Angola University, P.O~Box 1756 
Luanda 

Guillermo Luis VItelli 
Executive Secretary, Studies on 
Pol Icy and Management-of Technology 
Secretariat of Science & Technology 
Ministry of Education'& Justice 
Arzoblspo Espinoza 55,Piso 12, Dpto C 
1157 Buenos Aires 

Yao Erxln 
Programme Officer, 
Dept. of Inti. Cooperation 
State-S and T Commission 
BeiJing 

Carlos Fernandez de Cosslo Dominguez 
Specialist,· Dept. of Inti. Organizations 
Ministry of foreign Affairs 
Havana 

Ahmed Ibrahim Naguib 
Under Secretary of State for Special !zed 
Councils Affairs, Academy of Scientific 
Research (ASRT> 
101 Kasr er Alnl Street 
Cairo 

Lakew Blrke 
Chairman, Food and Agriculture Research 
Council, Ethiopian Science and Technology 
Commission, P.O. Box 2490 
Addis Ababa 

Joy K. B.A. A ta 
Technical Director, Ministry of 
Industry• Science and Technology 
P.O. Box M.39 
Accra 

Parvez Dewan 
Under Secretary to Government of India 
Ministry of Finance <Dept. of Economic 
Affairs), North Block 
New Delhl-110001 
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9. Mal.aysle 

10. Mauritius 

1.1. Mexico 

12. Mongolia 

13. Nigeria 

14. Pakistan 

15. Peru 

16. Syrien Arab 
Repub lie 

17. Thailand 

Mohamed Noor AJela 
Deputy Secretary-General 
Ministry of Science, Technology 
and Environment · 
Kuala Lumpur 

Francois Georges Carver 
Pro-VIce-Chancel lor and Head of 
School of Industrial Technology 
University of Mauritius 
Redult 

Jorge Elizondo Alarcon 
Planning Director, National Council of 
Science and Technology, Clrculto Cultural 
Cluded Unlversltarla 
Mexico City 

Tsagaanbaatar Myagmar. 
Head of Dept. for Scientific Research 
State Committee for.Sclence and Technology 
Ulaan Bator 

Richard Enlang 
Chief Scientific Officer 
Fe~eral Ministry of Education, Science 
and Technology, PMB 12793 
Lagos, 

Altaf Ahsan Beg 
Deputy Scientific Adviser 
Ministry of Science and Technology 
Islamabad 

Gerardo Ramos 
General Director 
Office of Scientific Affairs 
National Council for Science 
and Technology 
Lima 11 

Mahmoud Warde 
VIce-Dean of Faculty of Civil Engg.· 
Damascus University 
Damascus 

Chlrapandh Arthachlnta 
Director, Office of Science, Technology 
and Energy, Polley and Planning 
Office of Permanent Secretary 
Minfstry of Science, Technology and Energy 
Bangkok 
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18. United Republ lc Ladlslaus Marljanl 
of Tanzania Zonal Chief Inspector of Schools 

Eastern Zone, P. 0. Box 9403 
Dar-es-salaam 

19. VIet Nam 

20. Yemen 

OBSERVERS 

1. Cuba 

2. Hungary 

Nguyen Dlnh Tuyen 
Research Fe! low 
lnst. for Science Management 
State Committee for Science and Technology 
39, Tran Hung Dao Street 
Hanoi 

AI I Gamaan Sal lm EI-Shekell 
Dean, Faculty of Science 
University of Sanaa 
San 1 a 

Emilio Garcia Capote 
Director, Study Centre for the History 
and Organization of Science, 
Cuban Academy of Sciences, P.O. Box 70 
Havana 1 

Toro Ferenc 
Adviser, Embassy of Hungary In the USSR 
Moscow, USSR 

UNITEQ NATIONS SYSTEM 

1. UNCSTD 

2. · UNDTCD 

!1. UNCSTD 

Amllcar Fugelra Ferrari 
Executive Director, UNCSTD 
1 UN Plaza, DC1-1022 
United Nations 
New York, NY 10017, United States 

Luis Marla Gomez, Director 
Natural Resources and Energy Division 
DTCD, 1 UN Plaza, DC1-0818 
United Nations 
New York, NY 10017, United States 

Vladimir Karpovtch Pavlov 
Deputy Director, 
Pol Icy, Analysts and Research Division 
UNCSTD, 1 UN Plaza, DC1-1048 
United Nations • 
New York, NY 10017, United States 
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4. UNC~TD 

5. UNESCO 

U~SR ADMINISTRATION 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

USSR EXPERTS 

t. v.s. Boytchenko 

2. y • I • Bryzga!ov 

3. A. I. Chubarenko 

4. Y.A. Olsson 

5. K.A. Ef lmov 

M. Anandakrfshnan 
Senior Officer 
Polley. Analysis and Research Division 
UNCSID, 1 UN Plaza, DC1·1040 
United Nations 
New York, NY 10017, United States 

Vl.adlslav Kotchetkov 
Programme Officer 
Division of S&T Pol lcles 
UNESCO, Place de Fontenoy 
75700 Paris, France 

Anatoly I. Bogov 
Director 
Higher Economic Courses of the USSR 
State Planning Committee 
M. Gnezdnfkovsky per 2/4 
Moscow 

Leonid G. Zheleznjak 
Deputy Director 
Hlghe Economic Courses of the USSR 
State Planning Committee 
M. Gnezdnlkovsky per 2/4 
Moscow 

Natal faN. Kudrjashova 
Santor Officer 
Higher Economic Courses of the USSR 
State Planning Committee 
M. Gnezdnlkovsky per· 2/4 
Moscow 

Deputy Chief of Subdivision 
USSR State Planning Committee 

Deputy Chief of Subdivision 
USSR State Planning Commlt~ee 

Chief of Department 
O'S$R State Pl_annlng Committee 

Deputy Head of Department, USSR State 
Committee for Science and Technology 

Head of Department 
Institute of Economic Problems 
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5. A.A. Gorin 

7. A.S. Gusarov 

8. J.D. Ivanov 

9. V.I. Kaspln 

tO. V.A. Kozhevnlkov 

11. V.F. Leontyev 

12. D.S. Lvov 

13. A.A. Popoudln 

14. G.l. Sadovsky 

15. N.Y. Safronov 

16. T.V. Teodorvltch 

Deputy Chief of Department 
USSR State Committee for Science _ 
and Technology 

Head of Division 
USSR State Planning Committee 

Deputy 0 I rector 
Institute of World Econa.y and 
International Relations 

f 

Moscow Institute of Management 

Head of Division 
USSR State Planning Committee 

Chief of Department. 
USSR State Comml~ee for Science 
and Technology 

Central Economtc Mathematical 
Institute, USSR.Academy of Sciences 

International ln~tltute of Economic 
Problems of World Socialist System 

Professor. Higher Economic Courses 
of the USSR State Planning Committee 

Deputy Chief of Department, USSR 
· State Committee for Science and 

Technology 

Deputy Director, Institute of the 
USSR State Committee for External 
Economic Relations 




